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H. RADIO VALVE

IULII
Price 21).
2 volts.
Filament Volts
Filament Current..0.35 amps.
20-90 volts
Anode Volts.
Yrice 35,
B4 Valve
0 volts.
Filament Volts
Filament Current..0.25 amps.
40-100 volts.
Anode Volts
Price &B5 Valve
3 volts.
Filament Volts
Filament Current..0.06 amps.
90.90 volts.
Anode Volts.
Price 3-U.
B6 Valve
3 volts.
Filament Volts
Filament Current..0.12 amps.
60-120
volts.
Anode Volts
i-rice l2/6
R Valve
4
volts.
Filament Volts
Filament Current...0.63 amps.
20-80 volts
Anode Volts

B3 Valve

These five B.T.H. Valves meet every possible requirement of the
ordinary listener -in and the serious experimenter.
The B3,
B5, and R Valves can be used in any position, for detection or high

or low frequency amplification, while the B4 and B6 Valves are
intended primarily for low frequency power amplification.
Be sure your next valve is a B.T.H. Valve. Look for the initials

" B.T.H." which are the sign of high quality, and for the silvered
bulb which denotes a perfect vacuum.
Obtainable from all Electricians and Wireless Dealers.

The British Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd.
TV orbs

Offices : Crown House, Aldwych, W.C.2.

Coventry.

O

O

ARE YOU SURE
your Crystal is giv:ng best results ?
With the work of Science comes the
improvement in wireless crystals. And
the culminating point is reached in

BORGANITE
"The Best of All
IT IS SENSITIVE ALL OVER
For all you know you may be getting
only half the power from your set.

/M P.O. (which inclur'es silver

SEND .L IL)

.catswhisker) to.

Famous DL. Headphones
"MODEL DE LUXE"

4,000 OHMS TOTAL RESISTANCE

Every Pair Carries Our Money -Back Guarantee
OVER HALF -A -MILLION PAIRS IN USE TO -DAY.
Leather bound wire
headbands,

sliding

lead adjustment, &

ecch receiver detacha5le instuntanecusly

TOTAL WEIGHT
11 OZ.

Guaranteed highly .
efficient ; complete
with I lexi5le cord

and ready for

use

THE
MOST COMFORTABLE
PHONE on Le MARKET

BORGANITE CRYSTALS
1,

HIGH STREET, BARNET
Pair

Pair 1216

Post free
8.000 ohms, 14)'

Post free
8,000 ohms 14 -

Phosphor Bronze

SINGLE
HEADPHONES:

NOTE : We are
sole distributors

contact arm.

DL., 4,000 ohms, 6/6

and the Colonies.

Handsome nickel dial.
One hole fixing.
::

2/6

Prov. Pat.
12452.

Winding cannot bo damaged by ordinary use.
Size IF' diameter. r high.
From all Wireless Stores or direct from
THE

BEDFORD ELECTRICAL & RADIO
CO., LTD.

16622

1216

Electrical Engineers and Manufacturers

CAM PI3L LL ROA D, BEDFORD

6 ohms
15 ohms
30 ohms
soAss§',A

itt

::

111IIMMI=

Post 3,1.

DL., 2,000 ohms, 5/6
Post 3d.

for Great Britain
TRADE HOUSE fcr
Everything- Wireless

Delivery from Stock.
Trade enquiries solicited.
WIRELESS DEPARTMENT,

E. SHIPTON Co' Co., Ltd.,

37, TOTHILL ST., WESTMINSTER
And at 14, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Tel. No.-Victoria 7.

Telegrams-RENTFONES, PARL
LarLia) s
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SECURITY
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BEHIND BONTONES

ANOTHER ;

SECURITY

TO THE DEALER
SECURITY
TO THE USER

E.E.C.1

Bontone PhonesBritain's best, backed by
Generous Guarantee.

TRIUMPH! I

1

I

The NEW

SENSITIVE,DURABLE, COMFORTABLE, & BEAUTIFULLY
FINISHED.

"XTRAUDION "

I 1 SIGH

1416
BONTONE ORIGINAL.

NEnREQUENCY

VALVE

12/6
READY

N0W

.Beats toe Band !

Filament pressure, 3.5-4 volts. Maximum consumption, .5 amps.
Plate Potential, 30-80 volts.
This is not our Standard " XTRAUDION" fitted with a different
filament, but an entirely new valve designed specially for " H.F."
work. - NEW PLATE - NEW GRID- NEW FILAMENT - NEW
Fit one to your
CHARACTERISTIC - UNEQUALLED RESULTS.
set and bring in those distant stations

I ECONOMIC ELECTRIC LIMITED
Tth,thohe:
showrooms:
Head Office: 10, FITZROTI
SQUARE, LONDON, W.1 MUSEUM 1055 303, EUSTON RD., N.W.1

ona

Manufactured entirely by
BRITISH LABOUR.

MEN MINI MIR NMI WM MIN

MI

BONTONE
LIGHTWEIGHT

15/6

BONTONE PHONES ARE MANUFACTURED-

Up to a high efficiency.
Down to a low and popular price.

We agree to replace any 'phone, not giving complete satisfaction, if returned to us within seven
days of purchase undamaged. We further agree to repair, adjust, re -test any Bontone 'Phone
irrespective of the date of purchase, for the sum of 0/-, plus 65. postage, if returned to us, intact,
with remittance.'
What does it mean ? Why, an assurance for all time to users of Bontone 'Phones.
Compare these advantages over other makes of 'phones, particularly the cheap, continental type !
Have you recognised all the better qualifications which make BONTONE. the distinctive type'?
ihey are backed by a .04 yearn,. adaralllee.
Sensitive ! Why ? Simply that the magnets are made in our own works under our own supervision.
BONTONE will respond to the weakest signals.
Durability ? BONTONE are made of the best materials procurable, and their beautiful finis:i
is highly creditable to skilled craftsmanship.
Comfort ? Throughout exhaustive tests we have worn BONTONE and claim a maximum success.
BONTONE are easily adjusted. See you. buy BONTONE.
Apply to your local dealer or apply direct pining your dealer's name to :This is our Bond.

B. D. & Co, (EDWARD A. BOYNTON)
Works: GOSWELL Rd. and CITY Rd., LONDON, E.C.1.
Offices: 167-173, GOSWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1
Admiralty, War Office and India Office Contractors.

',Neran,e,MMUNitriswem.

41cS,
..............
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............................

The components illustrated are

1-9
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1. EFESCA LOW - FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER, TYPE B. A one -hole fixing transformer of unique design. A special feature is
that the windings and laminations are totally
enclosed in an insulating compound, thus giving
absolute immunity from Atmospheric Humidity.
This transformer gives maximum amplification
without distortion and is enclosed in metal
shroud which eliminates all parasitic noises.
Ratio 4-1, 22/6.
2. EFESCA VERNISTAT (Pat. applied for).
Of unique construction, the Vernistat gives
extremely delicate control and is smooth and
silent in operation and is specially suited to
High Frequency and Detector Valve filament
control. Resistance 5 ohms, 6/- each, complete
as illustrated.
3. EFESCA VARIABLE CONDENSER gives a
high standard of accuracy. Vanes are spaced
with micrometer exactitude, the construction
providing smooth action coupled with stability.
One -hole fixing. .001 mfd. 12/6, .0005 mfd. 8/6,
.0003 mfd. 7 / .00005 mfd. 5/6.

The full range of Efesca parts and
Efescaphone receiving sets will be
found in Catalogue 522. Send for
it to -day.

For those not interested in the constructional side
of wireless, there is a wide range of complete
Efescaphone sets front the simple crystal set to the
multi -valve receiver for loud -speaker and long
range work.

-"," "'V"

Components you can rely upon
SELECTIVITY, Loud Signals, Tonal
Qualities-these are but a few of the
many aims and desires of the wireless enEfesca components are designed
to aid you in reaching your objective.
Efesca components are a new departure in

wireless parts-each the result of careful
thought and embodying many unique and
novel features designed to produce the
utmost

efficiency.results-build

If

you want better

with

VF6Seill
ONE -HOLE FIXING COMPONENTS
4
.4
.

Scild by all Wireless Dealer's, Ironmongers
and Electricians.
Wholesale only

FALK, STADELMANN &Co., Ltd.,
Efesca Electrical Works,
83-85-87. Farringdon Road, LONDON. E.C.1
and at Glasgow. Manchester and Birmingham.

4,4, qt.*

4,

L lb Yzs

4444

4

thusiast.
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WITH A JUNK SET IN IRAQ
THE following is a description of what
the writers believe to be a unique effort
to receive the British telephony stations
in Iraq. The great initial difficulty was
lack of, apparatus, so it was decided to
make anything unobtainable.
It was
originally decided to use seven
valves, but owing to the high amplifier

frequency

Filament rheostats consist of iron wire
wound on pieces of wood, which are
mounted on the baseboard;. these are a
little noisy, but were the best that could
be produced under the circumstances. For
the low -frequency unit, only two burnt -out

t% in. with four pieces of waxed paper.

All terminals were taken from old dry
cells, these being mounted on odd pieces
of ebonite.'
Valve holders were unobtainable and so
it was necessary to make them. Pieces
of ebonite were cut with holes
drilled to conform to the valve

proving

the

pins,

sockets

themselves

rather unstable the number was
cut down to five. The arrange-

being made by winding a few
turns of brass wire round a
drill shank; these were pushed

H.F. being on the well-known

through the holes in the ebonite
and connections soldered to the
brass spirals. Condensers were
constructed to go across the
primaries of the transformers,

ment of the valves was two
high -frequency, one detector
and two low -frequency, the

-tuned-anode system. The circuit is shown in the accompanying diagram.
The tuner , consists of a
solenoid coil 4 in. in diameter
and 4J.; in. high, Wound with

also across the telephones and
H.T. battery.
Reaction was obtained by inserting a basket coil in the
anode circuit of the detector

wire with
five tappings and a .0005 variable condenser in series. This
No. 26 -gauge d.s.c.

valve and coupling it to the
aerial coil by means of a hinged

bracket.
tuner is mounted on the same
The Apparatus Used by the Authors.
The aerial was slung between
base -board as the H.F. amplifier, and gives a range of wavelengths transformers of the army type were avail- two electric -light standards, one of the
able. However, these transformers had to wires of the electric light system being
from 280 to Goo metres.
The high -frequency unit is, as men- he rewound, and, thanks to Mr. Henry earthed.
Readers will imagine the surprise when
tioned, of the tuned -anode type, the coils Ford, of motor -car fame, they were re -

testing the familiar
sound of a carrier wave was
heard.
On tuning more
carefully English speech
was heard, and once or
twice
N 0 was distin-

being of the basket type

on

with tappings; the second
anode coil is wound on an
ebonite tube 2 in. in ,diameter and 6 in. long; these
coils are also wound with
No. 26 wire and the latter

guished.

coil

taken from it.

Small condensers were
placed across the anode

was

coils; these were made by
cutting discs of brass, two
discs being used for each

one ' disc is
screwed to the baseboard
and the moving disc is

into

to

be

round

but With a little more experimenting it is hoped to
hear very plainly. Other

7he Circuit Employed.

+ LT -

found

The speech received at
present is slightly muffled,

stations are also heard, but

mounted on a brass spindle
screws

pre-

about 38o metres.

3014M5

condenser;

which

was

_This

sumed to be 5 N 0, for on
tuning with a Towrishend
wavemeter the wavelength

twelve tappings

has

they are not as distinct as

an

wound with the wire from his coils. The the assumed 5 N 0. The distance of the
old windings were cut from the trans- received signals is about 2,900 miles and
is brought-up to the fixed, and so varies former and the secondaries of the Ford is practically all over land.
A study of the photograph of. the receivignition coils wound on to the bobbins by
the capacity.
The coupling condensers were made means of a breast drill. The results far ing station will show how crude is most
of the apparatus employed and serve
with copper -foil and mica dielectric, and exceeded expectations:
insulated nut on the face of the fixed disc.
As the spindle is rotated the moving disc

grid leaks were made of red fibre with
a pencil line between two terminals.

The

grid

condenser

was

separating two copper plates

made
2

in.

by
by

emphasise
obtained.

to

the

remarkable

results

J. A. and P. M.
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Constructional Details of an Adaptor
Panel for the "A. W." System of
Multi -phone Reception. Invented by
John W. Miller.

Fig. 4.-

The Complete
Adaptor.

THIS article describes the actual construction of an instrument to enable
the reader to take advantage of the new
"many phones on one crystal set" system
(described in October 18 issue of "A.W.")
without the trouble and expense of building a new set.
It will be remembered that when a

20 :WC,

In addition the system allows phones

HOLES 5/32 DiA.

EBONITE

mrioe.,a
BRASS
TUBE

3/8 0 D.

of

their

As will be seen from Fig. i, the ebonite
for the panel should measure 7 in. square
and should have six holes arranged in a
circle to carry the mountings for the

detectors, the type of which is shown by
Figs. 2 and 3. Also there will require to
be a larger circle of holes for the crystal
cups actually fixed to the panel ; a pair of

terminals (C, Fig. 4) are
arranged one on each side of the detectors
as shown. There will also be two terminals (a) to be connected to the set in use.
Terminals with long stems should be
chosen so that the connecting wires may
telephone

be soldered to the ends without unduly
heating the ebonite. It will be noticed

from the wiring diagram, Fig. 5, that none
of the connecting wires cross each other,
so that thick bare wire may be used for the

readers will find this type to be very
stable. There are several types of detec-

tor using combination crystals that are
suitable for external connection to existing
sets.

ZINCITC
CRYSTAL

In conclusion, it will be as well to re-

in CUP

control over his own phones, and also
to get the same strength as if they were
any addition or removal
fellow -listeners' phones.

Fig. 5. -Details of Wiring.

Of course any type of detector may be
used in place of the one illustrated, but

with six pairs of telephone terminals.

of

NUTS 110L0111G

TERMINALS ETC.

off.

Fig. 2.-Detector Arm.

time.

using their phones alone on the same set.
The others, in fact, would not be aware

TO TUtER OF
CRYSTAL SET

Stability is important when using this
panel, as there will be six people adjusting their crystals at once, and a crystal
detector which would not stand a certain
amount of vibration would be useless, for
every time one listener adjusted his contact he would probably put the other five

NOS. BRONZE

of any resistance to be used at the same

With such a panel it will be possible for
six people to listen in and each to have

i" --

Stability

phone in use the effect is to render the
working of each phone entirely separate,
as if, for instance, each one was in connection with a separate aerial, earth and

Mulil-phone Detector
It is an easy matter to construct a panel
having six crystals and suitably provided

C01111ECT10116

ments have not actually been made with a height of 6 or 8 in. on to a bare wooden
any of the "whisker " crystals, there is table. It is suggested that experiments
every reason to believe that such crystals should be made with various combinations
would be unsuitable for this particular of crystals in order to ascertain which are
purpose, if only for the fact that a knock the best.

crystal is connected in series with each

set.

TINNED COPPER MK

MANY DIFFERENT
PHONES ON ONE
CRYSTAL SET

member that this system of `"crystal -per-

phone" applies equally as well to very
weak signals, and should prove a boon
to the enthusiast who is lucky or skilful

PANEL
BORN EEC

enough to get long-distance stations and
would like to share his reception with

CRYSTAL In CUP

Fig. 3.-Detalls of Detector..
HOLES FOR
WOOD SCREW,

/

\

SPACED ON G'DiA. PITCH CIRCLE

0

.

--(3/_

,©--®T -;

0\

°

others.

20, k32 DIA. HOLES EQUALLY

l

\ !/

0

/0

set should be short-circuited or the whisker
EBORITC
PANEL

0

7"X 7 -X

TRIO.

-9- --.

6

..`

1

i

.0.

i

0

.

0 32 DIA. HOLES
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I

!

6
.
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When using this device for connection to

an existing crystal set, the crystal on the

FIT TERMINALS In HOLES
'JARRED -1-

CRYSTAL CUPS INC"

ADD DETECTOR POSTS

pushed against the brass part of the cup.
When a crystal set is not available, this
device may, of course, be connected direct
to a variometer or any other tuning apparatus, without the addition of anything else
except the phones.

PHONE DIAPHRAGMS
CHEAP phones are often provided with
diaphragms which are thick and
therefore not sensitve.

or jar will easily put them out of action.

Thin and sensitive diapluagms can be
easily made from the inner covers of hermetically sealed containers of invalid and
baby foods (covers in which lettering is

has had crystals in use in detectors somewhat similar to those described which have
resisted all reasonable efforts to jar them
unwieldy, but it is actually the most effi- out of contact, even to the extent of pickcient for the purpose. Although experi- ing the whole set up and dropping it from

the metal to avoid buckling.
If after a time the diaphragms become
"dished" by the pull of the magnets,
reversing them will give them another
span of service.
A. H. P.

connections.

Irro"

Fig. 1.-Plan of Panel.

By tracing out the wiring diagram it With most of the combination crystals stamped are useless for the purpose).
will be seen that it is similar to the in- this does not usually happen. The writer Great care should be exercised. in cutting
strument illustrated in the previous
article.
The detector may appear very crude and

NOVEM3ER 1, 1924
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HETERODYNE
WAVEMETER
desired range is covered. Probably the
second pair will be most useful to the
experimenter, as this band of wavelengths
is crowded both with British and American broadcasting. The figures given are

only approximate, and it may be impossible to cover the given range with

one pair of

coils, but it is certainly
possible to cover the broadcast waves with
one pair whatever winding is employed.

The coils used by the writer are of the
ordinary basket type with single winding,
although double winding may be employed
with no decrease, in efficiency. The coils
Fig. 4.-The Complete Wavemeter.

ONE of the most essential things for the

real experimenter to possess is an

efficient wavemeter. Unfortunately they
are expensive and.not many amateurs wish

to purchase one, as five pounds or so can
be put to a more advantageous use. In
this article the writer will attempt to
remove all difficulties which may exist in
the construction of this useful instrument,
which need not cost more than twenty-five

were wound on fibre formers and not
Fig. 2.-Pair of Coils.
shellacked. If it is preferred, the reader
may wind the coils on a spider former with mica dielectric. The main advantage
gained from using this type of condenser
will be explained. When the pointer is
moved towards the increase position the
wavelength increases proportionately inL2
stead of the capacity,
is usually the
S+
L.T.

shillings. There are two main types of
wavemeter, the buzzer and the heterodyne.

The former, as its name shows, employs a
buzzer to generate the necessary oscillations, whereas the latter takes advantage
of the oscillating valve. The buzzer wave -

1.

case with air -dielectric condensers.

This

is a great advantage, for when the graph
is plotted it will be a straight line. -In the
case of the ordinary condenser, the first

few degrees of the scale cover a large

11111

band of wavelengths compared with the
last few degrees. In the Polar condensers

Fig. 1.-Circuit Diagram.

the wavelengths are equally distributed
and shellac them, but as they are much round the scale. This advantage "will be
more fragile in this condition the former more apparent when the meter is calibrated.

meter, although slightly cheaper to con- method should be used.
struct, is by no means so efficient as the
The panel may conveniently be 9 in. by Calibration
When the components are mounted and
heterodyne from the point of view of 5 in. by 14 in. in order to accommodate
wired
up according to the circuit in Fig. i,
accuracy.
a Polar condenser, Ormond rheostat, valve
the next step is to calibrate the wave holder
and
six
terminals.
Any
standard
The Circuit
For this purpose it is necessary to
valve will do, so an R -type valve meter.
The circuit shown by Fig. i will be hard
have
either
(I) a wavemeter already caliholder is mounted on the panel. The
recognised as being the usual local oscillator circuit. The inductance Li is shunted
by a variable condenser, which may be of
the order of .00i microfarad. It will also

valve in the photograph

is

a Cossor

brated, or (2) a valve set with direct aerial

and also at least one stage of
The connections were made with coupling
high -frequency amplification. It should be
noted that once the meter has been calibe noticed that the coil Li is coupled to a soldered.
brated the H.T. and L.T. must be kept
The
variable
condenser
used
was
a
Polar
reaction coil L2 at a fixed angle. This
constant in value.
angle must obviously be constant, because
The wavemeter should, first of all, be
if the coupling is varied the wavelength
placed near the receiver and connected up
Pz.

No. IS tinned -copper wire, all joints being

of.the tuned circuit will be altered and the
condenser readings thrown out.

to high- and low-tension, separate batteries
being employed where possible.

coming this difficulty is to clamp the coils
together in a basket -coil holder as shown

Le Petit Parisien station, which usually
works on 340 metres, could be tuned in on
the set. When clear signals are obtained,

The best and easiest method of over-

turn up the filament of the wavemeter

in Fig. 2, and connect up Li to the plug
and L2 to two extra terminals. Thus,
when changing the coils, it is only necessary to remove one pair of wires. This
method also keeps the coils rigid. The
first pair of coils could have a range of,
say, 15o to 300 metres, the second pair

300 to Soo metres, and so on, until the

valve and rotate the condenser knob until
a chirp is heard in the phones. If there

is no sound the reaction coil should be
reversed. The object now is to find the
X
CONDENSER READINGS

Fig. 3.-Example of Wavemeter Graph.

silent point between the chirps in a similar
way as an ordinary carrier wave would be
treated. When this has been obtained with

matkur Wiraes3

the greatest possible accuracy, make a note
of the wavelength and condenser reading,

which should be as near to the beginning
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Assuming that a series of points cover- length and tune the set until the chirp is

ing the condenser scale have been successfully obtained, a "graph may now be
plotted. The graph will be a straight line,
as shown in Fig. 3. Thus separate graphs
may be plotted for any number of pairs of
coils, giving the wavemeter-an. almost unlimited range, but it is rarely necessary to
exceed 3,000 metres.

heard. Having found the silent point, the
receiver is tuned to 385 metres. Providing

the apparatus is capable and the conditions good, the desired station should be
heard:siyhen the wavemeter is switched off.

Such is the operation of an instrument
'which will prove of great value to any

/Milky

The writer finds it most useful on broadcast wavelengths, especially for testing the

range of new receivers and for receiving
American broadcasting.

When employing the wavemeter to find
the wavelength of an unknown station the
proceeding is similar to that of calibrating
it. When clear signals are obtained, the
condenser knob is rotated until the chirps
are heard. Note the condenser reading at
the silent tils4it and read off from the

graph the wavelength corresponding to

that particular setting. If the wavelength
of the station is known, a description of
the transmission and the time, it is usually
easy to deduce its origin.
Fig46.-Under Side of Panel.
Fig. 5.-Top Side of Panel.
Another use of the wavemeter is that of
of the scale as possible.' This, then, is facifilating the finding of a distant station. amateur who takes the trouble to construct
the first point of the graph for the pair Suppose it is desired to receive an Ameri- one on these lines. The other photographs,
of coils in use. Other points must be can station on 385 metres; all that is Figs. 4, 5 and 6, show the completed inplotted at, as near as .possible, regular necessary 'is to set the wavemeter Ur -the strument and the top and under sides of
position which corresponds to the wave- the panel.
E. L. M.
intervals.

WIRELESS IN NEW ZEALAND
if.

IN New Zealand it is only during the amplifiers to receive Sydney, Suva, etc.,
last few months that the general public
has become at all interested in wireless
and even now the popular impression is
that wireless is only for scientists and

and the nearer' American stations.

and occasionally they do a little low -power
broadcasting on 140 metres.

Broadcast:fig

of licence

Broadcasting is carried out in an endifferent manner from that in EngTo a certain extent there tirely
land.
In Auckland there are now two
are some grounds for this belief, for anyone whose purse will not run to at least broadcasting stations, and one of these is
by a corporation of wireless -apparatus
three valves has but little inducement to run
dealers, while the other station is in the
take up wireless.
millionaires.

hands of a gramophone company. Up to
the present the broadcast programmes

Few Transmissions
Being

so

far from the

commercial

centres of the world, the ether is by no
means overburdened, and the crystal enthusiast has but a poor time. There are
usually a few messages to be picked up
from ships, but air station transmissions

have not reached a high state of perfection, owing possibly to a kind of deadlock existing between broadcasters and
amateurs. The companies will not take

In New Zealand there is only one kind
for receiving apparatus, and

this will allow the use of. any kind of
set, whether it is a crystal or multi -valve,
bought or home constructed. The only restriction is that reaction must not be
coupled direct to the primary of the aerial
tuning inductance. The dimensions and
type of the aerial are unlimited. The
total cost of taking out the licence is eight
shillings.

C. G. P.

PRESS TRANSMISSIONS

any important steps to improve their trans- pOR some time past Reuters, by agreemissions until they are assured of a
ment' with the General Post Office, have
are non-existent. There is not a great greater sale of apparatus, while people been using Northolt 'for the transmission
number of land stations either, for are not inclined to buy sets until the of Press news simultaneously addressed to
although each of the four centres-Auck- broadcasting shows a decided improve- numerous correspondents in countries
abroad.
land, Wellington, Christchurch and Dune- ment in quality.
din-has its Government -controlled station, Auckland
In view of the satisfactory results
there are only two other high -power
The larger of the Auckland stations, obtained, the French Administration, in

stations of any importance. These are
Y A, works four nights a week on a conjunction with the Havas Agency, has
Awanui in the north and Awaroa in the wavelength of 26o metres, with a power decided to establish a similar service. The
south.
of 400 watts. Two of the remaining nights W.T. station of Tours (Saint -Pierre -des Time signals are transmitted from the a week the other station, 1 Y B, trans- Corps) Y G, 6,000 metres, has been adopted
Post Offices of the four cities, but apart mits on go watts, and once a month, on for the purpose. Tests are already being
from these there is not very much doing Sundays, the same station broadcasts made at o8. so, 08.50, 10.0o, 13.10, 14.15,
except Government official messages, sermons.
Several amateurs have taken 14.40 and 16.00 daily. In most cases the
unless one is provided with the necessary out transmitting licences near Auckland, transmission is in slow Morse.
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entatur Wireless

now Ek Radio

(ilia Name
"Is it natural"?

Does your receiver reveal the real qualities of the human
voice ?

Does it

give

you

the changing inflection

registered by varying emotion and expression, or bring
the technique of the trained singer? Or yet the strains
of a delicate instrument throbbing with nervous life
beneath the hands of a master? The beautiful texture
of the notes of a skilfully woven melody-are they
detected with ease-is their fineness unblemished? Let
Brandes' receiving instruments achieve this end for

YOU-the "Matched Tone" Headphones and TableTalker bring your receiver to life with no hint of
the distance between. Let them give the thought to
your imagination that you stand watching the actual
performance-that you are but a step away from the
golden voice.

Ask your Dealer for Brandes.
All Brandes Products are obtainable
from any reputable Dealer and carry
our official money -back guarantee,
enabling you to return them within
10 days if dissatisfied.

Wardise:d %the
RADIO HEADPHONES

za7-

42744

Win withBrandesMatched7One
Wine

'Radio Readphones
on Listen with13'rdade$
Talker

Brandes Limited, 296, Regent Street, W.I

Works: Slough, Bucks

mateur Ws
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The Loud Speaker
Superlative
AMPLION LOUD SPEAKERS
are world-famous for sensitivity,
full volume, clarity and wonderfully
natural tone-qualities due to incor-

poration of many exclusive features, including a non -resonating sound conduit

with wood horn and an improved unit
embodying the " floating " diaphragm.
Irtite for Illustrated Leaflet, II/D11, post free.

ALFRED GRAHAM & Co.,
(E. A. GRAHAM), St. Andrew's Works,

CROFTON PARK, LONDON, S.E.4,

The SUPER Transformer
and .1 ONE
IN QUALITY - EFFICIEN C 1.

SUPER U.

SUPER

COMPARE IT AGAINSt ANY OTHER L.F. ON THE
MARKET I NOS E ITS PRICE! ! NOTE ITS FINISH 1!

REPRODUCTION
THAT SURPASSES
BELIEF

MADE an,

EVERY L.F.

TESTED B1

BEARING

EXPERT.

the

1 RADE
MARK of the
U.S. RADIO

ONLY

CO LI D
Ratio -5 - 1

The extreme sensitivity and complete absence of distortion

the New Improved M.E.L. Phone, coupled with the
greater volume and clarity of reproduction which they
afford, simply surpasses all belief of those who have not
of

tried them.
The spring Slider Adjustment of the Earpieces allows of
instant and easy setting to the most comfortable position
and prevents any " sloppiness " due to wear. Each pair
of Phones is individually matched and tutted, resulting in
perfect " balance."
M.E.L. Phones are the unswerving choice of every expert
And amateur who has used them.
Your usual Dealer will be clad to show you a pair
.--ask hint to let you try them, a test will readily
convince you.
Price only 17/6 per pair.

is

Is

5 to

U.S. No.

Thoroughly

Tested

AND

and is

CUM:AA-FEED

F NISH

146

and

D -IGNED

IL

LIKE A GUN

I

'mew 1 816 each

The Secret of the U.S. Super's Success :
They are wound by experienced winders, with the correct amount of
the right gauge wire. They are packed with Stalloy iron of sufficient
quantity to allow the transformer its maximum amplification. No part
of this exceptionally fine instrument is neglected.
IF YOUR DEALER CANNOT SUPPLY YOU, WRITE TO U.S.

U.S RA1I0 CO., LTD. 155,

HIGH STREET, LEWISHAM

WIRELESS ; OMPONINT M NUFACTURERS LONDON, S.E.13.

Phone, LEE GREEN 2909
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If you want to know how
good your set is -test it
on the MARS Aerial -

Get this 84 -strand
special -alloy Otosphor..bronze aerial

wire from your
dealeri today. It

Surely you have a

spirally woven,
so that each strand
is

is air -insulated.

friend who owns a
Mars - over 30,000

IC

have now been sup-

has the lowest

plied.

ohmic resistance

Get him to try out

yet attained.

your set on his aerial

The

' Mars '

gives
increase
in
volume and clarity
50%

-if your present set
with 7/22's aerial is
good your present set
with the
Mars '

-the results will ex-

aerial will be just

ceed your
hopes.

.

highest

Don't worry about

making a super
crystal set or a
super valve set
until you have

proved the difference

the

super

aerial will make to
your present outfit.

.

.

.

wonderful.

Weigh, it up from
the technical stand-

point -80% greater
surface area must

make all the differ-

ence . . . and that's
the superiority of the
' Mars '
compared
with 7/22's.

The MARS
AERIAL

THE "MARS"

FINER TUNING

E. & W. G. MAKINSON LTD.
Wellington Works, Wellfield Rd., Preston.
Trade supplied through usual wholesale channels
Established over go years.

THE NAYLOR "FULSTOP " CONDENSER
enables tuning to be carried out with a
wider range of accuracy than has hitherto been
obtained.

916 IT'S WORTHIT

COSTS

Telegrams: " Gold, Preston."
Telephone: Preston 122.

4411

In addition to being a square law

condenser, which avoids the overcrowdinf, of

stations at any particular point, the dial of the

" Fulstop " Condenser is graduated over the complete circumference and geared at two to one in

relation to the moving plates, thereby giving
twice the rotary movement of any other condenser, and enabling stations to be picked out
with the greatest of ease. Further still, the

abolition of all hand capacity effects is guaranteed
unconditionally by the makers.

Read what " Modern Wireless"
says:

" We can strongly recommend this type of geared
condenser for careful tuning and for use in situations where hand capacity effects are troublesome."
October, 1924.

Protected Throughout the World
PRICES:

.001

.0005

... 13/6
... 11/3

I

.0003 ... 10/3
.0002 ... 9/6

HULLO !! C.Q.,WILL DAY CALLING
T'ANDCO BASKET COILS. (100 to 4,500 metres.)

Duplex wound, 25 gauge D.C.C. wire, sewn supports unwaxecl,
very firm and strong, recognised as the finest type Coils yet made.
Enamelled.
Size.
Each. No. Each.
4d.
1. 2 in. approximately
150 to 300 metres
5d.
I.
2.

21 in.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

3

3. a in.

9.

t
..

a
.'

in.
51 in.
5

i.

to

J. H. NAYLOR, Ltd., Engineers, WIGAN

;

8-1c1.

,,

2/0

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

10d.

1/2
1/41
1/8

5d.
6d.
7d.
8d.
9d.
10d.

1/-

1/2
1/4
1/6
1/8

The new DAYZITE Variable Condensers fitted with Aluminium End Plates, and both sets of Vanes adjustable.
'001, 7/9 ea. ; -0005, 5/8 ea. ; -0003, 5/1 ea. ; '0002, 4/7 ea. ;

Vernier, 311 ea.

Postage 6d. each extra.

Ask to see the new " Dayzite " Automatic Shorting
Plug and Coil end, 2/- each.

MAKE NO MISTAKE IN YOUR SELECTION

IVrite for

7zetli

Do not keep wasting money on crystals of unknown re -

Catalogue sent

puce. GET A CRYSTAL THAT HAS STOOD THE TEST OF TIME,

Post

Free .on

mentioning this
Paper, ::
::
Postage a ad

Carriage on all
Goods extra.

msonsm

VARIABLE
CONDENSER

6d.
7d.

a

11.
12.

Stocked by most Wireless Dealers, but

if you have any difficulty write

250 to 400
350 to 550
450 to 650
600 to 750
700 to 1,000
950 to 1,350
1,300 to 1,750
1,700 to 2,660

ti

in.
31 in.
4 in.
41 in.

DAYZITE REGD.
As one delighted Customer writes: "Send another
Dayzite Crystal for my friend. It is as good as a
valve, and if the price was 5/ each it would be cheap."
Secure a Registered DAYZITE Crystal, sold only boxed
with Silver Cat's Whisker, 2/6 each, postage 3d extra.
Makes eicellent contact with Zincite for a Perikon Detector.

WILL DAY, LTD.,
19, LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.2.
'Phone: Regent 4577.

Telegrams: "Titles, Westrand, London."

&tattttr Wss
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BEST GOODS-LOWEST PRICES

SCRAP YOUR CRYSTAL

WOOLLDRIDGE WIRELESS

FIT A GUARANTEED
" MILLOPHONE"
SUPERTONE CRYSTAL

We can supply ALL your

ONE VALVE AMPLI-

WIRELESS NEEDS!

TWO VALVE SETS

Crystal Sets. with Plug-in
for Chelmsford, 12 9,

All Sets wet' made in Solid

F. t.),M5'.1:

/6

6X6
7X5
8X6
10 X 8
12 X 9
12 X 12
18 X 6

(Post Free)

THE LAST WORD IN WIRELESS
Ask for M LLOPHONE and refuse all substitutes. To be obtained
from agh-Class Wireless Stores or tired fr,,m the sole agen s as under

..
..
..

213

2/3
3,3
3/6
4/8

5/9
8/9

each
ft

7d.
1/ 3d.

hole lbdng

1;3

hole fixing

1/ 1/ -

Nickel Switch Arms, two -

The Most Effective Long Range Aerial in Existence. Phosphor Bronze
and other sound -producing Metals.
49 STRANDS
Eliminates Atmospherics and Purifies sound. Equally good

Nickel Stade

for Frame, Indoor or Outdoor. trill not corrode lice other
metals. Scrap your Aerial and use a AI illophone.
Every coil is packed in yellow box with blue and yellow label with

Two-way
Three; way

..

doe.

Nickel Flush Panel Valve
..4 for
Sockets
..
EBONITE COIL.

7d.

HOLDERS, Best Quality.
814, 3/8, 4/3
.. 4/10, 5,1
8/6, 9/6
Cam Vernier, two-way
Coil Plugs
95., 1/ Coil Mount,
..
1/, 1/3
Coll Stand on base
1/8

the name Millophone.

The Result will be a Revelation

DUSILIER CONDENSERS (fixed).

Ask for MILLOPHONE and refuse
all substitutes
To be obta ned from

2/8
.001 to .0005
Grid Leaks, 1, 2, 3, 4 weirs. 2/8

feet

3/6

100 feet

Trade Enquiries Incited

6/6

7b BISHOI'SGATE, E.C.2

Free

Telephone : London Wall 9897.

3/-

MAIL ORDERS DES. AxcliED

High -Class Wireless Stores or d rect from
the sole agents as and r

BANC ROF TIAN CO.

each

.001 to 000

SAME DAY.
and Add rel..
ALL VALVES STOCKED.
1/Lead- n wire. b yards for
Note

R.I. New Type

21/- .001 and 0001 to .0005 ..
25/- Grid Leaks ..

..

Other Makes

LIstiEer.

ORMOND VARIABLE
CONDENSERS.

8/-

1/-

5/0

..

.001 with Vernier

9,6
7/6

Complete with Knob and

Variable Grid Leak
Anode Resistance
Lissen Minor..
Lissenstat
On and OR Switch
Series Parallel
.
Lissen Coils Stocked.
Filament Diehl
Condenser Dials
.
Do. with Knob

rILAMENT RESISTANCES.
each
Igranie
4/1.
.
Ormond
T.C.B. 6. 13, 30 ohms
4/
Ricrostat for D.E. or R.
,

9 in.

LOUD SPEAKERS.
2/9 Magnora (Sole London Agents)
2/8 £2 2 0,
£3 3 0. £4 4 0
" Dragonfly " Amplion £1 5
Amplion Junior
£1 7
Sterling Baby
£2 15
Sterling Dinkie
10
HEADPHONES.
£415
Pair Sparta ..
Other Maker( in Stock.
N. and K. Pattern 4.000 ohms 11/i
Dr. Nesper Adjustable .. 12/c Loud Speaker Diaphragms.. a
Lightweight French
.. 15/ Sizes, 1/3 each.
Brunet
15/t Shaw's Genuine Hertzite
11Brown's F Type
25/- Galite
Sterlings..
.. .
25/ - Ne tron with' eafewhisker ..
1 El
Gilray with Ca' tswhisker
Western Electric
.
25/ - Super Cryeragog Ilertaite .. 1/6
114
Post 6d. Pair.
Britannic Batteries
1/9
Phone Leads..
1/8. 1/9 Columbine Do.
2/6
For D.E. Valves Post 8d.. extra
Please Do Not "end Starnes.
Valves

..

French one -hole fixing

Special Line, well made
Igranic Potentiometere

..

.

.'.

Wireless Stores,
39, LISLE STREET. Leicester
Square, London, W.C.2
iPhone Gerrard 7.136).
Sunday : 0-30 to 1-30

At last! A valve of superlative excellence at a really popular

A valve with a wide sphere of amplification and
economical to run. Adaptable as amplifier, audion and detector.
figure.

Suitable for every kind of switch in high or low frequency.

E PT E

ULL EMITTER VALVES
DEC
Filament Voltage.

3-3.5 Volts.

Amps.

.06-.07

The " R E C E P T E R" Valve consumes extremely little current.
Excellently adapted for working with pocket lamp batteries or dry
cells. the filament is short, stout and well supported. Mechanical
breakage is almost impossible. Smooth detection -and amplification without valve distortion. Until you have tried the " R E C E P'1' E R"
you have not heard your set at its best.

ALSO BRIGHT EMITTER VALVES,
POST

7/6

Filament Volts 3.0-3.5

9

9d.
1/3
1/8
1/ -

11d.

rValaVe
from NOW on

POST FREE

2/6
2/6
3/6
7/6
2,9

Poet 8d. extra Do. Dials, 'wine
Above are Engraved, not Stamped
Leal -in 'althea -

Dial

Open Daily 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.

151

1/3
1/6
8d.

T. -WOOLLDRIDGE.

Free

Post

Name

B Il Wire, 12 earth(

Igranic

8/ft.,

Solder .
Nickel Switch Arms, one -

REVOLUTION IN AERIALS

-NAT I -I ...:12, E XVI..e1.
I -K, - rl.
TRArlar ORMERS.
EDISON BELL CONDae(SERS
Energo .. .. .. .. .. 12/6
Wined).
each

5/6
7/9
9/6
11/ -

418

FIBRE STRIP.
1 in. wide
.. 4
Soldering Irons

Mah,gsny Boxes

I in.

2
8/3

£1 7 6

2it.CEP '1'

.1t.t. M.:

EBONITE
n1 in.
.. 1/8
.. 1;6

20 X 10

TRADE FrOUIRIES INVITED

Post

A-

-

£3 10 0 ald £8 6 0

17 9, 91/6

A Scientific Discovery
There is no
The result will
be astounding
Crystal like it

50

FIERS

FREE.

Amps. .4.

11:111=11111117

DONT DELAY
ANOTHER DAY
BUYYOURVALVE

RECEPTEFi

Post at once to the Sole Agents :

F. J. BROWSE & CO.

56, Broad Street, Shaftesbury Avenue,
London, W.C.
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-",-American Stations
THE U.S:A. broadcasting stations are
coming in extraordinarily well in this
country at the present moment. In fact
you may safely say that whenever two or
three wireless men meet just now all with
one accord start telling of their Transatlantic achievements. One in my neighbourhood, who had never before heard
America, picked up W G Y quite by
chance the other night when he was not
even attempting to get hold of anything
from across the water. As a matter of
fact, he was using an indoor aerial, so
you may imagine his feelings of triumph.
Since then he has tried three times for
him and got him at once on every occasion.
W J Z and W B Z are also giving

healthy signals, which are by no means

difficult

to get hold of if your set and

aerial are efficient. On the short waves-

that is, too metres and below-W J Z and
KDKA are,both going strong. The latter
is now transmitting simultaneously on
three wavelengths, his ordinary broadcast
length, ioo metres and 68 metres. The
68 transmission is by far the strongest
of the three in this country, but it takes
a bit of getting down to with most receiving sets. One of the greatest difficulties

is that there are, so far as I know, no

reasonably -priced wavemeters on the
market at the moment which register

below ioo metres. There should be a
good opening for an instrument reading
from 40 to 18o metres if some maker cares
to take up the idea.

American amateurs, by the way, are
going in most heartily , for short-wave
transmission. The shortest wavelength
allotted to them is 5 metres. Of course
you cannot receive that kind of thing on
any sort of straight set, but the super -sonic
or the super -heterodyne is now one of the

most popular types

of

receiver in the

States 'and with its help you can go down
without any difficulty to these amazingly
low wavelengths.
Girdling the Earth
My very best congratulations to those
amateurs who have recently achieved the
remarkable feat of working with New
Zealand confreres. Considering the small
power used and the enormous distance to
be covered this perhaps is one of the most
remarkable feats yet recorded in wireless
transmission. Mill Hill School is making

quite a name for itself in wireless, for
this station was one of the first, if not

actually the first, to accomplish two-way
working with American amateurs.
It is a pity, I think, that more Schools
do not make a special point of encouraging wireless as a -hobby amongst boys. It
is a thing that most boys are wildly keen

Ontateur Wirebts3

40%...0%.01%.0%0%.0-ftio

about, and it offers a wonderful opportunity of driving the elements of chemis-

away, though his own distance as his
waves waggle is ten times as far. You
try, physics and electricity into a boy's may say in your haste that this is due to
head without his realising that he is work- his coming straight across the sea. Take
ing. The schools are pretty well off in your map and lay the ruler between
wireless gear, _for O.T.C.'s obtained a London and Madrid. Ydu will be sursplendid issue of transmitting and receiv-: prised to find that he has first of all to
ing sets, as well as gadgets of all kinds, travel over a very long stretch of Spanish
after the war. Some of them do not go country of a mountainous type, and after
in fbr it very strongly.
crossing the Bay of Biscay, Brittany must_
be passed on the way. Besides their
strength the transmissions are amazingly
The Big Station
It seems to be fairly well settled now good, there being a surprising absence of
that the B.B.C.'s permanent big station mush or of any of the other kinds of interwill be situated somewhere in the neigh- ference that so often accompany longbourhood of Northampton: This should distance transmissions.
I picked up a quaint French station the
be quite a good position, since it is a very
other night that I have not heard before.
Central one.
The chief consideration that has decided It was very feeble at first, but I managed
the B.B.C. to adopt this part of the world to tune him in to good audible strength.
is that there is an underground' main trunk It was not the quality of his programme
telephone cable from London; the under- which attracted me, for this consisted
ground cable is essential for good'working entirely of gramophone records of the
at any distance, and it must be a cable baser and scrapier sort. It Was the fact
of a special kind. The existing north- that this station turned out to be that of
west cable is the only one which fulfils the S.E.R: (Societe Electrique a Radiot6lephonic), situated in the Boulevard
all requirements.
I thought when we first started our big Malesherbes in Paris. The power at which
station that America would feel compelled it is rated is only too watts. If this was
somehow to go one better. I see now that all that he was using at the time-and
a project has been mooted in the States he certainly was not using very muchfor the erection of a central broadcasting it is rather remarkable for one to hear him
station with a power of so kilowatts. If so plainly over 259 miles.
this comes into being, as I have no doubt
A Cheerful Evening
it will, the reception of American broadBournemouth's anniversary programme
casting stations on a crystal set should
become an everyday, or, rather, an every - on October 17 was a great success.
night, matter in this country. Whether It had all been arranged before it was
or not they will be able to overcome the known that Mr. Asquith's speech was to
enormous difficulty of modulating such be relayed from all stations in the early
an immense output is another matter alto- part of the evening. A less hardened
gether, but one feels sure that Uncle soul than the Bournemouth Director of
Sam's engineers will manage to tackle the Programmes would have made big cuts in
the items and would have finished up at
problem in a satisfactory way.
some time round about the normal time.
The European Stations
This kind of thing does not appeal to
If you have not picked up Madrid yet, 6 B M. They went straight through, givdo so without delay and you will be sur- ing every item as originally arranged, and
prised. On most evenings he goes on for closed down at what must be almost the
a long time after our own broadcasting record hour of 12.45 a.m. I do not know
stations have closed down. This is very how many people heard the programme
fortunate, for otherwise he is apt to clash out, but I did, for I had decided on that
rather badly with Newcastle. His wave- night to sit up for America. Those who
length is given in all tables as 392, metres, did prefer the delights of phones or loudbut when I picked him up the other night speaker to the comfort of bed will admit
I took the opportunity of measuring it that they had a jolly good entertainment.
with a very accurate wavemeter and found The company seemed to be enjoying themthat it was actually 405. He seems to vary selves most thoroughly-in fact I do not
a little in his tuning, for slightly different know when I have heard a cheerier piece
adjustments were needed on the following of broadcasting than " The Little Tin
night, though as I had no wavemeter by Soldier," in the rendering of which the

me I could not on that occasion verify orchestra joined most enthusiastically,
the wavelength,

"helping " the singer with twiddly bits on
You will be amazed at the power with various instruments. It is a good many
which he arrives. At my station he is years now since I first heard this song,
quite as good as Birmingham only 75 miles and I must have listened to it scores of
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On Your Wavelength ! (continued)
times altogether, but I am quite sure that
I have never heard a more effective rendering. At the close of the proceedings
the station director apologised for, so to
speak, closing down with the milk. Personally I was rather grateful, for it kept
me pleasantly amused during what would
otherwise have been a rather dead time

with long waves is exercising the mind slung not less than a couple of yards from
of the amateur at the present time, and the ground. In most cases such a countervarious theories for this have been poise gives greater signal strength than
advanced. I have a friend, Pro. Micro- the best earth and it nearly always adds
volt, a man read and learned in the wire- considerably to the selectivity of the set.
Be careful, though, of one thing : The
less art; and in order to place the opinion
of this learned man before my readers I aerial and counterpoise system is a very

called and asked him to make a short
and it gave me W G Y's tuning, which statement on, the subject. Before beginmight otherwise have been rather a ning to speak he took the R.M.S. value
of a couple of incoming carrier waves,
trouble.
found the inductance value of a lattice The Amateurs
Two stations which interested me im- wound coil two feet in diameter, and
mensely the other evening were 6 U T and

powerful radiator, therefore whatever you
do, do not let your set oscillate when you
are using it. A very good counterpoise
can be made from a single length of the
copper ribbon which
aerials.

calculated the velocity of an electron

They both appear to use alter- travelling between the plate and grid.
nating current as a source of high-tension After plunging his slide rule into cold
and their speech consequently suffers with water and setting a fan in motion to
the usual "pea in the microphone effect "; disperse the steam, he began to speak,
but what interested me more than anything whilst I hung on his carrier with eager6 H C.

is

now sold

for

The Vicar of Mirth

see that clever portrayer of clerical
humour, Mr. Vivian Foster, is touring all
stations. His friendly burlesques of the
I

old-time unctuous country clergyman are
thoroughly enjoyable, and evidently cause
was the fact that they both constantly sent ness.
no offence to the real clergy. If I remem"The use of short wavelengths result in ber, Mr. Foster was the first real music out test calls on wavelengths very close
together, and that although I heard up- a greater carrying power if they go further hall comedian to broadcast from Marconi
wards of half a dozen stations respond to than the longer ones," he said. "Two House, as well as being in "Business as
their calls both on C.W. and speech, amperes of current in an aerial transmit- Usual " at the Hippodrome and " Tabs ".
neither of them appeared to hear these ting on too metres or lower is likely to go. at the Vaudeville. To quote his own
responses. I wonder if their local A.C. further than a smaller reading on a higher famous catchphrase, "Yes, I think so."
hum spoils their reception as well as their wavelength. Providing that there are no
Amongst the Moderns
hills, valleys or land intervening between
transmission.
I believe in being patriotic, but between
I referred to 6 T D the other week: I the aerials the signals arc likely to reach
have since learned that his H.T. potential their required destination. If they arc ourselves I am not an enthusiast for the
-

is Ton volts and on 93 to 113 metres his set
is remarkably efficient in the way of aerial
radiation. His aerial is badly screened
locally, so that the way in which his

screened in the north you will receive them

British composer

of

the

ultra -modern

in the south if that is not screened." He school. If he would only try to write a
fell into a brown study, and whilst he tune instead of trying to describe catchabsentmindedly plotted out the angles of ing the last train home on the tube raillag in my brain, I crept away to place this way, he'd be all right; but, no, he leaves
signals travel is remarkable.
valuable information at your disposal. I off in the middle, and you spend the next
Less Oscillation
learn that he has not spoken since that minute or so trying to add the last notes
I don't know whether it is the same in day,
for him or waiting till he's thought of
Earths
all districts, but I notice that the oscillait for himself, till you hear the dulcet
I wonder if you have noticed what an tone, "Two minutes' interval, please."
tion nuisance is becoming less and less.
It is true that someone a few weeks back enormous difference a bad earth makes to
However, Newcastle decided that we
shook half the London area with a super- reception. If you have not, try the follow- should hear some good modern pianoforte
heterodyne or something similar, but ing little experiment and note the results. music, and we did too. Debussy's chromaapparently he was localised, for I heard Tune in a distant station, first of all using tic scales may not please everybody; persome amateurs bitterly complaining about your own good earth. Then remove the sonally they send cold shivers down my
him. Apparently he heard it, for we have 7/22 earth lead, which is or should be spine and make me think of the superstithere, and replace it with a piece of No. 3o tion that someone is walking over my
not been troubled by him since.
or even finer -gauge copper wire. Twist grave. You know the kind of feeling,
Sound Waves
the end of this round a metal rod-do not don't you ? early morning before the
Prof. Bragg's lecture from 2 L O on solder it-and push the rod an inch or Kruschen. Still, when it comes to piano!`What is Sound? " has profoundly im- two into the earth. Now try again and forte studies, Debussy is all there, and
pressed some people. I have a friend who you will find some strange results. In the his "Poisson d'Or " and " Jardins sous la
is almost afraid to move since then for first place your stability will have gone Pluie " (quite simple to translate) are
fear that he should set up too many sound - to pot, whilst your wonted selectivity no excellent examples of pyrotechnics.
-

wave trains and add to

the noises of

longer exists. Lastly, you will most prob-

Tongces of Brass
ably discover that the distant transmission
has entirely disappeared or that it is so
I don't mean some of the election
weak that you can barely get hold of it. speeches, although-well, never mind, I
The moral is quite obvious. Many mean some of those brass bands. The
amateurs are so situated that they cannot bands are all right, mind you, but their
obtain. a really satisfactory earth. To these selections arc not. I have the greatest
or open space totally unsuitable for the I would say, try a counterpoise instead. admiration for the brass band that played
instrument owing to the fact that the pro- The simplest kind of counterpoise consists last week, but when it comes to playing
jected sounds were reflected and flung of a coil of, say, 2o yd. of flex, which is the "Entry of the Gods into Valhalla "-Aabout by the echoing space.
simply thrown on to the floor anyhow near well, frankly, it sounded more like one
the set.
This gives surprisingly good of the German variety making for the
Why Short Waves Travel
results. A more ambitious counterpoise nearest-cr-Corner House. Choose suitApparently it has never occurred
to many otherwise intelligent citizens that
sound may be reflected. I have often
heard a perfectly good loud -speaker
accused of uttering uncouth sounds, when
the cause of the trouble was really a hall
London.

The remarkable travelling power dis- takes the form of a second aerial wire able works, and then brass away for all
played by the shorter waves as compared just as carefully insulated as the first you're worth. THERMION..
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WJAZ
:

A U.S.A. MOBILE
BROADCASTING STATION
-Dcoglacisasm=e=s1PC2211551311[4.

placed as far as 300 ft. from the truck,

THE photographs show the

Zenith
Portable Broadcasting station, W J A Z,

allowing the broadcasting of performances

in halls, etc., whilst the truck is outside.
The wavelength is 268 metres and the
call letters are WJAZ.

which is claimed to be the first entirely
self-contained broadcasting station in the
world. The station can be set up in the

Special switching --arrangements are pro-

middle of a field without any other power
supply than its

own and operate

in-

defintely, as it is equipped with a complete
charging outfit which is able to charge the
batteries w -bile the outfit is in broadcasting

The Mobile Broadcasting Station, W J A Z.

vided whereby the generating outfit not
only charges the 24 -volt battery, but also
charges the lighting and ignition batteries
of the truck at the same time, and also

operates a 24:,volt to 350 -volt motor
The transmitter has four 50 watt valves-two as oscillators and two as orchestral and one for studio purposes, generator which serVes to charge the H.T.
modulators.
where these are necessary. Cable is pro- batteries.
A complete receiving set with loudThe aerial when raised is 53 ft. high. vided whereby the microphones can be
speaker is provided for checking
It consists of four heavily braided
the modulation and also for maincopper cables of extremely fine
taining communication if this is
wire. These wires are provided at
desired at any time. In the transeach end with snap hooks, which
mitter proper the Hartley oscillator
are attached to rings which fasten
circuit is used with Heising moduto two spreaders. The entire framelation.
work and body of the truck, includThe truck is electrically lighted
ing the iron- strip on the floor, are
with lights on the panels as well as
connected together and earthed,
a number of lights so placed that
the earthing strips all being brought
they illuminate the aerial mast.
to .one point at the side of the
truck, where a heavy connecting lug
In a recent test the broadcasting
is attached.
was concluded at 12 a.m. and at
12.10 p.m. the aerial was down and
A 24 -volt battery is used, which
packed/up and the truck under way
is of 32o ampere -hours capacity.
to another district in which to begin
Three microphones may be used,
operation.

one

for

announcing,

one

for

further operations.

Close-up View of Interior.

FALSE ECONOMY
M OST listeners at some period of their
1 wireless career decide that the reception of the local broadcasting station
alone does not satisfy their ambition. The
next step of those who possess a mechani-

portant components as fixed or variable
condensers,

coil

holders,

coils,

valve

sockets, etc., is not only courting disaster
but further expense.
As a convincing proof of this argument,

cal bent is the home construction of a a few facts may be given regarding the
more elaborate receiving set. Here the unreliability of some of the wireless parts
amateur should be warned against the which find their way-mainly from Gerpurchase, from a point of view of many-to the English market. Take fixed
economy, of cheap, unbranded or unknown
components,

mostly of

foreign

make,

which are usually sold at "cut prices." -

True and False E:oromy

To construct a two-, three- or four -valve
set, which at the lowest estimate must cost
several pounds, and then, with the idea of

grid leaks and resistances it was found
that out of ten samples chosen at random
variation was equally considerable.

Several patterns of honeycomb coil of
foreign manufacture have at various times
been imported. Here, again, inaccuracy
was established not only in the windings,
but in the diameter of plugs and sockets,
and their distance from each other. In

condensers, for example. According to a some cases the mounts were so roughly
statement made by a German engineer in a made that actual contact did not exist.
Berlin wireless journal, samples were
drawn from various manufacturers, and Foreign Components
Against foreign -made valves less adverse
the capacity of these goods varied from
43 per cent. to 90 per cent. of their stated criticism can be offered, but here again
In some tests the condenser the mounts were of poor manufacture, of
value.

leaked. This might at first sight appear rough finish and diameter, and spacing
saving a few shillings on the total ex- to be an unimportant defect, but apart of valve pins deviated from the standard.
Of all the forengn-made cheap compense, to incorporate one or two cheap-or from one position, that is, where the con-

apparently cheap-components is truly denser is included in a one -valve receiver,
with the grid leak across it, it must be
false economy.

It is possible to cut down the cost of a
receiver by using goad seasoned wood as
a substitute for an ebonite panel, providing
all parts are adequately insulated. Such a

method is quite a practical one, but to
stint a few pence or shillings on such im-

ponents variable condensers were found to
be the worst. Not only were, some bought
where bad contacts existed betweel spindle

If such a faulty component
were used to connect the H.F. and de- and bush, but many had wobbly plates.
The amateur is therefore strongly adtector valves in a lunedLanode circuit, the
leakproof.

inevitable result would be that the second vised to buy his components from reputgrid (detector valve) would be rendered able firms. Most of these, if not all, .advertotally ineffective. In the case of cheap tise in the columns of "A.W." J. G. A.

DETECTOR RHEOSTAT

LF RHEOSTAT

'
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THE

THOUSAND -CIRCUIT
BOARD. -V
Fixing the Components and Wiring
Fig. 17.-Rheostats and Condensers Mounted.

WE can now proceed to fix up the
high-tension battery condenser and
those shunted across the primary of the
first transformer and the telephones. This
being done, we can fix the first stiffener
in place. The, best position for it is be,-,
tween the two L.F. transformers. Lay
the board face downwards upon the table
and place the frame over it. Then push
the stiffener down until it just touches the
various wires which are already soldered
up.

At the point of contact with each

We now fix the panel to the frame by
will serve quite well, provided that the
nuts are turned hard down. We now put means of round -headed wood screwsback the first transformer and wire it up, do not use countersunk screws or you will
connecting also the condenser which is in probably split the plywood at the short
shunt with its primary. At this stage the
telephone condenser and the high-tension
battery condenser may also be wired up.

now tackle the second stage of the wiring.
It is best to begin with the second low frequency transformer, removing the first
temporarily from the panel. If this is

done one has a good deal more space to
work in than would be the case if the first
transformer were dealt with before the
second.

Take a lead from each of the

transformer terminals to the terminals pro-

vided for its connections upon the panel.
It is best that these leads should be soldered at both ends, but if the transformer
had good strong screw connections these

the two anode
densers, drill a

CONDF_NSIR

00

0

00
0005

GRID CONDENDER "FP

00!
MID

con1 -in.

hole near each of the
four corners and cut

HFS CONOENsER

with a keyhole saw.

The anode tuning
condensers are now

C,N) EA S

PCILNT!

Fig. 16.-Wiring on Under Side of Panel.

mounted upon their small panel, which to one coiktact of each of the rheostats,
is fixed to the frame by screws (see joining the other contact of the first to
Fig. 17). The rheostats, which need not the wire between the negative legs
be insulated from the wood, for the reason of valves i and 2, that of the second
already given, are fixed directly to the to the negative legs of the rectifier, and
frame, and we .are ready to continue with that of the third to the link between the
the wiring (Fig. i8).
negative legs of valves 4 and 5. If five
Connect the positive grid -battery ter- rheostats are used instead of three, each
minal to L.T. negative, and take a lead will, of course, be connected separately to
from the other grid -battery terminal to its particular valve.
the single terminal which is placed just
The last stage of all is to take leads
below the extra H.T. plus busbar. This from the anode condensers to the terlead may conveniently minals, to which the coil holders above
run along the top of the

DETECTOR

-0()03 MFD

And then comes the only stage of the

wiring that is at all difficult; it is difficult
We next wire the A.T.C. and the small simply because the sides of the frame
variable condenser to their terminals. The rather cramp our efforts with the solderphotograph Fig. 16 shows this stage of ing -iron. Connect L.T. negative busbar
the wiring completed.
It will be best now to
TRANSFORMER
PHONE CONDENSER. LF TRAM iPOPME.'

lead'suake a pencil mark. Then withdraw turn our attention to
upon the
the stiffener and make arches in it to mounting
frame the condensers
clear the wires.
A simple method of doing this is as and rheostats which it
follows. Using a set -square, draw a line carries. Fig. 9 (p. 477,
from end to end of the stiffener about No. 123) shows how the
in. from the bottom. At the points front is marked out. To
where the v'rtical and horizontal lines make the hole measurintersect drill %-in. holes right through ing 8 in. by 4 in. for

the wood, afterwards cutting into them
from the edge with a small saw. A final
trim -up with a rasp and some glasspaper completes the process. Fix the
stiffener down by screws driven into it
from the surface of the panel. We can

edges.

H.F RHEOSTAT RHEOSTAT LE RHEOSTAT
MioEN,ER

first stiffener, a space
of 34 in. or so being

allowed between it and
the wood. Next con-

nect the legs

of the
fixed coil holderS above
valves
and 2 to the
terminals provided. The
x

second and third stiffeners are now fixed to

valves s and z are connected. The board
is then complete, and nothing is required
but to rub down the edges of the plywood
with glasspaper so as to make the joints
between the panel and the frame neat.
Some constructors may wonder whether
it is really necessary to use the three
stiffeners which have been recommended.
The set will, of course; work without
them, but their presence serves a double
purpose. In the first place, plywood is

the panel in the most rather inclined to warp, and even if it is
convenient
CR.D.
01.1

HPD F.TIFPENER

c.r,NDEP.sE

s

Fri

TRANSFORMER TRANSFORMER
t'd45
N'12

18.-Another Stage of the Wiring.

positions, quite thick the piece obtained will seldom
being placed so that all be perfectly flat. If we fasten it to
three are as nearly as the frame merely by screws round its
possible at equal distances.

edges we shall probably find that
(Continued on page 646)

it is
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UBILIE
PRODUCTS

Maximum

Ebonite boxes can be supplied at

Prices :

Capacity
Microfarad

s.

d.

0 17
1
0
2
1
1
5

6

£

0.0003
0.0005
0.0007
0.001

an extra charge of 7/6, 10/-,
12/6 according to capacity.

Calibration charts can be supplied at an extra charge of

0
6
0

10/6.

Extra for Vernier for all capacities except 0.0003 mfd. 2/6

Deceptive Simplicity.
The apparently simple things
in life are frequently the most

The spindle turns freely, but
does not work up and down

difficult to achieve.

causing unexpected variations in

Riding a bicycle looks easy-

capacity, and a fixed pointer is
provided just below the dial.

first time.

The moving plates are joined
to their terminal positively by

until you come to try it for the
There

is

little apparent dif-

ference between the ordinary
variable condenser of unknown
make and the Vanicon, but

when you examine a Vanicon

closely several things will strike
you.

The plates are accurately and
evenly spaced; they are stiff
and will
another.

Ducon Works,
Goldhawk Rd.,

London. W.12.

not

touch

one

means of a phosphor -bronze
strip - not by an uncertain

rubbing contact " ; thus good
electrical contact is' assured
always.

I"n fact, the Vanicon abounds in
instances where our twelve

years' experience enables us to
offer you a product which has
no equal on the market whatever
the price.

DUBILIER
CONDENSER CO.LTD

E.P.S.84.

Telegrams :
Hivoltcon, Phone,
Lodon.

No. 7.
No. 8.
No. 9,
No. 10.
No. 12.
No. 13.

EVERYBODY!!---

Edison Bell 0003 and leak)
Terminals, doz. ... .....
1 /-

Large Pillar, doz. ....
Medium Pillar, doz

1 /1

No. 29.
No. 30.
No. 31.
No. 32.
No. 33.
.No. 35.
No. 36.
No. 37.

Fixed Condensers ...

BABY AMPLION (Dragon

No. 42.

Cam Vernier coil stand
6 11, 7'6, 9!-, 11/-, (list)

No. 43. Basket 2 -way coil stand

No. 48.
No. 49.
No. 50.

Edison Bell, shaped 1/3
.. . I /" Raymond "
Plug and brass clips 10d.
ALLEN GRID LEAK 1/9

also at 5'6, 5/11

(extra quality), 2 for... 2/6
Crystal Detector 1/3, 1 /6, 1(9

No. 53.
No. 54.
No. 55.
No. 56.

Coil plug 2 for 113
Variometer Ball Rotor... 5/11
ONE HOLE fixing .... 1,6
Accumulator, see list

All makes stocked
Post 6d. pair.

" BABY " COIL
STANDS (Ebonite)

COIL STANDS

GRAND VALUE

Ebonite 2 -way with Exteno
sion Handles Nickel Fittings
3,9, 4/ Ditto 3 -way, 5/3, 5/6
Cam -Vernier (2 -way) 7/6

6 x 6.

3/16th in. f in.
1/6 211/6 2/-

7x5.

3

9 x 6 ... ...... .. - .2/2 3/3

10 x 8 .

31- 4/2

12x 9 .....

12 x 12
14 x 10 .....

..

3/3
4/3
5/6
5/6

4/2
5/6
7/6
7/6

Cut to Size, 3/16 in. at Id.
square inch.

ENGINEERING
Patent Valve Holder ...1 ,'6
2 -Way Coil Stand ......9/ (Cam Operated Vernier)

D.C.C. Post Free
16
18
18
20

2/-

1 lb..
.

1 lb..

3/6
2/3
3/9

f lb.......... 1 /3
l lb.......... 1 /4
1/6
f

22
28

.00025 ..

.0005...............2/6

Type 577, .01

Grid Leaks each

...... ...7/6
2/6

AnodeResistance
50,000, 70,000, 80,000

100,000, on stand com-

plete

56

lb.......... 118
lb..........1 /10

26

CALLERS' PRICES

ELSEWHERE

RIGHT OPPOSITE

DALY'S
:74 GALLERY DOOR

7 10 ; 200, 8/8 ; 250, 9 /- ;

10 6
F11. Rheostat

500,

...........4'6.

Potentiometer .........7 /-

GOS WELL

STERLING
25 6
23/6

.005. ,006, Fixed .........3/.0001, .0002, .0003, .0004,

300, 9/5; 400, 10/3;

SQUARE LAW
30/-

.001, .002, .003, .004,

Brass Fittings, Knob Type,
on Base.

16 D.C.C.

25

28

31

46

29

35

47

49

48

32

50

33

36

30 -ohm Rheostat

7,' -

TRANSFORMERS
Radio Instruments ... 25 /Igranic, Shrouded ... 211Powquip, Shrouded 181Formo, Shrouded ... 18! General Radio 83...... 14/11
Brunet, Shrouded ... 13/6
...... 12/6
Formo, Open
Powquip, 2-1 or 4-1 14,6
Raymond
10/ Eureka Concert Grand 30 /.

Ditto, 2nd Stage ...... 22 6
Silvertown

FIBRE STRIP
for COILS
I in. wide, 12 ft., 11-.

42

41

40

Post 2d.

2 -Way, 2 6; by Post, 3/3 -Way, 4 3 ; by Post, 4/9

24

with Vernier.

DUBILIER.

IGRANIC. Post 2d.
Coils: 25, 5/-; 35, 5/-; 50,
5 2; 75, 5/6; 100, 7/-; 150,

EBONITE, Post 3d.

21

45

44

37

53

54

.

16/6

17/11

.

21

27

30

34

23

119, 2/ -

Nickel

.

Telefunken

23

26

4/11

No. 51.

all 4,000 ohms
.0001 to .0005 Fixed
1r3
25 /Sterling 4,000 .
.002 to .006
. 25 /B.T.H. 4,000
.001
Brandes (matched) 25/ - .0003 with Grid Leak ...2 6
General Radio .
20/ Variometer
... 10 6
51 Brunet (genuine) ... 16/6 Twin Detector
Do. Single 4,000 ...... 8/61
POST 2d. each.

Premier B.B.C.

--

Bretwood Valve Holder
119
Brass Switch Arm.
1/ Valve Holder 1!3 cut from
solid rod
Powquip " Bucks " L.F. 12,6
(For Reflex)
Formo L.F. (open) ........ 1216
Formo L.F. shrouded ... 18/ Basket Coil holder
1 /-

EDISON BELL

HEADPHONES

16

11 -

No. 41.

No. 47.

14

3 /(coils extra)
13 /-Dr. Nesper Phones
Square Law Condensers
(Please see lists)
Shaped coil plug
1/
On and off switch .....
1/6
Igranic Rheostat .
4/6
McMichael H.F. (List)
Energo or Raymond (List)
Tumbler Switch
1/6
11 Real Ebonite Dial

(cheap quality all capacities)
No. 40. FORMODENSER with
vernier (List)

No. 44.
No. 45.
No. 46.

taro_1

1 /6

4,6
No. 14.
No. 15. Grid Leak .... ...1 /-, 1 /3, ..4 '6
2/3
No. 16. Rheostat and Dial
113
No. 20. Murray Valve Holder
No. 21. Rheostat (one hole fixing) 1 /6
1 /9
No. 22. Set of Spanners . ... .
1/9
No. 25. S.P.D.T. china base
No. 25a. D.P.D.T. china base
2/3
No. 26. 2..way " Baby " Coil stand
No. 27.
No. 28.

POST FREE.

113

-1 1

VoltmeterNo.

,1

&T

1 i3

W. O. Pattern, doz.

'Phone 4 B.A., doz.
13a. 'Phone 2 B.A. doz

No. 3.
No. 4.
No. 5.
No. 6.
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LISSEN. Post 2d.
Variable Grid Leak 2/6
Anode Resistance ... 2/6

43

55

SUNDRIES
POST FREE U.K.

Lissen Minor............3/6 Screw Spade Terminals
7/6
Lissenstat
doz. 1 /Do. Universal ......... 10/6 Pin Screw Terminals
2 -Way Switch
2/9
Series Parallel
319
T1 Transformers .... .30/T2, 25 /--; T3, 16'6: Coils
25, 4/10, 30, 35, 40, 4!10;
50, 5/ , 60, 5 4; 75, 514;
100, 6;9

RHEOSTATS. Post 2d.
Ormond . ....... .... 2/ Raymond
1 /6
Do. with dial
2/ Extra value do.
2/6
T.C.B. 6 ohms
4/ Potentiometer T.C.B. 5 /-

Bunidept Dual

..

.

7/6

doz. 10d.
Spade Tags ...... doz. 5d.
Empire Tape,': in. 12 yds. 9d
Insulating Sleeving 6 yd. 2, -

Ebonite Knobs, 1/ in.

2 B.A.
6d.
Moulded Knobs
in. 2 for8
Ditto 1 in. 2 B.A. 2 for 8d.
Ebonite ex -handles 6 in. 9d.
D.C.C., 1 R.C. Bell Wire
10 yds. 1, -

Double 'Phone Cords,

Porcelain S.P.D.T. Switch

1'11

Ditto D.P.D.T. Switch 2 6
Ebonite Valve Holders
1 /3 and 1 /-

TRANSFORMERS

Lead-in Wire 4 h114
(H.F.) Post 3d.
10 yds. 2 6
McMichael. 300 600
7/ - Lead-in Wire 10 yds. 1 6
12 yds. 1 11
Ditto 1100 2000
71- Twin Flex
Energo, 250 700
3/11 100 ft. Aerial Wire with
four 7 22Insulators 3;6
Ditto 900 2000
4 /6
Raymond, 300 800 ... 2/9 Nugraving Titles or
8d.
Scales
Others Stocked.
" R.I." Choke Coil . 10,' Nickel Panel Switches,
.

Post 6d.

POLAR

56

SUNDRIES (col td.)
Gold Whisker
...... 9d.
Set of 5 (one gold) ... 6d.
Variometer (250,650)

3,3 and 2,6

Ditto Ebonite
4 11
Ditto Ball Rotor ... 6 11
Burndept Detector
5.6
" Soldo " and Soldering Iron ..
.... 2,6
Screw Wander Plugs
pair 6d.
Seven Twist Drills 1,11
Taps 0, 2, 4, 6 B.A. set 2,-

Sorb., Ear Pads pair 19
Neutron Crystal ..... 1 6
Blue Tungstalite ..... 1 /6
Gecosite (G.E.C.)
Tumbler
Switches
(Ebonite)

Valve Sockets, Plain

1/3
1 /9

(nut and washer) doz. 1 /Sets of Spanners
2/ Single Coil Holder
mounted on ebonite
base and fitted with

terminals

1 '4

Ditto, swivel movement.
18
Valve Holder (flanged) 1 3
Dutch Detecting valves 5 11
Hard Dutch Valves ... 6 11
French" R " Valves... 7,11
'Phone Bobbins 1,000

1,5
Ditto, S.P.D.T. ...... 1,2
Insulating Sleeving,
ohms, per pair......
00031,
1,4
3 yds.
Ditto 2,000 ohm pair 4/ Micrometer Condenser 5/6 Tinned copper sq., 16
Cam Vernier 2 -way
gauge, 15 ft.......... 1 '- Copper Tape Aerial
100 ft.
Coil Holder
11 /- Spearpoint Whisker, gold 4d
3 /-

.001 var. Condenser

10/6

.0005 ,,

10 /6
10 /6

",,

D.P.D.T.

K.WIRELESS
RAYMOND
DEPOT

27, LISLE
STREET, W.C.2
'1P1-101VM: IGrM 162.1Et..A.3Rrs 4637
No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques and postal orders
are crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent must be registered
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SUNDRIES

HULLO EVERYBODY!!

ALL ORDERS STRICTLY IN ROTATION. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR MANUFACTURERS' DELAY. RIGHT RESERVED
TO RETURN CASH.

RAYMOND'S

NO POST ORDERS FROM SAME

VARIABLE CONDENSERS
ALL OUR CONDENSERS HAVE BEEN TESTED AND RECOMMENDED BY LEADING JOURNALS -UNSOLICITED.
-Exclusive design.
'DE LUXE' MODEL
-Stout vanes.

-Extra

insulation,
compact.

very

AS SHOWN, WITH DIAL,
KNOB AND BUSH.

-Narrowest spacers

.001

(pressed aluminium).

-Centre rod cannot bend.
-Terminal
connections,
capacity guaranteed.
-Perfect efficiency.
-Handsome design.
-Takes up very little space

POST 6d. SET.

-Nickelled fittings.
-Beautifully made.
--New one -hole fixing UNSURPASSED FOR
method.

-Wonderful for portables.

FINE TUNING.

Costs a trifle more, a few pence only,
and is just what you want. Nice dial
and knob included.

/

POST

FREE
Composed of two equal
units of .00025 or .0003
mfd., operated by one

John Blair, Esq.,
Resell Pharmacy,

Millom.

says :

Your Condensers are a
REVELATION to me as a

Dealer.
Sept., 1924.
C. Walton, Esq., Andover.
Tested your Condensers on
Megger and got " INFINITY."

NEW MODEL

TWIN CONDENSER

9,-

..... 7/3

.0005 ..... 5/11
.0003 ..... 5/4
.0002 ..... 4/11

in panel.

WITH VERNIER

Callers Only (These 3 Co!umns)

WITHOUT VERNIER

Dutch valves .06......12/6
.06 .....15111
" Metal "
.04 .. 15111
Phillips
Dutch Detector ...... 419
Dutch Hard . .......... 51 Metal (French) " R " 6)11
Phillips " R " ......... 7 /6
Enclosed Detector
Large

.

1/ -

Also Brass on Nickel 1/3
Ditto terminal end... 1 /6
Small enclosed......... 9 d.
Burndept Detector...
Set four whiskers (one
gold)

Good Coil Plugs from 4.1d.

Edison Bell Shaped 1 /Raymond ditto ......10`)4.
Basket Adapters......
Also at 1 /- & 1 /3
2 -Way Coil Stands 2/6
With Extens. Handle 2/11

Also at 3/6, 4/-, 4/6
...... 4/3, 4/6, 5 /Goswell Cam Vernier 9/
... 12 6
Franco
Polar
11,'Etc., etc.
3 -Way

Coil Plug on Stand ...

Ditto, Swivel Movement 1 , 3
Coil Plug and Clips 6/4.
Microstat
2/6

Tumbler Switches

llll 1 /4
(Ebonite)
Easi Fix cups Id. and IA. Fibre
Strip (for Coils)
Neutron Crystal (fine) 116
3 feet 2/d.
D.C.C. Wire, per a lb. Hertzite Shaws genuine 1
.

Gold spearpoint whisker 3d.
Special whisker in Tube 6d.

Set of six Spanners... 114
Taps 0, 2, 4, 6 B.A. set 21 Ditto with wrench ... 2111
Seven Twist Drills ... 1 /4
5 ohm Rheostat (extra) 113
113
One Hole Fixing
1/9
Ormond ..
1 /6
Ebonite Former
1
/10
Ditto and Dial
all
T.C.B.,
and
Igranic,
known makes.

619

.0005
.0003
.0002

SQUARE LAW

Wonderful Value
Special 250 600
1,'6

Extra with Clips

26

.

Ebonite . .. 3 /9, 4 6, 5/11
About 16 various Designs
No Rubbish
16 D.C.C. usually in stock

'Phone Cords (6 feet) 1 5

Nugraving
7/ d.
Good Knobs 2d. and 3d.
Small Knobs, 2014 B.A. 2.d
Studs, Nuts and Washers
doz. 41d.
Switch Arms 8d. to 1 /Copper Foil ... ft. 2)d.

18g. Sq. Tin Copper
15 feet

5d.

16g. Sq. Tin Copper

12 feet 5d.

18 g... 9d. 20 g. ...19d. Round Tin Copper,
22 g.. 10d. 24 g
1 /various Sizes.
26 g.. I /1. 28 g.
1 /3
Insulated Staples 5 a Id.
30 g. 116.
Etc -etc.
Insulated
Hooks 4 for 3d
Solder ... per stick 2d.
Shellac
5d. Rubber Lead in, 30 feet 1 3

Nickel Pillar Terminals2d.
Nickel Contact Studs
2 for 1-d.
Nickel Switch Arm
1/ (one hole fixing)
Loading Coil and Plug 8d.
Gamages Permanite 1/ Condenser Bushes
6d.
Strong Valve Template 4d.
Egg Insulators
ld.
Reel ditto
Id.
Thick Rubber Lead-in
per yard 2d., 3d.
EBONITE, 3/16 -in.
Ribbon Aerial 100 ft. 1/10
CALLERS' PRICES.
Panels Drilled
1/4 Radio Press Envelopes
6x 6
1 /4 Raymond Fixed Condensers
7x5.
8x6.
. 1 /10
.001, .0001 to .0005, 10d.
.
2/9x6.
31- .006 1 /3 ; .01 1 /9 ; .02 1/9
10 x 8 .
31- Polar Micrometer
12 x 6 .
.

.

.

53
WITH EBONITE DIAL
. 4,11
and TWO KNOBS.
4;6
Post 6d. Set.
Vernier, .00005 3;9
With the knob and dial
Post 6d. Set.
lllllll nu. ttttt
llllllllllll
.0003

1

VARIOMETERS

.

7/22 Copper Aerial,

100 feet 1/10)

Extra Heavy Aerial

100 ft. 21- & 2;3
Good Valve Holders 10d.
H.T.C. in Stock 1/6, 19
H.F.Transformers,,... 2,'9
Empire Tape, // in.,
2 yds.
ld.
6 in. Ebonite Anticap
8d.

Connecticut Switches
1,000 ohm Robbins...
2,000 ohm Bobbins...
Sorbo Rubber Ear
Caps .
.pr.
Adhesive Tape Roll
Basket Coils
Waxless ST100 (2) ...

1/4
1 /3

I /8
1 /4

.

2)d.

Condenser ..
5 /6
110
W.O. or Pillar Terminals Id.
Small Pillar
4 for 3/.d. Waxless (5) 200,2,000,
set
1/8
.0003
.
7/6
enabling you to tune two
'Phone 4 BA.
CUT TO SIZE, Id. sq. in.
With Vernier.
'Phone 2 B.A.
2 for 2d. Waxed (6), 200,3,600
circuits by one turn of the
WE
STOCK
I
-in.
EBONITE.
set
118
.0005 .
10/11
Valve Sockets
4 for 3d.
dial. Can be used in series
1,9
.0003..
....... 9/11
(Above with Nut Washer) Waxed (7), 150 '3,600
HERTZITE
SHAW'S
Complete
as
or parallel.
Post 6d.
Valve Pins and Nuts, 2 a Id. Chelmsford No. 8
shown with Knob and dial,
Knob and Dial included.
BEATS ALL
Stop Pins and Nuts 2 a ld.
Tandeo............11-, 1 /6
11- Plug and Socket pr. ld.
fl OTHER " ITES "
EI
Spring Washers... 4 a Id. Chelmsford, D.C.C.... 1,'3
1
Complete with Adapter 2 3
Screws ..
Id.
MYERS VALVES Spade
Genuine
Pin Screws . ....2 for ld. (To use with variometer.)
THORPE K4 VALVES
GENUINE "N & K"
Spade Tags.........5 a Id. Allen var. Gd. Lk.... 1-3
. 12/6
Universal
DR. NESPER
Spring Pillar Terminals 21d Allen Anode Res ..... 1 3
HEADPHONES
(5 -pin) for IINIDYNE 17/6
HEADPHONES
Nuts, 2, 4, 5, 6 B.A. doz. 2d, Dial and Knob (Ed. Bell) 1 3
Guard
against
inferior
imi(Brass) 12 a ld.
10,/Adjustable diaphragm
HORPE Ki
5/- Washers
EXIDE
10d.
Porcelain D.P.D.T
which are "cleverly"
1 /7 - Dial (Ebonite)
detachable receivers, tations
D.T.
9
Type,
2
Volts
(Glass),
got
up
to
deceive.
Make
Porcelain
S.P.D.T
1 /3
Brunet Headphones 14 6
1'6 double leather - covered sure of the genuine article,
5 -Pin Valve -holder
(For .06)
MM. Panel D.P.D.T 1/- Twin Flex . .. 4 yds. 6d.
head -springs, long flexible
Min.Panel S.P.D.T. 1014. D.C.C. Bell Wire, 10 yds.5d
cords, nickel -plated parts. the original " N Sr K," and
POST FREE
Very comfortably fitting avoid dissatisfaction. See
Concluded from
(Indiarubber covered)
that
the
letters
"
N
&
K
"
to the head.
yd. 4d.
ACCUMULATORS LOOK FOR THE TRADE -and no other -are FIRST 3 COLUMNS H.T. BATTERIES Sleeving
stamped.
pr. 3d.
Wander Plugs
MARK.
MADE BY WELL-KNOWN
LOUD SPEAKERS
Best
Made
30
v.......4/6v.......
Coloured
Plugs
each
1/d.
. 12'11
12/6 4,000 ohms .
4,000 ohms
FIRM FOR ME.
Sterling " Dinkie " ... 30/ - Best Made 60 v.......716
(All
screw
pattern)
Post
6c1.
pair.
Post
6d.
pair.
By
Best
Made
66
v.......9/
Junior Amplion New.
Electron Aerial ...... 1.3'.
2 v. 40 amps. 9'6. Post 10 6
13 /6'
BEWARE OF CHEAP PATTERNS.
est Model ............ 27/6 Ever -ready 66 v...
Ever -ready 108 v.
22/6 Polished Boxes, 8 by 6 3 6
17'6
4 v.40 amps. 16:6.
Junior De Luxe Oak
FRENCH
10 Siemens' " Q " 1.5
3 /- Lissen Choke
TELEFUNKEN
4 v. 60 amps. 19 /6. ,, 2016
. 42/ Trumpet
Ever -ready ditto ..
119 Do. Aux. Res..
13
THOMSON HOUSTON
4 v. 80 amps. 23 "6. ,, 24/6
Baby Sterling Splendid
4,000 ohms.
B.B.C. 9 volts
3 !4 Value
29155/ - B.B.C. 60 volts......... 9 i 6 5 -point Switch
6 v. 60 amps. 27 6.
100
pairs
only
(4,000
HEADPHONES
B.B.C. 36 volts
516 Legless Valve Holders 1 3
ohms) special price 12;11 Dragon Fly, Baby Am6 v. 00 amps. 33 -. ,, 34 /6
2 /6 Soldering Irons 6/ d., 13d.
plion
2.51 - B.B.C. 16 volts
Post 6d. pair.
6 v.105 amps.38 6. ,, 40 /6 As light as a Feather 17/11

Knob and Dial, thereby

.0005.

.

7/11

14 x 10.

5/6

.
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ATLANTIC OCEAN

BRIDGED-by the
"Bechstein" and One Valve!

During recent tests the " Bechstein " has been
used consistently in the reception of the American
Stations W G Y and K D K A on a one -valve reaction set.

How many out of the countless brands now offered
can "-withstand this test?

In every instance speech has been perfectly intelligible, volume being equal to that given by a
good -class, well -tuned crystal set receiving within a

mile of the station.
Signals unheard with ordinary headphones are perfectly audible and
undistorted as received by the " Bechstein." Thus the range of a set is
increased vastly without making any alteration in the circuit.
The " Bechstein " is the Headphone that amplifies-a new' departure in
mechanical and electro-magnetic principles.
A comfortable, light, well -fitting headset. the Bechstein " is guaranteed
in every way-each ear -piece being sealed when passed as perfect.
Elusive signals are dancing on your aerial. Buy your " Bechsteins " at
once and bring them in.

If your local dealer cannot supply
POST YOUR ORDER DIRECT

5,000 OHMS
INSIDE INFORMATION.
The

arrangement

which

makes

25/-

if

possible to increase the volume of the
cheapest crystal set by 25% by substituting " Becbsteins " for the very
best of other makes.
asesseliNisossinesi.

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
Liverpool. Jr. Knivetown, Norman Road, Runcorn, Cheshire.

London. Penton Engineering Co.,
Street, King's Cross, W.C.1.

" HEADPHONES THAT AMPLIFY "

Sole Concessionaires for the British Empire

Vecbstein 'Rabic) COMPallr,
4, Canal Road, BRADFORD.
Telephone: BRADFORD 3358.

TRADE INQUIRIES INVITED

15, Cromer

Manchester. Accelero Co., 7, Liverpool Road.
Leeds. Radio Productions Ltd., 107, Portland

Crescent.
Sheffield. Sheffield Wholesale Motor Supplies, 43,

Carver Street.
Glasgow. London Radio Stores, 11, Bath Street.
Nottingham. Super Radio Co., 32, Parliament
Street.
Birmingham. Forum & Co., Ltd., 7-9, F'ershore
Street.

NOVEMBER /, 1924
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ADDING
THE
AMPLIFIER
fication is employed, which, in the opinion

of many experimenters, is more efficient
than the well-known transformer coupling.
Readers who decide to construct the
amplifier should obtain a hard -wood box
as shown in Fig. i and a
or
ebonite panel to suit. Drilling details of
the panel are given in Fig. 2, while Fig. 3
gives the positions of the various components. A .00i-microfarad variable condenser of the one -hole fixing type is fitted
The Complete H.F. Amplifier.
in the H -in, diameter hole; this, as an
THE high -frequency amplifier described extra refinement, may be fitted with verin this article has been designed for nier attachment. The filament rheostat is
addition to any existing crystal set, and of the general-purpose kind (in the set conif correctly used will be found greatly to structed by the writer a Microstat is used).
extend the normal crystal range without The plug-in coil holder, tertninals, etc.,
greatly sacrificing that purity of reception may be of any good type.
Wiring up, using the usual square- or
for which the crystal is unequalled.
The tuned -anode method of H.F. ampli- round -section tinned -copper wire of a

Top View of Panel.

gauge preferably not smaller than No., /8,
should be carried out as shown in Figs. 4
and 5. Special care should be taken to

space out all leads as much as possible
in order to prevent possible interaction,
particular attention being paid to the connections to the valve sockets.
(Concluded in third column of next page)

ALL HOLES HOT MARKED

DRILL S/aa

0(g

OUTPUT

8

PLATE)

OUTPUT

,

1.61-

IT

!"31-2--)131
.47)'

32

/`

4/

13A,

8/

HOLES FOR

WOOD SCREWS

V11

Fig. 1.- Details of Case.

Fig. 2.-Panel Drilled.

Fig. 6 is shown on
FILAMENT RHEOSTAT -

/VALVE SOCKETS

the next page.

Fig. 5.-Details of Wiring.

0

'®)

OUTPUT

ojOJ
AERIAL

AERIAL

H F. AMPLIFYING VALVE

TERMINAL

HT+

4

OC;
HOLDER

VARIABLE

SHT
.).' LT -

CONDENSER

OUTPUT TO CRYSTAL
ELN

LT +

EARTH-

j

FILAMETIT
RHEOSTAT

SET

HT 4

PLUG -ITT

COIL HOLOER

0

LT

-

S LT +

VARIABLE
CONDENSER

Fig. 3, --Plan of Panel.

S

EARTH

TERMINAL

Under Side of Panel.

Fig. 4.-Circuit Diagram.
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MUSINGS BY MAGNET
I am glad to see bright -emitters still which now and then brought a writhing
going pretty strong. Candidly, I have glittering victim to the surface.
The scene changed. It was Piccadilly
a good earthing device at never found a dull -emitter of the "nought
the All -British Exhibition six " type worth having. On the other Circus at night. Animated signs winked
The hand, the former type is distinctly good. and flashed, advocating somebody's bread,
at the Albert Hall.
device, which is shown by
someone else's gin and the motor -cars of
yet another.
the photograph, is in the A Personal Opinion
My own experience is that the ordinary
The theatres and halls were emptying,
form of a copper pipe, with
a pointed end, drilled with type of dull -emitter is lacking in volume, and the cries of the newsvendors and the
holes and fitted with a microphonic in use, and dear to buy. I roar of the traffic came up in an almost
brass flange at the top to am no advocate of cheapness as such, but deafening chorus. As the various phases
stand a fair amount of I do believe in getting something fof the of the scene were revealed I read the
slogging. I have had two money, especially when the figure is loo words "Radio-chromo-scope," 1929 patents,
similar devices in use for per cent. over and above that of the bright - on the side of the pavilion-and woke
the past eighteen months, emitter. Now if anybody has got a dull - up. I had been asleep in the drawing MAGNET.
and the idea is distinctly emitter that will give equal results to the room !
AFTER aerials we come
to " earth."

I found

ordinary average "twelve -and -six " valve,

good.
Climax (Earth
Tube.

The

pattern

on

show

I wish he would step right up with the

What a blessing the use of
could with advantage have dope.
has been-to the makers-and
"getters
"
so
that
water
a larger hole at the top,
could be poured in without slopping it what a mess these dopes make of the bulbs.
In the case of dull -emitters it is extremely
over the earth terminal.
Earths arc strange things, and, like sets difficult to gauge the filament temperature
made of soap -boxes and bell wire, often and to sec if the grid and filament arc
work "much better than they should." I keeping at a respectful distance. For my
know of an aerial which has a "lead-in" own part I go for a clean bulb whenever
and the fact remains that one or
of about three feet, which part of the possible,
aerial is generally supposed to be the vital two firms can and will take the trouble
element of the collecting business. The to exhaust the bulbs to a high state of
"earth " goes upstairs, and is finally con- vacuum without chemical wangling.
nected to a hot-water tank in the attic. A Muse
And the results? They are unusually
After a wander right round the "at
good, so excellent that I advised the_user home " condescendingly held by the
to let well alone.
N.A.R.M. I sank into an easy chair and,
after the manner of Magnet, I mused.
Counterpoise Earths
On the stand, opposite was a type of
Where circumstances allow and space is
no object, I'll back the capacity or loud -speaker I had not noticed before.
counterpoise every time. Some of the The horn was a rather long funnel of
finest results I have ever obtained have square form, tapering up to a mouth of
been from fairly -well insulated capacities some three feet square, across which was
in lieu of direct earths. On one occasion fixed a sort of film or fine screen. As I
a bank of area railings set in concrete speculated as to the purport of the device
gave splendid results. The railings were the screen lit up with a flicking light,
drilled and proper contact made by insert- whicl. gradually cleared and finally reing a terminal. Concrete when dry is solved itself into a picture in colour. Sunquite a passable insulator. Another type shine flooded a sandy shore flanked with
of counterpoise was made by putting five palm -trees, which waved and nodded in
fence wires in parallel, the whole amount the breeze. The surf came rushing on in
of wire comprising some 300 ft. Here long rollers, which broke far up the beach
with a soft muffled thunder. Beyond highagain reception was excellent.
With regard to lightning arresters, the water mark -lay several dug -outs, and
only really safe method of arresting light- through the palms came dusky figures,
ning is to have the gap in a straight line who deposited their weapons in the primifrom lead-in to earth. The usual "loop," tive craft and chanted as they ran the
formed when the lead comes in and the little vessels down to the water's edge. A
earth goes out, is just the thing to tempt moment's battle with the surf, the swift
high -power oscillatory currents, and the plying of paddles amid sharp cries from
consequence is that should a really heavy the skipper, and then a rhythmic stroke
charge accumulate in the aerial, the from the bronze arms and a resumption
potential will leap across the loop and of the crooning chant as the craft swiftly
paSsed out of the picture.
probably blow the side of the wall out.
Such an accumulation is naturally rare,
The sun went down a ball of fire, and
as also are "direct hits." The average darkness, following on the heels of day,
earthing arrangement is better than none, as is the way in the tropics, brought out
as it does keep the aerial constantly dis- another flotilla with lights in the prow
charged, but it is not ideal by any means., and Herculean arms wielding harpoons,

'

"ADDING AN AMPLIFIER" (continued I rom prore,ing page)

Fig. 6 illustrates the method of coupling the amplifier to an existing crystal
set, which, it will be noticed, is of the
parallel -condenser tuned type, the maximum capacity of the condenser being in
the neighbourhood of .0005 microfarad.

Readers who desire to use crystal sets
of the slider or tapped -coil types Fhould
shunt the turns included, or in -the case
of variometer-tuned set the whole wind VARIABLE CONOEflSER
IN PARALLEL WITH COIL

PLUG -IN COIL

'

TERMINAL

EARTH

TERMINAL -

PHONE5

CRYSTAL SET
NF. OUTPUT
C_)

AERIAL

r-i

EARTH

T

LT.

H F., AMPLIFIER

Fig 6.-Method of Connecting Amplifier to
Crystal Set.

ing, by a fixed condenser of .0002 or .0003
microfarad capacity.
A series -tuning condenser in a crystal set
must, of course, be

short-circuited or

altered to the parallel position in order
to allow of the free passage of the H.T.
current in the amplifier circuit.
In tuning the combined amplifier and
crystal set, as the aerial -tuning inductance
value is increased or decreased the tuned anode turns or inductance-that is, the inductance across the crystal detector and

phones-must be increased or decreased'
simultaneously.
. R. N. Ws
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Valve Hints

Basket -coil Tip
WHEN making cardboard basket -coil

formers one segment should be cut
about an inch longer than the rest and a
small hole made in it. This segment serves

to mark a complete turn when winding,

Crystal Holder

NEVER leave valveS lying about on a IT is frequently a matter of difficulty to
bench; put them in boxes when not
explore the whole exposed surface of a
in holders on a set. Clean valve legs and crystal when using the ordinary type of
sockets periodically; the surfaces become crystal detector-that is, with single ball
oxidised when exposed.

Use the recommended value of H.T.
and L.T.; do not overrun the filaments.
A small fuse in the filament circuit may

111111,4

save you many shillings. Valves do not

last for ever; the filaments all burn out
sooner or later.

Coil Mounting

Useful Tag on Former.
to

hold the coil when shellac

HE following method of coil mounting
is being

applied to it, and to hang it up when being
baked.;
It is also sometimes useful when mounting the coil.
N. N.
,

I is efficient and easily accomplished.
Basket coils are mounted by clamping

them lightly between a strip of thin ebonite
about 5 in. long by i% in. wide and a

circular piece of cardboard. At the end
of the strip two small phone terminals are
fitted

Soldered Connections
NO set is really as efficient as it might
be

until

all the

R.

connections

are

i

joint on the catwhisker arm. The follow-

ing is a simple method of overcoming
this trouble.

The crystal cup is provided with a bah -

-socket joint, so that the top or sides
in. apart with the wire holes in and
of the crystal may be exposed to the cat whisker. A steel cycle ball (/ in.)
soldered to a short piece of threaded rod
may be utilised, while springy strip brass,
bored and bent to shape, will provide the

When soldering use as little
flux and solder as possible-better joints
will result. The best flux for electrical
soldered.

work is resin.

Improved Crystal Holder.

socket.

If preferred, the ball joint of a

bought holder may be adapted to serve the
same purpose.
W. W.

S.

Mounting Crystals

Dial Indicator

ANEAT method of securing a crystal

ADIAL indicating pointer which is
clamped in position by the nut holding
the
variable condenser or variometer
altering the setting of the crystal itself
to
the
panel
is shown below. Made preline. The ends of the wire forming the
is shoWn by the diagram.
ferably
of
white
ivorine or aluminium, the
coil
are
clamped
under
the
terminal
nuts
The lower portion is removed from an
pointer
is
adjusted
to its permanent posiordinary crystal cup by means of a metal as shown.
tion
before
tightening
up the nut.
The
coil
stand
consists
of
a
pair
of
saw or a half -round file. One of the
phone terminals mounted on a piece of
ebonite attached to the side of the cabinet,
is
or direct on the panel if it is vertical or
LOWER PORTION
OF CUP CUT AWAY
nearly so. The holes should be vertically
in line, and a piece of stiff wire, shaped
as shown, should be tightly clamped in
R. H. B.
each terminal.
BRA55 ROD OR

so that either side can be brought

into contact with the catwhisker without

TERMINAL

TRICK COPPER WIRE
SOLDERED TO CUP

Method of Coil Mounting

\ DRILL "A DA FOR 00571

Short-wave Reception
FOR receiving on wavelengths
I

of the

order of 5o to zoo metres a long aerial

04-F-- AL

is of no advantage over a short one-in
fact a short wire will give better results.
A loose -coupled tuner can be used, and
Method of Mounting Crystal.
the primary of this need not be tuned.
Between fifteen and twenty turns will
clamping screws is then removed and is obe needed for roo-metre reception. The
substituted by a brass rod or copper wire, condenser for tuning the secondary should
which is held in a phone -pattern terminal not be larger than .0005 microfarad, and
attached to the base of the set. This is a vernier adjustment should be provided
R. N. W.
clear from the diagrams.
for ease in tuning.
D.
CRYSTAL

N POINTER

`IF -SPACING
WASHERS

,11

Neat Dial Indicator.

The

dimensions

given

standard size bush and dial.

are

for

the

If other size

parts are used the length of the pointer
and diameter of the centre hole will have
to be modified.
R. N. W.

&r Ws
t-
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PROGRESS AND INVENTION
4

electrons are given off from the surfaces
Adding Grid Bias
certain oxide -coated metals when in a
IT is well known that to get the best of
rarefied
gas, this holding good in normal
results from a low -frequency ampli- air -pressures.
fying valve grid bias must usually be
The usual high velocity of the electron
applied. The adaptor shown in Patent is not apparent, however, for the free
No. 221,571/24 (W. E. H. Humphrys, of electrons settle on air molecules and
Hendon, Middlesex) enables the operator become ions. If the glowing oxide body

The links may be made of glazed porcelain, ebonite, or other insulating material.
If they are made to twist relatively to one
another the freeing of snow or othei
accumulations is facilitated.

Earthing Switch

TO combine as a single unit an aerial
is made the cathode, the ions will drift
earthing switch, lightning and static
comparatively slowly to the anode and spark -gap arrester, terminal block and
thus become current carriers affected by
speech waves in the air.

Aerial Insulators

E

WHETHER in reception or transmission, aerial insulation is an allimportant point. Direct conduction and
dielectric absorption losses must be
avoided. In Patent No. 221,242:24 (W. J.

Adding Grid Bias (221,571/24).

Earthing Switch (221,618/24.

to do this without making structural alterations to the set.
In use the adaptor is placed in the
valve socket proper and the valve placed
in the adaptor, the desired bias being
easily applied.

The KathQdophone
KNOWN as the kathodophone, a
recently developed German micro-

lead-in tube is the object of Patent No.

Polyblank, of the Air Ministry, London)
it is proposed to use insulators made of

221,618/24 (E. A. Brennan, of Hampstead,
N.W.6), "thus economising space and
time, reducing trouble, expense and
damage to decorations; also affording protection to operators and instruments from
lightning and static charges arriving upon

together with approximately

aerials in or out of use at any time." The
arrangement is clear from the diagrarr

Aerial Insulator (221,242,24).

a number of links in series, which ,rare
connected

phone makes use of the fact that free point, knife-edge or line contact.

reproduced above.

AROUND THE SHOWROOMS
Murray Valve Holder
THERE are a number of excellent points
about the new Murray valve holders of
which every amateur should make note.
Briefly they consist of four metal sockets,
placed in the panel separately, which are
covered by a disc of ebonite that is provided with holes for accommodating the
valve.

loops, each 5 ft. to in. long, connected
in series. 'The loops are laced on porcelain bobbins between galvanised -iron
spreaders, the lead-in being taken from the
bottom spreader. It is claimed that such

that I tested gave excellent signals, and

sensitive points were not difficult to find.
This crystal is supplied by the Bancroftiaii
Co., of 78, Bishopsgate, E.C.2.

N. wey Snrp Terminals
NOWADAYS everybody is in a hurry to get
aria

wire aerial is gradually being superseded
take

up less space. Such an aerial is shown
by the photograph; this is made by Mr.
H. Ashton, A.M.I.E.E., of 8 -to, Bull's
Head Chambers, Hopwood Avenue, Market
Place, Manchester.
This aerial comprises seventeen vertical

Mirophone Supertone Crystal

look about it that leads one to suspect that
it will give good results. Nor is one disappointed in this direction; a specimen

Novel AerI-1
IT seems that the good old too -ft. single up-to-date types which

used.

phone Supertone crystal has a "clean"

The result is that they lie prac-

more

space is lithited and only one pole can be

SUPPLIED carefully protected with cotton
wool and enclosed in a glass tube, Millo-

tically flush on the panel.
Clearing holes only have to be drilled,
and the disc acts as a template. No nuts
are required, as connections to the sockets
are kept in position by set -screws. These
holders, which sell at is. 3d. each, are
made by Murray, Son and Co., of 387A,
Each
High Road, Tottenham, N.17.
holder is supplied mounted on a card with
full directions.

by

an aerial gives excellent results where

Ashton Aerial.

things done and wireless enthusiasts are
no exception. The most pressing need is
for a device that simplifies the changing
of connections; a number of such devices
have made their appearance recently.
The latest is the Newey snap terminal,
which takes the form of a stud fixed on
to a panel and a socket connector that fits
over this. The principle is that employed
for snap dress fasteners and results in a
method of quickly changing connections
when desired.

VANGUARD.,

NOVEMBER 1, 1924
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EXPERIMENTAL TRANSMISSION. -II
AERIAL EFFICIENCY
LET us now consider aerial efficiency shown by Fig. 4, but the effect of aerial
from another point of view. Where capacity is not great, and the effects will
It = current in transmitting aerial only be touched on as found necessary.
(amperes).
The fundamental wavelength of the
Ir = current in receiving aerial (amperes). standard L -type aerial is 4.6 (approx.)

along an oscillating unloaded antenna,
for it is not generally realised that the
voltage is greatest at the free end. In
Fig. 5 E = voltage and i = current. The
distance from aerial shows increase.

Fig. 4.-11elationship
of Wavelength and
Capacity.

Fig. 5.-Voltage and Current Distribution on Unloaded Oscillating Aerial.

Fig. 6.-Arrangement of T -type Aerial with Direct
Earth Connection.

ht = effective height of transmitting aerial
(kilometres).

times its length in metres from the free Practical Considerations

end to the lower capacity. It will be seen

Sufficient theory has been now dealt with

hr = effective height of receiving aerial that at or near the fundamental, Rg and to show that the type of aerial used for
Rd are at minimum, while Rr is theo- broadcast reception is highly inefficient
(kilometres).
R = total resistance of receiver (ohms).
d = distance of stations apart (kilometres).
wavelength (kilometres).
HtIt dRIs
A

when employed for transmission purposes.

It would, of course, be futile to offer

Fig. 7. --Arrangement of
Vertical -type Aerial.

to take up the more advanced side of w ire less; but it is desirable, having enumerated
the essential points of radiating system de-

377hr

The left-hand side of this equation is
dependent on the transmitter, and it will

sign, to point out the various types and

be seen that, as in the formula for Rr, the
transmitting aerial should be as high as
possible; it will also be evident that the
transmitting current should have as large

their separate advantages.
Let us deal with the upper capacity first.
The most suitable radiation for the wavelength band allotted to the amateur would
consist of a metallic sphere having a radius
of about 70 ft. and suspended at a considerable height from the ground. The
writer annot remember having seen a garden adorned by this ideal type. Omitting
freak aerials (generally theoretically in-

a value as possible.
It would again appear from the position

that greater received current, and
hence greater range, is obtained on short
of

wavelengths. Absorption effects, however,
tend to counteract this ideal state. The

formula is correct in that for short distantes a greater value of Ir is actually

-7. -

obtained; but it cannot be increased with a retically infinite, and so it appears that if
rroportional diminution of Ir owing to ab- the transmitter can be worked on its fundasorption effects.
mental without loss, it is working at the
most effective point. In most cases, how Transmission Formula
We have as yet no proof of the validity
of the Austin transmission formula on these
short waves and for long distances.
The power actually in the aerial is equal
/
I
1
IV 1
\
to I'R, where I is the aerial current,
/
/
/

\

%

measured at the point of maximum cur-

rent, that is, the earth lead.

I

R is the

I

this I2R, the power radiated, must be as
large a percentage of the input power as
and, needless to say, should be the maxi-

I
I

.1

I
I

il

/

I

si
I

radiation resistance. AS mentioned before,
possible. This percentage is known as the
"per -cent. efficiency" of the transmitter,

/

/

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

III
I

I

I

correct and practically unworkable) and
special designs (dealt with Later), we are
left with the three types-that is, the inverted L- and T (Fig. 6) and vertical aerials
(Fig. 7). Any of the three may consist of a

number of parallel wires on horizontal
spreaders or of the cage type, so popular
in the U.S.A. Before deciding which of
these three types is most efficient let us
consider whether the flat -top or the cage
type is the more preferable.
Fig. 8 shows a diagram of the electrostatic field that surrounds a cross section
of a cage -type of antenna. Notice that all

the wires have approximately the same

I

I

i

Fig. S.-Electrostatic Field of Cage Aerial.

ever, it does not seem that any advantage
commercial stations, while 0.7 should be is gained, since the condensers generally
used are the seat of further losses..
obtained by most amateur transmitters.
It may be interesting to note the relative
The capacity of an aerial varies with the
wavelength (a fact not often realised), as magnitude of the voltage and current
mum. o.85 efficiency is obtained by many

suggestions for the actual aerial construction and erection to those who are about

number of lines of force connected to them;
all wires are worked at the same efficiency.
This type of aerial is also efficient because
of its tubular construction, for it is well

known that owing to "skin effects" the
metallic tube is the most suitable and
efficient

currents.

conductor

of

high -frequency

KENNETH ULLYET.

(To be continued)
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THE object of the writer in designing
and constructing this set was to meet
the demand of the members of his family

but which could only be
operated properly by the experimenter himself.

for a means whereby they could enjoy the
programmes broadcast from 2 L 0 without
being dependent on the rather complicated
manipulation of the four -valve experimental set already available in the house,

It was decided, therefore, to

SOLDERING TAGS
FOR CONNECTIONS
TO VALVE LEGS

construct

average -sized

L F. IIITERVALVE

FIXED

TRANSFORMER

COIL HOLDER
col f

Da
1"

PLATFORM

casting stations,
a n d possessing

the following

1

12 "
Baseboard.
Fig. 7.-Arrangement of Components on

3 (left).-Constructional Details of Case.
Fig. 5 (right).-P 1 u g

Fig.

Connectors.
.HT BATTERY

be

recom-

produce
something
similar lines.

on

For the benefit of those
this journal

set who are unable to
follow a theoretical circuit diagram (Fig. 1), a
special wiring guide

is included.

The Receiver in Use.

polishing. The loose lid or door consists
three-ply wood, framed with fancy

of

beading of sufficient thickness to allow for

the insertion of a small ball catch at the
bottom edge of the lid ; the top edge
merely rests against a thin strip of wood
fixed inside the opening of the box. By
this means the lid is easily slipped into
position when the set is not being used,
the ball catch keeping it secure. This
form of loose lid was found preferable to
a hinged door in many
ways, one being that it
can be placed right out of
the way when the set is

IP

IS

The case (see Fig. 3) is
made of
American

REACTION
COIL

00

co

win%
COIL

o

ACCUMULATOR

.005 NFD\. FIXED CONDENSER

Fig. 2.-Details of Wiring.

stained dead

black and polished with
ordinary french polish to
which has been added a
little gas black. A not
highly polished surface gives the article a
real ebony appearance.
too

Provided the wood is well

trued up, the box can be
assembled by means of
countersunk

screws,

the

holes in the wood being
neatly

filled

in

before

The Receiver Partly Open.

accumulator are illustrated in Fig.

5.

This arrangement not only provides quick
connections and a smart appearance, but
accidental short-circuiting becomes practically impossible when the accumulator

leads are hanging loose. This form of
plug is easily made from scrap ebonite,
drilled and tapped to a sufficient depth to
receive short valve pins and nuts to which

the connecting wires, after being passed
through the small hole in the centre, are
secured. The heads of the

screws fastening the panel
to the baseboard and sup-

The Panel
This is of - good -quality

is done with the white -on black variety obtainable in
celluloid
strips.
The

in. thick.

whole presents a pleasing

to the baseboard by means
of
two
metal
angle

is

black -and -white effect.
The valve window

fixed

to

the

Fig. 1.-Circuit Diagram.

the position of
the coil holder;

opened for use.

It is fixed at right angles

The Box
whitewood,

tT

panel before
finally arranging

ports are also enamelled
black; and the labelling

matted ebonite
OP
OS
TRANSFORMER

f

/

fixed to the panel.
The board should

mands, to construct such
a set or, at any rate, to

2)

NT

00025

the set being

production of

(Fig.

who
.0005

all other parts of

deciding to construct this
1

2

,VERMIE

required
on the baseboard,,

hands and true
distortionless re-

of

'ire

0 P 0S
oopM

ponents

inexperienced

readers

NT. on

a

the various com-

mend other experimenters,
faced with similar de-

76!.

I=

2= HT. OFF

O

Fig. 7 shows
the distribution of

batteries
when operated by

confidently

I= I VALVE

2- OFF
3= a VALVES

fairly large diaa
meter, with
small ebonite
knob affixed
thereto.

and

can

allow for the withdrawal of the instrument

from any
piece of

metal rod of

ical in upkeep,
absence of com-

conditions, and the writer
IG

FIG. 3

made
scrap

H. T. battery.
It is obvious, therefore,
that flexible leads sufficiently long to

Baseboard

speech and music.
Truly an exacting ideal ! Nevertheless, the set described
and illustrated in this
article fulfils all these

BALL CATCJi----)"

should .be slightly shaped and

plicated controls,
proof against
damage to valves
1343

latter to allow the loose lid to fit flush
with the front, a space of about 4 in. is
reserved at the back of the box for the

turned back to facilitate the
insertion and withdrawal of
the plug. The latter can be

The Making of an Ideal Two -valuer

operation, low in
cost and econom-

board and box that when the instrument is pushed far enough inside the

the brass strips.
should be fairly wide
to

and the ends at the plug hole

ON SIMPLE FOOL -PROOF LINES

struction and

6R ID

These

BROADCAST
RECEIVER

situated

appearance,
simple in con0

- CONDENSER

VALVE

room

in

CONDENSER

34

of

advantages: Neat

Dew

0

capable

regard

A FAMILY

about thirty miles from one of
the main broad-

0

2 MFD. FIXED

set

C6211CCCISiliCKG6101.11

planation except perhaps with

operating a loud -speaker in an

001 MF D.

CONDENSER

a

Z.MGISC ...... SE

emateur Wireles3

the two -coil holder in the
writer's set is of the verti-

shown, allows for the use
of either

drilled, as shown by Fig. 4, before being ysTpanel by means of Chatterton's compound.
fixed to the baseboard. The absence of
With regard to the switches, the key
brass parts on the front of the panel enpattern with black ebonite levers has been
hances the latter's appearance, and the
adopted by the writer, but this is a matter
following devices have been adopted to
of individual taste. The circuit diagram
achieve this end.
shows the ordinary panel switch, but the
constructor desiring the most efficient and
The connections for aerial, earth, loudconvenient switch should obtain the latest
speaker and accumulator are ordinary
anti -capacity type with the black ebonite
valve sockets treated with black enamel,
lever.
except, of course, at the threaded portions
and the fronts where contact is required.
The series -parallel arrangement, illusPlug connections for the loud -speaker and
trated in Fig. 6, requires no further ex -

honeycomb or

basket coils without fouling any other component.
If any other type of holder
is

STRIPS
BTRARI5P5s

to be used, the distri-

PUG
L

S

bution of parts on the
board will probably re-

quire a little modification.
The ebonite valve platform, which is screwed to
two narrow strips of wood
of sufficient depth to raise
the ebonite just high
enough to prevent the nuts
of the valve sockets touching

merely a hole a in. in
brackets or wooden supdiameter, with a piece of
ports. The panel should, of course, be liplain glass secured at the hack of the

A. P.

cal or V -type, which,
placed in the position

the

baseboard,

Fig. 6.-Series-parallel Connections.

a

fere with the smooth with-

4

141

CarWirIDOW

-0-t

I

VARIABLE
GPtio4LEAK

HOLE

415
3

rop

3

DIA.

FILAMENT)

,

-o-

KNOB FOR
11

dimensions of the base-

COIL

MOLDER

, LT

:4_11)

Ordinary

valve legs are used, with
copper tags at their bases
to which the wire connections are soldered.
It will be seen from the

RE5i5TANCES

a

drawal of the instrument
froin its box.

2

is

secured from underneath
by means of countersunk
screws.
Care should be
taken that these, or any
other screws used on the
baseboard, do not project
underneath and so inter-

G

1<

>1 i"

.0 14- I

4t
12"
Fig. 4.-Layout of Panel.
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but which could only be
operated properly by the experimenter himself.

for a means whereby they could enjoy the
programmes broadcast from 2 L 0 without
being dependent on the rather complicated
manipulation of the four -valve experimental set already available in the house,
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something
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set who are unable to
follow a theoretical circuit diagram (Fig. 1), a
special wiring guide

is included.
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polishing. The loose lid or door consists
three-ply wood, framed with fancy

of

beading of sufficient thickness to allow for

the insertion of a small ball catch at the
bottom edge of the lid ; the top edge
merely rests against a thin strip of wood
fixed inside the opening of the box. By
this means the lid is easily slipped into
position when the set is not being used,
the ball catch keeping it secure. This
form of loose lid was found preferable to
a hinged door in many
ways, one being that it
can be placed right out of
the way when the set is
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stained dead

black and polished with
ordinary french polish to
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little gas black. A not
highly polished surface gives the article a
real ebony appearance.
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Provided the wood is well

trued up, the box can be
assembled by means of
countersunk

screws,

the

holes in the wood being
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before
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accumulator are illustrated in Fig.

5.

This arrangement not only provides quick
connections and a smart appearance, but
accidental short-circuiting becomes practically impossible when the accumulator

leads are hanging loose. This form of
plug is easily made from scrap ebonite,
drilled and tapped to a sufficient depth to
receive short valve pins and nuts to which

the connecting wires, after being passed
through the small hole in the centre, are
secured. The heads of the

screws fastening the panel
to the baseboard and sup-
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latter to allow the loose lid to fit flush
with the front, a space of about 4 in. is
reserved at the back of the box for the

turned back to facilitate the
insertion and withdrawal of
the plug. The latter can be
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enough to prevent the nuts
of the valve sockets touching

merely a hole a in. in
brackets or wooden supdiameter, with a piece of
ports. The panel should, of course, be liplain glass secured at the hack of the

A. P.

cal or V -type, which,
placed in the position

the

baseboard,

Fig. 6.-Series-parallel Connections.

a

fere with the smooth with-

4

141

CarWirIDOW

-0-t

I

VARIABLE
GPtio4LEAK

HOLE

415
3

rop

3

DIA.

FILAMENT)

,

-o-

KNOB FOR
11

dimensions of the base-

COIL

MOLDER

, LT

:4_11)

Ordinary

valve legs are used, with
copper tags at their bases
to which the wire connections are soldered.
It will be seen from the

RE5i5TANCES

a

drawal of the instrument
froin its box.

2

is

secured from underneath
by means of countersunk
screws.
Care should be
taken that these, or any
other screws used on the
baseboard, do not project
underneath and so inter-

G

1<

>1 i"

.0 14- I

4t
12"
Fig. 4.-Layout of Panel.
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must be used for the connections to the
battery. These should be three in number,

one for the negative and two for the posi-

ANOTHER EXHIBITION
AWIRELESS exhibition is to be held
at the White City, Shepherd's Bush,

BRIDGING 12,000 MILES
OF SPACE

How English Amateurs Communicated
with New Zealand
SOMETHING of the romance of Sena tore Marconi's first "S" signals across
No. r
bition at the Albert Hall were mostly the Atlantic has been recalled during the
the lower voltage, while No. 2 (feeding members of the National Association of last fortnight by the accomplishment of
the amplifier) plugs into the higher voltage Radio Manufacturers, which organised that two-way communication between English
-45 and 66 volts respectively in the case -exhibition
for its own members only. The and New Zealand amateurs. On this
of DE3 valves, as used by the writer. choice of exhibitors
the affair 'of the occasion the amateur has shown the proWhen the detector valve only- is in use, association, and theywas
were
able fessional what short-wave transmissions
wander plug can be left discon- to include or debar whom therefore
No.
can do, and, although still in the nature
they
wished.
nected and No. 2 shifted to the 45 -volt This being the case, many firms were of freaks, too much attention cannot be

tive, the two latter having their wander London', W., from November 15 tti Novemplugs numbered i and 2 respectively, as ber 29 inclusive.
shown on the circuit diagram and wiring
of our readers will be aware that
When two valves are in use, theMany
guide.
firms
who exhibited at the recent exhi(feeding the ,detector), plugs into.

x

socket of the battery.

unable to show the public their goods.

Miscellaneous Notes
A good variable condenser suitable for

assasaissasussassrfareasaraseassasweaseasaisaars

this set is Raymond's one -hole -fixing type of

to readers of

.0005 microfarad capacity, having a three -

Amateur
Wireless"

plate vernier controlled by a small knob
on top of the knob proper. This condenser is cheap, takes up little room and
is very efficient.

A Copy of

A carbon -granule type of filament resistance

(the

Microstat)

controls each

valve; and once the setting of these resistances has been found it is seldom

" The Amateur Mechanic "

necessary to touch them, as the switch on Edited by Bernard E. Jones. The contents of this

the panel puts the filament current on

or off as required. When, however, it is
desired to use the detector valve only, the
filament current to the second valve

should be turned

off

at the right-hand

resistance.

The L.F. transformer should be carefully selected. An alternative position for
the fixed condenser is across 0.P. and Ls.,

money -saving weekly for handy men are always Practical, Reliable and Straightforward. Week by week it

gives just the kind of advice on the thousand and one
domestic jobs and hobbies which every handy man'or
woman needs to ensure the best results from his or her
'Whether you own only a few simple tools
work.

or a fully equipped workshop, "The Amateur
IVIee, auk's weekly h elp will make all the difference to

your pleasure and your success, and will show

to make and save money by using your spare time
profitably.

instead of across I.P. and 0.P., but this Send a postcard with your name- and address to
depends to a great extent on the nature the Editor, "Amateur Mechanic," Room 97.
of the valve and of the transformer; Cassell's, La Belle Sausage, E.C.4, and a free copy

therefore both should be tried before
finally soldering the connections. A negative grid bias on this set is not considered
necessary.:

of this practical weekly will be forwarded to you
post free.

given to the results that have been
If short-wave signals have
achieved.

travelled 12,000 miles once there seems to
be no logical reason why they should not
do so again.
To Mr. E. J. Symonds (2 0 D), of Ger-rards Cross, goes the honour of being the
first English amateur to hear a New Zea-

land station and also the first amateur to
have his signals received in that Dominion.

For reception this enthusiast uses a four valve super -heterodyne set and transmits
with an input power of only toy watts on
a wavelength of about 90 metres.

"Z4AA Calling U6ARB"
Whilst listening at 6.3o a.m. on Thursday, October 16, Mr. Symonds heard the
call sign Z 4 A A, which was transmitted
for half an hour. Z 4 A A was calling
U 6 A R B, an American amateur station,
on a wavelength of 8o metres. The New
Zealand station is operated by a Mr. F.
Bell, of Waiheno, Dunedin.
On Friday z OD transmitted test signals
to Z 4 A A on 95 metres, and it was afterwards learnt that these were received
strongly in New Zealand. Mr. C. W.
Goyder, using the set at Mill Hill School
(Z S Z) established two-way communication with New Zealand for an hour early
Saturday morning. Thus the feat of exchanging messages across the world was

Feeling that the public desire to see
all that the industry has to show instead
of the products of a section only, Radio achieved.
Afterwards Mr. J. A. Partridge (2 K F),
last fully a.month on one charge with two Exhibitions and Wireless Conventions, of
such valves, working them from three to 46, Cannon Street, London, E.C., are of Merton Park, and Major Secretan
organising an exhibition, which will be (5 L F), established two-way communicafour hours daily.
The variable grid leak should be care- open to the entire British industry regard- cation with New Zealand. It seems that
conditions were favourable in other counfully set, having detector the valve only less of associations.
tries than England, for an amateur in the
Without
doubt
everything
that
is
new
and a pair of headphones in use when
doing so, until clear undistorted speech is will be seen on the various stands, and Pyrenees is reported to have received
After that it need not be the exhibition will be a really representa- messages regularly from New Zealand
obtained.
touched unless, of course, the valve is tive show of the entire industry. One and Australia.
point which will make a special appeal is
changed.
Dusk Overlap
A word or two in conclusion about wir- the attention that the organisers are giv- Dawn and
It is thought that communication wa,
ing the set. The amateur constructor ing to catering for the home constructor. only
because of the overlap of
who knows how to use a soldering -iron Component parts will take an important dawnpossible
and
dusk
in both countries. In
successfully is advised to solder all con- pla.c6' in the exhibition and many new
every
case
signals
were best between 6.o
ideas
will
be
shown.
nections; one not experienced in the art
a.m. and 7.0 a.m., and 6.30 a.m. in EngDull -emitter valves are recommended,

preferably of the o6 variety.

A 6 -volt
20 ampere -hours (actual) accumulator will

of soldering should confine himself to nuts
well screwed home. Soldered connections
are undoubtedly better, but a well -

tightened nut is far more reliable than
J. H. W.
a badly -soldered joint.

Please mention " AW" when you
write to Advertisers.

land is aproximately 6.o p.m. in New ZeaThe new Copenhagen station has not yet land.
definitely fixed its wavelength, but tests
The New Zealand Prime Minister, Mr.
and concerts are being given almost daily. Massey, has congratulated both Mr. Bell,
Haeren (B A V) now transmits every of New Zealand, and Mr. Goyder, of Mill
Monday at 53.0o G.M.T. a short survey Hill, on their achievement, which he
of aerial traffic with Belgium during the characterised as a very important event in
the history of wireless --as, indeed, it is.
preceding week.
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70ammo,
RULES.-Please write distinctly and keep to the point. We reply promptly by post. Please give all necessary details. Ask one question
at a time to ensure a prompt reply, and please put sketches, lay -outs, diagrams. etc., on separate sheets containing your name and
address. Always send stamped, addressed envelope and attach Coupon (p. 663).
Condenser Losses

Q.-Recently I cause across the word
" hysteresis," evidently used to cover losses
in condensers. What losses do condensers
have ?-A. K. (Wimbledon).
A.-Condenser losses may be put down to

phone lead, and the other phone lead to one is required' to alter the current from A.C. to
terminal of the dry battery. Another con- D. C -S. B. H. (Bristol).
nection must be made from the other side of
A.-The method of charging accumulators

the dry battery to the three remaining ter- from direct current is quite different from that
minals of the transformer in turn. You will of charging from alternating current. Unhear a click in the phones when a complete fortunately you have omitted to give the voltresistance losses in the plates. Resistance circuit has been made through one of the age and frequency of your supply, without
losses are very low in parallel plate condensers. windings of the transformer. Note how loud which it is impossible to give details for the
Leakage over the edges of the plates and the click is heard in the phones. Now con- construction of a suitable static transformer.
2onduction currents through the dielectric nect the phones and battery across the other Besides a transformer you will need a rectifier.
are two other losses to which condensers pair of transformer connections and note the Particulars of charging accumulators will be
loudness of the click in the phones. The found in the " Work ' Handbook " Electric
are subject.-D. R.
winding which gives the lciuder click is the Accumulators " (is. 8d. post paid).-D. C. R.
L.F. Transformer Terminals Unmarked
primary, the other winding, of course, being
Flux for Electrical Connections
Q.-I have a low -frequency transformer the secondary.-D. R.
with the four terminals mounted on a strip
Q.-What sort of flux should be used for
of ebonite on the top of the transformer. Charging Accumulators.
soldering the wires to the terminals of a
These terminals are unmarked, however. Is
Q.-With reference to your article on the wireless set ?-Q. (Islington).
there any method whereby I may find out accumulator appearing in " A.W." No. 120,
A.-Resin is the most suitable flux for all
which is the primary and which the secondary I am desirous of charging my accumulator soldered connections in electrical work. Spirits
of the transformer ?--F. F. (I,eith).
from the house mains if possible. Unfor- of salts should never be used, as the soldered
A.-You may make the following test with tunately my house is supplied with A.C. Is part will soon corrode under the chemical
a small dry battery and a pair of phones. it possible to apply the principle of your sketch action of these salts on the metal.-H. R.
Connect one transformer terminal to one to this case ? If not, please inform me what
AERIAL

SIMPLE
CRYSTAL
CIRCUITS

CRYSTAL DETECTOR

PHONE5

SLIDER

AERIAL
,CRYSTAL
DETECTOR

TUNING

CON -- -VARIABLE

ttirsinG COL.PHONE
CONDENSER

CONDENSER

WHATEVER kind of crystal circuit
is used, the aerial and earth system
is of the utmost importance, for it is almost entirely on the efficiency of this part

,

iniorte
COFIDEIISER

- EARTH
of the installation that good results depend.
2.-Here tuning is effected by means of a
-71:FrEARTH
Normally the catwhisker side of the Fig.coil
and variable condenser. The latter should
Fig. 1.-In this circuit use is made of a tuner crystal detector is connected to the aerial
have a value -of .00i or .0005 microfarad.
with one slider, which SI very simple to
It is desirable
Adjustment is made by turning a knob.
adjust. The crystal detector is first adjusted end of the tuning coil.

that the coil itself should be wound with
thick wire, so that the resistance to high -

and the slider moved up and down.
AERIAL
CRYSTAL
OETEC1 OR

frequency currents is low.
In all the circuits shown the phone condenser (which should not be omitted)

AERIAL

PRIMARY
COILS,

,CRYSTAL
DETECTOR

should have a value of approximately
.004 or

LOADING.

>0 COIL

PHONES

.002

microfarad.

Good insulation is an important factor
in getting strong crystal results, and the
cost of a few square inches of good ebonite
should not be begrudged. It is true that
dry wood is a good insulator, but it is safer
to use ebonite.

VARIABLE
CONDENSER

In wiring up any of the sets the resistance should be kept as low as possible.

SECONDARY
SECONDARY
This means that leads should be kept short PRIMARY
TONING
COIL
TUNING
CONDENSER
and made with thick wire. .Attention to CONDENSER - EARTH
EARTH
details such as these makes a great differ- Fig. 4.-This circuit should be used where interference is experienced from other stations.
Fig. 3.-Should it be desired to receive on long ence in the results obtained.
Never be
The primary tuning condenser should have a
wavelengths, a loading coil can be inserted
value of .001 microfarad and the secondary
as shown above. Note that the variable con- satisfied with signals that are merely "good
D. S. R.
enough."
condenser of .0005 micro farad.
denser is connected across both coils.

13noric
CONDENSER
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A GREAT EVENING WITH W G Y
THE AMERICAN SEASON BEGINS
4'

Having adjusted the set as nearly as
THE darker nights are, of course, by America have been obtained on the whole
far the best for 3eneral wireless re- on thoroughly dirty .nights, the kind of possible to 38o metres switch off, leaving
ception. For some reason which is at night, I mean, when rain is coming down the controls untouched. Make a note on
present unknown November and December in torrents from a pitch-black sky and the a piece of paper of the exact reading on
are out and away the best months of the wind is blowing half a gale. The baro- each scale. At midnight switch on and
year for receiving Transatlantic broadcast- meter, too, seems to give a fairly good see whether anything can be heard. Being. It is possible to hear American indication of what one may expect. If it fore you touch the condensers try very
stations at other times of the year-in fact, is quite steady, and if there have been no slight adjustments of the reaction coil, but
the writer actually picked up two of them violent variations in the temperature avoid getting the set into oscillation so
on midsummer night this year-but at no during the preceding twelve hours, atmo- far as you possibly can. Should nothing
time can you rely upon such steady and spherics are usualy not very bad. So be heard wait half an hour and try again.
uninterrupted reception as during the two much for conditions. Now a word about If the second attempt produces no result
months mentioned.

the apparatus itself.

the chances are that you will be successful

With a Single -valuer
I believe that it is now possible for anyone who possesses an efficient valve set,
even if it only a single-valver, to hear
American broadcasting, if not regularly,

Aerial Requisites

musical programme to hear.

at any rate upon specially favourable
nights. One further proviso must be
made : it is essential that both the aerial
and earth should be thoroughly good. Of

this we will speak more in detail in a
moment. There is no need to get down to

the very short waves-in fact, to reach the

68 metres upon which KDK A is now
transmitting is quite beyond the powers
of all sets but those constructed' with
special attention to the elimination of
stray capacities and unnecessary resistance.

The powerful station W G Y transmits
upon 38o metres, which brings it well with-

in the compass of any broadcast receiver.
Nor is it necessary to sit up all night, as
used to be the case, for you can now pick
up W G Y as a general thing about mid-

night, and sometimes, if he is doing an

transmission-remember
that New York time is seven hours behind
our own-you can get him almost as soon
as our own broadcasting stations close
early afternoon

down.

You can easily tell whether this

is the

case by means of your reception of British
stations during the evening.

Secondly,

there are certain nights, as you have probably noticed, when near -by stations seem
to

The aerial, in the first place, must be
as high as you can get it, and so far as
is possible unscreened by buildings or
trees. Personally I have strong preference for a single wire with at least two
shell insulators in series at each end and
a lead-in made of well insulated 7/22
cable. Care must be taken to see that
there are no leaks on the way in through
wall or window frame; a thoroughly good
lead-in tube is therefore necessary.
If you cannot get a first-rate aerial, then
pay particular attention to your earth, for
if the aerial is bad any extra resistance in
the earth makes a tremendous difference to
reception. You cannot beat an ascending
water main or a biscuit -tin buried in damp
soil. All connections should, of course, be
soldered. In the set it is desirable to use
inductances of an efficient type, so that no
losses may occur through the presence of
self -capacity or of high resistance. The
variable condensers should not be too
large-.000s is as big as should be used in
the aerial circuit and .00025 or .0003 for
tuning secondary or anode circuits. If
larger condensers are used fine tuning is
extremely difficult, since

The Conditions
What conditions make a specially
favourable night? In the first place, we
want one when atmospherics are not bad.

take on added strength and clarity

whilst distant ones, which cannot be picked

up in the ordinary way, come in quite
well.

If you are thinking of sitting up for
America one night, make preliminary tests

by tuning in the most distant British or
European station that is within your range,

and do not bother to stay awake beyond
your normal time unless you find that reception is really good. Reference to my

diary shows that the best results from

at one o'clock, when there is usually a
Strength

As an indication of the strength of
W G Y's signals I may tell you that I
have had him more than once on an in-

door aerial consisting of a piece of
double -cotton -covered bell wire slung

across the room corner -wise and uninsulated except for its own covering and the

short lengths of string by which it was
attached to nails on the picture rail.
His strength at my station, which is

thirty miles north-west of London, is about

the same as that of Aberdeen. On a good
night speech and music come through so
well on the loud -speaker that the low frequency valves must be dimmed a little
to avoid waking up other members of the
household who are all in bed and sound
asleep. There is one point, by the way,
that is of importance. Like nearly all
long-distance transmissions, W G Y is apt
to suffer from fading at times. Therefore,
if signals become faint after a period of
gOod strength, do not try to chase them
by moving your controls. If you do so

you are quite likely to lose them altoquite a small gether. Leave things alone and signals

movement of the knobs makes a big dif- will soon return to their normal loudness.
ference in the wavelength.
Though it is a little bit early in the year
yet, conditions just now are quite favourTuning
able, and W G Y may be picked up with
W G Y's wavelength of 38o metres makes a fair amount of certainty on any night.
him quite easy to find. If you can get On October 17 he was as good as I have
Bournemouth, tune your set sharply to his ever heard him.
wave earlier in the evening, and then advance your condensers a tiny bit. The A Personal Experience
reaction coil should be brought up to such
I could not try for him very early, since
a position that the set, though in a sensi- Bournemouth, who was doing an annivertive condition, is away from the oscillation sary programme, did not close down until
point. Should Bournemouth ,be outside 52.45, but I got him within two minutes
your range, either Manchester or New- of the time that 6 B M said good night. A
castle will help, the former being 20 song was in progress at the time, which
metres above W G Y and the latter 5 metres was followed by a duet. By the time that
below him. It is not usually difficult to this had finished I had switched over from
guess the adjustment which will give phones to loud -speaker, and was sitting
approximately the right difference in in the next room with the folding doors
wavelength, and as W G Y's is a very between the two rooms open.
strong transmission you can often hear
The ahnouncer then stated that W G Y
him when your tuning is not dead sharp.
(Concluded on page 656)
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Octet under Mr. S. Kneale Kelly.
7.30

II

11102111101j

1

III

p.m.

the

programme

After
consists of

comic opera items and variety turns, together with ballads.
A new site for the Leeds transmitter has
been found in Stanley Road, Harehills.
At to p.m. (S.B. to all stations), on
October 3o, Mr. A. J. Alan, the successful
raconteur who made such a success with
his "Adventure in a Flat in Jermyn
Street," and later his quaint information

11

"pLossom

Prof. Edouard Branly's eightieth bi -thday will be celebrated on November 6 by concerning the "B.B.I.," will tell of his
a great banquet, organised by the Radio adventure on Dartmoor.
There is a movement on foot to erect
factotum) gives a programme from his own Club de France.
a
wireless
station on Guernsey Island.
studio. The fun begins at 8.43 p.m.
Suitable premises for the Dundee station
Readers of AMATEUR WIRELESS may like
The Ministry of Health approves of the have been found. The studio and administo listen -in to Russia. On October 30, at
installation of broadcast receivers in work1.45 p.m., G.M.T. (wavelength 3,200
houses-apparently more for their edumetres),
the Moscow station will broadcational value than the entertainment they

ill have a busy time on
I) November 4, when John Henry (as
concert director, announcer and general

afford.

Listeners who hear a bird's song on
November 3 should not jump to the conclusion that it is another nightingale. It
will be Mde. Marie Saberonne, who is a
whistler of extraordinary ability.
On November 5 a new instrumental trio
will make its bow at a L 0 with a chamber music programme.

Provided that no interfering regulations
are adopted, an American corporation is
reported to be ready to erect a 50 -kilowatt
broadcasting station near New York.
Songs by Mr. George Parker (baritone)
and the Beethoven No. 3 Concerto in C
Minor, played by Mr. Maurice Cole, are
to be included in a L O's "Night with the
Old Masters" on Nov. 7.
Although broadcasting has only just
started there, Johannesburg already has a
bus equipped with a four -valve set.
A series of puns on musical terms forms
the foundation on which the "Roosters'"
programme on Nov. 8 is built up.
Successful experiments have been carried

out in Port Phillip between the Maloja
and a lifeboat equipped with a special
Marconi set.
At

the time

of

CHIEF EVENTS OF
THE WEEK

London

3. 0 Band of Princess Patricia's Can-

Bournemouth
Aberdeen

8.35

Glasgow

whether or not the closing ceremony at
Wembley will be broadcast. It is to be
expected, however, that, equally with the
opening, the closing of Wembley will
attract the enterprise

of

the

B.B.C.,

especially as on this occasion the Prince
Wales will make his first public
appearance since his return from the
of

United States and Canada.
It is estimated that 28,692,135 worth of
apparatus was manufactured in the U.S.A.
last year. This includes 1,889,614 pairs
of phones, 414,588 valve sets and 116,497
crystal sets.

and Choral Pieces.
3. 0 Orchestral Concert. Religious
Service.

London

"Old Times" Programme.
733

Popular Night.

TUESDAY
7.30 City of Birmingham Symphony
Orchestra. Popular Programme.

Birmingham

730 Symphony and Dramatic Pro-.

Bournemouth

730 Band of 2nd Battalion (Loyal

Newcastle

8.55

Glasgow
Belfast

7.45
7.30

London

WEDNESDAY
7.30 Chamber Music and Songs.
730 City of Birmingham Police Band.
8. 0 Bournemouth Municipal Or.

Birmingham
Bournemouth

gramme.

North) Lancashires.

"The Mari in the Street" (a
play in one act).
Irish Night.

Ulster Poetry in Song.

chestra.

Cardiff
Manchester
Newcastle
Aberdeen
Glasgow

going to press no

announcement has been made, nor can any
official information be obtained, as to

adian Light Infantry. Religious
Address. De Groot.
Religious Address.
Old Psalm Tunes. Anthems

MONDAY

ALL STATIONS
(Earept Baas!)
Belfast

ALL STATIONS

7.30 Two Plays.
730 Harmony-Humour-History.
7.30

Delius and Vaughan -Williams
Programme.

7.30
7.45

Special Dance Night.
Festival Prize Winners' Night.

THURSDAY
" La Cigale " (Audran).

(Except Manchester and Belfast).
7.30 Glees, Madrigals
Manchester
Humour.

London

and

Birmingham
Bournemouth

7.30

Manchester
Belfast

7.30 A Trip to Fairyland.

Glasgow

7 0

London

Birmingham
Aberdeen
Belfast

That a broadcasting company should be
formed to serve all parts of India and
that it should receive So per cent. of the
licence fees is a provisional proposal of
the Government.

Four Greek firms have installed Marconi sets as an aid to the conduct of their
business, the regulations permitting the
private use of this means of communication.

Nearly to,000 licences have been issued
in the Nottingham district already.
Wireless seems to offer the best medium

for the transmission of photographs, for
greater power can be used than can be
sent over a telegraph line. This is the
opinion of an expert in that branch.
That wireless distracted the pupils'
attention from more essential subjects and

found no real part in modern education
was a protest made at an educational committee meeting.

A seaplane built for service in British
Some

FRIDAY
730 Third Night with Old Masters.
Popular Programme.

730 Light Symphony and Operatic
Night.

730

Years' Dictatorship of the Proletariat."
be P. F. Jakovlav,
president of the Sovietland Esperanto
Union.
Some enthusiast has estimated that
2 L O's transmissions total over 15,000
hours.

The speaker will

SUNDAY (November 2)

9. 0

cast a talk in Esperanto on "The Seven

Scottish Programme.
Opening of New Studio.

SATURDAY
7.30 The " Roosters " Concert Party.
730 " A Tale of Two Cities."
7.30 Operatic Night.
730 Belfast Mayfair Glee Singers.

tration offices will be at 1, Lochee Road,
and the transmitter in rooms at Caldrum

Guiana

between_

plantations

and

the

nearest town, zoo miles distant, has been
equipped with wireless apparatus.
Two French scientists have carried out
experiments with mercury -vapour arc
amplifiers.
Recently a New York broadcasting

station "imitated the sounds of a boiler
shop." Perhaps they had their pet Ford

tied up in front of the microphone?
Compared with England and America,
France has been rather behind in manufacturing dull -emitters.

Mental patients frequently write to the
A new military band, that of Princess
Ministry of Health and complain that they
Works
(Harry
Walker
and
Sons,
Ltd.),
Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry, will
Are being poisoned by wireless.
perform for 2 L 0 on Nov. 2. In the St. Salvador Street.
When a rumour went round the Hyson
The afternoon programme at 4 p.m. on
evening De Groot and the Piccadilly
Orclietra will "appear "
Nov. t is being given by the Wireless Green district that a raid by the authorities
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was to be made on all houses where it
was suspected. that unlicensed apparatus
was installed, a large number of people
rushed home and took down their aerials !
Ceylon- wireless is in its infancy. No
amateur transmitting licences have yet
been issued and no receiver must tune to
more than goo metres. The Government
Telegraph Department is making experiments in broadcasting, but in Colombo
(the capital) there is only one wireless
dealer.

school shall receive broadcaSt lessons on concerns the quality of one's reception
more than two afternoons a week.
when using the set. You have probably
that if you tap one of the valves
In France furniture is always "period" - noticed
in
any
set
a "pong" is heard in the rein style, but it seems a little odd to speak
This
ceivers.
is caused by the valves
of a Louis XV five -valve set !
being to some extent microphonic. The

Most Soviet wireless stations are allo- tap which you administer jars the electrodes, causing the distance between the
Wireless "spongers" are so numerous grid, filament and plate to vary.
If the panel is not supported by stifin Germany that the authorities have
threatened a general raid on all houses feners it will be like the top of a drum
suspected of harbouring unlicensed appa- and will vibrate with the slightest shock,
cated call signs beginning with R.

communicating its vibrations to the valves
mounted upon it. Hence whatever type of

At a sitting of the Royal Commission on ratus.
In order to increase the number of
Awards to Inventors it was suggested that,
while the use of a loop for direction find- sensitive spots on a crystal it is suggested

valve is used the set, if the panel is unsupported, will be very microphonic. In
an early model of the Thousand -circuit

ing was well known to experts at home, that it should be powdered and the cat the knowledge did not seem to have pene- whisker placed in a small heap !
trated to G.H.Q. in France during the
As the result of a workman being inwar !
jured by a fallen aerial, Blyth CorporaFor over six months severe practical tion have asked a committee to consider
tests of an experimental wireless beacon the whole question of aerials with a view
have been carried out by Marconi's at to preventing such accidents.
Nash Point (between Swansea and Cardiff) with most satisfactory results.
THOUSAND -CIRCUIT BOARD" (continued
At least one French amateur is annoyed ",THEfrom
page 630)
by the clause in the new transmitting curved a little in the middle.
Even
licences that forbids English amateurs to
should it be quite flat when fastened it
work with other countries.
will tend to warp when exposed to vary"Pirating" seems to be causing trouble ing temperatures. The stiffeners flatten
in Australia in much the same way that out the pipel and prevent it from warpit did here when broadcasting started.
ing. If they are not a very tight fit for
School broadcasting facilities have been the frame they may be secured to it by
extended by the L.C.C. Education Com- screws driven in at the front and back.
The second duty of the stiffeners directly
mittee, but it has been decided that no

The mechanic
sound Variometer
Amateurs with an appreciation of soundness in design

will value the Woodhall
No, 1 Variometer as being
right mechanically.

-711111111110`

lauln

,,,,kts

perfectly

true

Further, the vibrations set up by strong

signals upon certain notes were sufficient
to cause the panel to vibrate with the most
horrible results upon reception. Should
the particular valves used be at all micro phonic this nuisance can be checked by
standing the set upon a pad of felt.
J. H. R.
(To he continued)
An automatic system of transmission and

reception, capable of reaching a speed of
Too words a minute, works by means of
musical notes, and is claimed to solve the
problem of keeping transmissions secret.

BROADCAST MESSAGE

TO THE TRADE

THERE

ARE

COMMIE IN

MANY

SO-CALLED

WEIGHT,

QUALITY,

LICHTWEGHTS

BUT

NONE

AND PRICE WITH THE --

"ALTO" LIGHTWEIGHT

12/6

screwed in; they are firmly moulded
in

The result was that when one
walked across the room the loud -speaker
registered a "pong" at each footstep.
stiffeners.

PRICE :

The spindles of the Rotor are not
in,

Board I made the mistake of using no

alignment.

They cannot come 'loose or out of
alignment, causing the Rotor to foul

TRADE ONLY

Stator.

BecauJe of the degree of accuracy in
alignment, we do not need a " safety margin ". of clearance, and therefore
the coupling between Rotor and
internally wound Stator is closer than in any other Variometer.
The spindle also has a metal bearing,
One -hole
terminals are Provided.
giving a smooth " feel " of rotation
fixing for panel mounting ; brackets
that makes extremely fine tuning
adjustable for upright or horizontal
possible.
mounting. Wave length 250 to 750
All connections are internal, by spring
contacts from Rotor to Stator. Two
metres on 100 ft. aerial.
Sold by all Tireless Dealers, who ea* obtain
supplies
through
their
usual
Factors
Sole Distributors:

SUPPLIED

4,000 ohms.

THE HEADQUARTERS OF ALL WIRELESS
ACCESSORIES, AND AT THE RIGHT PRICE
AND QUALITY.

Write for our Ulu -trated Catalogue comprising
a comprehensive list of all Wireless Accessories.

1 2/6

THE WHOLESALE FITTINGS Co., Ltd

PRESSLAND ELEC FRIC SUPPLIES LTD.,

23 25 and 27, COMMERCIAL STREET, LONDON, E.1.

HAMPTON - ON - THAMES.

The Woodhall-Wireless Manfg. Co., Ltd.

Phone: London Wall 1191.
South London Depot:

65, NEWINGTON BUTTS, LONDON, S.E.II.
Hop, 773.

MANCHESTER :
IIIIiiiiiiiIiiiiiiiiiIiiii111111111111111111111111111111!1111111111111111111111111111111111119,.1111111111

Telegrams: Cala/les, Norton. London,

78-80, High Street.

BRISTOL:

14, North Street, Stokes Croft.
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imbrpretatiotx to the I
THE process

of

not the actual singing

broadcasting is an you are listening to.
eventful one . .
Only a copy. With an
between the singer and Ediswan Valve you
.

your headphones

would probably not
several pretty drastic notice the difference.
transformations t a k e That is one of the
place. The most advantages of a really
entrancing music is good valve.
nothing but a wave

length when it leaves

the transmitting station.
And that's all your aerial
An
cares about it.
aerial is only interested
in oscillations. It rests
with the detector to

find what the waves

are saying and to interpret. But even then it's
eThe

first Val*

ever madeVas

produced iry
the EdisvOatx

laborator

Ediswan Valves are highly

sensitive and operate with a
complete absence of noise.
They are the outcome of 30
years' experience.
Ediswan Valves will bring the best
out of your wireless set --get some
on the way home and enjoy a better
programme from to -night onwards.

All dealers sell them.
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
QUEEN VICTORIA ST.. LONDON. E.C.-4,

1S

N
VALVES

An interesting study of early wireless history may be made at
the Science Museum, South Kensington, London, where the complete
series of Dr. Fleming's experimental valves can be inspected.

CDCD6tC6tEttlt.t. 6E-t(L')
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powerful transmissions are about equal,
but for weak signals and for selectivity
the former is miles ahead. -G. J. M.
(Sutton).

The Thousand -circuit Board
SIR, -Many correspondents have written
to ask questions abeout the Thousand -circuit Board, constructional details of which
arc appearing in current issues of "A.11"."
Rather than send individual replies to

each querist, I should be greatly obliged
tion,

Loud -speaker Results

1

recently carried out a

se -..es of

if you would allow me to sum up the

tests to settle the question to questions and to answer them in one
SIR, -I notice in No. 124 a letter from comparative
my
satisfaction.
aerial, situated about general letter.
Messrs. Alfred Graham and Co. which 15 miles south ofMy
(ContinneY on tare 65o)
2
L
0, is unfortunately
infers that most present -clay imperfect a poor one, but the earth connection is
results from loud -speakers are due to the
receiving set and not to the loud -speaker.
My experience until recently Was that
the average loudspeaker results obtained

by most amateurs were really not worth

listening to. Having constructed a three valve resistancecoupled receiver that
gives me wonderful volume with absolute

crystal clarity of tone and no distortion

on an Amplion junior, I have come to the
conclusion that, provided one has a good
loud -speaker, faults should be sought in
the sets themselves.
I, might mention that the only interest
I have in Alfred Graham and Co. is that
of an extremely satisfied user. --H. L. C.
(Staines).

Amplification
SIR, -Being a

firm

believer

in

the

superiority of H.F. over L.F. amplification for both range and purity of recep-

short and efficient.
On a valve detector alone 6B M, S B R,
2 B D and S F R were received at excellent phone strength; the other B.B.C.

A stage of

stations were rather weak.

MRCINESS

AffUt441/1BATOR

TROUBLES

8ANISHECt
a business devoted entirely

L.F. was then added. 6 B M, S B R, 2 B D

and S F R could be heard on the loudspeaker, but the weaker stations, owing to
Morse jamming, were not so good.
After this the L.F. valve was switched
off, and replaced by a carefully -designed
H.F.
unit
employing
tuned - anode
coupling.

There was certainly not much difference

A.M.C. is

ANCE.

A.M.C. hire charged accumulators of suitable -

size for any set, and deliver regularly every
week. Or maintain your own, and if you
have only one, lend you one alternate
weeks while your own is being re -charged.
A.M.C.- Service keeps you continuously supplied with correctly -charged accumulators

from Is. 2d. per week by quarterly sub-

far as the nearer stations were concerned, 7but for the more remote trans-

scription anywhere within

missions the improvement was remarkable;

hire and the hours they last per week for
sets using
to 5 valves, and is post free.
ACCUMULATOR MAINTENANCE 0.

so

mush and other interference were far less
troublesome with this H.F. unit
To sum up, the merits of H.F. and L.F.
amplification for the reception of fairly -

10

miles

I

267, High Street, Camden Town, N.W.
'P/tone: Hampstead 2698.

eel Masts, 20 ft. 10/, 30 It.. 14/, Wavemeters, 50/-. Recorders
Transmitting sets, 1515. Amplifiers, £2. Valve Cabinets.
Control Panel,. 10/-. SEDUCED PRICES. Bigger Stocks.
6/6 Ediswan Valves, R.A.F. " C "Type. The

IC/5.
13/-

finest

B11,431111,1

English

Valve.

Osmno

"C.R." with 4 legs
(as illustrate I)
Alternators, 200 watts. 70/- 500 watts. £9/10. Accumulators from 4/8. Hydrometers. 2/-. Milli -ammeters,
m/a, 30/-: 50 m/a, 35/-. Wire. all types, t m.
stocked.
Amplifiers.
5 -naive. £0 ;
£3
6 -valve, £7 : 7 -valve, £8. Buzzers. 1/6. 3/6. Valve

Boxes and Coil Boxes. 1/8. Cabinets, 10/-, Condensers up to 24 mid.. all topes, 001. 84. Dynamos,
6-v. and 12-v., 6 -amp., 60/. , H/T 1,000-v. Hand.
51.0. 12 to I,200 -v., £22. Earth Clips. 6d
Mats. 15/-. Spikes, 1/3. Ebonite Panels. 3/6 Ib
Meters, line selection, all sixes from millivolts to
.,
lee prices. R.A.P. insulators. lid. Loud Speaker
Unit,. 7/6. Bilerorhunen, 1/-. 'Phones, 2/- to VA. PIngs. 3d 19.

Potentiometers, 3/6. Receivers : Crystal, 5/-, 17.6. 19,6. 37.6;
2 -valve, £2
3 -valve. 63/15: 5 -valve. Z5/5. hunches, Dewar.
to 200 - amps.
Special:
-valve C.W. Transmitters. £3/10.
Ammeter Panel for do.. 17/8. 1 -Valve Trench Transmitters, £5.

Sosak Sets, 100/600 metres, 15/6. large 5213 100 watts do., 3i/-.
Telephony Seta. No. 34, £3. Toners. R.A.F., 8/- to 40/-,
Valves, all types: Dull Emit.. 17/6: Marconi Rounds. 3/8. Vert.
"meters, 3/, Sq. Panel Wire, 2d. per 24 -inch rod. Wire. Rubber
Prompt delivery
Flex, Id. per yard. Thunderstorm Arresters.
oy mall all over the a odd. Send 41. statist a for Illustrated Catalogue
of Radio Bargains

LESLIE DIXON &
Phone: Avenue

'

'

9. Fo'onoriesial A,
CO.,

Min

E Lvenue

Telegrams: Electradix, Ala.. London
Barclays 227

TELEPHONES RE -WOUND

o

Guaranteed. All makes Iv., except Brown
, Wax filled, UP. rer pair.
arm, converted to high
resistance, 2,6 each earpiece. Re-magnetis ug 94, per earpiece.
Postage extra Ed. per Pair.
to 4,000 ohms.

end

JOHN W. MILLER, 68 FARRINGDON ST., E.C,4
'Phone: CF. s/ TR A I. to.5o

THE ONE YOU ARE WAITING FOR -

THE
ECHO
VALVE
This valve
the finest yet made in two types.
is

Fil. 3'35, '55 amp , 6 9
Fil. 3-35, '06 amp, 14/6

We have the sole agency for tiles.: valves and the first
delivery is now in.

Saud 941. in .damps fr a special crystal and

Price List.

rho RADIO & GENERAL SUPPLY Co.
29, BLACKFRIARS STREET, MANCHESTER.

7/6

C.A.V. Fuller" etc. Guaranteed brand new and terfeet bat

tlightly scohd. We refund cash with carriage both ways U
retuned within 7 day&
4v-6oa
4 v --Boa

40-loca

...

21/9
2718

32/8

6v Ora
6y -Boa
6v- 8oa

...

25/.
92/6
40/

47/6

6v-looa

Special Line. Best English Slake, 6 v. 6o atop hour, 22 9 each

MAUDE RUBBER CO,, 58, Praed St., W.2.

TWICE AS LOUD
THE "PHAREE" REGENERATIVE VARIOMETER

is the only vario. in the world having two distinct
circuits tuned with one control.
With
Steps up voltage -tunes sharply -extraordinary
results -wound un ebonite one ho e fixing.
PHAREE, 114, Borough Rd., LONDON,S.E.1.

6/6

MAKES CRYSTAL FQUAL VALVE

Diagram.

Wring

from

Charing Cross.
A.M.C. Folder contains a useful chart
showing the var/au, a, ce accumulators we

ACCUMULATORS

ELECTRADIX RADIO GEMS

to

Wireless Accumulator HIRE or MAINTEN-

contains 600 ft. of wire, evenly spaced, rolls
up like a blind, and weighs 11 oz. only.
Will operate both Crystal and Valve Sets,
If your dealer do,s not stock send us his name
and one will deliver post free

The Carpax Co Ltd., 312, Deanapte, Blanches:or

RELIABLE
Every i3owyer.Lown Component

is

guaranteed

and will beexchanged a unsatisfactory. Make
successful sets by using these tested parts. which
are included in many famous designs.
LIST FREE. Complete list free on receipt
of postcard containing name and address.
Send it now.

4

HEADPHONES
4,C00 ohm..

12/6,per

HEADPHONES, LOUDSPc.AKERS

Repaired. Remagnetised, Adjusted. test up to 4.1'0 ohms. 15/. any
make; al Pamir guaranteed. Remagnetised aid adjusted only, III
pea pair.

Pas age Orl. extra.
way, 81i. 'Phone Hop 2627

MAGNETO SERVICE 00-. 4, Newington Ca

POST FREE
Sensit've,

comfortable,

and strongly made with

highly - finished nickel
earpieces (swivel action)

and adjustable leather covered headbands.

The best pones in the
market to day, at anywhere

rear the same
price.

MONEY RETURNED IF NOT SATISFIED IN 3 DAYS

THE PRINCESS ELECTRICAL Co. Ltd.
(Dept. Al 169 Princess St. MANCHESTER

iobleT'HE

LONG -LIFE BATTERY
219-229 SHAFTESBURYIWENUE
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The perfect
unison of
power and quality
T can be said that both efficient and distortionless amplification is attained for the first time

-a perfect unison of power and quality. The
Marconiphone " Ideal " Transformer gives high
and equal magnification of all notes in the musical

scale-of every tone and overtone.
4:
R VALVE

4 van /'t1

SOU

4: 1 TRAtisfoRIOR

TRANSFORMER.
80 vOILS (HA' 1

on

cum.

SUIT
3 VG VS Mt/

to.

000

FREUEVCV

ZO

C/

nowu fewer/
P49074y

)000

0000

CYCLES PER SECOND.

1000

6:1 TRANSFORMER.
5 ALM
A50 VOUS /RAY/
4.5 Ma &AI
MVO. EL, 5.5,

The sound construction of the Marconiphone
" Ideal " Transformer starts by unsparing use and
exhaustive tests of the highest grade materials,
and is completed by an entirely new method of
checking the assembled instrument for actual
amplification at various frequencies. Its perfect
design is .particularly well demonstrated in the
successful way the " Ideal " is used in multi -stage
amplification, without risk of low - frequency
oscillation.

2.7:1 TRANSFORMER.
00 v aS11, Ara
iv 44400,4. at .41..

VALVE

4 Var$ tri

The great claims of the Marconiphone " Ideal

)f.

Transformer for highly efficient and distortionless
amplification are upheld by the guarantee which
each instrument carries.

2130

5

000

0500

FR EQUENCv

IN

000

510

CYCLES PER SECOND

SOO

And apart from its excellent performance, it is
only necessary to examine the materials and
workmanship of the Marconiphone " Ideal "
Transformer to realize that in price it is moderate.

The Guarantee

IN THREE RATIOS:
2'7

to

1,

4

to

1,

to

6

1

35/-

each

which goes with each Mar-

"Ideal'' Transformer guarantees that the'
amplification curve at all
coniphone

points comes within

5

per

cent. of the examples shown

above, when used with

a

valve with the same constants
as

quoted.

The guarantee

also provides for free replace-

ment where a break in the

winding

occurs within
months.

six

Myr\

0

cRe

TRANSFORMER

GUARANTEED DISTORTIONLESS

THE MARCONI PHONE COMPANY LTD.,
Marconi House, Strand, London, W.C.2.

.

Is it necessary to use comt'onents of the makes specified? No, any
components of reliable make will answer.
It should,- however, be remembered that
Question 1.

Thousand -circuit

Board

does

not

merely exist on paper. It is the result of
practical experience and of a great many
tests with parts of all kinds. The components mentioned in the specification do

give thoroughly good results, and if the
constructor uses them he need have no
fear about the working of his set when it
is finished. The greatest care should be
exercised in the selection_ of condensers if

makes other than those mentioned are
employed. It would certainly be an improvement to use square -law condensers in

place of the ordinary type. When the
Board was *originally made up the only
square -law conden-sers on the market were

sold at a very high price.
Question 2. Can the set be .constructed
in it cabinet behind glass doors with the
panel in a vertical position? Yes, but it
must be remembered that in the original
design the condensers and rheostats arc
mounted upon the front member of the
frame. It would therefore be necessary to
make the dimensions of the panel 24 in.

by 16 in. instead of 24 in. by is in. in
order to allow the space necessary for
them.

Stiffeners

would

be

or less than the excess current whiCh will
plates will not falJ back by their own always flow from an accumulator when
first switched on, and it has nothing to
weight.
Question 3. Is it better to use ebonite do with the valves warming up.-H. P.
rather than ply -wood for the panel? Ply- (Highbury).
wood fitted with bushes of good quality Other Correspondence Summarised
answers very well, and no fear need be
W. H. B. (Co. Durham) wishes to know
entertained that if the set is made in this the identity of the station that transmitted
way the insulation will not be efficient. at 10.2o p.m. on a wavelength of about
The original set, made nine months ago 25o metres on October 6. The final word
with a ply -wood panel, has never failed spoken was "Cheerio." He would also
to work efficiently whatever circuit was like to know the identity of the station
wired up oti-it. It has been in daily which transmitted a concert, apparently
Use since that date and is in every way in French, the same evening on a waveas good as ever it was. Remember that length of about 240 metres.
the bushes must be of: the best quality
E. A. (Deptford) would like to know
and that care must be taken not to let which
station it was that transmitted
Fluxite or glue cover the under surface
Me " on October 12 at
"1`0A.4b5idpe.mN.vith
of their bosses or there will be leakS be,
tween the brass of the terminals and the
F. T. L. (Harwell) gets consistently
wood of the panel. This state of affairs
actually occurred in a circuit board made good reception of K D K A on his one -valve
dual set, and was successful in receiving
up by a friend.
Question 4. Would it not be better to Capt. Eckersley's talk on October 12.
E. H. B. (Wavertree) states that his
use Clix instead of terminals? Clix are
very handy, and if expense is no object crystal set, made from instructions given
then they may be used with advantage. in No. 121, gives as good results as a
It will be necessary to keep on the wire- one -valve set.
less table a selection of flex leads of
S. P. (Redcar) wishes to know which
different lengths fitted with,a, Clix at each station transmitted a Church service at

condensers are so adjusted that the moving

fece 648)
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Amateur Wireless

absolutely

essential with a panel of this size. If the

panel is made vertical the constructor

must be careful to see that his variable

end.-J. HARTLEY REYNOLDS.

" An Interesting Experiment "

The wavelength
used was about 380 metres.
J. C. S. (Westcliff-on-Sea) found that
12.35 a.m. on October 13.

SIR.,-Regarding the letter in "A.W.," his phone leads being wet was the cause
on page 558, under the above heading, the of the faint signals which he was reeffect referred to is due to nothing more ceiving.
immowlimmolomeoleg. ariugaiwommuts

By the- Director of Programmes
mowniniwiiiiiiillifinoniiwiffillt911111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111n1111111fillitii
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The STORY of BROADCASTING
by Arthur R. Burrows
7 IltinilillIllilliiillifininniiiiiiiiinatilinommuillifinintinlinflownTiTimintiiniiiiiiellillTITIMMITIMMTRIM11111

1st Impression exhausted on publication

2nd Large Impression now on sale

SEtRY

cc

The STORY °F
BROADCASTING

An authoritative and ,fascinating story that will strongly appeal
to every wireless enthusiast. In simple phrasing and with the
use of many homely parallels, this well-known wireless expert
sets forth the growth of broadcasting in Great Britain.

" Presents in an arresting manner just the information which
hundreds of thousands are seeking."-Nottingham Guardian. A
first-rate history of wireless."-Daily Dispatch. " Attractively
written and produced."-Glasgow Evening News. " Fascinating
stories."-Daily Mail. " Tells in. delightfully racy style of the
early experiments in broadcasting."-Nottingham Journal.

Bound in cloth,
001 illustrated
with

8

Half-

tone Plates,and
attractive 2 colour
Wrapper.

3/6
net

Published
by

Get YOUR copy to -day !

Cassell's
116=4040:2MOMAPAI
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E ENDS ON DON'T PAY MORE!
All the Best Dealers can
supply

now

SFORM

THE T
the transformers

with which they

are coupled.

with

BOWERMAN'S
(Guaranteed)

-Of vital importance to anyone employing two or more valves
are

you

It

BEST

is

universally admitted that this is a component to which special
attention should be given, for upon its efficiency depends the
results obtained. Insist, therefore, upon a good transformer.
But " good " does not necessarily mean " expensive." Although extremely low in price, because of its unique construction, we guarantee results given by our SUPRA low frequency
transformer to be the finest obtainable, and better than those
obtained with many sold at a much higher price. The secret
is in the windings which are in insulated layers, each having
six sections, giving wonderful amplification without any trace
of distortion. Obtain these results by insisting on a SUPRA

BRITISH -MADE

POWER
HEADPHONES
4,000 ohms
Stalloy Diaphragms.

Highly polished Duralu-

min Bands.
Show this advertisement to your Dealer and tell him we can

e

supply him at the right price.

BUY AND TRY A SET "ON APPROVAL."

-it cannot be equalled.

Money Back AT ONCE if these Headphones do not please
you in every way as being the biggest value on the market
to -day.

" SUPRA" L.F.

We are out for big sales at a small profit. That's our idea
of helping British Trade and industry. Is it yours ?
If any difficulty in supply, we will send to you direct.

12'6

BOWERMAN'S PHONE,

12, Ludgate Hill, London, Eng.
36 Arthur Street, BELFAST.

IRISH OFFICE

TRANSFORMER.

ellat.--1111w1b,seli,1112,n111V-Ilern1110,

HULLO,GIRLS!
HULLO, BOYS

ECONOMISE CURRENT CONSUMPTION
by getting this useful switch in your filament lighting circuit.
There is then no need to adjust your valves every time you
use the set. Adjust them ONCE, then just switch on and
off, thereby saving time and current. Neat and clean, it provides for one -hole fixing, and is heavily nickelled.
Under panel space only 11 ins.

The Best Christmas Annuals for 1924
Specially written by the Aunties and
Uncles

of

the

B. B. C.

Magnificently

Illustrated

31-

Stations

each, net.

COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTORS LTD.,
HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.2

-f- 323,
=

7 eleg rams :

Burmontn, Holb, London

-..TE

Telephone:
HotLorn 575,,

T11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i1111M111111111111111111111111111111111

..

1 MASTERPHONE

& PUSH SWITCH

Junior Loud Speaker
Send to -day for our 1924/5 Catalogue-bargains on every page.

Adjustable magnes. Unsurpassed
for clearness of tone and uniform
reception.

FINISHED Polish and Gilt.

22/6 EACH
12, 13, 14, Great Queen Street, Kingsway, W.C.2.
'Phone: Gerrard 575 & 576.

'Grams : Zywateseng, Westeent.

Works : LONDON, BIRMINGHAM & SOUTHEND.

.7=2

ASK YOUR WIRELESS DEALER FOR THEM
Wireless Dealers who hare not already received par- sd ticulars of TRADE TERMS should apply at once to:

" 83 - 5 - Y" PULL

2'6

-=_

C. H. HILL Type Y.

2,000 ohms

102 HIGH STREET, HARBORNE, BIRMINGHAM

=
=
-.7

BROADCAST
TELEPHONY
NOTE.-In the following list of transmissions
these abbreviations are observed: eon. for
concert; let. for lecture; arch. for orchestral
concert; irr. for irregular; m. for metres; and
sig. for signal.

GREAT BRITAIN
The times given are according to. Greenwich
Mean Time.
London (2L0), 365 M. 1-2 p.m., con. ; 3.153.45 P.m., lec. 4-5 P.m., con.; 5.30-6.15 p.m.,
children; 6.40 p.m. talk; 7-7.30 p.m., time sig.,
news, talk ; 7.30-9.3o p.m., music; 9.30-10.0
p.m., time sig., news, talk ; 10.0-1.30 p.m.,
;

(Mon., Wed.) ; 18.30, news only (Sun., Tues.,
Thurs., Sat.) ; 19.00, weather ; 22.10, weather
(etc: Sun.).

*,From Nov. r, on 1st and 15th of each
month, at 16.45.
Radio -Paris (SFR), 1,780 m. (to kw.). Sundays : 12.45, orch. ; 13.45, news; 16.45, con.;
20.30, news, con.; 22.00, dance. 12.30, news,

CONTINENT

Stock. Ex. ; 14.0o, Berlin news; 15.00, children
(Sat. and Sun.); 16.00, orch., lee. (Sun.); 18.30,
Esperanto (Mon.); 19.30, con. (Sun.); Eng.
cony. (Thurs.); con., lec. (other days).

each month, organ recital, 20.45.
Le Petit Parisien," 340 m. ( 5o0 w.).
21.30, con. (Sun., 'lace., Thurs.).
Lyons -la -Doug, 470 In. 10.30, news and con.;

sacred con. (Sun.); ro.to, news; 10.55, time sig.
and news; 14.00, children (Sun.); 15.1o, news ;
15.30, orch., lec. (Tues.) ; 18.3o, lec., Esperanto
(Fri.) ; 19.00, lec., Eng. cony. (Wed.) ; 19.30,
con., opera (Thurs.) ; 20.3o, news, weather ;
20.50, tech. lee., women's corner ; 21.00, time
sig. ; con. (exc. Sun., Mon. and Thurs.).

(PTT),, 458 m. (5oo w.). 75.00, con. (irr.);
16.30, lee. (Thurs.); 20.00, Eng. cony. and con.
(Tues.) ; 20.30, ICC. or con. On 3rd Sun. of

11.30-11.45-12.15, 16.15, Stock Ex. ; 20.0o, news
and con.
1,525 m.
Toulouse Aerodrome (MR D),
09.42, 19.42, weather.

(irr.).

o8.00 is 8 a.m. (G.M.T.).
AUSTRIA.
Vienna (Radio -Wien), 530 in. (r kw.). 10.00,
con. ; 11.50, time sig. ; 12.15, weather ; 14.25,
17.00,

children, lee.;

BELGIUM.

'

20.45,

weather ;

(2,70o

In.)

Ryvang, 1,025 m. 19.00, con. (Tues., Fri.);
11.00, con. (Thurs.).

Yorcks Passage, 440 in. New station testing almost daily, 19.00.
Viborg, 1,400 in: 19.00, con. (irr.).
Eiffel

FRANCE.
Tower, 2,650 M.

(5

kw.).

06.4o,

weather (exc. Sun.); Irmo, markets (exc. Sun.);
,1.15, time sig., weather ; 14. 3, 15.35, 16.3o,*

Stock Ex. (exc. Sun. and Mon.); 18.00, con.

Leipzig, 452 m. (r j2 kw.). 08.0o, sacred con.
(Sun.); 10.55, markets; 11.58,* time sig.;
12.00* and 15.00*, Stock Ex. news ; 15.30, C011.,
children (Wed.); 17.0o*, markets (exc. Sat.);
18.cro, lec., Esperanto (Mon.); 18.30, lec., chess
(Wed.) ; 18.45, Eng. lec. (Tues.); 19.15, lec.,
con. or opera ; 20.30, news; 21.00; dance (Sun.).
* Except Sunday.
Munich, 485 in. (i52 kw.). 09.30, sacred con.
(Sun.); 13.0o, time sig., news, weather ;
con.; 16.00, children (Wed.); 16.30, Eng. cony.
(Mon.); Esperanto (Thurs.); 17.00, markets,
news, women's hour (Tues. and Fri.); 17.30 and
18.30, con., lec.; 19.30, con., news, weather,

Nuremberg (relay), 340 in. Programme relayed from Munich (q.v.).
Stuttgart, 437 m. (15.4 kw.). 10.30, con.

(Sun.); 71.00, markets; 15.00, con., time sig.,

news (Sun.); 15.30, news ; 16.30, markets, con.,
weather, time sig., children (Wed., Sat.), women
(Fri.) ; 17.00, news, time sig. (Sun.) ; 17.30,
weather, time sig. ; 18.30, lee. (Mon. and
Tues.), Eng. lec. (Fri.); 19.00, lec., con.,
weather, time sig., news.
HOLLAND.
Amsterdam (PA5), r,o5o m. (200 w!). rt.00,
con. ; 19.40, con. (Wed.); 20. 40, news; 21.10,
con. (irr.).
(PCFF), 2,125 m. : News and
Stock Ex. almost hourly from 07.55 to 16.10.
Ymui4en (PCMM), 1,o5o m. 20.10, con.

09.30,
18.20,

(Sun.).

con., sermon (Sun ); 11.55, time sig.; 13.15,
news, Stock Ex.; 15.00, markets; 15.30,
children (Wed., Fri.); 18.0o, lec.; 19.00, con.,
weather, news; 20.10, dance (Sat.).

Sun. : 14.45 and 19.0o, con., news, dance.

m.

(2,400 tn.) 20.00, news; ri.00 and 19.10, con.

,6.00, women ; children (Sun.); 17.00, 'con., lec.;
17.30, children (Wed.); 19.0o, con. or play;
21.00, weather, markets, sport ; 21.50, news (in
English).
Konigsberg, 460 in. (ty:, kw.). 07.10, markets
(Wed., Sat.); 1o.15, markets; 10..30, sacred

news; 19.00, con., dance (Sat.); 20.15, news.

CZECHO=SLOVAKIA.

Lyngby (OXE), 2,40o m. (to kw.).

Hamburg, 387 m. (r34 kw.). 06.25, time
sig. and news (07.55, Sun.); ro.15, sacred con.
(Sun.); 10.55, markets; 11.58*, time sig..;
Stock Ex. ; 12.15, con. (Sun.); 14.00, lec.;

markets, news ; 14.45, orch. ; 18.15, weather,

Kbely (OKP), 1,150 in. (t kw.). 18.15, lec.,
news, weather, con. ; ro.00, con. (Sun.).
Komarov (OKB), 1,800 m. (r kw.). 13.00,
Stock Ex., sport, news; 09.00, con. (Sun.).
Prague (PRG), r,000 m. r8.00, weather,
orch. (irr.).
Straschnitz (near Prague). Will shortly take
over Kbely programme.

15.50,

07.00,

kW.).

news ; 11.15, Stock Ex. ; 12.00, time sig. ; 14.00,

13.0o, 14.00, 16.50,

DENMARK.
Copenhagen (Radio-Klub), about Soo
19.00, con. (irr.); 16.0o, con. (Sun.).

Frankfort -on -Main, 467 M. (I

time sig. ; 20.00, dance, news, weather, time
sig. (Sat.).
Munster, 407 in. (IN kw.). 06.55, time sig.;

Brussels (SRB), 265 in. (1 12 kw.). 17.00,
orch., children (Wed. and 'Thurs.); dance (Tues.
and Sat.); 18.00, news; 20.0o, lee., con., news
(opera, Mon. and Wed.).
Haeren (BAY), 1,roo m.
18.50, weather.

4,000 m. (10 kw.) : Express news
service, 06.00-20.00.
Breslau, 415 m. (154 kw.). ro.00, sacred con.
(Sun.); 10.15, Stock Ex., weather ; 11.55, time

news.

20.30, lec., news, con. ; 22.0o, dance (not daily).
L'Ecole Sup. des Postes et Telegraphes

The times are according to the Continental
system; for example, 16.30 is 4.3o p.m., and

18.4o, news, con.

Konigswusterhausen (LP), 68o M. (4 kw.).
con. (Sun.).
2,45o m.: 10.20, C011.
2,550 M. (5 kw). : Wolff's Miro, 06.30-19.40,
news. 2,800 in. (4 kw.): 10.50, con. (Sun.).
3,150 m.: Telegraphen Union, o6.00 -2o.00,
09.40,

Stock Ex., orch.; 16.30, markets, Stock Ex.,.
con.; 17.45, Stock Ex., news, women's hour; sig., weather (Sun.) ; 12.25, time sig., weather,

Agen, 36o rn. New high -power station testmusic. Mon. and Wed. the Savoy Bands are ing daily.
relayed until 11.0 p.m., and on Sat, until midGERMANY.
night. Sat. only, 4-5.3o p.m., con.
Berlin. (1), Vox Haus, 430 m. (700 w.); (2),
Aberdeen (2BD), 495 m. Belfast (2BE), 435
o in. (1% kw.). 09.00, markets ; 09.15, news;
rn. Birmingham (5IT), 475 in. Bournemouth
(6BM), 375 in. Cardiff. (5WA), 351 m. Glas- 10.35, markets*; 11.15, Stock Ex. ; 11.55, time
gow (5SC), 420 m. Manchester (2ZY), 375 m. sig. ; 12.05, news ; 13.15, Stock Ex.; 14.00,
Newcastle (5N0), 400 m. Much the same as markets*; 15.00, markets* ; 15.3o, orch. ; 16.00,
markets*; 17.30, lec., children (NVed., Sun.);
London times.
18.00, Eng. cony. (Mon.),
Bradford (2LS), 310 m. Edinburgh (2EH), Eng. cone. (Mon.);
325 m. Hull (6KH), 32o in. Leeds (2LS), children (Wed.), lec. ; 18.45, lec. (exc. Sun.);
19.30, con., news, time sig. ; 21.30, dance
346 in. Liverpool (61.-V), 315 M. Nottingham (Thurs.
and Sat.). Evening lee. and con. from
(5NG), 322 m. Plymouth (5PY), 335 m. Sheffield (6FL), 301 m. Stoke-on-Trent (6ST), 306 18.00 relayed by Berlin (2) on 5oo m. * On
W.L. 500 in. only.
p,. Programmes relayed.
Berlin (Telefunken Co.), 750 in. (r kw.).
10.30, con. (almost daily); 19 oo, con., tests _

Stock Ex., news, con. ;
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(Sat.).
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Hilversum (NSF), 1,05o in. (500 w.). 19.40,
con. (Sun.) ; 20.40, lec. (Fri., irr.) ; 19.45, children (Mon.).

Cassell''s

ateworefikeve

Buda-Pesth

HUNGARY.
(MTI), 950 m.

Half-hourly

from 06.45, news, Stock Ex., con. (irr.).
ITALY.
Rome

21.30, con.

Rol 422 M. (I% kw.).
(Continued cn tags 654)

19.30 to
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ggeFeafa(l volume

difioyiion

MULLARD D.E.A. VALVES give increased volume and clarity
from your loudspeaker.

Just take out your last L.F. stage valve, and insert a
You will be delighted with the immediate increase in pure volume.
Mullard D.F.A.

this marked advantage, Mullard D.E.A. Master
Valves consume LESS current than your present valves giving longer
life to your battery.

In addition to

ASK FOR THE D.F.A.O IF YOU USE A 4 -VOLT BATTERY 30/. eaei.
ASK FOR THE D.F.A.1 IF YOU USE A 6 -VOLT BATTERY 35/- each.

Leaflet V.A.3 gives full technical information.
Take greater care of your valves l -y using the Mullard Safety Disc,
free on request from your dealer. Send us his name and address if you
cannot get what you want, and we will send him the necessary supplies.

Advt.-The Mullard Valve Co., Ltd. (A.W.), Nightingale Works, Nightingale Lane, Balham, S.W.12.
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186,000 MILES PER
SECOND

BROADCAST TELEPHONY (continued from page 632)

"Decorating a Room" is the title of

an article appearing in the current issue of
" The Amateur Mechanic and Work " (3d.),
Lisbon (Aero-Lisboa), 375-410 rn.
20.30,
THIS is the speed both of light and of giVing simple designs for decorating the
tests, music, speech (irr.).
Montesanto (CTV), 2,450 ni. (15 kw.). Tests,
wireless waves through a. vacuum. It walls of a living -room. Other articles in
music (irr.); 13.00 and 23.00, weather.
also happens to be their rate of travel the same number are : "Repairing and
through the air. The speed of light when Renewing Stair Treads "; "Using a Water
SPAIN.
passing through glass or water is, how- Motor "; "Gas Troubles and Their
Madrid (Radio Iberica), 392 m. (134 kw.). ever, less than its velocity through air, Remedying "; "Design for a Carved
19.15, weather, time sig., Stock Ex., con.;
22.45, con., time sig. (23.14); 23.30, con., dance. as is shown by the well-known refraction Panel "; "Motor -cycle Practicalities ";
Barcelona, 325 m. (too w.). New station effect. The same applies to wireless waves. "Getting the Valve Set Ready for
If they are transmitted through water they Winter " ; "A Good Crystal Set "; " Imtesting. tS.00 and 21.00.
slow down somewhat. As their frequency, proving Loud -speaker Results "; "A LoudSWEDEN.
however, remains constant, the wavelength speaker Gramophone Attachment "; "The
Stockholm (TV), 440 m. 10.10, service, relayed (Sun.); 11.35, weather, time sig. ; 18.15, must necessarily diminish accordingly, so Insulation of -Wireless Component Parts ";
that, in submarine work, for example, "Notes by the Way "; "How I Built My
con., news.
Stockholm (Radio-Akt), 470 m. 19.10, con., messages sent from the land on one wave- Bungalow "; "A Simple Wall Cabinet ";
length Would be received undersea on a "A Set of Fire Irons "; " The Beginner's
news (cxc. Mon., Wed. and Fri.).
M. A. L.
Microscope "; 'Our Small Car Page."
Gothenburg, 46o m. 18.1o, con. (Tues., Fri. different wavelength.
PORTUGAL.

and Sat.).
Thurs.).

08o m.

18.10 (Mon., Wed. and

Boden, 2,500 m. 17.40, con. (Tues. and
Fri.) ; 16.40, con., news (Sun.).

SWITZERLAND.
Geneva (HBO, 2,100 m. (5oo w.).
lee. No Sun. transmissions.

12.15,

with wireless knowledge who
can contribute bright readable
matter should write to

news ; 16.00, children (Wed.); 17.55, weather,
news ; 19.15, con. (exc. Wed.), dance (Thurs.

and Sat.).

Zurich (Hongg), 65o m.
Stock Ex. ;

to advertisers
Amateur
please mention "ONO
:: Wireless.'"
In all letters

12.00 and 16.00,
27.15,

obtained than with other crystals. Price mounted in standard
size or small cup, 3,6, or complete in Ideal enclosed detector,
6/6. Satisfaction or money refunded. Particulars free.Ledsham & Co., 297, King St., Hammersmith, London

A K J, Box 346, Cassell's Adver- D'ye Ken KENITE RADIO PANELS ?
tisement Offices, La Belle Salvage, If You Don't, Get Acquainted NOW.
London, E.C.4.
Half ebonite cost. Double efficiency. No leakage. Easy

Lausanne (HB2), 83o m. (500 w.). 07.05,
weather; 12.30, weather, markets, time sig.,

weather, news,

(Permanently enAMPLICRYST
ergised
Crystal)
We guarantee that upwards of roe% greater volume is

Wireless Writers and Journalists

children

(Mon., Wed., Fri.), women's hour (Thurs.);

18.0o, weather, news; 19.15, lee., con. ; 21.00,
Sun. : 11.10 and 19.15, con. ; 21.0o,

news.
news.

to work. Black, matt finish. Prices Stock sizes,
thick
6" X 6' 1/-, 7" X 5" V.., 8" x 6" 1;4, 9" X 6" 1(6,
8" 2/3,
12' X se 3'4, post free. Larger and other sizes pro rata,
I" .5% extra, Minimum post order 1/..

Components List Post Free
CRAWFORD, 13, BIRKHALL ROAD, LONDON, S.E.6
(Late 9, Ca'entan Street, London, E.C.$).

:

Ask "A. W." for List of Technical Books

- BOOK THE DATES !-----November 15th to 29th

BRITISH

WIRELESS

EXHIBITION

Witriess
EXHIBIMN
CITY"
NOVEMBER
15-.20 2E19.:

AT THE

DAILY it

-10

WHITE CITY

---

LONDON, W.12.

---- ------

----

A gigantic show of Sets and Component Parts,

including some wonderful new ideas and improvements.

In order to make the Exhibition zepresentative of the

itotuntomilimitinitithimuel

Entire British Wireless Industry
every manufacturer of British goods has been
invited to exhibit. Come and see ALL that the
industry can offer. All goods will be on sale
at the stands

COMPETITIONS FOR AMATEURS.
DEMONSTRATIONS AND OTHER ATTRACTIONS.

Organised by Radio Exhibitions and Wireless Conventions, 46, Cannon St., London, E.C.4.

HOW
LATEST SETS
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ro9ress.

pipi
»UNYE.L DULL EMI MS
W.1 nor Detector a Id L.F. use 211- I

vt/.2 (with red top) for H.F.
use, operating at '3 volts 21/-J

1 l'ype..

12.1

and NV R.2 as

attove, but with re.istance

incorporated to operate off
2-, 4- r.6 volt accumulator 23/81

BR GHT EMITTERS

HE same spirit of progress which was responsible for
1 the design of the Cossor Valve still dominates the
research workers responsible for the new Wuncell-the
Cossor Dull Emitter.
Instead of merely producing another -Valve of similar

P.r. The standard De.
I

I

tector and L F. Valve 12/8
P.2. (with red to
The
standard H.F. Valve 12;6
Now packed in new
s,a1 d Cartons.

1

I

L___

characteristics to any already on the market, the Cossor
Research Staff went boldly to the root of the problem and
succeeded in producing a Valve which will be as popular in
its class as the wonderful P -type Cossor Bright Emitter.
Operating at a temperature of
only 800 degrees (as against the

.06 type of Valve operating at

2.000 degrees) its filament glow
is barely noticeable in daylight.
And owing to its extremely Inw
current consumption and robust
filament design (in diameter the
Wuncell

filament is

approxi-

mately the same as the standard
bright Valve) its life should be
almost indefinite.
But true progress does not end
with
Valve
.d esign-se ry ice
counts for something, too. In

111111

the new Cossor packing scheme
every Valve will be finally
packed in its wrapping of
cotton wool and sealed in its
carton. Your Dealer will not
find it necessary to break the
seal to prove to you that the
filament is intact. His Cossor
Showcard will prove it by a

flash when the carton is placed

in contact with it.

Thus every Cossor user is
guaranteed an absolutely new

and unused valve.

11
111

Advertisement of A. C. Cossor, Ltd., Higlibury Grove, N.5.

Ilu

Gilbert Ad. 1657.
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received a tremendous, ovation, and his greeted with shouts, songs, witty remarks,

emulate Wireless
A. GREAT EVENING WITH W G Y " (continued
from page 644)

speech, which laSted for more than an with the blowing of a whistle and the ringwas switching over " to Chancellor's Hall hour, was splendid. He spoke upqn the ing of a cow bell. The chairman thumped
in Albany, New York, where `Mr. Secre- AMerican Constitution and of his country's the table heartily in vain attempts to ob-.
tary Hughes was to address a meeting. great need of personal service from all tain order. This was still going on at.
There was a slight pause and then the ranks of his citizens. When I tell you half -past three, when I decided that it was
announcer said that as it would be ten that his speech came through just as well high time for me to close down and go
minutes befOre Mr. Hughes spoke, two as that of Mr. Asquith, relayed earlier in to bed, especially as atmospherics had bemore vocal items would be given. During the evening from Paisley, you will realise come very bad indeed.
That is what we may call a sample eventhis time conditions were be&ming better something of the thrills Of Transatlantic

ing, and I have no doubt that if you go'

and better, and the second song, "If I reception.

Just before the end of the speech spark
interference became rather bad, and this
marred the next two items. Atmospherics
also were on the increase. The last part

Built a World for You," cable through as
clearly and with almost as good 'strength
as if it had been transmitted from 2 L 0.
After this the relay board, switch was
turned over, the confused murmur of the
crowd talking quietly in the hall coming

for W G Y you will succeed in picking him

up, provided that you select your night
carefully and that your apparatus is in an

J. H. R.
efficient condition.
of the programme that I heard consisted of
the relaying of the proceedings at a
Owing to the continued expansion or
There hollowed a burst of students' meeting, which was a very cheery
through.
applause as the chfairman rose to intro, business. Delegates from various places Amplion business both at home and
duce Mr. Hughes. The chief speaker were introduced first of all, each being abroad, Alfred Graham and Co. have
decided to organise an independent overseas section.

MIKRO Ltd.,

"Radio -Wien," the Vienna broadcasting

station, has made a good start, the city
already having is,000 licence holders.
relay station is to be erected at Graz.

The Proprietors and Patentees of the

SKINDERVIKEN BUTTON
and

LOUD SPEAKER CRYSTAL
SYSTEM
experimenters who wish to make their own -.:t;.
are now in

a

THE MASTER ONE -VALVE SET

position to supply parts to all

Ilas received all B.B.C. and CONTINENTAL Stations.
Operates Lcud Speaker 15.2o miles. Simple to operate.

WRITE TO -DAY FOR PRICE LIST AND BOOKLET "The Marvels of the
Microphone "
;rd Edition. Port free 6(d (P. 0 , not ,t,ni s).
CROSS, W.C.2
32a, CRAVEN STREET, GHARIN%9ROS
Ii

43/..

Marvellous range and power.
Including B.B.C. Cods. Plus Royalty
C.enuinely worth £4.
Numerous letters of appreciation arriving from all parts of
the country. SELLING like WILDFIRE

Buy the World's Best Now.

PRICESKINDERVKNICROPHONEBTTON,

WORLD'S

WIRELESS

Packed in airtight tin.
with silver
catswhisker

STORES

WALLINGTON

FALLON'S FIXED

1/6

CONDENSERS
are made of the highest quality
mica and copper foil, each one
tested and guaranteed. Fitted

with soldering tags and nuts
for making clean connections

FIX "FALCON" CONDENSERS -Capacities up

to

they improve results for all Sets

oor, 113 each.

Capacities up to 033, 2,- each

FALLON'S VARIOMETER

TheSix-Phond

Crystal

The volume of clear bell -like reproduction yielded
by this wonderfully sensitive crystal is such that
it will effectively work six pairs of 'phones-or even
more, under suitable conditions. It is not only

no " dead spots") and
at least 5o per cent. " louder " than the hosts of
completely sensitive (with

" ites "-it is also fully guaranteed.
What Correspondents say:
Manchester (53 miles away) re.

ceived on Neutron as clear and
strong en a n -valve set. " A.E.,"
Bakewell.

Neutron is the best and
loudest crystal I have
ever known.-" H. B.,"
Liverpool.

Concert Tested and Guaranteed

EL) get1
See Stand No. Dz,

British Wireless Exhibition, White City,
Nov. 15 to 29

T. e World's Grea.est Radio Crystal

Stocked by the Best Radio Dealers. Insist on Nentron, In
the Black and Yellow Tin-or send Is. Gtl. and Dealer's name,

end this wonderful Crystal will be mailed by return.
Neutron, Ltd., Sicilian House, Southampton Row, London,
W.C.I. 'Phone-Museum 2177.
Sole Distributors: V. Zeitlin and Sons, 144, Theobald's Rd.,
London, W.C.I. 'Phone-Museum 375 and 68.11.

Inside winding, suitable for broadcast
reception on any P. M.G. Aerial, extraordinary close coupling ensuring large

tuning range. Inductance, the highest
possible -9.5 to r. Metal feet can be

adjusted to four different positions.
As used in the Single Valve receiver
for all wavelengths, described and
illustrated in " Modern \ Vireless."
July issue.

PRICE 10/

POSTAGE
611.

Write Direct for Trade Terms:

FALLON
CONDENSER Co., Ltd
The Condc.:scr

.1,

7:!!c qbans 1932

White Ribbon Works, Broad
Lane, TOTTENHAM, N.1ff.

All Correspondence and Post Orders
to above address.
City Depot: 143, FarrIngdOn Road,
G.1. Manchester Depot: 3. King

Street West, Deansgate.

Scottish
Depot: 120, Wellington, St., Glasgow,

SQUARE LAW CONDENSERS
at the price of ordinary.

Write for particulars of other
Fallon Specialities.

A
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GOLTONE

(REGD.)
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ELECANT APPEARANCE

RECEIVING SETS RICHLY StLECTIVE
SIMPLICITY IN TUNING

BRITISH MADE

Designed for rev lying cn any Wavelength. The Two -Valve Set clearly receives British
Broadcasting and Conlin ntal stations, and for Loud Speaker Reception the Three. Four -

and Five Valve Set- have proved entirely satisfactory in all arts of the Kingdom. Polished
Removable back. Ebonite Panel, fitted with Valve Holders, Filament Resistances,
Condensers tor liming Aerial and Anode Circuits, Knife Switch for High and Low Tension
Cabinet.

Circuits, etc.

Pr, sided with Plug-in Coils, to receive British Broadcasting stations. Plug-in Coils to
receive Paris, Berlin and other high -wave stations ate interchange elite and can he supplied.

Bo h the Luw Tension and 11 0-1 ension Batteries can be fitted insit e the Labn.et, and
the only woes on view ate the aerial and earth.
TWO VALVE CABINET. £7- I 0-0. Marconi Pat nt Royalties, 03,-

TH REE-VALVE CABINET £ 1 0-1 0 O. Marconi Patent Roya ties, 3716

F 0 UR-VALV CAB INF.S £ 1 3 1Q-0.
FIVE -VA LVE CABINET, £ 8-18-0.

Marconi Patent Royalties, 5o/ -

Marconi Patent Roya'ties 6a 6

.12 de ails, Together with particular., arid pr/n,cf aboz, Sets

See Cara..o..-ne

C.,totroToT:on.'

"COLTONv " (Regd. Micrometer Regu-

lating COIL HOLDER

W. & O. " EASIFIX "

P. Patent
Enables the fittest possible tuning and adds considerably I'
the etfictency,sele etiv t} and reliability of the ReceivingSe
2 Coil Type ...
9
...
... 12 6

3 Coil Type

Large u /4; i mstrated 32 pp. Ra io Cato! gse
Na 12/110 post free on revue t.
hmclose
Busi ess Card for Trade Terms.
These

lines

are stocked

zed 3 GOld310116
Pt NULE ION.

.....

by

el

,g....MANCII I SI t P., LID

all high
Radio
Stores.

Write direct
Address all communications to Head Office and Works if till°4tai.'"
able.

PENDLETON - - MANCHESTER

RADIO-High and Low

T.

sum

. nOt.TONE"
Lew
Fr,qn ncy Transformer
c, tor silence, ific ency and reliabihts P, ovides re,,,.,,k a Me a ',lineation

Tension Assembly.

F limina es all ugly louse wiring
.nil min, raises the risk or burninz out valves.
each conductor is i-tinctive y coloured and
enclosed ith in an outer brUding. Complete

LatIC OV. ALL

PO:

1711SUrpa

'

"11-1'11'.11

it,, ..:order lugs Price 3/ . Packed in attra ,ive carton

64 ins. long
over

YSIAL LEtk odo.

Improved type Ve tical
D at - t roof Detector,
of every description mooned on Ebonite
includi g
( Ot- Base, fitted with Glass
Shield.
t a, an, bin melled

RADIO WIRES

freed in !ram nix and distortion.

Equally 5uitabie with every t, pc of value

No make of Tra storm, give, hen r
rice 17 6
results

We can also supply at same price ratio/
xo to r Transto,me s recomm tided with
Unidyne ' High Tensi le, Circuit
Si .11 .01., Bronehort. Lacs.-, ani ne,y
pleased with the resultr from using, Tv&
G. Low Previte c. Trans otnters. I have
built many sets WI h the,*, au., h eve al., eyS jilti742 Mean to bet'', 1..Hasstortion
though gt eat in sedume. They give much

ires,Ae, ial Wir s, No. Ra/ra ... 119 each
Le: ding .1in wires, Parts only for Panel
Mow Ling.
Telephone Reg, iver

1/6 each
and Loud Sneaker No. R4/to
Cords, etc. Prompt Vertical Ts pc las i lusdated) and Horizontal
Delivt ries.
Type supp.ied at same
.

brier results than any other make 1

KEEN PRIC' S.

Oace tried

price.

Stocks also h id at Glasgow Dcpm. q, Pitt Street

Every Phone Its Own Amplifier !

A famous name for a famous Valve.

Von don't require valves to be able to use more phones on your crystal set.
Owing to a new discovery, tested, approved and fully explain d in
"Ante EUR WIRELESS" artic e, into et- .8th, MANY PHuN ES ON

ONE CRYSTAL SET. it is now possible to use as many phones as you
wish. irrespective of resistance, without weakening strength of signals.

THE

HON

woNDER-DETECToR

-

-

1111)L-'

Patents Pending

Designed and manufacture by the inventor
of "Amateur Wireless" systern, John W. Miller

WHAT THE

The - NELSON MULTI "

The "NELSON MULTI"

filaments, each of which
can instantly be brought
into use by a switch
device incorporated

tector, L.F. Amplifier,
or B.F. Amplifier.
Owing to its unique
construction it is
unequalled for pure

will function as a De-

contains three separate

in the valve cap.

EXTRAPHONE" DOES

clarity of tone.
Packed in specially
constructed boxes.

Adapted to fit any
standard Four -pin
socket.
No loose wires.
Three times the life

Enables phones of any resistance to be used at the same
time.

2. Enables as many phones as you want to be used without
loss of strength.
B. Equally as efficient on weak or strong signals. Every
phone in use is as strong as it would be if used alone.

Entirely

Fits any Cnstal Set without alts anon. Extranhoms fit into each other
if using more than one. No other detector necessary.

Filament Voltage

4-6

Anode Voltag
Detector 60-80
Amplifier80-120

Telopho) e:

retcyroms. " Nelsen
Wimbledon 172."

It

Mr/I./1172.

-

ON SALE EVERYWHERE 2/9

BRITISH MADE

If not obtainable locally, please send direct for one or no: re of these wonderful appliances, giving name and address of local dealer, Postage

The NELSON VALVE CO.

will be paid on all post orders.

JOHN W. MILLER
68, Farringdon Street, E.C.4.

136, KINGSTON ROAD, IisERTON 1Kttli.
Trade

British

Made.

of any other valve.

feria

Frey, all V
111111L

LONDON, S.W.19

Ire ess Tealers and Eleetr cans

-
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ELIMINATING THE

EVERYONE is aware of the splendid
advance in the technique of broadcast-

ing that has been made by the B.B.C.

within- the last year, and it is with hesita-

tion that one ventures to grumble at an
organisation which, on the whole, so ably
caters for our entertainment. But in the
matter of winter programmes, which came
into operation on September 29, there
seems to be reason for fair criticism.
Throughout the summer the B.B.C. pro-

vided excellent programmes that lasted

AMERICAN scientists have discovered

N a recent lecture before the Academie
that it is possible to extract quite a I de Marine, General Ferrie, the bead of
considerable strewn of electrons from an the French Wireless Service, pointed out
unheated filament by using 200,000 volts that although short waves of the order
on the plate. If this is boomed as a of too metres or less were rapidly proving
solution to the problem of !.`eliminating their superiority for ordinary long-range
the L.T. battery," the time will be ripe transmission, they were practically useless
for the long-suffering amateur to show for submarine work: The power of wireM. A. L.
signs of peevishness.
less energy to penetrate depths of water
increased in proportion to the wavelength
FOUR

employed.

until i t p.m. every evening, except Satur-

"AMATEUR WIRELESS"

day, when the Savoy bands were relayed

HANDBOOKS -1s. 641. EACH

fit to start their evening programmes half

WIRELESS TELEPHONY

until midnight. Now that winter is
approaching ( ), however, they have seen

an hour earlier, but, and this is the
grievance, the transmissions are also to
end half an hour earlier. That is, instead

of having something to which to listen
until II p.m. every evening, all stations
will normally close down at 10.30 p.m.
Perhaps there is a good reason for this,
but it is difficult to see. Although people

do not stay out so late in winter as in

summer, they do sit up later. Rather than
finish half an hour sooner in winter, most
listeners would appreciate an extension of
the evening programme until, say, 11.3o

EXPLAINED

SIMPLE CRYSTAL
RECEIVING SETS
WIRELESS COMPONENT
PARTS
SIMPLE VALVE
RECEIVING SETS

That at least seems to be a more

CASSELL & CO., LTD.,

logical course than the arrangement now

LA BELLE SAUVAGE, E.C.4.

p.m.

adopted.

WIRELESS

IN THE NEXT WAR

FILAMENT BATTERY

G. W.

He added that amongst the factors to be

reckoned with in the next war were the
wireless -controlled torpedo-boat and the
bombing aeroplane. These were in fact
already tat fait accompli, the control

mechanism being not only effective and
accurate, but also immune from interference by enemy jamming.
Secret systems of transmission in which

the emitted wavelength was continually
varied in an irregular manner would
remove one of the present drawbacks of
wireless signalling for war work. Directional installations would eliminate much
of the danger of secret naval movements
at night or in foggy weather, whilst the
new cable leader -gear system would prove

invaluable both for guiding aeroplanes.to
difficult landing -places and for steering

submarines through a maze of harbour
M. A. L.

mines.

HELLO! HELLO !! "UNCLE TOM" CALLING
"Uncle Tom," Newcastle's First Station Director, Calling

66 T...Twor...E Tow" or 1:)116-3r1V110 tdNr XlECOELAT13"ir,

The Pioneers of Cheap Prices in the North and the Only Firm in Great Britain with actual Broadcasting Experience
TINF011...Per sheet, ad.
SCALES. -Half circle, o-1830, 2d.; complete
INSULATING TAPE, per box, 8d.
TRANSFERS.-"Easie-fix" Aerial44Earth Phones,
KNOBS -2 B.A. bushed ti in. dia., 2d.; 2 B.A., circle, 3600, black or white, 41d.
doz.,
3d.
per
set, 2d.; large sheet of Words and Scales, 9d.
STAPLES
(Insulated).
-Per
id.; 4 B.A. bushed t in. dia., lid.
VA R I 0 M ET E RS. -Small Brown, excellent value,
STAPLES (Tin). -Per doz., Id.
LOUD SPEAKERS.-Amplion
Junior, 27/6;
1/11;
G.W.
type,
L. Variometer, 2/6; L. Variometer with Ball
SLIDERS
AND
PLUNGERS,
3d.;
T.M.C. (Copper Horn), 57/6; Baby Sterling. 55/-;
Rotor, 3/6; Ebonite Variometers with Knob, 4/3
Sterling (Black and Gold), 60/-; Claritone Junior, very efficient, 8d.
led.
401
bottle,
5d.,
Td.,
&
and
5/6. Igranic and Sterling always in stock.
SHELLAC.
-Per
651.; Claritone Senior, 115/-; Sparta (Fullers),
VALVES. -Thorpe K.4 for Unidyne circuit, 1776;
SW ITCHES.-S.P.D.T. Miniature panel mount957.; and many other makes kept in stock.
Miniature
for
mountinz,
1/6.
ing,
1/.;
D.P.D.T.
Cossor, B.T.H., Marconi R., Marconi R.3V., MulLEADING IN TUBES. -6 -in., 8d.; 9 -in., 10d.;
SWITCHES (EARTH AND AERIAL). -Mounted lard-Ora, Ediswan, Myers, all at 12/6.
i2 -in. 1/..
on Ebonite, S.P.D.T., I/3 & 1/9; D.P.D.T., 3/3. DULL EMITTER VALVES -Marconi D.E.R.,
NUTS. -4 B.A., 2d. doz.; 2 B.A., 2d. doz.
21/-; Ediswan A.R.D.E., 21/-.
NAME TABS. -Circular with hole for fixing (Above fitted with Terminals.)
VALVES, DULL EMITTER, .06. -Marconi D.E.3,
under terminal, 1d.; straight type, id.' strips of SYSTOFLEX.-Per yard, 9d.
SPRING WASHERS. -(Copper), per doz., 5d.
23/-; B.T.H. B.3, _25/-; Ediswan A.R., 25/-;
in names, ed.; Aerial, Earth and Phones, id.;
SW ITCHES for Flush Panel mounting, 1/11; B.T.H. 6 Volt Power Valve B.4, 35/-; Mullard and
Pointers,
F.A.I., 35/,
PHONES.-Sketaphones, 16/6; The New T.M.C., Switches, round, (Togle), 2/..
SWITCH ARMS. -Best quality, led.; second VOLT METERS, o to Is Volts, 5/.; double read6 ozs., 22/6; Brown's Feather Weight, 25/-; Stering, o-io, o-roo volts, 12/,
ling, 25/-; G.E.C., 25/-; B.T.H., 25/-; Western quality, 6d.
TERMINALS. -Small fancy, Id.; small W.O.,
VALVE HOLDERS. -With 8 nuts and washers,
Electric, 25/-: Claritone, 25/-; Siemens, 25/... All
4,000 ohms.
SINGLE EAR PHONES. -2,000 ohms, 6/8; 4,000
ohms, 7(6.
PULLEYS. -Aerial, 6d. and ad.
POTENTIOMETERS. -Special line, 4/6; T.C.B.,

ld.; large W.O., lid. Telephone, lid.' Nickelled,
2d. (All above complete with nut and washer.)
Red and Black Terminals, per pair, 1/-; Screw
Spade Terminals, each, Id.; screw pins, each,
Id.; "Clix " Terminals, complete, ad.
TERMINAL TAGS for connecting Aerial Wire
to Earth Wire, per pair, lid.

5/.; Igranic,
Lissen, 12/6.
PHONE PLUGS.-G.E.C., 2 pin, 178.
TRANSFORMERS (Low Frequency). -General
ROTORS. -Wood, 21 in., It.; Ebonite, 21 in., 1/9.
ROTORS AND STATORS. -2 Stators and x Radio Co., 15/.; Powquip "Bucks" for Reflex
Circuits, 12/-; Powquip Shrouded, 18/6; Burndept
Rotor, complete set, 3/,
RESISTANCES (FIXED).-Mullard, zoo,000 ohms, Cheap Type, 15/-; Lissen T.2, 16/6; Lissen T.3,
25/;
Silvertown, 21/-; Igranic, 21/-; Fuller
2/6. (Clips for above, 9d. per pair.)
RESISTANCES (VARIABLE).-Woodhall roo,000 Shrouded, 22/-; R.I, new type, 25/.;, Eureka Conohms, mounted on Ebonite, 279; Allen, 50,000 to cert Grand (the finest transformer made), 30/.;
loo,000, 116; Lissen, so,000 to loo,000, 2/6; Watmel, Eureka 2nd stage, 22)6.
so,000 to too,000, 3/6.
RUBBER PHONE EAR-CAPS,-"Sorbo," per Valves and High Tension Batteries sent through
pair, 1/8.
post at purchaser's risk only and are not reMail orders dispatched same day. Please
Send ample postage. Excess will be returned.

turnable. Price Lists Free.
- 9 to 8 daily.

Business Hours

TRADE SUPPLIED.

5 Leg Valve Holders for K.4 Valves, 1/3;
Valve holders for Flush Panel Mounting, per set,
8d.; Valve Pins, id.; Valve Sockets with nut and
washer, ld.; Valve Windows, 6d.
BELL WIRE. -Single, 2 yards, lid.; Bell Wire,
Twin, per yard, id.; Bell Wire, Rubber -covered,
for connecting up, per yard, id.
WIRES. -Tinned, No. IS gauge, 3 yard's, 2d.;
Tinned, Square, 2 ft. lengths, lid.; Tinned, No. x8
gauge, for connecting up or for Aerial, too ft., 1/6.
DOUBLE COTTON -COVERED WIRE. -No. so,.
1 lb. Reels, 80.; No. 22, lb, Reels, tlid.; No. 24,
lb. Reels, 101d.; No. 26, 1 lb. Reels, llid.;
No. 28, 1 lb. Reels, 1/2; No. 3o, 1 lb. Reels, 1/4.
WIRE (Rubber -covered). -For Lead-in, Earth,
Earth or Aerial, 2d. and lid. per yard.
8d.;

All Mall Orders

to be sent to Head bWtce

and Stores:
GALLOWGATE, NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE.

"UNCLE TOM" PAYNE & HORNSBY, Ltd., GALLOWCATE, NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE

Telephone: 3804 CENTRAL

Call Signs: 6 I R, 6 K W
Phone: 22267 Leeds.
CASTLE STREET, BELFAST and

10, QT -TEEN VICTORIA STREET,
LEEDS.
Shortly
ea, Camden Street, North Shields.

Reiter Avenue, Sunderland.
Russell Street, Ocean Road, South Shields.

Opening at

STONEY STREET, NOTTINGHAM.
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ASHTON'S PERFECT

AERIAL SPREADER
(protected)
PER
1 2/ - PAIR

GETS ALL STATIONS

ASHTON'S
8-10. BuI1N Head Yard,
MANCHESTER.

II ®1J 16

31EI

No callers.

with new typs headbands, very comfortable.

4,000 9 le PAIR

ohms
Postage 6,1. per pair
T. BUXTON, 10, Crofton Avenue, HILLSBORO', SHEFFIELD.

SPRING CONTROL

IS THE SECRET
of the

S.P.C. DETECTOR
Can be mounted on Valve Holder
or Valve Sockets on Panel.
Perfect micrometer adjustment, giving absolute positive pressure spring
control.
The most sensitive " spot " being
rapidly found and permanently held.

4/6 each.

,lave 804,,noticed it?

Post 3d.

SPEEDWELL PRESS CO.,

GLEBE ROAD, LETCHWORTH, HERTS.

ADJUSTABLE

LOUD
SPEAKERS 12/6
fitted with flexible connection to fit any gramophone or

10

born. Stalloy diaphragm. Adjustable magnets Brand
new, not reconditioned-. 2,000 ohms, 12/6. 120 ohms,

1316. Post free, complete in box, with money -back
EuaraMee.

Ouick delivery.

STALLOY DIAPHRAGMS, all sizes, 11 in. 4d.
to 4 in.,

1

Once you could hear gramophone music against a
background of complete silence you would never be
content to return to the obbligato of scratches and
hisses which you now cheerfully endure.

Micro -nut fitted, 8d. extra.

2.

F you listen intently to your gramophone you will
become aware of the light scratching of the
needle. But although you hardly notice it unless you
listen specially, it is there all the while.

1

LTD.,

JOHN W. MILLER, 68 FARRINCDON ST.. E.0 4. Phone: CENTRAL 1950

EVERYTHING for WIRELESS

It is the same with Wireless Reception; you hardly
notice the continuous breathing sound going on in
your loud speaker, but-unless your set is fitted with
Louden Valves-it is there, and it is preventing you
from getting the best possible results from your set.
The Louden Valve has been designed specially with

Send for new bargain list of alt components. klleadphoues

from 15/6. Loud Speakers 29/6. Crystal Sets from
19,6. Amplifiers from 42. Valve sets Iron 77,6.
Direct from actual manufacturers.

Townshend's, Ltd., Ernest Street. Birmingham.

BaerrRos WIREL ESS
This took gh 2, more practical information about buildng wireless iiistrmi,ents than others at ten times the price.
NOW TO ERECT, CONNECT AND MAKE
gl kinds of wireless apparatcs, including crystal
and dual amplification sets, one and two
valve amplifiers, also the latest two, three
!,
and four valve tuned anode receivers.
FREE ,,, ,
16o pages including vs diagrams.
,,....?..t,:i.
-,

*

1131/2,;.7.....

\

the object of eliminating all those " mush " or breathing sounds so prevalent with valves of the ordinary
type.
If you would care to know how this is
achieved, your dealer will supply you with a folder

SAXON tIAIDIO CO.

(Dept. 12). South Shore, BLACKPOOL

giving full information.

SIMPLE AND CLEAR
Wenderful results from using

the New and improved

But we feel that you are concerned with results rather
than with reasons, so our advice is that you shOuld

CATS EYE

FIXED
DETECTOR
Listen -in in comfort
at once. No wait-

PRIC

not consider your present reception perfect, but

2/6

Silver Clear Louden Valves and see how much better
it can be.

ing, no adjusting. Users are delighted. Order from
your deal, r, or send P.O. 2,6 and rid. stamp to :COMREX CO. (DEPT. 2), 119, FLEET ST., E.C.4

rritibtn
VALVES

The 'plain Louden for

detecting and Low

Frequency Amplifying.

The Slue Louden for

SINGLE RECEIVERS
2,000, ohms, British make
tested
and guaranteed

BRITISH PHONES 4,000

5

ohms,

Headband, guaranteed, 13 3 per pair.

Double

L.F. TRANSFORMERS 5
FILAMENT RHEOSTATS r hole fixing 119

H.F. Amplification.

Filament Volts.. 4.8-S
Filament Amps
0.4
Anode Volts .. ra-Co

ELL°

Ess

fit

Manufactured through out in Great 11r:tain.

All Louden* are Silver
Clear and free from

mush." The current
consumption is very
low and the life long.

s.er (Cteav
ouDen pa[boib

VARIABLE GRID LEAK *5-5 119
Trade Supplied

F. HOWE, 67, Little Heath, Charlton, 5.K 7.

ADVT. OF THE FELLOWS MAGNETO CO., LTD., PARK ROYAL, WILLESDEN, N.W.10.
E. P. S.4
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On October 14 Major R. Stanley delivered a lecture on " The Electron Theory and the Fundamental Principles -of Valve Action." He described

Eiffel Tower (F L) has altered its wavelength to 2,65o metres and also its times
of transmission, and it is not likely that
the spark set will close down yet awhile.

electrons in relation to different forms of matter;
also the theory of the valve as used in wireless receivers.

Experiments have been made with the new
valve transmitter, but this has made other
reception, even on short wavelengths, itn-

Kensington. Radio Society

Ho. Sec.-J.
Dorking and District Radio Society
Hon. Sec.-A. J. Cutto, High Street P.O.,. Dorking.
Tile opening meeting- was held on October 6, when
Mr. R. J. Hibberd gave a lecture on "-The Development of Wireless."
South Croydon and District Radio Society
Hon. See.-G. 11. TOZER, e18, Brighton Road, South
Croydon.

AT the last meeting a lecture was given by Capt.
I... F. Plugge on " My Experiences with a Portable.
Receiver in Central Europe." The society meets

every Tuesday at the headquarters, " The Swan and

Sugar Loaf Hotel."

T. P. GEE, Staple 1101.1SC, 51, Chancery

Lane, London, W.C.e.

AT the meeting of the society held on October
Capt. A. Ifinderlich delivered a lecture on " Windlie gave practical demoning with Fine Wire:"
strations showing how to solder wires together, including partial winding of telephone magnets, and
14

explained how such coils can be successfully wound
by hand.
Sale and District Radio Society
Hon. Sce.-1. L. RICHARDS, 14, John Street, Sale. ,
Tate annual general meeting of the society was
held on October 17. Councillor J. U. Thornton
gave a resume of the year's working, and the secretary presented the balance -sheet. it was, proposed
to open the society's rooms every evening on and
after October 27.
Sunderland Wireless and Scientific Association
Hon. Scc.-11. W. HODGES, Westfield (louse, Sun-

plaincd.

Coventry and District Co-operative Radio Society
Hon. Sec.-A. Cuffi-is, West Orchard, Coventry.
AT a recent meeting members submitted papers on

"Aerials and Earths," which were read and submitted to the vote for a monetary prize which had
been offered to stimulate interest in the theory of
wireless. The chairman described a one -valve set
with reaction, and component, were wired up in this
circuit and the set given a trial on the society's

4,

St.

Paul's

Wireless and Experimental Society
RECD, 73, Stafford Street, Leng-

Stoke-on-Trent

Hon. Sec.-W. II.

AT the meeting, held at the Y.M.C.A. Stanley, on
October 16 a talk was given by Mr. ft. Bishop -on
"The Broadcasting Company and the Difficulties
It has been up Against.'
Battersea and District Radio Society
Hon. Sec.-G. 1'. Pfftwes, 183, Lavender Hill, Battersea, S.W.m.
AT the headquarters on October

9

"Resistance -capacity Coupling."

.

the conditions printed at the heart of "Our Intormation Bureau " should be closely observed.
Communications should be addressed, according to
their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement

Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur Wireless,"

Cassell & Co., I Id.. La Pelle Sausage, London, E.C.4

Street,

La Belle Sausage, London, E.C.4.

'Profit

Detector

12 6

00
1 10 0

2

No. 3a. As above, but in fancy
box with lid
1 11 0
No. 5.

it the finest piece of polished ebonite

he has seen."

BRITISH
EBONITE Co. Ltd.

the panels supplied, the good effect
of which is already felt."

Hartwell, London, W.7

Mark on

The

and

1 -Valve Amplifier in one panel.
Fancy box with lid
...
No. 3. 1 -Valve Amplifier
...

associated with the manufacture of
ebonite for nearly 20 years consid.rs

Look for

this Tr,. -rte

BECOI.

Par.eis

10 6

Crystal Receiver

Do. with 5xx plug and
in fancy box with lid ...
Crystal

very pleased with the

One of our staff who has been

"We are immensely pleased with

Price 2/6 each.

3,

No. 4.

"Our client is
panel.

experience
of others.

"CABLE" CRYSTAL SETS
AND VALVE AMPLIFIER
Cable No. 1.
No. 2.

EXTRACTS FROM
RECENT TESTIMONIALS

by the

"O.
V." INDOOR AERIAL
A neat and portable indoor or outdoor aerial.

Larger Crystal Set in

fancy box with lid
15 0
" EASYFIX " CORDS H.T. and L.T. leads in one
set.

considered, and if used will be paid for.
Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and

The most Practical Handbook for the
Amateur. The price is 1/6 net.

1/3 (in Glass Tubes).

...

All sketches and

drawings to be on 'sena, ire 'sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will lie promptly

"Wireless Telegraphy
:: and Telephony" ::

A perfect Crystal, sensitive in every point. Cash
refunded if riot satisfactory. All specially selected.

No insulators required

"Amateur Wireless and Electrios." Edited by
Bernard E. Jones. Price Threepence. Published on
Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday immediately following. It will be sent post free to any
part of the world -3 months, 4s. 6d. ; 6 months.
Postal Orders, l'ost
Bs. 9d.: 12 months. 17s. 6d.
Office Orders, or Cheques should be made payable
to the Proprietors, Cassell & Co., Ltd.
General Correspondence is to be brief and written
on - one side of the pap -.l only.

" CRYSTAGOG "

,,

Mr. A. E. Duf-

field, chairman, gave a most interesting lecture un

7. -

Price 1,/- (per Box).

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ton, Stoke-on-Trent.

City of Belfast Y.M.C.A. Radio Club
COWLEY,

posible in many Paris districts.

and reception work, buzzer and valve wave meters, and coil winders were exhibited and exsion

THE association held its first meeting of the new
session on October iS. Mr. Jeffrey, the new president, gave a paper on " Scientific Ideals."
T.

Elm Bank Gardens,

Barnes, S.W.i3.
AT the October meeting multi -valve resistance -capacity coupled receivers, special types for transmis-

derland.

Hon. .5cc.-J.
Belfast.

33,

aerial.

Croydon Wireless and Physical Society
Hon.

MURCHIE,

Various colours to obviate mistakes.

3/-.

Wholesale Stockists For N.A.R.M. goods

I

TOOLS

Make your own

Wireless Sets
HAND DRILL

The IDEAL

Takes up to I in.
diameter powerful

Soldering Lamp

for Wireless
Amateurs
Postage

Straight

n -jaw chuck.
Postage
or I atchet

4/6 shaped Soldering

6d. extra
Irons to use with
above, rf- extra. Postage 3d. extra.

WIRELESS LIST

5/9

9d. extra
S t of Six, Twist

Drills

Post Free

21-

" SENT FOST FREE

CABLES & ELECI RICAL SUPPLIES,

RICHARD MELHUISH, LTD.,

Telegrams: "Grandchild, Kincross, London."

50, 51 & 81, FETTER LANE, HOLBORN CIRCUS, LONDON, E C.I

Cable House, 234, Pentonville Rd., LONDON, N.1

Telephone; North 3100

Tool, Machine and Electrical Experts.

EstablisInni 18,3

NOVEMBER 1, 1924

eructate Wireks

661

.%5

Get this

wireless
book-free!
The Book of M 0 V has been written and com-

piled by radio experts at Marconi House and
the Osram Lamp Works. The most interesting
and instructive work of its kind ever produced,
it is issued gratis by the proprietors of

VALVEC

MADE AT THEt4ARC01#11(LAMP WORKS

SRAM

Sold by Wireless and Electrical
Dealers, Stores, etc.

The Book of M 0 V is a work of reference
invaluable alike to the beginner and the experienced experimenter. It should be in the hands
of every wireless enthusiast. The voucher below

entitles you to a copy.
Fill in and post
this Voucher
now

.0"
4.11C)

Get the Valve in
the Purple Box

\
of11/4

d.

4p-ve.6°11.
.0*

`S'';°0set"

loosk k:ce

16.06.55.0.co°16.

srs.
v.'
00\5Se

11/4

osep

Copies of TheBook of MOV may

3

.

.0#

also be had from Wireless and
Electrical Dearers, Stores, etc.
7tt
11).

Annonncemen
of The
D1.0. Valve Com pany,Ltd.

&r Ws
-1.4""ft1.00PWS.",

NOVEMBER 1, 1924
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102.-3.002.-70003.....02,ab0Pwipa
1.7.3310.13,4010101.0.Miati.W.OPAMPA

3,Wftem
-.1.11.41133b.

RADIO STOCKS

ALL POST FREE at
Ebonite Panels
1'

Matt

b' X6'

4/6

COMPLETE

l6* Eir

5/4;9

5/6
7/6

4' X 4'

E

1' Id.

in

Cd.

1/2

FIRST - CLASS VARIABLE CONDENSERS

Terminals

BEST BRITISH MAKE. PERFECT FINISH.

413.A. Standol,

With
Vernier.

Ordinary.

.001

.0005
.0003
.0002
.0001

.00005

7/3
5/1
4/5
4/2
3/1

8/9

6/7

9/-

Idultiphone 47I.

96.

1.

6 -way

Square
Law.

51111 -Poi. nra99

16.
Spade type. dos. 3d.
elephone typo 116.

ABSOLUTELY FINEST VALUE OBTAINABLE.

Dials and Knobs included.

I' Id.

...

7/3

With
Vernier.
1 1 /-

10/9/ -

Ratty spring
Ed,
213.A. Small type:
Contact Studs
id.
Spring Washers
id,

AerialWire7/22's
Blight,4 strd

100', 3/6 2/6

1/1
1/8
ld.-in. 4d. yd.

do. Electron
14111.r.

Insulators

4d.

Reel, 2', ld. Egg, ld.

Postage 6d.

ACCUMULATORS. -Best British, 4 Vt. 4o Amp., 16/6; 4 Vt. 6o Amp.,

19/6; 4 Vt. 8o Amp., 23/6; 6 Vt. '6o Amp., 27/6; 6 Vt. 8o Amp., 33/.;
6 Vt. too Amp., 38/6.
AERIAL WIRE. -7/22; Best H.D. Copper, 1/101; Enamelled, 3/6 per
too ft.
ANODE RESISTANCES-Bretwood, variable, 3/-; Watmel, 2/6; Lissen,
2/6; Dubilicr, and all makes.
BATTERIES. -Best British H.T. Batteries, 36 Volt, 6/-; 63 Volt, 10/6;
100 Volt, 16/6.

Fixed; to ,00t, 9d.; to .005, 1./.;
to .oi, 1/9; to ,.1, 3/-; Edison Bell Fixed' Condensers, to .00t, 1/3;_
.002 upwards, 2/-; Dubilier to .00l, 2/6; .002 upwards, 3/,
TRANSFORMERS, L.F.-" Powquip," 13/6; "Bucks," 11/6; "Radstock,"
10/6; Royal, 20/ --best of all. All makes stocked..
TRANSFORMERS, H.F. ENERCO.-No. z, 2/3; 2, 2/6; 3, 2/7; 4, 2/9;
5, 3/-; 6, 3/,
SLEEVINC.-(Inulating), 3 ft. lengths, 3 for 10d., finest quality.
SWITCH ARMS. -First quality, 9d.; Nickel, 1/.; second quality, 6d.
SWITCHES.-.S.P.D.T., 1/3; D.P.D.T., 1/8. Panel mounting, S.P.D.T.,
led.; D.P.D.T., 1/..
VARIOMETERS:-Wonderful value: Special All Ebonite Moulded Ball
Rotor Double Silk Wound, extremely close coupling, one -hole fixing.
A superior article, only 58. As above, but Tubular Ebonite Rotor,
4s. All -black Double -cotton Wound, one -hole fixing, 18. 6d. to
IS. each. All are best value obtainable. Igranic and Edison Bell
Variometers, 106., post paid.
HEADPHONES. -N. & K. pattern, 118. 6d. Dr. Nesper adjustable,
CONDENSERS. -(Copper and mica).

12s. 6d.; Brown's F., 258. All makes in stock at lowest prices possible.
LOUDSPEAKERS. -Our special, 2,000 ohms, full clear 'tone, suitable for
low -power sets, £1 ; Sterling Dinkie, 308.; Amplion Junior, 27s. 6d.;

Dragonfly, 25s.; Amplion new models and all makes in stock at
lowest prices.

luster type ..

bd.

lead -Is

4/-

4" & 6" do 9d
6"

1/-. 19 & 15, lid

Valve Holders

FREE

Coil Plugs 11 bonne

10d. Superior 143
Narrow7d. Basket 1/ Moulded typo
86.
Coil Formers, 14d.

lid,

4d.

"Athol" Ebonite 1/3
Do.

Porcelain 1/ Basket Coll Sets

6-1/9. 4 -1/ -

H.T. Batteries

With Wonder Plugs
COv 8/- 86v., 4/10
50v.. 4/- 15v, 2/0v. F.L. Btry. Od.
(Gr. Ever-Rdy. 18/6
Siemens same price

!Mollies (usual
prices,
Mullard
alanabridg a 1 nkt. 1,6

2m.t I/1 -1/36 m.t.9d.

Iron Core Chokes

'hats. Je.

1-

t/-

1/6

4/6

DOM Ede.

15
20
22

1/11 21

.24

2/11

so

2/2
2/6

0/4
8/9
8/10
4/2
4N

8/4
8/9

4/10 54
U6
618/8/6

17/- 148

see.

I/5
4/2
4/7
I /1

6

lit

let
22/-

20/.

Variable Leaks
Filtron 0-7 Me;

8/-

Lissen Typo ..

5/6
2/6

Watmel 0-3

L.F. siivertcwo rv.

Radio Inst. (new) 25/laranle 21,- 15 804

Burndept (new) 24/Reliablilty10, & 12/6
17/6
Ferranti
Xtraordlnary .. 8/ Tangent 12/6 & 19/8
20/Royal
R.A.F. Modulation 8/ Telephone do.
8/-

Unldyne " 10.1r 8/H.F. McMichael's 7/ Tangent, each
2/6
Oojah 900 m.
6/8
600 & 300 m.

Formers only

4,01

1/3

Resistances 2,8
Mica, '002 Dos.
3"x2' 1/-, 2 "114'46

., Tumbler 11 1/..
1.C.0.1/6 &O.(/. 9d.
Fewer D.O.O.
D.P.S.T.
1/0
4/Utility 2 -way
xw 5/.,
Ow 8/ -

Lever Type Stocked
Miniature Turn 9d.
Limn 2 -way
2/9
Series parallel 8/9
Double -arm

do.

-

Eureka Transformers,
No. 2.
2251
Concert Grand 30/ Ffertzite

She

Bank of 2
... 1/6
Standard Plugs
1/3
Potentiometer 300
ohms Ex-Govi.

4/6
3/8

Hydrometers
Microphones ..
Tapping Keys
'dphorte Cools

2/ -

6/-

1/ -

Alum. Irdbnds.

2/6

All "Wants" 'Si, r en."

'burndept,';

Edison -Bet '"AtIaa'

"Sterling" Goods.

Coil Holders
Ashley fixed
moving

2/6
1/8
8/6

'grant:: 3 Set

3/6
2 coil
2/0
Singled ovingTyPe 1.9
Fixed .. 8d.
riee,vieri do
94.
Ebonite 3 ooll

Ell Resistance
Load quakily

1/0

Urania 4/0, Vern. 7/ Ormond 2/-, Ajw.: 4/Burndept
6/T.C.B.
4/-A 6/311erostat

New Lines
RI. Chokes

3.1.1." usual price;
Vernier. no dial 2/6
0 vane 3/3, 7 vane 3/5
" Polar" typos 10/0

Jacks -4 -contact

Transformers

Switches, Ebonite

British Wires, etc.
SW0.

10/ 1/-

Mic-Met

Detector, 61 -

1/3

Spirals 4d Formers 5d,
eta
Peerless Inr

Accessories

tial. elutes .a.AlUttl.1/
ValveSockets& Pins ld.
Valve Windows 4d.

Crystal Cup,
1.

Wax block .

value CARRIAGE PAID.
2d per 1/- packing, etc

Resin bolder oz.
Insulating 5022.

3d.
Gil.

J. H. TAYLOR 6' CO.

All sixes, yd.
Tape. yd.

Valve Template

Orders 5/4

Condensers

&

18/8

120 ohms. double
Ez.Govt. Sullivans5/8

32
36
40

1.

..

Yellows

Rd.

Coil Mounts

INVITED

LILO. 4.000 ohms.
Brown's "F," B.T.H.
Siemens,
Brander.
Sterling, all
rah.
General Radio 20/ -

26
28

Basket typo

S

Headphones

'I) pe A 7d., Polar 1/3
Screwed 8 note 8d
Ebonite ..

Do. Once Tvne

7/-

Vernier
made

Stock " Fallon " &
'F

8/- 16v., 8/6

With. 14' X 31'

461 panel type
make ..

Extra
176
Knobbed dial 1/- ex,

10d

Any Size Cut

9.'

Var. Condensers
.00073
.0005
0005
.0002

NN

5/8

8&
1/8

7'x0'
6'xeX1'

TRADE

R

819

t/9

115"x FE

STILL UNBEATEN FOR VALUE

3/16

2121/10

32'x9'
37Xl2'

CALLERS' PRICES

Under 5/6

3, Radio Rouse,
Telephone 341.
Macaulay St., HUDDERSFIELD
Thorough,"

?deg/ ems

Huddersfield.

Nu Gr,,n r

3d,
4d.
716.

N.P. Switch Sets
D.C.O.

S.0 O. 9d.

-THE GREATEST SENSATION AND SUCCESS

I -OF

"Her Daddy's Voice"

THE SEASON

The" World's Champion," the marvel "A.B." Headphone

MANSBRIDGE CONDENSERS - Special Offer
New fully guaranteed, best made, with two fixing lugs. .25, 3s. 6d.;
.os, 35.; r mf., 48.; 2 mf., 3s. 10d.

which has dealt the Knock Out Blow to all others and
overshadowed them all.

PRICES

"A.B.". adjustable
17/6
for "A.B." non-adjustable

COIL HOLDERS: -All Ebonite, really fine, 2 -way, 28. 6d.; better finish
2 -way plated, 38. 6d.; ditto, 3 -way, 48. 6d. Many other makes in
stock. State your wants, we will assist you.
BASKET COIL HOLDERSI-Best quality, plug in, block base, 18. 2d.
each; ditto, no block, 10d.; Universal 2 -way, Ss. 6d.; 3 -way, Is. 6d.
VALVE HOLDERS: -Solid hand -polished Ebonite, 10d. each; Special
Anti -Capacity Legless Sunken Socket Tops, prevent valves burning
out, 18. each. Murray's Patent, very efficient, with simple fitting
showing only z in. above panel, ls. 3d. each. Highly recommended.
COILS: -Finest Duplex Basket, Waxless, most efficient for any circuit
and any position. Set of 5 -Nos. 25 to too, Is. led.; ditto, for
Chelmsford, No. rso,. IS. 3d.; No. too, 1s. 6d. As above, but extra
large air spaces, coils I in. wide, Sets of 5, Nos. 25 to too, 28. 9d.
Igranic, O'Keefe, Energo, Lissen Coils, etc., all in stock.
VALVES. -Dutch, 4s. 6d.; R. type, 58.; French R., 68. led.; French dull
Emitters, finest on market for efficiency and low consumption,
168. 6d. All makes in stock: Cossor, Mullard, Marconi, B.T.H., etc.
etc. Lowest list prices.
FILAMENT RHEOSTATS :-Microstats, 28. 13d.; Lissenstats, 38. Bd.;
Ormond, 28.; our own Extra Special Solid Ebonite of a superior
type, 28. ; for Dull Emitters, 28. 6d.; fully guaranteed. Cheapest
type, efficient and strong, 18. Ed. each.
CONSTRUCTORS: -Sets of Parts: We specialise in quoting for corn-.

Remove Soundbox From Tone Arm and Replace With

also give you technical advice.
CRYSTAL AND VALVE SETSI-Special prices.

BULLPHONE REPRODUCER

plete sets of parts. No matter how small or how large your requirements, we will be pleased to quote you our best terms and

Send for Free List.
Send ample postage: surplus refunded.

RADIO STOCKS

15/6

Ask your dealer, or send re
mittance to us for samples to
cover postage as well.

_

--- ---

AMBATIELO BROS.,

LTD.,' Even this child can recognise
"Ambatielo House,"
her celebra' ed daddy's voice
Farringdon Road.,
from across the Atlantic with
London, E.C.I.
"AB.' Headphones.
Te'efihnne, C -erleenvell 7440
7441.

WHY BUY A LOUD SPEAKER ?
To Convert Your Gramophone into a Complete Loudspeaker,

Made of best Ebonite and tested to 3,000

EVERYTHING WIRELESS AT LOWEST PRICES
All goods on 24 hours approval.

for

HA1NErietor),

Prop.
RADIO HOUSE, NEWMAN STREET,
(R.
So

New

Shone: MUSEUM 3205
OXFORD ST., LONDON. W.1
Atassonasossasaintros.-cirdsmiss- Allifigane.406m-'asiks9.9-74:2WI-.1/ le*
247.1%Z.1naNWearae.L.Sir

volts.

Cobalt steel permanent

Magnets

allowing positive wire to be fitted to either
Te-minal. Adjustable Diaphragm.
BULLPHONES are guaranteed free from
distortion. Send to -day to :-

WEST'S RADIO CO.,
34, Carysfort Road, London, N.16
Complete Loud Spe
H"oght 21',
B elimouth 14". Beautifully Burnished Aluminium 59 in Post

B ody, Unequalled for Volume and ClaryVP Free
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FAMA DUTCH VALVES xii
14

USUAL TRADE DISCOUNTS

14

Retail Prices

.. each 4/8
Amplifiers, Fil. 4 -volt Anode, 60 to 100 volt
each 4/1 1
4 -volt Anode, 30 to 100 volt
..
Detectors, ,
Dull Emitters, 0.06 amps. Fil. 1.6 -volt Anode, 40 to
..

ICO volt

f

..

..

..

..

each 14/-

I.
I:

4

Low Consumption 0.10 amps. Fib 4 -volt Anode, 30 to
each 1 1 /..
80 volt
..
..
..
..
Dr. Nesper pattern Adjustable Diaphragm 4,000 -ohm
Headphones

..
..
..
..
..
Please remit Postage.

pair

1 1 /6

BISHOPSGATE ELECTRIC SUPPLY (1924) CO.,

180, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2.

.

Central 7361.

Phone i

IttentlIt

\ti-nrii inti-te.. tningra '

4

-11thaLPITL-;,'lialZ''-"Fljg

NO MORE CATWHISKERS
NO MORE ADJUSTMENTS

A Permanent Detector which Cannot
go Wrong. No Batteries Required.

utumn
Leaves

The " Hovimo" Crystal Valve must not be
confused with the ordinary " Permanent" Detector, neither is it to be

compared with the Silicon-bornite
or other similar combinations.

3/6

An entirely new invention,
Can be simply adjusted to
suit the individual set, and
once right remains right,
Equally excellent for crystal sets and
for circuits employing crystal rectifi-

BRITISH MADE

"HOVIMO"
CRYSTAL VALVE

cations.

Especially recommended

for use in crystal

systems, producing

loud -speaker

a

remarkably

pure tone. Ask your dealer for it, or
EVERYONE GUARANTEED
in case of difficulty write to :A. MOLBACK, 27, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1.

PERFECTION IN LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN
No one who has heard the beautifully mellow reproduction of our NON-METALLIC SPEAKER HORNS
Bring NON-METALLIC,.. the horn is dietortionless, non -resonant,

m011131 ever listen again to a metal horn..

possesses excellent tone and renders voice and music with a degree of purity and sweetness never before
obtained -

Replace your existing hum with a " Scientific

you.

NON-METALLIC and the improvement will astound

LARGE HORN, as illustrated, height 24'' flare 15%

r

PRICE., with ferrule, 1.0/9. Post, crate, etc. 91 -

MALI, HORN, as ISustrated, height 22", flare 111'.
PRICE, with ferrule, If/S. Poet, crate, etc. 1/9
SWAN -NECK HORN, height 21", flare 12', graceful in appearance,
PRICE with ferrule, 7/9. Post, crate, etc. 1/9

ANTIQUE BRONZE FINISHED- HORNS
Having first concentrated on pert...Cog the acoustic properties of our NON-

METALLIC HORNS. we are now further improving them by finishing them with an

antique bronn appearance which, while not impaling their high efficiency, makes
them a highly artistic ornament for any room. These horns win make their special
appeal as they at in with any scheme of furnishing, and are undoubtedly the finest horn at present on the
ANTIQUE BRONZE FINISH. 2./- extra on above prices.
market.

N. & K. Pattern 'Phones. 111 Post 6d. Adjustable Headphones, 13.9. Post 6d.

SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES,

126, Newington Causeway, Elephant and Castle. S.E.1 : 7, St. George's Circus, S.E.1 . 16, Nanette Street. Charing

Cross Road, W.1: 207, Edgware Road, W.2.

'Phone: Hop. 4177.

YOURS FOR 2O/-

Send 20/- to -day, together with your order for the " Tonyphone,"
and this wonderful set, which receives all B.B.C. stations, will be

Standing at my window the other evening watching a gusty wind whirling the

dead leaves round my sundial I was
forced to admit that our short summer
was over. All too short it seemed to
me;' ust a few bright days and before
we knew where we were, Autumn had
set in with Winter unpleasantly close
-well, not altogether unpleasantly.

-

rather look forward to long winter even-

It's a restful change from being
harried by the children to go and play
ings.

Fellows
Volutone

£4:10:0
Fellows

Junior
El :10 :

in the garden as they insist on my doing
when it's light till ten.
In the winter they seem perfectly satisfied to sit and listen to the perfect tunes
of the Volutone giving them Miss
Nobody Special's latest bedtime story or

the first part of the evening concert.
The Volutone also is powerful enough
to enable them to talk without disturbing the concert; in fact, it's proved itself
a positive blessing, and at a price well in
keeping with the Fellows policy of

delivered complete, including all accessories.

You pay a further £1 each

Quality Apparatus at Low Cost.

month afterwards. The total cost is only

£15 9s., or, if you prefer, il4 5s. cash.
TONYPHONE ' SUPER TWO VALVES
Accumulator, H.T.
Complete with
Battery, Aerial-, 1 pair 4,000 ohms

FARELEssELLOws

Headphones, and two Valves-one High All
Frequency and one Detector.
Royalties paid.
Send to -day and enjoy broadcasting NOW

BRITISH ENGINEERING PRODUCTS CO.

(Tonyphone Dept.), Windsor House, Victoria Street, London, S.W.1

Advt. of the Fellows Magneto Co., Ltd., Park Royal, London, N.W.10.
(E.r.s. 90)

S S.A.

COUPON

enuitettrWireksj

Available until Saturday,
November 8th, 1924
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ADVERTISEMENT INSTRUCTIONS for "Amateur

Wireless" are accepted up to first post on Thursday
morning Icr following week's issue, providing space is
available.

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advertisements under this head are
THREEPENCE
WORD,
minimum
PER
THREE SHILLINGS.

charged
charge

PATENTS and Trade Marks obtained.-H. T. P. Gee, Patent Agent,
Member R.S.G.B., 51, 52, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. Phone,

Holborn, 1523.
RETAIL DEALERS in Wireless Components should communicate
fnr sharp prices with alacradlo Wireless Supplies Co., 30, Queen's Cres[7 r
cent, London, N.W.S.
VARIOMETER FORMER SETS, with jig hardwood, 25. set delivered.
[7 r
-Sleightholme, Ingham Street, South Shields.
PANELITE will withstand 15,000 volts, black finish, will not fracture,
6 by 6 by 3/16, Is.
by 5, Is. Id. ; 8 by 5, Is. 2d.; 9 by 5, Is. 4d. ; 9 by 6.
;

Is. 6d. ; 10 by 9. 2s. 2d.; 12 by 10, 2s. 9d. ; 14 by 12, 0.6.1. Poet paid.
Other alms and thicknesses pro rata.-Radio Panel Co. (Dept. A), 143.
[8 r
Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.
HEADPHONE REPAIRS,-Rewound, re -magnetised and readjusted.
Lowest prices quoted on receipt of telephones, delivery three days.The Varley Magnet Co., London, S.E.18.
WIRELESS parts manufactured.-Accurate capstan, Press, vice,
110 r
milling, or Lathe work. Stellar Mfg. Co., Redditch.
BATY'S TWO, The all station receiver " with a personality," from
£2 15s., plus 25s. royalty (or as components, reprints of constructional
articles, Is. 3d., post free).
BATY'S TWO "POSH CABINET " BET, 280/4,000 metres. £8 50., of
all retailers, or direct from Ernest F. Baty, 157, Dunstable Road.
Luton.
r
FREE SAMPLE of the famous Oamerium Crystal given to purchasers
of our collapsible indoor and outdoor aerial. Crystal range 5 miles.
Valves Continental stations. Is. delivered.-Garner, 8, Westmoreland
113 8
Buildings, Aldersgate Street, E.C.
AGENTS WANTED.-Wireless valve repair business. Deal with the
actual repairers. Lowest trade terms. All types repaired. A hard
vacuum guaranteed. Also old valves bought for cash 6d. each, Comore
Is. each.-M. 10 0., 60. Churchtield Road, Acton. W.3. Telephone,
Chiswick 2681.
BATTERY manufacturer has for disposal at a low price about 40 cases

Batteries made for 100 volts registering about 85 volts. Write Box
If.6.-Bertram Day's Advertising Offices, 9-10, Charing Cruse, S.W.1.
2. 4,

6, and S B.A. SPANNERS, Is. Set, pest free.-H. Carter, 113,

(4 a
Morley Avenue, N.22, London.
EXCHANGE two Marconi It valves or Fullers' L.F. transformer for
s
small power valve.-Frank Price, Chester -le -Street. Durham.
VALVE SET, complete with dull emitter, batteries, phones, polished
eabinet, wonderful value. £5 Os., stamp particulars.-A.B.C. Wireless.
[7
Cottered, Buntingford, Herts.

WHY NOT try my Indoor Aerial, rewrite will surprise you-Ss. 6d.
[8 a
complete.-T. Anty, 109. Dalyell Road, London, S.W.9.

A THOUSAND CIRCUITS WITH ONE WIRING," Simplified Systems,.

Nrarvelloushi fine tone
-without a trace of blast or blare

ing

RADIO enthusiasts are gradually appreciating the fact that 75 per cent. of

and yet retain the volume is entirely another

the responsibility for poor tone renderis due to the Transformer, with the

The Eureka Concert Grand is such an ex-

remaining 25 per cent. divided between the
Valves and the Loud Speaker.
It has been a common fallacy to believe that
the L.F. transformer merely amplifies and for
this reason many of them are badly designed.
Amplification in a transformer for Loud
Speaker use must always be considered in
relationship to tone purity. Any transformer
can be made with a high amplification factor
-that means merely a mathematical calculation as to the ratio between the number of

turns on the primary winding and those on
the

secondary.

But to eliminate distortion

ceptional Transformer because no money has
been spared on its construction. For instance
it is the only L.F. Transformer in the world
It is the
that contains 2-1- miles of wire.
only one that will stand a 14 -day total

immersion in water test. It is the only one
that can be bolted together in pairs without
interaction.

And it is the only one that will

give twice the volume of an ordinary Transformer even when used with a standard Valve

and not a power Valve.

In face of these

30/22/6
(For second stage)

SPECIAL MICROPHONES for Loud Speaker on Crystal set,

Portable

Utilities Co.,

Ltd.,

7 & 8, Fisher Street, London, W.C.1.
Scottish Agents : FULLER, BLACKIE &
RUSSELL, Ltd., 30 Gordon St., Glasgow.

55.

Remarkable results. Loud Speaker adapters for Headphone Earpieces,
Sr. Cal Wireless attachment for Deafness. Trade enquiries invited.
[16 r
-Carter and Co., IT, Webster Street, Greenheys, Manchester.
FOREIGN MANUFACTURER requires Agents with established connections. First-class 2 and 4 Valve Sets at half usual prices. Whole-

rale only. State ground and turnover.-T. S. F. Firth, 17, Rue de
[11 a
Clignancourt, Paris.
L.P. TRANSFORMERS RE -WOUND to original efficiency or any
ratio, tested before despatch. 5s. rid. Absolutely new, highest quality
L.P. Transformers, Ratio 1-5, Stalloy core insulated windings, 8s. gel.
[12 a
Only 00 left. -Hibbs, 70a, Longley Road, Tooting, S.W. 17,
WIRELESS BARGAINS. Superior lightweight headphones, 128. 6d.,
post free. Send stamp for lists-Wireless Stores, Richmond Street.
Accrington.

fi(

12/- CRYSTAL SET. 1 Valve Amplifiers. Customer writes :-" Signals strengthened beyond expectatlon."-D. Walters, 2'2, Macbell Road,
Louder:, S.E. 15.
[10 a

an K E NI T E"

11A1110
PANELS
Black matt finish. Rigid. Thoroughly insulated. 7* x 5",
8" x 5", 1 2; g* x 5 , 1 5 ; to" x g , 2 4; 12 X g', 2/.0;
" thick. Post tree.
14' x 12', 4 -,
Callers, panels cut to
a' y required size while you wait. Traoe.
;

CROXSONIA COMPANY, 10 SOUTH ST., MOORCATE, 6.0.2

a is.t r a Y V U 111 AIM I
Pickett's Insulated Cabinets for

outstanding advantages it is not surprising that
our output has had to be trebled in an
endeavour to keep pace with the demand.

Sold by all Dealers and manufactured only by

Made in two types

Concert Grand
Eureka No. 2

matter.

r
6,1 P.O.-Lynch. Bolton -le -Sands. Lancs.
ACCUMULATOR CHARGING DYNAMOS, massive. efficient, extraordinary value; Specifications. photographs list: 3d. (atate stee),
maker:-George Smith, 22, Quantock Roa I, Weston -super -Mare. [3 5
8.T. 100.-Loud speaker and all Accessories. c Ingle valve regenerative. Four L.F. Amplifiers. Several drilled panels. Large cabinet,
work table, and good deal of junk. Suit small dealer. Offers-Man[5 s
Ding, 97, Hubert Grove, Stockwell, S.W.
BRITISH MADE READPHOWES, 4,000 ohms 10s. pair, post free
(until stock is exhausted), satisfaction or cash refunded ; other lines
equally as cheap. Send postcard for list.-W. H. Defier, 77, reamed
Street, Windsor.
['2
H.T. BATTERIES, 60 volt, 8s., carriage paid.-Wholesale, 10, Peny(1 a
bryn Road, Cardiff.

1004 results. From 1,6 each Highly Polished
easily "Double the Value!" Write Row
Corral ructors Lists Free-

Cabinet .A.M.) Works, Albion Rd.,
Bexley Heath, S. c.
,its.

TELEPHONES for 2/11 each!!

Fitted with " Stalloy" d.aphragm, Every one tested on crystal
Set previous to ci spatch and butarantecti. Made b, best makers for
Government use. 2/11 each. postage 4d.
John D. GOODMAN, 78 Spencer I'd., Wealdstone, Middlesex,

0

SPENCER'S STORES
4-5, MASON'S AVENUE,

ronstarmor
Do Luxo

FAEINGHALL ST., LONDON, E.C.2
TELEPHONE -LONDON !PALL 2292

VALVES REPAIRED

616. Post free.
KENITE PANELS ARE CHEAPER
than ebonite, yet just as efficient, 6 in. by 6 in.,

Gilbert Ad. 1666.

6

1 I. post free. Any size Aro rata.

I:1
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He p
THE wonderful popularity of
Mullard H.F. and L.F. Master
Valves shows the sincere ap-

preciation of the radio public for
Master productions.

Modern Radio Engineering has produced no finer valves for those who
value perfect wireless reception than
Mullard Red and Green Ring Valves.

a

,fiEDRIWG
VALVE

1

FoRREAmpLiFic4770

,...,,

AND DETEcrioN N

the pleasure of your
winter wireless evenings by obtaining these Master Valves.

Amplify

Ask for MULLARD H.F. Red Ring Valves for H.F.
AMPLIFICATION AND DETECTION, 12/6 each.
Ask for MULLARD L.F. Green Ring Valves for L.F.
AMPLIFICATION, 12/6 each.
(These Green Ring Valves give wonderful results in reflex or dual circuits.)
Only a 4 -volt battery is required with these valves.

ullard

Leaflet M.8 can be obtained from your dealer and avoid accidents to your valves by asking for the Mullard Safety Disc, free on request.
Send us his name and address if you cannot get what you want, and we will supply him.

THE MASTERVALVE
Advt.-The Mullard Radio Valve Co., Ltd. 'A.W.), Nightingale Works, Nightingale Lane, Balham, S.W.12.

NOVEMBER 1, 1924
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LISSENIUM. Faith in Valve Control
It Is hard to realise that with those parts behind the

IS YOUR LEAK

ebonite, a glass bulb with its filament glowing, and the
turning of this simple looking LISSENSTAT knob, the

RESISTANCE

music, speech, and song of so many stations can be brought

RIGHT?

Hard to realise that from the putting of these parts

You can put a resistance in circuit whose

silence.

in.

together, one has the right to expect anything but

value will be so inaccurate and fluctuating that the leak is useless. Though
some circuits and valves are not so susceptible as others to variable grid control, it is reassuring to know that one
has the means to control grid potential
so that the correct value is obtained for
any circuit or valve, or the particular
conditions under which a valve may be
With a LISSEN VARIABLE
GRID LEAK fitted, the receiver will
yield the utmost sensitivity which corworking.

rect grid potential under all conditions
implies.

Hard to

realise, too, that LISSENSTAT control in a
receiver makes so much difference. For the eye cannot
see the minute variations that take place in its control of

electron emission.

But in use the knowledge comes to you that with the

knob of the LISSENSTAT between your fingers you can
FEEL FOR THE POINT OF CRITICAL DETECTIONand UNERRINGLY FIND IT.

Faith

in LISSENSTAT control is now so wide that out
of those being built, probably nine of every ten receivers
are being fitted with one type or other of LISSENSTAT
control.

LISSEN ONE -HOLE FIXING,
OF
...

2/6

LISSENSTAT

pending)-gives the most
acute tuning possible .. .

LISSEN VARIABLE ANODE RESIST-

patent

7/6

ANCE, 20,000 to 250,000 ohms, same
outward appearance as LISSEN

Variable Grid Leak ...

LISSENSTAT

2/6

pending)-is

(ratent

MINOR

replacing
of discarded acrd
efficien t rheostats.
Pr o v id es
LISSENSTAT control
at a popular price
...
thousands

SMOOTH OUT YOUR LOUD SPEAKER
DISTORTION BY PUTTING A LISSEN

VARIABLE GRID LEAK ACROSS the

secondary of the last transformer, or
across the loud speaker itself. First
position is best. The difference will be
very noticeable.

PARTS WITH

HIDDEN POWER

When you buy LISSEN parts you have
parts which you can put together knowing that even first of all your results will

be better than if you had used other

parts. BUT THERE IS THIS DIFFERENCE, TOO-YOUR RECEIVER WILL
YIELD CONTINUALLY IMPROVING
RESULTS AS YOUR OWN SKILL IMPROVES-FOR THERE IS A RESERVE
IN EACH ESSENTIAL LISSEN PART
WHICH OUTWARD APPEARANCE
GIVES NO INDICATION OF. Don't
mix your parts.
Printed and Published in England by Cassarr &

LISSENSTAT UNIVERSAL
(patent

pending)-with

tective device
emitters

All types

have.

its

pro-

dull10/6

for

rt

tI

SSE% STAT

UNIVERSAL,

U

LISSEN ONE -HOLE FIXING, OF COURSE.

RECEIVERS WHICH ARE FITTED WITH LISSENSTAT
CONTROL ARE EQUIPPED FOR THE FINEST DETECTION POSSIBLE.

LISSEN LIMITED
16-20, Woodger Road, Goldhawk Road, Shepherd's Bush,
Telephoncs:-3380, 3381, 3382, 1072 Riversidc.
London, W.12.
Telegrams:-" Lisseninm, London."
PARTS THAT PULL TOGETHER-BUILD WITH THEM.

COMPANY, LIM:TED. Lud gate Hill, London. E.C.4.
AGENCY, LIMITED.
Saturday, November 1st, 1924.

Sole Agent for South Africa.

CRETE -11.

Fawn

AMATEUR WIRELES9. November 8.

1924.

FIFTEEN -GUINEA CUP FOR A NOVELTY (see p. 708)

A SET FOR SHORT-WAVE WORK

Vol. V.

No. 127.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 192

Price 3(1

PRINCIPAL
CONTENTS
HOW TO RECORD
MORSE

FLEX CIRCUITS

AN -ALL-RANGE
'CRYSTAL SET

TUNING INDUCTANCES
TESTING FOR PHONE
FAULTS

THE THOUSAND;
CIRCUIT BOARD

MAKING AN EXPERI-

MENTAL LOUDSPEAKER

USING FRAME

AERIALS WITH ORDINARY SETS

EXPERIMENTAL
TRANSMISSION'

WELL ILLUSTRATED
Registered at G.P.O. as a Newsgaget

LISTENING -IN ON BOARD SHIP
The s.s. "Perth," Dundee from London, is one of the first
ships to take advantage of broadcasting

NOVI.17.1151.R 3, 1921

Omotoiti- Winless

TUNGSTALITE
BLU E LABEL (Regd. No. 447149)
RECTIFICATION OFFICIALLY
TESTED AND GUARANTEED

OVER 99%

.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT, OR SEND 1/6 TO
LONDONTUNGrSTALITE
LeedsLTD, TUNGSTALITE Ltd.

-

Vend Office.

47, FARRINGDON ROAD,

4,, CALL LANE, LEEDS

Phone-Bolborn

Phone-Lee& 21:175.
T ungelninp Leeds.

LONDON,
E.C.1
Grams-Tungslaino Smith

BLUE

(Wireless Trader, Sept., 1924)

rams-

LABEL

Also Outoinable at
MANCHESTER

NEWCASTLE

GLASGOW

Messrs. Payne & Berns- Messrs. A. Franks. Ltd..

Ltd., 11, St. Andrew's Opticians and Wireless
Buildinga,
Gallowgate. Equipment Sirs&
Deansgate, Manch'r.
twcastle-on-Tyne.

Bre:.
iGlaagowl, Ltd.
Ua, West Nile Si..

MCSEr5. Babb

Glasgow.

BELFAST
D. H. Mae Leaf,
7, Reward St,
Belfast.

SECURE YOUR SPECIMEN TO -D Yww
THE

" MIRACLE " MASTER
VALVE RECEIVING SETS

The Test

THE Wart -p'3 BEST RECEIVING SETS THAT HAVE BEEN p,nFECTED FOLLOWING CONSIDERABLE RESEARCH AND EXPERIMEsT

of Time

DESIGNED FOR RECEIVING ANY WAVELENGTH 1, 2, 3 & 4 VAL'. ES
VALVE ...
£23

2

£4

3

4

FIXED CONDENSERS
%AMON
are symbolic of Stonehenge because of the
everlasting qualities which serve to make
them immune from the mast exacting and
protracted use. They stand the test of

,,

1'23
1107

1261 Including B.B.C. Coils

to Plus Marconi Royalties

Loud Speaker Results have been obtained as follows
.
2

Valve so miles from II. B.C., and all IL B.C. and Cd:,ti.lez.tal ca rho. es
n

40

Pt

3

4 Vave All E.D.C. and Cohtinental Stations cn Loud Sii<a!,er

THE WORLD'S WIRELESS STORES. WALLINGTON

time.

FEATURES:

Reliability of

THE FERRET,'--

Capacity.

Finest
grade Mica Dielectric. Highest

A RIID CATSWHISKER DETECTOR

PATENT APPLIED FOR,

The Catswhisker can be placed on any part of
your crystal, and
No
orpermanently
shaking will herd
shift there.
it.

possible quality

Copper Foil.

jolting

Adapted for
Terminal or

THE FiNEST

`.LISTEN IN COMFCRT" WHISKER CAN BE

soldered con-

USED.

nections.

CAPACITIES :

Pr ice

TYE TENSION IS

Price

.0001 to 'OM 1/3 each .002 to .006 2/- each
I

LIGHTING SUPPLIES CO

MAINTAINED.

SECTION

WHISKER IS

showln
Catsavhisk: r

INTERGHANCEABLE.

PRICE 3/6
4,9

2, FINSBURY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.2.
frclay, 259

WARD,

WERNDEE RD., SOUTH NORWOOD,
LONDON. S.E.25.

AGENTS REQUIRE!".

NOVEMBER 8, 1924
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Mr. E. Conomy says:

FIX
FALLON
CONDENSERS

FALLON FIXED CONDENSERS

are made of the highest quality mica and copper foil, each one
tested and gqa.ran eed. Pitted with soldering tags and nu,s for
making clean connections.
Capacities up to *Oil

1/3 each

Fixed Condenser
with

GRID LEAK
.41101 I

COMBINED
2 or 3 megohms, 1/3 extra

111111111111111111111111fIlltill

STAND DI.

Why Pay More?

White City
Exhibition.

Fallon FIXED Condensers are right up to " I al I on " Standard.

They're as good as the best
British Reputation.-Your Condensers are not FALLON'S un'ess
name FALLON appears on same.

the

Write direct for Trade Term,

FALLON CC NDENSER Co., Ltd.

T,ticirbernt tor.
WHITE II BBON WORKS, BROAD LANE, TOTTENHAM, N.15.
All Corresbondence and Post Orders to above adores:.
London Dehot:
Manehes or Debot:
The Condenser People.

143, Farringdon Road, E.C.I.

"ELECT PENTON
AND REDUCE CURRENT

3, King's St. West, Deansgate.

TAXATION."

(71,t,r De,bo, i 7, Howard St., Belfast. G asgosv Delsot : 120, Wellington St

The cost of a valve to you is not the price you pay for it-but
what you ultimately pay to feed it with current.
To discover whether or not a valve is economical --add to its
first cost all costs of accumulator charges over a set period-then
compare with the costs of the same period u3in,; a

PENTON

4 IW
derv-

2

diwie01/4
in,,, #
4.**1 vA\ '.

/ I

LOW CONSUMPTION

NagicYusic fiont the fkie's

\\N-- the 611:PAY brings it
out inall its Purity ofrone

YGU don't know what pleasure there is in a crystal set, until
you have used the GIL-RAY Wireless Crystal. The GIL-RAY
is supersensitive and each niece in tested and guaranteed.

See for yourself what a difference it makes !

Supplied in neat tin boxes with Sterling Silver Whisker, and full
instructions for perfect results. Price 1/6 of dealers everywhere t

VALVE
Take a twelve -week period, using your set, say, 4 hours each
During that period
day with an ordinary R Type valve.
your accumulator will require recharging ten times at 2/- per
charge, or 20/- in all.
With a Penton Low Consumption Valve, the accumulator will
require charging only twice in twelve weeks-costing you 4/ only

if unobtainable please forward 1/6 and name and address of Dealer.
S 0.e 1Es/7-i/odors /to- U K. and Ireland

the

V. ZEITLIN & SONS,

14 4L. oTnhd3oonb, iwI d. c' s.iR. d . ,

Phone: Museum ;705 and MP.

Trade cnqunits welcome.

PENTON LOW CONSUMPTION VALVE

.s'olely p 0 rice" by the (. P. Ray Radio Co.. Sa 1 lea n Hann, Soul/Lamp/01 .1:, 74., London, W.C.,

WM. ELESSCRYSTAI
GUARANTEED

1I
sf /6 1 RAN,
RYSTAL

EXCLOSE

0j

You therefore save 16/- current taxation in twelve weeks and

COSTS
ONLY

1 5/

Savirw more than
its own cost !

Type H.R.4. for 6 -volt accumulator. Plate voltage 40. Filament Current .15 amp. Filament volts 5. 15/-. Postage 9d.

From all good dealers or direct from

PENTON ENGINEERING CO.,
15, Cromer Street, King's Cross, W.C.1.
;Telephone: Museum 4861.

Telegrams: Erpentobal, Kincross.

a

=moo
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SECURITY

mom um mem

BEHIND BONTONES

ANOTHER

SECURITY

TO THE DEALER
SECURITY
TO THE USER

4,CO0

Chins

E.E.C.

Per
Pair

Bontone PhonesBritain's best, backed by
Generous Guarantee.

The NEW

EENSITIVE,DURABLE, COMFORTABLE, & BEAUTIFULLY
FINISHED.

"XTRAUDION "

14/6

IrafsmIGH -

BON TONE OR !GI NAL.

'REQUENCY

VALVE
.Beats tbe .Dand !

Filament pressure, 3.5-4 volts. Maximum consumption, .5 amps.
Plate Potential, 30-80 volts.
This is not our Standard " XTRAUDION " fitted with a different
filament, but an entirely new valve designed specially for "
work. - NEW PLATE - NEW GRID - NEW FILAMENT - NEW
CHARACTERISTIC - UNEQUALLED RESULTS.
Fit one to your
set and bring in those distant stations I

ECONOMIC ELECTRIC LIMITED
Telephone:
head Office: 10, FITZROY
Showrooms:
SQUARE, LONDON, W.1 MUSEUM 10551303, EUSTON RD., N.W.1

Manufactured entirely by
BRITISH LABOUR.

BONTONE
LIGHTWEIGHT

15/6

EONTONE PHONES ARE MANUFACTURED-

Up to a high efficiency..
Down to a low and popular price.

We agree to replace any 'phone, not giving complete satisfaction, if returned to us within seven
Jaye of pnreheae undamaged. We further agree to repair, adjust, re -test any Bontone 'Phone
irrespective of the date of purchase, for the sum of
plus 6d. postage, if returned to us, intact,
with remittance.
Thiele our Bond. What does it meal,? Why. an assurance for all time to users of Bontone 'Phone,
Compare these advantages over other makes of 'phones, particularly the cheap, continental type
Have you recognised all the better qualifications viltioh make BONTONE the distinctive type?
Mainly, they are backed by a most generous quaraelee
Sensitive ! Why ? Shindy that the magnets are made In our own works under our own supervision.
BONTONE wilt respond to the weakest signals.
Durability ? BONTONE are made of the beet materials procurable, and their beautiful tinish
fe highly creditable to skilled craftsmanship.
Comfort ? Throughout exhaustive tests we have worn BONTONE and claim a maxinmni succes,
BONTONE are easily adjusted. See you buy BONTONE.
Apply to sear local dealer or apply direct giving your dealer's army to

B. D. & Co, (EDWARD A. BOYNTON)
Works: GOSWELL Rd. and CITY Rd., LONDON, E.C.I.
Offices- 167-173, GOSWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1
Admiralty, War Office and India Office Contractors.

MN MIN NM 11111111 NM MIMI NMI =II INN 1111196,

SENSATIONAL1111111111
OFFER ! THE MAKER'S REMINDER

Having purchased a consignment of 25,000 "SCIENTIFIL, " N. & K. Pat. 4,000
ohm PHONES we are disposing of a limited number dur.n; the next 14 DAYS
at an astounding figure

ACTUALLY BELOW NORMAL COST PRICE.

8/9

The little tongues
of metal you see on

N-

your new com-

FLUXITE

SIMPLIFIES

ponent

SOLDERING

you from the

as a

are there
reminder to

makers that this
instrument is best
soldered into your
circuit.

per pair,
Post 6d.

You may say

to

yourself-"Why
should

I

bother to

solder when I can

2 Pairs

17'
Post 9d.

3 Pairs

<7,/fillW

251Post 9d.

These well-known phones have been on the market for over 12 months and have
been proved highly sensitive, reliable, light, comfortable, and rich in tone, and are
FULLY GUARANTEED.

SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES.

Head Depot : 80, Newington Causeway, London, S.E. 1.
Branches: 126, Newington Causeway, Elephant and Castle, S.E.1 ; 7, St. George's Circus,
S.E.1 ; 16, Manette Street, Charing Cross Road, W.1 ; 207, Edgware Rd., W.2.
& 84, Church Road, Upper Norwood, S.E.
'Phone: Heys 4177.

easily screw or twist a wire into position-besides, soldering is hard to
do, and messy as well. Make no mistake about it. If you want the best out of your set you must
give it of your best-solder every connection-spare not one, and you will be
delighted with the great improvement of the receptive qualities.
Soldering is made simple by the use of the famous FLUXITE, and thousands
of wireless enthusiasts will testify to the wonderful aid FLUXITE gives them
when they go a -soldering.
Ask your Ironmonger cr Hardware Dealer to show you the neat little
-

SET
FLUXITE SOLDERING
PR ICP

It is perfectly simple to use, and will last 7/6
for years in constant use. It contains a

special "small -space " Soldering Iron with
non -heating metal handle, a Pocket Blow.

lamp, FLUXITE, Solder, etc., and full
Price 7/6. Write to us
instructions.
should you be unable to obtain it.

FLUXITE

SIMPLIFIES SOLDERING.a
All Hardware and honmongeryStores sell FLUXITE

in tins, price 8d,, 1/4, and 2; 8.

Buy a Tin To -day.

ANOTHERUSE FORMAT/CITE

FLUXITE, LlD., 326% Bevington Street, Hardening Tools and Case Hardening
.i.N.A."/ OA' LE :I LE
Bermondsey, England.
theprovea meth
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IF YOU CAN'T READ MORSE RECORD IT !
Constructional Details of a Simple Instrument that will Obviate the Need
for Learning Morse
THE recording

of spark and .C.W. mach ue, but these, can lie obtained secondsignals opens up a new and, interesting -hand at a' greatly reduced figure from ex branch of wireless to all those who are Government stock dealers. These three
unable to read Morse, and even if Morse instruments, together with some fiashlamp
can be read at an average speed the auto- batteries, will - be all the apparatus
matic receiver will record the fastest required.
The set which operates the
apparatus deScribed in this article is a
three -valve receiver:- one H.F:, one detector and one L.F. ; this is sufficient for all
the powerful -stations, but two L.F. valves

power amplifier, the springs of the relay
will not take up the pull, and therefore
one of the other methods must be adopted.
The points of contact of. th6 Weston
moving -coil relay were the next consideration. Since the moving pointer made inefficient contact with the platinum stop, it

or a power amplifier are required for the
recording of the lesser' spark stationH.
The Main Relay

The first and most important piece of
apparatus is the main relay, working
direCt frOom the output of the last Valve
Fig. 1.-Front View of Recorder
the. first
The relaying of -the .signals
consideration, and it will he found that it
There arc many
is the most dia.tcult.
relays now on the market, but _nearly all
require a four -valve set for their proper
operation; perhaps the most sensitive and

and in series with the phones.

In this

Fig. 2. -Side View of Recorder.

case the Weston moving -coil relay will be

to, but any other reliable -relay was decided to try another method, namely,
When the moving -coil ter- breaking the circuit every time a signal

will suffice.

minal tags have been joined in series ivith

came through. Therefore instead of allow-

the phones and the H.T. and filament of ing the moving. pointer to move oVet to
the last valVe switched on, the moving the stop, it was adjusted so that the painter,
pointer will flick over to one or other broke away from the stop every time a,
least expensive is the Weston moving -coil of the contact stops, depending.upcm which signal was made.
This method works well, but, of coupe,
relay, but even this requires three or four way the current is passing through the
coil. Before the relay will function the a second relay must be included in order
valves.
moving pointer must be brought to a ver: that the signals may be made positive
tical position again, and this is done by before reaching the Morse inking machine,
The lnker
The Weston moving -coil relay has been either adjusting the two springs at the and also because the. current required to
described elsewhere, but its chief draw- back to take up the pull, by putting a work this machine prevents the moving
pointer from breaking away satisback has not been alluded to
factorily.
before, namely, that only a very
SWITCH
STOP
es
Asmall current can be put across the
N°2
The Second Relay
platinum contacts. When the relay
MOVING
RELAY
POINTER
The second relay can be seen in
is used to complete the circuit of a
1000 IA)
Fig. i between the Morse 'inking
4 -volt battery with little resistance
IV I
machine and the Weston moving in the circuit,' such as that of the
0,4
EMI
RELAY
coil relay. It is -a small G.P.O.
electromagnets of a Morse inking
SWITCH :Hifi
w3
electromagnetic relay of i,000
machine, it will be found that the
z
Olt

pointer

platinum
adhere to the platinum contact and
moving
will

will

only spring back when the

current is cut off.
This is to say that the relay will

Blilir
SVOLT5

ss

6voLTS.

Fig. 3.- Wiring Details.

not work a Morse inking machine drect, negative bias on the grid of the last valve,
but necessitates the use of a small high- or by putting a small current across the
resistanee electromagnetic relay of the moving coil in a reverse direction to that
G.P.O. pattern. These small relays are on passing through it from the last valve.
sale at the ex -Government stock, depots. This current should be about r volt with
The largest and most expensive part of i,000 ohms in series. When the plate
the recording apparatus is the inking voltage of the last valve is high, as in a

--

This relay had to be
altered so that when a message
came through and the Weston
moving -coil relay broke. the circuit
ohms.

the pole -piece, which had hitherto
been attracted down by the magnet, sprang

up under tension of a spring at the back,

and made contact with the two points,
which had to be fixed above the pole -piece
instead of below it. Unfortunately Fig. t

does not show the relay in its altered con.
(Concludid in third column of 'neAt page)
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FLEX CIRCUITS
4..

By BOSPHOR PRONZ

414.10. K>ococ<><>0.Co<X>C<>000000<x> Li
FLEX circuits have evidently come to high-tension dictionary ? . We had better flex circuits. I think the animal rather

0.00>000.0.00.00000

itarc-

have a look at that word circuit, which \ VC
wireless men use so glibly. Here we
circuit, 'a roundabout course which brings
you ba -to where you started from. Exactly-, j t what it has done. If a circuit is
circuits.
A few weeks ago I- placed a large and .a roundabout course which brings you back

stay, and no home constructor :can be
considered quite abreast of the times if he
does not possess an adequate knowledge of
the theory and prictice of these,. wonder

cumbersome dictionary across the top of
my high-tension battery, the idea being to
impress upon my wander plugs the necessity,. for remaining in their appointed
sockets. It has become a habit with me
these days to consult my higli-tension die.
tionary whenever I wish for cnlig-htment
on some particular word used in wireless.

against contradictory expressions, There's

a tremendous need for a wireless diction
ary which will not contain contradictory
expressions. In the ideal non -contradictory
wireless dictionary, if you turned up the
word anode you would find a full explanation condensed in the one word plate, and
if you turned up the word plate you would
find a full explanation condensed in the
one word anode. What a boon such a dictionary would be to us and how helpful it

the first finger of my right hand for the The Straight Circuit

the aerial terminal test and for fixing
stamps to my correspondence, it a source
of great annoyance to me when, with reck-

less abandon, I don a boiled shirt and a
cleaA collar in order to be suitably clad to
eat a dinner for which I do not nay.

To return to this dictionary habit of

No sooner had I first come across
the word flex in connection with wireless
mine.

circuits, than I had taken my dictionary
from off the high-tension battery and was
hunting up the word. I actually found it

under the f's, although I had a shrewd
suspicion that it might have been found
hiding amongst the ph's.

ably set my set buzzing like a hive of

angry wasps. Naturally I .complained in
to where you started from, how can you the interests of science, but I was always
told that the cat was the senior lodger in
have a straight circuit ?
That's the worst of this dictionary habit. the house, and that it dated back to a time
Sooner or later you are bound to run -up when there -was no such thing as wireless.

The. Dictionary Habit
I am rather proud of this dictionary habit
of mine. Other habits I have acquired in
wireless have had nothing like the same
pleasing effect. For example, I have been
somewhat unfortunate over the common
habit of touching the aerial terminal with would be.
a moistened finger. So often did I moisten
aerial terminal test that nature came to the
rescue, and, in some unbelievable manner,
I gradually acquired a permanently moistened finger. Useful as that finger is for

liked me. Whenever I 'got my flex set.
working well that idiotic cat would com-,
mence a high -frequency hind -leg attack on
one of its ear -pieces. This would invari-

To return to this wireless misnomer, the
straight circuit. Let us see what the word

It looked it.

"IF You CAN'T Read MORSE-RECORD IT
(continued, from preceding page)

dition, but it is quite a simple matter to
fix the two platinum points above the two
arms of the pole -piece.
The E.M.F. required to work this second,
relay is about 6 volts, and since the resist-

ance is so high the current consumed is
negligible; however, a switch should be
included in the circuit, for current is passing all the time that no messages are coming through.
Using 6 volts the pull on the pole -piece
is fairly strong, therefore the spring may

straight means apart from straight. Dic- be tightened up and it will enable the
tionary again, please. Thank you. Here pole to make efficient contact with the two
we are. S-t-r-a-i-t, a narrow neck of water, points above; the amount of movement
salt, fresh or sada. Something wrong here should be very small. No. 2 relay works
evidently. We're on the wrong wave- the Morse inker direct; from 4 to 6 volts
length. This is better. S-t-r-a-i-g-h-t,
is the E.M.F. required.
word meaning direct, as, for 'example, in
the phrase straight from the horse's input. The Morse hiker
Fig. 2 shows the side view of a Morse
Now we have it. A straight circuit must
be a direct circuit-that is, a circuit which inking machine, of which there are many
gives results directly or immediately. A different kinds, but all possess the same
flex or bent circuit, on the other hand, must features-that is, a large electromagnet
be an indirect circuit-that is, a circuit which pulls down a lever, the other end
which gives results indirectly or after a of which, in the form of a disc, comes in
time or fashion.
contact with a tape.
The disc rotates in ink and hence is
Flex circuits, in spite of the many advantages they possess, suffer from one most never dry. An electric or clockwork
They buzz. SO motor feeds the tape through and the
serious disadvantage.

naturally does the flex circuit buzz that speed is regulated by a governor.
many a novice in the use of such circuits
For fast Morse the speed of the tape
has been seen standing over his flex set must be increased, and this can be done
with a fly swotter in his hand.
easily by fastening down the arms of the
This buzzing in a flex circuit is due to a governor. Red ink is very good and can
variety of causes. Sometimes it may be he easily seen on the tape, although any
directly attributed to facial distortion ink which is clear comes out well.
brought about by ear -flattening phones of
The stops controlling the lever arm
low elasticity. At other times it is due to should be carefully adjusted, so that when
a leaky grid bias placed too near the the arm is pulled down by the electroThrusting from my mind those recol- flexure of the characteristic curve of the magnet the disc at the other end does not
lections of the occasions on which I flexed, modulated oscillatory dischagc.
press on the tape so heavily as to prevent
I applied my newly -acquired knowledge to
In my own particular experience -of the it being pulled through by the motor. A
the word flex as used in wireless. A flex flex circuit, I found that the most trouble- good sharp pull should be given by the
circuit, I reasoned, must be a bent circuit. some buzzing carnefrom valve vibration. electromagnet in order that the dots may

Happy Memories
Not only does my high-tension dictionary give the meanings of the words, but it
gives the derivations. Flex, I found, is
a word derived from the Latin word flecto,
I bend. How the memories of my happy
schoolboy days came back to me. Flecto,
I bend; flectis, .thou bendst; flectit, he
bends, and you got it exactly where you
were bending.

Simple, is it not ?
The oldest circuits in wireless are known
to us as straight circuits. The newest cir-

Practically anything will set the valves of be distinct.
The biggest vibratory
Fig. 3 shows the wiring of the circuit

a flex set vibrating.

nuisance that one can run up against in with all values stated, and if everything
the use of a flex circuit is the domestic is carefully followed out no difficulty
cat. My landlady's cat practically lived should be experienced with the recording
Wait a minute, though. Where is that with me at the time I experimented with of Morse signals.
J. \V. M.

cuits are known to us as bent circuits.
Simple, is it pot?
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View of Top of Panel.

Under Side of Panel.
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AN ALL -RANGE CRYSTAL SET
>00000.C.0000C<X).0.e.><)1>C
THE big Chelmsford station with its ebonite rod

i. in. in diameter; one crystal
wavelength of I,600 metres makes the detector and hertzite crystal; one double
owner of the variometer-tuned crystal set crystal detector; three switch -arms; thirty
realise the limitations of the range of his contact studs; six stop pins; six terminals;
apparatus. The set about to be described four name tabs; 3 lb. of No. 26 d.c.c.
has a wavelength of roughly 2,500 metres wire.
on the one side and low enough to receive
London amateurs on the other. It gives Tuning Inductance
As will be seen from the photograph of
good reception of 2 L 0 on an indoor aerial
at fourteen miles, and Chelmsford comes the panel, (back view), the tuning inductin a little louder at a distance of over ance consists of seven basket coils wound
upon one holder, each spaced % in. apart,
thirty miles as the crow flies.

Components

whole sixty-three holes can now be drilled
with a
drill to a depth of about
).2' in. and tapped 2 B.A.
The end marked
off can be drilled and tapped 2 B.A. also

and a piece of 2 B.A. rod screwed in,
leaving about

in. projecting for secur-

ing the holder to the panel.
Now take the 4o -in. lengths of ebonite

rod and cut

off

sixth= -three pieces each

in. long. Cut a thread on one end of
each piece to the depth of 54 in. (see
Fig. 1). If stocks and dies arc not at hand

and the whole secured to the panel by a the holes for the spokes in the rod could
nut.
be drilled
in. and the spokes secured
Take the piece of ebonite which is with a little Chatterton's compound. If
4% in. long, square up the ends, mark this method is followed care should be
.off the centre of one end and centre -punch. taken to drill holes only to a depth of
in. Fit nine of these pieces into the
Now mark off seven lines round the cirin. from,
cumference, commencing i in, from the first row of holes in the rod
end that is centre -punched and then every the end. The holder is now ready for
in. forward. Strike a line down the winding the first coil.
length of the rod, and with the dividers
mark off the top and bottom lines into Winding
Drill a small hole in one of the pokes
nine equal parts. Draw lines through the
centres and then centre -punch. The rod as hear the inside as possible to receive
will now be divided into seven rows the commencing end of wire and one hole
equally spaced into nine divisions; the at the outside end of the spoke for securing the end of the coil. Pass the wire
through the inside hole, leaving about
2 BA.
S in. for connections, and wind on until
holder is full. Finish off, leaving about
-Lad

The set is fitted with both double and
single crystals, as the writer has found
that the catwhisker and hertzite, while
being best on the shorter wavebands, is
not so good on the higher. For the latter
a combination of Gillingham and bornite
is used. The following is a list of components required.:
Mahogany box with lid, inside measure-

ment g in. by 6 in. by 5 in., depth of lid
inside 2 in.; ebonite panel 9 in. by 6 in.
by y, in.; ebonite rod t yi in. in diameter
by 4% in. long ; three 4o -in. lengths of

3.1.

x

S in. for connections. Repeat this operai _ter

-0- 0

0. 0
O

7t.

4 2 BA

00
00
O00
00

O

O

0
7 ROWS OF 9 HOLES

Fig. 2. -Wiring Diagram.

Fig. 1. - Details of Coil Former.

tion five times, taking care that all the

coils are wound in the same direction.
The last call to be wound is the tapped
coil, and this consists of no turns wound
in the same direction. Pass the wire
through the hole at the inside of the
spoke, leaving, the usual amount for connections and wind on, making tappings
by making a twisted loop at the ist, 2nd,
3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th; 9th, loth, Both,
40th, soth, both, loth;: Soth, Both, ,moth
turns, finishing off at-

1 moth turn.

The

tappings should be Made' to ftillow the
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The inside end of the next coil is connected to the first stud on the coil switch,
commencing at the end nearest to the tens
switch and following on in the same direcConnecting Up the Coils
As will be seen from the wiring diagram tion. The outside end of the second coil
(Fig. 2), the first or tapped coil is con- and the inside of the third coil are looped
together and connected to the second stud.
nected as follows :
The outside end of the third
to the inside of the fourth to
the third stud. The outside
2 !2' -04
same direction as the studs to which they
are to be connected.

0

0

0

of the fourth and the inside

O0

0

.1.1

(...

2

....

.

4

0-E

0

=7",,,,,

_16'...

c...:,

0 0 00

1 --

0

.0 00

.

.,,,

,

,3,/,

14- 1,4--°**- 16

0

0

4'4

the name tabs and holes drilled to take
small brass rivets by which the tabs are
attached to the panel. Next fit in the
switch studs.

The other components may "now be

mounted.

of the fifth to the fourth stud.
Oc

00

for the terminals, switch -studs and stops
and for the crystal detector, and will serve
as pilot holes for the switch -arm bushes;
these can be drilled out to suit.
Positions should now be marked off for

The outside of the fifth and Wiring the Set
the inside of the sixth to the
All wiring possible should be done
fifth stud. The outside of the before the coil is fitted to the panel, as it
sixth and the inside of the is then more accessible. No difficulty
seventh to the sixth stud.

should be met with if the wiring diagram,

Mark off

crystal the catwhisker- is lifted, thus leav-

The end of the seventh coil Fig. a is carefully followed. It will be
to the, seventh stud. All the seen that only the single crystal is concoils are now connected up in nected directly in the circuit; the double
series and there will be no crystal connections are made on the top
"dead-end " effects, as the of the panel to the single crystal detector.
portion or coils not in use When it is desired to use the double
are short-circuited.

the panel to the dimensions ing the double crystal in action. All
given in Fig. 3, of course wiring connections should be soldered.
The inside end of the coil is taken to the allowing for any variations in the sizes This is not shown in the photographs as
first stud of the unit switch, the single of the components used. Make sure the panel was only roughly wired. A few
tappings following on in rotation, the first that all points are marked off correctly, turns of wire will be noticed on the bottom
tapping of to turns (the loth turn) is as one misplaced hole will spoil the of the coil holder. These were there owing
secured at the first stud of the tens switch, appearance of the whole panel. Having to insufficient room having been allowed,
each following on in order. The end is got all the centres marked correctly, drill but this is allowed for in the dimensions
drill. This size will be right given.
E. E. H.
fixed to the last stud on the tens switch. with a
Fig. 3.-Lay-out, of Panel.
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HOW NOT TO DO IT
HVEA

you ever noticed when you have

000

Newcastle, Madrid, Leipzig, Paris and

your house to Prague."
The writer has in mind one or two evenlisten -in how frequently it happens that
your set lets you down ? In preparation of ings spent with a friend who boasted a
a demonstration by which you hope to im- five -valve receiver, which in his opinion
press your friends with the wonderful placed the whole of Europe within his
selectivity of your receiver, you may have grasp. We would all be comfortably listheld one or two perfectly successful dress ening to an excellent transmission of a
rehearsals, but as soon as your audience song, say, from 2 L 0 when he would
has been ready to enjoy the concert feverishly twiddle the condenser knobs,
nothing went right. Whether this is due change coils rapidly, and take us a couple
to neglect or nervousness on your part, of hundred miles or so farther away. A
or merely to the general cussedness of few minutes would be required to tune
things, is sometimes difficult to establish; in more or less correctly, and by that
but the fact remains that what one can
invited

friends

to

achieve in solitude is frequently a ghastly
failure in public.
Careful Preparation
Whenever the writer has given "wire-..

411.. ..........

8

time we usually got the closing sentences

of a talk or the last bars of some dance
music.
friend

Rapidly resuming operations, this

would seek another wave, and

jumping from one station to another never
gave us one complete item. In most cases

either tuning or signal strength were not
to his liking-nor were they to ours-and
the result was that his constant play with

condensers, rheostats and coil
couplings (to the accompaniment of ether rending hoWls) harrowed everyone's nerves
and spoilt what might otherwise have been
an enjoyable entertainment.
Finishing Touches
It is wiser to leave the finishing touches
to the end of an item, or to tune in on the
speaker's announcement of the next numcoils,

This method does not spoil other
If the concerts received are for the benefit of the entire
ber.

less hospitality" to friends he has made
it a rule to tune in carefully in advance
to one particular station. The receiving
set may be quite capable of doing all that
is asked of it, but to tune in different
stations in rotation requires patience and
care.
The bulk of amateurs will agree
that this cannot be done successfully in a
room full of impatient listeners beguil-

people's enjoyment.

ing the time with cross -talk. All sympathy

that once he has "felt his feet " in wireless

family, it is selfish to use the transmissions

for the sake of experiments. There are
some evenings on which the programmes
may not be to one's liking, and these
should be chosen for the trial of new
circuits.

The average amateur feels, no doubt,

goes out to the man, who is not strong

enough to resist sundry invitations such
as :

"Let's get to Berlin or Stockholm,

The dag of the "freak" set has not passed.
Here is a receiver in a matchbox.

he is bound to seek pastures new. The
desire is quite a laudable one, but should
first be practised in solitude.

J. G. A.
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`Tune thc-

Tahle---Talker with the
MatchedTne'lleadphones
GRANDPA is

a tremendous
favourite with the rest of the
Brandes family. You have only
to discover the shrewd kindliness
which evaporates from his still
youthful personality to understand
why. He has a philosophical outThe
Brandt,:

Family
Series

look on life and a ripe experience. Here he
is in the armchair, settling down for the evening with his equally mature and experienced
friends. The polished bowl of his old briar
pipe peeps from behind the tobacco jar, waiting

to be filled and give him solace, and there

is

All Brandes Products carry our oficiai
money -hack guarantee, enabling you to
return them within 10 days if dissatisfied.

the amber -coloured liquid in a decanter nearby.

Then we come to the Brandes Table -Talker
with the "Matched Tone" Headphones. Soon
he will be listening to their rich volume of
sound pulsating and alive with vigorous cadence.

A lively circle of acquaintances, all of whorti
have profited by experience. Ask your Dealer
for Brandes.

The Table -Talker is a Brandes quality
product at a moderate price. The non resonant, specially constructed horn is
matched to the unit so that the air
resistance produced will exactly balance
the mechanical power of the diaphragm.
This means beautiful sound -balance and
remarkable tone qualities. It is twentyone inches high, has a self-adjusting

diaphragm and is finished
shade of neutral brown

a

...42/...

The "Matched Tone " feature means
that both your ears hear exactly the
same sound at the same instant-and
you learn a new beauty of tone. They
are tested and re -tested for just this
one vital point, and in addition their
strength, long -wearing comfort and !Th.
able efficiency make them.
doubtedly superior ...

British Manufactured (B.B.C. stamped).

randes

Result of
16 gears

`7he name

25

42/j

to know in

Experience

to
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WUNCELL DULL EMITTERS
W.I. (For Detector and L.F. use).
Operating at 1.8 volts
21/W.2. (With red top) for H.F. use.
Operating at 1.8 volts
Types W.R.1 and
above but with

-the explorer braved hardships
to chart the seas.
the explorer of long
ago had to set sail and face

almost incredible hardships in
his praiseworthy efforts to chart the
globe, his successor sits by the fireside
and logs Foreign Broadcasting Stations

2I/ -

W.R2

NOVEMBER 8, 1924

as

resistance incor-

porated in base to operate off 2.
4 or 6 -volt accumulator
23/6

with

The Wawal is fully described in a
sent post free to any experimenter
on receipt of a postcard. Don't
invest in a Dull Emitter Valve until
you have read about the IVuncell.

almost

absurd

ease.

From

America to the borders of Russia and
from Scandinavia to the shores of the
Mediterranean the ether is available
for his exploration,

comprehensive Folder which will be

But the man who is enthusiastic over
long-distance reception will see that he
is not handicapped either by his Set or
his Valves. His Set should employ at

least one stage (and two for preference) of high -frequency amplification,

and

Valves he should use those
which have been specially developed
for the work

Undoubtedly the ...most popular highfrequency

amplifier

to -day

is

the

Cossor P2-the Valve with the red
top.

Hundreds of thousands of these

Valves are in use at this moment
among all grades of wireless enthusiasts

-from the expert to the novice-and
everywhere it is giving the most complete satisfaction.

Its striking success is undoubtedly due
As every wireless enthusiast knows, the working of a Valve

to its design.

depends upon the correct use being

Chet Cossor Valves-they cost no more
A.

C. COSSOR, Ltd., Highbury Grove, N.5.

'..7170.
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he charts the ether from the
comfort of his fireside.
made of its
must have noticed that when your

stream, we see that at each end of the
tubular Anode the filament is exposed

of your Valves grow dim

a large proportion of the
electron stream is obviously leaking
away.

accumulator begins to fail and the
filaments

that your Set falls off in sensitiveness
and volume. A clear case that the
emission from the filaments has decreased.

Remember that for high -frequency use

you cannot afford to risk efficiencyfeeble oscillations from Stations thou-

Obviously, therefore, the quantity of
the electron emission is an important
factor in Valve efficiency.
Now compare the Cossor P2 with an
ordinary Valve. Instead of a hood shaped Anode and Grid totally enclosing an arched filament. and almost
completely

and that

entrapping

its

electron

sands of miles away will strike your
aerial and you'll be none the wiser if

COSSOR BRIGHT EMITTERS
PI For Detector and Low ... 12/6
Frequency use ...
P2 (with red top). For
... 12/6
H.F. use only ...
From all Dealers.

your Valves are not sensitive to them.
The remedy is in your hands-for
high -frequency use select the Valve
specially developed for the purpose

and chosen by the vast majority of
Valve users in this country-the wonderful Cossor P2.

But what a difference in results!
Gilbrrt .11.
17UU

emaiR.ur \Via -kiss
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Aft,

Hairs Breadth
KiHE Smith demands the highest degree
of accuracy from his steam hammer.
It must respond instantly, and deliver a giant blow of
twelve tons or a light tap barely sufficient to crack a
watch -glass, and it must never make a mistake.

The Smith gets the best out of his hammer because

the best workmanship and materials have been put
into it.

You should see that no component finds its way into
your wireless set unless yOu can -feel entire confidence
in it.

Eighty per cent. of the complete set manufacturers in
Britain as well as thousands of experimenters employ
Dubilier Condensers and Resistances in their sets.

They knoW that a product bearing the name Dubilier
can be tnisted implicitly to do what is expected of it,
and they count the few extra. pence spent Q11 it a sound
insurance against disappointment.

YOU should specify Dubilier.

DUBILIER
CONDENSER CO LTD

Advil, of the Dubilier Condenser Co., Ltd., Coldhawk Rd
London, W,12.
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Kileat/e..e&s.,e/e./
the most unconventional kind cruising in

40.11kbr000°41001016.01WO

of bother to get Radio -Paris strongly, v..th

QUITE a number of amateurs have the Channel. In both cases I tuned to 5 X X almost suppressed. Though he did
luckily been able to pick up New 1,78o metres and imagined myself in Paris. not interfere much when anything was

Zealand transmissions.

The reason probWith all due respect to those who
ably why more people have not reported organise programmes, I do not think that
New Zealand reception is that many of this kind of thing is wanted. What the
those who listen on the short waves cannot average listener most enjoys is a straightread Morse. The signals appear to come forward programme consisting of musical
through very strongly indeed, and anyone items interspersed with light turns. I have
who has a set designed for working with talked to scores of people on this, point
K D K A and other short -Wave broadcast- and have not yet found one vote given in
ing stations has an excellent chance of favour of the far-fetched:
hearing one or more of the New Zealand
amateurs if he cares to sit up very late or
Radio lberica
to rise very early.
Quite a lot of friends. tell .me that they
Talking of K D K A, any enthusiast who have not yet got hold of Radio Iberica,
cares to take any trouble in building a set the splendid Madrid broadcasting station.
should be able to get him. On these very In most ,cases it is simply because they
high frequencies it is of little or no use have not tried, and that means that they,
to employ high -frequency amplification- are missing a good deal. I think that this
in fact H.F. stages are quite unnecessary, transmission is, so far as quality goes, the
for the signals come in at quite good finest that I have ever heard. Even at the
strength on a detector valve followed by respectable distance .of 75o miles it is so
a note magnifier. Several firms now make absolutely free from any kind of distortion.
efficient inductances specially designed for that every syllable spoken by the anshort-wave work, and with these the task nouncer comes through perfectly distinctly.
is not at all difficult for the average ex- A Spanish-speaking friend who listened to
perimenter. It must not be expected that my loud -speaker the other evening was
the set will be as easy to control or that able to follow every word. Even if you
tuning will be as simple as, for example, do not know Spanish you can understand
when on the ordinary broadcast band. A a good deal. A single -valve set will bring
.0003-microfarad variable condenser is in Madrid excellently at good headphone
quite big enough to place across the strength, and on a .three-valver you can
secondary circuit, and even here a vernier often get him on the loud -speaker.
condenser in parallel will be an advantage.
The Jamming Question
Hand -capacity effects, by the way, are
have
been rather interested in the
I
apt to be rather had, so that it is almost
essential to have extension handles for the answer returned by some people to those
various controls. K D K A is well worth who complain that they cannot separate
going for, for his is quite the most reliable Radio -Paris and 5 X X. Those who comof the Transatlantic transmissions. For plain are told as a rule that the fault lies
some reason not too well understood the in the lack of selectivity in their receiving
fading which one finds on W G Y and sets. The other night I made a few rather
other stations using the normal broadcast interesting experiments. In the.first place,
band hardly occurs at all when you get I switched on with aerial and earth
attached but with no coils of any kind in
down to the short waves.
any of the holders of the set. Chelmsford
Far-fetched Programmes
came in quite strongly on the loudI have been asking a lot of people of all speaker. Next I rigged up a set consisting
kinds lately whether they care about what of two tuned -anode coupled high -frequency
I call the "far-fetched " programme. By stages and a rectifier. I tuned this carethis I mean the sort of evening in which fully to 2,690 metres to get F L's transyou are asked to imagine yourself in the mission. With a single circuit tuner the
gondola, of a Zeppelin cruising over the Eiffel Tower's dots and dashes were accomAtlantiC, whilst the captain, the crew, the panied by a musical selection from 5 X X,
cabin boy and the stewards burst in the who was thus audible 1,000 metres above
most unexpected way into song or dialogue his wavelength on a circuit that is pretty
from moment to moment. I can call to selective. I should mention that this is a
mind two such programmes, both of which, very special circuit, using coils wound
I must confess, bored both me and all of with thick wire and with no damping inthose to whom I have spoken absolutely troduced lay potentiometer or otherwise.
stiff. One was an- evening in a Welsh There should- be no lack of selectivity here.

farmhouse arranged some time ago at

Next I converted the single -circuit tuner

Cardiff and S.B. from London. The other

into a loose -coupled one and tuned

demanded that the listener should fancy
himself on the deck of a man -o' -war of

1,780 metres.

to

By using the loosest coupling possible I was able after a good deal

coming ,through from Radio -Paris, he was
distinctly audible during the short in-

tervals between items.

This should,

I

think, dispose of the idea that lack of
selectivity is responsible for failure to
separate the two stations. If you can find

anything more selective than a set with

loose coupling, with all possible damping
eliminated and with two tuned H.F. circuits,

I

would like to know what it

is.

5 X X's power is, I think, so great that
he sets our aerials vibrating in much the
same way as an atmospheric does and so
comes in audibly over an enormously wide
band..
I

Second Station for London?
see that it is suggested that London

should

have

two

main

broadcasting

stations in future. This is, I think, an
excellent idea, especially if both of them
are up to the standard of Our p resent
2 L 0. After all, London probably serves
three or four times as many listeners as
any of the other broadcasting cenues. 1
have seen a good many of the towns in
which the main stations are situated, and

I do not know one in which the aerial

forest. sprouts so luxuriantly as it does itf
and around London. The idea of having
the second station would be, I imagine, to
send out two programmes of entirely
different kinds so that both local listeners
and the relay -stations could take their
pick. I have often thought that this sort
of thing would have to come, since tastes
differ so much.
I am quite sure that if the second station

is opened and if we do get, say, a highbrow programme from one and a low-13row

show from the other the army of listeners
will be enormously increased. The only
difficulty that I can foresee is that is will
be rather hard to fit two powerful stations
into the limits of the present broadcasting
waveband. As it is, many enthusiasts lilying in London complain that they can get
nothing else, except perhaps Aberdeen,"
when z L 0 is working. If we imagine
2 L 0 senior Nvorking on Soo metres and
2 L 0 junior on goo there will, I think, be
many people who can get nothing but one

or the other

of the

two, and quite

a

number who will get both at once. However, the B.B.C.'s skilled men will doubtless devise some means of overcoming this
difficulty as they have overcome difficulties

in the past.

A Short-wave Set

In view of the increasing use of

the

shorter waves I recently built a simple
short -waver," which performs exactly as

I could wish.

Apart, perhaps, from

a

,.
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On Your Wavelength ! (continued)

against the P.M.G. in court if necessary.
that any set will give greater satisfaction His contention is that under the Wireless
for the reception of C.W. and telephony Telegraphy Act no licence is required for
than an ordinary two -valve set consisting mere reception as distinct from transof an anti -capacity detector valve and one mission, because of the following passage :
"Provided that nothing in this Act shall
stage of audio -frequency amplification with
super -heterodyne receiver, I do not think

a straight circuit and reaction on the
aerial. The values of the coils are somewhat exacting, .of course, and stray

capacities in the leads are to be avoided
"like the plague," but for a novice like
myself such a set does all that is asked'
of it and it is certainly simple to construct
and manipulate. " Trick" circuits are all
very well when the novice has got used
to the strange antics of the short waves,
but until then they are best left alone.
A heterodyne wavemeter is also a valuable and almost indispensable adjunct for
working these waves satisfactorily, and
can, of course, be made for a very few
shillings and a little patience. The only
drawback is that separate L.T. accumulators are necessary for this instrument,
otherwise if the wavemeter is fed off the
same set of accumulators as the receiver
slight variations in tuning the wavemeter

prevent any person from making or
using electrical apparattis for actuating

sonally I would like to see the lucky dip
principle adopted more often, for I always
think that happy-go-lucky evenings come
as .a very welcome change from the set
Our broadcaSting programmes, by the way, are becoming every.

programmes.

day and in every way better and better.

I do not think that there can be very many
machinery or for any purpose other than complaints about them now, for all tastes
the transmission of messages."
are catered for in the most wonderful way.
I remember the same point was raised_ We have got to remember, though, that
by a daily newspaper about eighteen what, is one man's meat is another man's
months ago, accompanied by some rather poison. There are certain items the very
extravagant statements concerning the announcement of which makes me leap
position of the P.M.G. and B.B.-C. with from my chair and dash for the switch.
regard to licence fees already paid, if this
passage could properly be interpreted at
Loud -speaker Use and Abuse
its face value.
A great number of people have the idea

The point was put by "A.W." at the that the loud -speaker must necessarily

time to a legal authority, who pointed out

produce distortion. At this I am not really

that this particular passage was simply surprised, for the demonstrations given in
a proviso to sub -section 7 of the Act, and wireless shops are usually so appalling
was merely intended to exempt (from the that a person hearing one of them would
P.M.G.'s general monopoly) apparatus of go away with the idea that a wireless set
the same general nature as that used in was not a desirable possession for anyone
wireless, when it was in fact used for a with a musical ear. Recently I visited the.
different purpose, such as for automatically showrooms of five well-known firms in
will vary the tuning of the receiver-at controlling machinery, or for medical London, and in every case the loudleast, so I find.

Those H.T. Batteries
I referred recently to the minute current
capacity of the standard H.T. batteries at
present on the market. Since then this
has, been forcibly brought home to me by
the fact that a 66 -volt battery made by a
reputable firm, which gave a full 66 -volt

potential a fortnight ago, can now only
show a voltage of 6o volts in spite of the
fact that it has only been used on two
valves !
So owners of multi -valve sets
should choose their batteries with an eye

to their size as Well as their price, and

even this is not always a guide, for I have
come across one (of -foreign make) which
was one-third full of sawdust packing !

Sleight of Hand
A neat little trick has been worked on
a dealer friend of mine. A customer
called, and after inquiring about R valves
and having handled them, left with two
valves, for which he paid. My friend,
after he had left, had reason to believe
that he had placed the stock valves in the
wrong wrappers, and on opening the boxes

in order to ascertain whether or not this
was the case was astounded to perceive
that the genial customer had substituted
two "dud" valves for the new ones and
had taken not two new ones, but four,
though he had only paid for two !

More "Legalities"
see- that a London stalwart has announced his determination not to pay the
I

treatment by high -frequency currents,

speakers were blaring

forth the

most

ghastly sounds. Demonstrators seem to
A Cheap Service
have the idea that mere noise is the thing
The opening clause of the Act in ques- to be desired above all others.
tion is the one that essentially governs the
The Home-made Supply
whole situation. This states that "a person
Speaking generally, we arc a nation of
shall not establish any wireless telegraph
station or install or wo-rk any apparatus for grumblers, and there is not a trade or a
wireless. telegraphy in any place . . . profession which does not grumble at the
except under and in accordance with a lack of appreciation shown by the public.:
licence granted in that behalf by the Post- The British composer, however, though the
loudest, has really little cause to complain,
master -General."
As wireless telegraphy is defined in the. especially since the era of broadcasting.
Act to cover any system of wireless com- Judging from some of the examples I have
munication, and as the phrase "working had lately, I consider that unfair advanany apparatus" obviously covers the pro- tage is being taken of us listeners -in, who
cess of reception, I am afraid that any cannot punctuate our objections with the
litigant will stand a poor chance of up- time-honoured hiss or boo.
I am sure I am not the only one who
setting the present generally accepted position with regard to receiving licences. has had a surfeit of Elizabethan music.
Quite apart from mere technical quibbles Mind, I am not blaming the Virgin Queen
of this kind, I imagine there are very few for that, but although milk and water is
listeners who consider ten shillings a year an admirable diet, still one likes a little
too much to pay for the services now being cake occasionally.
given by the B.B.C. I have just re -read
Sundry Programmes
the stalwart's letter, and cannot escape
The Sunday programme still continues
the conviction that had he mixed a little
more courtesy with his courage (in writ7 to be a grave difficulty with most stations,
ing) his letter would have deserved more but 2 L 0 may be commended for the one
attention but would have escaped perhaps which included the J. H. Squire Octet,
some of the flaring publicity which it has with Mayer Gordon as violinist. On this
brilliant player may literally be said the
received but scarcely deserved.

mantle of Wieniawski has fallen, for

I

Lucky Dip Programmes
know of no other violinist who plays this
I always like the "round -the -stations" virtuoso's music so well. Later the same
programmes from 2 L 0. There is some- day we had Miss Nellie Norway, the bell
thing very interesting in never knowing expert. Most of us remember her at
what is coming next, and a further point Maskelyne and Devant's, and it is good
is that if you are using a crystal set. it to know that she is going to appear there

enables you to become acquainted with again, as well as, let us hope, broadcast
THERMION.
apparently prepared to defend his views other stations besides your own. Per- frequently.
ordinary receiving licence fee, and is
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VERY important factor in all wireless
receivers is the tuning arrangement
employed. Almost anyone can make a
simple crystal receiver, but it is quite

of a sliding contact, or (2) by means of duolateral coils and pile -wound coils,
tappings which are taken from the wind- which are useful for loading purposes

when working on long wavelength ranges,
thence to contact studs. The tapped coil The type of coil which is best for all puranother matter to choose a design which is usually of the most practical use. Next poses is one which can be plugged into
is not only simple but efficient. A little we may consider basket or spider coils. the receiver and not one which is embodied in the instrument itself. With
ingenuity will result in making a set very
plug-in coils one may experiment on all
selective and a thing of interest. A conwavelengths and try out several arrangestructor will often tire of a set because,
ments.
having used it some little while; it offers
Basket coils may be purchased or made
no further attractions simply because it has
as
desired. If purchased a waxless type
its limits. On the other hand, a receiver
/NFU,
should be chosen. Spider coils may be
01/
which offers many interesting forms of exmade on cardboard or ebonite formers cut
periment is a thing of more lasting joy.
as shown in Fig. r. The diagram shows
Gauge of Wire
also -how the wire is wound upon the
a
few
practical
WINO/N6
Let us first consider
former: The next point to consider is the
details. To obtain the best results from
plug-in adaptor. The complete coils may
4
5
most receivers wire of a coarse gauge is
be
simply made by purchasing a set of
Fig.
(-Basket
-coil
Former.
used, especially for short-wave reception.
The most popular gauge is No. 22 S.W.G. Tuning cal -Jibe effected with these by means plain coil plugs and attaching the basket
or spider coils to them, as shown in the
A coarser wire, say No. 18 s.w.G., will of relative movements of the coils.
two examples given in Fig. 2. Further
often give 'even better results, but it is
Basket
coils
are
in
the
writer's
opinion
plugs will be required to attach to
usually ruled out by reason of the fact the best of all for experimental work. The coil
the
receiver.
that it occupies a considerable amount of variometer, while thoroughly satisfactory
the simplest and best method
space and is somewhat difficult to wind in use, does not lend itself to such a varied ofPerhaps
tuning
two
or more plug-in coils', is
satisfactorily. For most of our experi- number of purposes. Lastly, there are shown in Fig. 3.
RADIO.
ments we will therefore choose No. 22
ing itself at convenient intervals and

VAVIRM"

0-000.:>00000.0<><>0<>C<>000000<'.0

S.W.G.

The next point of consideration is _the
insulation. This is a matter which varies
in importance, according to the type of
inductance to be made. Enamelled wire
is highly favourable for those inductances
which are operated by means of a sliding
contact.

Double -cotton -covered

(d.c.c.)

wire is -useful for most practical purposes
and is most favoured. Many constructors
erroneously make a point of shellacking
the cotton covering after they have wound
a coil; this should not be done unless absolutely unavoidable, owing to capacity
Single- or double -silk -covered
effects.
(s.s.c. or d.s.c.) wire is, of course, a

luxury which is hardly necessary as a rule
to the experimenter. In most instances
d.c.c. wire will be found the best for practical use.
Types of Inductance
The most common type of inductance is
a cylindrical cardboard former, around
which a given number of turns are wound.
The former could be square or even flat,
but

the greatest degree of

efficiency is

obtained ft om the cylindrical type. This

type of inductance may be tuned to the

desired value in two ways : (i) by means

TESTING FOR PHONE FAULTS
000000000<>0.00

1111.

4.11,. 40. .111.

oc.00K: c><>c

PERHAPS the most common failure by the current that is passing, otherwise
of a pair of phones is that due to the the current will tend to demagnetise the
diaphragm touching the pole -pieces of the
magnet. This can be brought about in

permanent magnets.
To test which are the positive and nega-

The

up nails or bits of iron wire with the pole pieces and connect the telephone leads to
a flashlamp battery; wrong connection
will cause some of .the nails to drop off. -

phones which have thin and frail outer tive" leads, the general practice is to pick

cases by knocking or dropping them.

air gap between the pole -pieces and. the
diaphragm is adjusted by placing paper
or metal washers under the diaphragm, or
in the better class of phones by a milled
adjusting screw on the back.
The best method of testing the air gap
between the diaphragm and the pole pieces is to tap lightly the diaphragm with
the little finger nail when, if the diaphragm .is off, the sound will be loud and
hollow, and if touching the sound will be
faint and solid. By this means the diaphragm may be adjusted to be as close as
possible Without actually touching.
Phones that are used for. valve sets
should be connected up so that the diaphragm is drawn towards the pole -pieces

A better method is to remove the ear

cap,

leaving the diaphragm with its

washers on the case, retained in place by
the magnetic attraction.

Place the phone under a light so that
the reflection of the light can be seen in
the middle of the diaphragm. Connect the
phone leads to a 4 -volt battery and if the
connection is correct the image of the light

will be seen to enlarge owing to the increase of concavity of the diaphragm due
to the attraction.

If the image decreases,

the diaphragm is being repelled and the
connections are incorrect.
W. P. W.

Ontateur
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MEASURING THE STRENGTH OF RECEPTION
R9

-00<,00:xx,,00<>0
AUSEFUL piece of apparatus for

.....

R7

RB

0

choose a range of signal strengths to
suit your requirements. The one given

R 10

experimenter's table is a
simple audibility meter. With such an
instrument permanently attached to the
telephone terminals of the set it is
the

R11

only a moment's work to obtain and

R12

weak crystal reception to
moderate loud -speaker strength. The

RI3

the first column.

covers

signal strengths chosen are entered in
The second column contains the resistances required in the shunt circuit
approximate to the signal strengths of
column one. These are calculated froin
the formula given earlier in the article.
The third column gives the value of
each of the component resistances as
numbered in the wiring diagram.

enter in one's log a fairly reliable

record of signal strength. In this way

the efficiencies of various circuits or com-

ponents can be compared.

The instru-

ment described in this article can be
easily made and is well worth the small
trouble entailed.

In column four the length of wire

The Principle

The method employed is to put, as
a shunt across the phones, a variable
resistance, which is graduated to read

the signal strengths instead of the
resistances. The resistance is varied

required

TO PHONE

purchase.

200 + 4,000
200

= 21.

of silence obtaining in the room. If, however, the same observer, working with the

same phones, under similar conditions of
silence,

compiles

a

record

of

signal

strengths, his results will have considerable value.

Materials
A piece of ebonite about 5 in. square;

switch spindle, arm and knob; fourteen
contact studs; two terminals; bare tinned copper wire; a short length of flex; some
insulated resistance wire. The quantity of
resistance wire required depends upon the
resistance of the wire and can be estimated
later. It is necessary to know the resist-

,F
--.3

eais- Section

w.

ro = 556 ohms.

444 112= 159
285 r11 = 119

"

15

25
5o

166
82

r10 = 84

,,

75
125

54

25o
500
1,000
2,000
4,000
8,000

Length of Wire for

ResistaKces of.;
Sections

5 1,000

10

It is necessary to state that the method
is not capable 'of great accuracy and only
gives comparative results. The actual
figure obtained varies according to the
keenness of the observer's ear, the sensitivity of the phones, and also the degree

32

r, = 28
r, = 22

ft.
PI

be

assembled.

The actual

method of

making the containing -box is immaterial.

r6 =
r4 =
2 r3 =
r2 =
1
I ri, =

etc.

.,

on the base of the box by gluing them

1

i

each length and double it on its centre
point into a loop, then wrap it round a
wooden peg about i% in. long and, say,
end.

8

4
2

drilled to take the switch spindle, contact
studs and terminals.
To make up the thirteen resistances, cut
off the required lengths of wire. Take

in. in diameter, starting with the loop
Bind the coil to the peg by wrapping with insulating tape, leaving the two
free ends projecting for soldering. On
each coil as completed mark its number
Ri, R2, R3, etc. Mount the thirteen coils

t11 =

I7 = 16

i6 re =
8
4

556

ri3= 7, =
r12 =159, =

into suitable -sized holes and arranging
them in order of size. The wire is doubled.

.

,,
,,

in each coil to avoid self-induction, which
adds to its effective resistance (impedance)
(which is
used with alternating or fluctuating
amount of wire when
currents.
required).
Solder a lead of copper wire to one terOperation
minal and to one end of RI. The other
The table is compiled as follows : First end of Ri is soldered to one end of R2, and
Total

=

ft.
the

a lead is taken from this joint to stud x.
The other end of R2 is joined to one end

R1111111111111111111

of R3 and this joint is connected to stud 2.
Continue in this way according to Fig.. r.
Stud 14 has no connection. When the
switch arm is on this stud the instrument
is cut out and the set works normally. A
piece of flex wire from the switch spindle

ance per foot of the wire, and this can
be obtained from the dealer when buying
the wire.

The wiring diagram of the instrument
is given in Fig. t. This shows the fourteen contact studs and the connections for
the series of resistances. The contact arm,
is shown on stud 3, the resistance in shunt
is the sum of the three resistances RI, R2
and R3. The signal strength is 2,000.

ft. of the wire used.

The ebonite should be marked out and
Ts t

that the signals are just audible when a
resistance of 200 ohms is in the shunt

circuit, the strength of the original signals

i

To arrive at the value of the sections of Assembly
Fig. 2 shows how the instrument may

approximate signal strength is Strength =
Thus with 4,000 -ohm phones, supposing

calculated and

The letter x is the resist-

ancein ohms of

000.ocK>oop

in shunt until the signals are only just the resistance needed, the following table
audible. The formula to calculate the should be completed :
Resistance of shunt -1- Resistance of phones
Resistance of shunt

be

The total of these
lengths gives the amount of wire to

FIg. 1 -Wiring Diagram.

El .....

should

entered as shown.

TERMINALS

by moving a switch arm over a series
of contact studs, decreasing the resistance

would be

4, 4, 4,

gjm141 INtlIt
Fig. 2.-Section of Audibility Meter

Nil
4.4SI

to the remaining terminal completes the
wiring. Screw up the box, and attach a
neat label on which is printed the appropriate signal strength near to each stud.
The instrument is then ready for use.
W. S.
Ask "A. W." for List of Technical Books
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WIRELESS ACCESSORIES.

Quality guaranteed by over 50 years' electrical manufacturing experience.

Filament Rheostats.

With finished and lacquered brass
bush for panel mounting. Resistance wire wound on insulating rod,
thereby giving perfectly smooth

Variable Condensers.
(For panel mounting.)
Strongly constructed. Moving vanes
are shaped to give low minimum
capacity. Fitted with a stop to allow
of a movement of 180' only.
From 5/6 each.

adjustment. Each supplied with diagram giving drilling dimensions.
3/6 each.

RSCO

P RICE

21 /-

EACH

Guaranteed for 12 months.
Crystal Holders.
Mounted on ebonite base, 3 in. by
2 in., with glass to protect crystals
from dust.
41- each.

This transformer has been adopted by
leading Manufacturers of Wireless Receiving Sets and discriminating amateurs
in

The

Telephone Headpieces.
" Stalloy
diaphragms

are

matched so as to secure a balance of
tone and quality. Resistance from
120 to 12,000 ohms.
ohms), 25/- each.

Price (4,000

all parts of the world.

High amplification without distortion

and complete freedom from internal
noises.

Correct design, high-class finish.

Excellent results have been ob-

tained on tests carried out by
Ebonite Condenser Dials and Knobs.
In one piece, graduated in white,
0.180., highly finished, complete

with fixing screw, dial approx. 3 in.
diameter. Complete, 1/3 each. Dials
only, 10d. each.

the National Physical Laboratory.
Copy of the curve can be had on
application.

Potentiometers.

(For panel mounting.)
On rectangular ebonite former, complete with knob and pointer. Former
mounted on cast brass frame.
Resistance approximately 400 ohms.
7/6 each.

Makers :-THE SILVERTOWN COMPANY,
106, Cannon Street, London, E.C.4.

Works :
BELFAST : 75. Ann Street.
BIRMINGHAM : 15, Martineau Street.
BRISTOL : 4. Victoria Street.
CARDIFF: Pier Head Chambers, Bute Docks.
DUBLIN: 15, St. Andrew Street.
GLASGOW : 15, Royal Exchange Square.

LEEDS: I, New York Road.

Silvertown, London, E. 1 O.
LIVERPOOL : 54, Castle Street.
LONDON : 100 and 102, Cannon Street.
MANCHESTER: 16, John Dalton Street.
NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE : 59, Westgate Road,
PORTSMOUTH : 49, High Street.
SHEFFIELD : 88-90, Queen Street.
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HULLO EVERYBODY!!T
N.. 10. Medium Pillar, doz. ...... 1/1

W. O. Pattern, doz. ......
'Phone 4 BA., doz. ......
No. 13a. 'Phone 2 B.A. doz. ......
No. 12.
No. 13.

No. 14.
No. 15.
No. 16.
No. 20.
No. 21.
No. 22.
No. 23.
No. 24.

Voltmeter
Grid Leak .

113
1 /1

116

4 '6

dj

1 /-, 1,3,216

Rheostat and Dial ......... 213
Murray Valve Holder
1/3
.

Rheostat (one hole fixing) 116

14

Set of Spanners ......
1/9
D.P.D.T. Panel Switch ... 1 /5
S.P.D.T. Panel Switch ... 112
(cheaper to callers)
No. 25. S.P.D.T. china base ...... 1/9
No. 25a. D.P.D.T. china base ..... 2!3

16

23

2

45

44

No. 26. 2 -way" Baby " Coil stand

(coils extra)
3, Dr. Nesper Phones ..
13, Square Law Condensers
(Please see lists)
1/
No. 29. Shaped coil plug ... . ..
No. 30. On and off switch ......
1/6
.4/6
No. 31. Igranic Rheostat .
No. 32. McMichael H.F. (List) ...
No. 33. Energo or Raymond (List)
No. 35. Tumbler Switch ......
1/6
No. 36. Real Ebonite Dial ......
11 No. 37. Fixed Condensers ......... 111 (cheap quality all capacities)
No. 90. FORMODENSER
w ith
.
.
vernier
(List)
No. 27.
No. 28.

.

23

26

24

27

23

28

46

29

47

49

48

50

BABY AMPLION (Dragon
Fly)
25 /No. 42. Cam Vernier coil stand
No. 41.

No. 43.

6/11, 7,6, 91-, 11 /-, (list)

Basket 2 -way coil stand

No. 45.
No. 46.

.g

8
POST FREE.
No. 3. Edison Bell, shaped 1/3
No. 4. "Raymond "
1 /No. 5. Plug and brass clips 10d.
No. 6. ALLEN GRID LEAK 1/9
No. 7. Edison Bell 0003 and leak
No. 8. Terminals, doz.
1/ -

Large Pillar, doz

1 /3

HEADPHONES

all 4,000 ohms
Sterling 4,000

.0001 to .0005 Fixed
.002 to .006

1!3
21113

Brandes (matched) 251 - .0003 with Grid Leak...2/6
20/ - Variometer
General Radio
.... . 10 /6
Brunet (genuine) ... 16/6 Twin Detector ............5/ Do. Single 4,000 ...... 8/63
POST 2c1. each.
16/6
Premier B.B.C.
Telefunken ............ 17 /11
All makes stocked
" BABY " COIL
Post Oil. pair.
STANDS (Ebonite)

COIL STANDS

GRAND VALUE

2 -Way, 2/6; by Post, 313 -Way, 4,3; by Post, 419
Brass Fittings, Knob Type,
on Base.

GOS WELL

EBONITE, Post 3d.
6X6.

7x 5

ENGINEERING
3/16th in. I in.
1/6 2/- Patent Valve Holder ...1 /6
2 -Way Coil Stand......9/'116 2/(Cam Operated Vernier)
2/2
/.
.

8x6

3/12 x 6.............. 3/3
12 x 9
. 4/3
12 x 12 ............ 5/6
10xx68 ...

14 x 10

313

4/2
4/2
5/6
7/6
.5/6 7/6

Cut to Size, 3/16 in. at Id.
square inch.

D.C.C. Post Free
16 D.C.C./_' lb..-- 2/16

1

18
18
20

1

STERLING

24

SQUARE LAW

26
28

with Vernier.

.0005..
60025

.
.

25)6
23 /6

3/6

lb......... 2/3
319
1/3
I lb
1/4
I lb...-..... 1/6

22

"

1/101
1
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33

51

Valve Holder 1/3 cut from
solid rod

001

Ebonite 2.way with Extension Handles Nickel Fittings
3/9, 4/ Ditto 3 -way. 5/3, 516
Cam -Vernier (2 -way) 716

32

Brass Switch Arm.........11-

EDISON BELL

25 /-

31

1/9

No. 47. Powquip ""Bucks " L.F. 1216
(For Reflex)
No. 48. Formo L.F. (open)......... 12/6
No. 49. Formo L.F. shrouded ... 18/No. 50. Basket Coil holder ...... 1/ (extra quality), 2 for... 2/6
No. 51. Crystal Detector 1/3, 1/6, 119
Nickel
119, 2/ No. 53. Coil plug 2 for 1/3
No. 54. Variometer Ball Rotor... 5/11
No. 55. ONE HOLE fixing ......
116
No. 56. Accumulator, see list

12

10

30

9111

also at 5 6, 5/11
No. 44. Bretwood Valve Holder

DUBILIER.

34

36

37

53

54

0
40

Post 2d.

.001, .002, .003, .004,

.005..006, Fixed
.3 ).1001,.0002,.0003, .0004,
.0005

.206

Type 577, .01.........7/6
Grid Leaks each

.2 6

AnodeResistance
50,000, 70,000, 80,000

100,000, on stand com-

plete

IGRANIC. Post 2d.
Coils: 25, 5/-; 35, 5)-; 50,
5,2; 75, 5/6; 100, 7/-; 150,
7 /10 ; 200, 8/8; 250, 9!-;
300, 9/5; 400, 10/3; 500,
1006

Fil. Rheostat ............4 6
Potentiometer ............7/30 -ohm Rheostat ......7, -

TRANSFORMERS
Radio Instruments ... 25
Igranic, Shrouded ... 211Powquip, Shrouded 18/Formo, Shrouded ... 18 /General Radio 83...... 14{11
Brunet, Shrouded ... 13,6
Formo, Open
12,6
Powquip, 2-1 or 4-1 14/6
Raymond
101 Eureka Concert Grand 30 /-

Ditto, 2nd Stage
Silvertown

35

22 06

211 -

FIBRE STRIP
for COILS
1 in. wide, 12 ft., 11-

42

41

LISSEN. Post 2d.
Variable Grid Leak
Anode Resistance ...
Lissen Minor............

2/6
2/6
3/6

43

55

SUNDRIES

56

"Soldo" and Solder -

POST FREE U.K.
Spade Tags ...... doz. 5d.

Screw Wander Plugs
pair 6d.
Lissenstat
716 Empire Tape, 1, in. 12 yds. 9d Taps 0, 2, 4, 6 B.A. set 21 Do. Universal
10,6 Ebonite Knobs,
in.
Sorb° Ear Pads pair 1/9
2 -Way Switch
2/9
6d.
2 B.A.
Series Parallel
3/9 Moulded Knobs 11; in. 2 for8. Neutron Crystal ...... 1 /6
T1 Transformers .... 301- Ditto 1 in. 2 B.A. 2 for 8d. Blue Tungstalite
116
T2, 2.51-; T3, 16,'6; Coils
(G.E.C.).- 1/3
Ebonite ex -handles 6 in. 9d. Gecosite
Tumbler
25, 4/10, 30, 35, 40, 4110; D.C.C., 1 R.C. Bell Wire
Switches 109
50, 5'-; 60, 5'4; 75, 5/4;
10 yds. 1/ - Valve Sockets, Plain
100,6,9
(nut and washer) doz. 1 /Double 'Phone Cords,
72 in.
1/11 Sets of Spanners ... 2, Single Coil Holder
RHEOSTATS. Post 2d. Porcelain S.P.D.T. Switch
mounted on ebonite
1/11
Ditto D.P.D.T. Switch 2 /6 Ditto,
Raymond
1 /6
swivel move Do. with dial
2/ - Lead-in Wire 4 M111.4
10 yds. 2/6
Extra value do. ...... 2/6
Valve
Holder
(flanged) 113
T.C.B. 6 ohms ......... 4/
Lead-in Wire 10 yds. 1,6
12 yds. 1/11 Dutch Detecting valves 5111
Potentiometer T.C.B. 5 /- Twin Flex
Hard
Dutch
Valves
.. 6/I1
Burndept Dual ...... 716 100 ft. Aerial Wire with
four 7 22 Insulators 316 French " R " Valves... 7111
'Phone
Bobbins
1,000
Titles or
TRANSFORMERS Nugraving
ohms, per pair...... 3: 8d.
Scales
(H.F.) Post 3d. " R.I." Choke Coil ... 101 - Copper Tape Aerial
Nickel Panel Switches,
McMichael, 300,600
7/ 1:5
D.P.D.T.... ......
Ditto 1100/2000
7/1/2
Cheap but goad
Energo, 250 700
3/11 Ditto, S.P.D.T.
Insulating
Sleeving,
Ditto 900 2000
9 /6
HAWK COILS
1/2
3
Raymond, 300 800 .. 219
Tinned copper sq., 16
Others Stocked.
(HONEYCOMB)
gauge, 15 ft.
11No.
Spearpoint Whisker, gold 9d No.
25
...
2/4
100 .. 3,10
Post 6d. Set of 5 (one gold) ... 6d. 30 ... 2/4
POLAR
150 ... 4/S
.001 var. Condenser 10/6 Variometer (250/650)
35 .. 2 6
200 ... 5 4
3/3 and 2/6
.0005
10 /6
40 .. 208
250 .. 5 8
4/11
10/6
Ditto Ebonite
50
31300 .. 6,Micrometer Condenser 5/6 Ditto Ball Rotor ... 6/11
75
3i4
400
6;6
5/6
Cam Vernier 2 -way
Burndept Detector
Post 3d. coil.
Coil Holder
11 /Seven Twist Drills 1 /11
.

.

.0003' ,.,,r

.

.

K.WIFELESS
RAYMOND
321
Emoir

27 LISLE STREET,
W.C.2
GE let FL 1:?,3D .4637
0 1ST E I

No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques and postal orders
are crossed and made payable to the arm. Maness sent must be registered
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-HULLO EVERYBODY!!--1
ALL ORDERS STRICTLY IN ROTATION. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR MANUFACTURERS' DELAY. RIGHT RESERVED
TO RETURN CASH.

ALL FOREIGN ORDERS MUST

INCLUDE AMPLE

EXTRA POSTAGE

RAYMOND'S

NO POST ORDERS F ROM SAME

ALL OUR CONDENSERS HAVE BEEN TESTED AND RECOMMENDED BY LEADING JOURNALS -UNSOLICITED.
-Exclusive design.
'D7 !LUXE' MODEL
-Stout vanes.
insulation,
compact.

very

AS SHOWN, WITH DIAL,
KNOB AND BUSH.

-Narrowest spacers

.001

(pressed aluminium).

Callers Only (These 3 Columns)
Dutch valves .06 . -12/6

VARIABLE CONDENSERS
-Extra

SUNDRIES

..... 7/3

Good Coil Plugs from C.d.
Edison Bell Shaped 1 /Phillips
.04 .. .15 /11 Raymond ditto ......10.;4.
Dutch Detector ..... 4/9 Basket Adapters
8",03.
Dutch Hard .
5/ Also at 1 & 1/3
Metal (French) " R" 6/11 2 -Way Coil Stands 2:6
Phillips " R "
7/6
With Extens. Handle 2/11
Enclosed Detector
Also at 3:6, 41-, 4/6
3 -Way ...... 4/3, 4/6, 5/ Also Brass on Nickel 1/3 :Caswell Cam Vernier 91
Ditto terminal end... 1 /6 Franco
12/6
"" Metal "

.06 .....15 /11

.

VARIOMETERS
Wonderful Value
Special 250 r 600.........16
Extra with Clips ... 2/6
Ebonite
3,''9, 4 6, 5/11
About 16 various Designs
No Rubbish

.

Small enclosed......... 9.d. _Polar

111-

Burndept Detector...
Set four whiskers (one

'Phone Cords (6 feet) 1/5

Nugraving
7".d.
Good Knobs 2d. and 3d.
Small Knobs, 2014 B.A. 2.d
Studs, Nuts and Washers
doz. 43d.
Switch Arms 8d. to 1 /Copper Foil ... ft. 2/4.
.

Etc., etc.
Coil Plug on Stand
1 /Ditto. Swivel Movement 1/3 16g. Sq. Tin Copper
-EagsoildFix cups ld. and 1d.1
15 feet 5d.
Coil Plug and Clips
Neutron Crystal (fine) I /6
Microstat
2/6 Ifg. Sq. Tin Conner
12 feet 5d.
Hertzite Shows genuine 1 /- Tumbler Switches
POST 6d. SET.
Round Tin Copper,
Gold spearpoint whisker 3d.
in panel.
(Ebonite)
114
various
Sizes.
Special whisker in Tube 6d. Fibre Strip (for Coils)
-Nickelled fittings.
John Blair, Esq.,
Set of six Spanners... 1/4
3 feet 2jd. Insulated Staples 5 a Id.
Rexall Pharmacy,
-Beautifully made.
Insulated Hooks 4 for 3d.
UNSURPASSED
FOR
says
:
Millom.
Taps
0, 2, 4, 6 B.A. set 2/ - D.C.C. Wire, per lb. --New one -hole
Rubber Lead in, 30 feet 1 3
Your Condensers are a
method.
Ditto with wrench ... 2 /11
FINE TUNING.
18 g... 9d. 20
9d.
REVELATION
to
me
as
a
Aerial,
-Wonderful for portables.
Seven Twist Drills ..
/4
22 g.. 10d. 24 g. ... 1 /- 7 22 Copper100
Dealer.
Sept., 1924.
feet 1;10!:
ohm Rheostat (extra) 1 /3
26 g.. 1,1. 28 g
113 Extra Heavy Aerial
a few Pence only, C. Walton, Esq., Andover. 5One
.... 1/3
Hole
Fixing
.
30
g.
I
'6.
Etc.,
etc.
Tested
your
Condensers
on
100 ft. 2,'- & 2 3
and
i isajZ:fi whatsnore,eyou
Nicedial Megger and got " IN- Ormond ..
1 /9
Solder
per stick 2d. Good Valve Holders 10d.
and knob included.
FINITY."
Ebonite Former ...... 1 /6 Shellac .
sa. H.T.C. in Stock 1,6, 1/9
Ditto and Dial ......... 1 /10 Nickel Pillar Terminals2d. H.F.Transformers,
2'9
TWIN CONDENSER
Igranic, T.C.B., and all Nickel Contact Studs
Empire Tape,
in.,
known makes.
2 yds.
Id.
2 for 1-d.
WITH VERNIER
WITHOUT VERNIER
Pest
Nickel Switch Arm
1, - 6 in. Ebonite Anticap
.001
9/3
8d.
so F. ree
EBONITE, 3/16 -in.
(one hole fixing)
.0005
Loading Coil and Plug 8d. Connecticut Switches 1.4
5 /3
CALLERS' PRICES.
.0003
619
WITH EBONITE DIAL
.0003
. 4111
Gamages Permanite 1! - 1,000 ohm Robbins... 1 ,3
and
TWO
KNOBS.
.0002
4 /6
Condenser Bushes
6d. 2,000 ohm Bobbins-. 1 8
Composed of
1/10
Post
6d.
Set.
8
x
6
.
Sorbo Rubber Ear
two equal
Vernier, .00005 3,9
21- Strong Valve Template 4d.
9
x
6
.
Caps...............pr. 1 '4
units of
With
the
knob
and
dial
Egg
Insulators.....,,Id.
3110
x
8
.t0 25 01..60(3
Adhesive Tape Roll 21d.
Post 6d. Set.
12 x 6 .....................3/- Reel ditto
ld. Basket Coils
mfd., operated by one
413 Thick Rubber Lead-in
12x9 .
111111/111MM lllll 1 lllllll lllllllll
Knob and Dial, thereby
Waxless ST100 (2)
10
5/6
12 x 12.
enabling you to tune two
per yard 2d., 3d.
2
SQUARE
LAW
516
14
x
10...
circuits by one turn of the
Ribbon Aerial 100 ft. 1,10 Waxless (5) 200 2,000,
set 1 8
dial. Can be used in series
.0005........................7!1i2
CUT TO SIZE, !d. sq. in.
Panels Drilled
Waxed (6), 200.3,600
or parallel. Complete as
.0003.
76
WE STOCK I -in. EBONITE. Radio Press Envelopes
set 1 8
shown with Knob and dial.
With Vernier.
19
1
0005.
HERTZITE Raymond Fixed Condensers Waxed (7), 150 3,600
10 11
SHAW'S
No. 8
LOUD SPEAKERS
.001, .0001 to .0005, 10d. Chelmsford
1 .0003.
9 11
BEATS ALL
Tandeo
1
16
Sterling " Dinkie " ... 30 Post 6d.
1
.002, .003, .004
1 /OTHER " TES "
Junior Amplion NewKnob and Dial included. 7;
13
.006 1 3; .01 I 9; .02 1/9 Chelmsford, D.C.C.
est Model
..-- 27 ,6
1 Complete with Adapter? i 3
CI. 1 llllllll 11111/111111 llllll llllllllll 1110
Micrometer
MYERS VALVES Polar
junior De Luxe Oak
(To
use
with
variometer.)
Condenser
5 /6
Trumpet ...- 42 '
12/6 W.O. or Pillar Terminals Id Allen var. Gd. Lk.
1-3
Universal
Genuine
Baby Sterling Splendid
FAMOUS
21/1
I Small Pillar
4 for 31d. Allen Anode Res ....
DR. NESPER
Dragon Fly, Baby Am
Dial and Knob (Ed. Bell) 1.3
'Phone
4
BA.
.
lll
.
Id.
HEADPHONES
5j
EXIDE
'Phone 2 B.A.
2 for 2d. Dial (Ebonite) -....... 10d.
diaphragm
Model
D.T. 9 Type, 2 Volts (Glass). Valve Sorkets
THORPE K4 VALVES Adjustable
4 for 3d. Brunet Headphones 14,6
detachable receivers,
(For .06)
(5 -pis) for UN
4 yds. 6d.
(Above with Nut Washer) Twin Flex
double leather -covered
Bell Wire, 10 yds.5d
-springs, long flexible
.PORPE KI
10'. head
Our Wonderful Valve Pins and Nuts, 2 a ld. D.C.C.
cords,
nickel
-plated
parts.
(Indiarubber covered)
Stop Pins and Nuts 2 a ld.
5 -Pin Valve -holder
1.6, Very comfortably fitting Guaranteed 4,0 CO
yd. 4d.
POST FREE
ohms.
Plug and Socket (pr. Id. Sleeving
to the head.
pr. 3d.
Wander
BATTERIES Spring Washers... 4 a id. ColouredPlugs
against inferior
ACCUMULATORS LOOK FOR THE TRADE Guard
Plugs each 11d.
articles offered cheaply.
Spade Screws
ld.
MARK.
MADE BY WELL-KNOWN
(All
screw
pattern)
Pposatir6d, .
12/6
FIRM FOR ME.
2 for Id.
4,010 ohms
NO POST ORDERS Pin
Screws
1 31
Spade
Tags....... -,5 a id. Electron Aerial
Post 6d. pair.
By
Polished Boxes, 8 by 6 3 6
Quality
and
Prices
v.on't
Spring
Pillar
Ter
2 v. 40 amps. 9 /6. Post 10 i6
inals
21d
permit.
FRENCH
Nuts, 2, 4, 5.6 B.A. doz. 2d, Lissen Choke .. .. .. 101 4 v. 40 amps. 16 /6.
17 6
TELEFUNKEN
4 v. 60 amps. 19 '6.
20/6
60 v.
..
7/6 Washers (Brass) 12 a ld. Do. Aux. Res.......... 1'3
THOMSON HOUSTON
4,000 ohms.
4 v. 80 amps. 23/6.
Porcelain D.P.D.T.... 117 - 5 -point Switch
2416
30
v.
.. 4 'S.P.D.T.... 1:3
100 pairs only (4,000
6 v. 60 amps. 27 /6.
29/60 v. B.B C. f -r/6 Porcelain
HEADPHONES
ohms) special price 12 11
MM. Panel D.P.D.T. 1/ - Legless Valve Holders 1.'3
6 v. 60 amps. 33 '-.
3416
36 v. B.B.C.
Soldering
Irons
6!d..
8d.
Post 6d. pair.
6 v.105 amps.38 /6. ., 40,16 As light as a Feather 17 /11
9 v. B.B.C. 2/6 Min. Panel S.P.D.T. 103-4.

-Centre rod cannot bend.
-Terminal
connections,
capacity guaranteed.
-Perfect efficiency.
-Handsome design.
-Takes up very little space

.0005 ..... 5/11
.0003 ..... 5/4
.0002 ..... 4/11

.

fixing

NEW MODEL

9I

.

.

.

-;;

.

.

D.E. lll

.

olio25/-

N. & K.

.

.

.

HEADPHONES

.

H.T,

.

.

.
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BROADCAST' N G SETS
,

--

.

*

e

1924/5

N.

-,,

GEC0PHONE

GECOPHONE
Crystal Set

REGISTERED

TRADE MARK

GECOPHONE

MODELS

,/

Two Valve Cabinet Set
(Det. & L.F.)

ET your choice of a Wireless Set be

'W,41/60a1MAILCUY

guided by the knowledge and experience

of the many thousands of satisfied users of
GECOPHONE Sets.
A new range of models has now been introduced, each set embodying all those

1'r,

.

/

qualities which have made
GECOPHONE famous throughout the
superlative

GECOPHONE

Single Valve Set
a

World.

a

The range of GECOPHONE receiving
sets now meets every requirement and
offers selection to,suit the pockets of all
sections of the community. Prices from

GECOPHONE
Three Valve Cabinet
Set (Det. 8z 2 L.F.)

£2 10s. to £120.
Before you make your choice of a Wireless
Set ask your dealer to demonstrate the new
GECOPHONE models to you.
He will gladly do this without obligation.

GECOPHONE

Two Valve Set (Det. &
L.F.) Table Model

a

GECOPHONE
hree Valve Table Set

0 cn

GECOPHONE Sets are sold by

(Det. & 2 L.F.)

GECOPHONE SERVICE DEPOTs,Electrical

and Wireless Dealers, Stores, etc.
Ask for price list No. B.C. 3425.
Advertisement of The General Electric Co., Ltd.
(Manufacturers and Wholesale only),
Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

GECOPHONE

Two Valve Cabinet
Set (I -1.F. & Det.)

GECOPHONE

Five Valve Cabinet Set

".

FricH

GECOPHONE

Four Valve Cabinet Set de Luxe

NOVEMBER 8, 1924
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THE

THOUSAND -CIRCUIT
BOARD. VI
MAKING THE COMPONENTS
_-o<x>c<><--(-co<><>0

-<><><><><;c-<>c<>

Fig. 24.-Plug-in Detector.

IT remains now

Upon the panel of the set fix two tele- flex to the shank of each valve leg of the
phone or push -in terminals as shown in swinging coil, the leads being long enough
the drawing (Fig. 21). The holes through to reach the terminals of the smaller varithem may ha ce to be enlarged a little in able condenser. The coil holder is now
order to allow the 4 B.A. studding to pass complete, and it will be found that it
easily. There is, of coursk., no need to allows fine adjustments to be made.
insulate these terminals by bushing them, Similar holders should be placed above
for there is no contact between them and valves i and 2.
the coil mounting in the holder. On to
the 3% -in. end of the studding place, in Long -wave Work

to make up

various fittings
for the thousand circuit receiver.

By doing so we
shall be able to
save ourselves a
good deal of money. First comes the
Fig. 19.-Coil Holder.

question of inductance coil holders. If
you intend to use inductances fitted with this order, a nut, a second nut, a flat
For long -wave work the most constandard plug -and -socket contacts I would washer, a spring washer and a second flat venient type of high -frequency coupling is
recommend you to purchase a two -coil washer, running them down almost to the undoubtedly the resistance -capacity, though

- ty-

PUSH -IN

Lock
Nur

SPRING

4 BA.

WASHER

STUDDING

Fig. 21.---Coilholder
Movement.

holder for the

ik PANEL

Fig. 20.

Base of Coil -holder.

Fig. 22.-Cup for
Resistance.

and others may be ,ebonite.

Pass the end of the studding it is not efficient on short \raves.

fitted instead of the valVe legs above valves through the two terminals, then place on
and 2. A very inexpensive but quite it a similar combination of washers, spring
efficient two -coil stand can be purchased washer and nuts in the reverse order.
from advertisers in -AMATEUR WIRELESS. Then tighten down the inner nuts until the
compression of the spring washers is sufficient to retain the holder in position
Basket -coil Mounting

Many experimenters, on the other hand,
use basket coils with two valve -pin con-

tacts, and th,ese are exceedingly convenient. Fig. 19 shows a very simple and
handy mounting for these. The board

was originally designed for these, as will
be seen. In the state in which we left it
at the end of the last article it contained
three valve -leg holders, one for the A.T.I.
and the others placed above valves i and
2. To each of these we can add a swinging holder.
Cut out a piece of ebonite, as shown

mountings have been provided on

the

hoard the easiest way of making holders
for anode 'resistances is to purchase from
wherever it is placed with a basket coil advertisers a pair of coil mountings promounted on its valve legs.
vided with plug and socket. Clips arc
The outer nuts are used to lock the inner then cut out from sheet -brass, the arms
ones in place so that they shall not shift. being bent so that the gap is just sufficient
This kind of coil holder answers very well to take resistances of the torpedo type, a
indeed for light inductances, such as -a-in. hole being drilled in each clip for
baskets, but it will not carry heavy coils the pointed ends of the resistances
of honeycomb or other similar design. (Fig. 22); 6o,00O ohms is a useful all-round
To the other end of the 4 B.A. studding value. For valve -leg mounting a similar
attach a small knob. Solder a length of fitting is made, as shown in Fig. 23.
This is made from a piece of %-in. ebonite
f; in. long and % in. wide. The shanks

of the valve pins go right through, 'and
the nuts which hold them in place serve

in Fig. 20, i% in. in length, % in. in
depth and j4 in. wide and make three

also 'to retain the clips.

The detector designed to go with the

4 B.A. holes spaced as shown. It is better

ThOusand-circuit Board has the advantage

that these should be tapped, but they can
be made of clearance size. Insert two
valve legs into the holes r in. apart on
the upper side and secure than by nuts on
their protruding shanks. Now pass a

that it allows a simple crystal circuit to
be rigged up very easily and that it can
be used to replace the rectifying valve in
any circuit. This detector is seen in the
photograph (Fig. 24). Any type of detec-

length of 4 B.A. studding through the

tor can he adapted by simply mounting it -

third hole, allowing about 23/, in. to pro-

trude on one side and about 3 in. on the
other. Secure it by a nut,

Very

neat plug-in resistances can be made quite
simply to fit into the fixed coil holders
above valves r and 2. If plug -and -socket

upon a small base of ebonite provided

Fig. 23.-Plug-in Resistance.

(Com-hided at foot of third tolman of next pap)
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EXPERIMENTAL. TRANSMISSION. -III
411* 411.

All.

THE diagram of the flat-topped aerial
(Fig. 9), on the other hand, shows that
the potential gradient around the wires

6 ft. or no advantage from the multi -wire
system will be obtained.

The insulation of transmitting aerials

and 4 is greater than that around the middle requires special attention.
wires 2 and 3. This is evidenced by the
crowding of the electrostatic lines of force
around the outer wires. The two outside
wires, therefore, do most of the work, and

the top side of the aerial does hardly any
work at all. This, of course, indicates
that there is more current flowing in the
outer wires than in the inner; the differ-

,

opportunity of counteracting all the previous advantages. Dirty unsoldered con-

I
I

I
I

I

Fig. 9.-Potential Gradient of F,at-topped

type aerial is more difficult than that of
the flat -top type, but the results obtained sulators only should be used. Composition
repay the extra trouble involved. insulators have a tendency to brush on
Wherever possible erect an aerial of the high voltages or, worse still, melt. Insu-

cage type.
Choice cf Type

system must, of course, be kept low, and
this end the same heavy -gauge wire
that was employed for the aerial should
be employed for the lead-in.
The Lead-in
The lead-in insulation requires very
special attention, since here we have every

I

Aerial.

lower capacities.
The ohmic resistance of the whole
to

I

ence in current can be determined by

actual test.
Admittedly the construction of a cage -

Porcelain in-

the station perpendicularly to upper and

nections cause high ohmic resistance,
whilst large composition lead-in tubes

entering through large masses of wood
and unprotected by drip -cowls are a great
source of loss. A lead-in tube should not
be employed if it is possible to bore

through an existing window or to insert

lators should have a large surface in order a glass or ebonite panel in a suitable.
to reduce leakage and brush discharge to franae.
Now as to the actual choice of type- a minimum, but to prevent the formation
If the heavily insulated lead-in wire
inverted L, T, or vertical ? Each is suit- of eddy currents their actual mass must enters through a drip-cowled hole in the
able, the respective advantages depending be small ; eddy currents in insulators are middle of such a panel, dielectric losses,
sometimes a source of serious loss. It is eddy current losses and brush discharges
largely upon the conditions.
Where a medium amount of space is wonderful how Rd will grow ! This un- are reduced to a minimum.
available the inverted L- type is certainly happy state of affairs is reconciled by the
A little play should be allowed so that
preferable, provided that it is erected at a fact that insulators having ribbed and the aerial may alter its length in accordsuitable height (say 6o or 70 ft.), remem- "crinkled " surfaces may be purchased, ance with weather conditions (on no
bering that our desirable Rr is increased and these present a length of insulating account should rope be used for halyards);
by height. If a large open space is avail- surface of about 15 in., although their swinging of the aerial must be prevented
able another wing may be added, and the overall length is not more than 8 in.
by means of well -insulated guys.
Remember that the voltage is greater
aerial converted to the T- type. An inTo reduce losses due to dielectric
at
the
free
end,
and
that
an
extra
insucrease of current in the aerial may then be
absorption to an absolute minimum it' is
expected, but the increase is not generally lator there may cause an appreciable in- essential to break all guy -wires at ever
worth the increased difficulty in con- crease in the value of It.
few yards and insert small insulatorS.
The lead-in wires may be convergent if
struction.
A certain number of turns of the aerial
The vertical type of aerial is coming
inductance are included in the aerial cirmore and more into favour, especially
cuit and contribute their share to the total
where space is limited and where shortvalues of Rg, Rd and the natural capacity
Fig. 10.-The Aerial
waVe working is desired. It is, however,
of the system.
KENNETH ULLYET.
Used by the
necessary to support these aerials at a con(To be continued)
Author.
siderable height in order to provide a large'
"top" to absorb energy. Fig. to shows
"THE THOUSAND -CIRCUIT BOARD" (coutiMmi
a diagram of the vertical flat-topped aerial
from pnce..ing page.)
as employed at the writer's station.
with four valve pins spaced in the ordinary
Constructional Details
way. The grid leg is connected to the
The details of these three types may
arm carrying the catwhisker and the plate
now be dealt with together. The wire
leg to the cup. The two filament legs arc
employed must be of heavy gauge, say
left unconnected and serve merely to hold
No. 18 or 20. Multi -stranded wire and
the detector firmly in the valve sockets in
copper strip may be employed with great
which it is placed.
advantage.
This type of .plug-in crystal detector is
The ge may be constructed of four or
exceedingly handy. If, -for example, it is
six wires secured to wooden hoops about
desired to use a crystal instead of a valve
EARTI1
3 ft. in diameter, a hoop being necessary
for rectifying purposes after a tuned at every i5 -ft. length of wire if the cage
anode -coupled high -frequency valve, all
is to keep its shape. There is no necessity the flat -top type aerial is employed, but that is necessary is to place the crystal in
to insulate the wires from each other; otherwise it is better to arrange the lead-in the rectifier's sockets and to disconnect the
in fact it is best to make actual metallic in cage form, as long and straight as grid condenser, taking a lead straight from
connection, wire to wire, at each hoop in possible, as it can then act in the capacity the plate terminal of the H.F. valve to the
order to prevent slight eddy -current losses. of a vertical aerial. One of our foremost grid terminal of the rectifier. In other
If the flat -top type is employed the wires D.X. experimenters attributes his success circuits it is just as easy to substitute the
(certainly not less than three in number) largely to the design of his lead-in; the crystal for. the valve.
J. H. R.
must not be spaced closer together than cage lead-in in this case is brought in to
(To be continued)
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Variable Condenser

Loud -speaker Horn
To fix

mateur Wireirs5

horn to a phone without
damaging the latter, obtain a spare

Detector Repair

ACHEAP variable condenser can be
made with two pieces of zinc about

a

phone cap to fit the phones and lay the 5 in. by 3 in. and an old book. The pieces
three pieces of ebonite, drilled as shown, of zinc are connected to the set by lengths
across the cap and screw down, care being of wire and placed in the book with one
or more leaves, according to thickness,
between them. To effect tuning, one of
the plates, fitted with a wooden or vulcanite handle, is moved in and out.

WHEN using a glass -enclosed detec,
tor it sometimes happens that the
glass breaks and the detector is rendered

If a spare tube is not available,

useless.

E. J. G.

Konri

Indoor Aerial

RONITE

iSTRIPS

ArIPIELC

CAP

taken not to drill right through the cap.

The centre hole in

the top strip of

ebonite depends on the size of horn, but
in any case this must be a dead fit. All
that remains is to remove the cap from
one side of the phones and screw the new
cap in its place.

D ECEN T experiments carried out by the
I
writer have proved that in very close
proximity to a broadcasting station (within
the half -mile " swamping area ") a simple

crystal set will work quite well without
the use of an aerial if the insulated lead-

Fixing Loud -speaker Horn.

in

WIRE SUPPORTS

Device for Repairing Detector.

is held up in a vertical position as the method shown in the sketch may be

high as possible, and that the signal

strength falls off considerably when the
lead is held in a horizontal position.

C. S. 14.

Valve Sockets

used as a temporary measure.
Three match stalks (preferably of the
wax -impregnated variety) are taken and
wire frames are made to hold them. 'The
wood and wire frame thus made is used
in place of the glass tube. The sketch
makes the arrangement clear. H. H. W.

Simple Disc Cutter

WHEN centre -punching marks on
panels for valve sockets with a template that has large holes there is a possibility of errors. It is a good plan to mark
lines across the centres of these holes (see

MANY amateurs find difficulty in cut-

ting out discs of ebonite, but the

following adjustable

tool, simplifies

the

operation.

A terminal is drilled

accompanying sketch) to act as a guide
for the eye. The template can then be

in. clear, and a

11 -in. steel rod is heated in a fire, flattened
at one end, bent at right angles, and
ground or filed to the shape shown. It is

easily placed in position.

The writer has found that it is a good
safe plan to drill holes on the large side,
ALL HOLE5

0

afterwards hardened by being heated to
a dull red and plunged into oil.
In use the tool is set to the required

METAL DISC 201A.

CNA

AND SHAPEI,
AND HARDENED

a

Portable Indoor Aerial.

SILVER
STEEL

This illustrates _the importance of an

S_

5

IG

16

Template with Centering Lines.

say with about 3 in. or more clearance

" all down -lead " aerial, and it is suggested that flat -dwellers and others who

IN
WORK

live within a mile or so of the nearest

station should try out the experiment indicated in the sketch) where the aerial con-

Simple Disc Cutter.

sists of a few turns of bell wire wound

over two arms attached to the ends of an
upright piece. of broom -handle about 5 or

radius, a hole is drilled in the centre 01
the material to clear the terminal screw;'
6 ft. long. Copper tape may be used in and the tool then inserted and revolved,
trouble when it _comes-, to mounting the place of the bell wire if a better appear- thereby cutting out discs :of varying
W. P. A.
ance is. desired.
0. J. R.
holders,
sizes.
j. R; V.
all round, which will permit of final
adjustments and save much time and
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AROUND THE SHOWROOMS
(>000000000 0000000000000000000<>0000C
so bad as that1 in positions where they in operation. Housed in _a soft -iron case,

Kontax Conrectori

IF you were asked to design a simple

device that could be pressed from sheet
metal, and that combined a spade terminal
and a grip connector, you would probably
give up the task as hopeless. As it is, you
need not trouble, for some brainy person
has already done it, and the result is sold
by AutoVeyors, Ltd., of 84, Victoria Street,
under the name Kontax.
Glanced at hurriedly, Kontax look like

do not improve the appearance of the set.
But

many

such

little

troubles

are

the wire is not stinted and a ratio of 3 to t
is provided. The bobbin and top plate (at
the bottom in the photograph) are made of
solid ebonite, and the terminals and one hole fixing collar are plated. The makers
are Peter Vaughan and Co.,'of 57, Fetter
Lane, E.C.r.
ConciPnser Capacities

any other spade terminal, but closer inspection reveals a slot and tongue, by
means of which two connectors can be

As long as I can remember there has been
a grouse in amateur circles regarding the
capacities of condensers. This matter is
now receiving attention, however, especi-

quickly and surely locked together. They
should be specially useful in place of

ally as far as fixed condensers are concerned and several firms now supply these,

easily connected in parallel under terminal

The trouble now seems to be that the

calibrated within a to per cent. limit.

ordinary tags, as the phones can then be

figures denoting the capacity soon become
illegible.
Shermays, Ltd., of 78, Cheapsidc,
propose to overcome this difficulty- by

nuts or in series by the grip connector
portion.

Elfin Transformer
MOST of us have at one time or another,
I suppose, designed a panel lay -out and
then on assembling the components have
found. that the screws for fixing the L.T.
transformers come in positions already
taken up by other apparatus,- or, if not

marking the capacity clearly with black
letters on a strip of celluloid, which ,can
obviated by using a new transformer that he moulded into a fixed condenser case.
has one -hole fixing, as shown by the photo- They have applied for patents and regisgraph. This transformer, known as the tered designs in connection with this idea,
Elfin, is small in size but quite efficient which is a good one.
VANGUARp.
Elfin Transformer with One -hole Fixing.
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Coil Holder

Selective Adjustment

IAIPROVEMENTS in coil holders by
means of which their use and accurate
fine tuning are facilitated are the subject
of Patent No. 221,902/24 (Igranic Electric
Co., Ltd., A. H. Curtis, S. R. Wright and
A. H. Mackley, 'all of Bedford).
According to the specification, the main
carrier rod on which the coil supports are
mounted is held at or near its centre by a
bracket on a stand or panel.
This central support is so constructed

SUALLY at least three tuning adjustIt will be seen from the diagram that
ments are necessary with a valve set
to get selectivity, but the operator cannot one knob is provided with a bolt which
move more than two controls at a time. can be put in place or released as desired.

Coil Holder (2..1, £02:24).

densers may be controlled by one knob and
yet not_be mounted on the same shaft.

Strip Coils

A SIMPLE method of constructing tuning coils is described in Patent No.
221,594/24 (N. P. Hinton, of holders

Green, and Metropolitan -Vickers Electrical
Co., Ltd., of Westminster). Several wires

are fixed parallel to one another on a

Selective Adjustment (221, 8E8,24).

that in a three -coil mounting the two outer" The object of Patent No. 221,868/24
coils can be turned back qUite clear of the (Western Electric Co., Ltd., of London,
central coil so as to form a two -coil and H. Nash, of Sidcup, Kent) iS to provide a means by which a number of Clan holder.

Strip Coil (221, 5C4/24).

strip of insulating material, and this strip
is wound in the form of a coil. The ends
are conencted as shown in the diagram and
the coil is then complete.
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MAKING AN
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EBONITE

.41

A,
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1141_

the magnets is cut out with a fret saw. The rest of the curtain pole

(t% in.) is then mounted at a
suitable height on the 5 -in. ebonite

' base and a 4 B.A. clearance hole
drilled through the ebonite and the

Section of Loud-speaker Base.

wood.

The magnets with a piece of bent

strip spring brass are mounted on
this wood, a tapped 4 B.A. with
loud -speaker described below 4 B.A. terminal screwed on the bottom
makes use of a telephone earpiece for being fitted so that the magnets may be
its Iyorking essential.
As an earpiece adjusted as shown in the drawing. Two
diaphragm will not give loud -speaker screws are then screwed into the wood on accommodated a 2 -in, hole will require to
strength, a larger diaphragm is made to each side of the magnets to prevent the be cut in the centre of the base. A pair
take -its place. The materials required for latter rotating when the adjusting screw is of terminals connected to the magnet windits Construttion are as follows : A piece of turned.
ings complete the -instrument, which will be
ebonite tube 3 in. internal diameter by
In order that the adjusting knob can be found to give excellent results. B. K. L.
-;% in. long; a disc of ebonite (cut with a
<>.00.000-,"<><>000' 'X><>0-0,0000.01:1
fretsaw) to fit the top of the tube flush 000-0,
with the outside edge; a piece of curtain
pole about 3% in. long to fit tightly into
the ebonite tube; a disc of ebonite 5 in.
diameter to act as a support for the wood
and the magnets; the inside of a good earpiece, preferably adjustable; a piece of
ebonite tuber in. in diameter to hold the
>
o >OCOOOOCo > > o
>>
<>
>> >0

1-_]c>c
"THE

USING FRAME AERIALS WITH

ORDINARY SETS

horn; a piece of cardboard and a piece
of tin; a good horn.

MANY people are under the mistaken
impression that an elaborate set is
The top ebonite disc should first be, cut
out with a fretsaw and screwed to the top required if satisfactory reception is to be
of the ebonite tube, and then rounded off obtained when using a frame aerial. This
with a file or sand -papered for the sake of is quite unfounded, for actually the usual
aplacarance.
N. piece, t 'A in. long, should next be

cut, from the -curtain poloand glued into
the top ,of . the tube, and a I -in, hole
drilled with a brace and bit through the
top of the ebonite and through the wood.
Next, the I -in. tube should be wedged
into the hole flush with the inside of the
-wood and projecting about t in. from the
top of the ebonite disc to hold the horn
in place. This should not be done until
the exact diameter of the end of the horn
is known.
Two cardboard rings, about

in. or less

in thickness, are made to fit tightly into
the ebonite tube on each side of the diaphragm. The depth of these is best found
in. will be about
by experiment, but
right. The tin diaphragm is cut out to
fit tightly into the tube, and after placing
one ring ,against the wood, the diaphragm

is glued to the ring and the other ring
glued on top of that.
Another Y4. in., or enough for the height
of the magnets, is cut off this curtain pole,

type of set employing H.F. and detector
valves with or without reaction will do
quite well.- Of course with a frame aerial

one stage of H.F. is practically a necessity, and signals cannot be expected to be
so strong as with a properly -erected outside aerial, but as compensation one gets
greater selectivity and obtains the advantage of portability.

The average frame aerial has a side

2 ft. in length and has about seven turns
wound on it, the turns being 5 in. apart;

plug-in coils the aerial coil must be taken)

Alternatively the terminals of the,
frame aerial may be connected to a plug
similar to a plug on a plug-in coil, and,
this plug can then be inserted in the set in
place of the aerial -tuning coil, the aerial
and earth terminals being joined together..
Should the set have a series -parallel
switch for placing the aerial -tuning- con-,
denser in series or parallel with the. coil,
take care to see that this switch is in the
parallel position. Similarly, should the
frame aerial have- a reaction coil, this
should be connected to a plug -and the
plug inserted in place of the reaction coil
on the set. Having plugged in both these
plugs the aerial windings will be placed
across loth tuning condenser and the grid
out.

this provides for the broadcast wavelength
range when tuned with a .0005-microfarad and filament of the valve, and the reaction
condenser placed in parallel-that 'is4 winding will be connected in the plate
across its terminals.
circuit of the first or second ,valve, accord-

Some of these aerials have additional ing to whether the set was originally

turns wound on them to provide a reaction designed for reaction between the H.F.
coil, the coil being coupled to the and detector valve or director on the aerial
aerial direct. Of course with this type of in the ordinary way.
aerial there is no risk of causing interA frame aerial has a decided directional
ference with neighbours by having direct effect and should therefOre be,.placed :so
reaction. Connection to an existing set is that it points towards the station from
made quite simply by connecting the aerial which reception is desired-that is, the
terminals to the aerial and'earth terminals windings should be in a direct line with
of the set, but if the existing set employs the station.
S. M. H.
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SHORT-WAVE WORK
IS THE THING !
Tins ARTICLE DESCRIBES THE CONSTRUCTION OF A SET SPECIALLY DESIGNED
FOR SHORTWAVE RECEPTION, A SUBJECT WHICH AT THE PRESENT TIME IS ATTRACT.
ING A GREAT DEAL OF ATTENTION ON ACCOUNT OF THE PROBLEMS IT INVOLVES.

0005

RF CHOKE
200 TURNS

HT+
1p

Front of Short-wave Receiver.

WHEN this receiver was first "put on
the stocks " the wavelength range

tials are stability, smooth control of reaction, and quietness in operation. It is

with a possible extension of 5o or fib metres

difficult, if not impossible, to pick up and
read weak signals against a background of
-"mush " and rushing noises.
The receiver to he described has the desirable features just mentioned. They have
been attained by careful design and careful choice of components. Though the cir-

contemplated was a fairly modest one,
covering the band given over to the use
of the British amateur-r5o to 200 metresabove that band and as far below, down to
perhaps 9o- metres. The set was intended solely for the reception of
amateur experimental work on these
wavelengths.

4

4

zwo

Requirements in Short-wave Work
During the course of the prolonged, but
most fascinating, experimental work that
the design of the set entailed, however, it
was found that, without interfering with
the efficiency most desired on the shorter
waves, the tuning.range could be extended
upwards to 500 metres, thus including the
fixed wave of 44o metres, which amateurs

are allowed to use outside broadcasting
Incidentally this extension covered
the whole of the broadcasting wave band.
hours.

As a broadcast receiver it proved quite
good.

The average receiver, designed for reception on the broadcast waves, is not
usually efficient on the lower waves.

The

trouble is generally that the components
are not suited for the purpose, and there
is a very great deal of- accidental capacity
present. In designing a receiver for the
short waves great care must be used to get

rid of as much accidental capacity as
possible.

Sharp Tun'nz
Tuning on low waves is very sharp, and
one of the first essentials of a short-wave
receiver is that it shall be simple to operate, so that searching is easy. This consideration at once precludes the use of a
stage of high -frequency amplification, as
even when with a great deal of experimenting and very careful construction a high frequency ,valve can be made to give any
real amplification on low waves, the difficulties of tuning generally make it more
trouble than it is worth. The other essen-

cuit used is

a well-known one and of

proved utility in picking up weak signals,

a great deal of experimental work, with
'components "hooked up" on the bench,
had to be done before real efficiency was
approached. Of course, when the components were boxed a different set of circumstances arose, and much of the work
had to be done all over again.
Circuit
The circuit is a modification of the wellknown Reinartz arrangement, and is shown

in Fig:

It provides a rectifier and a
low -frequency amplifier.
The essential
controls are two in number, a grid -coil
r.

tuning condenser and a reaction condenser.
There is no reaction coil, as the condenser
itself acts as a capacity coupling. This

gives very smooth and easy control. A
small amount of control of the reaction

can also be obtained with the filament
resistance of the detector valve,

As can be seen from the diagram, the
aerial and grid coils are connected- together
as one continuous coil, the divisiOn taking

ponentS, as

HT -

much as upon
the placing of
them and the
spacing of the

OP IS

LT+
LT -

pends the re-

sults that will

the Bowyer -Lowe "square -law" condensers. That for the grid -coil tuning is

.0003 microfarad, and that for reaction
coupling is .0005 micro condensers
farad.
have low minimum capa-

ampere.

actually works
at 2.5 volts and

GRID COIL
CONTINUED
ROUND

They also
have low losses, which is
another desirable feature.
BEGINNING

OF GRID COIL

Fig. 2.-Method of Winding
Chapma n Coils.

well-knekn V24 type, a
type unrivalled for short-wave working,
owing to the great reduction of undesirable inter -electrode capacity given by the

type was tried
and found to be noisy.
mercial

with the grid portion for the desired number of turns in the aerial circuit, and then
the winding of the grid coil is continued
alone.

We thus have a basket coil with
the first few inside turns doubled. The
beginning of the grid coil is connected to
the end of the aerial turns when the coil is
finished. This makes the earth connection.

The beginning of the aerial coil goes to
the aerial connection, and the end of the
grid coil to the grid via the usual grid
coupling condenser.

Coil Details

The wavelength of the coils is determined by the portion in the grid circuit,

Some Suitable Tuning Coils.

average home constructor.

To wind the Chapman coils, first cut
off sufficient wire to make the aerial portion of the coil. Then having tied a knot
in the beginning of this, so as to know it
again, take the grid wire and aerial wire
together and start basket winding in the
usual way. When the end of the aerial
coil

is reached leave a length for con-

necting up, and continue winding the grid

coil until the complete number of turns
is on the former. To complete, join the
end of the aerial coil to the beginning
of the grid coil. The coils when finished
should be mounted on three -pin plugs as
shown in the bottom photograph. Note
that the coils are fixed on the holder by
gripping the celluloid under the Clix

from somewhere between So and 90 metres
to about Soo metres.

than is actually needed is in the panel.
The actual size of a panel that will carry
everything is 103.E in. by 7N in. Fig. 3

can be calculated, but the writer is not

will be found that two coils will cover

2, So to 300 metres; aerial coil,

8

grid circuit on a celluloid former (I3(1. -in.
central diameter), having it divisions.
No. 2 coil is wound with No. 22 wire on a
celluloid former of 11 divisions. Experimental coils for extra efficiency on lower

signals.

aerial circuit and 18 in the grid circuit,
wound on a 15 -spoke former of 4 centimetres (1:38, in.) inside diameter.
The
Haynes method of winding air -dielectric
coils, shown in the photograph, is also
very useful, but rather difficult for the

aware of any satisfactory method of calculating how many turns should be in the
aerial circuit to give best coupling. It

turns; grid coil, 28 turns.
No. i coil is wound with No. 22 d.c.c.
wire in the aerial circuit and No. 24 in the

take the wrong path and there will be no

round about moo metres has 6 turns in the

plugs. These plug in on the panel, so that
they can easily be changed.
Panel
The writer's instrument was made up in
an old cabinet, and the old panel was used.
This means that considerably more ebonite

aerial portion being practically
aperiodic. The inductance of the grid coil
the

No.

This replaces the ordinary by-

0 0

quency choke coil is an
Igranic coil of zoo turns.
The grid condenser and
leak are Dubiliers of the
usual .0003 microfarad
and 2 megohms. A variable leak would be desirable, but one of the com-

The Chapman coils arc basket coils
wound in a peculiar manner (shown by
Fig. 2). The aerial portion is wound on

Approximate details of these two coils
are here given :
No. 1, 280 to 500 metres; aerial coil, 15
turns; grid coil, 7o turns.

pass condenser, which must on no account
be used. If it is, the H.F. energy will

s 41.4.

this somewhat critical
circuit.
The radio -fre-

The filament resistances are Lissen. The

tension battery. The other difference to
be noted is that a high -frequency choke
coil is connected between the plate of the
first valve and the primary of_ the trans-

Components
The. components of such a set must
of
the. best.. On the quality of the corn-

The intervalve transformer is a Lissen Ti,
and does excellently in

wiring is all done with square wire and
care was taken that it was well spaced.

place where the connection is made to
earth and the positive plate of the low-

former.

o.m75

need more.

wave sets.

These are the drill emitter variety of the

about

They are slightly microphonic,

capacity used in short-

DEV's.

at 3 volts and

to give most excellent results, even on the
shortest waves that the aerial -earth system
would allow the set to oscillate on.

work well on 3o volts H.T. and do not

.000005

The valves are Mar-

Reinartz coils was tried, and was found

been used. The
DES' is rated

but otherwise very silent in working.- They

microfarad in _both cases
-which is a desirable
feature for variable

Many types of inductance coil were tried,
with varying success. Then the method invented by Dr. E. H. Chapman for winding

could have

0.2 ampere, but

Fig. 1.-The Circuit.

be obtained.
The variable
condensers are

coni Osr a at

Myers'
or C -

type valves

wiring, de-

cities - about

Interior of Cabinet.

shape.
valves

wavelengths can be wound with No. zo
wire. A size. that seems very efficient

shows the lay -out with dimensions.

In the photograph a platform will be
seen supported by brass rods from the
bottom of the panel. This was to have

held the solenoid coil that was originally
intended to be used. It is now occupied by
the L.F., transformer.
The choke coil will be seen to be

mounted on the back of the panel away
from the coils. If the set i5 made up in
a smaller box, a position as remote as
possible from the tuning inductances must

be found for the choke coil in order to
prevent interference.
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SHORT-WAVE WORK
IS THE THING !
Tins ARTICLE DESCRIBES THE CONSTRUCTION OF A SET SPECIALLY DESIGNED
FOR SHORTWAVE RECEPTION, A SUBJECT WHICH AT THE PRESENT TIME IS ATTRACT.
ING A GREAT DEAL OF ATTENTION ON ACCOUNT OF THE PROBLEMS IT INVOLVES.

0005

RF CHOKE
200 TURNS

HT+
1p

Front of Short-wave Receiver.

WHEN this receiver was first "put on
the stocks " the wavelength range

tials are stability, smooth control of reaction, and quietness in operation. It is

with a possible extension of 5o or fib metres

difficult, if not impossible, to pick up and
read weak signals against a background of
-"mush " and rushing noises.
The receiver to he described has the desirable features just mentioned. They have
been attained by careful design and careful choice of components. Though the cir-

contemplated was a fairly modest one,
covering the band given over to the use
of the British amateur-r5o to 200 metresabove that band and as far below, down to
perhaps 9o- metres. The set was intended solely for the reception of
amateur experimental work on these
wavelengths.

4

4

zwo

Requirements in Short-wave Work
During the course of the prolonged, but
most fascinating, experimental work that
the design of the set entailed, however, it
was found that, without interfering with
the efficiency most desired on the shorter
waves, the tuning.range could be extended
upwards to 500 metres, thus including the
fixed wave of 44o metres, which amateurs

are allowed to use outside broadcasting
Incidentally this extension covered
the whole of the broadcasting wave band.
hours.

As a broadcast receiver it proved quite
good.

The average receiver, designed for reception on the broadcast waves, is not
usually efficient on the lower waves.

The

trouble is generally that the components
are not suited for the purpose, and there
is a very great deal of- accidental capacity
present. In designing a receiver for the
short waves great care must be used to get

rid of as much accidental capacity as
possible.

Sharp Tun'nz
Tuning on low waves is very sharp, and
one of the first essentials of a short-wave
receiver is that it shall be simple to operate, so that searching is easy. This consideration at once precludes the use of a
stage of high -frequency amplification, as
even when with a great deal of experimenting and very careful construction a high frequency ,valve can be made to give any
real amplification on low waves, the difficulties of tuning generally make it more
trouble than it is worth. The other essen-

cuit used is

a well-known one and of

proved utility in picking up weak signals,

a great deal of experimental work, with
'components "hooked up" on the bench,
had to be done before real efficiency was
approached. Of course, when the components were boxed a different set of circumstances arose, and much of the work
had to be done all over again.
Circuit
The circuit is a modification of the wellknown Reinartz arrangement, and is shown

in Fig:

It provides a rectifier and a
low -frequency amplifier.
The essential
controls are two in number, a grid -coil
r.

tuning condenser and a reaction condenser.
There is no reaction coil, as the condenser
itself acts as a capacity coupling. This

gives very smooth and easy control. A
small amount of control of the reaction

can also be obtained with the filament
resistance of the detector valve,

As can be seen from the diagram, the
aerial and grid coils are connected- together
as one continuous coil, the divisiOn taking

ponentS, as

HT -

much as upon
the placing of
them and the
spacing of the

OP IS

LT+
LT -

pends the re-

sults that will

the Bowyer -Lowe "square -law" condensers. That for the grid -coil tuning is

.0003 microfarad, and that for reaction
coupling is .0005 micro condensers
farad.
have low minimum capa-

ampere.

actually works
at 2.5 volts and

GRID COIL
CONTINUED
ROUND

They also
have low losses, which is
another desirable feature.
BEGINNING

OF GRID COIL

Fig. 2.-Method of Winding
Chapma n Coils.

well-knekn V24 type, a
type unrivalled for short-wave working,
owing to the great reduction of undesirable inter -electrode capacity given by the

type was tried
and found to be noisy.
mercial

with the grid portion for the desired number of turns in the aerial circuit, and then
the winding of the grid coil is continued
alone.

We thus have a basket coil with
the first few inside turns doubled. The
beginning of the grid coil is connected to
the end of the aerial turns when the coil is
finished. This makes the earth connection.

The beginning of the aerial coil goes to
the aerial connection, and the end of the
grid coil to the grid via the usual grid
coupling condenser.

Coil Details

The wavelength of the coils is determined by the portion in the grid circuit,

Some Suitable Tuning Coils.

average home constructor.

To wind the Chapman coils, first cut
off sufficient wire to make the aerial portion of the coil. Then having tied a knot
in the beginning of this, so as to know it
again, take the grid wire and aerial wire
together and start basket winding in the
usual way. When the end of the aerial
coil

is reached leave a length for con-

necting up, and continue winding the grid

coil until the complete number of turns
is on the former. To complete, join the
end of the aerial coil to the beginning
of the grid coil. The coils when finished
should be mounted on three -pin plugs as
shown in the bottom photograph. Note
that the coils are fixed on the holder by
gripping the celluloid under the Clix

from somewhere between So and 90 metres
to about Soo metres.

than is actually needed is in the panel.
The actual size of a panel that will carry
everything is 103.E in. by 7N in. Fig. 3

can be calculated, but the writer is not

will be found that two coils will cover

2, So to 300 metres; aerial coil,

8

grid circuit on a celluloid former (I3(1. -in.
central diameter), having it divisions.
No. 2 coil is wound with No. 22 wire on a
celluloid former of 11 divisions. Experimental coils for extra efficiency on lower

signals.

aerial circuit and 18 in the grid circuit,
wound on a 15 -spoke former of 4 centimetres (1:38, in.) inside diameter.
The
Haynes method of winding air -dielectric
coils, shown in the photograph, is also
very useful, but rather difficult for the

aware of any satisfactory method of calculating how many turns should be in the
aerial circuit to give best coupling. It

turns; grid coil, 28 turns.
No. i coil is wound with No. 22 d.c.c.
wire in the aerial circuit and No. 24 in the

take the wrong path and there will be no

round about moo metres has 6 turns in the

plugs. These plug in on the panel, so that
they can easily be changed.
Panel
The writer's instrument was made up in
an old cabinet, and the old panel was used.
This means that considerably more ebonite

aerial portion being practically
aperiodic. The inductance of the grid coil
the

No.

This replaces the ordinary by-

0 0

quency choke coil is an
Igranic coil of zoo turns.
The grid condenser and
leak are Dubiliers of the
usual .0003 microfarad
and 2 megohms. A variable leak would be desirable, but one of the com-

The Chapman coils arc basket coils
wound in a peculiar manner (shown by
Fig. 2). The aerial portion is wound on

Approximate details of these two coils
are here given :
No. 1, 280 to 500 metres; aerial coil, 15
turns; grid coil, 7o turns.

pass condenser, which must on no account
be used. If it is, the H.F. energy will

s 41.4.

this somewhat critical
circuit.
The radio -fre-

The filament resistances are Lissen. The

tension battery. The other difference to
be noted is that a high -frequency choke
coil is connected between the plate of the
first valve and the primary of_ the trans-

Components
The. components of such a set must
of
the. best.. On the quality of the corn-

The intervalve transformer is a Lissen Ti,
and does excellently in

wiring is all done with square wire and
care was taken that it was well spaced.

place where the connection is made to
earth and the positive plate of the low-

former.

o.m75

need more.

wave sets.

These are the drill emitter variety of the

about

They are slightly microphonic,

capacity used in short-

DEV's.

at 3 volts and

to give most excellent results, even on the
shortest waves that the aerial -earth system
would allow the set to oscillate on.

work well on 3o volts H.T. and do not

.000005

The valves are Mar-

Reinartz coils was tried, and was found

been used. The
DES' is rated

but otherwise very silent in working.- They

microfarad in _both cases
-which is a desirable
feature for variable

Many types of inductance coil were tried,
with varying success. Then the method invented by Dr. E. H. Chapman for winding

could have

0.2 ampere, but

Fig. 1.-The Circuit.

be obtained.
The variable
condensers are

coni Osr a at

Myers'
or C -

type valves

wiring, de-

cities - about

Interior of Cabinet.

shape.
valves

wavelengths can be wound with No. zo
wire. A size. that seems very efficient

shows the lay -out with dimensions.

In the photograph a platform will be
seen supported by brass rods from the
bottom of the panel. This was to have

held the solenoid coil that was originally
intended to be used. It is now occupied by
the L.F., transformer.
The choke coil will be seen to be

mounted on the back of the panel away
from the coils. If the set i5 made up in
a smaller box, a position as remote as
possible from the tuning inductances must

be found for the choke coil in order to
prevent interference.

11. 4. 4.
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Bradford Corporation proposes to make
a charge of 75. 6d. a year for every aerial
that crosses a street.
At a swimming club gala a man sang,
made a speech and played a mouth organ
in a copper" "bell " under water, the items
being received on "land " by wireless.
Listeners to the concert from F L were

RAPIOG RAM
pressed with the Too -metre relay
station at K D K A, which uses as much as
15. kilowatts in the aerial. His address

horrified the other night on hearing the
music interrupted by an S 0 S from the,
St. Martin. A few hours later the
An appeal is being made by the chief Ss.
mystery was made plain that what they
officer of the Margate Fire Brigade for had been listening to was a rehearsal of
funds to supply wireless sets to the Haine a Wireless drama which had somehow
Hospital.
entangled with the Eiffel Tower
The Cenotaph ceremony on Armistice become
concert!
The
refusal
Day will not be broadcast.
It is interesting to note that although
is made on the ground that this would
be contrary to the whole spirit of the reception of America by British amateurs

whose voice it was that sounded so familiar !

solemn occasion.

,f1,,mt,fiiNt.

411401.1,

CAPT. ECKERSLEY was much im-

from this station was not well heard in
this country, but when he spoke from
W G Y one of his staff picked ,him up
casually and wondered for a moment
SHORT-WAVE WORE IS THE THING !

" (continued

from preceding page)

a

is now a common occurrence, yet American "hamS " have so far been unsuccessful
in - receiving the high -power stations at
probably either be manifest as "no sig- Chelmsford and Paris (Radio -Paris).
nals " or very faint signals, or by the setLondon may have two broadcasting

The generous dimensions of the cabinet ting up of low -frequency 'oscillations. The
permit of both filament -heating dry bat- fault will probably be found in the grid
tery and Id.T. battery being in it. There leak, the choke coil or the transformer.
is an advantage in this, for when working Suspect the transformer first. Change the
on low wavelengths trouble is likely to primary connections over, so that OP goes
be caused by the fact that the batteries to positive H.T. and IP comes from the
provide an earthed point apart from the plate. If this does not bring about the
legitimate earth. Also if long leads are desired improvement try 5o or too tarns
used they may act as tuned counterpoises, less or more on the choke coil. A pair of
upsetting the tuning. The end of the case too -turn basket coils connected in series
containing the large 3 -volt battery is lined will serve quite well instead of the 200 with rubber from an old inner tube. The turn honeycoMb coil, and will be easier to
whole case stands on four porcelain feet.
experiment with. If there is still no imThe wiring of the set will be easily provement put all the connections back
followed from the circuit diagram, the just as they were and try a different value
photographs and the wiring diagram.,
of grid leak. If these changes do not make
The wiring is done with the scputre tinned the set work well, the trouble will be due
The use of insulated sleeving is to a bad or Wrong connection or a faulty
wire.
not recommended in this circuit.

The circuit wants a little adjusting, according to the components used, and may
need some slight alterations. Failure will

Present
stations in the near future.
opinion is in favour of sending the London

programme through the new high -power
station and erecting another station to
replace or supplement 2 L 0.
"Frying- " noises, not thought to be due
to trams or oscillation, have been very bad
in a certain Bath district.
E A J I, the new broadcasting station at
Barcelona, in Spain, is now in operation
and transmits on 325 metres from the
Hotel Colon.

ExtensiVe experiments are taking place
in this country, in France, and in America
with wireless -controlled aircraft. At the
moment research is being devoted to their
use as military weapons.
part. Test all coils and condensers.
The President of the New York Board
A short concluding article in the next
Aldermen has proposed the broadcastissue will deal with the operation of the of
ing
of bargains in food when there is an
5 Y M.
set,
over -supply of the latter.
A complete educational programme for
the autumn session has been draWn up by
the B.B.C.
A Midlands home for incurables has
recently been presented with, a complete
7
wireless set, including adaptable plugs in
To 05
'

/G

16.

rs:s-P

twenty-one rooms and five loud -speakers.

To CHOKE

co,L

The next venture of the B.B.C. may be
a new station for short-wave long-distance
broadcasting experiments if permission can

FROM CHOSE

COIL TO

0

N

OP

be

0,

LT

SWITCH

TO RESERVOIR
CONDENSER

MFD

BRASS RUD

of

The number of receiving sets now in
use in Germany is 350,000,, and the increase
is. about 2,000. daily.

Arrangements are now complete for the

To IP

broadcasting from a. coal mine by the

SUPPORT

Leeds -Bradford station some time
10'

Fig. 3.--Lay-out of pare'.

atmo-

America from any part of the world at any
distance, without a human being on board,
is the claim of an Italian engineer.

To IS

HT

0003

A close study

That lie could have guided the ZR3 to

FILAMENT
RESISTANCE

obtained.

spherics will also be made to obtain better
long-distance communication.

)-1

month by a local comedian.
(MOre Radiograms on page 694)

this
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T. 0. BUSS,

Scientific Instrument
Maker,

77, CLERKENWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1 .

Established 1850.

Exhibition E'1vagnrbj3-London

HEADPHONES

17/11

TELEFUNKEN 4,000 ohms
bragnis, most sensitive obtainable
Adjustable
with cords, we ght 07..F.. (Double Receiver), post free.

fit

111 lllltIt

,

P.1,

12)6 ;

P.2,

12;6 ;

8 x xxl
4x4x
7x 6x

doz.

2 /6.

washer, 11- doz.

By Post, 1/6.

with nut and

No. 4 Terminals, Telephone, with nut and washer,

Post 6d. set.
FIXED CONDENSERS, .0003, .0005, .002. .003,
and 1/- each. .004, 1/6 each. Post, 3d.
EDISON BELL
.. 2/DUBILIER
.002 to .006
.. 1/3
.001 to .006
.001 to .0005
.0001 to .0005
Grid Leak and Clips 1/3

By Post,

No. 2 Terminals, 1.Var Office Pattern,

With Vernier, 2:- extra
or Square Law, 2- extra
10d.

2
3

8

5

3

1)3 doz. By Post, 1 /9.
No. 1 Terminals, with nut and washer, 1/- doz. By
Post, 1 /6.
Terminals (large), aerial and earth, complete with
2 nuts and 2 washers (2 BA.), 2 for 8d. By Post,

1j-.

S.W.G.

per

TS

lb.

20
22

240

24
26
28
50

230
340

18 x 18 x
36 x r8

9

3/3/3/-

yds. 39

2/9

63
95
740

3/7
4/4

3d.

each.

/

1

7

6

Post free.

716 zoo 6/95o 262 6/1
1,3o2 362 712,000 530 8/8

36.

2/7
2/8
3/2
3/6

10/- 121- 15/6

418

3/6
4/1
4/8
6/6
7/3
8/3

4/4/6
5/6171-

8/9/-

10/- 3/10
12/6 4/2
13/6 4/4

D.CC., I.R.C., Bell Wire, ro yds., 1 F.
Lead-in W're Rubber
so yds. 2/6
Lead-in Wire
,,
an yds. 1/0
.. 12 yds.
..
Twin Flex..
16 gauge, 18 ft.
..
Tinned Upper Sq.,

Buss's, 6d.

;

Crystal Detectors
Mounted on Ebonite.

Also in parts
mounted.
JO.

Postage,

Un6d.

Intervalve Transformers
"BUSS" TRANSFORMER, 5 to 3, 1816

5 to I,

by tin., complete with nut and

uniform thickness, 12 in. by 3 in.,

1/- each.

Engraved Ivorine Scales, cei8o round ends, 4d. each.

Filament Resistance, 1/6, 2/6 each. By Post, 1110
and 2 /10.
Inductance Coils Wound Enamel Wire, 12 by 4, 3/-,
By Post, 5 ' .
14 Insulating 'Sleeving, 4d. yd. By Post, 4/- doz.
yds.
Insulators, Egg, 4 for 11d., 2/6 doz. By Post, 36
doz.
Insulators, Reel, lad. each. By Post, 6d. doz. extra.
Knobs, with brass nut (2 B.A.), 3d. each. By Post,
31d.

Lead-in Tubes, ebonite with brass terminals, 9in.,
11-. By Post, 1 /4. 12 in. 114. By Post, 1/8.
Lead-in Wire, Jo yds., 1 /6.
Nickel Panel Switches, D.P.D.T., 115 ; ditto, S.P.D.T.,
1/2.
Porcelain S.P.D.T. Switch, 1/11.
Slider and Plunger, 4d. By Post,
Slider Knob Plunger and 13 in. rod, 8d. the set. Can -

14.F.

TRANSFORMER,

Brunet, Shrouded 11/9
Silvertown, .
.. 21, -

Powquip, Shrouded 18i181Formo, Shrouded
Plug-in Type, from 4)6.

Post 4d. extra.

Celluloid Accumulators
USE THE BUSS TRANSFORMER --Ratio 5 to

BEST BRITISH MARE.

1.

Is thoroughly 'fisted and is Guaranteed for a period
of two years. 18/6 each.

4 v. 40

VARIOMETERS
Ebonite 200/650, 4,16.
Spade Tags, doz., 5d.
Twin Flex, 12 yds., 1 /11.

6 v. 80

VOLT M E ENS
0-6, 4/11. Post, 4d.
0116, 5;6. Post, 4d.

11,6 Post

21/-

4 v. 60
6 v. 60

..

1/- each,
tt

28'6
34 '-

27- ",
42/6 v.100
.
H.T. BATTERIES 30 v. H.T. Brtt. 4/8 Post, 1/3
60 v. H.T. Batt. 716.
Wander Plugs ed.

Tin Foil, free from lead. Sheets, r7 in. by ru in.,
4d. each.
Valve Legs, with nuts and washers, 1d. each, 9d. des.
Valve Holders, ebonite, complete with nuts, 1
Valve Pitts, split, 7d. doz.

11 -

Inductance Tubes
22 x 2,4
x2 x 3,

4d.
5d.

Cardboard.
Post 21d. 12 X 34, 13d.
Post 3-4d. 12 x 4, 8d.

Post
Post

4d.
64d.

Dutch Valves Tubular 4/9. Bath valves"R"tyre6/-

N. & K. LOUD SPEAKER

TPA be sent by Post.
Spacer Washers, Large, 3 doz., 9d. By Post, 1
Spacer Washers, Small, 6 doz. 1 /-. By Post, 1/4.
Spade Terminals, 4d. doz. Post, lid.

Switch Arms, with polished knob, bushed 2 B.A. nut.
laminated blade, spring coil washer, nuts and
bush, 1/- and 1/6 each. By Post, 1/3 and 1)6.

ROYAL,

20, -.

Radio Instruments 25:!panic, Shrouded 21/General Kathie .. 14/11
.. 1119
Formo, Due,.

Crystal Detector, cup enclosed with glass cover, dust proof, 3;6. By Post 3 /9.
Double Phone Cords, 72 in., 1 /11.

By Post, 11.

6
9

Wireless Crystals

24d.

D.P.O.T. Switch, 2,6.
Ebonite Coil Plugs, 2 for 1/6.
pire Tape, 4 ill., 12 yds., 9d.
Ebonite Dials, with engraved scale o-x8o,

8

5/6/8/9/-

3/-

" Hertzite." Shaw's, 1

3 B.A., in 12 ill, lengths, each 2(d.
4 B.A., in 12 in. lengths, each 2d.

Copper Foil Sheets,

7

015 9

k

per S.C.C. D.C.C. s.s.c. n.s.c. Enarn.

1,000 -

Aerial Wire, 7 122 bare copper, stranded. Price per
too ft., 216 and 2 /4. By Post, 3 /6.
Aluminium Vanes, r doz., 6d. By Post, 8d.
Basket Coils, 7 in. set, 2/3 Set. By Post, 2/7.
brass Washers, 2, 3, 4 or 5 B.A., dozen, 2d.
Nuts, 2 BA., 2 dozen, 31d.
Nuts, 3, 4 or 5 B.A., 2 dozen, 3d.

Contact Studs, t in.
washer, 5d. doz.

0
0

- -- --

ohmsninsiall

530

32
34

each
3l 2,6

WIRELESS
PARTS
AND ACCESSORIES.
Rod (screwed)B.A., in 12 in. lengths, each

s. d.

I2 XIOXI
x 8xl

17

Pikes per lb.

No.4
No. 3
No. 3 Terminals, 2 B.A., with nut and washer, 2/-

6/2
4/6
4!2

3

Other sizes in stock. A charge of 3d. extra is made
quantities. Postage extra,
for reclinygd,o.ff

No.. I

6/11

.0005
.0003
.0002
.0001

7

1

Brit sh Made Copper Wires.

for

Cabinet Mounting.
1,P;fh Ebonite Dial.
L.apocity
Price.
Microf'ds.
.001
7/5

1l IINIPn01

..
..

u

Instrument Wires

Mullard Ora,

Co...plete

..
..

Any s,ze cut.

3 /16 in. -25% o.f above prices.

Ediswan, 12/6 ; Marconi R. and R.5,
Cull Emitter D.E.R., 21; -. Post CO. each.
Assembled

Postage free.
F. d.

6xI
5x4

x

17 X

:r4,Milli

5,6; 100, 7 I-- , 150, 7/10 ; 200, 88 ; 250, 9 /-;
300, 9/5 ; 400, 10,3 ; 500, 10, ; 600, 11'1- ;
750, 11110 ; 1,300, 121.
1216 ;

" EBON frE "

maw

;.?,

LOUD SPEAKERS. -27/8 Junior Airplion ; 42/ Junior de Luxe ; 55 /- omby Staling ; N. & K. 21/-.

VALVES. -Censor

40.7,....Frew

11[1.11IBUR1111111"a""1""11"1

ohms, 13:3.

25, 6/-; 35, 5/-; 50, 5/2; 75,

Sydney 1879. Melbourne 1880.

Terminals.

N. & K. HEADPHONES. -4,000 ohms, 1219 ; 6,000

IGRANIC. -Coils :

1862.

21/Iwo -way and Three-way Coil Holders. Best quality
ebonite. 2 -way, 4/6 ; 3 -way, 6/0.

Post 1/ -

Mahogany Boxes
Any

and shape to order. Price on applicati.m
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BROADCASTING ELECTION RESULTS
.0.000.0.0.0.00000(..=
for transmitting
direct speech to the loudspeakers eighteen valves
were used.

whilst

FOR the second time in
history election results have been broad-

cast to hundreds of thouenthusiallic
sands of
listeners in Great Britain
within a few minutes of

A1i:rophone Sensitivity
The "heart " of the
microphone was a flat
single -layer coil of very

ballot counts being
made known officially.
Following the procedure
of last year, the B.B.C.
transmitted music by the
the

fine

strong

announcements

This type of microphone

this course was not
Operating the 111arconiphone apparatus used by the "Daily Graphic" at the
"Sunday Times" office for broadcasting the results. An "Amateur Wireless'!
reporter is giving a hand.

were unable to attend the various centres
where the results were made public.
Besides ordinary wireless broadcasting,
loud -speaker installations and public -

announcing equipment played no small
part in making the results known with

the least possible delay. Such an installa-

tion was erected at the Sunday Times

offices, over Kelly's Directories, Ltd., in
the Strand, close to Australia House and
the Law Courts. The eqUipment was
arranged by the Daily Graphic in conjunction with the Marconiphone Co., Ltd.
Quantisy of Apparatus
Even the most ambitious and enthusias-

tic amateur would be impressed by the

is sufficiently- sensitive to
pick up conversations

taking place so ft. distant.

By its

aid the

results were made.

of cotuse, when it was erected it did work known to a large crowd as soon as they
were received on the tape machines at the
excellently.
The apparatus comprised three groups : Sunday Times office.
In spite of the bad state of the weather
(i) A receiver for broadcasting, (2) a
microphone and two line amplifiers for (it poured with rain nearly all the evendirect speech, and (3) another amplifier ing), the enthusiasm of the large crowd
that could be used with both (1) and (2). that assembled was remarkable, each
The broadcast receiver was a Marconi - announcement being received with cheers
phone V2A long-range model (H.F. and by one section or other of the audience.
detector); this had been adapted to form The gaps- between the announcements were
a straight circuit instead of the usual reflex tilled by the music of the Savoy bands.
arrangement. As the Sunday Times office When the matter being broadcast Was not
is so close to Marconi House an elaborate of sufficient general interest gramophone
aerial was not necessary; it was erected' records were used to supply mysic. From
by pulling down a blind, tying to that a all points of view the demonstration was
rkft. length of rubber -covered flex and a huge success.
allowing the blind to spring up again:
The earth connection was made by twist-

large quantity of apparatus that is needed
to supply two loud -speakers either with ing a piece of wire round a supply pipe
broadcast music or direct speech from a to a radiator.
microphone.

Before erection the mass of apparatus Details of Amplifiers
Signals fiom this receiver were passed
seemed to be enough to equip a fair-sized,
research laboratory. Any amateur wlio on to a three -valve amplifier, which was
could have been behind the scenes in the choke -capacity coupled in order to obviate
Sltnalay Times office would have seen three all risks of diStortion and "mushiness."
great amplifiers, numerous filament -light- The final power amplifying stage constiing accumulators of .the size used in motor- tuted eight valves in parallel. These were
cars, stacks of Go -volt accumulator high- supplied with 42o volts on the anode and
tension batteries, two huge loud -speakers, 14o volts grid bias. Some idea of the
heaps of valve boxes, copper earth mats, power of this installation is obtained when
lead -covered
cable,
voltmeters
and it is known that the output current never
ammeters, and a microphone of the size fell below 25o milliamperes.
used in the broadcasting stations.
In order to obviate the risk of inter-

Arrangement of Amplilers

electromagnetic

cient to induce in it
minute currents, which
Were
then magnified.

should be given, but fortunately for the majority

ciated most by those who

being

sound waves were suffi-

number of listeners had
requested that only the

followed.
The broadcasting of
the results was appre-

this

Slight displacefield.
ments of this coil by

Savoy bands in -between.
A
the announcements.

bare.

wire,

delicately supported in a

ference, the Sykes microphone was sup-

ported in a cradle of spongy rubber to

Out of chaos, however, soon came some absorb any vibration. In each line arripliof order, and from what fier there were five valves, these .being
appeared to be stacks of -odd components separately mounted on more spongy rubber
there was built up something that really supports. Thus for making the broadcast
did look like a workable installation. And, music audible thirteen valves were used,

AVOIDING " FAG " ENDS

AMETHOD of avoiding "fag " ends
when binding leads is to form a loop
in the twine or material used about three
times the length of the width of the

finished binding, and by placing the loop
on the desired spot for binding, commence
to bind with the longest end of the twine
until the finish of the binding is reached;
the twine is then cut, but enough should
he left to push through the now small
loop.

The other end of the twine is now pulled

until both ends are underneath the binding and the surplus twine is cut away.

You now have a neat job, which wil I

remain intact providing the twine is bound
sufficiently taut.
T. J. S.

semblance

Mention

" A.M7." please when
ycu write to advertisers.
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INTERVIEWING-AND
THE MICROPHONE
regard to the interview given on Friday
I

of last week by Miss Ruby M. Ayres

before the microphone at 2 L 0, the follow=

ing notes by the interviewer, Miss Agnes
Miall, are of special interest. An interview is an innovation in the programme
broadcast by z L 0, and the idea may
appear as simple as the ubiquitous printed
interview. Actually that apparently casual
ten-minute conversation in the studio represents a good deal of careful work
behind the scenes.

The first step taken by the programme
organiser is to think of a suitable celebrity
and a suitable person to interview him or.

Then a date has to be chosen convenient to the celebrity, the interviewer
and the general programme (it is often
no easy matter to fit in all three), and a
her.

subject for the interview must be -selected..

This latter is a ticklish job, because the
monopoly enjoyed by the B.B.C. is only
theirs under certain very strict` conditions,
one being that wireless must not . be used
for any kind of advertisement or pro-

paganda. So it's out of the question to
interview Mr. Best Seller on how he writes
his novels or Mr. Explorer on what he saw
on his expedition to Timbuctoo ; this might

Have you a

"silent" Gramophone ?

he construed as "puffing" the gentleman
in question.

A subject must be found

which is free from any such suggestion,
yet one on which the Well-known person
may have inforMation or views which are
worth listening to.
The next step is for the subject of the
interview to be seen privately by the interviewer and the talk generally drafted out
on paper, usually in the form used when
printing the dialogue of plays. The reason
for this preparation is two -fold. First, the
organiser must know what is going to be

said, so that no rules are unwittingly infringed by the parties to the conversation.
Secondly, there is the necessity of concentrating the topic discussed within very
narrow limits.

WHY not convert your Gramophone-which probably is little used-into a first-class Loud Speaker.'
Provided that it is of good design and manufactured by a reputable firm you will obtain excellent results from it. All that you need is a J6 Own Wireless
Adaptor (in one of the two sizes described below) and a
length of suitable flex.
To convert the Gramophone merely remove its sound box
and fix the Adaptor. A rubber connection ensures that the
Adaptor will fit all makes of machines.
In some cases when the H.1. type (illustrated above) is
used it may be necessary also to lift off the turntable, but
apart from this no alterations to the Gramophone are
required.

Two minutes and your " silent " Gramophone is doing
duty as a Loud Speaker
Remember that each of these two Gramophone Adaptors
!

Brevity

Think how carefully broadcast programmes are timed, yet how very little
people ever time their conversation. They

do not have- to get all into ten minutes.,
as a rule, and be saying something worth
listening to all the time. But in wireless
interviewing the pith of the subject must
be extracted rapidly, without wanderings
or- lengthy reminiscences, ,and every sentence must be interesting to the countless
people listening -in.

The talk, as written out by the inter
viewer, must be generally, though not
word for word, adhered to before the microphone.

It is passed, and altered if need

be, by the well-known person; passed, and
altered if need be, by the organiser at the
broadcasting station. Then, and only then,
is

it considered to be ready for delivery

on the appointed dal'.

operates on the identical principles of the well-known

Zrown Loud Speaker-the eone-sh aped aluminium diaphragm and the tuned reed.
As a result the tone from your Gramophone will be most
mellow and entirely free from distortion. Ask your Dealer

to show you these adaptors-you will appreciate that they
are typical Vrowit products.
TYPE H.1. (as illustrated)

Complete with4
flexible fitting

12 0

' TYPE

H.2. Suitable

for

the room of average size.

Complete with

flexible fitting

E2-4-0

Can be demonstrated at our Showrooms :-

LIVERPOOL: 15, Moorfields. SOUTHAMPTON: 67, High Si.

LONDON: 19, Mortimer Street, W.I.
,,I,11111µ11111111111Thrt

S. G. BROWN, Ltd.-Victoria Road, N. Actors,
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It has been suggested that a dirigible

rhapsody "A Shropshire Lad," by George

MORE RADIOGRAMS
the Canadian -Pacific liner illontclare
a microphone has been installed which.
enables the orchestral concerts in the
saloon to be transmitted to the third-class
quarters of the vessel.
The whaler'Sir lames Clark Ross, which

O

recently sailed from Cardiff for the Ross
Sea, has been fitted with a Marconi direction -finder, and is taking with her five
others for use on board the small boats
associated with her in whaling.
Twenty singers from the Oriana
Madrigal Society will give selections from

2 L 0 on the afternoon of November 9.
Instrumental items will be given by the
Chaplin Trio.
Further experiments are being made on
75o metres from the broadcasting station
at Copenhagen.
This station usually

transmits on Sundays, Wednesdays and

could sail over the North Pole and photowritings by Julian Clifford and Ernest graph large sections of the. Arctic and the
mysterious Labrador interior in a two
F arrer.
A dual recital by Miss Irene Schauer weeks' trip, keeping constantly in touch
(pianist) and Mr. J. Dale Smith (baritone) with civilisation by short-wave wireless.
" There never was a day in the winter
will take the place of instrumental
and never a night when we did not get
chamber music on November 12.
The Prince of Reuss, one of the news of the world by wireless," said Capt.
cleverest wireless experts in Germany, has MacMillan, who recently came home in
made successful use of the high -power his schooner B °led Oill after fifteen monllis
electric cables for transmitting pro- in the Arctic.
Noises " from the Zoo are to be broadgrammes. Practical use of this improvement will be made in the -immediate cast again. On this occasion the transfuture, relay stations being installed in the missions will take place on a Sunday'afternoon (November i6).
electricity works.
That Australian listeners should soon be
At 8.15 p.m. on .:ovember 13 the second
half of the S.B. programme will be able to hear relayed British broadcasting
lightened by three groups of popular part is a prediction made by one of the greatest
wireless engineers -in the Dominion.
songs by the London Male Voice Octet.
A popular programme on Noveniber
Receiving sets are to be installed in the
includes a new tenor, Mr. Evan George, medical missions and relief stations of the
Butterworth,

and

new

and

interesting

Thursdays on a wavelength of 471 metres. and an entertainer who is becoming- a
Speaking of scientific progress, Senatore favourite, Mr. Foden
Marconi said recently that England occuWireless is.now to be used to determine
pied the foremost position and that, the whether or not the -world is shrinking and
,world would soon be presented with great whether England or Japan are
new scientific discoveries.
ping " !
Sir Edward Elg-7r's work "For the
To promote the sale of herrings and
Fallen " lvill begin a special Armistice Day other fish, special announcements have
programme of appropriate items at 8 p.m. been made from the Hamburg broadcaston November r i. Other items include ing station. The' broadcast campaign is
Sullivan's impressive "In tlemoriam," a said to have increased the demand.

Grenfell Association, founded by Dr. Gren-

fell, whose work in the frigid wastes of
Labrador is 'known throughout the world.

His suspicions aroused by the nightly

calm that prevailed in a dormitory,

a

housemaster walked in quietly after lights -

out and pulled back the sheets on the

nearest bed. He found the occupant and
his fellows wearing phones. The ingeniously hidden set was confiscated and used
in the master's room !

ARE YOU SURE

A. MONDAY, Ltd .7

your Crystal is giving best results ?

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

the culminating point is reached in

With the work of Science comes the

improvement in wireless crystals. And

59,
WATLING STREET, E.C.4.
'Phone : CITY 2972.

BORGANITE

(One door from Queen Victoria St., and

Queen St.)

AND AT

45, EASTCHEAP, E.C.3.
ACCUMULATORS IN STOCK

IT

For all

SE

CHARGED

16/611
26/6(..)

We are Stockists for

STERLING, POLAR, RADIO
INST., ORMOND, FORMO, &
BURNDEPT

1,

111111111111111

IT'S THE LEAK THAT DOES IT

EVER -READY H.T.

111111111111111

The " Bretwood" Grid Leak

(Guaranteed)
tunes a carrier wave from the silent
point up. The "Bretwood" is recognised by highest experts and experi-

PRICE

PATENT PLNI)iNG

menters as the only variable and

reliable Grid Leak,

If you are not satisfied within 7 days. money will ,e refunded,

RADIO IMPROVEMENTS, LTD.,

Postage 'd.

12-'$, London Mews, Maple Street, London, W.
I

VIA"

C6,,Cale4

REGD.

.

damp-proof.

The resistance elements are made

by a special process and are perfectly dry. Every
t.,ri.1 Leak and Resistance is tested and guaranteed.
See the Mahon?' Trade
Beware of imitations.
Mark on every Grid Leak. Note the new address,

10/- EACH.

BATTERIES.

VARIABLE GRID LEAK ... 216
ANODE RESISTANCE ... ... 3/6
Continuously varable, silent in operation, dust and

NO POST ORDERS
.

HIGH STREET, BARNET

11.1.

ACCESSORIES.

SPECIAL L.F. TRANSFORMERS

you know you may be getting

only half the power from your set.
includes silver
ND 1 /6 P.O. (which
catswhisker) to.

BORGANITE CRYSTALS

9/6
12/-

2 -volt, 40 amp.
2 -volt, 60 amp.
4 -volt, 40 amp.
6 -volt, 60 amp.

"The Best of All"
IS SENSITIVE ALL OVER

Seed P.0 for
Descriptive
Folder.

WATMEL WIRELESS CO.
332a Caswell Road, London, E.C.4
7 clahone 7 so Cterkettwell.
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Make sure you get
this book
THE VOUCHER BELOW ENTITLES YOU TO A COPY.

The Book of M 0 V, the most interesting and
authoritative work of its kind ever issued, made
its first appearance only three weeks ago ; and
already-so great has been the demand that

a third edition has had to be printed.

Tt+,1,ElfiRAI-)V,AAMpLyIS
Sold by Wireless and Electrical Dealers, Stores, etc.

CMake sure of getting your copy by
applying at once. Go to any wireless
dealer, or use the voucher on the right.

..........

40 moo.011

1100., .01

O..

Co., Ltd.
V ALVF,
The M.O.London,
We

Messrs.
Brook Green,
1

1

of
post free, a copy
send roe,
Please of NI 0 V.
'The Book

Name.......................

Get the Valve in the Purple Box!

.1010 ONO.

.....................................................

Address .....................
........................

....................

- ...... -...... -

Announcement of The A1.0, Valve Company, Ltd.

ltno.teur Wigs
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The second point is that these B.B.C.
harmOnics are not suitable for calibrating
a heterodyne wavemeter because we are

not told the correct wavelength of the

stations, which are not all, on the wavelengths advertised. They are absolutely
constant, but they are not where they say
they arc.

The third point

is that THERMION is

surely wrong when he puts the third harmonic of, say, 5 I T on 84 metres. This
is the fourth harmonic. The third is on

teC101 and two note magnifiers were tried, io5 metres, being one -quarter of the fundaiAmplification
mental. Whether it is audible or not I
SIR,-1 have followed keenly the dis- but the results were very inferior. The signal was not -so loud and the ton:: do not know, but I do know that when
cussion on the respective merits of H.F.
so clear. I tried several metho:is of using "URSI" signals to calibrate a
and L.F. amplification. After reading not
wiring.
Although some of these were heterodyne wavemeter the harm-ollics from
the article in "A.W." I resolved to make
betteir than others, the results were not the receiving set can be heard at every
a few experiments.
I arranged a simple detector valve and nearly as satisfactory as the H.F. detector, fraction, starting from the half, which is
the first harmonic. Similarly they can be
noted the signal strength. I next added. L.F. circuit.
I have therefore arrived at the con- heard on every whole number multiple,
an H.F. valve, and again noted the signal
strength and quality of tone. This valve clusion that, situated as I am, one stage starting with twice the fundamental. increased the signals very much, and did of H.F. amplification is superior to one - 5 V M (Pirbright).

stage of L.F. -G. M.' H. (Soltburn).

not distort the reception in the least. After
this

Glasgow Interference

I -used the second valve as a note

Harmonics
SIR, -It might be of interest to readers
SIR,-Whilst thoroughly agreeing with to learn that the humming noise heard on
former.. While increasing the signal
strength, it did not do so to the same THERMION (No. 125) that the first har- approximately the same wavelength as
extent as the
neither was the tone so monics of the B.B.C. stations are apt to 5 S C is caused by the heterodyning of the
clear.
be troublesome on the upper part- of the 422 -metre transmission of I R I (Rome).
I then assembled a three -valve panel amateur wavelength, band, I would like
He gives a good concert, followed at
(one H.F. det. and one L.F.).
The to join issue with him on three points. 9.30 p.m. with news, after which he closes
results from this set were very good, being The first is that the second and third- har- down. The Glasgow transmission then
quite loud enough to work a loud -speaker monics cause very little trouble. They becomes clear.-G. H. (Birmingham).
from 5 N 0 (40 miles distant).
A de - are sharply tuned and rarely interfere.
(Continual en Page 60)
magnifier, using a goad tested L.F. trans-

'

The "SUPRA" Transformer

FOUR

Different to others
Its
windings are in insulated

GOOD
LINES

tion, whilst at the same time
getting the maximum ampli-

!

layers each having six

sec-

tions, which gives remarkably
distortionless and pure recep-

12/6

fication

out

of

the valve.

Laminated iron core.
RATIO :

Very simple in operation but

2/6

Very

neat in appearance and very
saving in space. It has a

hundred uses-you make or

break your circuit by a simple
pull or push. Heavily nickelled.
ment.

.0005- 6/.0002- 4/6

.0003- 5/6

.0001- 4/-

3 plate vernier-

"CONNECTICUT" Switch

very sure in action.

KINGSWAY" Variable
Condensers
cannot be beaten for smooth
action, accurate spacing and
perfect insulation. Handsome
knob and 3 -inch graduated
dial. One hole fixing.
.001- 8/- .00075-- 7/-

Mounted in a mo-

One hole fixing.

3/9

" MICROSTAT "

Control
Don't be content to just see

your filaments burning ; con-

trol them the MICROSTAT
way, which ensures micro-

meter variation from zero to

100 ohms.
Beyond question
the ideal form of filament
control for all types of valves.
dull or bright emitters. One
hole fixing.

Our 1924=5 catalogue is crammed with bargains-send for copy now.

Trifigtgl,

BROS., LTD.,

Head Office: 12, 13, 14, GT. QUEEN STREET, KINGSWAY, W.C.2.
-

'Phone : Gerrard 575-6,

Works: LONDON. BIRMINGHAM. and SOUTHEND.

'Grants : Zywateseng, Vestcent.
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HE right kind of as ever. Undoubtedly
valve is like any worth the money.
other good friend The long life of Ediswan

CJ

monEk
-it stands the test of
1.0

service is not one

AN

of its
virtues.

superficial

You only

discover it

1

as

time passes ; later
on you take it for granted ; finally you forget
it. And still your valve
carries on. Ediswan is
this kind of valve. Night

after night, week after
week,month after month

-and still the quality of
its reception is as good
c11-1.2

First Valle
ever madevas

produced ire

6'62-5

Valves results from the care

a long acquaintance. Its taken in every detail of their

Ats:*
.0000$*

C)

FJ

.916....raiff
..41171FAbri

the Edisvaam

laborator

L

Thirty years'
experience lies behind every
Ediswan Valve-and a reputation that has made its way
into every corner of the
wireless world.
assembling.

Ediswan Valves will bring the best

out of your wireless set-get some
on the way home and enjoy better
programmes from to -night onwards.

All dealers sell them
You will be interested in our booklet

"Vhe berm ionic Value." It's free
-send for a copy.

(!)

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
QUEEN VICTORIA ST.. LONDON. E.C.4

11SW
N
VALVES

An interesting study of early wireless history may be made at

the Science Museum, South Kensington, London, where the complete
series of Dr. Fleming's experimental valves can be inspected.

Dtt6CDMCMt-t®.6t6
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CORRESPONDENCE (ronfirnicapon pr;e 696)

Appreciation
SIR, -I have an Amplion Junior loudspeaker, bought over a year ago, and
recently had the misfortune to burn out
one of the bobbins. I wrote to Messrs.
Graham and Co. asking for a quotation
for overhauling the instrument. In reply
I received a most courteous letter, saying
that if I would send the instrument to the
works they would repair it free of all

transmitted orchestral music and songs the
same day at 2.30 a.rn., and was working
on about the same wavelength.

closed down -but have invariably found
that the amateurs cut in and drown these

charge. This I did, and have now received
the instrument back in perfect order.
I feel I must bring this case of excellent
service before your many readers.

distant- stations.

There must be many like myself who
would welcome a regulation preventing
amateurs from carrying out their tests
whilst any B.B.C. station was operating.
It would surely cause very, little inconvenience to those amateurs, whilst the
additional pleasure to thousands who- do
not own multi -valve sets would be incalculable, -S. J. R. (London, W.C.).

G..,

B.

October

(Yorks) received K D K A on

12, and states that he had no

atmospheric troubles.
H. \V. (Surrey) states that he obtains
greater purity and more signal strength
from his 'crystal receiver made from in-

structions given in No. 115 than from' any
other set he has made.

R. F. (London, W'.14) wishes to know
which American station closed down at

Other Correspondence Summarised 11.15 p.m. on October 16, after an °relies-

V. C. B. (King's Cross) found that by tral item, saying, "The next performance
putting about 14 ft; of flashlight ribbon, will be at 5 p.m. on Sunday. Good night,
I may add I have no connection with such as is used for photography, 6 in. ladies and gentlemen."
T. R. (Yorks) would like to know the
Messrs. Graham and Co. other than that below the ceiling as an aerial he got
identity of the station which transmitted
of a satisfied user. -T. W. P. (Leyton- wonderful results.
stone).
T. L. S. (Bury) informs us that signals vocal solos, a quartet, orchestral selecreceived on an aerial situated 3o ft. above tions and "Auld Lang Syne " on OctoLate Transmissions
the ground, with a lead-in of over 3o ft., ber 17, between 11.4j p.m. and 12.45 p.m.
SLR,- 1 notice on page 460 of "A.W." a are nearly twice the strength of those The wavelength used was about 370 metres.
R; W. T. (London, N.to) is anxious to
statement to the effect that in order to received on an aerial 20 ft. high with a
make the programmes additionally attrac- lead-in of about i5 ft. The former aerial know if it was an American station he
tive to the possessors of multi -valve sets is only about 13 ft. above the roof, whilst heard transmitting- a religious address,
one provincial station wilt continue to the latter was not screened by any inter- followed by a hymn, on October 16, at
transmit on each Tuesday and Friday

evening for half an hour after the other

12.45 a.m.
H. A. J. (Birmingham) would like to

vening objects.

A. J. F. (N. Finchley) wishes to know
stations have closed down. Why should the identity of the station which transthis additional attraction be confined to mitted speech, at about 2 a.in., on Octothe owners of multi -valve sets ?
ber 12. It was apparently American and
I have picked up most of the B.B.C.
worked on a wavelength of 36o metres
stations on a crystal set with two L:F. approximately. He would also like to
amplifiers -of course after London has know the identity of another station which

be confirmed in thinking that it was the
Nice station which transmitted a song,
impersonating noises of farmyard animals,
between 6 p.m. and 7 p.m. on October in.
The station operated on a wavelength, be.
tween 2(0 and 400 metres.

HELLO ! HELLO!! "UNCLE TOM`" CALLING
"Uncle Tom,59 Newcastle's First Station Director, Calling

The Pioneers of Cheap Prices in the North and the Only Firm in Great Britain with aotual Broadcasting Experience
INSULATING TAPE, per box, ed.
SCALES.-lialf circle, o -18o°, 2d.;
KNOBS. -a B.A. bushed i, in. dia., 2d.; 2 B.A., circle, 36o°, black or white, 41d.
Id.; 4 B.A. bushed in. dia..
STAPLES (Insulated). --Per doe., 3d.
LOUD

SPEAKERS.-Amplion

Junior,

27/6;

T.M.O. (Copper Horn). OA; Baby Sterling, 55/-;
Sterling (Black and Gold), 80/-; Claritone Junior,
58/.; Claritone Senior, 116/-; Sparta (Fullers),

and many other makes kept in stock.
LEADING IN TUBES.-6-iu., 8d.; 9 -in., 10d.;
NUTS. -4 B.A., 2d. doz.; 2 B.A., 2d. doz.
NAME TABS. -Circular with hole fcr fixing
under terminal, 1d.; straight type, id. strips of
12 names, ed.; Aerial, Earth and Phones,
Pointers, id.
PHONES.-Sketaphoncs, 16/6; The New T.M.C.,
6 ozs., 22/8; Brown's Feather Weight, 25/-; Ster95/.;

12-10., 1/-.

complete

SWITCH ARMS. -Best quality, 10d.; second
ling, 25/-; G.E C., 25/-; B.T.H., 25/-; Western quality, 6d.
Electric, 25/.; Claritone, 25/-; Siemens, 251, All
TERM IN ALS.-Small fancy, Id.; small W.O.,
Id.; large W.O., lid.; Telephone, 11d.' Nickelled
4,000 ohms.
SINGLE EAR PHONES. -a,000 ohms, 6/6; 4,000 2d. (All- above complete with nut and washer.)
ohms, 7/6.
Red and Black Terminals, per pair, 11.; Screw
PULLEYS. -Aerial, ed. and 3d.
Spade Terminals, each, Id.; screw pins, each,
POTENTIOMETERS. -Special line, 4/8; T.C.B., Id.; ," Clix " Terminals, complete, 4d.
5/-; Igranic, 17.; Lissen, 12/8.
TERMINAL TAGS for connecting Aerial Wire
PHONE PLUGS. -G. EC., 2 pin, 1/8.
to Earth Wire, per pair, lid.
ROTORS. -Wood, 21 in., 1/-; Ebonite, 21 in., I/O.
TRANSFORMERS (Lon Frequency). -General
Bucks " for Reflex
ROTORS AND STATORS. -2 Stators and
Radio Co., 15/.; Powquip
Rotor, complete set 3/,
Circuits, 121-; Powquip Shrouded, 18/8; Burndept
RESISTANCES -(FIXED).-Mullard. 100,000 ohms, Cheap Type, 15/-; Lissen T.2, 18/8; Lissen T.3,
2/6. (Clips for above, 9d. per pair.)
Igranic, 21/-; Fuller
Silvertown, 21/.;
25/;
RESISTANCES (VARIABLE).-Woodhall 100,000 Shrouded, 22/-; R.% new type, 25/-; Eureka Conohms, mounted on Ebonite, 2/9; Allen, 50.000 to cert Grand (the finest transformer made), 30/-;
100,000, 1/6; Lissen, 50,000 to 100,000, RA; Watmcl, Eureka 2nd stage, 22/6.
50,000 to 1oo,000. 3/8.
RUBBER PHONE EAR -CAPS,-" Sorbo," per Valves and High Tension Batteries sent through
pair, 1,8.
post at purchturraserable.'s risk onlys aFree.nd are not re -

Mail orders dispatched same day.

send ample postage.

Please

Exam will be returned.

TINFOIL. -Per wbeet, 4d.
TRANSFERS.-" Easie-fix " Aerial, Earth Phones,

per set 2d.; large sheet of Words -and Scales, 9d.
VARIOM ETERS.-Small Brown, excellent value,
STAPLES (Tin). -Per doz., Id.
SLIDERS AND PLUNGERS, 3d.; G.W. type, 1/11; L. Vatiometer, 2/6; L. Variometer with Ball
Rotor, 3/6; Ebonite Variometers with Knob, 4/3
very efficient, gd..
4/11 and 5/8. Igranic and Sterling always in stock.
SHELLAC. -Per bottle, ed., 7d., & 10d.
VALVES. -Thorpe K.4 for Unidyne circuit, 17/6;
SW ITC HES.-S.P.D.T. Miniature panel mounting, 1/.; D. P. D.T., Miniature,for mounting. 1/6.
Cossor, B.'T.IT., Marconi R., Marconi RSV., MulSWITCHES (EARTH AND AERIAL). -Mounted lard-Ora, Ediswan, Myers, all at 12/6.
on Ebonite, S.P.D.T., 1/3 & I/O; D.P.D.T., 3/3.
DULL EMITTER VALVES. -Marconi D.E.R.,
(Above fitted with Terminals.)
21/-; Ediswan A.R.D.E., 211-.
SYSTOFLEX.-Pcr yard, 4d.
VALVES, DULL EMITTER, .06. -Marconi D.E.3,
SPRING WASHERS. -(Copper), per doz.,
25/-; B.T.H. B.5, 25/.; Ediswan. A.R., 25/-;
SWITCHES for Flush Panel mounting, 1/11; B.T.II. 6 Volt Power Valve B.4, 35/-; Mullard and
Switches, round, (Togle),
F.A.I., 35/,
VOLT METERS, o to 15 Volts, 5/-; double reading, o -to. o -limo volts, 12/..

VALVE HOLDERS. -With 8 nuts and washers,
8d.; 6 Leg Valve Holders for K.4 Valves, 1/3;

Valve Holders for Flush Panel Mounting, per set,
'itive Pins, id.; Valve Sockets with nut and
washer, Id.; Valve Windows, 6d.

8d.;

for connecting up, per yard, Id.
WIRES. -Tinned, No. 18 gaug.7., 3 yards, 2d.;
Tinned, Square, a ft. lengths, lid.; Tinned, No. 18
gauge, for connecting up or for Aerial, too ft., 1/0.
DOUBLE COTTON -COVERED WIRE. -No. 2o,
1 lb. Reels, 81d.; No. 22, lb. Reels, 90.; No. 24,
lb. Reels, 10id.; No. 26, 1 lb. Reels, 111d.;
No. 28, 1 lb. Reels. 1/2; No. 3o, lb. Reels, 1/4.
WIRE (Rubber -covered). -For Lead-in, Earth,
Earth or Aerial, 2d. and 21d. per yard.

Price List

Business Hours -

-

-

9 to s

TRADE SUPPLIED.

BELL WIRE. -Single, a yards, lid.; Bell Wire,
per yard. id.; Bell Wire, Rubber -covered,

Twin,

All man

Orders to be sent to Hear' Cam

and Stores:
CALLONGATE, NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE.

daily.

"UNCLE TOM" PAYNE & HORNSBY, LTD., OALLOWGATE, NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE

10.
QUEEN
66, Camden Street, North Shields.
Telephone: 3804 CENTRAL

VICTORIAEL

New Open at CASTLE

LEEDS

Russell Street, & Ocean Road, South Shields.
ST.,

Call Signs: 6I R, 6 K W
Phone: 22267 Leese.
Roker Avenue, Sunderland,

BELFAST; & STONEY ST., NOTTINGHAM.
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I WILL MAKE YOU

a brilliant pianist

I do not say I may-I WILL, if I accept you.
Puriog twenty-three years I have taught BY POST
thousands (of all ages and occupations).

You need no

cleverness-just ordinary intelligence and a love of
I nude. If a beginner you shall p'ay by Christmas
little masterpiece of Beethoven's. If already a
player, technical and sight-reading difficulties shall
melt away under this easy perfect training The

a

secret is the displacement of weary mechanical prac-

tice for Simple fascinating INTENSIVE TRAINING.

Ordinary Music used.

Lessons porsonal y graded to suit each pup!!
from beginner to protesslonal p ayer. This is
your , pp.irtunity to play this winter.

From a Beginner. The time for study seems to
II v.
I am 8131821::(a at my progress.-Ii. B.
Stca,

Ecmentary. My nervousness is vanishing, my rim,
n
are ready and independent, m/ tone is

transformed.-W. H.. Bridgend.
Advanced. Your maser no SightPlaying is
absolutely Sylendid.-J. F. Ill., cork.

-- WHY NOT YOU
A FRI E

,4tef

y
illy
'Mind,
Keyboard,"
awaits you. Just send

-a book,

:77- Muscle and
vacant with ad trCSS
(Mrs., Miss, Rev. or
Mr.). and the one
NOT. I to

6`aine inackg for laclyes"

you,

Beginner, Elementary. moderate or
Advanced. Mr. H.

BECKCII.

59,
Bristol House,

Holborn
Viaduct, London,
E.C.I.

IF good trading consists in getting the utmost return

for one's outlay, then buying a Louden Valve
FOR SECURING
YOUR AERIALS
and a thousand purposes where
great strength and strain is

105 -

needed. FLEXIBLE STEEL

INIule. ROPE, Aeroplane Cable made to
Gc,vernment specification to specified
breaking strains. PRICES BELOW COST.
Orders of 10,- and over carriage paid,
otherwise, please add 1;- for postage.
No.
o
52
53

300 ft.

Dia.
silo

...

5 cwt.

...

346

...

35 cwt.
45 cwt.

...

7/32

Strain.
...

4/6

III 12 -

Strainers for use with above, right and left.hand
threads, 9d. each or SO per dozen.
SMITH & ELLIS, Ltd. (Dept, 60,11,W:1e Britain, E.C.1.
Tel.: City 8994.

RADIO

Stands 1 and 22,
British Wireless

Exhibition,
White City.

" KENITE " PANELS

horn. t-Aalloy diaphragm. Adjustable magnets Br and
new, not reconditioned. 2,000 ohms, 12/6. 120 ohms,

STALLOY DIAPHRAGMS, all sizes, 11 in. 4d.
Micro -nut fitted, 8d. extra.

JOHN W. MILLER, 68 FARRINCOON ST.. E.0 4. Phone: CENTRAL I950

Use instead the Famous New Improved

CATS EYE

FIXED

DETECTOR
Connect up and
listen -in in comfort

PRICE

216

at once, no waiting, no adjusting, order irons your
dealer, or send P.O. 2/6 and 19fid. stamp to :COMREX 8 CO. (DEPT 2), 119, FLEET Sr., E.C.4

Satisfied

users

of

Louden

Valves

report

that

" their accumulators now last twice as long,"

costing considerably more, and that the life of the

131A. Post free, complete in box. with money -back
plaran.ee. Onick delivery.

CUT OUT CATWHiSKERS

figure.

Valve possessed over others it would alone be sufficient to recommend it, but when you consider that
in addition it gives a reproduction startling in its
silver clarity, that it gives the same volume as valves

LOUD
SPEAKERS 12/6
fitted with flexible connection to fit any gramophone or

John D. GOODMAN, 78 Spencer Rd.. Welldstone, Middlesex.

represents by far the best value yet offered.
Only one of its good qualities is the saving which
it will effect in your accumulator bill.
The current consumption of the Louden Valve is
exceptionally low (0.4 ampere), whereas that of the
ordinary bright filament valve is almost double this

If this were the only advantage which the Louden

ADJUSTABLE

Eyed smith Stalloy" diaphragms. Every one tested on Crystal
Made be best mak, rs for
Set previous to dispatch and Guaranteed.
Government use. 2/11 each. pos,age4d.

In return you will get a valve which we consider

halved, as also is the accumulator bill.

any required size while you wait. Trade quoted.
CROXSONIA COMPANY, 10 SOUTH ST,, MOORCATE, E.0.2

TELEPHONES for 2/ 1 1 each!!

The outlay required is only ten shillings.

that the journeys to the charging station arc now

Black matt finish. Rigid. Thoroughly insulated. 7-x 5',
1;5; to' x 9", 2:4; 07 x 9", 2/.0;
1/-; 8" x 5', 1/2; e' x
i4' x re, 4 -, fe' thick. Post free. Callers, panels cut to

to 4 in., 112.

is excellent business.

4VALVES
MitifIl

filatnent is greatly prolonged by the absence of " bombardment " you will agree that in fairness to your
purse you should fit your set with Louden Valves
at the earliest possible date.
plain Louden for

detecting and I, w
Amplifying.
Fency
requ

The Blue Louden for
H.F. Amplification
Filament Volts.. 4.8-5
Filament Amp;
Anode Volts .. 40 -So sq,

o1 ,

LL0
IRELEss

Manufactured through.
out in Great Britain.

All Loudens are Silver

Clear and free from
mush." The current
consumption
how

is very

and the lift long

fouben Ulake,5 - Silber Cear
(ADVT. OF TILE FELLOWS MAGNETO CO., LTD PARK ROYAL, WILLESDEN, N.W.10.)
C IS.4

Ctno.teur WS
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ascribed the same possibility, that some
unknown property of the upper atmosphere
F01.112. problems in wireless which Iran- was responsible for these phenomena. In
i so far defied solution were dealt with the ensuing discussion Dr, W. H. Eccles,

UNSOLVED PROBLEMS

in a lecture delivered by Mr: R. H. Bar- F.R.S., suggested that perhaps too much
field, M.Sc., before the Radio Society of had been placed on the shoulders of the
Great Britain on October 22. The lecturer upper atmosphere ! A satisfactory exsubmitted the following questions :
planation of the daylight, effect on short
Why is long-distance communication waves was the ionisation of the atmosphere
(2)
Why
are
signals
stronger
possible ?
during that period. Its de -ionisation at
at night than by day ? (3) Why do direc- night furnished the reason for better
tion -finding stations experience large errors signals during hours of darkness.
at night, while daylight errors are practically negligible? (4) Why does "fading "- bceur?

While propounding no definite theories
that would account for any or all of these
phenomena, Mr. Barfield advanced the
hypothesis that in every case the solution
might be found in some unexplored property of the upper atmosphere.

TRADE NOTES AND

tion would lead one to suppose that. a

From Cunningham and Morrison, of
Windsor House; Victoria -Street, S.W.1,

CATALOGUES

(E. S. Co., Ltd.), of 233, Tottenham Court
Road, W.I.

B.T.H. accessories are described in a
(trade only)- received from the
British Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd., of 77,
leaflet

Upper Thames Street, E.C.4.
"Radiola " receivers are the subject of
leaflets sent us by the British Thomson Houston Co., Ltd.,
Aldwych, W.C.2.

of

Crown

House,

Hartmann and Braun measuring instruments are the subject of list K issued by

Eck and Brook, Ltd.,

of 4-12, Palmer
Street, Westminster, S. W.1.
Porcelain coil mounts and valve holders
are described in leaflets received from the
Athol Engineering Co., of Cornet Street,
Hr. Broughton, Manchester.

Trona.- rs for Panels
FROM the Eagle Transfer, Ltd., of Fitts bury Court, Finsbury Pavement, E.C.
W. and M. components are the subject
we
have received samples of neat transfers of .a price list and illustrated folder sent
The first problem raised the question
us by the Wainwright Manufacturing Co.,
of why wireless- waves remained on the for marking panels.
Ltd., of 531, Forest Road, Walthamstow,
surface of the earth. A superficial considera- Catalogues

wave transmitted from London, instead of
being received in New York, might either

E.17.

we have received a leaflet in which the
penetrate the earth or be lost in space. Igranic Electric Co., Ltd., recommend

ASHTON'S PERFECT

AERIAL SPAM/ER

The earth, offered negligible resistance, their components for use with Myers valves
and our knowledge of the atmosphere did to get perfect reception.
not suggest, that could hinder an upward
-A copy of their trade price list has been
tendency of the wave.
The more
generally accepted theory was refraction sent us by Rose Bros. Electrical Co., Ltd.,
from the Heaviside layer. This was only of 25, Milton Street, E.C.2.
"Wireless Valves " (useful information
an hypothesis, extremely difficult to refute,
for the trade) is the title of a brochure
but by no means proven.
To the remaining problems the lecturer sent us by the Electrical Supplies Co.

BEST GOODS-LOWEST PRICES

WOOLLDRIDGE WIRELESS
ONE VALVE AMPLI-

We can supply ALL your

FIERS

WIRELESS NEEDS!

MANCHESTER.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii till

HEADPHONES
ABSOLUTELY

We supp!y to satisfy
The pick of the ma-ket. 4,000 ohms. Very
light. Highly finished, best workmanship
and
extremely sensitive.
Price
Or with adjustable diaphragms

All Sets 'well made in Solid
Mahogany Boxes

EBONITE

*In.

..
...

..
..

18 X 812

10 X 10

in.

2/3
8/3

Other Makes

4/3
4/3
5/6

Variable Grid Leak

/8

8/9

8/-

FIBRE gram.
in. wide .. ..
4 ft.
..each

Nickel Switch Arms, one hole fixing

.

Nickel Switch Arms, two -

hole fixing
Nickel Studs
..
dos.
Nickel Flush Panel Valve

9/8
11/ -

R.I. New Type ..

.

LUNEN.

Anode Resistance

Limon Minor..

ORMOND VARIABLE

Llssenstat

CONDENSERS.

I./2
1/ 1/ -

.001 with Ternim

9,6 'Filament Dials

Dial ..
Post 8d. extra
FILAMENT RESINTASCES.

9a.. 1/- T.C.B. do.
1/-. 1/3
HEADPHONES.

and

.

94.

.

..

.

. ...

9 in.

2/-

5/ -

LOUD SPEAKERS.
(Sole London Agents)
12 2 0,
23 8 0,
24 4 0
" Dragonfly " Ampllon 21 6 0
Amplion Junior
21 7 0
Sterling Baby
.. 02 15 0
Sterling Dinkio
El 10 0
Maguora

24 15 0
Pair Sparta
Other Makes in Stock.
N. and K. Pattern 1.000 ohms 11/6
Dr. /clasper Adjustable
.. 12/0 Loud Speaker Diaphragms, all
15/ Sizes. 1/3 each.
2/6
Shaw's Genuine itertrite
1/ 2/6 Brown's 1' Type ..
25/ -

3/- Lightweight French

Address.

LL VAL'ES STOCKED.
Lead -n wire S yards for 1/B I Wire. 12 -nods

halite
.
1/ Neutron wit1Lcatawnisaer .. 10
Oliray with Catswhisker .. 1/6
Western
25/ - Super Clystagog Hertzite .. 1/4
Post 6d. Pair.
Britannic Batteries
.
1/9
Phone Leads..
1/6. 1/9 Columbine Do. ..
.
2/6
For D.E. Valves Post ONI. extra.
Please Do Not Pend Ramos.

T. WOOLLDR.1 DGE,

Wireless Stores,

39, LISLE STREET, Leicester Square, London, W.C.2
Open Daily 0 a.m. to 8 p.m.

(Phone Gerrard 74118).

1 2/6

Postage 61 Two pairs, post free
Everything Wireless on Easy Payment Terms

_.ESS DISTRIBUTING CO., LTD.,

WALMAR HOUSE, REGENT STREET, W.1

THE GREATEST SENSATION AND SUCCESS
Her Daddy's Voice

OF THE SEASON
The " World's Champion," the marvel " A. B." Headphone

4/
2/9

Being' Retailed at 15/6

11d.

each

suAIL ORDERS DkliirAIVIIIID
SAME DAY.
Fame

.

3/6
7/6
2/9
3/9

Lead -fa 1u0us-

each

Tersely

Coil Stand on base
1/6
DWELLER CONDENSERS (rued).

-

..

2/-

1/3
1/6
8d.

2/6
2/0

1 0/6

.

each

1/8
1/6
1/ Above are Engraved. nut Stamped

4/10.88 Special Line, well made .. 2/a
2/8/8, 9/6 Igranic Potentiometers
.. 7/-

.001 to .000
..
.001 to .0005
Gobi Leaks. 1, 2, 3, 4 mega.

.
.

'Do. with Knob
Do. Dials, Ivorine

with Knob and

..4 for 7d. Ormond
T.C.B. 6. 13, 30 ohms
EdONITE COIL.
Microstat for D.E. or E.
HOLDERS. Best Quality.
Valves
..
Two-way
8/4, 3/8, 4/3 French one -hole fixing
..
Three.way
..
Cam Vernier, two-way
Coil Plugs

..

Liseen ('oils Stocked.

..

tondenser Dials

Complete

..

On and Off Switch
Series Parallel

7d,
1/ -

.

.. 25/- Grid Leaks

Sockets

Coil Mounts ..

..
.001 and .0001 to 000::.
.002 to .006

3/8

8/8

4/6

Soldering irons

(Fixed).

2/3

383

..

12/0

1/6
1/6

2/-

..

Rnergo

'I HE LATEST AND BEST

EVERY PAIR GUARANTEED

na.a.asic.-:r..
R-'3ECEM EXCEPT
NATI-i.k.:1-t3E
TRANSs ORMERS.
EDISON BELL OfKilleaSERS

W.CONtiVa!

rote

ASHTON'S
8-10. Bull's Head Yard,

£3 10 Oand£880

17 9, 21/8

3.

12/- 1!)111
GETS ALL STATIONS

TWO VALVE SETS

Crystal Sets, with Plug -In
for Chelmsford, 12,9,

6X6
7X5
8X6
9X6
10 X 8
12 X 6
12 X 9

£1 7 6

-

1111 iiiii

(protected)

Sunday : 10-30 to 1.30

which has dealt the Knock Out Blow to all others and
overshadowed them all.
COS PANY2v-IN UNFACTOPY M:-N:Y RE URNr1)

UNOUAL

IN Fifa_
" A.B."

adjustable 17,6

"A.B." non-adjustable 1516
Ask your dealer, or send re- /
nuttance to us for samples to
cover postage as well.

AMBATIELO BROS., LTD., Even this child can recognise
"Ambatleto House,"
her celebrated daddy's voice
FarrIngdon Road.,
from across the Atlantic with
London, LOA
" A. B." Headphones.

Te'ehlione,C'erkenTrell 7440E 7441.

-
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THE "BIG BEN" OF
L.F. TRANSFORMERS

IT WON'T BREAK DOWN.

Why it is 30/The LISTOLEON Transformer is of such quality and perfection

Highest Efficiency Coils

are Tension -wound

Each Selectone Coil, besi les having a spedal formation to yield maximum air -space
is wound by special process under a constant tension.

a solutel, standard and react ion, b sides being rigid

true to calibration. Also ex- and unvary ng. Sue plied
treme rigidity is attained in sets o 5 (Nos. 25, 35
without the use tf shellac or 75 and too). Be s le t
wax. You there ore get an see the name
inductance that is prate, ically " Seleaone" on
free nom " self capacity " and the box ..
thus gives louder signals, Also No. zso (Che msford) 2,6

transformers sold at 25!-.

The gauge of wire used is such that a current of 20 milliamps
can be safely carried continuously. The LISTOLEON Transformer is therefore eminently suitable for use in conjunction with
the biggest types of Power Valves used for broadcast reception.
The LISTOLEON Transformer measures 31 in. long by 21 in. over
terminals, is 3 in. high, and weighs 2 lcs. The stampings are best

Inductance Cods
Distributors for U.K.

Stalloy, dull blacked, and nickel -plated terminals and straps are fitted.

V. Zeitin and Eons.

Phone: Muscunt3795-, cb
i44i lheobalds Road, London,
Manufactured by Le..is Harforth St, Co London.
Pot

rWte

Will give real tone to any Loud Speaker.
contains almost twice as much wire as any other competitive

Ask your Wireless Dcalev. Dc ease oy difficulty send P.O. 4 9 and Dealer's n,nte
Sole

Transformer is free from distortion, enormous in volume, and
always to be relied upon.

The coil is wound by specialists of 25 years' experience and

TENSION -WOUND
nd address to:

We can prove to you that reception when using the LISTOLEON

Because :

A coil is thus formed tha' sharner tuning, and readier
is

that we are able to guarantee it for a period of two years.

11111111111111111,

The LISTOLEON Transformer will free your reception from all
harshness, whis ling noises, and that raucous metallic medley of
sound usually associated with loud -speaker reproduction.

7. %Av.

I

AVE:xi

h

\NuomoLs

CrYSV4eN
\'4'rx, S'Aver Sipeatvo\livt,

ir3

colisvimiecer.e.

s \NV\ s\keT

The guarantee oi THIS crystal is that we use it in
our own Receivers on account of its remarkable
power permanence and long life.
Price 1/3 per
tin with Spearpoint Catswhisker.

CHALLENGE CRYSTAL SETS.
No. 40. The " Challenge."
A new Radiax production. Designed and built on entirely new

principles, it is the result of much experiment and test, our

object having been to obtain the utmost power of which a
crystal set is capalde. Range 300 to 500.

Price E2/2/-.

No. 41. The " Challenge " Long Wave.
(100-1,600 metres)

Uniform with No. 40, but incorporates the Radiax Universal
principle, and enables, by means of a switch, perfect results to
be obtained on the lower wave band

or on the new 1,600 metre High
Power Station. Price U/10/,
Send

3d.

Stamps for
Catalogue.

Illustrated

All Radiax specialities are obtainable from your local dealer or
otherwise direct from :-

RADIAX, LTD.,
20, PERCY STREET,

Radiophones Ltd

Savoy Street, strand
London, W.C.2
Telephone: Regent 4592.

RADLAx

TOTTENHAM CT. RD., AINIMIK
LONDON, W.I.SATISFY YOU.
Barclays 282.

"STRIKING" SUCCESS
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AUSTRIA.
Vienna (Radio- Wien), '.530
kw.)'.
08.00, markets ; 10.00, con. ; 11.50, time Sig.

;

12.20, weather; 14.3o, Stock Ex., news, con. ;
17.20,

children

l-WWS ;

Thurs.) ;
news, weather.

(Tues.

C011. ,

and

18.15,

BELGIUM.
ij; kw.).
17.0o,
Bruasels (SRB), 265 m.
orch., children (Wed. and Thurs.); dance (Toes:
NOTE.-In the following list of transmissions and Sat.); 18.00, news ; 20.15, lec., con:, news
theie abbreviations are observed: con. for (opera, Mon. and Wed.).
concert; lec. for lecture; orch. for orchestral
Haeren (BAV), 1,1o0 m. 13.00, 14.00, 16.5o,
concert; irr. for irregular; m. for metres; and 18.50, weather.
sig. for signal.
CZECHO.SLOVAKIA.
Kbely (Ohl'), 1,150 m. (1 kw.). Weekdays :
GREAT BRITAIN
12.45, 10.00, 17.00, Stock Ex. ;
The times given are according to Greenwich 10.30, 12.00,
18.15, Inc., news, weather, con. (time sig.,
Mean Time.
London (2L0), 365 rn. 1-2 p.m., con. ; 3.15- 10.00), daily; 10.00, con: (Suit).
kw.). WeekKomarov (ORB), 1,800 m.
3-45 p.m., lee. 4-5 p.m., con. ; 5.30-6.15 p.m., days
: 13.00, Stock Ex., weather,. news ; 17.0o,
children ; 6.4o p.m. talk ; 7-7.30 p.m., time sig.,
news, talk ; 7.30-.9.30 'p.m., music; 9.30-10.0 con. (Thurs.); 09.00, con. (Sun.). p.m., time sig., news, talk ; 10.0-1.30 p.m.,
DENMARK.
music. Mon. and \Ved. the Savoy Bands are
775 m.
20.00,
Copenhagen
(Radio-Klub),
relayed until 11.0 p.m., and on Sat. until mid- con. ; 16.00, con. (Son.).
night. Sat. only, 4-5.30 p.m., con.
Lyngby (OXE), 2,40o 01. (to kw.). 09.30,
Aberdeen (2BD), 495 m. Belfast (2BE), 435 15.50,
20.45, weather ; (2,700 m.) 18.20,
m, Birmingham (51T), 475 m. Bournemouth
(6BM), 375.01. Cardiff (5WA), 351 tn. Glas- (2,400 m.) 20.00, news ; 11.00 and 19. to, con.
gow (5SC), 420 m. Manchester (2ZY), 375 m. (Sun.).
Ryvang, 1,025 m. 19.00, con. (Tues., Fri.);
Newcastle (5N0), 400 m. Much the same as 11.00,
con. (Thurs.).
London times.
Yorcks Passage, 440 10. New station testBradford (2LS). 310 m. Edinburgh (2EII), ing almost daily, 19.00.
325 m. Hull (6KH), 320 m. Leeds (2LS),
Viborg, 1,400 W. 19.00, con. (irr.).
346 m. Liverpool (6LV), 315 m. Nottingham
(5NG), 322 m. Plymouth (313Y), 335 m. ShefFRANCE.
field (6FL), 301 m. Stoke cvn.Trent (6ST), 306
Eiffel Tower, 2,650 m. (5 kw.). 0640,
in. Programmes relayed.
weather (exc. Sun.) ; limo, markets (exc. Sun.);
11.15, time sig., weather ; 14.45, 15.35, 16.3o,*
CONTINENT
Stock Ex. (exc. Sun. and Mon.); 19.0o,
771e times are according to the Continental weather ; 22.10, weather (exc. Sun.).
system; for example, 16.3o is 4.3o p.m., and
* From Nov. x, on 1st and 15th of each
o8.00 is 8 a.m. (G.M.T.).
month, ar 16.45.
;

Radio.Paris (SFR), 1,780 m. (to kw.). Sundays : ,12.45, orch. ; 13.45, newS; 16.45, con.;
2.0.30, news, con.; 22.00, dance. 12.30, news,

Stock Ex., orch. ; 16.30, markets, Stock Ex.,

con. ; 17.45, Stock Ex., news, women's hour ;

20.30, lec., news, con. ; 22.00, dance (not daily).
L'Ecole Sup, des Postes et Telegraphes
(I3 TT ), 458 m. (500 w.). 16.00, lec. (Tues. and

Thurs.); 20.30, Eng. cony. and con. (Tues.);

20.30, Inc. or con. On 3rd Sun. of each month,
organ recital, 20.45.
" Le Petit Parisien," 340 m. (50o w.).
21.30, con. (Sun., Toes., Thurs.).
Lyons,la.11ona,47o at. 10.30, news and con.;
11.30-11,45-12.15, 16.15, Stock Ex. ; 20.00, news
and con.
1,525
m.
Toulouse - Aerodrome (MRD),
09.42, 19.42, weather.
Agen, 300 rn. New high -power station testing daily.
GERMANY.
'

Berlin (1), Vox Klaus, 430 01. (loo w.); (z),
o m. (1,'/Z kw.). 09.00, markets ; 09.15, news;
0.35, markets* ; 11.15, Stock Ex. ; 11.55, time
sig.

news ; 13.15, Stock En. ;

12.05,

;

14.00,

markets*; 15.00, markets*; 15.30, orch. ; 16.0o,

markets**, 17.30, lec., children (Wed., Sun.);

Eng. cony. (Mon.); 18.00, .Eng. cony. (Mon.),.
children (Wed.), lec. ; 18.4$, lec. (exc. Sun.);
19.3o,

news,

con.,

time

sig. ; 21.30,

dance

(Thurs. and Sat.). Evening lec. and core, from
18.0o relayed by Berlin (2) on 500 m. * On
W.L. 500 In. only.
Berlin (if elefunken Co.), 750 m.

(1

kw.).

(almost daily); 19.00, con., tests

10.30, con.

(irr.).

Kiinigswusterhausen (LP), 68o m.
09.40,

(Sun.).

con.

2,450 m.:

(4

kw.).

10.20,

con.

2,55)) m. (5 kw).: Wolff 's Biiro, 06.30-19.4o,
news. 2,800 m. (4 kw.): 10.50, con. (Sun.).
3,150 m.: Telegraphen Union, 06.00-20.0o,
(Continued on page 7041

......M.01.1.1
/C170/V,5 Olt .17

VERTEXERIAt
(Patent No.

.=2

THE STRONG LINK OF

YOUR SET MUST BE

:2i6.65.7)

Hundreds of users say that the " VERTEX " is the
most compact, attractive and efficient aerial on .the

market. Easily attached to chimney -stack or face of
wall, as shown, it increases range, volume and purity.
It has one mast only, and can be installed in the most
confined space. The " VERTEX " obviates " interference." Complete with 50 -ft. downlead..,....,,

insulated arms and central steel hubLii
0
bracket, ready for mounting on mast ...
Steel wall brackets, with bolts, nuts, Rawlplugs and
4

screws can he supplied.

" VE 's E.X." INDOOR AERIAL-

/6

1/6

A most efficient long-range " VERTEX " Indoor
Aerial is also made for use where outside aerial is not
possible. Can be suspended in loft tinder roof or in
a top room.
As illustrated, with 35 -feet down lead, insula4d cords and ring for
pension ...

.

Trade Enquiries Invited

.

sus -E3 15 0

WIRELESS APPARATUS, LTD.,
35, Panton Street, Haymarket, S W. t

The Wireless Crystal
with
the Power of a Valve
To obtain music that cheers discard the weak link and substitute

dealers, or

direct,

pos)

free

1/6 from

359, Strand, London, W.C.1..

Regent 4232.

-1

FAMA DUTCH VALVES l

r.

USUAL TRADE DISCOUNTS
Amplifiers, Fil. 4 -volt Anode, 60 to 100 volt
Detectors,
4 -volt Anode. 30 to 100 volt
1CO volt

MERTON DAVIS, PARNELL & CO.
=

,

..
..

Retail Prices

each 4/8
each 4/1 1

'
Dull Emitters, 006
amps. Fil. l6' -volt Anode, 40 to

" VALPO "
Enquire of 'Wireless

:_,,,.,....,..,,,,,-,.,...,,,,,y,,,,,,,,,p.

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

F:111111111111f1111111111111111111111111111111118111111011;1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111MIIIIIIIII7

..

..

..

..

..

each 12/-

Low Ccmumption 0'10 amps. Fil. 4 -volt Anode, 30 to
80 volt
..
..
..
..
..
each 11/Dr. Ne per pattern Adjustable Diaphragm 4,000 -ohm
Headphones

..
..
..
..
..
Please remit Postage.

pair

1 1 /6

BISHOPSGATE ELECTRIC SUPPLY (1924) CO.,

180, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2.
Phone : Central 7361.

E Lutil,.111t1C=IIILlun.thauntaLlmilltilltawnscPAnnorv,Awnstc.li:S.un,.;

4

.
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Small devices which make a big difference

-

There may be no need to fell you what a
difference attention to details makes in

It is because Igranic craftsmen-both
designers and engineers devote such'

notice these small Igranic Devices which
make that difference.

Components that we say " you will build
a better set " if you use Igranic Devices.

wireless, but we would bring to your

care to details in producing Igranic

!.1,

Make a point of seeing
them at the
RADIO EXHIBITION AND

is
IGRANIC

TELEPHONE CONNECTOR
Designed to provide connections for
additional pairs of telephones so
that several persons may " listen
in " simultaneously, on receivers
possessing only two
telephone
terminals.

Any number of telephones up to
four pairs may be connected instantly.

Price complete, 8/6.

IGRANIC

EARTHING SWITCH
will protect both your home and
act. The terminals are of patented

WIRELESS CONVENTION

improved type anil carry the spring
switch contacts which ensure perfect

Mounted on solid ebony base with
three fixing holes.

6
**114616116inw

at

electrical conductivity.

"

The White City

Price 3/-.

Shepherds

Bush, W.12

Nov. 15th to 29th

STANDS 9 and 14

IGRANIC
TRI-PLUG COIL HOLDER

For use with " Igranic " Standard

Plug Type Honeycomb Coils, it is
arranged to take one fixed and two
movable coils. Finest nickelled fittings, instrument finished.
Price, with stand and ebonite
21/ operating handle ...
15/For Panel Mounting

IGRANIC COMPONENTS INCLUDE .
IGRANIC VERNOR
(Pat. No. 223010,)
For fitting to any rotary tuning
device in order to obtain fine vernier
adjustment. It is designed to tit
spindles, but with a liner will
fit 3/16" spindles.
Price, complete with liner and 1859
scale,

Battery Potentiometers
Vernier Friction Pencils
Earthing Switches
Telephone Connectors
Electric Soldering irons,

Honeycomb Coils

Intervalve Transformers
Vario-couplers

Bi-plug Coil Holders
'Fri -plug Coil Holders
Filament Rheostats

etc. etc.

carry a six months' guarantee.

6/-.

They are obtainable from all reputable dealers.

Write us for List Z304.

IGRANIC ELECTRIC CO.,
149,
SPRING CLIP TERMINALS
In boxes containing 10 terminals

with fixing studs and nuts. SIMPLE,
SECURE, STRONG, SAFE.
Price, per box, 2/6.

Queen

Victoria Street,

LTD.,
London

Works : BEDFORD
Birmingham i 73-74. Exchange Bldgs.
Bradford : 18, Woodview Terrace.
Cardiff : Western Mail Chambers.

Glasgow : 50, Wellington Street.

Manchester: 30, Cross._ Street. _

Newcastle : 90, Pilgrim Street.

IGRANIC
BI -PLUG COIL -HOLDER

Similar in construction to the Triplug type, but designed for use with

two coils.
I rice, with stand
operating handle .-..

and

For Panel Mounting :..

ebonite

..

16/6.
10/6.
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Ciron tout 'Wireless
TELEPHONY (continued from rage 702)
tsw.). : ExpresS ne
4..'004).t.,11111.i, (1o,
,

'

,,: vice,06.00-20.00.
Breslau, 415 in. (tL; kw.). 10.0o, sacred con.

(Sun.); 10.15, Stock Ex., weather.; 11.55, time
sig,, weather (Sun.); 12.25, time sig., weather,
Stock Ex. ; 14.00, Berlin news ; 15.00, children
(Sat. and Sun.); 16.00, orch., lec. (Sun.); 18.30,
Esperanto (Mon.); 19.30, con. (Sum.); Eng.
cony. (Thurs.) ; con., lec. (other days).
Frankfort=on-Main, 467 m. (1% kw.). 07.00,

NOVEMBER 8, 1924

.

con. or opera ; 20.30, news ; 21.00, dance (Sun.).
Except,Sunday,- Munich, 485 m. (1,,i; kw.). 09.30, sacred con.
(Sun.); 13.0o, time sig., news, weather ;: 75.30,
con. ; 16.00, children (Wed.) ; 16.30,;Eng. cony.
-markets,
(Mon.); Esperanto (Thurs.);
news, women's hour (rues.: and Fri.); 17.3e and
18.30, con., lee. ; 19.30, con., news,- weather,
time

'Sig,.

;

20.00, dance, news, weather, time

;

-

(Sun.) ; 11.00, markets; 15.00, con., time sig.,

sig. ; 13.30, markets ; 14.0o, news,
women,. markets ; 17.00, con. ; 18.0o, lec. ;
io.00, con. or opera ; 21.00, weather, markets,
sport ; 21.50, news (in English), dance (not
daily). Sundays : 07.55, time sig.,, weather,
news, lee., women ; 10.'5, sacred con. ; 11.15,
time

chess ; 12.15, con. ; 15.30, children ; 16.3o, con. ;
17.45, English cony. ; 19.00, con. or opera ;

21.00, on as weekdays.
Konigsberg, 460 in.

news (Sun.) ; 15.30, new,s; 16.30, markets, con.,
weather, time sig., children (Wed., Sat.), .women
(Fri.); 17.00, news, time sig. (Sun.) ; 17,30,
weather, time sig. ; 18.30, lec. (Mon. and
Tues.), Eng. lec. (Fri.); 19.00, lee., con.,

weather, time sig., news.

children (Wed.); 17.00a, markets (exc. Sat.);
18.00, lee., Esperanto (Mon.); 18.30, lec., chess
(Ved.); 18.45, Eng. lec. (Tues.); 19.15, lec.,

19.30 t(

PORTUGAL.
(Aero-Lisboa),

Lisbon

tests, music, speech (irr.).

375-410

20.30,
'

Montesanto (CTV), 2,450 in. (15 kw.). Tests,
music (irr.).; 13.00 and 23.00, weather.

SWEDEN.

Stockholm.7
l'A ,,

10.10, service, re-

440 III.

layed (Sim.); 11.35, weather, time sig. ; 18.15,

con., news.
Stockholm (Radio-Akt), 470 M. 19.10, con.,
news (exc. Mon., \Ved. and Fri.).
Gothenburg, 460 m. 18.1o, con. ('rues., Fri.
and Sat..).

68o

18.10 (Mon., \Ved. and

:

Boden, 2,50o ni.
17.40, con. (Tues. and
Fri.) ; 16.40, con., news (Sun.).

HOLLAND.
Amsterdam (PAS), 1,050 m. (200 w.).
con. (\Ved) ; 20.40,

Madrid (Radio Iherica), 392 m. (1
kw.).
19.15, weather, time sig., Stock Ex., con.;
22.45, con., time sig. (23.14); 23.3o, con., dance.
(loo w.). New station
Barcelona, 325
te-,ting. 18.00 and 21.00.

Thurs.).

news ; -21.10, con.

(PUFF), 2,125 m.: News and Stock Ex. almost
kw.). 07.1o, markets hourly from 07.55 to 16.10.
(Wed., Sat..); to. t5, markets ; 10.3o, sacred
Ymuiden (PCMM), 1,050 m. 20.10, con.
con., sermon (Sun.) ; 11.55, tune sig. ; 13.15, (Sat.).
news, Stock Ex. ; 15.00, markets ; 15.30, orch.,
Hilversum (NSF), 1,050 m. (500 w.). 19.40,
children (Wed., Fri.) ; 18.0o, lec.; 19.0o, con., con.
(Sun.); 20.40, lee. (Fri., irr.); 19.45, chilweather, news ; 20.10, dance (Sat.).
dren (Mon.).
Leipzig, 452 m. (15 kw.). oS.00, sacred con.
HUNGARY.
(Sun.); 10.55, markets ; 11.58,* time sig.;
12.00'k and 15.00*, Stock Ex. news ; 15.30, con.,

kw.).

21.30, COIL

SPAIN.

Munster, 407 m.
kW.). 06.55, tirne,sig.,
news ; 11.15, Stock Ex. ; 12.0o, time sig-. ; r4.oe,
sacred con. (Sun.); 1o. to, news ; 10.55, time sig. 'markets,
news ; 14.45, orch. ; 18. t weather,
and- news ; 15.00, children (Sun.) ; 15.10, news ; ,19.0o, con., dance (Sat.); 20.15, news.
markets ; 15.30, orch. ; .17.00, lee. 18.30, lee. ; Sun. : 14.45 and 19.0o, con., news, dance.
Espfranto (Fri.) ; 19.00, lee., Eng. cony. (Mon.
Nuremberg (relay), 340 m. Programme reand. Wed.); 19.30, Con:, opera-; 20.30, news,
weather ; 20.50, tech. lee., women's corner ; layed from Munich (q.v.).
21.60, time sig. ; con. (exc. On., Mon. and
Stuttgart, 437 m.
kw.). 10.3o, con.

Hamburg, 387 m. (1!;. kw.). Weekdays:
.6.25, time sig., news ; 11.45, markets ; 12.00,

ITALY..

Rome (IRO), 422 in.

Buda:Pesth (MTI), 950 m.
Half-hourly
(PTT), 458 m. (300 w.). 16.00, Jec. (Tues. and
from 06.45, news, Stock Ex. ; 10.00, con. ;
11.30, news (daily).

SWITZERLAND.
Geneva (HBO, 1,100 In. (5oo w.).
lec. No Sun. transmissions.

12.15,

.

Lausanne (I1B2), 85o m. (500 w.). 07.05,
weather ; 12.30, weather, markets, time sig.,
news; r6.00, children (Wed.); 17;55, weather,

news ; 20.15, con. (exc. Wed.), dance (Thurs.

and Sat.).
Zurich (iliingg), 650 m.
weather, news,

Stock

Ex. ;

12.00 and 16.0o,
17.15,

children

(Nron., Wed., Fri.), women's hour (Thurs.);
18.00, weather, news ; 19.15, lee., con. ; 21.00,
Sun. : 11.10 and 19.15, con. ; 21.00,

news.
news.

Mr INGERSOLL WIRELESS Co. Ltd.,

PHONE

4857

MAIL OP DER " A" DEPT.: 24/6 CHANGE ALLEY, SHEFFIELD
BRANCHES at: 2-6, SWINEGAT E, LEEDS, and 53, Tt RR EL ST., BRADFORD
HART ACCUMULATORS

VALVES

B.T.H. R4....... ..... 12 6
B3.............._21
B4 ..................35 /.

251-

B5

Cossor P.1 : P.2 .-.12 /6
Mullard H.F L.F ...12'6
Ediswa a A.R.
...
A.R.D.E.

12 '6

21 -

Ingenoll R.

9 -

.

4 v 20 act ...............24/11

4 v 30 .
4 v 40 .
6 v 20 .
6 v 30 ,,

tomers risk only.

LOUD SPEAKERS

Amplion Junior
27,6
De Luxe ...50(Dragon Fly 25 /-

Standard

Dragon ............£5 5/
Baby Brown
.. -501Solent R.E.
....42/Brandes Table Talker 42 /Sterling Primax .
£7 7,'
.

.

B T.H.

£5

.

.

45/11
55 /1

Including carriage.
HEADPHONES
Brown F.
. 251A.

Dainty
Brandes . ...
Dr. Petrie Power

15 /25 /1316

,

.

L.F. TRANSFORMERS
Marconi Ideal
35 "R.I. new type .........25/Silvertown
..21/1granic

211 -

Ferranti ..................17 /6
.. ....... 30 /Lissen T1

,,

60
90

Siemens 30 volt
66-

.

.

11 /6
16 /3

.

.

8'3

.

Royal

Amplitran

.

20 /.

... 1816

TELEPHONE TRANSFORMERS.

1416

.

Ediswan 50
99
Including carriage.

Peerless 60 am. ...... 4/6
Dual
.... 7;6
Microstat
Lissenstat Minor ...... 3 /6

Major ......7/6
3,6
Solent Unique
One -Hole Fixing ..... 1 6
Lissen Push Pull
29
Series Parallel
3,9

Igranic 1-1............18/6
R.I.

. 201-

Copper Aerial ......... 216

CRYSTALS

Tungstalite Blue
Red
Neutron .

16
1
.

16
13

B.T.H. in Cup
Saturnium for results 2 3
VARIOMETERS
Solent
Igranic
10 /Belling Leo
. 4/6

Anode with Reactance
Ingersoll

.

Ebonite rotor

.

46

GRID LEAKS
Dubilier
26
.

Lissen variable .........2 6
Watmel variable .... 2 6
ANODERESISTANCES
.

Lissen
Watmel

Dubilier
Mallard

.
.

.

.

26
36
56
26

23

osOLL CONCERT
$4,

IOS

TWO -VALVE

44,4

TRANSATLANTIC RECEIVER

With H.T. Battery an i L.T. Accumulator, including Marconi Royalty

VALVES
EXTRA

g9-0-0 PETMS

NOTE : ALL GOODS SENT CARRIAGE PAID.

118

...316..

Square Tinned Wire

4 foot strip ...

.

Lead in Tube 6 inch
15 -inch 1;3
9 inch
18 -inch 1,6 12 -inch

4d.
6d.
9d.
1

Patent
316
5/6
Lightning Switch ... 1 /6

Small Egg

Shell
Reel

. ...

.

.

14c1.

......
2d.
Large Shell ............ ed.
Barrel
4d.
Solder Irons 1/6 2/6 3/6
W.O. Terminals
2d.

Phone
Spade

.

Large

Med.

2d.

Small
lid.
Red or Black
l/ d.
Contact Studs doz. 6d.

Nuts 2 to 8 B.A.

2d.
2d.
9d.
3d.

Washers
Screws 2 B.A.

4 to 8 B.A.
Switch arms 1 '- and 1 /3
Slider Bars
3d.
.

.

Knobs G.W.

Ebonite 4d.
Crystal Cups 3d. and 4 d.
Wander Plugs 3d. and 4d.
Brass Rod
3d.
Earth Clips
43.

Pulleys......:..4d. and 1 I
Cleats .

Valve Holders 7d.,9d., 1 '-2 -

Aermonic...............l,'6

Valve Sockets Id. and 2d.
Phone Boards
2/6
Coil Plugs
11-, 1/3, 1/6
Basket Coil Holders 1;6
Burndept Detector ... 5 Ingersoll ......1 /6 and 2 Spearpoint Whisker
3d.
Nickel Studs
doz. 7d.

C-ndenser Vanes pair ld.
Valve Pins
Id.
Phone Cords
1/9 2/6

INSULATORS

.. 2 6

.

S,TURNIUM THE CRYSTAL

0*

Electron
Ribbon

W. and W. aerial ... 8,
10 - and 12,6

T3 ...............1616

... 20 /Ingersoll King
Eureka 2nd
....2216
Concert grand301.

H.T. BATTERIES
Phoenix 36 volt . .. 7;3

RHEOSTATS

62/ -

Sterling ..................25/ Western Electric
25/ -

All orders in strict
rotation.

35/8
37/-

6v 40 .

All valves are tested before

sending, and are at cus-

30 /2

IGRAN1C COILS
35 5,- 50 5'2
75 5 6 100 71- 150 7 1
200 8 8 250 91- 300 95
COIL HOLDERS
W. & M. 5 - Basket 5' Polar 6 6
B.M. 416
Ingersoll Vernier
5,6
Nickel ... 7 /6
Quality Bead Vernier 91 25 5

4d.

Utility Switches
5/ Spot on Ebonite
1/S.P.D.T. on Ebonite 1/D.P.D.T.

1/6

,

Tumbler Switch
2/3
Ebonite Panels cut to size.
Ebonite Knobs Ltd. 3d.
ALL GAUGES D.C.C.
and Enamelled Wire.
VARIABLE CONDENSERS
.001 8 '.0005 6 /.0003 5 6
.0002 4/6

With Knob and Dial
Square Law
.001
.0003

8/3
6;6

.0005

71-

.00025 61 -

No Knob or Dial
With Vernier
13/6
.0003 11/6
.001

.0005

12 6

Knob and Dial
Sterling Stocked.

ASK FOR CATALOGUE
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HAILED as

remarkable
achievement in highly efficient
and distortionless amplification,
admired as a piece of masterly
workmanship, the Marconiphone

kinInommintiantintionotiw.
GIGANTIC SHOW

" Ideal " Transformer carries a full
guarantee for its exceptioflal claims.

LATEST SETS 8
COM.K.`44T

BM
'4",

a

T 1,4L'TS

ENTIRE
V., IR.1:115!

I NDUSIRY

PRODUCED IN THREE, RATIOS':

Price, £1 15s. Each.
ctliti°"
LOW RATIO -2.7 to 1. successfully

THE SHOW FOR ALL CONS TRUCTOR3

raft be

s

with any type of valve, and is especially recommended where a
high impedance
.".
V.24,"
D.E.V.," or " D.E.Q." is used as a rectifier, and' where the

TO THE TRADE

g

.242 immiA4

e"."'

COMISIMEasig

LONDON METAL

transformer constitutes the first stage of cascade amplification.

WAREHOUSES Ltd.

MEDIUM RATIO -4 to 1

Brass Parts.
Aerial Wires.

" L.S.5 " type used either singly or in cascade.

D.C.C. and Enamelled
Wires.

Write for Lists.

BRASS FOUNDRY,
CIRISIIIIIIM111111111b

11+11111,14

Hill Street,
BlackfriarsRd.,S.E.1

1

This edition of
transformer yields
the maximum amplification satisfactorily obtainable from a high
impedance valve such as the ." R," " D.E.R.," etc. It is /also
very suitable for low impedance valves of the " L.S.2 " or

Tele,,hosea

Hop 6992, 699 , 6394, 6995.
Tel grams :
Stebraware, Sedist, London.

HIGH RATIO -6 to 1

The Marconiphone
Trans former is ito-a., standard
larconi ph one instruments.
in

You're Missing Something
dramas.

evening.

All- these you can bring into

news.

O

and the latest

Concerts,

This edition is intended primarily for

use with low impedance Valves, and is eminently suitable for the
last stages of cascade amplification where a large amount of
power is required. It enables fall advanulge of the properties
of the low impedance valve to be taken, and gives a rate of
amplification per stage which can be 'obtained its no other way.
The amplification per stage with this ratio transformer and the
" I. C " valve is approximately 35, a figure which has never
previously been reached with any attempt at uniformity over a
range of frequencies. This instrument can be used with high
impedance valves in cases where perfection of quality is not
absolutely essential; employed in this way a sure
approaching hu, will be obtained.

syncopated melodies-entertainment every
your home with the aid of the Brownie."
The latest model, incorporating a Loading
Bridge, which enables you to adapt it for
5 X X gives even clearer, stronger
reception.

From

your

Dealer.

THE J. W. B. WIRELESS CO.,

31 0a131 2 a, Euston Road, N.W.1.
Facinz.r, Warren St. Tula-, Station. Telephone: Museum 3747

An Ebonite

to fit any mod,..
cr. substantial ,t4:

TRANSFORMER

attractive d, s gs.
is now supp lea
an

xtr, t

cost

Le. Just side the
Bro^nie.' into the
hot, w co, arc a d

ix with the thre
screws

supplied.

A Mcn3y - Back Guarantee with Every Outfit

GUARANTEED DISTORTION LESS
.4nnotlltceinent of
The Marconiphone Co., Lid Marconi House,.Strand, TY.C.2.
-117

,IonowiumninmitunhollininiadmiL_
42.11Pi.

ettuattur Vretes3
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A number of ships have been fitted With that he has now solved the problem of
Sterling Pinkie Loud-speaker.---In the
special apparatus for the reception of direct communication between any two advertisement of K. Raymond, of 27, Lisle
broadcasting. Experiments are now being points on the globe Without intermediary Street, London, W.C.2, on page 584 of

carried out with a view to making it
possible to receive broadcasting whilst the

No. 125, the price of Sterling Dinkie loudspeakers is stated as 275. 6d. This is an
ship's transmitter is working.
in America, but at the most only too of error. The correct price is 3os.
As a result of experiments carried out these can in any way compare in power or
cn the Eletti-a, Senatore Marconi think5 programmes with our main stations.
stations.

There are 55o odd broadcasting stations

WE REGRET
That, owing to pressure on

THE FAMOUS

our space this week, we are

`WORK" & "AMATEUR WIRELESS" HANDBOOKS
COMPLETE LIST.

Electric Bells and Tele.

Basket Making.

and

Beehives

Bee-

keepers' Appliances.
Bent iron Work.
Bookbinding.
Boot
Making
a n ti
Mending.

Building Model Yachts.
Camera Making.
Modelling
Plaster Casting.
Clock
Cleaning
Repairing.
Clay

and
and

Conjuring Apparatus.

Repairing and
Adjusting.
Domestic Jobbin3.

Cycle

Dynamo and Electric motor Building.
Dynamo
and
Erection and
agement.

ls. 6d. net each ; 1 s. 8d. post

Motor
Man-

Dynamos, Small.
Electric Accumulators.
Electric
Apparatus,
Small.

phones.

Electric Clocks.

Electric Lighting.

Electric Primary Batteries.
Electro-plating.
Fishing Rods a n d
Tackle.
Furniture Repairing.
Gilding, Silvering and
Bronzing.

compelled

Lathes, Small.

Construction, AdjustMagneto Repair
and
ment and Repair.
Adjustment.
Soldering, Brazing and
Welding.
Metal Turning Made
Easy.
Tailoring.
Miniature
Electr ic Taxidermy: Skinning,

Light.
Model Aeroplanes.
Motor Cycles and Sidecars.

Mounting and Framing

Mounting and Stuffing
Birds. Mammals and
Fish.

The Handyman's 1,000
Practical Receipts.

Picto es.
-writing and Sign.
Glass Writing, Emboss. Oxy-acetylene Welding. Ticket
painting.
ing and Fascia Work. Patents, Designs and Tinplate
Working.
Gramophones a n d
Trade Marks.
Toy Making.
Phonographs.
Photography Simplified. Violin Making and ReHousehold Repairs.
Pianos:
Their
Conpairing.
House
Painting and
struction, Tuning and Watch Cleaning and ReDecorating.
Repair.
pairing.
Incubators and Chicken
Poultry Houses and Ap- Wood Finishing.
R earers.
pliances.
Workshop
Appliances,
Induction Coils.
Small.
Knotting and Splicing Pumps and Hydraulic
Rams.
Rop..s and Coradge.
Workshop Arithmetic.
Lathe,
Simple,
and Rustic Carpentry.
Workshop
Hints for
Accessories.
Sewing Machines: Their
Metal Workers.

Telegraphy Simple Crystal Receiv- Simple Valve Receiving
ing Sets.
and Telephony,
Sets.
Wireless Telephony Explained.

Wireless

to hold over the

"Information Bureau" page.
All queries addressed to us
are answered by post providing
a coupon (p. 7J9) and stamped
addressed envelope are sent us.

free.

Wireless
Parts.

Component

CASSELL & COMPANY, Ltd., La Belle Sauvage, London, E C.4.
AND ALL BOOKSELLERS.

" Amateur Wireless and Electrics." Edited by
Bernard E. Jones. Price Threepence. Published on
Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday immediately following. It will be sent post free to any
part of the world -3 months, 4s. 6d. ; 6 months,
Postal Orders, Post
8s. 9d. ; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Office Orders, or Cheques should be made payable

to the Proprietors, Cassell & Co., Ltd.

General Correspondence is to be brief and written
on one side of the paper only. All sketches and
drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be promptly
considered, and if used will be paid for.

Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and
the conditions printed at the head of "Our Information Bureau ' should be closely observed.
Communications should he addressed, according to
their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement

Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur Wireless,"
La Belle Sauvage, London. E.C.4

L PO

OTHER METHODS

MAKES
SOLDERING

CHILD'S PLAY
An amateur can solder more easily with
SOLDO than an expert by other methods
CLEANS AND TINS AND SOLDERS in one
operation. NO ACIDS, NO FLUXES, NO FILING
From all dealers,
THE SOLDO CO., Sicilian House, Southampton Row, London, WC.1

ullfinittersikted
Good News!
D.E.'s repaired for 1 016.
With 2 volt
'25 amp. filaments. As good as new. Prompt service.
Can't repair " WECO " type or kind having electrodes brought out at
opposite ends of tube (i.e., low capacity type).
We return your valve
equal to new.

RADIONS Ltd., BOLLINGTON, MACCLESFIELD

New Radice Cool Valves, 18/6
C 1. Fil. 2 volts '25 amp. For general
purposes.

C 2. Fil. 2 volts '35 amp. For L.F.
C. Fil. 3 volts '06 amp., 21/- each.
Anode so -8a, & amplificationaboutoineachcas,t
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See Stand D2.
British Wireless
Exhibition,
W 1,e city,
Nov. 13 1, 19.

FINE TUNING

three main reasons why the
" Fulsotp " variable condenser gives fine
tuning. First, as it is a square law condenser,

THERE are

the stations are spaced evenly round he dial
with wide gaps between each station ; second,
because the .dial is geared two to one to the
moving plates and the dial turns completely
round to move the plates 180°; and third, be -

'cause with the " Fulstop "

all hand capacity

effects are completely eliminated.

The one great essential to perfect
Crystal or Crystal -valve reception is a
really efficient Crystal. A good aerial,
heavy -gauge inductances, low capacity,

good phones --all these help, but the one
vital point is your Crystal. And the finest

Crystal in the world-Neutron-costs you
but Is. 6d.
An indoor Aerial with Neutron equals an

outdoor one with ordinary crystals.

Neutron

will even compensate for poor phones or ineffi, cient coils; but be sure you get Neutron, in the

black and yellow airtight tin-the gnaranteed
and concert -tested wonder -crystal.

The " Fulstop " variable condenser is the only
one which actually guarantees the abolition of
hand capacity.

Read what " Modern Wireless "
says:

" We can strongly recommend this type of geared
condenser for careful timing and for use in situations where hand capacity effects are troublesome."
October, 1924.
f

.001 ...

PRICES: 1 .0005

.

.

13/6
11/3

I

... 10/3
.0002 ... 9/6
.0003

Protected Throughout the World
Stocked by most Wireless Dealers, but
if you have any difficulty write to :

J. H. NAYLOR, Ltd., Engineers, WIGAN

The World's Greatest Radio Crystal

-Concert Tested and Guaranteed
What COrrES/1011dents write:" I have tried this Cry-

stal and now I should
like to say I am quite

satisfied with it. It might

interest you to know it

is at present in use on
an ordinary crystal set
and works with good
strength five pairs of

phones."

" Received your Crystal this morning.
I

have never been able to
get London so plain. I
have tried crystal after
crystal, but I have never
had such a good result
before as I have to -day,
when I listened in at the
Noon

London."

Concert

from

W.T.T., Harrietsham,

G.H.S., S.W.1.
Kent.
NEUTRON. Ltd.. Sicilian House, Southampton Row,
London, W.C.t.

'Phone-Museum 2677.

Sole Distributors: V. Zeitlin 8c SOns, 544 Theobalds
Road, London, W. C.r.

'Phones-Museum ::795 and 684 t.

Stocked bythe Best Radio Dealers.

Packed in airtight tin, with silver
catswhisker. Insist on Neutron
in the Black and

Yellow Tin -or
send 1 16 anti

Dealer's name

AMBLE

CONDENSER

and this wonderful Crystal will be
mailed by return.
EN

la .osul

Omotour W'63

CL
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DOINGS

Hackney and District Radio Somet,
E. SANDY, 70, Chisenhale Road, E.3.
AN interesting afternoon was spent in the wire.
less section of the National Physical Laboratory at
House,

Bushey

Teddington,

Radio Association.

Beckenham and District Radio Society
Hon. Set. --A. WEST, 3, Manor View, Beckenham.
ON October 23 Mr. Knight gave a lecture entitled
" Common Faults in Reflex Circuits," followed by
a talk on the best way to learn Mors-.
Coventry and District Co -Operative Radio Society

Hon. Soc.-A. CURTIS, West Orchard,

Coventry.

A LANTERN display was given on October as, the
slides having been loaned by the. Marconi Com-

This was followed by a demonstration for
the benefit of those members inexperienced iu wiring up a set from a diagram.
pany.

Sec.-L.

Sidcup, _Kent.

tenham.

ON October 22 Mr. Tucker gave the first cf a series
'of lectures entitled " How It Works," in which he
proposes to deal, in an elementary way. with cercomponents . used in

dealt with the valve.

wireless.

This lecture

CHIEF EVENTS OF
THE WEEK
London

SUNDAY (November 9)
3. 0 Programme of Music by the
Singers

Oriana

and

the

October"

N.

OIL
11,931

Piltord,

above branch of the Radio Association is
being formed, and intending! members - are asked to
communicate with the secretary.

Wimbledon Radio Society

Hon. Sec.-P. G. WEST, n, Montana Road, S.W.20.

THE meeting on October 24 was devoted to the
first of a series of lectures by Mr. C. E. P. Jones,
who aims to give anyone who cares to follow. the
series a thorough insight into the working and
operation of a wireless receiving and transmitting
installation.

sary for a lady's sewing, knitting and

articles that
appear in this number are : " The Beginner's Microscope "; "An Electric Magnetic
other

operations.

Other

3. 0 Band of the 2nd Batt, the Argyll

Aberdeen

9. 0

and Sutherland Highlanders.
(S.B.
" Requiem " (Mozart).
to Glasgow and Edinburgh).

Glasgow

3.45

English Song Recital by John

" Motor -cycle Practicalities."

MONDAY
ALL STATIONS 7.25 The Lord Mayors Reception
in

IPSWICH AMATEURS'
EXHIBITION

on
Lord Mayor's
from the
Speeches

TUESDAY
All Stations have arranged piogrammes which are suited to
the spirit of Armistice Day.

ALL STATIONS

7.30

Dundee

9.0-9.10

London

7.25
7.30

WEDNESDAY

Birmingham

Official

Opening

of the
Station.

Dundee Relay
(S.B. to all Stations.)
Pianoforte and Song Recitals.
Musical Comedy Night, " Phil lids."

Bournemouth

7. 0 " Winter Gardens Night," The
Municipal Orchestra.

Cardiff

7.30

Manchester
Newcastle
Aberdeen

7.30 A Day at Belle Vue.
7. 0 Operatic Night.
730 Scottish Community

Rand of 2nd Batt. the Welsh
Regiment.

Belfast

Singing
Concert (S.B. to Glasgow and
Edinburgh).
7.30 Symphony Night.

THURSDAY
ALL STATIONS 7.30 Part of Halle Concert relayed
(Except Belfast).

ALL STATIONS 8.15

from Manchester.
Part Songs, Humour and a Melodrama.

Birmingham and Belfast).
8.15 Two Plays and a few songs.
Birmingham
730 Robert Louis Stevenson's AnniBelfast
(Except

sary.

Concert,

FRIDAY

ALL STATIONS 7.30

Birmingham
Bournemouth

7.30
7.30
7.30

--G.W.I.'s New Address

Song."

John

less" Inventions, The 'Wireless Exhibition, White City, I7xbridge

Road, London, W.12, and not to

our Editorial offices. When the Exhibition is over they will be returned
carriage forward, but quite small

pieces of apparatus will he returned
through the post.
The rules are very few indeed, but
should be closely observed.
The inventions must reach the Ex-

to invite to assist them. The awards
be announced on Tuesday,
November 25, at the Exhibition,
will

IN order still better to serve their ever- and, if possible, will be published in
growing circle of customers, the firm of the issue of "Amateur Wireless," on
G.W.I., Ltd., are moving to new offices sale on Thursday, November 27;

and showrooms at 43, Grafton Street,
Tottenham Court Road, W. r.

failing- that in the issue published

THE NATURAL CRYST 41,

pi I

first prize, there will be a gold medal
as .a second prize, and a silver medal

Trade Mara

Let every ingenious reader of " Amateur
Wireless " get right down to the job straight
away, and see that his invention reachesthe
Exhibition not later than Monday, Nov. 17.

1141',-

I

IS SECOND TO NONE

cert.

Proprietors: THE BEISHT CO., CROUCH END, LONDON, N.S.

Coates.

Miners Saturday Night.

These competition inventions will

the title of an interesting book on wireless the technical staff of "Amateur
matters that is published by the Wireless Wireless," together with any speciPress, Ltd., at 2S. It is compiled from ally qualified experts they may care
broadcast talks.

"Cheerio." A Smoking Con-

7.25

ponents and 'materials to delight the
heart of the wireless amateur.
"Amateur Wireless " is offering a

ventions," and must bear the name
and address of the sender. Neither
"Amateur Wireless " nor the Exhibition authorities will he responratus will be on show. There will be sible for any loss or damage to the
demonstrations of broadcast reception.
articles entered for competition, but
it is needless to say that every pos" Uncle Jack Frost's Wirelass Yarns on sible care will be taken of them.
Good Reception and How to Get It " is
The inventions will be. judged by

5 I Ts Birthday Programme.

Newcastle

to provide a goodly array of com-

Picture Palace), on November i t and 12
by the Ipswich and District Radio Society.
The, exhibition will be opened at 3 p.m. by
the Mayor. Both trade and amateur appa-

Philharmonic Concert.

730 "The Development of English

stand, and the Exhibition is expected

not later than Monday,
to be held at Church Institute, November 17. Each package 'must
Tower Street, Ipswich (next to Poole's be labelled "`Amatettr Wireless' In-

B.B.C. Birthday Programme.

Cardiff

29,

is

SATURDAY
London

November

AWIRELESS and scientific exhibition hibition

(Except Belfast).

I

to

be on view from November 20 to
November 29, and must reach the
Exhibition not later than. Monday,
"Our
Small
.Car
Page
";
"An
Fan ";
Easily -built Crystal Receiving'Set "; "The November 17. They should be sent,
Insulation of Component l'"arts " ; "An carriage paid, - to "Amateur Wire-

Bournemouth

the Library, Guildhall.
" Round and About London
Day."
Lord
Mayor's Banquet, Guildhall

15

a;m. to to p.m., the 'admission
being one shilling, including tax.
"Amateur Wireless " will have a

"Making a Lady's Work -box " is the 15 -guinea silver cup for competition,

Assembled H.T. Battery "; " Notes by the
Way "; "How I Built My Bungalow " ;
"Fixing a Mincing Machine " ; " Decorating a Room " ; "Winter Photography :
Dealing with the Summer's Negatives :' ;

(Except Belfast).

November

title of a well -illustrated article appearing with a view to encouraging the. &ma,
in the current issue of " The Amateur teur wireless inventor.
Mechanic and Work" (3d.). The article
Any amateur may send his novelty
gives full instructions on making a com- or invention to the Exhibition, and
pendium for containing all that is neces- indeed is invited to do so.

Chaplin Trio.
3. 0 Band of the 2nd Batt. the East

Coates.

held at the White -City (Uxbridge Road entrance) from

Knoll. Rc,ad.

Birmingham

Yorkshire Regiment.

A FIFTEEN -GUINEA CUP FO
A WIRELESS NOVELTY !
AWIRELESS Exhibition will lie

Sidcup and District

MARTIN,

TI1E

Tottenham Wireless Society

lion. Sec.-A. G. TUCKER, 42, Drayton Road, Tot-

on

October 20 the usual weekly rnectin,; arat
Hon.

tain
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A.

Sole Wholesale Agent for London and Home Counties.
J. CAMAY, 88, GREENWOOD RO,D, LONDON, E.B.

'Phone, Clissold, 4936.

one week later.

In addition to the silver cup as

as a third.

1974

NOVEMBER
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STAND K34
White City Exhibition

ematetit

BATTERY PROTECTION

,.,;,-.

.

--

You cannot buy better
Wireless. Wiiy pay more?
" In commercial installations it is the invariable
practice to ensure that any electric battery installed
is adequately protected by suitable devices Which will

This is not a glorified earpiece
but a perfectly constructed loud

immediately break the battery circuit in the event

speaker with a 31 -in. diaphragm.

Guaranteed to give perfect, distortionless reproduction, at a fair
price. Don't be misled by fancy
LOUD - SPEAKER
names and fancy prices for an Portable Miniature, giving
perfect results and guar "earpiece with a horn attached."
anteed at

WEMBLEY

22/6

Write for Lists of other Stella Loud -speakers at 35/- and 70/-.
----

4.000 0 t1 IA S
1.,1

STAMPED

of an excessive discharge taking place. Unfortunately,
this precaution is one which is seldom observed by the

Wireless Amateur and, until he is confronted with a
useless battery, the need for such protective devices
is not sufficiently realized. The provision of suitable
fuses is quite a simple matter and the initial cost of
them comparatively small. On pages 19 and 20 of this
Catalogue we illustrate and describe our Fuse Q.2875
for protecting the filament (L.T.) battery and Fuse
Q.2890 for protecting the anode (H.T.) battery. When
ordering the L.T. Fuse Q.2875 it is desirable to specify
the maximum current which the fuse will be called upon

-

Pli

to carry safely.

---

d/A

I

f!

"

I

ii4CMTP,1,..14i

STELLA 'PHONES

WEMBLEY 'PHONES

These noted light -weights are
tested and guaranteed to give

Identical diaphragms to - Stella"
'Phones, but lighter construe -

perfect and distortion less reception, with maximum comfort.
Thousands sold to satisfied
customers.

Equal to any and

cheaper than most other really
Carriage paid,
good 'phones.

or from local dealers 17/6
Per pair

tion, and so made that only
the earpieces touch the head
at sides - a boon to lady
listeners, as the hair is not

31-37 Wybert St.,

" A suitable wiring diagram is shown above."

disarranged. Carriage paid, or
from all good dealers.

Per pair

14/6

Buy from any good Wireless Dealer. If unable
to obtain from your local store, write direct to :

STELLA

" The fuses are mounted on porcelain bases which
may be affixed to any convenient woodwork. The fuses
should preferably be inserted in the positive connecting
lead from the respective batteries to the receiving set;
but in cases where separate tappings arc taken from the
H.T. battery, the fuse for this battery may be connected
in the negative lead.

Extract from our Catalogue 595, a copy of which will
be sent on application.

WORKS
LONDON, N.W.1

Telephone : Museum 8390.

Advertisement of Siemens Brothers & Co., Ltd.,
Woolwich, S.E.18.

mateur Wiretesi

COUPON

Available until SatUird11171
November 15th, 1324
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GREAT SUCCESS OF.

RADIO "STOCKS"

Sotctel aa connections,
whew
cant-aseucux?
Clix Popularity -the Secret!

,01111Sill

You can't have efficiency in Radio
anywhere unless you have efficient
contact everywhere.

ANEMEMM

111MOOPT

OUR FRIENDS RECOMMEND US

4.111110111115M

of,Illanar

FIRST-CLASS VARIABLE CONDENSERS

You can't use solder everywhere but you can use CLIX.
By virtue of the tapered threaded
design of its plugsocket, CLIX ensures perfect contact -an obvious

Best British make. Perfect finish. Absolutely Finest value obtainable

...
...

.001

.0005
.0003
.0002

...

.0001

...

.00005

Square

With

lernier.

Ordinary.

Law.

With
Vernier.

111... 9/6
10/... 8/9/ .,. 7/6
Dials and Knobs Included
in all Condensers

7/3
5/6
5/1
4/5
4/2
3/1

8/9
7/6/7

improvement on various forms of
split -pin plugs, which, however accurately machined, can only permit
of a " two -point" contact. Think
it out

ACCUMULATORS. -Best British, 4 Vt. 4o Amp., 16/6; 4 Vt. 6,, Amp.,

19/6; 4 Vt. 8o Amp., 23/6; 6 Vt. 6o Amp., 27/6; 6 Vt. 8o Amp., 33/-;
6 Vt. too Amp., 3816.
AERIAL WIRE. -7/22; Best H.D. Copper, OW Enamelled, 3/6 per
ioo ft.
ANODE RESISTANCES.-Bretwood, variable, 3/-; Watmel, 3/-; Lissen,

2/6; Dubilier, and -all makes.

BATTER I ES. -Best British H.T. Batteries; 36 Volt, 6/.; 63 Volt, 10/6;
too Volt, 16/6.
CONDENSERS. -(Copper and mica). Fixed; to .00r, 9d.; to .003, 1/-;
to .or, 1/9; to .1, 3/.; Edison Bell ,Fixed Condensers, to .00r, 1/3;

.002 upwards, 2/.; Dubilier up to .0005, 2/6; .001, upwards,. 3/..
TRANSFORMERS, L.F.-'.' Powquip," 12/-; "Becks," 11/6; " Radstock,"
10/6; Royal, 20/ --best of all. All makes stocked.
TRANSFORMERS, H.F. ENERCO-No. 1, 2/3; 2, 2/5; 3, 217; 4, 2/9;
5,

3/;

6,

3/..

SLEEVINC.-(in,ulating),

3

ft.

lengths, 3 for

10d.,

finest quality.

SWITCH .ARMS. -First quality, 9d.; Nickel, 1(-; second quality, 6d.
SWITCHES.-S.P.D. T., 1/3; D.P.D.T., 1/8. Panel mounting, S.P.D.T.,

10d.; D.P.D.T.,
VARIOMETERS:-Wonderful value: Special All Ebonite Moulded Ball
Rotor Double Silk Wound, extremely close coupling, one -hole fixing.

A superior article, only 5s. As above, but Tubular Ebonite Rotor,.
45.
All -black Double -cotton Wound, one -hole fixing, 18. sd. to
48. each. All are best value obtainable. Igranic and Edison Bell
Variometers, 10s., post paid:
HEADPHONES. -N. & K. pattern, Its. 6d. Dr. Nesper adjustable,
128. 6d.; Brown's F., 25s. All makes in stock' at lowest prices possible.
LOUDSPEAKERS. -Our special, 2,000 ohms, full clear tone, suitable for
low -power sets, £1; Sterling Dinkie, 305.; Amplion Junior, 278. 6d.;
Dragonfly, 25s.; Amplion new models and all makes in stock at
lowest prices.

MANSBRIDGE CONDENSERS. -Special offer: " Octopus " brand, best
quality obtainable ; accurate, permanent, noiseless ; beautifully

cased, two extra fixing lugs ; tested at 350 volts direct current for
insulation ; there arc none better.
t
3/6; .25, 3/6.
mf., 3/8.
.o5," 3/-;
2 mf.,
3110.
28 X 11,8 X
2" X la, X tell
Sizes
28 X 148 X ?if'.
-

-

Ebonite, really fine, 2-, ay, 25. 6d.; better finish
COIL HOLDERS
2 -way plated, 3s. 6d.; ditto, 3 -way, 45. 6d.; Polar 2 -way with Vernier,

6/.. Many other makes in stock. State your wants, we will assist
you.
BASKET COIL HOLDERS: -Best quality, plug in, block base, IS. 2d.
each; ditto, nri block, 10d.; Universal 2 -way, 55. 6d.,1 3 -way, 78. 6d.
VALVE HOLDERS :-Solid hand -polished Ebonite, 10d. each; Special
Anti -Capacity Legless Sunken Socket Tops, prevent valves burning
out, 18. each. Murray's Patent, very efficient, with simple fitting
showing only in. above panel, 18. 3d. each. Highly recommended.
COILS: -Finest Duplex Basket, Warless, most efficient for any circuit
and any position. Set of 5 -Nos. 25 to loo, 18. 10d.; ditto, for
Chelmsford, No. 150, 18. 3d.; No. 200, IS. 6d. As above, but extra
large air spaces, coils in. wide, Sets of 5, Nos. 25 to too, 2s. 9d.
Igranic, O'Keefe, Energo, Lissen Coils, etc., all in stock.
VALVES. -Dutch, 48. 6d.; R. type, 5s.; French R., SS. 10d.; French dull
Emitters, finest on market for efficiency and low consumption,
168. fid. All makes in stock: Cossor, Mullard, Marconi, U.T.H., etc.
etc. Lowest list prices.
FILAMENT RHEOSTATS:-Mierostats, 28. 6d.; Lissenstats, 38. 6d.;
Ormond, 2s.; our own Extra Special Solid Ebonite of a -superior
type, 28.; for Dull Emitters, 25. 6d.; fully guaranteed. Cheapest
type, efficient and strong, 1s. 6d. each.

of Parts: We specialise in quoting fo: complete sets of parts. No matter how small or how large your requirements, we will be pleased to quote you our best terms and

CONSTRUCTORS: -Sets

also give you technical advice.

CRYSTAL AND VALVE SETS: -Special prices.

CLIX may be wired at
Points_ pt,it,c,n, or E.
e. affords
idle 1 point
for so ei,1,Its when permanent connections are
required.

Retail Prices
CLIX
with

Locknut,

3d.

CL1X INSULATORS
(Six colours) ld. each.

AUTOVEYORS LTD
Radio Engineers and Contractors

84 VICTORIA ST., LONDON, S.W. 1

EVENING TRIPS TO AMERICA!
VuU can get there every night with the P.P.V.2, the world's
loudest and most sens'tive long distance circuit. Simple
enough for a child to asseinh e. Panel co., t need not exceed 31`-.
Thousands have already logged from I to 5 American stations nightly.
P.P.V.2 works loud speaker, and carries 20 pairs of headphones.

RADIO -PLAN No. 1 contains fullest instructions, pictorial and.:theoretical diagrams, with

d rections how to make your own coils ter a few pence.
If y -m have never m -'de a set before, you can Fu-c-ed now.
Expert advice I ree to purchasers it requ.red.

Price 21 Post Free irorn :-

PRESS EXCLUSIVES, Wireless Publishers,
2, Wine Office Court, Fieet Street, London, E.C.4

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO WIRELESS
If you wish to make Wireless Sets which are

UNBEATABLE in PRICE, QU ALI TY, or EFFICIENCY,
this is the book you mu t have. Everything is so clearly explained that any beginner,
without previous experience, can make the most efficient receiving sets
ob ainable. Full Instructions are g von for making comt.Iate
Crystal Sets, 1 and 2 valve amplifiers, Dual Amplif cation Sets;

also the very I tte t 2, 3 anti 4 -valve Tuned Anode Rene vers.
mr,, 113 post fl,e. Sati.dne:-on gxearantee,t or mono, nrned
a60 pp. (28 di
SAXON RADIO Ce. !Dept. 12) Pouth Shore, P LACKPOOL

Fhone: MUSEUM 3205

LIGHTNING
PROTECTOR

(B. HAINE,

RADIO HOUSE, NEWMAN STREET,
OXFORD ST.. LONDON, W.1

POST FREE.

ii#449404

Send ample postage: surplus refunded.
Sole & New Proprietor),

1/3

../...41111111111111112BMIIMI

Send for Free List.

RADIO STOCKS

159 usss

Obiainable from all Wireless Dealers or direct from
the Patentees and Alanufacturers:

EVERYTHING WIRELESS AT LOWEST PRICES
All goods on 24 hours approval.

with

The

Electro-Link

CLIX BUSHES
(Si .e colours) jd. pair

AND USE YOUR. SET III SAFETY EVEN DORM A THUNDERSTORM
VRICE

POST 34

(6) compix-re WITH
INSTRUCTIONS

Obtainable From all Wireless Dealers or direct from. .-

ANDERSON
/9
Yeiepko..- - aerra,

rELlyiLess

9-15,41YWISAL6
OxfordW15,CENT
Sfreel CONDON
NV 1.
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The Loud Speaker Superlative

0

MPLION LOUD SPEAKERS are world-famous for sensitivity, full volume, clarity and wonderfully natural
tone qualities due to the incorporation of many exclusive features, including a non -resonating sound conduit

0

" floating " diaphragm.

0

with wood horn and an improved unit embodying the
Illustrated Leaflet W.D.11, post free on application to:-

ALFRED GRAHAM & COMPANY (E. A.GRAHAM)

St. Andrews Works, Crofton Park, LONDON, S.E.4
"

I L4 SW -VW 1 t

Ib

via

0

i
0

i

V

fLimattur Ws
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ADVERTISEMENT INSTRUCTIONS for "Amateur

When Your Phones are Fitted with

A type for every Valve

available.

THE

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.

i6e

Advertisements

FOU R PENCE

THE

THE RADIO EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK:

By

I

"""'"EVERYTHING
for WIRELESS
Sent
,IeW har:taill li-t 01 all cumin -moms
PI eadplacnes
,-,,

15:.. Loud Sp .1 ./ kers :498. Crystal Se a . mai
19;8. .8..nap1111,rs from 42V Valve .ets from 77,6.

-

I

JOHN W MILLER, (8, Farringdon Street, E.C.4

I

I

rimer front (Wort( lore pe f.factr, rer,.

Town shoe a' 6, Ltd , Ernest vtr - et. Hirmin ',ha m.

12/6;2;

for

Front 1/6 each Highly Polished

"Double the 'Value!
rite Now
Cone ructors' Lists Freecabinet ii.01.0 Works, Albion Rd.,

POST FREE

,its.

Sensit've,

comfortable,

and strongly made with

EBONITE

highly finished nickel
earpieces (swivel action)

and adjustable leather -

Sheet. Rod and Tubing in all sizes kept in stock and cut

The best phones in the
market to -day, at any-

on receipt of cash.

WE CAN TURN ANYTHING IN EBONITE
BURGE, 11V3,11REN & RIDGLEY, L1D.

where near the sdrue
price.

91-92, LI EAT SAFFRON HILL, LONDON, E.C.I.

MONEY RETURNED IF NOT SATISFIED IN 3 DAYS

eleahone : Ho lora so

WI uLATOKS
etc. Guaranteed brand new and perfect but
171.

4.v-to,a

.

...

251.

Ry 40a
6y- (ma
6v- 8oa

32/6
40/
47/6

.

Special Line. Best English Make, 6v. Co amp hour. 22 9 each
MAUOE RUBBER CO.. 68. Praed St., W.2.

ested Parts
FORIMIS

LIST
NOW

111LIA.VI1AI1i'ES RE-VVO4J1VD
5/, except Bross. "
9d. par

CONTINENTAL STATIONS

6//

C J. SMART,

earpiece.

JOHN W. MILLER. 68 FAR RINGDON ST.. E.C.4

retailers, or direct from Ernest

Baty, 157, Dunstable Road,

[21 r
Handsworth, Birmingham.
POLES FOR WIRELESS. -28/20 ft. long. Delivered Lon Ion radius,
fid. emit with order.-J. H. Tripp, Ltd., 349, High Road. P, 22. [4 s
PRACTICAL INVENTIONS required suitable for Whet, a Trade.
Brief particulars first to Box.-" R." care of " Amateur Wireless." [20 r
2 VALVE Dull emitter B.B.C. set comrlete. Tele. M nes, H.T.
Accumulator, Aerial. &S.-Standard Laboratories, (Btu, Yo ks. [4 e
THE SUPER CRYSTAL " NITON " Guaranteed and tested. Price
ls. 3d. Trade supplied. Agents wanted. Hilo,
12/6 CRYSTAL SET. 1. Valve Amplifieh.-Pledge Bros., 26, Woodstock Road. Oxford.
[19 r
12/- CRYSTAL SET 1 VALVE AMPLIFIERS.-Weak signals strengthened enormously. Numerous Testitnonials received.-D. Walters, 22.

Mashell Road. London, 9.11.17.
[7
ACCUMUL, TORS 2b. 10 A. 3/- each.-Bowicr, 78, Liverpool Ron d

Stoke-omTrent.

RECEIVES MOST P.B C. AND

Ex .1rtiv co vetted to high

earpiece. Re -magnetising
Postage extra 6d. per pair.

BATT'S TWO " POSH CABINET " SET, 280/4,000 metres, £9 5f1., of

r
Luton.
AGENTS WANTED.-Wireless valve repair business. Deal with the
actual repairers. Lowest trade terms. All types repaired. A hard
vacuum guaranteed. Also old valves bought for cash fkl. each. Cossors
Is. each. -51. 3, G., 60, Churchtield Road, Acton, W.3. Telephone.
Chiswick 2681.

[8 s

13, EIRKIIALL ROAD, LONDON, S.E.6

A.1 Parts for Assembling
1 VALVE SET -U-10-0

WRITE

List free.

HOWTER-LOWE CO. LTD.
LETCHWORTH.

resistance, 2,8 each

Half ebonite cost. Double efficiency. No leakage. Easy
to work. Black, matt finish I-'rices Sto k sizes.r thick
6" x 6" 1, 7".x 5" 1-, 8" x 6" 1 4, 9e x 6" 16, so" x 8" 2/3,
iv" X to 3'4, post free. larger and other sizes pro rata.
/" 25% extra. Minimum post order 1/-.

CRAWFORD,

61°4:ettts

your protection. No set is better than
it. components. Order a make you

Guaranteed. All snakes
end Sulliya , Wax filled, 10/. per pair.

RADIO PANELS?

(Late 9, Co ratan .street, Loads", E

recommend Bowyer -Lowe Components
because they can rely on the efficiency
of every one. Test before despatch is

to aeon chins.

Ken KENITE

If You Don't, Get Acquainted NOW.

Components List Pos' Free

The foremost experimenters use and

can trust.

D'ye

all

25 per cent.-Allitts' Wireless Manufacturers, 00, untitch Hill Road.

returned within 7 days.

21/9
2713
82/8

Other sizes and thicknesses pro rata.-Radio Panel Co. (Dept. A), 143,
[17 r
Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.
HEADPHONE REPAIRS.-Rewound, re -magnetised and readjusted.
Lowest prices quoted on receipt of telephones, delivery three days.The Varley Magnet Co., London, 9.E.18.
BATY'S TWO. The all station receiver "with a personality," from
£2 15s., plus 258. royalty (or as components, reprints of constructional
articled, is. 3d., post free).

AGENTS wanted to sell high elms 'phones and crystal sots, cc,rn

THE PRINCESS ELECTRICAL Co. Ltd.
(Dent. Al 169 Princess St. MANCHESTER

slightly tonsd. We reiund ,ash with carriage both ways a
4v -60a
4 v-Soa

PANELITE will withstand 5,000 volts, black finish, will not fracture.
6 by 6 by 3/16, Is. ; 7 by 5, 18. ld. -8 by 5,18.2d. ;9 by 5,18. 4d.; 9 by 6.
Is. 6d. 10 by 9. 2s. 2,1. ; 12 by 10, 2s. 9d. ; 14 by 12, 40.64. Post paid.

I

covered headbands.

to any requited size while you wait cr bent by post

r

-Sleightholmc, Ingham Street, South Shields.

[4 r
Cl. P.O.-Lynch, Bolton -le -Sande, Lan..
SPECIAL MICROPHONES for Loud Speaker on Crystal set. is.
Remarkable results. Loud Speaker adapters for Headphone Earpieces,
3s. gd. Wireless attachment for Deafness. Trade enquiries invited.
-"arter and Co., 1,, Webster Street, Greenheys, Manchester. LIG,
WIRELESS INVENTORS. --Patents and Trade Marks. Advice,
Handbook, and Consultations free. -13. T. King, Regd. Patent Agents.
140s, Queen Victoria Street, London. Phone, 682 Central.
PLANED AMERICAN OAK, / in. thick for Cabinets. Send sizes for
quotation. Economic woodcraft.-Claremont Road, Seaforth.
[I a
HAVE MUSIC WHEREVER YOU GO -26. 6d. I rings portable indoor
aerial. --T. Anty, 109, Dalyell Road, London 9.W.9.
(6 e
RADIO FANS 1 Get this combination of 10 tools and begin making
your own outfit. Only Is. postal order, post fret.-Ridpath, 7, Oakland
Street, Litherland, Liverpool.
15 a
AERIAL SATISFACTION ! !-Use clear reception Radio wire for
your aerial, and lead direct to set. Easily fixed. Requ,res no Mau:atom
Only Is. 8d. for 100 ft. with instructions
Us Aui ice earthing. and
'Phone extensions. and Is waterproof insulated. From your dealer or
post free from David Green & Son. 515 Department, Lytham.
BARGAIN.--4-valve set complete. 1 H.F., All stations, £21. Also
2 -valve set, £10. Denby, Durrant's Hill. Boxmoor,
13a
COLLAPSIBLE 'AERIAL, indoor or outdoor, crystal rarge 10 miles
valves, continental stations, fits jacket pocket. :38. delivered. See
address below.
GIARNERIUM CRYSTAL AND CATSWIISKER COMPINATION.
Every iil ece tested and guaranteed, 50 per cell'.. better recepti m. Refund if dissatisfied. 2s. post paid.-Garner, 8, Westmoreland Buildings,
[9 n
Aldersgate Street, E.C.

4,C 00 ohms.

LA t,kr.,LiS YOU WANT

for sharp prices with Macradio Wireless Supplies Co., 30, Queen's Cres[7r
cent. London, N.W.5.
VARIOMETER FORMER SETS, with jig hardwood, 2s. set delivered.

A THOUSAND CIRCUITS WITH ONE WIRING," Simplifted Syste.M,

HEADPHONES

troll!

tv-4oa

charge

;

I

See article, Oct. 115th.
"MANY PHONES ON ONE CRYSTAL SET."
Obtainable eve. ywheie 2;9 each in nine colours.
Or ,a triples direct from --

FOYLES, 121, Charing Cross Road, London

Bexley Heath, S.1-:

I

Tested and approved by "Amateur Wireless."

upon a sound scientifid basis. Published 3/6, 0922.
Offered, new, 1 9, post free. Mullion offer 004.

Pickett's Insulated Cabinets

I

whether low, tigh or mixed resist -races, every phime will
be as loud as if all the others were disconnected.

COURSEY. How to d sign your set to meet your
own special requirements, and to plan the whole

C,A.V. Fullers.

charged

RETAIL DEALERS in Wireless Components should communicate

Nothing more is needed, simply add one Extraphone
to each pair of phones and no matter how many in use,

A BOOK BARGAIN

A t -C

minimum

Holborn, 1525.

WITHOUT WEAKENING ,THE; SIGNAL ,STRENGTH

result

arc

heati

PATENTS and Trade Marks obtained.-H. T. P. Gee. Patent Agent,
Member R.B.G.B., 31, 52, Chancery Lane, London, 1V.C.2. Phone.

Amateur Wireless" s, stem, John W. Miller

of

SHAFTESIRIRTAYENUE,W.C.2

eFaily

this

WORD,

Patents Pending

Designed and manufactured by the inventory
You can use as many telephones as you want
and they may be of any resistance

lCO

under

PER

FOUR SHILLINGS.

waIDER-DETECTOR

LONG -LIF E BATTERY
219-229

Wireless" are accepted up to first post on Thursday
morning her following week's issue, providing space is

LO VG ASHTON,

LO%JD EPE :KERS.
REPAIRS.
HEAD HONES.
Rewound, remagne/iFed, adj fisted up to 4,000 ohms, 5f,
any make, g,.a.ra ed. Rs dagnetised and adjusted, only
extra. Returned in 24 hours.
1/6 per pair. Postage
MACN.TO CELTIC.: o., 4 Newington causeway, 8.E.1
I h nee

lio,, 2 27.

S1P,GLt. RECEIVERS
2,000, ohms British make, 14.6
every one tested on crystal
HEADPHONES, 4,003 ohms,

B

TRA I. toss

Lightweight British made, every
pair guaranteed.

each

1 GIU

pair

L.F. TRANSFORMERS 5

9/F. HOWE, 67, Little Heath, Charlton, S.E.7.

MIKRO Ltd.,
The Proprietors and Patentees of the

SKINDERVIKEN BUTTON

SPENCER'S STORES

LOUD SPEAKER CRYSTAL
SYSTEM
_who wish to make their own sets.

MINGHALL ST.. LONDON, E.C.2

4-5, MASON'S AVENUE,

and

TELEPHONE.

are now in a position to supply parts to all experimenters

WRITE TO -DAY FOR PRICE LIST AND BOOKLET"The Marvels of the (P.O.,
Microphone"
not stain, s).
3rd Edition. Post fee 6/d
32a, CRAVEN STREET, CHARING, CROSS, W.C.2.

SKINDERVIKEN MICROPHONE BUTTON, PRICE 5/-

LONDON WALL 2393

VALVES REPAIRED
6/6. Post free.

KENITE PANELS ARE CHEAPER
11

than ebonite, yet just as efficient, 6 in. by 6 in.,
1
post free. Any size pro rata
E3

su"nu"p

NOVEMBER 8. 1924
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iii

tifie4:1
(AVER 12,000 MILES BY WIRELESS!

--j

If any further justification were

needed

claiming

for

MULLARD

as the MASTER VALVE it is surely

to be found in the fact that the
amateurs who recently spanned the
world by radio used for both Transmission and Reception

P;71/A

41;4
297,4
/fee

17,71

r

.1

4%Z:A

/
./d

4 4".474
4f/A01

fro,

?,,,--,

%(

Obtainable from all Radio Stores, Electricians, etc

Ask your dealer for leaflet
Advt.-The Mullard Radio I

11S

and the Hilliard Safety Disc, free on request

Co.,_Ltd., 1 iqhtingale Lane Works, Balham, S.1Y.12.

NOVEMBER 8, 1924
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LISSENI UM
THE RIGHT WAY TO JUDGE

Low Frequency Amplification
PURITY FIRST-VOLUME AFTERWARDS. All
too readily moderate tone quality has been accepted

IMMEDIATELY BEHIND
THE DETECTOR VALVE
Use the LISSEN T I. If
you contemplate buying

obtaining pure low frequency amplification wall be

an expensive transformer,
be sure you can
get none better
than this.
-

universally, instead of by those who are
sufficiently discriminating, as at present.

FOR REFLEX CIRCUITS

as good, but sooner or later

the right means of

used

The right way to obtain

pure low frequency

amplification is to use a coupling at each stage which
has been designed to meet the technical requirements
of the position. For instance, the importance of the
first stage

transformer cannot be

30/

all conditions the
LISSEN T2 is one which

U.nder

very pure and
fication in these 25
will

give

powerful amplicircuits.

-

over -estimated,

for any distortion here is magnified many times with
each succeeding stage. But the expensive transformer

which is ideal for the first stage need not be used
throughout unless superlative amplification is desired,
for it is not so necessary to have such high impedance

in the second and third stage transformers as in the
one used for the first stage. Where power amplification is used, however, the first stage transformer
should be employed.
Apart from the usual transformer coupling, another
interesting coupling to use is the LISSEN L.F. CHOKE
COUPLING. To the keen enthusiast the comparisons
possible are very instructive. One can, for instance,

FOR SECOND and THIRD
STAGES

Where the LISSEN TI is
not used throughout,'. the
LISSEN

T2

recom-

is

Price as above

mended.

POPULAR TRANSFORMER
This is the best light
Betransformer made.
skilfully -of
its
cause
balanced design, - it actu-

A

ally compares with many

expensive

6/6

transformers

see how many stages of LISSEN CHOKES can be
LISSEN L.F. CHOKE

used in cascade.

Each requirement of low frequency amplification
is met by the following parts. In the design of these
couplings,

PURITY OF TONE QUALITY HAS

BEEN THE FIRST CONSIDERATION-PLEASING
VOLUME THERE IS, TOO, BUT AFTERWARDS.
IN BUYING A LISSEN TRANSFORMER OF ANY
TYPE, YOU CAN BE SURE YOU ARE GETTING

PURITY AND POWER-and the best transformer
value.

COUPLING
The

new

LISSEN

L.F.

CHOKE is becoming very

popular-for quality

of

tone it ranks with the best
Resistance Capacity Coupling, without the disadvantage of using the large H.T.
voltage necessary with the
latter. Its price
makes it very
economical also.

10/ -

HOW TO USE THE LISSEN L.F. CHOKE
The construction of an L.F. amplifier using LISSEN
L.F. CHOKES instead of transformers is quite simple.

The connections are as follows :One terminal of the LISSEN CHOKE is connected t a the plate of the preceding valve, the other terminal to
the H.T. Battery. A fixed condenser of .01 capacity is c 3nnected between the plate of the preceding valve and the
grid of the L.F. valve, and a grid leak (preferably the LISSEN Variable Grid Leak) is connected between the grid
of the L.F. Valve and the L.T. negative. Grid cells should be introduced between the grid leak and L.T. 1 0
..
negative if they are found necessary. Each succeeding stage is connected in the same manner ... PRICE I

i

LISSEN

16-20, Woodger Rd., Gold380,h3awk
Rd.3,She32,

pherd's Bush, London, W.12
Riverside

Telegrams:T " Lissenium, London."

PARTS THAT PULL TOGETHER-BUILD WITH THEM
tio t e d aikd Published in England by

Cann,. & COMPANY. LIBETED. Ludgate Hill. Louden, E.C.Q.
*mince. Lnuran.
Saturday. November 801, 1934.

Sob:

Agent in South Africa, CIUMIAL Nays

AMATFUFt W I P LESS, November 15 192'..

FIFTEEN -GUINEA CUP FOR A NOVELTY

see p. 7 3 3 )

HOW TO RECOGNISE EUROPEAN STATIONS

Vol. V. No. 128.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1924

Price 3d

PRINCIPAL
CONTENTS
AMAZING BEAM
TRANSMISSION

CLOCK CIRCUITS

A STANDARD OF
SIGNAL STRENGTH

THE -THOUSANDCIRCUIT BOARD
A COMPACT CRYSTAL
SET

MAKING THE MOST
OF THE AERIAL

WIRELESS "TRANSMIS-

SION OF POWER
A SELF -CONTAINED

SET FOR THE EXPERIMENTER

FREE REPLIES TO
READERS' QUESTIONS

B

WELL ILLUSTRATED
RegLthersi aG G.P.O. as a Newspaper

Left to right: A
son), Auntie Gla

S

Phyllis Richard F. Usherwoa.1),

Wireless

NOVEMBER 15, 1924

11

TUNGSTALITE
BLUE LABEL (Regd. No. 447149)

THE ONLY CRYSTAL WHICH HAS

STOOD THE TEST OF TIME ON
REFLEX AND VALVE CIRCUITS
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT, OR SEND 1/6 TO
Leeds TUNGSTALITE Ltd.

Head Oilier. LONDON-

TUNGSTALITE LTD.
47, FARRINGDON ROAD,
LONDON, E.C.1
Phone-Ilolbora

4,, CALL LANE, LEEDS
Phone-Leeds 21375.

Massie= p Leeds.

Orates- Tungstamp Smith

GIVE US A CALL at
THE BRITISH WIRELESS EXHIBITION,

WHITE CITY, Nov. 15-29, 1924

G rams-

1 /6 SECURE YOUR SPECIMEN TO -DAY

1 /6

alailliNalaIMONI=Mesib=mor

SQUARE LAW CONDENSERS

at the price of Ordinary
Fallon's, in accordance with their usual custom, are giving the
public the benefit of the improvements they have effected in their
new model Square Law Condensers without increasing the price.
The new Fallon Square Law Condenser,

which embodies all the features which

have made the Fallon A is model

REPRODUCTION
THAT SURPASSES
BELIEF
The extreme sensitivity and complete absence of distortion

of the New Improved M.E.L. Phone, coupled with the
greater volume and clarity of reproduction which they
afford, simply surpasses all belief of those who have not
tried them.

The spring Slider Adjustment of the Earpieces allows of
instant and easy setting to the most comfortable position
and prevents any "sloppiness" due to wear. Each pair
of Phones is individually matched and tuned, resulting in
perfect " balance."
M.E.L. Phones are the unswerving choice of every expert

world-famous, are absolutely the last
word in perfect condenser construction.

Extremely handsome appearance, all
parts being heavily plated ; .o65 spacing

(the closest possible). In the new
model the overall length of the
.00x condenser is only .11 in. as
against si in. in the old model,
and by a new idea in spacing
washers, rigidity of construction,
never before achieved in any make
of condenser, has been obtained.
Features Include:-One Hole

Fixing, Tag Connections.
Heavy Aluminium Top and
Bottom Plates. Metal to metal
imnium

,anes. Cola,lete as illustration.

Reputation:-A condenser with
the name FALLON imprinted
indicate, the finest obtainable.
Plates
.001

convince you.

Price only 17 6 per pair.

.0002z

nice

Priee I Plate:

9,61 coos

7

;IA amateur who has used them.

Your usual Dealer will be glad to show you a pair
-aisk him to let you try them, a test will readily

:

!

6 9'

...

6,-

ermer 3 or
5 plates 4,'6

Write
Direct
for
Trade
Tyrin,;,

'

FALLON CONDENSER
CO.,
Ltd.
Tottenham 1932.
The Condenser People
WHITE RIBBON WORKS, BROAD LANE, TOTTENHAM, N.15.

s) 45-47 KINGS ROAD G)
CAMDEN TOWN. N .W.1

All Correspondence and Post 'Orders to above add'res's.
City Depot:
Glasgow Depot:
.1Ianchester Depot:
143, Farringdon Rd., E.C.I. 3, King's St. West, Deansgate. 120, Wellington St.
Barclay's i.8)

NOVEMBER 15. 1924
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B .T. H
DEVONSHIRE CLUB.

S"..JAMES'S.S.W.1.

1,1;

/1- m

/e-.174
1.".44

6 VOLTS -0.25 AMPS.

/17
4(e"

MR. WILLIAM LE QUEUX, the
famous novelist, is equally famous

in the world of radio technics.
He was one of the pioneers of wireless,

and has been experimenting for 20
years. His transmitting station 2.A.Z.

at Guildford was the first station in the
world to broadcast regularly every night.

Mr. William Le Queux, as a result of
his Jungfrau experiments, has proved

the superiority of the B4 Valve-the
first of its kind, and the best
The B.T.H. Type B4 Valve was
the first valve taking only 0.25

Sir,
It may perhaps interest you to knozo

amperes at 6 volts sold in

that during my recent experiments in
reception of the B.B.C. stations upon the

It is acknowledged as the supreme valve for
this country.

Jungfrau and other points on the flips
I tested many makes of valves.

The ones which gave b; far the best
all-round results were the B.T.H.

use as a low frequency power

-one of which, I consider, equal to
two of any other. I strongly advise

amplifier.

every amateur to use them.

Obtainable from all Electricians & Radio Dealers

(Signed) WILLIAM LE QUEUX

Price 35/-

The British Thomson -Houston Co. Ltd.
Works: Coventry.

Offices: Crown House, Aldwych, London, W.C.2

aranches at : Belfast, Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff, Dublin, Glasgow, Leeds, Liverpool
Manchester, Middlesbrough, Newcastle, Sheffield, Swansea
11.11111II-1-1

323
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SECURITY

Imit mum lam

BEHIND BONTONES

ANOTHER

SECURITY

TO THE DEALER
SECURITY
TO THE USER

E.E.C.1

Bontone Phones-

TRIUMPH! I

Britain's best, backed by
Generous Guarantee.

The NEW

"XTRAUDION"

I
I

SENSITIVE,DURABLE, COMFORTABLE, & BEAUTIFULLY
FINISHED.

1

Manufactured entirely by
BRITISH LABOUR.

BONTONE ORIGINAL

ENEREQUENCY

VALVE

12/6
READY
NOW !

tfie .Dand !I
Seats
I Filament pressure, 3.5-4
volts. Maximum consumption, .5 amps.
Plate Potential, 30-80 volts.
This is not our Standard " XTRAUDION " fitted with a different
I work.
filament, but an entirely new valve designed specially for " H.F.
- NEW PLATE - NEW GRID - NEW FILAMENT - NEW
Fit one to your
set and bring in those distant stations I
I
CHARACTERISTIC - UNEQUALLED RESULTS.

ECONOMIC ELECTRIC LIMITED I
Head
Head Office:
Office: 10, FITZROY'

Telephone:

Showrooms:
SQUARE, LONDON, W.1 MUSEUM 1055 1303, EUSTON RD., N.W.1

1516

SONTONE PHONES ARE MANUFACTURED-

Up to a high efficiency.

Down to a low and popular price.
We agree to replace any 'phone, nut giving complete satisfaction, if returned to as within seven
days of purchase undamaged. We further agree to repair, adjust, re -test any Bontone 'Phone
irrespective of the date of purchase, for the sum of 3/-, plus 6d. postage, if returned to us, intact,
with remittance.
This is our Bond. What does It mean ? Why, an assurance for all time to users of Bontone 'Phones.
Compare these advantages over other makes of 'phones, particularly the cheap, continental type!
Have you recognised all the better qualifications which make BONTONE the distinctive type ?
(hey are barked by a most generals guarantee.
Sensitive I Why ? Simply that the magnets are made in our own works under our own supervision.
BONTONE will respond to the weakest signals.
Durability ? BONTONE are made of the best materials procurable, and their beautiful finish
is highly creditable to skilled craftsmanship.
Comfort ? Throughout exhaustive tests we have worn BONTONE and claim a maximum success.
BONTONE are easily adjusted. See you buy BONTON E.
Apply to your local dealer or apply direct airing your dealer's
to:-

B. D. & Cot (EDWARD A. BOYNTON)
Works: GOSWELL Rd. and CITY Rd., LONDON, E.C.1.
Offices: 167-173, GOSWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1

- IIM MI NM MI M MS ME NM

THESHIPTON

BONTONE
LIGHTWEIGHT

Admiralty, War Office and India Office Contractors.

New Type

Strip Rheostat and Potentiometer
PROTECTS YOUR VALVES
When you fit The SHIPTON
Rheost,at (one hole fixing)
your valves are protected,
British

Made

since the SHIPTON 7 ohm
model is 'fitted with a fuse.
A spare fuse is contained in
every box.

This Rheostat, besides combining a safety

fuse, is designed with a special tension
spring on the spindle, assuring good con.
tact, while retaining a silky action and

actually costs no more than
the now obsolete rheostat.

THE MOST PERFECT RHEOSTAT YET INTRODUCED
SHIPTON New Type STRIP RHEOThree models are availab!e,
STAT 7 ohm {with Suet
.. 3/.
so that whatever valves you
SHIPTON New Type STRIP RHEOmay use there is a SHIPTON
STAT 3) Ohm
3/.
Rheostat to give you perfect
SHIPTON New Type STRIP RHEOfilament control. Ask for it
STAT 60 ohm ..
3/.
by name.

SHIPTON POTENTIOMETER
600 ohm

.. 4/6

Packed in neat Linenette Boxes.

Apply to your local dealer or direct
giving your dealer's name and address.

z4

the GIL PAY brings it
out i n all its Purity ofTone
YOU don't know what pleasure there is in a crystal set, until
yott have used the GIL-RAY Wireless Crystal. The GIL-RAY
is supersensitive and each piece is tested and guaranteed

See for yourself what a difference it makes !
Supplied in neat tin boxes with Sterling Silver Whisker, and full
instructions for perfect results. Price 1/6 of dealers everywhere ;
if unobtainable please forward 1/6 and name and address of Dealer.
So:e Distributors for U.K. and reined

V. ZEITLIN & SONS

Solely produced by the Gi! Ray Radio Co., Sicilian House, Southampton Row,
London, W. C.1.

fW

7.

Telegrams: Rentfones, Parl.

Also at 14, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.
fiarclays 301

GUARAD
E!16

E. SHIPTON & CO., LTD.
Telephone: 'ictoria

London. W. C.1.
Trade enquiiles welcome,

Phone: Museum 3795 and 6941.

Sole agency applications considered for certain territories.

57, TOTHILL ST., WESTMINSTER, S.W.I.

144, Theobald's Rd.,
9

L
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EUROPE CALLING !
HOW YOU. MAY RECOGNISE THE DIFFERENT STATIONS
Few of the German stations make use
"Hullo," most of them
phony, and from the correspondence broadcasting a more pompous "Achtung"
received by wireless journals it would (pronounced Arhtoong) (Look out). It is,
appear that some difficulty is experienced as a matter of fact, a similar warning to
in identifying in every instance the station the one. given by the German luggage
successfully tuned in. It is true that many porter when pushing his trolley through
of the "foreigners " are somewhat lax in a station crowd. Following this threatenthe repetition of their calls, but a number ing note, the stations usually add the
of them possess peculiarities which help name of their city; thus : "Achtung. Hier
the listener to establish their identities.
Frankfurt -am -Main." There are, howMANY evenings are spent by amateurs
in their search of long-distance tele-

of the breezy

of either giving the call signs in letters or
of

merely mentioning the name of the

town.
useful

For the present, however, the
information imparted , by the

announcers enables the amateur to establish the identity of the station picked Up,.
Common Languages

It should be borne in mind that the

German language is also used in Austria
and part of Switzerland, but the fact that
ever, exceptions. Hamburg, for instance, the "Fatherland" stations conclude their
their
French Stations
entertainment
with
has a playful way of calling "Hier evening's
There is little doubt that most amateurs Norag," the latter word being an abbrevia- National -Anthem, Heil Dir im Siegerecognise both the Eiffel Tower and tion of the numerous syllabled firm run- kranz," which is played to the same
Radio -Paris by their power and relatively ning the "show." Leipzig, for the same melody as our "God Save the King,"
high wavelengths, but for those
clearly denotes that it is a
who are not so sure it may be
German station.
useful to give the exact wording
Vienna's call, "Hallo, Rahof their respective calls.
(Radio -Wien),
Veen
dce-o
F L, a military station,
stamps it right away.
usually prefaces the opening of
You cannot expect the poor
the programme by "Allo . .
announcer of either Kbely
or
Kee -bell)
(pronounced
Allo. :Ici, la Station Militaire
Icomarov to repeat the word
Radioltelephonique de Paris.
' Gzecho-Slovakia " many times
Poste 'de la Tour Eiffel,"
whereas our friend "Radiola "
during the evening, but the
Kbely
is more brief and after a couple
calls are distinctive.
announces that "Prague -Radio"
of
cheery "Allos " merely
is on the line, and Komarov
states : "Ici Radio -Paris. Poste
lets you know that it is run by
Both L'Ecole
de Clichy."
the "Radio -Journal of Prague."
Superieure des Postes et TeleSpeeches are :made from both
graphes and Le Petit Parisicn
stations; not only in Czech, but
give their names in extenso
also in German, and on some
and repeat them at frequent inoccasions in Esperanto.
tervals during the evening.
.

Which Is It?

German Stations
Fewer listeners, probably, understand
German, and for this reason rather more
details are given.
Konigswtrsterhausen (L P) is very conscientious, and the announcer repeats the
name of the station at every opportunity.
Phonetically transcribed, it reads thus :
and
"Here Keunigz-coos-stir-housen,"
concludes the performance at the end of
the transmission with (again phonetically) :
Owf
"Veer mar -hen ,yetzt schloos.
veederheuren (We are now closing down.

To our next hearing). But in any case
L P i5 not difficult, to recognise, as, apart
from the daily morning concert on 2,45o
metres, most of the transmissions take
place on Sunday before lunch.

Brussels (.S .R B) transmits in
French,
and
Ici
reason, announces "Hier Mirag." As a Bruxelles Radio -Belgique " is regularly
rule, apart from their calls, the stations heard in this country.
Of the Swiss stations, Zurich only uses
give their wavelengths. "Achtung. Hier
Konigsberg auf Welle (wavelength)." the German language, both Lausanne and
Hamburg also possesses the distinctive Geneva lying in the French-speaking pormethod of opening the concert with several tion of the country. Zurich sends a call
strokes on a dinner -gong, so many similar to the.German stations and also
"pongs " later indicating the number of states its wavelength, as it is still temMinutes interval between two items. porary. Lausanne mentions the name of

Munich does not, as a rule, mention the the town, and Geneva styles itself "La
city in its call; but styles itself, after the Societe Romande."
The new station at Madrid is now regupreliminary warning, "Die Deutsche
Stunde in Bayern " (the German broadcast larly heard here and the announcer often
in Bavaria). These long-winded calls will - gives the call "Radio-lberica, Madrid."
be necessarily 'abbreviated in the near Sometimes he gives the items of the profuture, and it is, more than likely that the gramme in Spanish, French and English.
Germans may adopt the English method
(Concluded in th:rd column of next page)
-
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AMAZING BEAM TRANSMISSION

iEh

55

41
43
41

(21

bola, whence they travel outwards in the
form of a beam. Another type of aerial,
have such amazing possibilities that they which consists of grid placed parallel to
are of interest- to all wireless enthusiasts. one another, is shown by Fig. 2.
ALTHOUGH they Will not directly affect
broadcast listeners, beam transmitters

The difference between broadcast and
beam transmission is the difference Some Results and Possibilities
Huge distances have already
between flood -light apparatus and a
searchlight; both may have the same

been

case the power used was less than 250
watts.

Continuous Communication

Results such as these open up great

possibilities for communication over long
distances in. the near future. It is to be
hoped that beam transmission will

candle -power, but one will diffuse all the

solve the problem of continuous com-

beam.

this
between
Dominions.

munication (both by night and day)

light over as large an area as possible,
and the other will direct it in a narrow
Broadcast and Beam Transmitters
So with broadcast and beam transmitters; both may use the same power,
but the broadcast transmitter will send it
out equally in all directions, while the
beam transmitter will direct the waves
over a comparatively small area. The
aerial used with a beam transmitter has
placed round it a number of wires that act
in

a similar way to

.

ttlimititihe

fuII

the

D. S. R.
(COnti/Ut.'d

frOM pre-

R 0) cannot be mistaken.
Rome
It is a new station anxious to receive
reports as to reception, and the call
"Stazione di Roma. Unione Radiofonica Italiana " is repeated after
every interval.
There are now but few Dutch
stations working, but Hilversum

Fig. 1.-Reflector Aerial.

covered

(N S F) is readily identified, as the
announcements are fairly regularly

using low -power

beam

trans-

mitters, as disclosed recently by Senatore
From a practical point of view the Marconi dufing a lecture before the Royal
greatest point of interest in beam trans- Society of Arts. During tests between
mission is the tremendous distances that the Marconi station at Poldhu and the

_

and

country

" EUROPE CALLING I
ceding page)

the reflector in a

searchlight, and, in fact, actually reflect
the wireless waves and concentrate them
in a narrow beam.
Small Power-Low Cost

-

Li en

II
1 111.1111111

I
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I pliiiiiiiiinnuniqual

0'

given in both English and Dutch.
The

various

pointers given

in

this

article, in conjunction with the fact that
the amateur usually has some idea of the
wavelength on which he is receiving a

/

\./ ......1

iimormoiiiilll
Fig. 2 (left).-Grld-type

it is possible to cover with extremely low
Aerial.
power. Low power. means (as a rule)
simpler and less apparatus, with a corre- Fig. 3 (right).-Track
sponding decrease in costs, both of main- of Short-wave Signals.
tenance and erection.
Thus for the first time world-wide wireless transmission is made possible at what Elettra at Cape Verde (2,30o miles disis comparatively a very low figure. For tant, see Fig. 3) strong signals were rethis wonderful system of beam tranmission ceived without any interference from atmothe wireless world once again owes thanks spherics. Poldhu radiated 9 kilowatts on
a wavelength of 97 metres, and the reflecto Scnatorc Marconi.
tor concentrated the energy towards Cape
Types of Reflector Aerial
Verde. The receiver on the Elettra had

transmission, should enable him to identify

accurately the great majority of wireless
It is only on the
lower band of broadcasting wavelengths
that some hesitation may occur, but if
telephony stations heard.
judgment is

used and a record kept a

rough glance at the "Broadcast TeleIt has already been mentioned that a two stages of H.F. amplification and an phony " page will in every instance settle
Screen around the aerial reflects the waves auto -heterodyne detecting valve, to which the matter.
J. G. A.
and concentrates them in a. beam. This could be coupled two stages of L.F. magis clearer from the diagram, Fig. 1, which nification.
shows one form of reflector aerial. The
Thinking that music might have a soothaerial proper consists of two vertical wires Shortwave Ranges
ing effect on his patients, an Austrian
(rising from the hut) around which are
As far as long-range work is concerned, dentist installed a receiver in his operating
placed a number of wires in the form of short waves used without* reflector aerials room. All went well until an ear-splitting
a parabola, the aerial wires being at the have great possibilities. Only a week or crack in the phones caused both dentist
focus of the screen.
so ago three amateurs in this country and patient to jump, with the result that
Wireless waves sent out from the aerial successfully communicated with New a drill went through the latter's cheek.
me reflected by the screening wires and Zealand, a distance of rz,000 miles, on a After paying damages, the dentist threw
concentrated at the opening of the para- waveband round about go metres. In each the set away !
4
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CLOCK
CIRCUITS. II

ja

THE LOW -FREQUENCY
AMPLIFIER
Fig. 1.-Front of L.F. Panel.

Fig. 2.-Back of L.F. Panel.

to construct that no one need have the 1.3o, H.T. -; 3, phones; 4.36, phones; 6;
and novel system of wiring circuits, slightest hesitation in attempting the task. H.T. + ; 7.30, input; 9, input; 10.30,'
which was termed the "Clock Circuits " It is only necessary to get a to -in. gramo- L.T. +..
THE article in No. 121 described a new

system.

For the information of new

phone record and drill the necessary seven-

readers it may be stated that the under- teen holes in the positions shown. The
lying principle of the idea is to imagine low -frequency transformer occupies the
that the back of the panel-crystal, valve central position and the valve is between
detector, L.F. amplifier or H.F. amplifier- the L.T. positive and the transformer,
has a clock face on the ebonite, and that whilst the rheostat is between the trans-

Start wiring from the transformer:
First wire, inner primary to input; second
wire, outer primary to other input, on to

L.T. - and finish at rheostat; third wire;
rheostat to filament leg of valve; fourth
wire, inner secondary of transformer to
the terminals, valves, condenSers, etc., are former and negative low-tension.'
valve filament, then to L:T. + and finish
Arrange eight terminal tabs round the at H.T. -; fifth wire, plate leg of valve
arranged on the panel in positions corresponding to the hour figures of a clock. panel in the following order :
to phones; sixth wire, phones to H.T. + ;
This gives twelve well-known positions or,
Low-tension positive, high-tension nega- seventh wire, outer secondary to grid.
with the centre, thirteen positions which tive, phones, phones, high-tension positive,
This method of wiring simplifies matters,
input, input and low-tension negative. The uses the minimum of wires, and with the
could be standardised.
The low -frequency amplifier shown by positions correspond to the hour positions exception of the wire from the plate to
the photographs Figs. r and 2 is so simple of a clock, thus : Twelve o'clock, L.T. + ; phones avoids crossing.
F. W. E.
rr' -71[TET:1:i7:ET:1751:17:fiff717-75=:_1751=Efft-1-5'51. :7+=-11
[01

A STANDARD OF SIGNAL STRENGTH

LA

THERE are, no doubt, many people Method of Operation
who are

constantly changing com-

ponents in their sets or altering the wiring
in the endeavour to obtain louder signals.

The conditions under which these tests
are made may be varied, but to arrive at
any definite conclusions as to the relative
merits of the new circuit, a factor which
must remain absolutely constant is the
received signal.
The usual practice for getting this con-

Close the switch and adjust the buzzer
so that it gives a clear, moderately high
ripte, free from irregularities in pitch or
spluttering. When this is done, place the
coil in relation to the set so that on donning the phones and switching on a faint
yet clear signal is heard. Adjust the set
to give maximum signal strength, and
then increase the resistance in circuit with

Is this type of signal a constant ? The music may be quiet or it may
be a band with heavy brass, and last but

not least the power may vary slightly.
.This latter remark also applies to the

Notes

On no account should any part of the
buzzer circuit be touched during a test
or the results will be rendered void.
The battery supplying the buzzer should
be of such a type that reasonable runs do

not cause any appreciable voltage drop,
for this would tend to weaken the signals.

stant seems to he that of tuning in the
local broadcasting station. But a difficulty arises.

greatest strength possible with the circuit
under test.

TUNING

COIL

SET

BATTERY

Audibility Tests

The ability of the human ear to detect

accurately

slight

variations of signal
If, therefore,
serious work is contemplated an audibility

strength is very doubtful.
SWITCH

BUZZER

Diagram of Standardising Apparatus.

meter should be used.

A. L. B.

ommercial high -power automatic stations.

The only alternative is to generate the the buzzer until signals are very faint-in
fact just audible. Any alteration to the
set which improves the strength of recepbuzzer, battery, switch and variable re- tion is a step in the right direction. Be
sistance. These should all be connected sure before making any further alterations
that you have succeeded in obtaining the
in series, as shown in the diagram.
required signals locally. This is a simple
matter, the only requirements being a coil,

To accommodate the aerial of the G.P.O.
station at Rugby it has been found neces-

sary to purchase a piece of land bigger
than the total areas of Hyde Park, Kensington Gardens and St. James's Park,

Otitateur
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THE THOUSAND -CIRCUIT
BOARD.
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VII

MAKING THE COMPONENTS (continued)
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To make these transformers, transformers are untuned. For this reason

Fig. 26.-Aperiodic Transformer.

ANOTHER very useful little gadget to

make up for the set is a holder for
plugging in high -frequency transformers.
This is shown in Fig. 25. It consists of a
piece of y -in. ebonite 2% in. square, upon
which are mounted four correctly -spaced

valve legs with a terminal connected to
each. The ebonite is raised upon two small

battens of wood, which keep The shanks

obtain a piece of ebonite rod they'd() not give the same degree of amplii in. in diameter and 4 in. in fication as those wound with bare copper
length. To either end screw on a pair /wire. At the same time, they are much
of brass tags to serve as connections more stable-it is possible to use three or
tions for the ends of the _windings. In more stages of aperiodic H.F. amplificathe centre of the rod drill and tap a 4 B.A. tion-and they do not bring in the same
hole about r in. deep. This enables a amount of mush as sharply -tuned coupled

piece of studding to be inserted for wind- circuits. The finer the wire used the more
ing -purposes, and it will also serve to take aperiodic will the transformer be-that is

a fixing screw when the finished trans- to say, the wider will be the hand of
former is attached to a wooden stand about

of the terminals and valve legs and the

9

wires connecting them from coming into contact with the surface of the panel when
the holder is in use. If two of these

pins are connected up to the windings, it
is not advisable to. mark the terminals IP,
OP and so on. It will generally be found
that the pins of the transformer are clearly
marked, and the connections can thus be
made correctly whatever type is in use.
Plug-in transformers are not at all expensive to buy, but if it is desired to make
the at home this can be done quite easily

it.

matter of the utmost difficulty.

possible to use tuned transformers for coup-

former vary in the way in which their

efficiently by

Probably the amateur constructor will find
that No. 36 Eureka wire is about the finest that he can put on satisfactorily, for when

we get above this we are dealing with
wire so fragile that winding becomes a

holders are made up it becomes at once

ling between the high -frequency valves,
the .0003-microfarad variable condensers
being used for tuning their secondaries.
These holders are extremely useful, since
they can be usetl also for valves when
required, as well as for the plug-in crystal
detector, if it is not convenient to place
that in a valve holder.
As different makes ,of mushroom trans-

wavelengths covered

k--

WOOD

-

EBONITE

-14)(
Fig. 25.-H.F. Transformer Holder.

2% in. square. When a former r in. in
diameter is used it is exceedingly easy to
make a satisfactory aperiodic transformer,
since the rule for winding them is simply
one transformer turn per metre of wavelength for both primary and secondary.

As their name implies, the aperiodic

It will, of course, be possible to make
up other components of tjite set, such as
the fixed condensers, the grid leaks, rheostats and the transformers. I do not recommend, however, that this should be
done, for all these things are better purchased and the saving in making them up
is not very great. There is far more in

the design of a really efficient low -fre-

quency transformer than one might think,
and a good bought article will always
give clearer and better reception than the

best that can be made up in the home
workshop.
J. H. R.
(To be continued)

WIRELESS TRANSMISSION
OF POWER

and cheaply by purchasing simply the
formers and winding them with various
quantities of No. 36 d.c.c. wire to suit the
wavelength range required..

41]
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Aperiodic Transformer
Though it is by no means so efficient RECENT developments in directional
One of the most interesting proposals in
from the point of view of amplification
transmission prove that it is now connection with this subject is due to the
with tuned transformers, there is very pOssible to concentrate wireless energy into late Dr. Steinmetz. He suggested the use
much to recommend the aperiodic trans- a comparatively well-defined beam. This of a huge station transmitting energy of
former as a coupling for high -frequency revives -the much -debated question as to such a wavelength that the waves would
valves. One of these made for the Thou- the feasibility of transmitting largapowers encircle the earth, and return in phase
sand -circuit Board.is shown in the photo- across space by some similar means. The' with the outgoing energy, thus setting up
graph (Fig. 26). They are very easy to inherent difficulty lies in the fact that it is a "stationary" wave" system.. If the
make provided that you are able to wind at present impossible to radiate any con- absorption 'factor could be reduced to a
on thin resistanFe wire, a task which can- siderable amount of energy' except by small fraction of the emitted power, that
not be accomplished satisfactorily unless using low frequencies and correspondingly would- represent the only expenditure
a lathe is available or some simple form large wavelengths. On the other hand, it necessary to maintain the stationary -wave
of winding machine is rigged up. I have is only with very short waves, of the order system in operation. Energy tapped off by
made quite a satisfactory job of them on of too metres. and less, that the reflector intermediate receiving stations would, of
several occasions by using a breast -drill methods of directional transmission have course, be fed back into the stationary fixel in a vice as a winder, a short piece proved' successful: No practical method wave circuit by the main transmitter, in
of studding Screwed into the end of the of concentrating or focusing powerful much the same way as the ordinary cable
ebonite rod upon which the transformer is waves of 2o,000 metres and upwards is vet pressure is maintained in a tramway
wound being fixed into the chuck.
known.
service.
M. A. L.
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`rune the
Table -Talker with the
JlatchedTone'lleadphones
BABY sits intently watch-

ing Young Bill tuning
up the receiver. He

finds

it mighty hard not to

take up a roving commission
among the shining accessories.
He wonders devoutly to him-

The

Brand es

Family
Series

self why Brother Bill should find it
necessary to become involved in a
mass of tangled wire and mutter
whole-heartedly to himself. But he
knows just what it will mean to
him. In a little while the Table Talker will speak easily and naturally of. the many phantasies of his

youthful imagination. Fascinated by
the burnished discs and metal of

the "Matched Tone" Headphones,
he will be able to place them on his

tender head with their gentle comfort,
and listen
notes.

to

the

sweet

bell -like

All Brandes products carry our official
money -back guarantee, enabling you to
return then: within 10 days if dissatisfied.

This practically constitutes a free trial.

The " Matched Tone

feature means

that both your ears hear exactly the
same sound at the same instant-and

you learn a new beauty of tone. They
arc tested and re -tested for just this one
vital point, and in addition their strength, long wearing comfort, and reliable efficiency make them

undoubtedly superior.

Ask your dealer for Brandes.

The Table -Talker is a "Brandes quality
product at a moderate price. The non resonant, specially constructed horn is
matched to the unit so that the air
resistance produced will exactly balance
the mechanical power of the diaphragm.
This means beautiful sound -balance and
remarkable tone qualities.

It is twenty-one inches
high, has a self-adjusting
diaphragm and is finished
a shade of neutral brown.

42°

British Manufacture (B.B.C. stanipcd).

Brande
`The name

)14

424

Result of
16 years
Experience

to know inActclio
1111111111111

entattur Veless
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--HULLO
EVERYBODY!!
POST FREE
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COIL HOLDERS

Post Free.
Polar 2 -way, with Vernier ... 11/ Polar 3 -way, with Vernier ... 17/ Polar -Junior, 2 -way Cam
Vernier
6; Polar -Junior, 3 -way Cam
9;6
Vernier
Polar Universal 2 -way .
. 10/6
Goswel I 2 -way coil holder ...... 5/6

.

Goswell 2 -way Vernier Coil
Helder
..... . ..........
9/ Caswell 3 -way Coil Holder ......7/6
Goswell 2 -way Panel Mounting 3/ -

Franco Cam Vernier 2 -way
(glazed)
. 12/6
Franco 3 -way .
. 17/6
Caswell 3 -way Cam Vernier... 12, 6
.

BASKET C)IL HOLDERS

No. 14.
No. 15.
No. 16.
No. 20.
No. 21.
No. 22.
No. 23.
No. 24.

Vc ltmeter

(coils extra)

Coils

5,11

Universal 2 -way for Basket

No. 40.

FORMODENSER with

No. 41.

BABY AMPLION (Dragon
Fly)
25: -

No. 42.

No. 44.
No. 45.
No. 46.
No. 47.

No. 48.
No. 49.
No. 50.

Post Free.

3/-

No. 51.

3 -way on base (brass fittings) 4/9
2 -way ex handles ..................4/6

No. 53.
No. 54.
No. 55.
No. 58.

(nickel fittings) 5/6
2 -way Cam Vernier (high class) 5/9
do.

13 -way

611, 716, 91-, 11:-, (list)

Basket 2 -way coil stand

also at 5'6, 5111
Bretwood Valve Holder

Brass Switch Arm.Powquip " Bucks " L.F.
(For Reflex)
Formo L.F. (open)
Formo L.F. shrouded
Basket Coil holder

3/I6th in. f in.
21. 116
. 1/6 2/-

6x 6
x5

9x6
10 x 8

.2/2 3/3

. 3/- 4/2

12 x 6 ......... ...... 3/3 4/2
12

......

9

12 az 12
14 X 10

.

4/3 5/6

............ 516 7/6
516

716

Cut to Size, 3/16 in. at Id.
square inch.

STERLING

SQUARE LAW
with Vernier.
.001.
.0005.
.01025

30/
25/6
23/6

28

49

43

50

300

... 6/-

DUB ILIER.
.001,

34

40

Post 2d.

............7 /6
Grid Leaks each

AnodeResistance

50,000, 70,000, 80,000

100,000, on stand com-

.....................5/6

IGRANIC.
Post 2d.
Coils: 25, 5 - 35, 5/-; 50,

100,
'
7;-; 150,

7/10; 200, 8 8; 250, 9 /- ;
300, 9:5; 400, 10,3; 500,
10/6

3'4
400 ... 6,fi
Post 3d. coil.

Fil. Rheostat ............4/6
Potentiometer ............7 /-

GOS WELL

TRANSFORMERS

ENGINEERING
Patent Valve Holder ...1/6
2 -Way Coil Stand .... 9 (Cam Operated Vernier)

37

181 11 -

.0005

5,6;

36

12,6

.002. .003, .004,

75,

51

12,6

Type 577, .01

5/2;

33

/-

.005, .006, Fixed .
.3 /5001, 0002, .0003, .0004,

plete

31

1,1

(extra quality), 2 for
2,6
Crystal Detector 1,3, 1;6, 1/9
Nickel
1,9, 2/ Coil plug 2 for 1/3
Variometer Ball Rotor
5,11
ONE HOLE fixing
1,6
Accumulator, see list

G.R.C., 4,000 ohms .0003 with Grid Leak...2,'6
£1. 0 0 Variometer . .. a . 1016
resistance, each
B.T.H., 4,000 ohms resist.' Twin Detector ............5 /£1 5 01
once, each .
POST 2d. each.
Brandes Matched Tone,
4,000 ohms resistance,
L,neap but good
each .....................£1 5 0
HAWK COILS
Brown Type A, 4,000 ohms
(HONEYCOMB)
resistance, each ...£3 2 0
Sterling, 4,000 ohms resist. No.
No.
ance, each .. £1 5 0 25 ... 214
100 ... 3;10
Cecophone, 4,000 ohms re- 30 ... 214
150 ... 418
11 5 0 35
sistance, each.
200 ... 5 /4
2/6
40...2/8 250 ... 5/8
75 ..

27

33

4,11

Valve Holder 1/3 cut from
solid rod

tation.

50 ... 3/-

26

Cam Vernier coil stand

1,3
We can recommend these .0001 to .0005 Fixed
being excellent Head. .002 to .006 .
as
phones,
with a great repu- .001 ...........................113

EBONITE, Post 3d.

45

44

vernier (List)

ED SON BELL

HEADPHONES

21

.

"BABY " COIL SINES
2 -way on base

23

... 13, -

(Please see lists)
1/
No. 29. Shaped coil plug
116
No. 30. On and off switch
4/6
No. 31. Igranic Rheostat
No. 32. McMichael H.F. (List)
No. 33. Energo or Raymond (List)
1'6
No. 35. Tumbler Switch ..
1No. 36. Real Ebonite Dial
I, No. 37. Fixed Condensers
(cheap quality all capacities)

No. 43.

5/6

16

No. 27. Dr. Nesper Phones
No. 28. Square Law Condensers

2 for 2,'6

Coils

14

.

No. 26. 2 -way " Baby " Coil stand

No. 1...........................2 for 21 (both with plug)
Coil Stand 2 -way for Basket

15

Grid Leak............1:-, 113, 2/6
Rheostat and Dial
213
Murray Valve Holder
1/3
Rheostat (one hole fixing) 1;6
1,9
Set of Spanners .
D.P.D.T. Panel Switch
1,5
S.P.D.T. Panel Switch
1,2
(cheaper to callers)
1,9
No. 25. S.P.D.T. china base
No. 25a. D.P.D.T. china base
2'3

Post FrCO.

No. 2

4/6

30 -ohm Rheostat --V-

Radio Instruments ... 25 /Igranic, Shrouded
21/Powquip, Shrouded 181 -

Forma, Shrouded -.48/-

42

41

43

55

56

VALVESva yes aa

LISSEN. Post 2d.

-""i"""

THORPE K4
17,6
5 PIN
PHILLIPS 4 ELECTRODE

Variable Grid Leak
2,6
Anode Resistance .. 2/6
Lissen Minor
3/6
Lissenstat
716
Do. Universal
10'6
2 -Way. Switch
2,9

25/- each
Ediswan
....
Marconi -Dwain
Mallard .

(Both for UNIDYNE)

.

.

Type

A.R.0.6
D E.3

MYERS VALVES
Series Parallel
D.F.Ora
T1 Transformers
..30,12
6 DULL EMITTER POWER
21.T2, 251-; T3, 16 6; Coils: D.E.
VALVES
25, 4:10, 30, 35, 40, 4,10,
For use with A.R.D.E. and
50, 5!-; 60, 5.'4; 75, 514;
BRIGHT EMITTER
12 6 each.
100, 6
Marconi-Osram, Type
B.T.H..
.

9D.E.R. Valves
R. TY" I

A.R.

Ediswan .

RHEOSTATS. Post 2d.
Ormond

Marconi-Osram

Do. with dial ......
2/ Extra value do. ...... 2/6
T.C.B. 6 ohms
4/ Potentiometer T.C.B. 5 /Burndept Dual ...... 716

Mallard-Ora
Cossar a
Cossar ... ....

amps. 251-

.25

.

VALVES

For use with .06 Valves.

P.1

P.2

.

VALVES
DULL EMITTER
Type For use with bright Emitters
21,'- each

Post 3d.

McMichael, 300 COO

..

D.E.6.2 2.5 volt,

DULL EMITTER POWER

B.T.H. Type B.6
35,,Marconi-Osram
Myers -Universal
Type D.E.4
Xtraudion . ..
30'Mullard H.F. (Red Ring) Mallard Type D.F.A.2 30/ Mallard L.F. (Green Ring) D-ULL EMITTER POWER

TRANSFORMERS

(H.F.)

,

R or R 5 V

B.T.H.
Ediswan

10 '-

B.3

B.T.H

. B.4

35, -

A.R.D.E. Marconi-Osram D.E.5 35 Ditto 1100 2000.........10
General Radio 83...... 14 11 Energo,
,Mallardj.B.,,
D.E.R.
.. . 3.11 Marconi-Osram
.35,Shrouded ... 13)6 Ditto 900250,700
H.F. Plug-in Transformers. Brunet.
.
4,6
Formo, Open .....
12/6 Raymond,2000
Post 2d. each.
300
800
...
2;9
Standard Super Micro.
No. 1. 150-450 ....
3,6 Powquip, 2--1 or 4-1 14/6
Others Stocked,
1VARIABLE CONDENSERS
denser
3/11
No. 2. 250-700
Concert Grand 30/ .001
- 816 - 9:6 - 11/6
No. 3. 159-1200 ..... 4/3 Eureka
Post
6d.1
.00075 - 8 /- - 9 - - 111SQUARE
LAW
4/6 Ditto, 2nd Stage .... 22,6 POLAR
No. 4. 900-2000
.......
.001 var. Condenser 1016 .001 - 9:6 .00025 - 6 9
.0005 - 7/- - 8 - 4/9 Silvertown
No. 5. 1600-3000
.0003 - 5/9 - 6,9 - 8/9
.0005
10/6
4/11
No. 6. 2200.5000
.00025 - 5/9 - 6 9 - 8:9
.0003 ,.
.00075 - 9/- .0002 - 5 6
1016
FIBRE STRIP
.0002 - 5)- - 5,6 - 81Micrometer Condenser 5/6 .0005 - 8'- .0001 - 5 3
CALLERS' PR ICES
for COILS
ENERGG

ELSEWHERE

---7; RIGHT OPPOSITE

DALY'S
.7.7. GALLERY DOOR -5

1 in. wide, 12 ft., 1' -

Cam Vernier
Coil Holder

.0001

2 -way
.

11:-

1

.0003

K.WIRELESS DEPOT

- 6 9 Vernier 4 6

- 4'9 - 5 3 -

Vernier 4)- - 4,6 -

.11111111111111111111111111i1111111i11111111111111LE,

HOURS
OF BUSINESS:

. 9 to 7.45
LISLE
STREET, W.C.2 = DAILY
E I G. R R. .A xzr, 416 3.7
= SUNDAYS - 10 to 1
No responsibility accepted on post orders un'ess cheques and postal .orders
are crossed and made payable to the hirm. Mone,s sent must be registered
""'
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HULLO EVERYBODY!!

Please NOTE. ALL Orders accepted on condition that same will be

despatched at earliest possible moment but cannot be cancelled through S UNDRIES
Right reserved to return cash.

non -delivery by manufacturers.

ALL FOREIGN ORDERS MUST

INCLUDE AMPLE

EXTRA POSTAGE

RAYMOND'S

NO POST ORDERS FROM SAME

VARIABLE CONDENSERS
ALL .OUR CONDENSERS HAVE BEEN TESTED AND RECOMMENDED BY LEADING JOURNALS -UNSOLICITED.
-Exclusive design.
R
'DE I UXE ' MODEL
-Stout vanes,

-Extra

insulation,
compact.

very

AS SHOWN, WITH DIAL,
KNOB AND BUSH.

-Narrowest spacers

(pressed aluminium).

-Centre rod cannot bend.
-Terminal
connections,
capacity guaranteed.
-Perfect efficiency.
-Handsome design,
-Takes up very little space
in panel.
-Nickelled fittings.
-Beautifully made.
-New one -hole fixingUNSURPASSED FOR
method.

FINE TUNING.

-Wonderful for portables.

Costs a trifle more, a few pence only,
and is just what you want. Nice dial
and knob included.

..... 7/3

.0005 ..... 5/11
.0003 ..... 5/4
.0002 ..... 4/11
POST 6d. SET.
John Blair, Esq.,
Rexall Pharmacy,

Millom.
Your Condensers are a
REVELATION to me as a
Dealer.
Sept., 1924.
C. Walton, Esq., Andover.
Tested your Condensers on
Meager and got " INFINITY."
says :

NEW MODEL

TWIN CONDENSER

91 _

.001

WITH VERNIER

Pes1Free

.001

I

WITHOUT VERNIER

9/3
7(3
6/9

.

.0005
0003

5/3

.0005

WITH EBONITE DIAL
and TWO KNOBS.

Composed of

two equal

units

.0002..
4/6
Vernier, .00005 319

Post 6d. Set.

of

With the knob and dial
Post 6d. Set.

.00025 or. 0003

operated

mfd.,

by

one

Knob and Dial, thereby
enabling you to tune two
circuits by one turn of the

El

SQUARE LAW

dial. Can be used in series
or parallel. Complete as
shown with Knob and dial.

.0003

LOUD SPEAKERS
Sterling " Dinkie"... 301 -

.0003

est Model ....... 27/6

Junior De Luxe Oak
Trumpet
.

.

6/9
9/11

Post 6d.

llllllllllll

DR. NESPER
HEADPHONES

N. & K.
Model

(5-pisl for UN DYNE 17/6

double leather - covered

HEADPHONES

POST FREE

116

ACCUMULATORS

detachable

receivers,

head -springs, long flexible
cords, nickel -plated parts.
Very comfortably fitting

to the head.

ohms.

MARK.

17/6

TELEFUNKEN

FRENCH
THOMSON HOUSTON

,, 34 /6

4,000 ohms.
HEADPHONES

LOOK FOR THE TRADE

FIRM FOR ME.
..12 /11
4,000 ohms
By
Post 6d. pair.
2 v.40 amps. 9'6. Post 10 i 6

4 v. 40 amps. 16 (6.
4 v.60 amps. 1916.
4 v. 80 amps. 2316.
6 v. 60 amps. 27/6.
6 v. 80 amps. 331-.
6 v.105 amps.38 /6.

Guaranteed 4,000
Guard against inferior
articles offered cheaply.

MADE BY WELL-KNOWN

20/6
2416
291-

4016

5 ohm Rheostat (extra) 113 Fibre Strip (for Coils)
3 feet 2/d.
One Hole Fixing ...... 1/3
1 /9 D.C.C. Wire, per ) lb. Ormond

Ebonite Former ...... 1/6
1110
Ditto and Dial

As light as a Feather 17111

P.1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M

RIGHT OPPOSITE g:
9

=7--7 DALY S

=

GALLERY BOOR Ei

12/11

Post. 6d.
Pair.

4,000 ohms.

15/11

per pair

Igranic, T.C.B., and all
known makes.

EBONITE, 3/16 -in.
CALLERS' PRICES.
1/4
6X6
1/4
7x5
1/10
8x6

9x6

10 x 8
12 x 6
12 y 9

1 /6

Extra with Clips ... 216
Ebonite
... 3/9,4/6, 5/11
About 16 various Designs
No Rubbish

'Phone Cords (6 feet) 1;5
Good Knobs 2d. and 3d.
Small Knobs, 2019 B.A. 2d.
Studs, Nuts and Washers
doz. 41 a.
Switch Arms 8d. to 11 Copper Foil ...... ft. 21d.

Gamages Permanite 1 /Condenser Bushes
6d.
Strong Valve Template 4d.
ld.
WE STOCK l -in. EBONITE. Egg Insulators ......
Reel ditto
ld.
HERTZITE Thick Rubber Lead-in
SHAW'S
per yard 2d., 3d.
BEATS ALL
I" Ribbon Aerial 100 ft. 1 /10
OTHER " ITES "
Panels Drilled
Press Envelopes
BASKET COILS Radio
Raymond Fixed Condensers
Duplex Waxless (5) ... 1/8 .001, .0001 to .0005, 16d.
12

Insulated Staples 5 a Id.
Insulated Hooks 4 for 3d

11 - 6 in. Ebonite Anticap
2/- Nickel Switch Arm
Ed.
3/(one bole fixing)
3/- Loading Coil and Plug Bd. Connecticut Switches 1/4
4/3

llll

516

12

5/6
......
CUT TO SIZE, id sq. in.

19 v 10

1,200'2,000 metres
11... 1111 .002, .003, .009
25, 35, 50, 75, 100
.006 1 3 ; .01 1 9; .02 1/9
.

1,000 ohm Bobbins... 1 /3
2,000 ohm Bobbins... 1 /8
Sorbo Rubber Ear
Caps ...............pr. 1/4

Adhesive Tape Roll 2j -d.
Basket Coils
Waxless ST100 (2) ... 1/0
Waxless (5) 200,2,000,
set 1/8
Waxed (6), 200/3,600
set 1/8
I /9
Waxed (7),15013,600
Chelmsford No. 8
Tandeo .
1/-, 1/6
1(3
Chelmsford, D.C.C.
1 Complete with Adapter 2/3
(To use with variometer.)

1 /2
Do.
1
Condenser .
516
1/8
Allen var. Gd. Lk.... 1/3
Waxed (6) 200;3,600
Ditto (7) 150 3,600 ... 1/10 W.O. or Pillar Terminals Id. Allen Anode Res ...... 1 /3
4 for 31d.
Waxless (2) St 100 .. 1 1- Small Pillar
'Phone 4 B.A. ........ Id. Dial and Knob (Ed. Bell) 113
Ditto (2) Unidyne

'Phone 2 B.A.
2 for 2d.
Valve Sockets
4 for 3d.
(Above with Nut Washer)
Valve Pins and Nuts, 2 a Id.
Stop Pins and Nuts 2 a ld.
Plug and Socket pr. ld.

Dial (Ebonite) ......... 10d.
Brunet Headphones 14/6

H.T,
BATTERIES

Spring Washers... 4 a Id. Wander Plugs ......pr. 3d.
Plugs each ljd.
Spade Screws ......
ld. Coloured
(All screw pattern)
Pin Screws .........2 for Id. Electron Aerial ...
1 /31
Spade Tags.........5 a Id.

NO POST ORDERS

Spring Pillar Terminals 21d
Nuts, 2, 9, 5.6 B.A. doz. 2d.
Washers (Brass) 12 a ld.
Porcelain D.P.D.T.... 117 Porcelain S.P.D.T.... 1/3
Min. Panel D.P.D.T.
Panel S.P.D.T. 101d.

Polished Boxes, 8 by 6 3/6
Lissen Choke............ 10/ -

(For Broadcasting only)
D.C.C. Coil for Chelmsford complete with
... 2/3
adapter
(to use with 650 variometer)

Our Wonderful

716
..
60 v.
4/6
30 v.
60 v. B B C. 9/6
36 v. B.B.C. 5 6
9 v. B.B.C. 2 6
.

K.WIFELESS
RAYMOND
DEPOT

27, LISLE STREET,
W.C.2
I A. RD 4637

responsibi.ity a cepted on post orders unless cheques and postal orders
lvioneys sent must be registered.
are cros'ed and ma le payable to the firm.

1

Wonderful Value
Special 250 i 600

Rubber Lead in, 30 feet 1 /3
18 g... 9d. 20 g.
9d.
7 22 Copper Aerial,
1122 g. 10d. 24 g
100 feet 1/10/
1 /3 Extra Heavy Aerial
26 g.. 111. 28 g
Etc., etc.
30 g. 1 /6.
100 ft. 21- & 2/3
per stick 2d. Good Valve Holders 10d.
Solder
5d. H.T.C. in Stock 1/6, 1/9
Shellac
Nickel Pillar Terminals 2d. H.F.Transformers, ... 2 /9
Nickel Contact Studs
Empire Tape, I in.,
2 yds.
ld.
2 for Id.

Enamelled

FAMOUS

VARIOMETERS

Hertzite Shows genuine 1 /- Ditto. Swivel Movement 1 /3 18g. Sq. Tin Copper
Gold spearpoint whisker 3d.
15 feet 5d.
Special whisker in Tube 6d. Coil Plug and Clips 6/d.
Set of six Spanners... 114 Microstat
2/6 16g. Sq. Tin Copper
12 feet 5d.
Taps 0, 2, 4, 6 B.A. set 2/ - Tumbler Switches
Round Tin Copper,
Ditto with wrench ... 2 41
1/4
(Ebonite)
various
Sizes.
Seven Twist Drills ... 1 /4

D.C.C. Chelmsford 1 '-, I/3 Polar Micrometer

lllllllll

Adjustable diaphragm

5 -Pin Valve -holder

.

.....

Genuine

251-

10/-

Good Coil Plugs from 4/d.
Edison Bell Shaped 1/ Raymond ditto ...... 10,1d.
Dutch Hard ........... 5 /- Basket Adapters ...... 13/d.
Also at 1 '- & 1 /3
Metal (French) " R" 6/11
Phillips " R "
7/6
2 -Way Coil Stands 2/6
Enclosed Detector
With Extens. Handle 2/11
Large
1' Also at 3,6, 4/-, 4/6
Also Brass on Nickel 1/3
416, 51Ditto terminal end... 1 /6 3 -Way
Small enclosed......... 9d. * ,Goswell Cam Vernier 9/
Burndept Detector... 51 ... 12(6
Franco
Set four whiskers (one
Polar
11/ gold)
Easi Fix cups Id. and 11,d.
Etc., etc.
Neutron Crystal (fine) 1/6 Coil Plug on Stand ... 1/ -

Waxless Set of 5

THORPE K4 VALVES
tHORPE KI

Dutch valves .06 ......12 6
" Metal "
.06
. 15111
Phillips
.04 .. . 15 /11
Dutch Detector ...... 4/9

Knob and Dial included.

42) -

Baby Sterling Splendid
. 55/ Value
Dragon Fly, Baby Am.
Eamon

El

With Vernier.
.0005........................10/U

Junior Amplion New-

Callers Only (These 3 Columns)

Twin Flex ... 4 yds. 6d.
D.C.C. Bell Wire, 10 yds.5d
(Indiarubber covered)
Sleeving

yd. 9d.

Do. Aux. Res..........

1 /3

5 -point Switch.... ..... 4/ Legless Valve Holders 1/3
Soldering Irons
Od.

1.1J1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111iIIIE
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Oindeur Wireless

REVOLUTION IN AERIALS
The Most Effective Long Range Aerial in Existence. Phosphor Bronze
49 STRANDS
and other sound -producing Metals.
Eliminates Atmospherics and Purifies sound. Equally good
for Frame, Indoor or Outdoor. Will ?tot corrode 1.ke other
metals.

CRYSTAL

Scrap your Aerial and use a Illillophone.

RARE. 57/IcRTUE

The Result will be a Revelation

Possessing remarkable sensiti-

Ask for NIILLOPHONE and refu e all

substitutes. None genuine
unless packed in yellow box with blue and yellow label with the name

50

feet

3/6
Pos't

Free

Millophone. To be obtained from
High -Class Wireless Stores or d reel from
the sole agents as under

London Wall

9sk,7.

ranges - such

6/6
Post

is

" URALIUM," 'Nature's wonder Crystal.
Read what an expo -it says:
.
I must say that
URALIUM is certainly second
to none . . . and deserves to
be given every praise.''

100 feet

BANC ROF TIAN CO.
Telephone :

lottd and perfect reception over
maximum

Trade Enquiries Invited

BISHOPSGATE. E.C.2

vity at every point and giving

Free

rafium

SCRAP YOUR CRYSTAL
FIT A GUARANTEED

a

WONDER CRYSTAL

NATURES

Obtainable in

Boxes

including Silver

MILLOPHONE"

Catswhisker

116

of all Dealers.

SUPERTONE CRYSTAL
A Scientific Discovery
a There is no
The result will

be astoundingPost
A Free)
1- Crystal like it

THE LAST WORD IN WIRELESS
To be obtained
from High -Class Wireless Stores or direct from the sole agents as under

Ask tot M'LLOPHONE and refuse all substitutes.

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED

A REVOLUTION IN H.T. EFFICIENCY
ELT. Batteries made up of units are recognised as the ideal.
The HOVIMO screw connection solves the problem of joining unit.

S

BOWER ELECTRIC -LIMITED 6

5,

15,02)!kPE ST, SHAFTESBURYAVENUE,LONDON,ley,C. 1
,
estemimsfrmormatemitementralowvensonweventrawntmeniravve,

,...

.,,

DISTRI BUTORS:
HOWER ELECTRIC (Bristol Ltd.
135, Victoria St., Bristol.
LANCASHIRE & CHESHIRE.
HENRY HOLLINGDRAKE & SON,
Ltd., Wireless Factors, Princes St.,
Stockport.

Profit

without soldering.

-

LEEDS.

144, Theobald's Road,
London, W.C.I.
T. B. MORLEY & CO.,
67. Basinghall St., Leeds.
-

EXTRACTS FROM
RECENT TESTIMONIALS

by the

The HOVIMO ensures perfect " silent " working-i.
everlasting-allows easy replacement of units-wit
take the ordinary wander plug-makes it possible to
keep your H.T. at an equal voltage. Is British made
A. MOLBACK,
27, high Holborn,
Ask your
London, W.C.1.
dealer
for them.

SCOTLAND & IRELAND.
V, ZEITLIN & SONS
(Wireless Dept. 11).

WEST OF FNCLAND & SOUTH WALES.

"Our client is very pleased with the
panel.

One of our staff who has been

associated with the manufacture of

experience

ebonite for nearly 20 years considers
it the finest piece of polished ebonite
he has seen."

of others.

"We are immensely pleased with

The

the panels supplied, the good effect

Hanwell, London, W.7

Look for
Mark on

BRITISH
EBONITE Co. Ltd.

1/6
per doz.
From
dealers

of which is already felt."
this Trade

all Panels

or direct.

ACCUMULATORS
RE -CHARGED FREE
IN YOUR OWN HOME

and nom your ordinary electric installation, where 5. on have
direct current ,00 volts to 25o v Its. The "CHASEWAY"
CHARGER (D.C.) can be c mnected by the merest amateur..is
automatic in action and requires no attention. It saves its cost its
a short time be doing away w t h the weekly re -charging expense,

besides avoiding that last minute "let down" and all the usual
accumulator trouble. Whilst you are using th, current 1 -Dr

ironing or any other purpose, the "CHASEWAY".
automatically re -charges your accumulator free.
Conforms to cr neitions of Supp'y and Insurance Companies.

Send now 25 - for

the heauest. simplest, neatest and most practical in
on the market, complete with explicit fixing instructions and diagram.
Size of Chaseway ' Charger, gin. by all in.

s Cheques and P.O. " not negotiable."

THE CHASE ELECTRICAL
MANUFACTURING Co.,Ltd.
1848, Fleet Street, London, B.C.4,
.'',,z.le

-,Mics Invited

25/
post free

THE GREATEST SENSATION AND SUCCESS
Her Daddy's Voice"

OF THE SEASON

Headphone 7
which has dealt the Knock Out Blow to all others and
The" World's Champion," the marvel "

-s4

overshadowed them all.
UNOUAL'FIED RUA RANTEF-IF UNSATI3FACTORY

RETURNED

IN

"A.B."

FULL.

adjustable 17/6

"A.B." non-adlustable 1516
Ask your dealer, or send re\ mittance to us for samples to
cover postage as well.
AMBATIELO BROS., LTD., Even this child can recognise
Ambatlelo House,"
her celebrated daddy's voice
larringdon Road.,
from across the Atlantic with

London, Lel.

"A.B." Headphones.
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Crystal versus Valve
HAVE been trying some experiments
I recently with a crystal as rectifier in a
multi -valve set. The reason why I .did
so is that I am not really at all satisfied
with valve rectification for the reception
of broadcasting. By this I mean the grid condenser and leak method, which is now

almost universally used. It is just the
presence of that condenser that is apt to

as sharp as you can, turn over to the jolly good investment, working out as

it

small one. You will be surprised to find

does just under a third of a penny a night,
what a difference this makes as regards or if you use yotir set for two hours each
interference. Your strength, of course, evening on the average you may calculate
suffers, though not nearly so badly as you that your entertainment costs run to rather
would imagine; as atmospherics are sup- more than six hours for a penny. Even
pressed much more than the signal you if you take into account the cost of battery
want, the total effect is that a considerable recharging and of valve replacements you
improvement is effected. I often use this will not find, I think, that you spend
tip for picking up the American stations much over a penny an hour by listening
on bad nights, and it is remarkable how to broadcasting. Can you find any other
often it succeeds. Personally I much form of entertainment which costs so -

mess things up a bit and to make your
reception not so absolutely clear as it
ought to be. Of course if you use The prefer the bell wire to the frame aerial,
older method of detection which works with which I have never been able to do
on the plate curve of the valve you will much good.
get clearer results, but this seems to be
Beam Wireless
a waste of good material, for when the
Senatore Marconi announces that as the
valve is used in this way without reaction result of a further long series of experi

little ?

Licences have now very nearly reached

the million mark, and it is quite certain
that aerials will run into seven figures in

this country before Christmas. This means
that there are roughly seven times as many

it is not a great deal more sensitive than ments he has now been able to overcome listeners as there were just over a year
ago. But the most remarkable thing is,
that if you take the whole population of
the country-men, women and children-

a crystal. If you stick in reaction and 'use. one of the great difficulties met with in
it a good deal you must get a certain fall- wireless transmission on the beam system.
ing off in 'quality.
This was that previously it was found to
The crystal is in theory a much more give really good results only at night time.
nearly perfect rectifier than the valve. He is now able to use the beam transmitter

The only thing about it is that it is not
particularly sensitive unless it is dealing
with a fairly strong signal. By using one
or more stages of H.F. amplification in
front of it and- getting them well away
from oscillation you can deliver a nice
fat voltage to the crystal, which then
works splendidly. As the result of various

trials I have come to the conclusion that
if you_ want to Make a multi -valve set give
its

clearest and most undistorted repro-

duction of music the best tip is to do away
with the rectifier altogether, substituting
for it a good crystal detector. Any reader
who cares to experiment on these lines

will, I am sure, come to the same con-

clusion, especially if he uses his set to
work a loud -speaker and likes to have full
volume of sound.

A Problem to be Solved
I was talking only the other day to an
enthusiastic friend who is working hard
in an attempt- to solve the problem of the
He tells
elimination of atmospherics.
me that he is very hopeful of the results,

But some people I see do not like the
almost equally well in the daylight, and idea of licences at all. There is apparhe prophesies that within a very short time ently to he a test case, and what the result
the first great station using this method of it will be no one can say. One thing
will be in operation. There is no doubt, is quite certain, that if we do not have
I think, that for commercial purposes the licences there can be no revenue for the
beam method will oust all other systems B.B.C., and without a revenue we cannot
within a few years. At the present time have any broadcasting. They tried the
all commercial messages must be broad- experiment in America of getting broadcast, which means that about ninety-nine casting done in the form of a private enterper cent. Of the power used is wasted, since prise by many big manufacturing conyou are driving your message out with cerns. The result is that, ,though there
equal strength in every direction. It are a few really good stations over there,
means, too, that there can be no secrecy the programmes as a whole cannot comexcept by the use of codes. But perhaps pare with our own, and: they are pretty
the most important point is that it leads well convinced now that 'some kind of
licence will be necessary if things are to
to a terrible amount of jamming.
I do not know whether you have ever continue.
tuned up to the neighbourhood of 12,000
The Amateurs
metres, but if you have you will realise
The New Zealand amateurs seem to
what jamming can be. On a fairly wide have come into 'prominence with a sudden
waveband on that part of the scale you swoop. Last winter a certain well-known
get the impression that every station in wireless engineer predicted in my hearing
the world must be transmitting at once. that it was impossible for the amateurs
It is most difficult to pick out a weak of England and New Zealand to exchange
signal and to tune it to readable strength two-way communication- with the small
to the exclusion of others. How operators power that they were likely to use, but

and that already he is able to get rid to ever manage to read accurately and
a very great extent of the cracklings and quickly on these wavelengths is something
splutterings that so frequently make of a mystery to me. Things are far worse
Transatlantic work impossible. If he does up there than they are on the shipping
manage to" achieve his end he ought to be band, and that is pretty bad.
a rich man, and he will jolly well deserve
his success. The best tip that I know so

far as the amateur is concerned is this:

Keep a length of flex or bell wire by you
with a couple of small insulators at each
end. Rig up attachments on the picture -

one in every forty-five owns a wireless set.

this year I think that he will have to admit
that nothing is impossible for the amateur
transmitter. 2 0 D and 2 N M have carried
out successful two-way working with
Z 4A G, and several British amateurs

report reception of New Zealand stations
The Licence Question
-notably 6 T M and z \V J. My Belfast
The P.M.G. states, I see, that there correspondent received 4 A A and 4 A G
appear to be very few wireless defaulters on two valVes in broad daylight !

and that nearly everybody who should

have done so has duly renewed his receiv-

Why?

There iS a general impression that :the
rail or' near the ceiling of the biggest ing licence. When you consider what we
room available and sling the wire from get for the money in the shape of our amateur experimenter contributes no new
corner to corner.. Tune in on the big present broadcasting service you must, I knowledge to wireless and that all he does
aerial, and when you have got your tuning think, agree that ten shillings a year is a

is to improve his own knowledge, so that

nintkif r Wireless.
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On Your Wavelength ! (continued)
sooner or later he is able to enter wire- business in some parts of the country, for
Such a belief is to be
deplored, for it is a well-known fact that
the amateur has at least opened the eyes
of the community to the fact that the use
of a power sufficient only to light three
ordinary' domestic: electric lamps enables
them to bridge the world !
That he has not contributed to the transmission of music or the like cannot perhaps be denied, but at the time that broadcasting commenced he was discouraged
less professionally.

from exploring this field which had already.

plished, though with a considerable loss
of signal strength,

by

aerial, but with a small receiver matters

are rather more difficult. A double -circuit

tuner should be tried, worked with the
loosest possible coupling.

of 40o metres during our own broadcast

using a frame hours, and Hamburg, Newcastle and Radio

In single -valve

sets onecan do a good deal by dispensing
with the reaction coil coupled to the

A.T.I. or C.C.I. and placing in its stead
a variometer in the plate circuit. On the
whole, though, I think it is better to
employ some kind of wave trap for the
purpose. I must admit, though, that no
for the work's sake are an asset to the circuit that I have tried so far enables
community, and the amateur experimenter me to get rid completely of 5 X X when
is surely entitled to the few laurels which Radio -Paris is coming in. The best that
come his way.
one can do is to reduce Chelmsford to
something so faint that he does not spoil
Another Success
5 Q V reports that he has received Radio -Paris.
Z 4 A K, who was calling a French station,
Aerial Height
and that on Sunday, November 2, he
I mentioned recently in these notes that
heard ICMP (America) calling "C Q G U, the height of an aerial was a factor of the
I CMP will QRX on WO metres to 125 utmost importance in reception. During
metres." He replied on 114 metres, and last week I have had a striking illustrawas surprised to get a prompt answer, tion of what height really does mean. A
" QRK ? UR sigs QSA. FB louder here friend who had been complaining that his
than 2 F N-5 QV GU I C M P." Trans- crystal and two note -magnifier set was
mission was carried on for twenty-five giving poor results on 2 L 0 was advised
been examined by those who were interested. In any case, it scans a pity to
attempt to 'decry the very useful work of
the amateur. Men who love their work

minutes, but with the arrival of the sun to try the effect of adding a is -ft. top
the test ended. ICMP was received with mast to the pole which supported the free
a two -valve Reinartz receiver on about end of his aerial, thus raising the height

90 metres.

on until pretty late and can be picked up

both transmissions are powerful and_ they on most evenings without interference
jam one another effectively.
after Hamburg has closed down. Things
With a big set, separation can be accom- are pretty crowded in the neighbourhood

from 20 to 35 ft.
Frightfulness
The result was absolutely magical.
I have a neighbour-of course you have Reception strength is quite double what
heard that before-but this neighbour has it was, and other stations besides London
a wireless set. It came into existence by can be obtained under favourable cona slow painful process and it has been ditions. The crystal detector responds very
painful ever since. To be' short, I might badly to weak impulses, but if you increase
say that the set is perfectly horrible. He their strength the efficiency of the detector must have raked over all the town for goes up as the square. Thus, for example,
the cheapest' transformers he could find, if you make incoming impulses three times
and, combining these with a delightful lack as strong, the detector is not three but
of knowledge, built the monstrosity which nine times as efficient as it was. Always
now disturbs my slumbers, both daylight make use of all the height that you can
and nocturnal.
There are four L.F. get 'for your aerial, remembering that in
valves, and of grid bias he has not heard. nearly all cases every foot will make an
At times he submits us to Rome on the enormous amount of difference.
loud -speaker; going "all out" at 9.3o pip
A New One Bagged
emma and the result-well, the relaying
I picked up the other night a station
of K D K A last winter was a gem compared to it. I hope that his H.T. will that I have not manged to get hold of
one day find a short cut across his fila- before. This was Konigsberg, in East
ments and thus once more give us peace. Prussia. His strength was not great and
He has only one redeeming feature : he he suffered considerably from fading at
does not believe in direct action; in other times. Still I did manage to get him on

Iberica take a bit of separating.

French Broadcasting
It seems a great pity that French broadcasting should have concentrated itself
mainly in Paris. Crystal users in France,

unless they live quite near the capital,
have very little to listen to. In fact I
have seen it stated in a French paper

that in the provinces wireless is a hobby
for the rich only, since several valves are
necessary in order to obtain results. This
applies mainly to the middle of the
country, for on the borders there is a fairly
good supply of wireless transmissions from
foreign stations. Inhabitants of Northern

France have the Belgian, Dutch, Danish
and German stations to help things out,
to say nothing of our own. On the east
side Switzerland, Germany and Italy help,

whilst in the south there arc the Spanish
stations to be heard.
A Hearty Laugh '
Whatever happens in the way of weather

reports or elections, I've had one hour's
hearty laugh over the ether. There's
hardly much need to ask the cause,

because most of us would say the same" John Henry." From the moment I heard
him sawing up that table for the microphone on his 'studio night I foresaw
trouble and the whelk -barrow, and he had

both-at least, he didn't get the whelk barrow because Blossom came along just
in time. That orchestra of his ought to
have been put on a gramophone record as a
test of sobriety. You see the idea : if a
man could recognise the tune, dismissed
with a caution; if not, forty days and the
rest ! Anyhow, we would all like another
dose,

please.:

Programme Music

We all like the pieces with a story to
them-at least, I'm afraid I do. I love
to sit and wait for the part where the

broom breaks in two and brings too much
water, or the Mephistophelian gentleman
in red or black, whichever colour scheme
you fancy, sits on the tombstone, etc. The
most

modern example is Vaughan
Williams' Suite "The Wasps." In the
play the chorus represent wasps, who give
'

But the loud -speaker with a fair volume of their opinion with the freedom for which
possibly this is only because he does not sound. Of the other German stations, they are famed. In the suite there is a
'Frankfort and Breslau come in best so march of the old men and a march of the
know how.
far as I am concerned. Hamburg has kitchen utensils. According to a wellA Problem
most annoyingly selected practically the known critic there is still a lingering
The most pressing wireless problem just same wavelength as Radio Iberica, with tradition that the composer searched all
now of the majority of listeners is to find the result that they arc apt to jam each the Cambridge kitchen armed with
some means of separating 5 X X from other if the two are working at the same a tuning -fork to find a frying -pan in
Radio -Paris. This is a pretty difficult time. Luckily the Spanish station goes. E flat.
TBERAIION.

words, he does not use reaction.
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A COMPACT CRYSTAL SET
10]

[[)

A RECEIVER WITH NOVEL TUNING ARRANGEMENTS

r

"7,

VARIOMETER tuning of a somewhat

those who have never previously had ex-

form the stator of the tuning variorneter,
while the rotor is of the ordinary ball wound type fixed so as to be rotable near
to the coil; the maximum and minimum
wavelengths to which the set can be tuned
can therefore be varied at will by chang-

from Fig. 5, measures 1% in. in diameter
by i% in. deep, and is provided with
ridges at each side in order to prevent the

unorthodox type is incorporated in the perience with this type of winding, but
crystal set described below.
From the if the following instructions are carefully
photographs it will be seen that the carried out no difficulty should be found.
Igranic honeycomb coil is mounted to
The, rotor ball itself, as will he seen

wire from slipping off; a small hole

should be drilled just on the inner side

of each of these ridges as shown in Fig. 5

ing the plug-in coil-a point of especial in order to anchor the beginning and end
value when the set is required for use on of the winding. Pass the end of some

The Complete Receiver.

No. 24 d.c.c. copper wire through one of
the anchoring holes in the ball and solder
Winding the second half of the ball is
is mounted in a hard -wood box of the to it a 5 -in, length of miniature silk - carried out in an exactly similar fashion
dimensions given in Fig. 1. The receiv- covered flexible wire, making a small blob to the first; when finished the wire is cut
ing portion of the set may, however, be of solder at the joint in order to prevent and soldered to the end temporarily held
constructed separately, as it merely drops withdrawal of the wire. Now wind on two by the drawing -pin, a coat of shellac
into the small compartment on the right- complete turns of the No. 24 wire and varnish given in order to hold the wire
then at the point where the third turn securely in position.
hand side of the case.
A piece of matt -finished ebonite mcasur- should have started mount the wire up
Excepting the two flexible leads from
different aerials.
The whole set complete with headphones

TURN11413

>la' LC

wIND WITH ri° 2
DC C. CORREA

Fig. 1. --

WIRE

I 'a DIA.
HOLES FOR
ANCHORING ENDS
OF WIRE

TURD T1'2

Details
of Case.

TURN 11°1

1111
9-

r -ROTOR

4-, BALL

9

16 -?4C--IG

Fig. 6. -Method of Winding

Fig. 5.-Rotor Ball.

Rotor.

2"

/5'

,ROTOR

BEARING BRACKET
FIXED TO COIL
HOLDER

BALL

,

3
PLUG-IN

COIL HOLDER

DETECTOR

HONEYCOMB

BEARING

TERMINALS

3

8"

COIL

/4'

DIA 3 LONG

BRASS ROD

ROO THREADED

AT ENO

BRACKET.

v_44

-now^

HOLES FOR
ANGLE BHT.
ROTOR BALI.

SEE FIG.5

ALL HOLES DRILLCA.
TERMINALS

NOT

stiown

TAP 4 BA

IN

TOP DIAGRAM

Fig. 3.-Elevation and Plan of Pa:Tel.

HOLES FOR CRYSTAL
DETECTOR.

LOCATE TO SNIT

DETECTOR OBTAINED

Fig, 2.-Laymit of

Fig. 4-Rotor Mounted.

in. thick and over the top of the first and second turns the variometer rotor, all connections being 8 in. by 3 in. by
drilled to the particulars shown in Fig. 2 as indicated in Fig. 6, making the first tween parts are made by means of strip
forms the base, to which is attached the "pile wound" turn. The subsequent turns brass interposed between the components
detector, plug-in coil holder, terminals are then put on in the order shown in and the top of the panel; this is in order
and rotor -spindle bearing brackets, as in- Fig. 7 until the first half of the rotor is that no nuts, screw -heads, etc., shall be
completely filled. At this point the wire required underneath; the ebonite when
dicated in Fig. 3.
Fig. 4 shows the rotor and rotor spindle should be cut and the winding prevented placed in position in the containing box
assemby. The pile winding of the rotor from coming undone by fixing with a small is, of course, in contact with the. wood.

ball may seem somewhat of a problem to

drawing pin.

(Continued at foot of next page)
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MAKING THE MOST OF THE AERIAL

[Eli

k,
?I

Doritglcc::_[. di

21

..cil'EfT.:_inffiff_s3c,t:c_F,-.--..-,

I HAVE received several visits lately from
I slightly diffident individuals, who have
noticed my aerial and wish, as novices, to

obtain some practical information on the
subject of the stations they have just

erected or propose to erect.

The majority of us possess within ourselves a natural inertia that prompts us
in

all but essentials to take the line of

least resistance, and many recent innovations in the world of wireless have seemed
to

b

indicate that the outdoor aerial

is a

._-.v.L.--..t,-.--.5t3...Egffirti3thffiff][51ffLLTopiiiiitirg).5tIffilE1

with but scant ceremony in order to get
down to the "really interesting part."
This is utterly wrong, and sufficient emphasis cannot be given to the fact that the

definitely sure that your enjoyment is to
be made or marred largely by the efficiency
or otherwise of your aerial. Beware of all

short cuts, and sweat at it till you are

installation of any receiving station, however modest, should be started, continued
and completed with the utmost regard for
the aerial.
It is manifestly impossible in widely
divergent circumstances to dogmatise on a
subject that is liable to limitations of
position or to insist on the maintenance of

satisfied, having, as a last resort, consti-

cheapest market an efficient twin aerial can

done.

tuted yourself a virulently hostile critic.
I know that experts say that your earth
lead should be as short as possible, but this
dictum should not be construed as in any

way restricting the aerial. Get the best
possible earth connection; but you can,
within limits of great elasticity, ignore the

an aerial that shall in all respects come length if you have provided yourself with
up to the P.M.G. standard, but it is in- an efficient aerial.
readily be taken by frame aerials or the finitely better to sacrifice length rather
than height; a twin aerial is normally more Relative Earth Efficiences
system of "wired wireless. "
It is as well to try, if you are in a
Except, however; under the most excep- efficient than a single wire only for waveposition to do so, the relative efficiencies
tional circumstances, that may embrace lengths above 600 metres.
If the materials are bought in the of more than one earth, and this is easily
contiguity to a broadcasting station and
luxury rather than a necessity, and that its
place can be more conveniently and more

the -possession of a highly sensitive Multi -

valve set, the results from the adoption of
either of these methods are bound to be of
a disappointing nature. It is rare, moreover, that the advocates of these substitutes

for the aerial proper allude to the inherent disadvantages of the systems they

be constructed at a very moderate cost.
Bamboo spreaders are strong and possess
the additional merit of lightness. They
should be bought at an upholsterer's shop,
and although the price varies, they can be
bought for as little as is. 6d. each. I find
that the best way of mounting the spreader
is to bore a, hole in each end of the bamboo

A length of gas -piping sunk about three

feet in the ground will, if the ground be
kept moist, provide you with a good earth.

Don't forget the value of the soldered

joint, and if you can't solder, be bold

enough to suggest that an expert member
of the Wireless Association or Club you
have joined-for, of course, you must join
Utmost Efficiency
and pass the aerial wire through, as this an institution of that kind-give a practical
For the ordinary individual who desires method admits of further adjustment.
demonstration of soldering in all its forms.
the utmost efficiency, but whose outlay is
Get the far end up as high as you You may feel quite sure that you are not
determined by financial reasons, there is possibly can up to the limit of the too ft.- the only member who does not know how
not at _present anything to equal the out- and then get it a little bit higher !
to do it, although others may not rossess
side aerial, and yet, oddly enough, the
Carefully survey every place and position the moral courage to admit it.
majority of novices hurry over its erection before final decision, because vou may be
WALTER MEADE.
describe.

A
COMPACT

AERIAL
rEnt-tinAL

CRYSTAL
DETECTOR

CRYSTAL SET
(Continued from preceding

RHONE

page)

TERMIHALS

O
View of Panel.

The circuit diagram of the set is
shown by Fig. 8.
WitiOING

Operation

To use the receiver, plug in a
No. 35 coil if the aerial connected

is of the full
No.

length, or a
so coil for a small indoor

BALL

Fig. 7.-Further Details o Rotor Winding.

both types by connecting a fixed
condenser

Fig. 8.-Diagram of Connections.

too -ft.

aerial. The No. 5o coil may, however, be successfully employed for
ROTOR

EARTH
TERMINAL

of

.0003-microfarad

capacity between the lead-in and
the set when using the ,larger
aerial.
R. W. N.

Figs. 1 to 6 are shown on the
Preceding page.
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The most important
item in your
outfit is the

See Stand Dz,

British IVireless
Exkibition,
!Irk le City,
21 -oz. is t.' 29.

Crystal
Upon the choice of a really
good crystal depends your
success in clear, loud and
faithful reception.

A good aerial, heavy -gauge, efficiently wound coils, minimum self capacity, good phones all these count, but most important of all
is your Crystal. . . . There are many efficient Crystals, but you may try twenty
before you find a good one-unless you ask for NEUTRON, in the black -and yellow tin. If you take this precaution, you will undoubtedly secure a crystal that

will give you full efficiency first time, requiring no " searching " for sensitive
spots, and giving you continued joy in listening-,

-And the finest agstal
could
just
costs
thou

In air -tight case, with

f/

All the best Radio Dealers sell and recommend
Neutron (in the black -and -yellow tin). If you
difficulty in

obtaining it, send

crossed P.O. for 1/6, with Dealer's name and
address, and this guaranteed Crystal will be
mailed by return.

Ask your Wireless Dealer for Neutron

DISTRICT AGENTS:Scotland : R. F. Miller &
burgh.
Plymouth : Mumford &
Sons, 68, Maley Plain,
Plymouth.
Birmingham : Cooke &
Whitfield Wireless Ltd.,
St, Paul's Buildings, 24,
St. Paul's Square, Birmingham.
-Co.-, 22, York Place, Edin-

North-East Yorks : Smith
&

with a Neutron.

Mr. L. V.

Clark, of Experimental Station

5 B T Chiswick, reports receiving clear telephony from Brussels, with a Neutron Crystal,
without the aid of 2 mplificrs.

silver catswhisker.
should have

"5 B T " hears Brussels-

Jordan, The Arcade,

Redcar, Yorks.

Manchester : Garnett's,
Islington Grove Works,
Salford, Manchester.
Ireland :
Pettigrew &
Merriman Ltd., 8, Cor-

poration Street, Belfast.

"5 Pairs of 'Phones"
G. H. S." London, S.W.
writes : " I have tried out
this crystal and should like
to say I am quite satisfied
with it. It is at present io
use on an ordinary ,crystal
set, and works -with good

strength 5 pairs of 'phones."

"Never so Plain Before"

"W. T. T." Harrietsham,

writes : " I have never been
able to get London so plain
before. I have tried crystal
after crystal but I have
never had such a good
result as I have to -day with
Neutron."

E4) Rim\
MARK

The World's Greatest Radio Crystal

Zcitlin & Sons, 144,
Sole Distributors
Theobald's Road, London, W.C.1. 'P/jones:
Museum 3795 eg 6841.
Produced by:-Neutron Ltd., Sicilian House,
Southampton Row, London, W.C.1. 'Phone:
Museum 2677.

Concert Tested and Guaranteed

II
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!ALVES repaired (kick/
- ..

WIRELESS ON EASY TERMS
AMAGES have now extended their easy payment system to Wireless, and you may now secure on payment
of first deposit Wireless Sets and Apparatus from £5
upwards, balance being payable in monthly instalments.,
Write for details to Wireless Dept.

that on'y a valve manufacturer can

Huge Stocks, Skilled Staff and
Modern Facilities make an Early
Visit to Gamages most desirable.
All Orders by Post are guaranteed
complete Satisfaction or Money
refunded .--,. in full.
,
0

Radions Ltd.
,..........are the pioneers of valve repairs, and still lead ISr good work, low,,,,
price and QUICKNESS. Be'ore sending your valve, consult this.
reta'n the valve characteristics when re Mamenting.

GAMAGE
For Wireless-Always!

No extra charge for

PRICE LIST.
Radion
Mullard

New Glass or hem Cap

-or for both if needed
B.T.H.
R type -4 volts-'6 amps. Postage on these
valves is usually about 3d.
Ediswan
French

)

Dutch

Post 6/6 extra.

Phillips
Moorhead
Dull Emitters converted into Bright Emitters, with filaments as below :Marconi
Ccssor

B.T.H. 135

.25 amps
.6 amps ...
.6 amps ...

4'5 volts
6 vslts
4/5 volts
4/5 volts
4/5 volts

B.T.H. B4

B.T.H.
Mar D.E 3
Mullard D.E.

Power Amplifiers

6 volts

Mar L.S.a

...

414.5 volts

L. S. 3

...

5.5 volts

Mullard P.A.2

11-`4:-

6/44

VI-IE advantage cf sending your valve
for repair to a valve manufacturer is

.

.

1St -

17/6

66

.6 amps ...

6/6
6/6

r 5 amps ...
.65 amps ...
.85 amps ...

17/6
11/3
131-

Other Types-prices ard particulars on application.

1

IN, ntripim....,..t- 'I -"r",-1111°..."_:1

,',,'''

\TLie

'

f

-.nisaimm.-.-.- ,--'

BOLLINGTON
Near Macclesfield

..:::"GAMAGE" SUPER

VOLTMETERS

Crystal Detector

Dead -beat Type.

New Detector are theRevolving

Very reliable.
Readings, o- 3,
o-6, 0-12, 0-15,

RADION

The striking points about this

Crystal and the Silver Cat's
Whisker. All brass parts
lacquered. Complete with a

Uses only a third of
usual current.

piece

of

Gamages

"Permanite " Crystal.

0-20 volts.
Pri ce

We make the new
LowConsumptionValve

Price 10/ -

famous

Price for Panel
Mounting

,..

Price for Table Panel

each

Mounting

Post 6d.

5/6

Post 4d. on each 1.3 Pa.

Wire for Indoor Aerials

St
St r11:3 S
Y.
Tapes.
Paste.

EAR.

PADS
Watch Type

COMBINED DEAD e BEAT

Volt -Ammeter
In Nickelled Brass Case
Readings, o-ro volts ; 0-30
amps. In the usual
high standard of
quality ... Price
Post 6d.

Write for a Copy of our

New Fully Illustrated

WIRELESS

CATALOGUE
Everything you want for

your Set at a Distinct
Saving in Price. We will
send you a Copy Post

- Free on Application.-

these Rubber Ear

Pads made to fit all
Standard Receivers
Price per
Pair ...
Post 6d.

I-

Can be run throughout the house

without showing.

Consists of TWO

STRIPS held between Two Paper

Can be run and fixed anywhere by using Glue or

Being Invisible it is very suitable for Secret Wiring.

When fixed to four sides of a room it becomes a Directional
Aerial, giving excellent results.

(Pneumatic)

Ensure maximum comfort
with a pair of

°?P

and Wireless Extensions

PRICE :

THE

"Gamage" Under Panel

VALVE SOCKET

In 100 - ft. Coils,
Postage Paid, 5/ -

SMITH & HAMMOND
5, Savoy St.,Strand,London,W.C.2

Striking Points: Anticapacity ;

positive protection from burning

ont valves by
incorrect fitting.
Gamage Price
Post td. each.

...

d.

INSULATED HOOKS
Well made and nicely finished.
Ideal for Indoor Aerials. Size,

2 ins. over all. These hooks
come under the usual Gamage
Guarantee of Quality. Send

A Natural
Galena Crystal

of special selectivity
Price 1

/6 dp,za-.

a sample lot to -day.
Price per dozen

Each piece is selected,
tested and guaranteed, also contains a good

Orders by Post receive skilled

quality non -corrosive spearpoint catswhisker.

for

Post 3d.

attention by a

SPECIALLY TRAINED STAFF.

A. W. GAMAGE, Ltd., HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.l

Also at Benetfinks, Cheapside, E.C.2.

IMICH,LikElr°
B .HESKETH LTD

IN CONJUNCTION W TH

RADIO CORNER, 179 STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.
Barclays 292
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BOTH these sets employ a special, easily tuned reflex circuit, which
is equivalent, in effect, to an extra valve. Both are fitted with
B.T.H. B.5 (0.06 amps.) valves, which consume so little current that
standard dry cells can be used quite successfully for filament lighting.

tr' (Two-veive)

Radiola I (Valve Crystal) Receiver
This is the ideal set for Head Telephone reception over distances

up to 100 miles,

Two crystals, with change -over switch

are provided.

PRICE

£ s. d.

with enclosed H.T. battery and B.5 valve

9

15 0

1
50
Radiola II (2 -valve) Receiver

Radiola I
1 Otraive-erystNI)

B.T.H. Headphones (4,000 ohms.)

The power of three valves is secured by the use of a

dual

amplification circuit. Tinder average conditions this set will
receive all B.B.C. Stations.

PRICE
with enclosed H.T. and L.T.
and two B.5 valves

bas:erics
-

B.T.H. Headphones (4,000 oims.) .-

s,

d.

19 15 0
1
50

The British Thomson -Houston Co Ltd
Wholesale only

Works Coventry. Office: Crown House, Aldwych,W.C2

HAYES "SAFETY SET" TERMINALS
r

.

;a Np1,,, gi,
on:4MM r ---.4". 'Mbil"-.4.'..../raat*Y4f.:

-

'Awe_ .411.:

-

(P t

App.

These terminals take any
number of 'phones, autumatisally disconnect when pulled
or jerked and INSURE
'phones and Set against dam.
age.
ABSOLUTE CON-

.

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTORS

OF GREAT BRITAIN!

TACT. Any shape and size
On Nos. 1 and a or spade
terminal No. 3 can be used.

55W;

SPECIAL 'PHONE
ENDS required. DOUBLE
NO

!OM ItIcs

3"

terminals las illustrated) for
'phone adaptors and panels.

SINGLE (with top plates

WE

for all instruments
CONNECTION COMBIN A
only)

PRICES : Single, suitable for A. and E., 3d,

Double, suitable for 'Phones, 4d.
Packing and Postage up to 4-zd. Dozen lots, 4d.
.1/ unable to obtain fsom your dealer, write enclosing P.O. or startriss to
I9

W. J. HAYES (Dept. 0), 29, Manor Lane Terrace, Lee, S.E.I3

The most comprehensive retail wire

TRADERS INVITED.
I L. .U.!

:

.

9

INTRODUCE TO YOU OUR 1925 EDITION

50 -PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

'PIONS INNUMERABLE
each. Dozen lots, 2/101.
each. Dozen lots, 3:10k.

less component catalogue yet published

71,17MMlittt/oVt.t.i..k7r

.

,I 9

9

9 _,

-backed by a smart postal delivery
service and a firm whose whole ener-

FAMA DUTCH VALVES

gies are devoted to supplying the
Home Constructor.

USUAL TRADE DISCOUNTS
Retail Prices
Amplifiers, Fil. 4 -volt Anode, 30 to 100 volt
.. each 4/8
..
each 4/11
4 -volt Anode, 30 to 60 volt
Detectors,

IT'S YOURS FOR THE ASKING

Dull Emitters, 0'06 amps. Fil. 1.6 -volt Anode, 20 to
..
..
..
each 12/100 volt
..
..
..
each
Sidpe (Continental) L.F. Transformers ..
Best Continental Adjustable Diaphragm
..
..
..
..
pair 1 1 /6
Headphones ..

9,6

4,000 -ohm

Please remit Postage.

1

BISHOPSGATE ELECTRIC SUPPLY (1924) CO., l.

180, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2.
Phone :
D.

.7 - ifellEFiif-.i

- Ts. 1 -

Central 7361.
6

'

VICIL

..
I..
I

SEND A `P. C. NOW TO

THE BRIGHTON RADIO STORES
163, WESTERN ROAD, BRIGHTON
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The Sovereign Remedy for
a lifeless Set
NUMBERS of wireless enthusiasts

have

never

ex-

perienced the finer delight
of logging distant Broadcasting

Stations. They still think that it
requires some kind of " professional skill." They have not yet

that the fault probably
lies in their Valves and the lack

in

a

Valve may not

lations generated

by

COSSOR

seriously

affect the reception from near -by
Stations, yet, when you are dealing with the extremely faint oscila

BRIGHT EMITTERS

and 1 . F. use
Pa. (with red top)

I

for H. F. use

I

Station

hundreds of miles away; you cannot afford to take chances.

how to tune it.
Both of these points are capable
of easy remedy. If your Set is
lifeless, it is quite likely that you
are using the
Valves.

wrong kind of

While, obviously, loss of efficiency

1 2/6

WUNCELL

DULL EMITTERS

We. For Detector 2 g /
and L. F. use
/
NV2. (with red tcp) 9

I

for H.F. use

realised

of a little patience in learning the
capabilities of the Receiver, and

I

Pr. For Detector 12/6 1

The first and still the only
standard Valve for long distance
reception is

the Cossor P.2-the

Valve with the red top. By
using one of these as a high fre-

quency amplifier and a P.1 as the
Detector, you are assured of a
perfect

combination

of

Valves

definitely worked out to function
on the weakest and most delicate
of signals.

A C.0 0 SSOR, L -Ed., HIGHBURY GROVE, L

Valves

DON, N.5,
GithertA a'. 1735

NOVEMBER 15. 1924
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SHORT-WAVE WORK IS THE THING !

Ij
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[01
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A second article explaining the operation of the short-wave set described in the last

'

Elff]C_L;

ON the broadcast wavelength, if the set
has been made up and the coil wound
as described, there is little danger of getting the valves into a state of self -oscillation. The grid tuning condenser should be
advanced a'few degrees at a time, and the
reaction condenser slowly advanced at the
same time until .a signal is heard or a
slight rushing noise
gives warning that
the set is oscillating.

Calibrating the coils may present some
The No. coil will be fairly
easy, because most of the broadcasting
stations can be heard and identified. If
difficulties.

t

a point fairly high up on the condenser
scale is fixed and another fairly low down,

and the two are plotted on squared paper
againEt condenser degrees along the foot

The reaction condenser should always
be

turned back to

sidered as essential.

All the coils were calibrated, in default
of a really reliable heterodyne meter, with
quite sufficient accuracy by the simple expedient of plottingall the harmonics of a
powerful station
sending high-speed
The station
C.W.

and the wave-

length tested with a
buzzer

vaveracter.

Aftef that it was a

operator has become
used to the set.

matter to
follow his harmonics
down to the sixsimple

On a good aerial

this set should bring

in the whole of the

teenth.

B.B.C. stations very

Once

the

grid portion of any

well indeed, and a

calibrated
is
properly it becomes
a very reliable wave meter, for there is
coil

number

of British and Conti-

should also be

is an efficient aerial, which may be con-

set,

moved until the

nental amateurs

programme on the "harmonics " of at least
two stations on -No. 2 coil, provided there

had to be found first
of all on its right
wavelength on a big

zero before ,the grid
tuning condenser is

very large

issue.

View of Back of Panel of Short-wave Receiver.

no change in waveand wavelength up the side, a line joining length when reaction coupling is increased,
over twenty amateurs, some of them French the two points should give a perfect cali- as there is in sets employing magnetic
and Dutch and one Italian, were heard bration chart of the coil, provided a square - (coil) reaction coupling. Also the waveand logged in an hour and a half. All law tuning condenser is used. It will length is not affected by using the set on
5YM
the B.B.C. stations, including relays, Ger- usually be possible to hear and enjoy the a different aerial.
man, French and Spanish stations below
Soo metres have been heard.
§1C7f(110=2:70ZianZ,GIOLI7=-1C71:3700D2.7.-=_IMU7=1C75_1717M2_7Z-1=7,40.7,,t*
heard. On the first night the set was tried

Low Wavelengths

On the lower wavelengths it may be
found difficult to get the set to oscillate

A CHRISTMAS COMPETITION FOR ALL

case completely disconnecting the earth
connection should be tried. This may not
be very efficient, because signals, though
they come in, are faint, and the distance
range of the set is seriously affected. In
default of a proper counterpoise, which
is the ideal earth arrangement to use for

A FIRST PRIZE OF THREE GUINEAS AND OTHER PRIZES OF
HALF A GUINEA IN A SIMPLE COMPETITION OPEN TO ALL

of

for the reception of C.W. signals. In this

short-wave reception on this set, a few feet
of wire, insulated like an aerial and fixed
beneath the aerial, should be tried. It

should be as close to the ground as the
convenience of users of the garden will
allow. The near end should be brought

in, with the usual precautions, to the earth
terminal of the set. As an alternative a
small condenser could be inserted in the
aerial lead. This should be of three plates
with an overlap of about 1.3g in. The spacing can be made with ordinary condenser
spacing washers held together with 4 B.A.
screws or rod.

The German station P 0 Z has been
heard many times without either aerial or
ea -.thL

WE invite every reader to send us by first post on Monday,
December 1, 1924, an interesting letter, of from 250 to

400 words, on " My Ideal Wireless Christmas."
To the writer of the letter adjudged by the Editor to be the
most interesting, a prize of Three Guineas will be awarded, and
to the writers of any other letters published 10/6 will be paid.
Rules.-The Editor's decision will be final; letters must be
written on one side of the paper only; the copyright of all
letters published will be ours; all letters must be received
not later than first post on Monday, December 1, 1924.
No correspondence regarding the competition can be entered
into.

Envelopes must be addressed : -Competition, The Editor,
" Amateur Wireless," La Belle Sauvage, London, E.C.4.
WiDLTE=17.CD21fXD=l2C7z>21Da=73,-'7;71jt75232G);i3=E101,'GE)23=3Pi7/21:gWa2C2.12[M)1 4
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WHITE CITY EXHIBITION
lot

A Guide to the Exhibits at the British
Wireless Exhibition and Radio Convention,
November 15 to 29.
STAIRS

11

12

10 13

9 14
6161

Stand 4. Victoria Electrical Co., Ltd., Chapel
Street, Manchester.
Variable condensers of all descriptions and
good finish form the exhibits of interest on this
stand. Victoria sets and components, including
Victoria rheostats and engraved terminals, will
also be shown.

33
32
31

Stands 5 and 18. New Times Sales Co., 61,
Leather Lane, E.C.
Stands 6, 7, 16 and 17. Oldham and Sons,
Ltd., Denton, near Manchester.
Examples of all those types of accumulators
that arc of service to the wireless enthusiast are
on show here. Accumulators in both glass and

111011=.

"AMATEUR

WIRELESS"

53
54
55
56
57

1

known Silvertown variable condensers- and low frequency transformers
The new Silvervox

loud -speaker
will be an exhibit of special interest.

-

The New London Electron Works,

Stand 8.

Ltd., E.14.

Electron wire is the chief exhibit on this
stand, and by means of a doll's house the sim-

plicity of using this wire is amply demonstrated.

A

Stands 9 and 14. Igranic Electric Co., Ltd.,
Queen Victoria Street, E.C.4.
An attractive feature of this stand is the installation of a No. 84 B coil -winding machine,
by Which honeycomb coils are produced. Coif,
high -frequency transformers, variometers and
many other components are being shown, as

22

well as

two completely -dressed windows, in

which are

EI1TRANCE

a complete range of components.

on view.
Stands 10, 11, 12 and 13.

HALL

OXBRIDGE

E.16.

A large range of wireless accessories will be
displayed on this stand, including the well-

celluloid cases are shown.

-TO TEA R0.11115

4 19
3 20
2 21

range of Erla fixed condensers, in which no

moulded ebonite casing material is employed.
Stand 20. The India Rubber, Gutta Percha and
Telegraph Works Co., Ltd., Silvertown,

Pettigrew and Merriman, Ltd., 122-124, Tooley Street, S.E.1.

Loud -speakers,

ROAD

Stands 1 and 22. Fellows Magneto Co., Ltd.,
Cumberland Avenue, Park Royal.
Two-, three- and five -valve sets will be on
view on these stands, together with coils, crystal
sets and the well-known Fellows phones. A
new super one -valve set will be exhibited, to-

gether with a one -valve amplifier and a new
model three -valve Super Grand.

phones,

sc.i.are-law

con-

densers, valves, crystals and other components
of various makes will be exhibited on this stand.
The Newey snap terminal is of special interest,
since it allows many components to be connected together in a minimum of time.
Sel.Ezi Wireless Supply Co., 6,
Stand 19.
Greek Street, W.I.
On this stand will be found an extended range
of components, including anti -capacity handles,
H.T. batteries, grid leaks, coil plugs and
holders, crystal detectors and low -frequency
transformers. A feature of special interest is

TI is useful device, made by the .Ieb Tradi 11,

Co., can be used for testing batteries and

valve -socket connections.

-

Tungstalite, Ltd., 47, Farringdon
Road, E.C.1.

Stand 21.

This firm is showing the well-known Tungstalite crystal (blue label), Airrnax coils, Tung-

stal to high-tension batteries
crystal receiving sets.

and

complete

For All Visitors to Note !
ORGAN ISERS.-Radio Exhibitions and
Wireless Conventions (A.B. Dale and
E. Schofield), Wellington Chambers,
46,

Cannon

St.,

E.C.4.

DATES.-Saturday, November 15,

to

Saturday, November 29, inclusive.

TIMES. -11 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily.
ADMISSION. -1s., including tax.
DEMON S T RA T ION S.-There will be
demonstrations of receiving apparatus at

many stands, but loud -speakers will not

be used for this purpose.

A special

installation will be erected for the reception of broadcasting. " Silent cabinets"
will be provided for testing sets.

EXHIBITS.-Only

goods

of

British

manufacture will be shown.

NOVELTIES AND INVENTIONS
COMPETITION.-" Amateur

Wire-

less " is offering a prize of a 15 -guinea
silver cup for the best amateur novelty
or invention. Full particulars are given
on p. 733.

The closing date is November.

17.

Gold and silver medals will also

be given for the second and third prizes.

HOW TO GET TO THE WHITE CITY
-(Uxbridge Road Entrance). Trains.-

Metropolitan and Central London Rlys.
to Shepherd's Bush ; Metropolitan and
L.N.W. Rlys. to Uxbridge Road (the
latter from Earl's Court and Willesden).
Trams.-L.U.T. from Harwell, Southall,
Hayes and Uxbridge ; L.C.C. front Hammersmith, Willesden, Clapham Junction,
Tooting, etc. Buses.-Nos. 11, 12, 12b,

17, 17b, 32, 49, 49a and 88.
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On this stand will be found the well-known

Stella and Wembley phones and loud -speakers.
An alternating -current rectifier will also be
shown; this enables those who have alternating -

current supplies in their homes to charge their
own' accumulators.
Stand 36. F. Yates and Son, Ltd., 111, Church

Street, Kensington, W.8.
Accumulators suitable for wireless work are

crystal holder is also of special interest. A
holder of this type will be given to every purchaser of a tube of Midite.
Stand 39. Harding, Holland and Fry, Ltd., 27,
Garlick Hill, E.C.4.
The largest and most uniform natural crystal
yet extracted from the earth will be one of the
chief exhibits nn this' stand. `This giant crystal

weighs over 6 kgs., or approximately 14 lb.,
and has a sensitivity of at least 99.5 per cent.

crystals and complete
crystal sets are also shown.
Stand 40. The Jeb Trading Co., 49a, Avenue
Road, Acton, W.3.
Battery testers, brass spade terminals, wander
,plugs, Mego catwhiskcrs and Jebite crystal will
be the chief exhibits on this stand. Of special
interest is the C.W. battery link for making
up high-tension units with ordinary pocket -lamp
batteries.
Stand 41. The Formo Co. (Arthur Preen and
Co., LW.), Crown Works, CrickleWood.
Forme shrouded transformers and. Formo-

Phones, loud -speakers,

By using this Perfection holder crystals can be
changed easily and quickly.
Stand 23. Seagull, Ltd., 21, Spital Square,
Bishopsgate, E.I.
An extended range of complete receivers,
loud -speakers and accessories is on view on this
stand. A three -valve receiver, complete with
batteries, coils, dull -emitter valves and a -loudspeaker, should be specially noted.
Stand 24. Wireless Service, 91, New Bond
Street, W.I,
Stands 25 and 26. City Accumulator Co 10,
Rangoon Street, E.C.3.
A novel point about this stand will be that it
contains

a :sound -proof demonstration room.

Uni-valve, 1)uo-valve and reflex receivers will
be much in evidence, together with the new
C.A.C. portable receiver. Components of every
description will be shown.
Stand 27.

Ploriton Engineering Co., 15, Cromer

Street, Gray's Inn Road, W.C.1.
Ball-and-socket coil holders, filament rheostats, :standard coil holders, knife switches and
basket coil holders will comprise the chief exhibits on this stand. The Penton low -consumption valve is of special interest, while standard
Penton R -type valves will also be shown.
Stand 28. Neutron, Ltd., Sicilian House,
Sicilian Avenue, Southampton Row, W.C.2.

Stand 29. " Amateur Wireless " and " The
Amateur Mechanic," La Belle Sauvage,
E.C.4.
Entries for the AMATEUR- WIRELESS Novelties

and Inventions Competition (for full particulars
see panel in next column) will, it is hoped, be
the Most interesting feature of the Exhibition.

There are no restrictions as to the form thatentries May take, and everybody, from the
newest enthusiast to the experienced experi-

menter, stands an equal chance of winning the
75 -guinea cup offered as first prize-and a prize
to be proud of, too!
Be sure to visit the AMATEUR WimmEss stand

and see what amateurs can dii!
Stand 30. The Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd.,

West Park Works, Mortlake Road, Kew

Gardens, Surrey.
On this stand will be shown a complete range

the well-known T.C.C. condensers for reception and for transmission. A large transmitting condenser tested to 30,00o volts will be
of

On view.

Stand 31. A. K. U. Co., 33,. Orchard Street,
W.

Stand 32.

J. V. Mulholland, 4, Blenheim

Street, New Bond Street, W.1.
A complete stock of Gambrel! Efficiency apparatus, including the well-known neutrodyne
condensers, coils, tuners, wavemeters, valve sets
and

high -frequency amplifiers, is on show.

Valves, loud -speakers and a new type of unit
system will be worth notice.
Stand 33. Fuller's United Electric Works, Ltd.,

Chadwell Heath, Essex.
A comprehensive range of the well-known
Sparta wireless accessories wit be shown on this
stand, including ironclad intervalve and telephone transformers, various types of Sparta filament resistances and potentiometers, coil
holders, condensers, choices, switches, insulators
and batterieS, The Little Sparta -loud -speaker

will alsO be on view, together with samples of
ebonite in panel, rod, tube and moulding.
Stand 34. Stella Products, 31.37, Wybert Street,
N.W.1,

A FIFTEEN -GUINEA CUP FOR
A WIRELESS NOVELTY !

WITH a view

to encouraging the
amateur wireless inventor, " Amateur

is offering a l5 -guinea silver
cup for competition in connection withi
Wireless

the White City Wireless Exhibition.
-Any amateur may send his novelty
or invention to the Exhibition, and
indeed is invited to do so.
The inventions must reach the Exhibition not later than Monday,
November 17. Each package must
be labelled " ` Amateur Wireless Inventions," and should be sent, carriage
paid, to " Amateur Wireless Inventions, The Wireless Exhibition, White
City, Uxbridge Road, London, W.12,
and not to the Editorial offices. When
the Exhibition is over it will be returned
carriage -forward.

These competition inventions will

be on view from November 20 to
November

29,

and must reach

the Exhibition not later than
Monday, November 17. Neither
" Amateur Wireless " nor the Exhibition authorities will be responsible
for any loss or damage, but it is needless

to say that every possible care

will be taken.
All entries will be judged by the
technical staff of " Amateur Wireless,"
together with any specially qualified
experts they may* care to invite to

them. The awards will be
announced on Tuesday,' November
25, at the Exhibition, and, if possible,
will be published in the issue [or;
assist

on sale on
" Amateur Wireless
Thursday, November 27 ; failing that,
in the issue published one week later.
In addition to the

silver cup as

first prize, there will be, a gold medal
as a second prize, and a silver medal

rensor variable condensers will be the chief
exhibits on this stand.
The compact and
shrouded transformers and the original coll.
densers shown should attract much attention.
Stand 42A. Burwood Electrical Supplies Co.

(1924), 41, Great Queen Street, W.C.2.
Square -law condensers, valve holders, panel
switches, valve legs, dull -emitter valves end ter--

minal adaptors are among the chief exhibits.
The Jay Gee crystal -valve set, complete with all
accessories, is worthy of special notice.
Stand 43. Precision Screw Co., Ltd., Mac.
donald Works, Walthamstow, E.17.
Variable condensers, vernier condensers,

switch arms, coil plugs, crystal detectors and
Colpak terminals are shown on this stand.
Various brass parts and crystal detectors 'are

also exhibited. The Colvern vernier condenser
is of especial interest.
Stand 44. The Portable Utilities Co., Ltd., 8,
Fisher Street, W.C.I.
The new Gravity cryst Al detector
special interest.. It is claimed that this detector
is able to withstand the effect of jars and
shakes better than the ordinary catwhisker contact. Frame aerials and the well-known Eureka
L.F. transformers arc also shown.
Stand 47. Bullen, 38, Holywell Lane, Great
Eastern Street, E.C.2.
Stand 48. Lighting Supplies Co., 4.5, Fins=
bury Pavement, E.C., and The Ecco Radio
Co., Princess Street, St. John's Wood, N.W.
Finston fixed and square -law condensers and

variometers, Sedion basket coils and crystals

will be on view on this stand.

Well-known

makes of phones, components and complete sets

will be exhibited by the Ecco Radio Co., of
Princess Street, St. John's Wood, N.W., who
are sharing the stand.
Stand 49. Hart Collins, Ltd., 38a, Bessborough
Street, Westminster, S.W.1.
Of special interest on this stand is the
Tuninall, a single -valve broadcast receiver hay (Continued on page 746)

as a third.

Let every ingenious reader of

" Amateur Wireless " get right
down to the job straight away, and
see that his invention reaches the
Exhibition not later than Monday,
Nov. 17.

There is no time to lose !

Wireless components, including the well-known F.V.S.
intervalve transformers and square -I aW con-

of special interest on this stand.

densers, will also be on view.
Stand 37. F. H. Middleton, 13, Manetle Street,
Charing Cross Road, W.I.
Midite, the " dependable " crystal, wilt be
the chief exhibit on this stand, but the Perfection

All the parts of this Gravity detector are Wall.,
enclosed and adjustment is made by rotalinj
the linurled ring.
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RULES.-Please write distinctly and keep to the point. We reply promptly by post. Please give all necessary details. Ask one question
at a time to ensure a prompt reply, and please put sketches, lay -outs, diagrams. etc., on separate sheets containing your name and
address. Always send stamped, addressed envelope and attach Coupon (p. 759).

Q.-Please give me a circuit diagram of the
Flewelling super -regenerative receiver.-L. C.
(Brighton).

A.-The fixed condensers employed in this

circuit must he of first-class quality. The grid

kocoiL

HARD

ki.

C

/

A

All leads should be well separated from one
another. Small cylinders of tinfoil may be

placed over the valves, and these with the

condenser makes a very big change in wavelength with the result that tuning will be very

other shields connected to a common earth.---H. R.
Condenser Across Reaction Coil

Edison Accumulator

bledon).

.

Q.-Would a variable condenser across the
reaction coil improve results ?-F. C. (Wim-

Q.-What are the advantages of the Edison
A. --If the reaction coil and aerial tuning
accumulator, one of which I possess ?- inductance are correctly balanced there is
K. M. I. (Leeds).
no need for a variable condenser across the
A. The electrolyte used in .this type of former, although the addition of one might

4r1

NM

condenser of more than .000r microfarad is
not to he recommended for tuning the anode

difficult.-D. C. R.

VALVE

3

mum capacity value of the condenser. A

inductance of a high -frequency amplifier,
for the slightest adjustment of a large variable

(f, 100 TURti

e)

With a generator interference to a considerable
large variable condenser, such as that yotimen- extent, and a variable condenser connected in
tion, there is quite an appreciable capacity the earth lead often proves beneficial. Tinfoil
between the edges of each set of plates. The shields should be provided for variable confewer the plates. the smaller will be the mini- densers, iron -cored transformers and rheostats.

capacity when set at the zero mark.

Flewelling Circuit

tVARtABLE

accumulator is an alkali and the plates are make it easier to control the degree of reaction.

GRID LEAN

nickel.

50 TURN
COIL

141611-RE5ISTAlta
PMOIYES

I

--VARIABLE GRID

This accumulator is very suitable for

all purposes, especially where a heavy rate
of discharge is required. It Is almost indestructible and even shorting the terminals
per cell is
does not harm it. The
1.2 volts, so that two of these cells would be
excellent for use with dull -emitter valves of
the .06 -ampere type.-D. C. R.

If, on the other hand, your reaction coil is on
the small side, a small variable condenser of
about .0002 microfarad will iMprove results.D. R.

Altering Accumulators for Dull -emitter Valves

Q.-I

possess

a

4 -volt

60 -ampere -hour

(actual) accumulator. If possible I wish to
convert this into a 2 -volt battery, using both

resistance varying between .5 and 5 megohms.

Interference from Generator
cells. Can this be done ?-G. R. (Halifax).
A.-At present there is a, connecting bar
Q.-I have a two -valve set and am troubled
by interference from the generator of a pictui-e joining the positive terminal of one cell to
theatre 200 yards away. I have tried a the negative terminal of the other. This bar
capacity earth but with no effect. Is there should be removed and the two cells joined in
- parallel. The resultant actual capacity of the
any other remedy ?-F. T. W. (Caerau).
A.-- Loose -coupled tuning coils will decrease battery will be 120 ampere-hours.-D. C. R.

conjunction with a frame aerial, a suitable size
of frame is one having sides each 3 ft. in length,
forming a square on which eight turns of wire

WIRELESS TERMS TRAVESTIED

1 -EAR

Flewelling Circuit.

leak and the resistance shunting the trio of
.006-microfarad condensers should have a
Either a bright- or a dull -emitter valve may
be used. Should the receiver be used in

are wound. The two leads from the frame
aerial are connected to A and B, shown in the
circuit diagram. If an outside aerial and earth
system is used, connect the aerial to terminal
c, the earth to terminal n; and short circuit the
terminals A and B with a piece of copper wire.

-D. C. R.

List of Crystals

Q.-Au enthusiastic crystal user,. I have

for some months been using hcrtzite. Now,
for a change, I should like to try some other

crystals. Can you give me a list of likely

ones ?-J. K. 1). (Hammersmith).
A.-For experimental purposes we suggest
you try the following crystals : Zincite-

bornite, carborundum, copper pyrites, galena graphite, inolybdenite, silicon and tellurium.
Of these you will probably find the zincitebornite combination the most interesting

with which to carry out experiments.- X.
Condenser Capacities

Q.-I present for your explanation a little
problem that I am unable to solve. A .00s

microfarad condenser is variable from zero to
.00g microfarad. This being so why do you
insist on the fact that even a .0003 microfarad

variable condenser is of too high a value to
tune the anode coil in a high -frequency ampli-

fier ?-R. D. (\Vick).

A.-You are wrong in supposing that, a
other condenser fcr that matter, has zero
.00t micrefarad variable condenser, or any
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PRACTICAL
ODDS AND ENDS

0

0
Terminal Tags

D

DID

Copper -tape Aerial

.Changing Connections

XPERIMENTERS who often want to p EADERS who use copper .tape in place
ing the wiring of their sets to test E make quick changes in connections IX of the ordinary stranded wire for
various circuits, the following device will should use small paper clips, to which aerials will find that an extra so ft. or so
be found to be of great assistance when the 'permanent leads can be easily soldered.
O amateurs who are continually alter-

D.

Hoisting Aerial Wire
IT may happen that the aerial halliards
become fast in the pulley block at the

A

FIG.

top of the mast, thus making it seemingly
impossible to hoist the aerial. wire. This,
however, may be done as follows :
Two strips of flat iron N. in. by r in.

13

by 6 in. are drilled

FIG.

Figs. 1 and 2. --Terminal Tags.

terminals on the panels are of both the
typeS illustrated.

If wires are repeatedly bent to fit terminal A, Fig. 1, and straightened to go
through the hole of terminal It, the ends
arc liable to weaken and will eventually
break off. All that is required to prevent

in. (right).

A

distance piece, slightly thicker than a sash
pulley, is bolted between the strips. A

Corrugated Aerial Tape.

sash pulley was mounted in each end of

can be suspended between the two masts
if it is first corrugated in the manner outlined in the accompanying sketch. The
tape is simply passed between two suitable gear wheels which are preferably a
little worn, so that the clearance between
the teeth is at least equal to the thickness
of the tape.

the fork and bolted in position. A shackle
SASH

PULLEYS

TO TOP

Or 4.3457,4,
HALL iARO
ROPES

this is a sheet of very thin brass, from

which several pieces, in the shape shown
by Fig. I are cut.
The end of the wire is soldered at C
and, the whole rolled into the shape shown
in Fig. 2, when it will be found that wires
thus fitted

If one possesses a selection of various gear
combinations a corrugating "machine "

may easily be rigged up. The writer used
the gears of an old miniature mangle
arrangement used hit- glazing photoO. J. R.
graphic prints.

can be easily connected to

either type of terminal.

F. C. L.
DISTANCE
PIECE

Microphone Vibration
16s, SIMPLE method of protecting the
earpiece

and

Crystal Holder

AERIAL

microphone

of

In/IRE

r RYSTAL experimenters will find the
simple clampingdevice shown in the

HAC K L E

PULL
TO HOIST

the

y AERIAL

"A.`\%." Crystal Loud -speaker Set from
shocks and other outside disturbances is
shown by the illustration.

illustration of special convenience wilen

Method of Hoisting Wire.

crystals are to be quickly changed, such

is mounted on .one spindle bolt in order
The phone is mounted on a strip of to attach the aerial. wire. The actual
ebonite or hard wood secured to the base- hoisting is easy.
One halliard is
board of .the set by two inverted L-shaped threaded 'through each pulley and the
ropes pulled at an angle to each other.
CARPIECE
Surprisingly little effort is needed to make
A. E. M.
the wire ascend.

CLAMPS

Soldering Earth Plates
MANY amateurs make use of old zinc

EBONITE
STRIP

as is likely to be the case when comparing
different makes of crystal during a broadcast item. The arrangement can also be
used in the construction of a simple crystal
detector for ordinary use.
A small -sized pillar terminal is used,
PILLAR
/SHAPED METAL
ST RIP

or galvanised -iron baths for earth
plates. When these have been in ether
service

previously

great

difficulty

is

usually experienced in clearing the sur\ RUBBER PACKING

Preventing Microphone Vibration.

face sufficiently well to enable tinning and
soldering the earth wire to be accomplished.

An excellent tip is to dab a quantity of
clamps, a piece of sponge or other soft raw spirits of salt on the place to be
rubber being inserted between the clamps soldered and in a minute or so wash off
and the earpiece mounting strip as shown, with clean cold water. It will be found
thus completely insulating the microphone that the spirit has eaten away'the surface,
from external vibrations.

R. N. NV.

leaVing a perfectly clean surface. C. \\"..

Simple Crystal Holder.

which clamps the crystal tongs to the I are

of the detector, the head of the te!rlinal
providing the means fur clarnpiilg the
crystal in position 01 IC -leasing it as
R. N. V
required.
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A SELF-CONTAINED SET FOR
THE EXPERIMENTER

Tz

4)..1

411

7-e*

74-4r.VAR. GRID
LEAS

7;*

Ea

[I

L-Tff'.[Lit..4DD

4

1-

5

a

6

"

16,

1r 4,5

[51

-0005
3

az
FIL. RESISTANCE

YJ

0005

VAR. CONDENSER

II'

2a -

#

,2.7

Z5

431

Fig. 3. -Wiring Diagram.

Fig. 2, -Layout of Panel.
[6.
ERi

431

EVERY amateur at some time or other
during his experiments must have
gazed with dismay at his spidery, tangled

If the coils are
home -ma -de the
writer recommends

bench -hook-ups, and sighed for some
decent -looking instrument that would present a good outward appearance to the eye

the

and yet retain its flexibility and capacity
14.1

431

'Eli
413

Ql

1i
roi

fg]

for experiments.

The receiver shown by Fig. z and about
to be described is the result of several
attempts to solve this problem for the
experimenter with one -valve circuits. As
most of these can be readily and efficiently
tried out, it enables the advantages and
disadvantages of each circuit to be compared and useful data compiled. Withal
it is compact, neat in appearance, port-

able and, last but not least, dustproof. It

also makes an ideal instrument for the
beginner.

The sizes of cabinet, ebonite panel, etc.,
101
431
r{3.1

[01
411

are given, but these can, of course, be

to suit the components used,
provided the general scheme of layout is

modified

adhered to. The wiring should be kept well

No.

valve

2 -in.

formers, using No.
22 d.c.c. wire with
well -spaced windings
for the sizes mentioned.
Also (at a later
date if preferred) a
good crystal detector, an intervalvc

tute
Fig. 1 (photograph on the left). -The Complete Receiver.

Fig. 4 (photograph above). --View

(say a ".06" dull -emitter).

The advantage of using a dull -emitter
is that it makes the set portable if required. Although more expensive at first
cost, it will repay itself in the long run.
In addition there will be required a 6o -volt
H.T. battery, four valve legs, seven 2 B.A.
screw -down terminals; eighteen 5 B.A.
ditto, and some spade tags.

The cabinet is of stained and polished

square beading and
stria of the
small wood screws.
The components should then be mounted

and the whole wired up.

No.

i8 bare

tinned -copper wire is suitable for connections, all joints being. soldered. Fig. 3
shows the wiring, and -it is also apparent
in the photograph, Fig. 4. --

The coil -holder should he fastened in
position at some convenient height.

In

the instrument described Meccano strips
suitably bent were used. Connections
between terminals on the front of the panel

the bottom and for 6% in. up each side,
to which the ebonite panel is screwed.

Fig.

most of the connections, making for ease
and rapidity when wiring up, which would
not be the case if the terminals were at any
odd centres.

The ebonite panel measures 125,1 in. by

101

Components
The components required are as follows :

7 in., and his the surface removed with

may have to be.modified. Condensers with

legs

used

in

the

writer's set, but any good make of con-

a vernier adjustment incorporated would

probably be an advantage for real fine

tuning); one grid condenser .0003 micro -

farad; one variable grid leak; one .006

fixed condenser; one .002 ditto; one rheostat (preferably one that can be used either

with bright- or dull -emitters); one pair
H.R. phones; low -capacity tuning coils,
Nos. 35, 5o, 75, etc.:

1:e3 a]

.ffiTAT.51:75-,-Ti-ffl

Holes should he drilled in the case oppo-

site those terminals which take external
leads, and rubber rings pushed on to the

enables the doors to be left closed
everythingb in position, whilst the

shut out the dust.

are

I. -Single -valve detector, series-.
tuning condenser, with or without reNo.

action.

Aerial TI, earth T7, A.T.I. coil holder
leads T6 and T4, reaction if used (otherwise terminals shorted), (TI 2, -T 4),H.T.+
T18, H.T.- T19, telephones T20, T21,
L.T.+ T22, L.T.- T23, (T2, T5) (this will
require a special link), (T9, 'no), (T16, T17),
(T21, T22),

,

Back of Panel.

Special Coils'

3. - Short-

-

T24),

(T24,

T22)

(this

(T25, T24), (T24, T22), suitable coils.
No. 4. Reinartz (Fig. 6). -For this circuit a special coil is required, and for

convenience the writer has adopted the
following method of winding this. Com-

pared with the more usual basket wind-

ings, it does not seem to suffer in effi-

The coil was wound in the usual
lattice fashion on a 2 -in. diameter former,
ciency.

with well spaced turns, but with the
following modifications : No. 22 d.c.c.

wire was used, sufficient being cut off for
about 26 turns.
This we will call wire A, the rest of the
wire being left on
the reel B. A zigzag
turn and then a
layer
of
spaced
turns, and again the
usual zigzag turn
was wound on from
Teel B and the wire
temporarily fastened
to prevent it un-

ing Link.

Reinartz Circuit.

F g. 7. Haynes Circuit.
'[:'-[-[ItlEtri,..n.LE--fEr!-F--51ffI-iT.

---

Fig. 8.--FleweHing Circuit.

wire

B,

temporarily fastened.
for the first layer,
was then "unslacked " and a
also
used

further layer put on, finishing with the
zigzag turn and again fastened. Then
another layer of the wire A was wound on
in the same manner, until there were
windings of wire. The winding with wire
B was then continued until a resultant coil

of about, so turns was formed, not counting the i6 turns of A.
All this sounds complicated, but actually
is quite easy to carry out. The coil was
then dipped in hot wax, carefully drained,

and when cool the pins were removed,
the first zigzag turn pulled out, and the
coil slipped off the former. The great
advantage of winding this way is that the

coil can be tapped or mounted on the
usual coil plug (although this is not connected up), and the same coil will do for
several other circuits.
A piece of ebonite with three equally

"spaced small terminals was fastened across

the face of the coil, and connections made
in the following manner. The beginning

of the coil wire A was taken to the one
outside terminal T26. The beginning of
coil wire B and the other end of coil A
were joined together and taken to the
The remaining wire
was taken to the remaining terminal T28.
middle terminal T27.

Connections for the Reinartz Circuit
Aerial Ti, earth T7. H.T.+ T20, H.T. T21. Telephones Ti 8, Tio. The special
coil can be either placed in the coil holder
or laid on the left-hand side of the shelf.
(T26, TI or T2), (T27, T4), (T28, T6), (T9,
Tzo), (T12, T14), (T16,

T17),

(T14, T15),

turns was wound on

T22).

immediately

No. 5. -Haynes DX (Fig. 7). -Special
coil must, of course, he put in the holder
for this circuit. The connections are as
for Reinartz, but delete (TI2, Tz4), (T14,

above

A, and finishing with

the zigzag turn.

43

about 16 turns .in each of the separate

winding.
Next a layer of

the lengths of wire
Fig. 6.

This was
The wire

(T13,12) (a special straight length of wire
necessary for this last connection). Righthand condenser now controls reaction.
(T25, T24), (T24, T22) special link, (T21,

the first layer; using

which is in turn fas-

panel by means of a

T5).

earth, phones, H.T. and L.T., and reaction
(if used) as before.
A.T.I. coil holder leads T2, T6, (T43 15),

shelf,

tened to the main

T37,' (T4,

single - valve
detector, with or without reaction. Aerial,

Fig. 5. Connect

bought ready-made),
which is screwed to
wooden

(T25,

requires a special -shaped link bent to miss
T23, otherwise L.T. would be shorted) (see
photograph). Coils in respective holders.

screwed

into a piece of
ebonite (this component can be
a

but

(TS, T9), (TIO, TI I), (T2 I , T22), (T16, T17),

Some Circuits

Fig. a shows the

denser will do, although the depth of case

were

The same wire as was used for
wiring up will do nicely for these.
5.

to fill up the holes when in position.

from being scratched
'during the process.

relative positions of
the components and
terminals. The valve

(Polar

Oil should he

are made with wire links bent as shown in

leads
This
with
rings

used as a lubricant
to save the ebonite

One two -coil holder; two .0005 variable
condensers

of

(T2,

No.
wave

transformer and a general-purpose valve

fine emery -cloth as usual.

r,

T5) and Aubsti-

(T2,

mahogany; the internal dimensions are
in.
13 in. by 12j4. in. by'4% in. A bead
wide is fastened at a depth of z% in. along

'of using one size of connecting link for

No.

As

delete con ection

One of the points that should be
noticed is that the terminals are kept at a
uniform distance apart (z %-in. centres in
this case) wherever possible. This admits
spaced.

Single -

parallel -tuning condenser, with or without reaction.

lattice -wound

type on

2. -

detector,

'xi 5), (T2, T13); connecting suitable coil in

If)
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Fig. 2, -Layout of Panel.
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EVERY amateur at some time or other
during his experiments must have
gazed with dismay at his spidery, tangled

If the coils are
home -ma -de the
writer recommends

bench -hook-ups, and sighed for some
decent -looking instrument that would present a good outward appearance to the eye

the

and yet retain its flexibility and capacity
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for experiments.

The receiver shown by Fig. z and about
to be described is the result of several
attempts to solve this problem for the
experimenter with one -valve circuits. As
most of these can be readily and efficiently
tried out, it enables the advantages and
disadvantages of each circuit to be compared and useful data compiled. Withal
it is compact, neat in appearance, port-

able and, last but not least, dustproof. It

also makes an ideal instrument for the
beginner.

The sizes of cabinet, ebonite panel, etc.,
101
431
r{3.1

[01
411

are given, but these can, of course, be

to suit the components used,
provided the general scheme of layout is

modified

adhered to. The wiring should be kept well

No.

valve

2 -in.

formers, using No.
22 d.c.c. wire with
well -spaced windings
for the sizes mentioned.
Also (at a later
date if preferred) a
good crystal detector, an intervalvc

tute
Fig. 1 (photograph on the left). -The Complete Receiver.

Fig. 4 (photograph above). --View

(say a ".06" dull -emitter).

The advantage of using a dull -emitter
is that it makes the set portable if required. Although more expensive at first
cost, it will repay itself in the long run.
In addition there will be required a 6o -volt
H.T. battery, four valve legs, seven 2 B.A.
screw -down terminals; eighteen 5 B.A.
ditto, and some spade tags.

The cabinet is of stained and polished

square beading and
stria of the
small wood screws.
The components should then be mounted

and the whole wired up.

No.

i8 bare

tinned -copper wire is suitable for connections, all joints being. soldered. Fig. 3
shows the wiring, and -it is also apparent
in the photograph, Fig. 4. --

The coil -holder should he fastened in
position at some convenient height.

In

the instrument described Meccano strips
suitably bent were used. Connections
between terminals on the front of the panel

the bottom and for 6% in. up each side,
to which the ebonite panel is screwed.

Fig.

most of the connections, making for ease
and rapidity when wiring up, which would
not be the case if the terminals were at any
odd centres.

The ebonite panel measures 125,1 in. by

101

Components
The components required are as follows :

7 in., and his the surface removed with

may have to be.modified. Condensers with

legs

used

in

the

writer's set, but any good make of con-

a vernier adjustment incorporated would

probably be an advantage for real fine

tuning); one grid condenser .0003 micro -

farad; one variable grid leak; one .006

fixed condenser; one .002 ditto; one rheostat (preferably one that can be used either

with bright- or dull -emitters); one pair
H.R. phones; low -capacity tuning coils,
Nos. 35, 5o, 75, etc.:

1:e3 a]

.ffiTAT.51:75-,-Ti-ffl

Holes should he drilled in the case oppo-

site those terminals which take external
leads, and rubber rings pushed on to the

enables the doors to be left closed
everythingb in position, whilst the

shut out the dust.

are

I. -Single -valve detector, series-.
tuning condenser, with or without reNo.

action.

Aerial TI, earth T7, A.T.I. coil holder
leads T6 and T4, reaction if used (otherwise terminals shorted), (TI 2, -T 4),H.T.+
T18, H.T.- T19, telephones T20, T21,
L.T.+ T22, L.T.- T23, (T2, T5) (this will
require a special link), (T9, 'no), (T16, T17),
(T21, T22),

,

Back of Panel.

Special Coils'

3. - Short-

-

T24),

(T24,

T22)

(this

(T25, T24), (T24, T22), suitable coils.
No. 4. Reinartz (Fig. 6). -For this circuit a special coil is required, and for

convenience the writer has adopted the
following method of winding this. Com-

pared with the more usual basket wind-

ings, it does not seem to suffer in effi-

The coil was wound in the usual
lattice fashion on a 2 -in. diameter former,
ciency.

with well spaced turns, but with the
following modifications : No. 22 d.c.c.

wire was used, sufficient being cut off for
about 26 turns.
This we will call wire A, the rest of the
wire being left on
the reel B. A zigzag
turn and then a
layer
of
spaced
turns, and again the
usual zigzag turn
was wound on from
Teel B and the wire
temporarily fastened
to prevent it un-

ing Link.

Reinartz Circuit.

F g. 7. Haynes Circuit.
'[:'-[-[ItlEtri,..n.LE--fEr!-F--51ffI-iT.

---

Fig. 8.--FleweHing Circuit.

wire

B,

temporarily fastened.
for the first layer,
was then "unslacked " and a
also
used

further layer put on, finishing with the
zigzag turn and again fastened. Then
another layer of the wire A was wound on
in the same manner, until there were
windings of wire. The winding with wire
B was then continued until a resultant coil

of about, so turns was formed, not counting the i6 turns of A.
All this sounds complicated, but actually
is quite easy to carry out. The coil was
then dipped in hot wax, carefully drained,

and when cool the pins were removed,
the first zigzag turn pulled out, and the
coil slipped off the former. The great
advantage of winding this way is that the

coil can be tapped or mounted on the
usual coil plug (although this is not connected up), and the same coil will do for
several other circuits.
A piece of ebonite with three equally

"spaced small terminals was fastened across

the face of the coil, and connections made
in the following manner. The beginning

of the coil wire A was taken to the one
outside terminal T26. The beginning of
coil wire B and the other end of coil A
were joined together and taken to the
The remaining wire
was taken to the remaining terminal T28.
middle terminal T27.

Connections for the Reinartz Circuit
Aerial Ti, earth T7. H.T.+ T20, H.T. T21. Telephones Ti 8, Tio. The special
coil can be either placed in the coil holder
or laid on the left-hand side of the shelf.
(T26, TI or T2), (T27, T4), (T28, T6), (T9,
Tzo), (T12, T14), (T16,

T17),

(T14, T15),

turns was wound on

T22).

immediately

No. 5. -Haynes DX (Fig. 7). -Special
coil must, of course, he put in the holder
for this circuit. The connections are as
for Reinartz, but delete (TI2, Tz4), (T14,

above

A, and finishing with

the zigzag turn.

43

about 16 turns .in each of the separate

winding.
Next a layer of

the lengths of wire
Fig. 6.

This was
The wire

(T13,12) (a special straight length of wire
necessary for this last connection). Righthand condenser now controls reaction.
(T25, T24), (T24, T22) special link, (T21,

the first layer; using

which is in turn fas-

panel by means of a

T5).

earth, phones, H.T. and L.T., and reaction
(if used) as before.
A.T.I. coil holder leads T2, T6, (T43 15),

shelf,

tened to the main

T37,' (T4,

single - valve
detector, with or without reaction. Aerial,

Fig. 5. Connect

bought ready-made),
which is screwed to
wooden

(T25,

requires a special -shaped link bent to miss
T23, otherwise L.T. would be shorted) (see
photograph). Coils in respective holders.

screwed

into a piece of
ebonite (this component can be
a

but

(TS, T9), (TIO, TI I), (T2 I , T22), (T16, T17),

Some Circuits

Fig. a shows the

denser will do, although the depth of case

were

The same wire as was used for
wiring up will do nicely for these.
5.

to fill up the holes when in position.

from being scratched
'during the process.

relative positions of
the components and
terminals. The valve

(Polar

Oil should he

are made with wire links bent as shown in

leads
This
with
rings

used as a lubricant
to save the ebonite

One two -coil holder; two .0005 variable
condensers

of

(T2,

No.
wave

transformer and a general-purpose valve

fine emery -cloth as usual.

r,

T5) and Aubsti-

(T2,

mahogany; the internal dimensions are
in.
13 in. by 12j4. in. by'4% in. A bead
wide is fastened at a depth of z% in. along

'of using one size of connecting link for

No.

As

delete con ection

One of the points that should be
noticed is that the terminals are kept at a
uniform distance apart (z %-in. centres in
this case) wherever possible. This admits
spaced.

Single -

parallel -tuning condenser, with or without reaction.

lattice -wound

type on

2. -

detector,

'xi 5), (T2, T13); connecting suitable coil in

If)

@ntateur Wes
reaction coil holder leads to Ti2, T14;

reverse position of phones and H.T.-that
is, H.T.. 4- T18,
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T19; phones T20,.

writer has never found it necessary.) Any
good

low -capacity lattice or duolateral

coil of about 25o turns will do.

course, these vary with different aerials
and operators, but on the writer's indoor
aerial excellent results have been obtained

from all B.B.C. and Continental broadNo. 6.-Flewelling (Fig. S).-Connec- Adding a Crystal Detector
casting stations with any of the circuits
tions as No. 2, but T25, T24; reverse
A crystal' detector unit has been added, mentioned. One refinement, however,
phones and H.T.; phones Ti8, T19, H.T.+ as this enables the valve to be used as an might be added, namely, a suitable base
T20, H.T.-- T2I. Connections TI2, T25 H.F. amplifier when greater range is to hold necessary batteries, etc., or a com(special length link required).
required, Avith only a slight additional partment with separate door built into the
The Haynes DX circuit may also be cost.
case itself.
T21.

used as a modified form of Flewelling by
This consists of a box 3 in. by
in.
deleting connection T24, T25, and adding with an ebonite front, four terminals and
the feed -back connection TI2, T25.
detector. It stands on the right-hand side
Note.-The Flewelling works best on a of the shelf and is best held in position
small indoor aerial or frame, but it is very by a small brass clip. When the valve
tricky to handle, although it is a very is used as an H.F. amplifier TS, r9 are
interesting circuit to experiment with. If shorted.
a frame aerial is used connections would
If a further similar unit containing an
be as follows : Frame -connection leads to intervalve transformer with necessary terT1, T7, A.T.I. ; coil -holder leads to T2, T6, minals, etc., is added an interesting field
also connection T4, T5; reaction -coil holder, in dual amplification is opened up. This
etc., as before.
transformer unit is best placed at the. leftThe above circuits give a good idea of hand end of the shelf and can be retained
the adaptability of the receiver and the in position by, a similar clip.
methods of connection, etc. Most one Various positions for putting the
valve circuits which have appeared in this secondary winding in circuit can he tried,
and various periodicals can be tried out in as (i) in series with the A.T.I. (earth side),
this way. A study of the wiring diagram (2) in parallel (using choke in series with
of the set and the diagram of the circuit secondary winding:of transformer, using
to be tried out will soon show what con- T8, Ti 1, or (3) across the grid condenser
nections are required.
T8, T9.
Terminals Ti6 and T17 are for connection to a choke coil should one be required Grid Bias
in any particular circuit. (This is the
Experiments in grid bias can be tried by
case in some Amerkan circuits. It is also connecting the grid cells across T25, T24.
sometimes an advantage to use one inthe
No notes as regards performance of the
Reinartz or Flewelling, although the various circuits have been given, as, of

,1A

A large capacity condenser of about r
mic-rofarad should also be placed across
the H.T. battery. As the positions of the
battery connections to set varies, this
cannot be placed across any two terminals

in the set itself, so it is best incorporated
F. W. 0.
in the H.T. unit.

THE NEW HIGH -POWER
STATION
/ALTHOUGH no site for the new high power station in the Northampton
district has yet been decided upon, B.B.C.
engineers are planning many improvements based on experience gained at
Chelmsford.

Captain Eckersley has mentioned one

such improvement, which is the movement

of a single spot of light in a darkened
room to show if there is any distortion in
the signals being transmitted. The device will be kept in a special copper shielded room.
It is understood that two aerial masts

are proposed,.each 50o ft. high.

PROGRESS AND INVENTION

to the Wavelength of the undesired signal. one end of the catwhisker by a metal
altering the position of the switch and sleeve. The arrangement is clear from the
IZOTH an untuned open aerial and a By
magnification factor of the valve, the diagrams. Fig. r shows the catwhisker
I-, tuned frame aerial are used in a the
currents
produced in both open and frame and sleeve separated and Fig. 2 assembled.
method of directional reception outlined in aerial circuits
be .balanced out. - It,
It is a simple matter to clamp the corn Patent No. 222,210/24 (N. P. Hinton, of should be notedcan
that
only
one
tuned
circuit
Golders Green, and Metropolitan -Vickers is used.
Electrical Co., Ltd., of Westminster).:
If the switch connecting the frame aerial
to the valve anode is in the open position,
plain frame reception is obtained, the open
aerial being entirely cut out. The switch
may be moved to one of its operative
positions, the brilliancy of the valve fila-

Directional Reception

ment of the potential of the grid or the

FIG.. 3

resistance in circuit with the open_ aerial
being varied until the signals received by
the frame are completely balanced by those
received from the open aerial.

Catwhisker Improvement
ALL crystal users will agree that the
average catwhisker is far from being
substantial. This fact becomes of parThe principle on which the arrangement ticular moment when attempting to clamp
woilcs is briefly as follows : Both the a fine wire catwhisker into a holder.
desired. signal and any interfering signal
In order to facilitate this operation it is
are received on the open aerial in the
proposed in Patent No. 222,334/24 (W. J.
-otclinat y way. The frame aerial is tuned Bowyer, of London, N. W.5) to strengthen
Directional Reception (222,210/24).

FIG. 2

44---FiG.

DIME=
1

Figs. 1 to 3.-Catwhisker Improvement
(222,334/E4).

paratively thick sleeve in a holder (Fig. 3)

and there is practically no limit to the
fineness of the catwhisker itself.

The
sleeve is fixed to the catwhisker by being
pinched at each end.
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listeners. The American looks on wireless

wavelengths of 2 L S and a French station,

was the cause of an annoying whistle in
the Leeds transmissions recently.
It is interesting to know that there is a
possibility

NN

ACCORDING to Captain Eckersley,
there is a distinct difference between
the view points of British and American

Work has started in the West End of
Berlin on the construction of an "Eiffel
Tower " for' wireless transmission work.
The tower will be over 43o ft. high.
Heterodyning, owing to the coincident

Lord Gainford, chairman of the B.B.C.,
was at one time Postmaster -General.
Those who were pleased with- the recent
solo night given from 2 L 0 will be inter-

of

further American trans-

missions, but so many amateurs can get
America fairly well that it is not worth
while the B.B.C. relaying the programmes
unless they are particularly good.

as a hobby, but the British listener aims at ested to hear that a similar programme
An amateur at Buenos Aires has sup.
getting tone and clarity of reception and will be broadcast on November 20. Mr. ceeded in communicating with Nice on a
regards wireless as an entertainment.
George Bernard Shaw will read from his wavelength of 87 metres and over a disIt is suggested that it would be beneficial own play, O'Flasherty, V.C., This will tance of 8,75o miles.
to install loud -speakers in a hall at Brad- be S.B. from all stations.
Hearing that the world's largest crystal,
ford for the reception of church services mwmsewssrow
weighing 137 grams, has been purchased
broadcast from London.
by the British Museum, a correspondent

Mr. J. K. A. Nicholson, the engineer
in charge of 5 P Y, who has been promoted

engineer -in -charge of

to readers of

Amateur

the New-

castle main station, was recently presented
with a suitably inscribed silver cigarette case by the entire staff.
Chamber music, provided by the Kutcher
String Quartet, will be broadcast 'on

Wireless"
A Copy of

November 19.

" The Amateur Mechanic "

The third National Radio Exposition at
New York was opened through the
medium of wireless by Senatore Marconi
from London on November 3.
Mrs. Kendal; the great Victorian

money -saving weekly for handy men are always Practical, Reliable and Straightforward. Week by week it

actress, has arranged to broadcast next
She has chosen Granny's Juliet,

month.

by Mr. Herbert Swears, and in this bright,
one -act play she will -"speak " with Lady
Tree.

Next month General Ferric (chief of
the French Army Wireless Department),
in conjunction with 'other foreign experts,
will begin a series of operations for determining the exact size of the earth by wireless. It is stated that the scientists will
make numerous measurements, and then
wait for several years before making them
again in order to determine accurately
whether the earth's dimensions have
altered during the interval.
'A jolly birthday programme is to be
broadcast on November 14, at which
various members of the B.B.C. staff will
have an opportunity of displaying their
talents.

Some of the youngsters at a Sheffield
elementary school take their own phones
to listen -in after lessons or when it is too
wet for games.
Much valuable data with regard to longdistance broadcasting is expected to be
obtained as the result of the voyage to the
Antipodes of the ss. Oranta. It is expected

that on the outward voyage Chelmsford
will be received as far as Port Said.

still in mid -Atlantic, two-way communication was established with Valencia. The

daily evening weather reports were received from the Air Ministry for over a

week prior to the ship's _arrival at LiverCoast stations were read comfort-

pool.

Edited by Bernard E. Jones. The contents of this " ably from 3,60o miles.
gives just the kind of advice on the thousand and one
domestic jobs and hobbies which every handy man or
woman needs to ensure the best results from his or her
work. Whether you own only a few simple tools
or a fully equipped workshop, "The Amateur
Mechanic's " weekly help will make all the difference to
your pleasure and your success, and will show you how

to make and save money by using your spare time
profitably.

An appeal is being made for funds to
a postcard with your -name and address to
supply a set to the Blind and Deaf Send
the Editor, "Amateur Mechanic," Room 97,
School, Stoke-on-Trent.

wants to know what kind of catwhisker
they will use with it.
The ss. Plum Branch reports that on a
voyage from South America, and while

A ''super -howler" is at work in the
London area, who jams all wavelengths
up to 450 metres with powerful howls.
Senatore

Marconi

has

returned

to

London after an absence of about three
months, during which time he has been
further developing his new beam system.

He states that this system will be soon

effective for signalling over any distance
by day as well as by night.
By the time these lines appear in print
Cassell's, La Belle Sauvage, E.C.4, and a free cop-,
of this practical weekly will he forwarded to you the Dundee station will be open,
post free.
Despite some objection, the Liverpool
wwwsr Licensing Committee decided to grant a
permit for the installation of
By "listening -in" to a total eclipse of temporary
wireless sets in six licensed premises.
the sun, American wireless amateurs are
The Post 'Office authorities are satisfied
to aid astronomers early in the new year.
It is desired to learn whether the shadow that nearly everyone using a wireless set
path acts as a reflecting mirror to wireless has taken out a licence. In September,
1923,, xSo,000 wireless licences had been
waves.
issued,
and last September the number
A bright orchestral programme will be
had
increased
to 970,000.
broadcast on the afternoon of NovemIt is extraordinary the number of people
ber 16. Miss Sybil Maden and Mr. Glyn
Eastman, both well known for their con- who do not seem to know that it is poSSible
to get 5 X X every night. Chelmsford is
cert work, will sing.
Twenty-five pounds has been offered to still going very strong and can be picked
the Nottingham General Hospital Board up easily all over the country.
for the provision of a valve set for use . A high -power transmitting station is to
in the children's section of the institution. be installed at the Sfirete General (French
An appeal is also being made for funds to Scotland Yard), and receivers will be
provide a four -valve set for the patients established at all -important police Stations
throughout the country.
in the Whiteabbey Sanatorium.
A Shakespearean night will be given on
November x8, and delightful music associated in some way or other- with Shakespeare and his plays will be broadcast.

Ask " ?LW.' for
List of Technical Books
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was Supplied with a microphone and re- kilowatt quenched -spark set capable of
broadcast the message to amateurs all long-distance working, similar to that
over the country. The two aviators who carried by the largest vessels afloat. The
conducted the experiment flew over receiving apparatus, which comprises a
Chicago, where the W GN broadcasting valve amplifier with crystal detector, is
K D K A.
of adjustment for any wavelength
Wireless enthusiasts at Belfast are up station picked up and relayed their capable
now
in
commercial
use up to 2,soo metres.
The
voices
could
be
heard
messages.
in arms against the closing of the broadIn
addition
to
the
ordinary navigating
quite
clearly
above
the
roar
of
the
motor.
casting station on Sundays. It is asserted
instruments,
the
ship
will be fitted with
The
aeroplane
sending
set
had
a
radius
that local "killjoys" are responsible for

The B.B.C. announces that American
Presidential election results were picked
up by them at 2 L 0. Many results conveying specific figures were received via'

the ban.
The value of direction -finding apparatus

of ninety miles.

Marconi direction -finding equipment, which

The period of fine weather enjoyed will enable its position to be plotted
throughout most of Europe for the two reliably in thick fog, or under adverse
to ships was conclusively demonstrated
weather conditions which may prevent
during the voyage of the. ss. Areas to the middle weeks of October are taken as con- visual observations.
proofs
by
expert
meteorologists
Kara Sea. \\Tireless bearings showed that clusive
The vessel being built will be one of
unknown currents had set the vessel twenty that wireless does not cause bad weather the first cargo boats to carry a lifeboat
end
rain.
miles to the northward of her expected
wireless set, which has a quenched -spark
position.
transmitter with a range under normal
The Saturday night travelogue, or
conditions of at least so miles. As the
MODERN SHIPS'
"radio-photologue," as it might best be
receiving apparatus combines the "allcalled, has apparently come to stay in
round " and directional principles, the lifeWIRELESS
the United States, and station W M A Q
boat; having transmitted its circumstances
GONE
are
the
days
when
ships
were
broadcasts the talk of some noted lecturer
fitted with little s -kilowatt induction - to all stations in range, can first listen
or, traveller from 8.4o to 9 p.m. every coil transmitters that could only "cough-" for replies from all directions, and then
Saturday night. The illustrations for the hoarsely over ranges of too miles or less. employ the directional apparatus to conlectures are printed on the picture page Nowadays even the smallest cargo boat centrate attention on one station only.
of the Chicago Daily News on Saturday
fitted with powerful apparatus that The lifeboat can thus take a bearing on
morning, so that amateurs can listen to a is
enables its operator to keep in touch with the answering ship or land station and set
description of places or events while look- stations hundreds of miles distant.
her course towards it.
ing at the pictures of them.
A cargo vessel being built at Barrow
A United States Army aeroplane rebe equipped with the most modern
Ask " A.W." for
cently succeeded in broadcasting the voices devices for safety at sea, -including MarA LIST OF
of the observer and pilot to a land -receiv- coni direction -finding equipment and lifeing station while flying at top speed' boat apparatus.
Practical Money -making Books
through a heavy rainstorm. The land set
The main transmitter is a Marconi 1K -

11I.Zir

DOUBLE YOUR AERIAL EFFICIENCY !
We are able to announce something new in wireless
aerials, viz.:SILVER BRAIDED COPPER WIRE. 144 STRANDS, IN TAPE FORM
in. WIDE.
STUDY THESE FACTS:

TOTAL SURFACE : 1.17 ins. WEIGHT : (100 ft.) 5i ozs.
BREAKING STRAIN : (100 ft.) 60 lbs.

The total surface of ordinary 7/22 copper wire is .567 in., therefore this
has practically double the surface.

EASILY HANDLED, SMART IN APPEARANCE.
FLEXIBLE.

DURABLE.

Price : 50 ft., 4/-; 100 ft., 8/-.
IT GIVES YOU LOUDER RECEPTION !
We are equipped to offer Brass Parts at rock bottom prices. They are of dead accurate construction, and finest quality and finish throughout.
No. 1. Valve Sockets 8d. doz.
No. 2. Valve Pin
with Collar ...
ad,
No. 2. Valve Pin
without Collar ... 4d. ,
No. 3. Terminals
Heavy
Pattern,
2 B.A.
... ...2/2
No. 4. Terminals

No. 9. Rod Ball
Joint and Whisker
Holder
...
aid. each

No. 5. Telephone

No. 13. Wander
Plugs,
complete

W.O., 4 B.A. ...

Terminals, 4 B.A. 1/-

No. 6. Telephone
Terminals, Small

Barrel (special 4

No. 7. Fancy Terminals, 4 B.A. ...
No. 3 3 -part Terminals, 4 B.A. ...

No. 10. 4 -Screw Crystal Cup ...
2d.

No. 11. Holder for

Ball Joint...1d.

No. 12. Screw Nut
for above ...

Ad.

,,

red and black -Md.

No. 14. Spade Terminals ...
1 /- doz..
No. 15. Plug and
Socket
...
1d. each
No. 16. Contact

10d.
10d.
Studs 5 B.A. ... 4d. doz.
Send to -day for our 1924/5 Catalogue-bargains
on every page.

12, 13, 14, Great Queen Street, Kingsway, W.C.2.
'Phone; Gerrard 575 & 576.

'Grams; Zywateseng, Westcent.

Works : LONDON, BIRMINGHAM & WESTCLIFF.
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Do this fr increased

(Rum and amity
1,1,

0.41

:90

JUST take out your last L.F. stage valve and insert a Mullard D.F.A.
MASTER VALVE. You will be delighted with the immediate
increase in volume and clarity from your loud speaker. The special
construction

of

these

Master

Valves

gives

powerful

and

pure

amplification and yet requires LESS current than your present valves.

If you use a 4 -volt battery
ASK FOR A MULLARD D.F.A.O.

-

Price 30/ -

If you use a 6 -volt battery
ASK FOR A MULLARD D.F.A.1.

Price 35/ -

leaflet V..1.3 gives full technical information.
Obtainable front all wireless stores,
electricians, ironmongers, etc.
ilvoid accidents to your valves by using the Mallard
Safety Disc, free on request front your dealer. Send us his name and address if you

cannot get what you want, and we will supply his requirements.

r

I

1

Yd,

r

r'

O

LIT-LV
Advt.-The Mullard Radio Valve Co.. Ltd. (A W.), Nightingale Works, Nightingale Lane, Balham
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amateur
L

Stock Ex., orch. ; 16.3o, markets, Stock Ex.,

AITSTRIA.

BROADCAST
TELEPHONY

Vienna (Ravag), 53o m. (t kw.). Daily :
o8.00, markets ; to.00, time sig., con. ; 12.20,

weather; 14.30, Stock Ex. ;- 15.00, time sig.,
news, con. ; i6.15, children (Tue. and Thu.);
18.30, news, weather ; 19.00, time sig., con.,
news ; 21.00, dance (Wed.).
BELGIUM.

Bru3sels (SRB), 265 m. (I12 kw.).

17.00,

NOTE.-In the following list o/ transmissions orch., children (Wed. and Thurs.); dance (Tues.
these abbreviations are observed: con. for and Sat.); 18.00, news ; moo, lee., con., news
concert; lec. for lecture; orch. for orchestral (opera, Mon. and Wed.).
concert; irr. for irregular; m. for metres; and
Hieren (BAV), 1,100 M. 13.00, 14.00, 16.50,
sig. for signal.
18.50, weather.
CZECHO-SLOVAKIA.

GREAT BRITAIN
The times given are according to Greenwich
Mean Time.

Kbely (OKP), 1,15o m. (t kw.). Weekdays :
09.00, 10.30, 12.30, 0.00 and 57.00, Stock Ex.;

18.15, Inc., news, weather, con. (time sig.,
London (2L0), 365 in. 1-2 p.m., con. ; 3.15- 19.00), daily; 10.00, con. (Sun.).
3.45 P.m., lec. ; 4-5 p.m., con. ; 5.30-6.15 p.m.,
Komarov (OKB), 1,800 m. (1 kw.). Week children ; 6.4o p.m. talk ; 7-7.3o p.m., time sig., :days: 13.0o, Stock Ex., weather, news; 09.00,
news, talk ; 7.30-9.3o p.m., music ; 9.30-10.0 con. (Sun.).
p.m., time sig., news, talk ; 10.0-1.30 p.m.,
DENMARK.
music. Mon. and Wed. the Savoy Bands are
(Kjobenhavrs Radiofonistation),
relayed until 11.0 p.m., and on Sat. until mid- 750Copenhagen
in. 19.00, con. (Sun. and Wed.).
night. Sat. only, 4-5.30 p.m., con.
Lyngby (OXE), 2,400 M. Week -days : 18.20,
Aberdeen (2BD), 495 in. Belfast (2BE), 435 news and Stock Ex. ; 20.00 and 21.00, news,
tn. Birmingham (5IT), 475 m. Bournemouth weather and time sig.
(6BM), 385 in. Cardiff (5WA), 35r m. Glas.
Ryvang, 1,025 m. 18.30, Eng. lesson (Wed.);
gow (5SC), 420 m. Manchester (2ZY), 375 M. 19.00,
con. (Tue. and Fri.).
Newcastle (5N0), 40o m. Much the same as
London times.
FRANCE.
Bradford (2LS), 310 in. Dundee (2DE), 331
(5 kw.).
06.40,
Eiffel Tower, 2,650
m. Edinburgh (2EH), 328 m. Hull (6KH), 335 weather (exc. Sun.); 'Lao, markets (exc. Sun.
rn. Leeds (2LS), 346 m. Liverpool (6LV), 315
and Mon.); 11.15, time sig., weather ; 14.45,
m.
Nottingham (5NG), 322 M.
Plymouth 15.35, 16.3o,* Stock Ex. (exc. Sun and Mon.);
(5PY), 335 in. Sheffield (6FL), 301 in. Stoke- 18.00, con. and news; 19.00, weather; 22.10,
on-Trent (6ST), 306 in. Programmes relayed. weather (exc. Sun.).
* From Nov. t, on 1st and 15th of each

CONTINENT

month, fo-

The times are according to the Continental
system ;- for example, 16.30 is 4.3o p.m., and
o8.00 is 8 a.m. (G.M.T.).

Radio=Paris (SFR), 1,780 m. (to kw.). Sundays : 12.45, orch. ; 13.45, news; 16.45, con.;

20.30, news, con.; 22.00, dance.

12.30, news,

con. ; 17.45, Stock Ex., news, women's hour;

20.30, lee., news, con. ; 22.00, dance (not daily).
L'Ecole Sup. des Postes et Telegraphes
(PTT), 458 m. (Soo w.). 16.0o, lee. (Tues. and
Thurs.); 20.30, Eng. cony. and con. (Tues.);

20.30, lec. or con. On 3rd Sun. of each month,
organ recital, 20.45.
" Le Petit Parisien," 340 m. ( 500 w.).
21.30, con. (Sun., 'EMS., Thurs.).
Lyons=la=Doua, 480 in. 10.30, news and con.;
11.30-11.45-12.15, 16.15, Stock Ex. ; 20.00, news
and con.
m.
1,525
Toulouse Aerodrome (MEW),
09.42, 19.42, weather.
Agen, 335 m. New high -power station testing daily.
Issrlez=Moulineaux, 1,60o m. Tests.
GERMANY.

Berlin (1), Vox Haus, 430 M. (700 w.)

dren (Wed., Sun.); Eng. cony. (Mon.); 18.00,

Eng. cony. (Mon.), children (Wed.), lee. 18.45,
lec. 59.30, con., news, time sig. ; 25.30, dance
(Thurs. and Sat.). Evening Inc. and coil. from
18.00 relayed by Berlin (2) on 500 m. * On
W.L. 500 in. only.
Berlin (Telefunkea Co.), 750 m. (t kw.).
10.30, con. (almost daily); 59.00, con., tests
;

;

(irr.).
06.30,

19.40.

2,800 in. (4 kw.) : 10.50, con.

:
Telegraphen Union, o6.00,
(Sun.). 3,150
20,00, news. 4,000 M. (so kW.), Express News

Kiinigswusterhausen (LP), 68o in. (4 kw.).

09.40, con. (Sun.). 2,45o m.: 10.20, con. (irr.).
2,550 in. (5 kw.). Wolff's Buro. Press Service :
Service, 06.00, 20.00.
(Continued on toga 744)
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MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR SET BY
SECURING THIS NEW AMAZING

/14.

IC

:CRYSTAL/

4vOlarifir
wi*Ilitt744146
---41"47

Otvilia.40

CRYSTAL

-

IT QUADRUPLES YOUR POWER IT IS TESTED UNDER ACTUAL WORKING
CONDITIONS.
THE STRONGEST
GUARANTEE OF PERFECT SERVICE
"On my 217 Crystal Set I am able
Four pairs of Phones
ul strenitt,H.th(17
Watford.
aLtediwon7ler;
to

use

ctdatit,s,N4v;4'

PRICE

kiiii

ataz

-

Dixeedtwort

(2),

500 M. (1 kW.). 09.00, educat. lee. (Sun.);
markets ; 09.15, news; 10.35, markets* ; 11.15,
Stock Ex. ; 11.55, time sig. ; 12.05, news ; 13.15,
Stock Ex. ; 54.00, markets*.; 15.00, markets*;
15.30, °reit.; 16.00, markets*; 17.45, lec., chil-

1 /6

in Golden Box
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS-

LIGHTING SUPPLIES CO.,

2 Finsbury Avenue, E.C.2

London Wall 2475
An advt. of LEDION Products
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HULLO!! C.Q., WILL DAY CALLING
=
Write for new

Catalogue sent
Post Free on
mentioning this
Paper.
Postage a n d

Carriage on all

Goods extra.

GET A CLIMAX EARTH TUBE, 5/-

emoteur Wireks3

WITHOUT

Tandco Loading Coils the cheapest

and best yet made.

No. 9

for

_-

1/2 each
Every make of Telephone and all
Chelmsford ...

other British

components

made

always in stock.

Lives there a man with soul so dead
That never to himself has said

! TRY DAYZITE! !

!

A recent letter received from one of the thousands of delighted
users writing from Nottingham, states :" A valve used as a detector is a waste of current when your
Dayzife' is available. Please send me another crystal for
(Signed) W. P.
which I enclose 2/9."
MAKE NO MISTAKE IN YOUR SELECTION. Do not
keep wasting money on crystals of unknown repute.
GET A CRYSTAL THAT HAS STOOD THE TEST OF TIME

DAYZITE Regd.
Sold only boxed with Silver Cat's -whisker, 2s. 6d. each, postage
3d. extra. Makes excellent contact with Zincite for a Perikon
Detector.

WILL DAY, LTD.,
19, LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.2.
'Phone : Regent 4577. Telegrams " Titles, Westrand, London."

A famous name for a famous Valve.

#N5ON

THE PERFECT AERIAL
YOU CANNOT KNOW
REAL AERIAL EFFICIENCY
Wireless enthusiasts must be on their guard. There are
dealers all over the country who are trying to foist upon the
public colourable imitations of the famous "ELECTRON
WIRE."

IF "ELECTRON WIRE" IS THE WIRE YOU WANT
BE CAREFUL THAT YOU GET IT.
It brings envied results. Multitudes of wireless experts as
well As enthusiasts all over the world are using it.
Every clay we get shoals of letters telling us of the remarkable reception amateurs and experts are getting with "ELECTRON WIRE."
If you ever find a better aerial, get it. A good reception
is worth any price you pay.
BUT AVOID DECEPTION. LOOK AT THE NAME
AND THE BOX. If it is not our distinctive box refuse it and
save disappointment.

Ask for and insist upon "Electron Wire" in our distinctive
white box printed in blue. Refuse any wire which may look
like "Electron Wire," and may even be boxed under a similar

name.

TAKE NOTICE OF THIS WARNING !
Buy "Electron Wire" in our distinctive box only, plainly
printed in blue on every side with " ELECTRON WIRE"
and the price 1/8. Refuse all others.
Try It-then you will know why it is so popular. Ask your
dealer for " ELECTRON WIRE." But you must -agree
to return it if it does not "prove up " to every claim made for
it. If your dealer does not sell "ELECTRON WIRE" yet,
he can get it for you, or we will send- it direct to you upon
receipt of P.O. or cheque. Do not send stamps, PLEASE.

The CHEAPEST AERIAL
and the Best in the World.
Also laid double

for extending
'Phones, L o u d
Speakers, etc.

`lm erk-s,
The" NELSON MULTI "

The "NELSON MULTI"

filaments, each of which
can instantly be brought
into use by a switch
device incorporated

tector, L.F. Amplifier,
or B.F. Amplifier.
Owing to its unique
construction it is

will function as a De-

in the valve cap.
Adapted to fit any

standard Four -pin
socket.
No loose wires.

Three times the life
of any other valve.

Filament Voltage

4-6

Telephone:
Wimbledon 172.

NELSON MULTI.
THE

RULER
0F

WIRELESS

unequalled for pure
clarity of tone.
Packed in specially
constructed boxes.
Entirely British
Made.

Anode Voltage

1/8

Postage 6d.
Two 150 feet Two 250 feet
Two 500 feet
lengths twisted. lengths twisted. lengths twisted.
300 ft.
500 ft.
1,000 ft.

41/3 LE'

contains three separate

-

5/-

8/-

15/ -

Carriage paid

British Wireless Exhibition, White City, Shep-

herd's Bush.
November 15th to 29th.
Stands, Nos. 8 & 15.

COME AND SEE
OUR

MODEL HOUSE

Detector 60-80

Amplifier80-120
lysmbiedon 172."

WAVES
BRITISH MADE

The NELSON VALVE CO.

138, KINGSTON ROAD, MERTON PARK,
LONDON, S.W.19
From all Wireless Dealers and Electricians.
111-111181111111111
;Iss, .sc

NEW LONDON
ELECTRON WORKS, Ltd.
(Members cf B.B.C.)

89, REGENT'S DOCK, LONDON, E.14.
Telephones : East 1821, East 6043.
Telegrams : " Stannum, London."

'Buses Nos. 15, 23, 40.

Id. from Aldgate
(Near East Stepney Station, L.N.E.R.)

(Sun.); 13.00, time sig., news, weather ;
con."; 16.00, children (Wed.); 16.30, Eng. cony.
(Mon.); Esperanto (Thurs.) ; 17.00, markets,
news, women's hour (Tues. and Fri.) ; 17.30 and
18.30, con., lee. ; 19.30, con., news, weather,
time sig. ; 20.00, dance, news, weather, time
sig. (Sat.).
Munster, 407 m. (1% kw.). o6.55, time sig.,
news. ; moo, sacred con. (Sun.); 11.30, Stock
Ex. ; 12.00, time sig. ; 14.30, markets, news;
15.00, orch. ; 18.40, children (Wed. and Sat.),

BROADCAST TELEPHONY (continued. from page 742)

Breslau, 415 nt. (t j2 kw.). I Lon, sacred con.
(Sun.); na.15, Stock Ex., weather ; 11.55, time
sig., weather (Sun.) ; 12.25, time sig., weather,
Stock Ex. ; 14.0o, Berlin news ; 15.00, children
(Sat. and Sun.); 16.30, orch., lee. (Sun.); 18.30,
Esperanto (Mon.); 19.30, con. (Sun.); Eng.
cony. (Thurs.) ; con., lee. (other days).
Frankfort.on.Main, 467 m.
kw.). 07:00,
sacred con. (Sun.); to..,to, news ; 10.55, time sig.
and news ; 15.0o, con. (Sun.) ; 15.10, markets ;
15.30, orch. ; 16.00, children (Sun.) ; 17.00, lee.
18.30 lec. ; Esperanto (Fri.) ; 19.0o, lec., Eng.

weather, news ; 19.15, con. dance (Sat.) ; 20.15,
news. Sun.: 19.0o, con., news, dance.
Nwemberg (relay), 340 m. Programme relayed from Munich (q.v.).

;

cony. (Mon. and Wed.); 19.30, con., opera;
20.3o, news, weather; 20.50, tech. lec., women's
hour ; 21.00, time sig. ; con. (irr.).

Hamburg, 387 m.

(1;,/,

kw.).

Stuttgart, 437 m. ON kw.). 10.3o, con.
(Sun.) ; 11.00, markets ; 15.00, con., time sig.,

Weekdays :

06.25, time sig., news ; 11.45, markets ;

news (Sun.) ; 15.30, news ; 16.30, markets, con.,
weather, time sig., children (Wed., Sat.), women
(Fri.); 17.0o, news, time sig. (Sun.) ; 17.30,
weather, time sig.
18.30, lec. (Mon. and
Tues.), Eng. lee. (Fri.); 19.0o, lee., con.,

12.00,

time sig. ; 13.30, markets ; 14mo, news,
women, markets ; 17.0o, con. ; 18.00, lec. ;

19.0o, con. or opera ; 21.0o, weather, markets,
sport; 21.5o, news (in English), dance (not
daily).

Sundays :

07.55, time sig.,

;

weather, time sig., news.

weather.,

news, lec., women ; m.15, sacred con. ; 11.15,
chess ; 12.15, con. ; 14.30, photo talk; 15.30,
children ; 16.3o, con. ; 17.45, English cony. ;
19.00, con. or opera ; 21.00, on as weekdays.
Konigsberg, 460 m.
kw.). 07.10, markets
(Wed.,. Sat.) ; o8.00 sacred con. (Sun.) ; 10.15,
markets ; 10.30, con. (Sun.) ; 11.55, time sig. ;
13.15, news, Stock Ex. ; 15.0o, markets ; 15.30,
orch., children (Wed., Fri.) ; 18.00, lec. ; 19.00,
con., weather, news ; 20.1o, dance or con. (irr.).
Leipzig, 452 m. (r34 kw.). 08.00, sacred con.

0 LL AND.

Amsterdam (PA5), 1,050 m. (200 w.). 19.40,
con. (Wed); 20.40, news ; 21.I0, con. (irr.).
(PCFF), 2,125 m. : News and Stock Ex. almost
hourly from (27.55 to 16.1o.

Ymuiden (PCMM), 1,050 in.

Except Sunday.
Munich, 485 m. (t ' kw.). 09.30, sacred con.
TRAOE

r relc o

,,ARN
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We introduce our New SUB PANEL MOUNTED

COIL HOLDER
IAND OTHER
BEAUTIFULLY

MADE
immeememommete*
PLEAS' NG ACTION

el
The .11/1U R R AY"
Valve Holder has

MOST USEFUL ACCESSORIES
_

MUSEUM 231

tests, music, speech (irr.).

nt.

20.3o,

Montesanto (CTV), 2,450 m. (r5 kw.). Tests,
music (irr.) ; 13.00 and 23.0o, weather.
SPAIN.

Madrid (Radio lberica), 392 tn. (1
kw.).
19.15, weather, time sig., Stock Ex., con.;

22.45, con., time sig. (23.14) ; 23.3o, con., dance. Barcelona, 325 m. (100 w.). New station
testing. 18.0o and 21.00.
SWEDEN.

Stockholm (TV), 44o m. io.io, service, re.,
layed (Sun.); 11.35, weather, time sig. ; 18.15,
con., news.
Stockholm (Radio-Akt), 470 m. 19.1o, con.,
news (exc. Mon., Wed. and Fri.).
Gothenburg, 460 tn. 18.1o, con. (Tues., Fri.
and Sat.). 080
18.10 (Mon., Wed. and
Thurs.).
Roden, 2,500 m.
17.40, con. (Tues. and
Fri.) ; 16.40, con., news (Sun.).
SWITZERLAND.

Geneva (FIB* t,100 m. (5oo w.). 12.15,
lee. No Sun. transmissions.
Lausanne (HB2), 850 m. (5oo w.). 07.05,
weather ; 12.30, weather, markets, time sig.,
news ; 16.00, children (Wed.); 17.55, weather,
news ; 20.15, con. (exc. Wed.), dance (Thurs.
and Sat.).
Zurich (Hongg), 65o m. (soo w.). 12.00 and
16.00, weather, news, Stock Ex. ; 17.15, children

(Mon.; Wed.; Fri.), women's hour (Thurs.);
18.00, weather, news ; 19.15, lec., con. ; 21.00,
Sun. : 11.10 and 19.15, coil. ; 21.00,

news.

Ask " A.W." for List of Technical Baoks

SENSATIONAL OFFER !
ACTUALLY BELOW NORMAL COST PRICE.

\\1111/6-#0

819
per pair.
Post 6d.

2 Pair.
11111111111111111simu

=
of BoxSpannees
.. Set
the only spanner it is

17'
Post 9d
so,

(.0)

3 Pairs

....

0
Anti -Capacity

(Aero-Lisboa), 375-410

..

MECH. & ELEC. PERFECT

0

ft0/mr e.

I

This has been de -signed arm made
by us knowing that sue), an .article
has been iong wanted. It is ideally
suitable for our well known Ametican type CABINETS, Centre -Hole
Fixing and requisite tepsion is adjustable trom o .tside. Very close

Valve FLUSH SWITCHES

places: Fits all Nuts, 2-6 Holder, ebonite shown in
B A. Shaped in centre to shadow. Sockets screw into
facilitate handling. Nicely ebonite disc, thus dispensing
finished , is blued steel. with nuts. Note slotted heads
Pet set, 8d.
Post 2d. for screwdriver. 1/2. Post ad.

PORTUGAL.
Lisbon

Having purchased a consignment of 25,000 "SCIENTIFIC N. & K. Pat. 4,000
ohm PHONES we are disposing of a limited number during the next 7 DAYS
at an astounding figure

.4.- 1
UNOBTRUSIVE

q

many good paints. Illus.
stration shows method of cotton', is obtainable b,th with
mounting. P lished Ebonand large coils. As illustrated,
Z ite Cap. Very low self- small
5,e. With knob &pointer, 4/6, VALVE TEMPLET
post 6d.
I,
capacity, impossible for
STAMP.
Hardened
Valve Pins to make conpoints. Most useful, 1) nection with wrong socket
Post 2d.
1 '3. Post )

possible to use for tightening nuts in ivatcesible

con.

Hilversum (NSF), 1,050 m. (5oo w.). 19.40,
con. (Sun.) ; 20.40, lee. (Fri., ire.) ; 19.45, children (Mon.).
HUNGARY.
Buda.Pesth (MT1), 950 m.
Half-hourly
(PTT), 458 nt. (5oo w.). 16.00, lec. (Tues. arid
from ob.45, news, Stock Ex. ; 10.00, con. ;
11.30, news .(daily).
ITALY.
Rome (IRO), 422 m. (
\V.). 19.30 to
21.30, con.

children (Wed.); 17.00*, markets (exc. Sat.);
18.00, lec., Esperanto (Mon.); 18.3o, lee., chess
(\Ved.) ; 18.45, Eng. lee. (Tues.) ; 19.15, lec.,
con, or opera; 20.3o, news; 21.00, dance (Sun.).

Owwwwws>.

20. to,

(Sat.).

(Sun.) ; 10.55, markets ; 11.58,* time sig. ;
12.00x. and 15.0o*, Stock Ex. news ; 15.30, con.,

HIM
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emateur Wtreless

Lever action, N. P. finish
Look very neat on panel.
Suitable for H T. or L.T.
1 way,116 2 way, 2/6
Post ad.
0,0 SUMO

/1111\\1:4\.

Post

These well-known phones have been on the market for over 12 months and have
been proved highly sensitive, reliable, light, comfortable, and rich in tone, and are
FULLY GUARANTEED.

SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES.

Head Depot : 80, Newington Causeway, London, S.E.L.

11!11®N-1 LONDON 161
64, ORAFTON STREET.

TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD.

.1

Branches: 126, Newington Causeway, Elephant and Castle, S.E.1 ; 7, St. George's Circus,
S.E.1 ; 16, Manette Street, Charing Cross Road, WA ; 207, Edgware Rd., WI,
Ili ne:
1177.
& 84, Church Road, Upper Norwood, S.E.

NOVEMBER 15, 1924

emateurWirelas
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HELLO! HELLO!! "UNCLE TONI" CALLING
"Uncle Tom," Newcastle's First Station Director, Calling

The Pioneers of Cheap Prices in the North and the Only Firm in Great Britain with actual Broadcasting Experience
INSULATING TAPE, per box, 6d.
SCALES. -Half circle, 0-18o°, 2d.;
KNOBS. -2 B.A. bushed if in. dia., 2d.; 2 B.A., circle, 360°, black or white, 41d.
HI.; 4 B.A. bushed i in. dia., lid.
STAPLES (Insulated). -Per doz., 3d.
LOUD
SPEAKERS.-Amplion Junior,
27/6;
STAPLES (Tin). -Per doz., 1d.

T.M.C. (Copper Horn), 67/6; Baby Sterling, 55/-;
Sterling (Black and Gold), 60/-; Claritone Junior,
65/-; Claritone Senior, 115/-; Sparta (Fullers),

95/-; and many other makes kept in stock.
LEADING IN TUBES. -6 -in., 8d.;

12 -in., 1/..

NUTS. -4 B.A.,

9 -in.,

10d.;

doz.; 2 B.A., 2d. doz.
NAME TABS. -Circular with hole fcr fixing
under terminal, Id.; straight type, id.; strips of
12
names, 6d.; Aerial, Earth and. Phones, Id.;
Pointers, id.
PHONES.-Sketaphones, 16/6; The New T.M.C.,
6 ozs., 22/6; Brown's Feather Weight, 25/-; Sterling, 25/-; G.E.C., 25/-; B.T.H., 25/-; Western
Electric, 25/-; Claritone, 25/-; Siemens, 25/-. All
2d.

4,000 ohms.
SINGLE EAR PHONES. -2,000 ohms, 616; 4,500
ohms, 7/6.
PULLEYS -Aerial, ed. and 8d.
POTENTIOMETERS. -Special line, 4/6; T.C.B.,
5/-; Igranic, 7/-; Lissen, 12/6.
PHONE PLUGS.-G.E.C., a pin, 1/8.
ROTORS. -Wood, 21 in., 1/-; Ebonite, 21 in., 1/9.
ROTORS AND STATORS. -a Stators and
Rotor, complete set, 3/-.

RESISTANCES (FIXED).-Mullard, ioo,oco ohms,
(Clips for above, 9d. per pair.)
RESISTANCES (VARIABLE).-Woodhall zoo,ono

2/6.

ohms, mounted on Ebonite, 2/9; Allen, so,000 to
loo,ono, 1/6; Lissen, so,ono to 'mono, 2/6; Watmel,
form to ,00,ono, 3/6.
RUBBER PHONE EAR -CAPS,-" Sorbo," per
pair, 1/6.

Mail orders dispatched same day.

send ample postage.

Please

Excess will be returned.

TINFOIL. -Per sheet, 4d.
TRANSFERS.-" Easie-fix " Aerial, Earth Phones,
per set, 2d.; large sheet of Words and Scales, 9d.
VARIOMETERS.-Small Brown, excellent value,
SLIDERS AND PLUNGERS, 3d.; G.W. type, 1/11; L. Variometer, 2/6; L. Variometer with Ball
very efficient, 8d.
Rotor, 3/6; Ebonite Variometers with Knob, 4/3
SHELLAC. -Per bottle, Sd., 7d., & 10d.
2111 and 5/6. Igranic and Sterling always in stock.
SWITCHES.-S.P.D.T. Miniature panel mountVALVES. -Thorpe K.4 for Unidyne circuit, 17/6;
ing, 1/-; D P.D.T., Miniature for mounting, 1/6.
Cossor, B.T.H., Marconi R., Marconi R.5V., MutSWITCHES (EARTH AND AERIAL). -Mounted lard-Ora, Ediswan, Myers, all at 12/6.
on Ebonite, S.P.D.T., 1/3 &- 1/9; D.P.D.T., 3/3. DULL EMITTER VALVES. --Marconi D.E.R.,
(Above fitted with Terminals.)
21/-; Ediswan A.R.D.E., 21/,
SYSTOFLEX.-Per yard, 4d.
VALVES, DULL EMITTER, .06. -Marconi D.E.3,
SPRING WASHERS. -(Copper), per doz., 5d.
25i-; B.T.H. B.5, 25/-; Ediswan A.R., 25/-;
SWITCHES for Flush Panel mounting, 1/11; B.T.H. 6 Volt Power Valve B.4, 35/-; Mullard and
Switches, round, (Togle), 2/..
F.A.I., 35/..
SWITCH ARMS. -Best quality, 10d.; second
VOLT METERS, o to rs Volts, 5/-; double readquality, 6d.
ing, o -to, wino volts, 12/-.
TERMINALS. -Small fancy, td.; small W O.,
VALVE HOLDERS. -With 8 nuts and washers,
Id.; large W.O., lid.; Telephone, 10.; Nickelled 8d.; 5 Leg Valve Holders for
K.4 Valves, 1/3;
2d. (All above complete with nut and washer.) Valve Holders for Flush Panel Mounting, per set,
Red and Black Terminals, per pair, 1f-; Screw 8d.; Valve Pins, id.; Valve Sockets with nut and
Spade Terminals, each, Id.; screw pins, each, washer, Id.; Valve Windows, ed.
ld.; " Clix " Terminals, complete, 4d.
BELL WIRE. -Single, 2 yards, rid.' Bell Wire,
TERMINAL TAGS for connecting Aerial Wire Twin, per yard, Id.; Bell Wire, Rubber -covered,
to Earth Wire, per pair, 11d.
for connecting up, per yard, 1d.
TRANSFORMERS (Low Frequency). -General
WIRES. -Tinned, No. IS gauge, 3 yards, 2d.;
Radio Co., 19/-; Powquip " Bucks " for Reflex Tinned,
Square, 2 ft. lengths, lid.; Tinned, No. i8
Circuits, 12/-; Powquip Shrouded, 18/8; Burndept gauge, for connecting up or for Aerial, too ft., 1/6.
Cheap Type, 15/-; Lissen T.2, 16/8; Lissen T.3,
DOUBLE COTTON -COVERED WIRE. -No. 20,
25/;
Silvertown, 21/-;
Igranic, 21/-; Fuller I lb. Reels, Sid.; No. 22, 1 lb. Reels, 91c1.; No. 24,
Shrouded, 22/-; R.r, new type, 25/-; Eureka Conlb. Reels, 114d.;
lb. Reels, tOid.; No. 26,
cert Grand (the finest transformer made), 30/-; No. 28, lb. Reels, 1/2; No. 30, lb. Reels, 1/4.
Eureka 2nd stage, 22/6.
WIRE (Rubbercovered).-For Lead-in, Earth,
Earth or Aerial, 2d. and 21d. per yard.
Valves and High Tension Batteries sent through
post at purchaser's risk only and are not reAll Mail Orders to be sent to Heart CMce
turnable. Price Lists Free.
and Stores:
Business Hours

I

-

-

-

9 to 8

TRADE SUPPLIED.

complete

dairy.

GALLOWCATE,

NEWCASTLE.ON-TYNE.

`UNCLE TOM" PAYNE & HORNSBY, LTD., GALLOWGATE, NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE

10,QUEEN VICTORIA

Telephone: 3304 CENTRAL
66,

Camden Street, North Shields.

la la 1E

Russell Street, & Ocean Road, South Shields.

Gall Signs : 6 I R, 6 K 1/9
Phone: 22267 Leeds.

E E.ro 71:1

Reiter Avenue, Sunderland.

Now Open at CASTLE ST., BELFAST, & STONEY ST., NOTTINGHAM.

EACH Reactone
ductance
wound
special

In-

Coil is
by

a

process applying a

constant tension to the
wire. This ensures absoAsk to see the

lute uniformity of all coils,

TrueMusiC

enabling each to be guaranteed accurate in calibration, and also makes the
coil rigid and strong.

JUNIOR
Loud Speaker.
Before you decide on the Loudspeaker for your Set, see, and
listen to a TrueMusiC Junior.

Tension Wound Coils

Its clear, pure tone is a revelation.
Reproduction

of

for Sharper Tuning, Louder Signals and Better Reaction
The

formation of

Reactone

Coils, and their heavy gauge

Broadcasting

is so faithful, because the metal

wire, ensure extremely sharp
tuning and loud signals. Their
uniform maximum air -spacing

in the Horn is not stretched or

twisted. It is -made in one piece
of electrolytically deposited
copper.

makes self -capacity extremely
low (no shellac or wax is used),
and their thinness makes very
close coupling possible.

Drop us a Post Card for our
Catalogue.

TENSION -WOUND

Inductance Cods

TrueMusiC Junior
£2

:

17

:

6

are supplied in sets of 5 (Nos. 25, 35, 50,
75 and 100), and each set is boxed.
Be sure to see the name " Reactone."
No. 150 (Chelmsford), price, 2/6.
Ask your Wireless Dealer. In case of difficulty scud P.O for 4/9, with
your Dealer's name and address, to Sole Distributors for U.K.

4/6

The Telephone Manufacturing
Co., Ltd.,
Hollingsworth Works,
West Dulwich, London.

V. Zeldin & Sons, 144, Theobalds Road, London, W.C.1.
'94

'Phones: Museum 3795, 6841.
Manufactured by Lewis Harforth & Co., London.
LW

WHITE CITY EXHIBITION (continued front p. 733)

ing an exceptionally wick wavelength range.

Other sets from -simple crystal receivers to four valve cabinet receivers are on view.
Stand 50. Sydney Jones. and Co. (London),

Ltd., 28, Endell Street, W.C.2.
This firm (wholesale) is exhibiting an extended range of loud -speakers, ebonite, brass
work and component parts that will prove

worthy of attention.
Stand 51. Refty Electrical Appliances, Ltd., 2,
Featherstone Buildings, High Holborn,
W.C.I.

The well-known Refty terminals and crystal
cups are the chief 'exhibits on this stand. Sets
making use of these time -saving devices will
also be on show.
Stand 51A. Radio Improvements, 12=18, London Mews, Maple Street, W.C.

On this stand will be found a full range of

Bretwood .specialities, grid leaks and anode re-

and the new Trolite anti -capacity
valve holders and switches. An interesting feature i, the testing of the efficiency of Bretwood
sistances,

designed that the space taken up behind the
panel is practically nil, is of special interest.

Many interesting multi -valve sets will be shown.
Stand 56. Peronet, Ltd., 38, Bloomsbury
Square, W.C.1.
One-, two-, three-, four- and five -valve sets
These are
will be displayed on this stand,

worthy of detailed attention, as they embody
many refinement s.

Stand 57. Abgar Electrics, 39-40, St. Andrew
Street, Plymouth.
A comprehensive range of Redspot sets and
components will be on view.
Stand 60. Superlamp, Ltd., 197, Old Street,
E.C.2.
Superadio crystals, lightweight phones and
the new*Songster loud -speaker will be the chief
exhibits.on this stand. An interesting exhibit_is
the Sup:n-adio experimenter's set of wireless

15=16,

Railway

one -valve

sysitem of. accumulator charging should see these

D.C. rotary transformers.
Stand 53. Gran..Goldman Service, 71, Fleet
Street, E.C.4.
Of special interest on this stand is the Ulinkin
D.C. home battery charger for charging accuoff

existing direct -current

of money to meet expenses incurred in
connection with such Sunday afternoon
concerts and teas.

and seats can be booked at 5s. pd., 3s. 6d.,
2s. 4d. and Is. sod. Further particulars
can be obtained from the hon. secretary of
the Fund, Mr. Basil F. Leakey, at
Somerset House, New Barnet.
The occasion is one of interest to all
amplifier, embodying wireless enthusiasts, and it is to be hoped

low -frequency

the well-known Energo L.F. transformer, is of

that many readers of AMATEUR _WIRELESS

special interest.
Stands 76 and 77. Peter Curtis and Co., 75,
Camden Road, N.W.1.

will give it their support: Wireless sets
are needed by many hospitals, and here
again is .a chance for the amateur to help.

distance efficierfey, and having the ability to cut
out local stations. Paragon ebonite, sheet, rod,
tube, and components will also be show -p.
Stand 78. Watergate Press, Ltd., 19, Surrey
Street, W.C.2.

An important broadcasting station ig
being built in Kovno, Lithuania, equipped

A feature of special interest on this stand
will be the new Duodyne receiver of long-

supply.

Tapped inductances, high- and low -frequency
transformers, coil holders and numerous other
'components are shown.
Stands 54 and 55. Read and Morris, 31, East
Castle Street, Oxford _Street, W.I.

with

LOUD SPEAKER
a

definite step forward

fection of wireless listening -in.

to the per-

Not only do

'You hear theMusician himself
but when vocal music is broadcasted, the consonants "1," " s," and
r," are reproduced with absolute clarity. You who already have
Loud Speakers-note how these letters sound on your instrument, and
then arrange to hear a C, A.V. The result will be a pleasant surprise!
Don't spoil a good set with an inferior Loud Speaker-have one that
will do justice to the excellent programmeS now being broadcasted,
Write for illustrated folder of
120 ohms £4-15-0
2,000 ohms 1.5-0-0
4,000 ohms £5-10-0

C. A. V.

Wireless

Productions.
8z,O;LTD;

wACTON VALE. LONDON* a

C. A. V. Junior
12-15-0

C.A.V. Tom Tit
1-10-0

continuous -wave

generators.

station will operate on 1,200 metres.

The Introduction of the

marks

Twice a year (Novem-

ber 23 on this occasion) it is possible to
admit the public to these entertainments,

peal to every crystal enthusiast.
Stand 61. Energo Products, 2, Oliver's Yard,
City Road, E.C.1.
transformers, low -capacity
Low -frequency
tuning coils and plug-in H.F. transformers are
the chief exhibits on this stand. The Energo

Approach, 'London Bridge, S.E.I.
Battery chargers for all supply voltages and
secondary outputs will be on view on this stand,
and all who are not satisfied with their present

mulators

N November 23 the B.B.C. aunts and
uncles will show their real Worth as
entertainers, for on that day they will act
as hosts (but not by wireless) to over boo
wounded soldiers at a matinee at the
Palladium. Each of the fourteen private
boxes available will accommodate a party
of soldiers under the "charge" of an aunt
or uncle.
This entertainment is run by the Adair
Wounded Fund, which is urgently in need

crystals-a selection of detectors that will ap-

lamp tester.

M. W. Woods,

THE B.B.C. AND
WOUNDED SOLDIERS

A comprehensive range of complete sets and
accessories will be found on this -stand. The
Panelstat, a filament rheostat that has been so

grid leaks by means of a mcggei and a neon Stand 52.
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"BELLING -LEE"
RADIO REFINEMENTS
INDICATING
TERMINALS

'ISM -LEON
VARIABLE CONDENSERS

ROTATING
DETECTOR

BEST QUALITY

111111111111111111111

LOW PRICE
GOOD DELIVERIES
-.0 A

Pat. No.5807/24
16 different engravings.
31d.
41d.

Capacity
.001
...
.00075...
.0005 ...
.0003 ...
.00025...
.0002 ...
.0001 ...
.00005...

Pat. No. 5808/24

Knob " A" rotates
the crystal.
Price 3/9 each.
N. P. finish only

... Brass.
... N. P.

SELF -SHORTING
PLUG-IN SOCKET

VARIOMETERS

8/7/6/5/6
5/5/4/6

With vernier 9/6
8/9
7/6
OR

.7/

PO

6/6

09

4/ -

C=1

THE "BIG BEN" OF

L.F. TRANSFORMERS

Pat. No. 19423/24
Brass
6d. per set.
N. P. 8d. per set.

Wood Rotor, Fibre
Stator.
4/- ea. cotton wound
4/6 silk 71

INDICATING KNOBS

IT WON'T BREAK DOWN
Why it is

30I.

The LISTCTLEON Transformer is of such quality and perfection that

we are able to guarantee it for a period of two years.
We can prove to you that reception when using the LISTULEON

Iii

Transformer is free from distortion, enormous in volume, and always
to be relied upon.

Will give real tone to any LOUD SPEAKER

11111111M1i111111111111.4t

16 engravings.

Price 41d ea.

30/-

30/Built to take 4
pairs of phones.
P i a no -finish

Because:
The coil

mahogany
cabinets.

is wound by specialists of 25 years' experience and contains
almost twice as much wire as any other competitive transformer sold at
25/ -

The gauge of wire used is such that a current of 20 milli -amps can be

Price
each.

safely carried continuously. The LISTITLEON Transformer is therefore
eminently suitable for use in conjunction with the biggest types of Power
Valves used for broadcast reception.

25/

The LISIOLEON Transformer measures 3,3 in. long by 2.t in. over
terminals, is 3 in. high, and weighs 2 lbs. The stampings are best
Stalloy, dull blacked, and nickel -plated terminals and straps are fitted.
The L1ST7LEON Transformer will free your reception from all harsh
ness, whistling noises, and that raucous metallic medley of sound usually
associated with loud -speaker reproduction.

ALL OUR PARTS ARE SOLD SEP ARATELY.

Ask your dealer, and if he doesn't stock, write
direct to

BELLING & LEE, LTD.,
Queensway Works, Ponder's End.

RADIOPHONES LTD

4a Savoy Street, Strand, London
Telephone:

Regent 4592

W.C.2

Te.'erams: "Radpholim,
Rand, London.'
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to criticise that we write to point out a
slight inaccuracy in the reply. It is stated
that the specific gravity of the electrolyte
"when fully charged should be 1.22 (sometimes written 1220) " ; in most portable
cells the acid has a specific gravity of
1.250.

is

Unless it can be seen that the sediment
short-circuiting the plates, we would

hesitate to recommend that the acid be

drawn off and replaced with fresh acid,
because
the cause of the trouble might be
ing condenser s -aight-line graphs will be sulphation of the plates, and changing the
Pleated -paper Loud -speaker
SI12,-Referring to the article with the obtained if logarithmic paper be used acid would only aggravate the trouble. -above title in No. 125, I have just com- instead of ordinary " squared " paper.
THE CHLORIDE ELECTRICAL STORAGE CO.
I should like to suggest that it is not LTD. (Manchester).
pleted making a loud -speaker and am more
very satisfactory to calibrate by using
than pleased with the results it gives.
There is no "noisy background," and broadcasting stations as standards, as very
Reception of New Zealand
it is audible all over the house, which is few of them actually operate on their
SIR,-With
reference to recent announceFor instance,
quite an ordinary seven -roomed one. I nominal wavelengths.
ments
of
the
reception of New Zealand
found it quite easy to make, and the only 2 L 0 is, or was, actually 357% metres amateurs, the following information of
It
is
far
better
to
use
the
instead
of
365.
part where particular attention is required
G 5 N N's work may be of interest to you..
is in folding the diaphragm.-A. G. A. harmonic method recently described by
Z 4 A A, Z 4 A G, Z 4 A K were first
Thermion
and
use
one
of
the
standard
(London, S.E.).
calibration signals sent out daily by the heard at 5 N N on Monday, October 20,
Constant reception, often
Air Ministry.-V. G. P. W. (High at 6.42 a.m.
Heterodyne Wavemeter
with phones on the table, has been carried
Wycombe).
SIR,-I was interested to read the article
out on each succeeding morning to date.
on making a heterodyne wavemetcr in
On Sunday, October 26, Z 4 A A reported
Accumulator Trouble
No. 126, as I made a somewhat similar
G 5 N N QSA. Two-way working Was not
SIR,-Our attention has been drawn to established owing to sunrise. On Thursmeter some eighteen months ago which I
the reply given on your " Information day, October 30, Z 4 A Q called G 5 N N
have found invaluable.
I should like to warn your readers that Bureau " page of No. 124 to the query re and reported signals very QSA with slight
the graphs obtained will be approximately "trouble with accumulators."
QSS. Signals readable all the period that
straight lines only if a Polar condenser
We very much appreciate the practical they were audible.
or a "square -law " condenser is used for manner in which the queries are dealt with
Transmitter at G 5 N N consists of
tuning, though even with an ordinary tun- in this section, and it is with no desire
(Conthwea' on 'sage 750)
,
-

Blame your Trans-

OPEN THIS WEEK

former-if it isn't a
Woodhall
If

your Loud Speaker

says

"Burragurrumph! don't blame
the announcer or the loudspeaker-if the soprano shrieks,
don't blame the singer or wireless.
Think first of your
Transformer.
Cheap Transformers may am
plify,

but

they

will

not

reproduce.

NOVEMBER
15- ec 29"
-10

DAILY

amplification, plenty of wire,
heavy core,

and a

unique

"One -to -Five" implies
nothing except a doubtful "step-up."

method o! winding.

In the " Woodhall No. 1 you have,
with only a 1-2.8 ratio, a wonderfully
faithful '' tone," that is due to correct
proportioning of impedance, uniform

simultaneously wound with the wire

That method is the use of SILK,
-a method used in no other Transformer.

It is costly, but remarkably
r-.

efficient.

Woodhall No. 1 " 's sold by
all Wireless Dealers, who can obtain
The

0GANTIC SHAW

it '41" a I 6

grml"

supplies through their usual Factors. Sole Distributor., :

PRESSLAND ELECTRIC SUPPLIES LTD.,

LATEST SETS &
CtRiPOrtENT Ppm
MAW..

e

ve 1.4*

ENTIRE

Num ww.Liss

HAMPTON - ON - THAMES.

The Woodhall-Wireless Manfg. Co., Ltd.
THE SHOW FOR ALL CONSTRUCTORS
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111!11111111i11111111111111111111 1111119,111111111
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Signals unheard
with TEN other
headphones
perfectly audible
with this super
head -set

"Headphones that Amplify"
This is a notable result of tests
carried out on a one -valve reaction

vastly increased radius over
tvhich formerly no signals have

set with no amplification.

been logged.

American

Stations W G Y and

K D K A, also Canadian amateurs
and most European Stations, have
been consistently received with a
singular absence of distortion.
Bechsteins are almost the equivalent of a valve amplifier when
used in conjunction with a crystal
set, the range of which is increased
by roughly ten miles.
With a one -valve set, employing
no amplification, the range covers

a

Get what you are missing-and
improve what you are getting in

wireless,

by insisting

on the

A rap' fy."
Bechsteins are the last word in
comfort, and every pair is guar"Headphones

that

anteed.

Further particulars arc given in
an illustrated folder on request.
If your local dealer does not stock
Bechsteins, write direct giving his

name and address to :--

5,000 OHMS
HEUER ON
REQUEST

RADIO
COMPANY
4, CANAL ROAD, BRADFORD, YORKS.
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS :-Liverpool : H. Knivetown, Norman Road, Runcorn.
Chesh . London : Penton Engineering Co., 15, Cromer Street, King's Cross, W.C.I .
Manchester : Accelero Co. 7, Liverpool Road . Leeds : Radio Productions, Ltd., 107,
Portland Crescent Sheffield : Sheffield Wholesale Motor Supplies, 43, Carver Street .
Glasgow : London Radio Stores, 11, Bath Street ; Nottingham . Super Radio Co.,
32,

Parliament Street.
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circuit; full -wave rectification
with MT' valves; oscillator, two Tzso
valves in parallel ; input, zoo watts ; radiation 1.85 amps. on 97 m. ; aerial, 56 ft. high,
six -wire cage; six -wire counterpoise 12 ft.
Meissner

was working on a wavelength between 400
and 425 metres.

Radio Iberica on his ultra -audio one -valve
set made from instructions given in

E. C. T. 0. (Shepperton-on-Tharries)
wishes to know the identities of four
stations, particulars of which are here
given. On October 19, at 8.2 p.m., a

No. 120.

T. B. G. (Liverpool), referring to the
article "A Great Evening with W G Y "
in No. 126, states that he 'received that
station until it closed at 5 a.m., English

above ground; receiver, Burndept Ultra foreign station broadcast string orchestral
III. using' detector (DEQ) and one .L.F. music on a wavelength of 425 metres, and time, on October 18.
(DE5) only. Reception when working at 11 p.m. gramophone records, on a waveNew Zealand amateurs always carried out length of 490 metres, were received, prewithout aerial to avoid atmospherics. - sumably from a French amateur. On
AMERICAN ELECTION
J. H. D. R. (London, S.E.).
October 20, at 7.45 p.m., the "Soldiers'
RESULTS
Chorus " from Faust was broadcast on a

Other Correspondence Summarised wavelength of 545 metres, and at 8.50 p.m.
P.

B.

R.

(Scarborough) has received

Hull, Newcastle, Leeds, Bournemouth,
Chelmsford, Aberdeen, Radio -Paris, Eiffel

Tower and many German stations on his
one -valve ultra-audion set, built from instructions given 'in No. 120.
H. F. (Leicestershire), referring to his
letter in No. 124, states that the station,
amongst others, which he received was
K G 0 and not K G I.
C. V. B. (Fenton) wishes to know the
identity of the foreign station which trans-

5o8 metres.

T. B. (London, N.W.1o) states that he
has received all the B.B.C. stations at
good phone strength, five French stations
and \V G 1 on his one -valve Flewelling
receiver made from instructions given in
No. 113.

American election results, which were
broadcast from K D K A, while they were
experimenting on shortwaves.

KDKA started tuning -up at 1 1 p.m.
and transmitted its normal programme
from 11.3o p.m. until 12.45 a.m.

They started to give election results at

G. G. L. (Cambridge) has received six

12.55 a.m., and during the intervals, while
American stations, ten Continental stations waiting for further results to come. in, they
and all the English stations, except Ply- transmitted musical items which were of
on mouth and Edinburgh, on his four -valve a standard higher than those in their usual

about . midnight

mitted 11 Bacio
October 21.

engineers have.

FOR some weeks

a lady's song, presumably from Copenhave been making Transatlantic tests,
hagen, was .received on a wavelength of and on November 4 and 5 _picked up the

programmes.

set.

D. T. F. (London, W.14) would like to
All the election results, after being given
E. C. W. (London) would like to know
which Continental station transmitted know the identity of the foreign station in -English, were repeated in Spanish for
music which sounded like a combination which transmitted on a wavelength of 420 the benefit of South American listeners.
The word
Reteption was very distorted and unof guitars or string instruments, followed metres on October 20.
Antonio
"
was
repeated
several
times.
satisfactory until 1.3o a.m. Atmospherics
by, presumably, a news bulletin and items
W. S. H.- (Cheshire) has received seven were also severe before that ,time, but reby a tenor and soprano, between 10.4o p.m.
and 12.15 p.m. on October 14. The station B.B.C. stations, two French ones and ception became very clear later.

INGERSOLL WIRELESS Co. Ltd.,

PHONE

4857

MAIL ORDER " A" DEPT.: 24/6 CHANGE ALLEY, SHEFFIELD
BRANCHES at :
VALVES
211-

25/B5
Coss
Cossor
P.1 : P.2 .. -1216
Mullard H.F : L.F . 1216

Ediswa A.R......12/6
A.R.D.E.

Inge:soll

211-

R.

.

9/ -

All valves are tested before
sending, and are at customers risk only.

LOUD SPEAKERS
Amplion Junior
27 6
.

De Luxe
50 Dragon Fly 25 Standard
Dragon ............£5 5'

Baby Brown .......

501 -

.421Solent R.E.
Brandes Table Talker 42 I-

Ete0ing Primax ...... £7 71
B.T.H.

£5

2-6, SWINEGATE, LEEDS, and 53, T Y RREL ST., BRADFORD
Copper Aerial ...... 2/6
HART ACCUMULATORS
CRYSTALS
IGRANIC COILS
Valve Holders 7d..9d., 1 /-2/Electron ......1/8
Aermonic
25 5/- 35 51- 50 5/2
4 v 20 act .............24/11
Tungstalite Rine ...... 1 6 Ribbon
75 5/6
Valve Sockets Id. and 2d.
4 v 30
3012
4 v 40 .................35/8
6 v 20 .

37/-

6

45111

v 30

6 v 40 ....................55/1
Including carriage.

HEADPHONES
Brown F.
25/A.

Dainty .

.

.

'LS/ 251 -

15/ -

.

Dr. Petrie Power .

. 1316

L.F. TRANSFORMERS
351Marconi Ideal
R.I. new type
251Silvertown
21/ Igraine
21/ Ferranti ..................17 /6
Lissen TI
30 /.

All orders in strict
rotation.

62 /25 /-

B.T.H.
Sterling
Western Electric

T3

1616

Ingersoll King .........20/ Eureka 2nd . ..
22/6

100 71-

150 7/1

200 8/8 250 9/- 300 915

Red ...... 1,-

COIL HOLDERS
W. & M. 5 /- Basket 5 /Polar 6/6
B.M. 4/6

B.T.H. in Cup ......... 1/3
Saturnium for results 2/3

Aermonic Nickel
Toowai ...........

Igraine

Ingersoll Vernier.-- 5/6

716

3/6

Lissenstat

. 219

Minor 3/6

Major ......7/6
. 3/6
Solent Unique .

One -Hole Fixing
Lissen Push Pull

.

116

Lissen

vASOLL CONCERT

..........11 /6

60
90

Siemens 30 volt

Edi;van ttl

...

16/3

8/3

7,

Including carriage.

Amplitran

23

04,

TWO -VALVE

20 I-

TELEPHONE TRANS-

With H.T. Battery and L.T. Accumulator, including Marconi Royalty

18/6

R.L

20/-

.

VALVES
EXTRA

g9-0-0

NOTE: ALL GOODS SENT CARRIAGE PAID.

INSULATORS

Small Egg
Shell ..

Larne Shell ............

lid.
lid.
6d.

Barrel
4d.
Solder Irons 1/6 2/6 3/6
W.O. Terminals ...... 2d.
Phone
..... 2d.
Spade
Large... 21d.

Mic Met.

61-

..

Spearpoint Whisker
3d.
Nickel Studs
doz. 7d.
Ccndenser Vanes pair ld.
Phone Cords

1/9

2/6

Utility Switches ...... 51 Spot on Ebonite ...... 11S.P.D.T. on Ebonite 11D.P.D.T. ,
1/6
Tumbler Switch. ..... 2/3

Ebonite Panels cut to size.
Ebonite Knobs lid. 3d.

ALL GAUGES D.C.C.

and Enamelled Wire.
Small... lid.
lid.
Contact Studs ...doz. 6d. VARIABLE CONDENSERS
Nuts 2 to 8 BA. 2d.
.001
Washers

,

2d.

Screws 2 BA.
4d.
3d.
4 to 8 B.A.
Switch arms 1;- and 1/3
Slider Bars
3d.
.

TRANSATLANTIC RECEIVER

Igranic

Lightning Switch ... 1/6

Knobs G.W.

............18/6

FORMERS.

6 inch 6d.
15 -inch 1/3
9 inch 9d.
18 -inch 1/6 12 -inch 1/ Patent
3/6
5/6

Phone Boards ...... 2/6
Coil Plugs 11-, 1/3, 1/6
Basket Coil Holders 116
Burndept Detector ... 5/ Ingersoll ......1 6 and 2/-

Red or Black

SATU RNIUM. THE CRYSTAL

Concert grand301-

Royal

216
3 /6

Watmel .

219
319

Series Parallel .

441.

Lead in Tube

4/6

10i- and 12/6
Ingersoll.
2/6
Ebonite rotor
4/6
GRID LEAKS
Dubilier .
216
Lissen variable .........2/6
Watmel variable ...... 216
ANODE RESISTANCES

.

H.T. BATTERIES
Phoenix 36 volt ..... 7 /3

216

10, -

Anode with Reactance

2/ Ingersoll ...
Peerless 6 ohm ...... 4/6
30 ohm ... 5/,,
.

.

Belling Lee

1 /6

316

W. and W. aerial ... 8/

RHEOSTATS

Microstat

VARIOMETERS
Solent

Square Tinned Wire
4 foot strip .........

PHONERAS

EXTRAS

Ebonite 4d.
It
Crystal Cups 3d. and 441.
Wander Plugs 3d. and 9d.

Earth Clips
........ 9d.
Pulleys......... 4d. and 11 Cleats ..

4d.

81.0005 61516
.0002 4/6
With Knob and Dial
Square Law
.001 8/3
.0005
/-

.0003

.0003

6/6

.00025 61 -

No Knob or Dial
With Vernier
.001
1316
.0003 11 6

.0005

12-6

Knob and Dial
Sterling Stocked.

ASK FOR CATALOGUE
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IRELESS

HOME

ELEPHONY
NIMPLURT)
A. PLANATION

CAA DU:

PRACTICAL

WIRELESS
sf.rs

` OR NLI.,

The ideal way
to progressive

'TRUE

EASY

wireless

construction.
RADIO is essentially a progressive hobby. Half the attraction
lies in the advancement from the chrysalis stage of the Crystal

Receiver to a " Five-Valver " or even a full-blown transmitter.
Yet your ultimate success depends upon the books which guide
your steps along the path of wireless progress. You cannot do
better than put your trust in Wireless Press publications. With
their aid it is a .simple matter -for you to obtain a complete
knowledge of the subject from A to Z.
" Crystal Receivers

for Broadcast

2d.
" Construction

of

Reception."

Price 1/6.

By Percy IP. Harris.

Amateur

By J. L. M. Douglas.

Valve

1/6.

Postage
Stations."

Postage 2d.

" Wireless Telephony: A Simplified Explanation."
Postage 3d.
By R. D. Bangay. 2/6.
" The

Wireless

Press

Ezi-Wiring

2/- each. Postage 2d.

Series ":-

Receiver.

By

2. A Three -Valve Receiver (Cabinet).

By

1. A Three -Valve

Portable

H. S. Pocock.
WIR5LE55 PRESS

The Wireless Press are
the pioneers of authoritative wireless literature,
catering for every possible
need.

}i

" Radio Experimenter's Handbook." Two Parts.
3/6 each. Postage 4d. each.
" The Wireless Telephone: What It Is and How
It Works." By P. R. Coursey. 2/-. Postage
3d.

" Practical

Wireless

Sets

for

All -Home

Con-

struction Made Easy." By Perry W. Harris.
1/6. Postage 2d.
" The Elementary Principles of Wireless Tele-

F. II. Haynes.

phony." By R. D. Bangay. 7/6. Postage 6d.
" Dictionary of Technical Terms used in Wire-

3. A Two -Valve and Crystal Reflex Receiver.

By IV. James.
" The Amateur's Book of

By F. II. Haynes.

" The Home Constructor's Wireless Guide.
W. James. 3, 6. Postage 3d.

3/6.

Wireless

Circuits."

Postage 6d.

less Telegraphy."

By Harold Ward.

2:6.

Post 2d.
" Mast and Aerial Construction for Amateurs."

By F. J. Jinsley.

1:6.

Post id.

THE WIRELESS PRESS, LIMITED,
12/13, Henrietta Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
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TRADE NOTES

Queensway Works, Ponders End, Middlesex, which is sold at 25s. The detector is

Pleated -paper Loud -speaker

Co., Ltd., of Cli.ton Junction, nr. Manchester. A study of this booklet will well

ingenious, being totally en- repay users of accumulators and readers of
REAT interest has been taken in the particularly
closed yet easily accessible. Provision is "A.W." are advised to send for one, men"-) article "Making a Pleated -paper made for rotating the crystal without dis- tioning "A.W."
Loud -speaker" that appeared in AMATEUR turbing the cover of the- detector.
WIRELESS, No. 125. The greatest diffiVANGFARD.
LISTENING TO CANADA
culty in constructing one of these is to
get just the right kind of paper, but the
BEFORE BREAKFAST
vegetable parchment made by J. Halden SOMETHING TO WRITE
AMATEURS will be interested to learn
and Co., Limited, of 8, Albert Square,
FOR
that the Daily Express has made
Manchester, seems to be the ideal subAREVISED accessory list and folder arrangements with the broadcasting
stance.
dealing with the Sparta crystal set station C K A C, of the La Presse newsunderstand that this firm is willing to have been sent us by Fuller's United Elec- paper of Montreal, to transmit a special
supply parchment paper in sheets of a trical Works, Ltd., of Chadwell Heath, concert on November ro.
suitable size from their London - branch Essex.
The powerful transmitting apparatus at
at 15 and 17, Broadway, Westminster,
Particulars of the Phillips rectifier for the La Presse station will be trebled in
charging accumulators are given in a power in order that listeners on even small
folder issued'by A. de Jong, of 58, South- valve sets may be able to pick up the proReactone Tuning Coils
gramme. Transmission will be timed for
WOUND by a special process under constant wark Street,
Two publications received from Siemens reception this side of the Atlantic at about
tension, Reactone inductance coils are of
special interest to every amateur. By an Brothers and Co., Ltd., of Woolwich, 5.3o a.m., an hour which it is estimated
oversight, however, these coils were called S.E.i8, deal with ebonite products and will be more convenient to the majority of
- listeners than the ordinary American
Selectone in the advertisement that ap- wireless component parts.
Copies of their home -edition and trans- "three o'clock in the morning" signal.
peared on p. 7or, of Our last issue; for
This concert will mark a memorable
this Reactone should be read in every mitting catalogues have been received
from Burndept, Ltd., of Aldine House, event in the wireless history of the Empire,
case.
as never before has a special transmission
The distributors of Reactone coils are Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.2.
V. Zeitlin and Sons, of 144, Theobalds An illustrated catalogue and brochure been arranged between an overseas
Road, W.C.r. A set of five coils costs describing Atlas specialities have been sent Dominibn and the home country.
H. Clarke and Co. (Manchester),
Ltd., of Eastnor Street, Old Trafford,
Manchester.

by

Qnly 4s. 6d.

"Experimental Transmission."-Owing
to the demands upon our space we regret
Useful hints on the choice and upkeep, that we have been obliged to hold over
sults of a test of the neat crystal set of Exide batteries are given in a new list this week's instalment of the series of
made by Belling and Lee, Limited, of issued by the Chloride Electrical Storage articles on experimental transmission.
Neat Crystal Set
IN an early issue I hope to give the re-
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Play -7-You shall
I WILL TEACH YOU
in a third the time, with a quarter the work, at a
t abolisti weal y, inechantea/ practice
subetitete pleasurable, simple as A.B.C.,

tenth the cost.
and

interesting INTENSIVE TRAINING that compels
progress. You just do certain things as directed and
tostr,tied, and progress follows as night follows day.

U a beginner, you play before you realise an effort.
ii a player, technical and sight -Leading difficulties
disappear like a dream. I have satisfied 25,00o pupils,

and over -from beginners to professional playersBY POST, and they bear enthusiastic testimony to
this e,sy, perfect training. Lessons graded to suit
each pupil. Read my very intei esiting book and
JUDGE Pots YOUR sEI,F.

PROOF

A Beginner writes: "I Lan only say Fat ddliculths
amply fly away. "-Miss F. F. Manor Pa, k).
An LI trientar:-" 1 can now ace mpaoy a song just
like an oil hand." -Miss I.. F. Ilariesde, ).
A Moe, erate
I have recovered
my previous standard in this short
time."- W. H. M. ISalel.

A Prole: sb nal: Your rr atter on
Bigot Reading is ,,b,olutely splendad."-J. F. M. a Cork).

WHY NOT YOU?
FREE CC PT of my book, "Mind,

Muscle and Keybcard,land form for tee
personal opini n and advice. Ju4t send

,°aitie knacks for lac, yes"

card with name (Mrs.,
314s. Rev. or Mr.),

end one word to suit
your case. Beginner,

Elementary,
Moderate,Advancel.
Mr. H. 131CHER

t9 Bristol House
No`lact n Viaduct

1F good trading consists in getting the utmost return

LONDON, E.C.1

for one's outlay, then buying a Louden Valve

ACCUMULATORS

etc. Guaranteed brand new and perfect but
slightly soiled. We rotund (ash with carriage both ways it
returned within 7 days.
2v -Goa
...
... 11 6
8/8
...
2v --40a
IL6v 4,,a
,..
...
25
xv-40a
21,9
6v-6oa
32;6
..,
4v-6oa
...
4v-8oa ...
6v -Sea
27/B
...
.. 40/
6v-- ooa ...
... 47, 6
4v-toea ...
...
3218
C.A.V. Fullers,

..

P -e ett "..

105 -

is

excellent business.

The outlay required is only tell shillings.

In return you will get a valve which we consider

Stands f and 22,

represents by far the best value yet offered.
Only one of its good qualities is the saving which
it will effect in your accumulator bill.
The current consumption of the Louden Valve is
exceptionally low (0.4 ampere), whereas that of the.
ordinary bright filament valve is almost double this

British Wireless

figure.

White City.

Satisfied

C.A.V., 2v-tooa (actual) 2716.

Isna..., OE hUBBER CO.. 58. Praed St. W.2.

A type for every Valve
Exhibition,

users

of

Louden

that

report

Valves

" their accumulators now last twice as long,"

that the journeys to the charging station are now

THE

LONG -LIFE BATTERY

halved, as also is the accumulator bill.

[119-229 SHAFTESBURYAVENUE

If this were the only advantage which the Louden
Valve possessed over others it would alone be sufficient to recommend it, but when you consider that
in addition it gives a reproduction startling in its
silver clarity, that it gives the same volume as valves

costing considerably more; and that the life of the

ELECTRADIX RADIO GEMS
steel Masts, 70 ft., 10/-, 30 ft., 14,'-. Wavcmeters, 50/4. Recorders.
mg. Transmitting Sets, 15/6. Amplifiers, £2. Valve Cabinets,
Control Panels, 19/, REDUCED PRICES. Bigger Stocks.
6,6 Edis wan Valves. R.A.F. " C " Type. The
Valve.- Osram 8/6
finest all-round English
(as illustrated)
"CP." with 4 legs Alternators, 200 watts. 70/-: 500 watts, 48/10. Accumulators from 4/6 Hydrometers, 2/-. Milli -ammeters,
50
mia,
35/-.
Wire, all types, tons
6m/a, 30/-;
stocked.
Amplifiers, 3 -valve, SA ; 5 -valve,
Buzzers, 1/6, 3/6. Valve
0 -vane, -£7; 7 -valve,
Boxes and Coil Boxes, 1/6. Cabinets. 10/-. Condensem up to 24 mfd., all types, .001, 611. Dynamos.
0-v. and 12-v., 6 -amp., 60/- , HIT 1,000-v. Hand,
Earth Clips, 6d
M.G. 12 to 1,200-v., £22.
4.18.
Mats, 15/, Spikes. 1/3. Ebonite Panels. 3/6 lb.
Meter,. fine Selection, all sizes from millivolts is
2,100-v., low prices.
R.A.F. Insulators, lid. Loud Speaket
Crit; 7/8. Microphones, 1/-. 'Phones, 2/- to 82/6. Pleas. 3d.
Crystal, 5/, 170, 19,4 8713;
Potentiometers, 8/6. Receivers
.-calve, g6; 3 -valve, 63/15 ; 5 -valve, 15/5. Switches, Doseal,
2 - valve C.W. Transmitters, i3/10.
to 200 -amps.
Special:
Ammeter Panel for do., 19/8. 1 -Valve -Trench Transmitters. £5.
spark Sets, 100/000 metres, 15/6. Large 52B 100 watts do., 35/,
Telephony Sets, No. 34, £5. Tuners., R.A.F., 8/- to 40/-.
Valves, all types: Dull Emit., 17/6; 31arconi Rounds, 1/6. Vari°meters, 3/, Sq. Panel Wire, 2d. pa" 24 -inch rod. Wire. Rubber
Prompt delivery
Flex, Id. per yard. Thunderstorm Arresters,
by mail all over the world. Send 46. stamps for Illustrated Catalogue

filament is greatly prolonged by the absence of " bom-

)."t

bardment " you will agree that in fairness to your
purse you should fit your set with Louden Valves

4VALVES
00tIli

at the earliest possible date.
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LESLIE DIXON &
Phone: Avenue 11111

CO.,

9, Fo'onial Avenu e
Minortes,

Telegrams: Eleetradix, Aid., London
1227

ADVT. OF THE FELLOWS MAGNETO CO, LTD, PARK ROYXL LONDON,

N.W.lO.
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emateur Wireless

CKAC

investigation

the

of

many

AMERICAN AND
CANADIAN BROADCASTING STATIONS

wireles§

phenomena, such as fading and the effect

THE we I -known Montreal broadcasting

rarefied atmosphere on the propagaI station, owned by the newspaper La of
tion of sound, would be possible. A temPresse, IS now transmitting regular con- porary aerial is at present in use, the perCert programmes on 425 metres with an manent aerial not having yet been hauled
energy of 7/ kilowatts. Following are up the mountain top, which is 9,35o ft.
the times of transmission :
Daily, 21.00 GALT., Stock Exchange,
weather; 18.45 G.M.T., orchestra (Monday, Wednesday, Friday); 24.0o, children's
corner (in both English and French)
(Tuesday,_ Thursday, Saturday); 00.30,

orchestra (Wednesday, Friday) ; 01.30,
orchestra (Sunday); 03.30, dance (Sunday).
On first and third Thursdays of each

month, concert at 05.00 G.M.T.

above sea level.

S. S.

K G 0, 312 metres. General Electric Co.,
Ltd., Oakland, California.
*K D K A, 326 metres.-Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

East Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
W B Z, 339 metres.-Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
East Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
W G Y, 38o metres.-General Electric

" House Repairs " is the title of a series
of articles beginning in the current issue
of " The Amateur Mechanic and Work "

(3d.), and the subject dealt with is "Re-

Co., Ltd.,
York.

newing Sash Lines." Another useful
article gives instructions on carving a
when this

A NEW FRENCH STATION
SENATOR PAUL DUTUY, whose news-

paper.) Le Petit Parisien broadcasts a
programme on a wavelength of 340 metres
each evening which is listened to with

pleasure in England and in France, has
just opened another broadcasting station.
It is the first station erected on a high
mountain, being at the Pyrenean Observatory at the top of the Pic du Midi.
The station will be used principally for
helping agriculturists by broadcasting
weather forecasts. Reports that the new
station was heard in Central France on a
crystal set indicate its success. In his
inaugural address M. Dupuy said that as
the station was the highest in the world,

is

New

J Y, 405 metres.-Radio Corporation of
America, New York City.
W J Z, 455 metres.-Radio Corporation of
America, New York City.
W E A F, 492 metres.-American Telegraphy and Telephony Co., New
York City.

device on linoleum in such a manner that

J. G. A.

Schenectady,

inked and impressed on

paper, a print or impression of the design
is left. Other articles appearing in the
same number are "Renovating a Bath ";
"How I Built My Bungalow "; "Motorcycling Practicalities ";- "A Winder for
Basket and Honeycomb Coils " ; "The Insulation of Component Parts " ; " Notes by
the Way " ; "Working in Vulcanite "; "An
Easily -made Electric Torch " ; "Sharpening a Razor "; " Brass and Where It
Should Be Used "; "Our Small Car
Page "; "Fishing for Grayling : The
Tackle and Lines "; "Don'ts for the
Amateur Mechanic."

C K A C, 425 metres.-La Presse, Montreal.
* Also transmits on 66 and too metres.
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Sample post free xs. Please send local dealer's name, etc.
Proprietors: THE BRIGHT

"A.W." please when

Mention

CO.,L96.ONDON,

N.8,'Phone

Almenlyzew

Sole Wholesale Agent for London and Home Counties only,

you write to advertisers.

A. J. CONWAY, 80, GREENWOOD ROAD, LONDON, E.8
' Phone, Clissokl, 4936.
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SIMPLICITY

EFESCA ANTI -CAPACITY SWITCH

(Patent applied for).

Double pole, double throw switch
specially designed to minimise the

capacity which exists in most change

over switches. The contact brushes
are of phosphor bronze and present
only their edges to each other with a

comparatively wide air gap-thus
practically eliminating all capacity
effects. Price 8e. each.

EFESCA " DEVOSTAT."
(Patent applied for).

1
i- i
'O.
i

is

tij

Efesca components enable the finest wireless
results to be obtained by the home constructor
without intricate wiring, or parts which compli-

cate tuning arrangements.
We have produced a series of components which
give unequalled results because their design is based
on sound wireless theory adapted on novel lines to
suit the home constructor.

A specially designed R eostat for Dull
Enutter Valves consuming .06 amps.

The conta,t carrier rotates conceit,.
kilelerd

whit a ball pointed brush
matting contact with the resistance
wire.

A spring plunger maintains the

ONE -HOLE FIXING COMPONENTS

tall at even pressure at ivory tarn of
the wire thereby ensuring tine adjust ment, smooth and noiseless contact
Wound on
throughout its action.
Elmnite former.. Resistance 3o ohms.
Complete as illustration, 4S. ed.

.

l

EFESCA WIRELESS
HEADPHONES.
A popular priced headphone
maintaining the usual Efesca
standard of quality. They are
exceptionally clear and evenly
matched in tone and produce
full volume, The magnets are

of cobalt steel, ground perfectly
true. Diaphragms of Stalloy.

Headbands of polished Duralumin. 4,000 ohms, with 6 ft.
flexible cord, 21e.
ohms, 21e.
.411/211141.

Ditto, 12o

are manufactured with instrument precision, and every
component is tested to definite standards of performance
before leaving our works.
Use EFESCA components in your new set or replace
the inefficient parts in your old set with EFESCA
parts-you know that you'll get pure reproduction, fine
volume, a greater range, and freedom from distortion.
Catalogue No. 522 is yours for the asking ---it tells you
all about EFESCA components and EFESCAPHONE
Receiving Sets.
Write for YOUR copy to -day.
Sold by all Wireless Dealers, Ironmongers and Electricians.
Wholesale only

FALK, STADELMANN & Co., Ltd.,
Efesca

Electrical Works,

83-85-87, Farringdon Road, LONDON, E.C.1.
end

at Glasgow. Manchester and Birmingham.

a.\-11NEIMIR0411621:111NZOIWANIIMI2fresalliMigfall..""KBWAr
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FINER TUNING
THE NAY LOR* " FULSTOP "

CONDENSER
enables tuning to he carried out with a

wider range of accuracy than has hitherto been

In addition to being a square law

obtained.

condenser, which avoids the overcrowding of

stations at any particular point, the dial or the

" Fulstop " Condenser is graduated over the complete circumference and geared at two to one in
relation to the moving plates, thereby giving

twice the rotary movement of any other condenser, and enabling stations to be picked out
with the greatest of ease. Further still, the
abolition of all hand capacity effects is guaranteed
unconditionally by the makers.

Read what " Modern Wireless"
says:

" We can strongly recommend this type of geared
condenser for careful tuning and for use in situations where hand capacity effects are troublesome. October, 1924.

Protected Throughout the World
PRICES:

.1

.001

.0005

... 13/6
... 11/3

I

.0003 ... 10/3
.0002 ... 9/6

Stocked by most Wireless Dealers, but

if you have any

difficulty write to :

emateur Wireless

Hello
Everybody!
Here I am at the Exhibition waiting to
welcome you all. We've got here the
finest and most representative wireless
show you have yet seen. Everything
from super -receiving sets with more

valves than you'd care to contemplate
costing a few

Fellows
Volutone

Loud speakers, head-

£4:10:0

to little crystal sets

shillings apiece.
phones,

components,

valves,

in

fact,

Fellows

everything that could possibly be re-

Junior

quired for broadcasting or experimental

£1:10:0

work; and you needn't go beyond the
first stand in the show to find them.
We're right at the entrance, you can't
miss us; you wouldn't want to, either,
as you know perfectly well that from

Stands z and 22

Both fitted with
adjustable
diaphragms.

British Wireless
Exhibition,
White City.

our new Super -One to our Super -Five
we provide first-class apparatus at really
economical prices.

In fact, just what.

I always say :

Quality Apparatus at Low Cost.
%/Z4Z4P-114-0-/

J. H. NAYLOR, Ltd., Engineers, WIGAN

VARIABLE

CONDENSER

Eflifes

Advt. of the Fellows Magneto Co., Ltd., Park 12,-711, London, N.VV.10.
1?. P. S. 93
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CHIEF EVENTS OF
THE WEEK
SUNDAY (November 16)
2.30 " Noises " from the Zoo. (S.B.
to all Stations).
8.15 Service relayed from the Royal
Albert Hall.
Birmingham
9. 0 Chamber Music and Songs.
Bournemouth
3. 0 Squire's Celeste Octet.
Glasgow
3. 0 Organ Recital.
9. 0- Cedric Sharp (violoncello) and
Glasgow
Herbert Thorpe (tenor).
London

Factory Series.
No. 6.

MONDAY

ALL STATIONS 730 "Song, Story and Episode," including "Gipsy Life."
(Except Bournemouth and Belfast.)
Bournemouth
8. 0 Municipal Orchestra Night.
Belfast
7.30 " Mainly Mendelssolm."

TUESDAY
Shakespearean Night, including
Songs by John Coates.
7.30 Dramatic Night.

London

7.30

Bournemouth
Cardiff
Manchester
Newcastle

7.30 An Evening with Mozart.
7.30 Novelties and a Play.
7.30

Mozart Concert.

Newcastle
Glasgow

9.40 A Drama.
9.0

The Scottish Orchestra. (S.B.
to Aberdeen, Edinburgh, and

Belfast

7.30

Irish Night.

London

Birmingham

7.30
7.30

Bournemouth

730 "Other Nations -No. 5."

Cardiff
Manchester

7.30

Newcastle

730 William Murdoch (solo piano-

Glasgow

8. 0 Bach Chamber Concert. (S.B.

Dundee).

WEDNESDAY
Chamber Music Evening.
Operatic Night - Cavalleria
Rusticana.

Bournemouth calling Scandinavia.

Expert knowledge and
Superb machinery
THE high reputation enjoyed
by all 38r01v11 Wireless
products -not only in this
Country but throughout Europe
and the Colonies -was not built
up in a day. It is the result of
an increasing effort to produce
near electrical
and mechanical perfection as

apparatus

as

possible.

Take for example the .18r0W11
Loud Speaker. Few can realise
the immense number of processes necessary before the
Instrument reaches its final tests.

Even when the Loud Speaker
arrives at the Testing Department it is by no means certain
that its tonal purity and volume
will reach the high standard of
efficiency which

has been

so

deliberately set.

No Loud

will uphold their reputation as

is

ever

released for issue until S. G.
Brown, Ltd., are satisfied that it

evolved by them -obviously such
greater experience must have its
effect upon ultimate results.

120 ohms £5 5
2000 ohms £5 8
4000 ohms £5 10

Type H.2
0
0
0

120 ohms £2
2000 ohms £2
4000 ohms £2

S. G. BROWN, LTD.

5

8

10

0
0
0

all stations except Belfast.)
735 An Hour of HurrIOUT and Song.

London

730 Comic Opera and

Bournemouth

8.15

Manchester

730 A Night with Russian Com-

Newcastle
Glasgow

730 Clan Night. No. 1 -Clan Mac-

Belfast

730 Grand Opera and some British

FRIDAY

Type Q
£15 15 0
in all
resistances

Musical

Comedy.

Speaker being machined

Rotary Dinner -Ladies' Night.
Relayed from Grand Hotel.

William Murdoch
posers.
(solo pianoforte).
7.30 Dido and Aeneas (Henry Purcell).
Lean.

Music.

SATURDAY

Birmingham
Bournemouth

730 David Garrick (comedy).
7.30 Musical Comedy Favourites -

Cardiff
Aberdeen

7.30

in-

Prices:
Type H.1

illustration shows
"". aluminium cases
for the H2 type Loud

Manchester

du

reproduction, yet the policy of
S. G. Brown, Ltd., is such that

words "Loud Speaker" were

Speaker

other stations.)

830 George Bernard Shaw. (S.B. to

that its exclusive tuned reed
principle must give more faithful

dividual care from commencement to finish.
It is worth remembering that
the very first Loud Speaker for
Wireless use was manufactured
by S. G. Brown, Ltd. -even the

to Aberdeen.)

730 Orchestral Solo Night. (S.B. to

London

of the finest Loud
Speakers on the market.
Naturally, to produce such instruments requires sensitive and
accurate machinery and workers
possessing experience above the
ordinary.
Although there is
such a tremendous demand for
xirowtt Loud Speakers because
the wireless public has realised

instrument receives

forte).

THURSDAY

builders

every

Musical Comedy Night.
7.30 A Musical Bouquet.

Old and New.
An Hour of Instrumental Music;

730 Grand Opera

in

Miniature-

Tannhauser.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
From all Dealers or
can 'be demonstrated

at the

following

Showrooms:

19, Mortimer St.,

W.1.
15, Moorfields,
Liverpool.

67, High Street,

Southampton.

Victoria Road, N. Acton, London, W.3.
Gilbert Ad. 1744.

Wireless and Electrics," Edited by
Bernard E. Jones. Price Threepence. Published on
Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday immediately following. It will be sent post free to any
part of the world -3 months, 4s. 6d.; 6 months,
8s. 9d.: 12 months, 17s. 6d. Postal Orders, Post
Office Orders, of Cheques should be made payable
to the Proprietors, Cassell SE Co., Ltd.
General Correspondence is to be brief and written
on one side of the paper only. All sketches and
drawings to be on separate sheets.
" Amateur

Contributions are always welcome, will be promptly

considered, and if used will be paid for.
Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and
the conditions printed at the head of "Our Information Bureau" should be closely observed.
Communications should he addressed, according to
their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement
Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur Wireless,"
La Belle Sauvage, London, E.C.4.
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Clapham Park Wireless anti Scientific Society

Hon. Sec.-Ma. H. C. ERELL, 41, Cautley Avenue,
S.W.4.
ON October 22 Prof. W. Wilson gave a lecture on
" The Scientific Work of Clerk Maxwell." On October 29 Messrs. McWilliam and Shirley, representing
the British Ebonite Co., gave an account of the
manufacture and properties of ebonite.
Lewisham and Cattord Radio Society

Hon. Sec.-MR. C. E. TYNAN, 62, Ringstead Road,
Catford, S.E.6.
A MEETING was held on October 3o when a lecture
and demonstration were given.
Aigburth Amateur Radio Association
Hon. Sec.-MR. R. A. MATTHEWS, 35, Lyttelton Road,
Aigburth, Liverpool.

THE opening meeting of the above society was held
at the above address on October
when the
secretary demonstrated his " Supei, ion' single valve receiver.
All communication,
Juld be addressed to the secretary, excepting .ylications for
membership, which should be addressed to R.
McMcakin, 14, Rimming ton Road, Aigburth, LiverJ

-

pool.

North Middlesex Wireless Club

Hon. Sec-Ms. H. A. GREEN, too, Pellatt Grove,
Wood Green, N.22.
AN informal meeting was held on October 29 at
Shaftesbury Hall, Bowes Park, N., when there was
a good attendance of members.

TO THE TRADE.

Coventry and District Co-operative Radio Society
Hon. Sec.-MR. A. CURTIS, West Orchard, Coventry.
ON October 29 the society held a " junk " sale,

Showcards, folders
and window display
cartons are yours
asking.
for the

when a good assortment of components and other
useful materials were offerdd to buyers. Tickets
may now be obtained for the society's first social
event-a dinner and concert on December 17.

Made in two types
Concert Grand
30/ -

Eureka No. 2 (for
Second L.F.

Stage) 22/6

Write us to -day.

Caterham and District Wireless Society
Hon. Sec.-MR. J. W. DAVIES, Dodding ton, Caterham
Valley, Surrey.

proposed to form a wireless society
district, and a preliminary meeting
ber 18 at 8 p.m.
IT is

above

in the
will be

held in the Parish Hall, Caterham Valley, on NovemTottenham Wireless Society
Pon. Sec.-MR. A. G. TUCERR, 42, Drayton Road,
Tottenham.
ON October 29 Mr. Usher gave the first of his

series of elementary lectures on " Magnetism and
Electricity."

An interesting discussion followed.

Economic Electric Extension.-A large
extension of the works of the Economic
Electric, Ltd., to, Fitzroy Square, W. t,
has been the cause of a slight delay in the
delivery of Dextraudion valves. We are
sure our readers will not mind the temporary slight inconvenience. It should be
noted that the firm is still in a position
to execute all orders for the "Xtraudion "
general-purpose and H.F. valves.
When Your Phones are Fitted with

THE
W ONDER.DETECT OR
Patents Pending

Designed and manufactured by the inventor

I of " Amateur Wireless' system. John W. Miller

You can use as many telephones as you want
1 and they may be of any resistance
WITHOUT WEAKENING THE: SIGNAL STRENGTH
I

I

Nothing more is needed, simply add one Extraphone
to each pair of phones and no matter how many in use.

whether low, high or mixed resistances, every phone will
Ibe as loud as if all the others were disconnected.

Penny wise and pound foolish
I S thirty shillings a lot of money for a Trans-

former? The tens of thousands of enthusiastic Eureka users do not think so, but we

know that there are still a large number of
home constructors who-before building their
Sets-carefully go through their list of components and see where they can save money.
And it is right that they should do, no doubt ;
but are they wise in stinting money on their
L.F. Transformer-the one component on their
Receiver that can make or mar its quality of
reproduction.

After

all,

most

multi -valve

Receivers

are

operated in rooms of moderate size-sufficient
amplification for which is readily obtained by

the use of one Eureka ConcertGrand. Thedigerence in cost between a Eureka and a cheap and
inferior Transformer cannot possibly exceed
15/-. For fifteen shillings, therefore, would you
prejudice the hours of work you have spent on
your Set or the money you have invested in it ?

Again, supposing you choose a cheaper Transformer, and find that you are not getting sufficient volume, your only alternative would be to
add another stage of low frequency amplifica-

tion-meaning another Transformer and another valve.
No!

Think it over again and you'll want a Eureka-

Britain's Transformer de -luxe.

Guaranteed indefinitely

against breakdown and recognised by experts as producing the purest tone-a Transformer you'll be proud
to instal in your Set.

I Tested and approved by "Amateur Wireless."

See article, Oct. 18th.
I "MANY PHONES ON ONE CRYSTAL SET."
Obtainable everywhere 2 /9 each in nine colours.
Or samples direct from-

JOHN W. MILLER, 68, Farringdon Street, E C.4
2nd and 3rd Floor.
Agents Wanted t7 I eagnont Great Britain

Portable Utilities Co., Ltd., Eureka House, Fisher St., London, W.C.1.
Gilbert Ad. 1756
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CALLERS' PRICES

ALL POST FREE at
EBONITE PANELS
Matt
r 3/16

9' X 6'
12' X 9'
12' x 19'
15' X 9'
15" X 12'
4' X 4'
7' X 5

MICROMETER FILAMENT DIMMER

0-5 ohms 3'6 M 0-20 ohms 41
-30ohms 413

0-I0 ohms 3'9 \ F-1

P

4/6 8/9
5/9 5/-

Q

5/6 4/9

(1

7/6 5/8

6d.
1/6 1/2
19d.

APPLIED FOR

2d.

Id.

3r1

ltd.

Multiphone 4-w.

CENTRE FIXING

9d.
1/ 3d.

6 -way

Ref iy slning

SPARE

2 B.A. Small type, id.
Contact Studs
id.
Spring Mullets
d.

CARTRIDGES

AERIAL WIRE 7/26's
Enam., Bright 4 strd.
100', 3/6. 2/6, 1/1
do. Electron
1/8
Ruhr. Id. -in. 4d. yd.

0-20ohms I/6 0-300h9r If9

0-5 ilms I'- 0-10ohms E3

cp-lI
(4ecafirrie
eeom's,

INSULATORS

Shell, 24' X 21' 4d.

Reel, 2', ld., Egg, 1d.
Crystor type .. 9d.
Lead -nu 4/
94.
1/3

4' & 6' do.

9' 1/-,12 2 15,

40:pc

VALVE HOLDERS

Type A 7d., Polio 1/3
Screwed S lulls 8d.

Ebonite

10d.
6d.

Do. Open Type

COIL PLUGS Ebonite
1/3
10d. Superior
Narrow 7d.liasket 1/ Moulded typo
8d.
Coll Formers .. 21d.

Also MADE as a GRID LEAK which is CONSTANT

'2-5 MEG., 316.

Basket type .. ltd.
Coil Mounts .. 4d.
"Athol" Ebonite 1/3

5-10 MEG., 41-.

Do. Porcelain 1/ -

Basket Boil Sets

ASK YOUR DEALER: IF UNABLE TO SUPPLY WRITE
TO MAKERS ENCLOSING 3d. FOR POSTAGE EXTRA

6-1/9, 4 -1/ CONDENSERS

Dubilier (usual
Millard

prices.

ENTERPRISE MFG. CO., LTD.,

Mansbridge, ex -Govt.

GRAPE STREET, Shaftesbury Avenue, LONDON, W.C.2

IRON CORE CHOKES
1,000 Z., 750 ..lit .,8d.

2 m.f. 1/3-1/3/36 m.f.
2rn.f. 1/6-1/36 mt. 9d.

FIT Radiax SQUARE LAW CONDENSERS

Stock the " Walden"
Alarm Revolver and

The use of a good square law condenser facilitates the
tuning on that portion of the scale hitherto difficult or
impossible, and gives uniform results over the whole

Very useful for all
kinds of sports, start-

Revolutionize Your Tuning

S

T

INVITED

HEADPHONES
B.B.C. 4.000 ohms.

TRANSFORMERS

L.F. Silveitoa 0 21/ Radio Inst. (new) 25/-

Brown's" 1`," B.T.H.
Siemens,
Bramles,
Sterling, all
25/ General Radio 20/ Fellows
18/6
120 ohms. double
Ex -Govt. Sullivans 5/6

IgraMc 21/- and 20/-

With Wander Plugs
60v., 8/-, 36v., 4/10
30v.,-4/- 15v., 2/4v. F.L. Retry. 5d.

66v. Ever -ready 13/6
36v., 8/- 16v., 8/6
Siemens same price

20
22
24
26
28
30

32
36
90

Hydrometers ..

20/Royal ..
R.A.F. Modulation 8/ SF
Telephone do.
" Unidyne 10-Ir 8/H. F. McMichael's 10/ 5/6
Tangent, each
5/6
Oojah 000 m.
600 & 300 m.4/6

Al "Igranie" "Lis-

Formers only ..

Tumbler 11 1/-

DeC 030 U.R.C.
1/11 2/11
3/5
2/2 3/4
4/2
2/6 3/9
4/7
5/2/11 3/10
3/4
4/2
5/9
3
49
6/6
4/1/9 0
5/4
7/6
5/8
6/8/9
8/- 8/8 12/17/- 14/8 20/ -

D.C.O. 1/6 S.C.O 9d.
3/3
Dewar D.C.O.
D.P.S.T.
2/9
4/Utility 2 -way

3w 5/, 4w 6/-, 6n8/1.ever Type Stocked
Miniature Turn 6d.
Lissen 2-o ay

2/9

Series parallel 8/9
do. 2/ -

Double -arm

NEW LINES

VARIABLE LEAKS

Eureka Transformers,
No. 2.
.. 22/8

Fiitron 0-7 meg. 3,'Watmel 0-5
2/6
Lissen Type .. 2/6
Resistances 2/6

Concert Grand . 30/
R.I. Chokes .. 10/ Shaw's Hei !zit° li.

MICA. .002 DOS.
3'X 2'1/-, 2.">: I'," 4d.

RIC MET

Orders 5/6

CARRIAGE

DETECTOR. 13/...

value

Under 5/6 fd

1 --

SWITCHES, Ebonite

British Wires, etc.
18

per

Bank of 2 .. 1/6
Slumlord Plugs 1/3
Potentiometer 300
ohms Ex -Govt.
4/6

Burndept (new) 24/ Reliability 10/- .112/6
.. 17/6
Ferranti

Xtraordinary .. 8/ Tangent 12/6 & 14/6

H.T. BATTERIES

JACRS-4-CONTACT

11-

PAID.

packing, etc

..

3/6
2/ -

lcdphone Cords
Alum. II'dbilds.

1/ 2/6

Microphones

Tapping Keys

2/-

ten,"
"Burndept,"
"Edison -Bell" " Atlas " & " Sterling "
Goods.

COIL HOLDERS
Ashley fixed ..

2/6
3/6
8/8
3/6
2 coil .. 2/6
Single MovingType1/9
Fixed
86
9d..
Recessed do.

moving ..

Igranie 3 Set ..
Ebonite 3 coil ..

PIL. RESISTANCE
Good quality .. 1/6

Igraine 4/6, Vern. 7/ Ormond 2/-, Ala.
Bumdept
5/-

4/- & 5/-

T.C.B.

"lnierostat
.. 2/9
Splints 4d. Formers7d.
Peerless Jnr.
2/6
ACCESSORIES

Gal.pulley4d. Alum 1/..
ValveSockets & I Mg&
44.
Valve Windows
24.
Crystal Cope ..

P. Wax block..

Gd.

Resin Solder 00.

3d.

All sizes, yd.

3d.

Insulating tube.

ld.

Tape, yd.

J. H. TAYLOR & CO.

Valve Template

'televms:

N.P. SWITCH SETS
D.C.O. 1/-, Sc.O. Ed.

Tei,phone: 341
3, Radio House,
Macaulay St HUDDERSFIELD
^ Thorougb,'

Huddersfield.

Nu -Graving

4d,
734.

ing races, etc, scaring
burglars, dogs: also for stage and
cinema effects, etc., etc. No licencs
required.

enables you to identify by wavelength each station

FREE with Each,

Absolutely indistinguishable

you tune in. It includes valuable hints on logging all
stations heard.
Without Vernier. With Vernier.
.001
...
.0006
.0005
7/8/6

from the Real Thing,

Al-

ways ready for use. Entirely
harmless. Six shots without reloading. Accidents of

.

.
.

Radiax, Ltd., 20, Radio House, Percy Street,

&

Vernier, no dial 2/6
5 vane 3/8. 7 cane 3/6
" Polar " types 10/6

Safety Pistol

range.

.0003

4/6

PROTECT YOUR PROFITS

of splendid quality and finish, very strong construction and highest possible electrical efficiency, this new
Radiax production will

A Radiax Chart

1/6

7/6/5/-

"J.B." usual prices

FREE

MIII-Pol. Brass
4 B.A. Standrd.
Spade type, doz.
Telephone type

Vernier
Blade

Stock "Fallon"

'Any Sire Cut

TERMINALS

.001 panel type

Extra 3/6
Knobbed dial 1/- sic

II

Sd.

X 6" X

VAR. CONDENSERS
.00075
.0005
.0003
.0002

N

Sq. in I" td. 4" Id.

PATENTS

TRADE

COMPLETE

2/21/10

RADIAX

Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1. Museum 490.-WESATISFY
YOU

any kind quite impossible.
Samples sent on approval.

DELL & CO., 2a, Belgrade Rd. London, N.16.
e egrams: "De'codell," Stoke, 1;ontion,

Telephone: C1A-sold, 314.

13 atlas's 315

As good as a
stage of H.F.

If you are out for telephony further afield
than your local broadcasting station and

seworponimema..M.marir

1111.111011ftnulls.101110111

Wireless is attracting all men. The Amateur is entering
the field in great numbers, and he wants to know all
about it. He will require Materials, Parts, Tools. He
will also want to sell surplus material.

better all-round reception -let " Abbey "
Steel Masts provide the essential aerial
efficiency.
By eliminating the screening

AMATEUR WIRELESS"

radio engineer.
Abbey Steel Masts are made in 10 ft.
sections, light strong and easily erected, and
are made in the following sizes. 10 ft., 25/-,

is out to cater for this class of reader, who will be eager
for knowledge and bargains. To meet him, use the Sale
and Exchange columns, which he is sure to search. Rate
4d. per word, 4s. minimum, prepaid. Latest date

effects of trees and houses; they improve
your results almost to the extent of a stage
of H.F. Don't take our word -ask any

20 ft., 37/- ; 30 ft., 50/- ; 40 ft., 66/- ;
50 ft., 90/- ; 60 ft., 105/- ; 70 ft., 137/-.
M
Coplete
-with" all accessories.
carriage paid.

All prices

Send a card for illustrated

ABBEY ENGINEERING CO.,
WATTON, NORFOLK.

Thursday mornings.
Add; cos.

The Advertisement Manager,
"Amateur Wireless,"
La BLeuldlegaStae"I71, 'L' ondon,

E.C.4
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Hair's Breadth
THE Smith demands the highest degree
of accuracy from his steam hammer.

It must respond instantly, and deliver a giant blow of
twelve tons or a light tap barely sufficient to crack a
watch -glass, and it must never make a mistake.

The Smith gets the best out of his hammer because
the best workmanship and materials have been- put
into it.

You should see that no component finds its way into
your wireless set unless you can feel entire confidence
in it.

Eighty per cent. of the complete set manufacturers in
Britain as well as thousands of experimenters employ
Dubilier Condensers and Resistances in their sets.

They know that a product bearing the name Dubilier
can be trusted implicitly to do what is expected of it,
and they count the few extra pence spent on it a sound
insurance against disappointment.

YOU should specify Dubilier.

I

DUBIL

CONDENSER Co

E. P.S.79.

Advt. of the Dubilier Condenser Co., Ltd., Goldhawk Rd.,
London, W.12.

=deur Wirdesi

COUPIP1

Available until Saturnian
November 22nd, 1924

NOVEMBER 15, 1924
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PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.

SPRING CONTROL

Advertisements

FOURPENCE

IS THE SECRET
of the

PANELITE will withstand 5,000 volts, black finish, will not facture,
6 bye by 3/16, Is. ; 7 by 5, ls. Id. ; 8 by 5, ls. 2d.; 9 by 5, 18.4d. ; 9 by 6,
Od. ; 10 by D. 2s. 24. ; 12 by 10, 2s. 9d. ; 14 by 12, 40.6d. Post paid.
Other sizes and thicknesses pro rata.-Radio Panel Co. (Dept. A), 143.

or Valve Sockets on Panel.
Perfect micrometer adjustment, giving absolute positive pressure spring
control.

[17 r
Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.
HEADPHONE REPAIRS.-Rewound, re.magnetised and readjusted.
Lowest prices quoted on receipt of telephones, delivery three days.The Varley Magnet Co., London, S.E.18.
AGENTS WANTED. --=Wireless valve repair business. Deal with the
actual repairers. Lowest trade terms. All types repaired. A hard
vacuum guaranteed. Also -old valves bought for cash Od. each. Comore
Is. esell.-M. & u 00. Cheochfield Road, Acton W.3. Telephone,

The most sensitive "spot" being

pidly found and permanently held.

You should see this
Rheostat and other

p,

,

ai

Post 3d.

SPEEDWELL PRESS CO.,

Chiswick 2081.

AERIAL SATISFACTION I !-Use clear reception Radio wire foe
your aerial, and lead direct to set. Easily fixed. Requres no imulators

LTD.,

Useful for earthing, and
Only le. 8d. for 100 ft. with instructions I
'phone extensions. and is waterproof Insulated. From your dealer or
post free from David Green & Son, 515 Department, Lytham.
COLLAPSIBLE AERIAL, indoor or outdoor, crystal range in miles
valves, continental stations, fits Jacket pocket. an. delivered. See

CUBE ROAD, LETCHWORTH. HERTS.

I

address below.
GARNERIUS CRYSTAL AND CATEWHISHER COMBINATION.

The Wor.c1 Renowned Con.

Every piece tested and guaranteed, 50 per cent. better reception. Re Rind If dissatisfied. 2s. Oil. post paid.-Garner, 8,Westmoreland Build[27r
ings, Aldersgate Street. E.C.

VERNIER ATTACHMENT (Complete) 1/6 extra.
Orders executed (Post) wi bin 2 days, post free.

25 per cent.-Allitts' Wireless Manufacturers, 59, Church Hill Road,
[21 r
Handswmth, Birmingham.
PRACTICAL INVENTIONS required suitable for Wireless Trade-Brief particulars tint to itox.--" It." care of Amateur Wireless." [20 r
THE SUPER CRYSTAL ^ NITON " Guaranteed and tested. Price

'0(03,

14

Se. 3d. Trade supplied. Agents wanted. Below.
12/6 CRYSTAL SET. 1. Valve Amplifiers.-Pledge Bros., 26, Wood -

[ler

LOUD SPEAKER HORNS.-Guaranteed perfect acoustics. Enamelled Black Matt, complete with Aluminium Base for Receiver, 4s. 6d.
Post, etc., ls.-Midland Radiophone Co., Hewlett Works, Coventry. r.nr

MAKE YOUR SET

2- and 8 -VALVE SETS, £8, £10.-Tool, 12, Kensington Gardens
12s
AMATEURS SELL PARTS and Sets to friends in spare time. All

Square, Bayswater.

50% BETTER!

[I e
Stamp, Vuxciel Co., 17, Queen'. Hill, Newport, Mun.
USE EARTH1A around your Earth, 4$. Id., postage extra-Hillman,
'IG a
125, Chapel St.. iverton, Devon.
I2s. CRYSTAL SET, 1 -VALVE AMPLIFIERS. Greatly strengthens
weak signals. Numerous testimonials received.-D. Walters, 22, Mitchell
e
Road, London, 0.E.15.
SIXTY -VOLT BATTERIES for sale, post free, 8s. Gd. Variometem,
2e. tid. and 4s. Headphones, Oa-Charles Ludlow, South Darentli,
r
Dartford, Kent.

makes.

a Postcard for our Brochure which tells you how
you can definitely increase the range and 'electron, of
any wireless set by luting dovner-Lowe Square Law
Con de nsers which have the highest capacity ratio end
lowest edge elite, 109.3 of any yet made. Write now.

Nov.
15 to 29, 1924
If you
White

BOWYER-LOWE CO. LTD., LETCHWORTH

City, write to us for list Z. 280.

ANTIQUE CARVED OAK BIBLE BOX,

Suitable for Wireless Cabi-

net, mice :Ms.-Watts, Pelmarsh, Bores, Essex.

IGRANIC ELECTRIC Co., Ltd.

EVERYTHING for WIRELESS
Send for new bargain liNt of all connioneins. Headphones

149 Queen Victoria Street, LONDON.

Birmingham.
Glasgow.

AGENTS wanted to sell high class 'phones and crystal sets, cOmeniSMOR

Stock Pond. Oxford.

White City, Shepherd's Bush, W.12

Works : BEDFORD.
Bradford.
Manchester.

8/- each; 00075, 11- ; 'coo5, 13;.;
4/-; '00005, 4/-.
516; '0002, 4/6;

DYSON'S STORE, 35, B:ren's Rd., Harrow Rd., N.W.10.

WIRELESS EXHIBITION
& RADIO CONVENTION
cannot visit the

den ser (t,RMONO) IN STOCK

PRICES:

CONDENSERS.

3n and
Standsat the BRITISH

charged
charge

Holborn. 1525.

Can be mounted on Valve Holder

4/6 each.

this head are
minimum
WORD,

PATENTS and Trade Marks obtained. -11.,T, P. Gee, Patent Agent.
Member R.S.G.B., 51, 52, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. Phone.

S.P.C. DETECTOR
IGRANIC
FILAMENT
RHEOSTAT

under

PER

FOUR SHILLINGS.

15,6. Loud Speakers 2916. Crystal Sets irme
19/6. Amplifiers from 42. Valve Sets from 77,6.
Pirca frrm arthal mankfirethwrs.
from

Cardiff.
Newcastle.

Townshend's, Ltd., Ernest Street- BirminKhrim

[th a

TELEPHONES RE -WOUND

Guaranteed. All makes ft:, except Brawn " A" 64
and Stave! , Was filled, 10/. per pair. Lx -cony crelverted to high
resistance, 2,6 eachearpiece.Re -magnetising 96. per earpiece.
Postage extra 136. Per Pair.
to 4.cco ohms.

JOHN W. MILLER 68 FARRINGDON ST.. E.C.4
Plitnet CEN TR A L. roso

CAC INETS YOU WANT
Pickett's Insulated Cabinets

(Perpanently en-

AM
P LI C RY ST ergised Crysta,)
guarantee that upwards of wr.% greater volume is

for

from 16 each Highly Polished
Double the Value:" \\rite Now
easily
Constructors' Lists Free1009 results.

'11'i;

obtained than with other crystals. Price mounted in standard
size or small cup,3/6, or complete in Ideal enclosed detector,
6/6. Satisfaction or money refunded. Particulars free.-

Cabinet (A.M.) Works, Albion Rd.,
Bexley Heath, B. E. /1, rue ;or lists.

1THE STAR CHARGER

AT

Ledsham &

CO..

Gold Whisker to anybody sending 6d. for Postage and
Whisker. WONDERFUL RESULTS GUARANTEED.
T. BUXTON, 10 Crofton Avenue, Hillsboro,' Shefiield.

Charges your Battery from an A.C. supply at the
cost of a few coppers. D.C. types available.

Insist on the Gold Seal on the Star.

E3

SPENCER'S STORES

THE CARPAX CO. Ltd.. 312 Deansgate, Manchester

horn. 1,talloy diaphragm. Adjustable magnets Brand
new, not reconditioned 2,000 ohms, 12/6. 120 ohms,
13/, Post free, complete in box. with money -back

VALVES REPAIRED

sTALLoy DIAPHRAGMS,

than ebonite, yet just as efficient, 6 in. by 6 in.,
11.. post free. Any size pro rata.

guaran'ee.

to 4 in., 1'2.

all sizes, 1

icro-nut fitted. 8d. extra.

0

JOHN W. MILLER, 68 FARRINCDON ST., E.0 4. Phone: CENTRAL 1550

; 8" x 5", 1/2; 7" x 6", 1/3 ; 0" x 6", 1 5; 9" x 5",
1/5 ; '9" x 6", 1/7 ; to" x 8", 2/1 ; ri" x 8", 23; no"
x 9", 2,4; is" x 8", 2 6 ; Is" X 9". 2 7 ; I2' X 9", 2/:0:
Irs" x no",3/ ; Ut" x IO''; 3/5 ; 14" x 12",
thick. Post free. Callers, cut any size, and quote by
Post. Exceptional terms to the Trade. Write for sans; le
and Prices. Manufacturers :

JOHN ID GOODMAN, 78, Spencer Road, Wealdstone

Post free.
KENITE PANELS ARE CHEAPER

in. 4d.

CROXSONIA" PANELS

Black matt finish, insulation perfect, rigid without being
brittle, drills, cuts and taps perfect :-7" x 5",1/-; 6" x 6",

As used for "A.W." Crystal Loudspeaker Circuit.
Also "A.W," Pleated Paper Loudspeaker. G norm teed equal to new in appeamnee. Very limited quantity.
17s. 6d. each, any resistance.

616.

Quick delivery.

lion

BROWN A. REED TYPE EARPHONES

EASINCHALL ST., LONDON, E.C.2
2ELEPRONE.-LONDON WALL 2292

LOUD
SPEAKERS 12/6
fitted with flexible connection to fit any gramophone or

leuc

CROXSONIA COMPANY, 10 South St, MOORGATE, E.0 .2

4-5, MASON'S AVENUE,

ADJUSTABLE

REPAIRS.

MAGNETO SERVICE GO., 4 Newington Causeway, S.E.1

RADIO "

Sample of the Wonder Loud -speaker Crystal with Special

Brings the wed -tried principle of the famous Cold
Seal Homcharger within everyone's reach.

LOUD SPEAKERS.

Rewound, remagnetised, adjusted lip to 4,om ohms, 5/-.
any make, guaranteed. Remagnetised and adjusted, only
1'6 per pair. Postage 6d. extra. Returned in 24 hours.

297, King St., Hammersmith, London

FREE

14 15s.

HEADPHONES.

D'ye

Ken KENITE

RADIO PANELS ?

If You Don't, Get Acquainted NOW.

El

Half ebonite cost. Double efficiency. No leakage. Easy
to work. Black, matt finish. Prices Stock sizes, lea" thick
6" x 6" 1/-,
x 5" 1/-, 8" x 6" 1,4, 9" x
116, I o" x r 2/3,

le X to" 3'4, post free. Larger and other sizes pro rata.
I" 25% extra. Minitnum post order 1/-.

MIKRO Ltd.,

CRAWFORD, 13, BIRKHALL ROAD, LONDON, S.E.6
Landon, E C.2).
(Late 9, Cr' loor,

SKINDERVIKEN BUTTON

Use instead the Famous New Improved

LOUD
SPEAKER CRYSTAL SYSTEM
are now in

FIXED

The Proprietors and Patentees of the
and

a

position to supply parts to all experimenters who wish to make their own sets.

WRITE TO -DAY FOR PRICE LIST AND BOOKLET"The
Marvels of the Microphone"
3rd Edition.
no
WO., not stamps).
32a, CRAVEN. STREET, CHARING CROSS, W.C. 2.
61.1

SKINDERVIKEN MICROPHONE BUTTON, PRICE 5/-

Components List Post Free

MARVELLOUS EFFICIENCY

CATS EYE

DETECTOR
Listen -in in comfort

PRICE

2/6

at once. No back aching adjusting, no waiting. order Irons your
dealer, or send P.O. 2/6 and r1 -d. stamp to :COMREX & CO. (DEPT. 2), HS FLEET Sr., E.C.4

NOVEMBER 15, 1924
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THE MULLARD SERVICE SAFEGUARDS ALL VALVE USERS
yOU can avoid accidents to your valves by using Mullard
Safety Discs.

Your dealer will supply them free on request.

These patented discs are perfect insulators under all condtions of service, and are purposely designed to prevent filament
burn out by H.T. battery short circuit. Simple to use and
effective in operation, these discs are another striking feature of
Mullard Service to ensure continued perfect reception for the
radio public. Complete instructions with each disc. Make sure
you get these Mullard Safety Discs.
Send us the name and address of your dealer if you cannot
get what you want, and we will supply his requirements

reM

A

A

y
de
!.%

:fr

"4 r? 5,05. ,
4.*
.reeliffer.e.,FeE'rfiffellefefferetW"

Z1

Obtainable from all electricians, wireless dealers, etc., etc.
Advert. --The Mallard Radio Valve Co., Ltd. (A.W.), -Nightingale Works, Balhatn. S. W.12.

emateur Wireless
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AN IM ROVEMENT ON THE
SQUARE LAW CONDENSER?
SQUARE law condenser is a condenser
which for a' given movement along its
scale always gives the same alteration
of wavelength with a given inductance.
That is to say, if one movement of the pointer
or dial of a square law condenser through, say,

maximum capacity, a condenser has been found which

10 degrees gives an alteration in wavelength

tuning much nicer and easier than even a

of, say, 100 metres, every other movement along

the scale will give- a pro rata alteration.

Although for laboratory work a square law
condenser is necessary, for ordinary tuning
work it has- its disadvantages. For instance, it
would be impossible satisfactorily to use a .001
square law condenser in a short wave receiver
i.

for broadcasting, as such a receiver would be
most difficult to tune-it would be far too
critical. On the higher wavelengths the :001
square law condenser could be used without
difficulty, because tuning on the higher wavelengths is much less critical than on the lower
band, and much easier.

If a square law condenser is used for short
wave work it should not eXceed..0002 capacity.

It would be found critical enough even with
this capacity.

But .0002 capacity is not nearly

high enough for an ordinary receiver,

as it
does not provide sufficient_ caplcitY for working
on the higher wavelengths.

It can he said, therefore, .that a .0002 square

for ordinary tuning work (outside a laboratory) is a
great improvement on any square law condenser.

There is now such a condenser available.

On short wavelengths its characteristics make

.0002 square law condenser --it has a more
open scale. The effect of this is to make tuning,

especially long distance tuning, much easier

on short wave work than any square law

condenser possibly can be, and incomparably
better than a square law condenser of higher
than

.0002

therefore, a condenser can be obtained which
has almost the accurate characteristics of a square
law condenser but is easier to tune with, provides a
negligible minimum capacity at one extreme of the
scale while at the other end it provides a high
If,

This condenser

also

possesses the advantage that despite its negligible minimum capacity it also possesses khigh
maximum capacity, which is always necessary
for tuning on the higher wavelengths. With
this condenser a receiver is equipped for much
nicer tuning, better long distance tuning, much
more flexible tuning than is possible with any
square law condenser: Its pointer makes two
revolutions-when small changes of capacity
arc required, you work on the first revolution,
and on the second revolution when more

critical changes of capacity are necessary- WITH ONE KNOB CONTROL.
This condenser is the new LISSEN

MARK 2 MICA VARIABLE CONDENSER --and it is Worth its price of
17s. 6d

law. condenser cannot be used at all on the

higher wavelength range, and that. a. .0005 or,
.001. square law condenser cannot properly ,he
used on short wave work certainly not .001.

capacity.

Negligible min. capacity.

Maximum rated at .001 (actually much
big*. Lissen One -hole Fixing, of course.

r

With this condenser and LISSENAGON
cogs, a receiver is fitted with the best tuning
combination it is possible to have. Ask for
them if you are out for ease and distance.

Advertisement of Lissen Limited, 16-20, Woodger Road, Shepherd's Bush, London, W.12.
Printed and Published in England by CASSELL & COMPANY, LIMITED. Ludgate Hill. London. E.C.4.
AGENCY, LIMITED.
Saturday. NON ember ijth, 1924.

Sine Agent for South Africa. CENTRA1. ;NEW,
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VISIT OUR EXHIBIT
STAND 48

-

:

1.S Z4

RADIAX LNIVERSAL RECEIVERS
Complete or for Home Construction

These powerful regenerative sets will deal 011Mee tly with all wavelengths, and c,of1..ely detail
rdinsulents whfots few ether retf., !emote, expeo.ave, can boast. They ape wont, tad for
distant leceptian. Get otu list.
A.s supplied for Home 11onstrnefom. they a,
complete will, plan, diagram, folly drilled oral
engraved panel, and every detail required. trot
our list.
The following is a small eflertlon. Semi ,-trap
for full list.
Cmstrnelves Completed
and Tested
Sot

BRITISH WIRELESS EXHIBITION
WHITE CITY, NOV, 15 to 29,
and see all Finston Specialities assembled.

Het

MiD11}442,6,"""S"119E49.1.1113110

2 -valve
3
4

No. 24 P

A Super -Power, beaefifullv
finished Crystal Set is wir
Challenge. No.11 ter Broadcast, No. 41 for Cheltm.feol
also, prices 02 2 0 and £2 10 0
respectively.
27, 1 adio
use, Percy St., Tot- 1,111 ' t at Sgets ,and
RADIAX 1.1D tenham Court Rd., London, W.1
r%=:.

TO THE TRADE

are symbolic of Stonehenge because of the eve dusting

0

RADIAX,
roll, s 321

WAREHOUSES Ltd.
Brass Parts.
Aerial Wires.

egiern'

AIWIWPOPIa=

stand the test of time.

I!

6

5

LONDON METAL
(111

0=01181111100

qualities which serve to make them immune from
trouble in the most exacting and protracted uze. They

012

WE SATISFY YO!.
13

FINSTON FIXED CONDENSERS

00 20

15 0
5 0
15 0

£4

sti28PP

D.C.C. and Enamelled
Wires.

FEATURES :

VIlege12/

Reliability of
Capacity.

Finest

grade ruby Mica

Write for Lists.

BRASS FOUNDRY,
segaml

Hill street,

snattiorang0f1

Dielectric. Highest quality Copper

BlackfriarsRd.,S.E.1

for Terminal or

Ho7 6992, 699', 6331, 6995.
Tcic; ,ants :
Stehraware, Sedist, I.

:Tele h/loc, :

Foil. Adapted

soldered connections.

CAPACITIES :

.001 to .0005, price 1,3 each
.002 to .006, price 2/- each

FINSTON STANDARD
VARIOMETER
moulding

rotor,

e

Concerts,

You'reMissing Something
dramas, news, and the latest -

evening.

All

syncopated melodies-entertainment every

these you can bring into

your home with the aid of the Brownie."
The latest model, incorporating a Loading
Bridge, which enables yeti to adapt it for
5 X X gives even clearer, stronger

Ebonite stator, high-grade ebonite

taternee

engraved

dial and knob.

reception.

From

Dealer.

your

"

7/6

to fit a,ty

of seltstaeriai

at1racti.,

THE J. W. B. WIRELESS CO.,
310a/3121, Euston Road, N.W.1.

Price 5/6

all

:OA

re. Jest a.-.iIta.

ot I

..t

serer

-app,

A Mulvy - Back Guarante! with 'Every Outfit

CONDENSERS
Aluminium top and bottom plates,

high-grade ebonite composition knob

and dial, cleanly engraved 0--180.
Vanes 98 per cent. pure aluminium.
.001

-

.00075
.0005

-

9/- .0003
8/6 .0001

8/.

-

7/6
6/6

-

6/ -

-

.00005

If your local dealer cannot supply Finston components, send your
order to us together with his name and address.

LIGHTING SUPPLIES Co.,
2, FINSBURY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.2

THE GREATEST SENSATION AND SUCCESS
' Her Daddy's Voice"

OF THE SEASON
The " World's Champion," the marvel

A.B." Headph sae

which has dealt the Knock Out Itlow to all others and
overshadowed them all.
UNCUAL FIED DEJA RANTEr- -IF UN-

fATI,tACTIIFIY MONEY RE,URN1D
IN FU, t.

adjustable 17 6
"A.B."
"A.R." non-adjustable 15.6
Ask your dealer, or send i Cmittance to us for samples to
cover postaqe as well.

clays, 325.

cnn reotygnise

AMBATIELO BROS., LTD., Eo,sts

"Ambatielo House,"
Farringdon Road,,

her ctiebra' ed daddy's ,./ice
from across the Atlantic Witt

London, E.C.I.

.13

a

Ifronie iota Mg
:eat,
ith the Om-,
tiv

Facing Warren St. Tube Station, Telephone: Museum 3747

FINSTON SQUARE LAW

Iffy laea

're 'eAh.ny. C'.g-koffeo,f,/

" A.B." Headphones.
e^g4

..f,
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TUNGSTALITE
BLUE LABEL (Regd. No. 447149)

When you can inspect hundreds of ORIGINAL letters
of congratulation from all parts of the country, When

you have a £1,000 guarantee that all this amazing
testimony is entirely impartial and unsolicited, you
will feel obliged to prove from your own experience
that TUNGSTALITE is
a LABEL

INDISPUTABLY THE BEST CRYSTAL IN EXISTENCE.
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT, OR SEND 1/6 TO
Head Office. LONDON-

GIVE US A CALL at

Leeds-

TT_TNC-90.L41.1..I7VE

THE BRITISH WIRELESS EXHIBITION,

TUNGSTALITE Ltd..

47, FARidNGDON ROAD,
LONDON, E.C.1

41, ,CALL LANE, LEEDS
Phone-Leeds 21375.

Pungslump Leeds.

Phone-Holborn 2517. Grams-Tungslamp Smith

WHITE CITY, Nov. 15-29, 1924

Grams-

1 /6

1 /6 SECURE YOUR SPECIMEN TO -DAY
" SAMPSON "
ACCUMULATOR

"GOLTONE" Regd.

Low Frequency

CARRIER

Transf. rmer

Patent No. 214037/23,

Unsurpassed for silence,
efficiency and reliability.
remarkable
Provides
amplification with freedom from noise and distortion. Equally suitable
with every type of valve.
No make of Trans former
gives better results.
Price 17/6

Light, strong and ex-

ceedingly useful. The
inconvenience of hand-

ling weighty cumbersome accumulators is

entirely obviated. Suitable for any size accumulator. Holds fiat to
fit the pocket, 3/. each

Warning
Rigorous proceedings

"GOLTONE ' MICROMETE R REGU-

LATING. COIL HOLDER

will be taken against

"GoLTONE" WAVE TRAP
An effective instrument when used in conjunction with a variable Condenser .0005,
for eliminating signal interference up to boo
metres. Easily fitted. No. R5/75o, 12/6 each
Complete with Variable Condenser, ready

wired up and fitted in polished hardwood box
with Ebonite Panel. No. R5/75oa, 32/6

A high-grade instrument. Enables the finest possible 'tuning and considerably improves the selectivity, reliability and efficiency of any Receiving Set.
2 Coil Type
..
9/.

3 Coil Type

...

GOLTONE "

12/6

DUST -

PROOF CRYSTAL;
DETECTORS

PANEL SWITCH
Size lit x

x

in.

Highly fin-

Attractive appearance.
Neat design. Perfectly reliable. Supplied in Nickel
and Black finish.
ished.

2/- each.

Mounted
Excellent finish.
on Ebonite Base. Fitted with

Panel Mounting, No. R4Iro
prices.

patent.

of this

" CoLTONE "

NO - CAPACITY

SWITCHES
Fitted with screwed
front plate for panel
mounting. Corn pact,
easily fitted and
possesses a strong,
reliableaction. No.
RI7/100 2 - way

double pole, 3/6

each. No. R t7/i ref
4 -way double pole

5,6 each.

Front View

RADIO LIST NO.

Glass Dust Shield No. R4112
1/9 each. Parts only for

1/6 each. Vertical and Horizontal types supplied at same

infringements

PENDLETON

addikei

.,.=11421ANO1 f S1 IS ED.

Address all communications to Rea:: Office ani Worts

PENDLETON -- MANCHESTER

Stocks also held at Glasgow Depot, 95 Pitt Street

R/110

Illustrates in great variety a wide selection of
Crystal and Valve Sets and Component Parts
of every description post free on request.
Enclose Business Card for Trade Terms
These lines are stocked by all high-class Radio and
Electrical Stores.

Write direct if unobtainable.
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The LONG -LIFE
BATTERY
The Exile Battery

The Exibe Battery
1.0.1

How to choose
a suitable Exide

OF 4.
015C

GE,2O

Wireless Battery
4-Number of cells required.
For up to 2 volts use 1 WI
between 2 St 4 salts me 2 cel fa

2.-..Size of cell required.
pe

Aseertam the CLITIOnt reepred
valve from the table on panesItir
and 19.
Add all these values together
Fend the total current thus

obtained on the centre column 02

20

the chart on stos pap.
Read 00 on either the right
stem or le ft stem bond colsmarts
the umber of hours for which tics
0J0,10 can be maintained cost) au
oualy umag the (22.0 of tell giuea
to the outer column

I-Description of Rattery.

Hew to Meter

The battery is descobed by
the number of cells as
prefix followed by the size of cell
eg., I C7.3, 3 HZ2.
usIng

Example -3 robots, 5 volts.
611172estate-rser of cells reqn,ed

(2) Sae of cell temstredsTotal current = 3 20..64
1.95 amperes.
nom chare-1.05 arn,e, will be

tircX TrZ:Vhro L171 by (1i
hattery-s
IS) cltenpuon
3 CM.
For further detail, of these
cells see pages 6 and 7

The Chloride Electrical Storage

More

than a mere
Catalogue

A COPY AWAITS YOU.
Fill in your name and address on facsimile
envelope on this page. Cut out. post to nearest

The latest Exile Catalogue " W of batteries

address below and you will get it by return.

for wireless work is something new in battery
catalogues.

Whilst every type of battery is described and
fullest details of actual capacities, sizes and
prices quoted, this Catalogue gives also extensive details of the characteristics of every
type of valve, list of the wave -lengths of British

and Continental stations, notes on the care of
batteries,,and much other interesting information
useful to the enthusiast.

Exile Batteries can be obtained from your
usual dealer, or the nearest Exide Service
Station.

Manufactured by-

450 Service
Agents.

,

Otilbjrat ELECTRICAL STORAGE
COMPANY LIMITED.

v
Ex
Bok-f.it;
SEAViCt STATION

at CLIFTON JUNCTION, Nr. MANCHESTER.

Look for this sign.

Showrooms and Depots

LONDON:
249-229, Shaftesbury
Avenue, It7.C.2.

BIRMINGHAM :
55, Dec End.

BRISTOL :
22, y ieteoaia

Street.

MANCHESTER :
1,

131i.t1oc Street.
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inificance ife Marking
The B.T.H. Monogram on a valve

GENERAL PURPOSE VALVES:
Type R. ... 1216 each
4 volts
Filament Voltage
0.7 amp.
Filament Current
Maximum plate voltage -100 volts
27.000 ohms.
Plate resistance-

Type B 3

21/. each

1.8 volts
Filament voltage
0.15 amp.
Filament current
Maximum plate voltage...80 volts

means a great deal to the buyer. For
one thing, it signifies an exceedingly
high vacuum produced by a special
patented process. It means a valve

which has been thoroughly tested
in every respect before leaving the
Above all, it signifies a
factory.

Filament current -0.06 amp.(at 3 v.)

valve of great Fensitivity, absolutely
free from distortion -a valve which
will last longer and give infinitely

POWER AMPLIFYING VALVES :

(or English) valves.

Plate resistance27,000 ohms.

*Type B5. ... 251. each
Filament voltage ......2.8-3 volts
Maximum plate voltage -80 volts
Plate resistance- ...... 17,000 ohms.

Type B4.
Filament voltage

35/. each
... 5-6 volts

Filament current:072-5 amp (at 6v.)
Maximum plate voltage -120 volts
6,000 ohms.
Plate resistance

*Type B6 ... 351. each
3 volts
Filament voltage
0 12 amp.
Filament current
Maximum plate voltage 120 volts
9,000 ohms.
Plate resistance

*Type B 7 ... 3716 each
6 volts
Filament voltage
0.06 amp.
Filament current
Maximum plate voltage -120 volts
9,000 ohms.
Plate resistance
*For use with Dry Cells

better results than " soft " foreign

USE B.T.H. VALVES AND
MAKE SURE OF GOOD RESULTS
From all Electricians and Radio Dealers

B.T.H.
RADIO
VALVES

Advertisement of The British Thomson Houston Co. Ltd.
4110. -

2173
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SECURITY

MN

BEHIND BONTONES

ANOTHER

SECURITY

TO THE DEALER
SECURITY
TO THE USER

E.E.C.i

ro.

"XTRAUDION"

SENSITIVE,DURABLE, COMFORTABLE, & BEAUTIFULLY
FINISHED.

1

mmIGH

1.11211

Manufactured entirely by
BRITISH LABOUR.

miREQUENCY

VALVE'
Beats the .hand

amps.
Filament pressure, 3.5-4 volts. Maximum consumption,
Plate Potential, 30-80 volts.
This is not our Standard " XTRAUDION " fitted with a different
filament, but an entirely new valve designed specially for " H.F."
work. - NEW PLATE - NEW GRID - NEW FILAMENT - NEW
Fit one to your
CHARACTERISTIC - UNEQUALLED RESULTS.
set and bring in those distant stations I

ECONOMIC ELECTRIC LIMITED I
Head Office: 10, FITZROY

Bontone PhonesBritain's best, backed by
Generous Guarantee.

Telephone:

I

Showrooms:

SQUARE, LONDON, W.1 MUSEUM 1055 303,' EUSTON RD., N.W.1

MN Min min

11111 MI EMI Mil

NMI

BONTONE ORIGINAL

BONTONE
LIGHTWEIGHT

15/6

BONTONE PHONES ARE MANUFACTURED-

Up to a high efficiency.
Down to a low and popular price.

We agree to replace any 'phone, not giving complete satisfaction, if retorted in us within ,,even
days of purchase undamaged. We further agree to repair, adjust, leetest. any !leptons 'Phone
irrespective of the date of purchase, for the sum of 3/-, plus 6d. postage, if returned to us, intact,
with remittance.
This is our Bond. What does it mean
Why, an assurance for all time to users of Banton 'Phone,
Compare these advantages over other makes of 'phones, particularly the cheap, continental type!
Have you recognised all the better Qualifications which make BONTONE the distinctive type ?
Mainly, they aro backed by a most generour Yuaraatra,
Sensitive! Why I Simply that the magnets are made in our own works under our own supervision.

BONTONE will respond to the weak... signals.

Barabillty 7 BONTONE are made of the best materials procurable, and their beautiful finish
,s highly creditable to skilled craftsmanship.
Comfort ? Throughout exhaustive teats we have worn BONTONE and claim a maximum success.
BONTONE are easily adjusted. See you buy BONTONE.
(1
Apply to your local deal, or apply direst yieluj your dealtr's

B. D. & Cob (EDWARD A. BOYNTON)
Works: GOSWELL Rd. and CITY Rd.. LONDON, E.C.1.
Offices: 167.173, GOSWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1

Essm.
7/6

Admiralty, War Office and India Office Contractors.

I
I

36 volts

60volts12/9
1100 volts 2 1 /AN ENTIRELY BRITISH

TUNGSTALITE

PRODUC
1111111111111111.1111

THE RESULT OF PROLONGED RESEARCH, A PRODUCT FROM
SELECTED HIGH-GRADE MATERIALS AND EXPERIENCED CRAFTSMANSHIP,

THIS ASTOUNDINGLY EFFICIENT BATTERY IS THE PRIZED POSSESSION
OF ALL WHO ARE ANXIOUS TO SECURE FOR THEIR APPARATUS THOSE
IDEAL CONDITIONS SO ESSENTIAL FOR GOOD PERFORMANCE.
PURCHASE A 60 -VOLT "FELIX " (TUNGSTALITE) BATTERY TO -DAY, AND
YOUR HIGH-TENSION PROBLEM WILL BE SOLVED FOR EVER.
OBTAINABLE FROM ALL DEALERS OR FROM- -

Head Office, LONDON-

TUNGSTALITE LTD 10
47, FARRINGDON RD., LONDON, E.C.I.
['hone-Holborn 25)7.

Grams-Tungslamp Smith.

LeedsTUNGSTALITE LTD.

41, CALL LANE,
LEEDS.
Fhone-Leeds 21375
Grams-Tungstamp Leeds

NORTHERN IRELAND

--

BELFAST.

D. H. MacLeay,
7 Howard Street,
Belfast.
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THE MOON AND LONG-DISTANCE RECEPTION
NOW that so many amateurs are interested in long-distance reception, the
old question of the moon and its relation
to wireless is undergoing a fresh examina-

In many cases the results of this

tion.

examination do not accord with expressed
expert opinion. I think I am right in say-

ing that the accepted theory is that the
has nothing\ to do with signal
strength \or, indeed, has any effect upon
wireless at all. This is rather difficult to
believe, as many amateurs arc discovering
moon

for themselves.
Being especially interested

in long-

distance work, I was led some time ago

to attempt the compilation of a systematic
chart showing signal strength in relation
to changes of the moon.
This ''chart was compiled

subject to a certain amount of real wing. tinuity of the reception into a sort of
And there is always a greater tendency jagged series of dots and dashes.
to fade when the moon is full. I have
During this phase of the moon there is
quite established this to my own satis- also a great tendency for a perfectly stable
faction.
set tuned to a point well off the oscillation
It is a curious fact, for there appears mark to tip over and howl at periodic
to be no theoretical reason why the moon intervals. If it is left alone, which, of
should influence fading, especially if, as course, is not possible On account of the
I personally think, that unpleasant bug- interference caused with other listeners,
bear is not so much a natural phenomenon it will, after a few moments, subside
as is generally supposed.
again.
Another point which systematic observaAnd when the shorter waves are subject
tion will establish beyond a doubt is that to this static interference during the full moon period the higher wave band is
the moon does affect static.
I have found without exception that the usually an absolute impossibility. I have
nights just preceding and just following very rarely been able to tune in a 300 a full moon are the worst possible for metre wave station during the full -moon
period,

head.
At most

period from August to the
been

K D K A has

work and W B ZI for long wave work, with occasional

to W G Y and

I have not been able to
that there is any re-

duction of signal strength
when the moon is full. But
other

it

is

remaining the same how-

find

several

times

possible to tune in a station
like W G Y even when there
is static interference by de tuning the aerial condenser
and adjusting the reaction,
but on a full -moon night
this does no good, the ratio
of static and signal strength

used for short-wave

reference
W F Y.

has

keep the phones on one's

from the tleception of
several ArneiTcan broadcasting stations and covers a

present date.

and then it

required an effort of will to

ever much one detunes.
There are technical que-s
tions which arise, of course,
but I do not propose to

interesting

points have arisen out of

discuss them at this stage

my experiments.
on
American
Fading
stations is a curious

in my experiments. There
is undoubtedly considerable
phenomenon. Very often a certain effect carrying out long-distance reception. field for intensive and systematic research
is obtained which is, in my opinion, erro- K D K A, for instance, working on the into the relation of the moon to wireless
neously called fading. Most people with short wave, is usually practically free ' and, more especially, to static. It is not
powerful sets will have noticed the marked from atmospheric effect even when stations a subject which we can afford to dismiss
"wave " effect on an American trans- working on the longer wave are unread- or regard casually if we wish to perfect
mission, the signals appearing to come in able. Yet on a night when there is a full long-distance reception.
And there is work for the absolutely un-,
waves of standard duration, say about moon K D K A is subject to static interthree minutes
strength.

between

the

apices

of

A listener with a set which is only just

capable of tuning in this station will

imagine the "wave " effect to be fading,
for, he will only hear the signals when
they are at their loudest. But the signals
are not fading. Actually they are increas-

ing every now and then to an entirely
fictitious value above an average mean
strength.

But for all that American Stations are

technical enthusiast here, for he is able
The effect upon these shorter waves is to compile data. In order to be able to
somewhat curious. Static does not express ascertain anything of real value it would
itself in the crashes and bangs to which be necessary to have information from all
we are accustomed but in a kind of Morse parts of the country comparing signal
effect, lowering the strength of the modu- strength and static with the phases of the
lation a little without affecting the carrier moon, and these could be compiled by
anyone using a standard receiver who was
wave.
The static does not intrude itself upon prepared to give the time to the task.
the received signals and they are always Personally I think that concentration upon
readable, but one is conscious of it in the the shorter wavelengths would be beneE. C. D.
background, and it breaks up the con - ficial.
ference.
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DISPENSING WITH THE H.F. VALVE
'THE following notes will be appreciated

by many who employ one or more

stages of H.F. amplification.
Undoubtedly increased selectivity can be

denser across the grid and plate terminals. valves will give in some instances clearer
This can be easily made up from a broken and stronger reception.) If signals are unvalve cap in a similar manner to the recog- necessarily strong the valve A can be taken
nised "plug-in" transformers. The best out and be replaced by the new ping -in
Fig. 1 (left).-Diagram showing Tuned Circuits.

'

Fig. 2 (right). --Ordinary H.F.
Transformer C.mpling

Fig. 3 (below).-Circuit with
Added Condenser.

condenser across the grid and pia
A condenser with good insulation is

obtained by the addition of the tuned
circuits as shown at A and B (Fig. 1).
If a station

can be heard with a

strength which apparently does not
require the extra amplification of an
H.F. valve, it is usually a tedious
operation to alter the reaction coupling to a different circuit, consequently
the H.F. valves are used whether

necessary, as the shorting of this condenser will mean a consequent short-

-L x

ing of the H.T. battery, as will be
0406
to

they are required or not.
A simple yet effective means of retaining

value the writer has found in use is .0003

the selectivity of the original circuit and
still using the same reaction coupling,
although disKnsing with the valve, is to
plug into the valve holder a small con-

microfarad.
Fig. 2 shows the ordinary method of

H.F. transformer amplification. (No doubt
changing the grid potentials on different

seen in Fig. 3.
The plug-in condenser is shown in

In this diagram one
3 at x.
valve only is dispensed with, but a
Fig.

similar condenser can be put in
Place of the valve Y. This method of valve

saving can undoubtedly be applied to the
popular tuned -anode circuit, but as the
writer has not actually tried this he refrains
from giving details.
E, W. S.

THE ART OF TUNING
EVEN to -day there are many real enthusiasts who find it a matter of no
little difficulty to manipulate their sets in
tuning -in distant stations, the picking up
of which should not be particularly difficult with the apparatus they have available. Too often the receiver is blamed
for its non-success, when the cause of
poor results lies in the clumsiness of the
human element. This is a point of greater

importance than is generally recognised,
for

to a very large degree the man in

control makes or mars reception. The
forceful "twirler" will never achieve ant thing notable in the way of long-distance
work. It is the man with the sensitive
touch who brings in America on a single
valve.

There is an art in tuning. For those
who can learn that art the only necessities are practice and a thorough under-

standing of what they are doing when

preservation of the valves, to connect up back to zero. The condenser knobs are
the accumulator or other source of filament steadily and carefully shifted backwards
supply to what are believed to be the and forwards along the whale extent of
appropriate terminals on the panel. Then the scale, and in a series of the slightest
the valve rheostats should be turned on a possible movements reaction is gradually
little. If the filaments show illumination introduced
the connections have been made correctly,
When faint signals are heard at any
and the H.T. battery can safely be put in particular stage the movement of the concircuit. The other connections-aerial, denser should be stopped immediately and
earth and telephone-should also be gone the coil brought up until the signals lose
over to see that all are O.K.
their original clear-cut sound and a hiss
Then the valves can be lighted, always is perceptible in the phones. The hiss is
bearing in mind that in doing so the knobs a warning and shows that any further inof the resistances should be moved round crease of reaction will cause howling,
gradually and that there is no advantage which is to be. studiously avoided. To
to be gained by having the valves too keep the signals "in it will be now found
bright.
The best point is frequently necessary to make slight readjustments of
reached before the current allowed to pass the condensers while the reaction coil is
to the filaments is the maximum possible. being moved. This is essential because
Too much voltage on the filaments, though of small variations in the tuning which
it may not always bring instant disaster, are so caused. Signals are at their best
assuredly means a big slice off the life of and strongest when the hissing is just
a valve.
noticeable but not too loudly prominent.
Now for the tuning. Amongst persistent
If listeners do their timing on some such
searchers -out of far-off transmitters the system as this they will discover that it
following method is in common use. The brings more success and enjoyment to
reaction coil, an instrument of torture in them in their -Own efforts, while they can

they make the various adjustments. In
the commoner types of apparatus the fine
tuning is done by means of condenser and
reaction, but some preliminaries must be
gone through before the stage is reached
at which these arc brought into service. the hands of the inexpert and the most also have the satisfying reflection that they
irst of all, it is a good plan, for the sensitive part of a valve outfit, is brought are not causing interference.
G. A. F.
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THE NEWEST OF LOUD -SPEAKERS
THE loud -speaker shown by the photoFig. I shows the loud -speaker in section
graphs is of German origin, the inven- and it will be obvious that its construction
tor being Herr Ibach, the well-known is simplicity itself.
piano manufacturer. The principle inThe diameter of the instrument is
volved is similar to that of the pleated - To% in. The diaphragm (Fig. 2) should
paper loud -speaker, which has been be cut from 116 -in. pine wood if this is
already described in "A.W." In this case, available. The author, however, was
however, the entire construction is of unable to obtain pine and had to be conwood, with the exception, of course, of tent with sycamore 3 in. thick. Wood of
the reed earphone which it is essential this thickness is rather tricky to work,
to use. It will be recognised by those but it gives excellent reproduction. All

probably find this beyond ,his capabilities.
In the present case eight oak blocks
measuring
in. by yt in. by -0 in. were
cut to support the front. The back board

who have some knowledge of sound reproduction that the device is nothing more or
less than a sounding -board.
The only tools required for building the

the necessary wood may be obtained from
Hobbies, Ltd., the well-known fret -work
dealers.
The ideal construction would be for the

In cutting this the centre circular hole

screw-

front and back boards to be glued direct
to the -side, but the average amateur will

instrument are a fretsaw and a
driver.

.
WOOD STRIP

OAK BLOCKS

GLUED ROUND

is shown by Fig. 3 and the blocks were
arranged as shown in' Fig. 4, They were
secured by glue and one small screw in
each block.

The Front Board _
The front hoard, prepared as shown by
Fig. 2, is attached in the same manner.

should be cut first and the scroll -shaped
holes afterwards. In order to ensure that
both of the latter are the same, the desired
shape may be first cut from a piece of card-

board and this used as a template, the
shape being reversed for the opposite hole.
A small bridge piece (Fig. 5) is attached

f CUTS As IN
N VIOLIN

EDGE

at the back across the centre hole as

shown in Fig.

r.

After the front board is

BACK

BOARD, -

glued anll

Screwed in -position, a piece of very thin
three-ply wood is glued and screwed to
the blocks to form the sides.
Finishing

BDARD
NUT, HOLDING
ROD TO OAK
CROS',PI EC E

FIG. 2

2 DIA. CENTRE
HOLE

OAK CROSSPIECE
GLUED TO BOARD

The next step is to varnish the case.
The writer endeavoured to obtain violin
varnish for this purpose, but as the price
of this was prohibitive, artist's varnish was
used instead.
The operating mechanism consists of a

SCREWS
HOLDING
EARPIECE.

TO BOARD

Brown reed -type phone with a piece of

'SCREWED ROD
ATTACHED TO
REED OF PHONE

LEADS TO
SET

brass wire threaded the whole of its length
(No. to B.A. thread) screwed into the hole
previously occupied by the screw which

OAK BLOCKS

-IG. 1

ordinarily holds the diaphragm in place.

.1G. 4

The ebonite cap of the phone with the

centre hole enlarged is secured to the back
of the instrument by means of two screws.
The body of the earpiece is screwed into
the cap when the latter is in position and

the No. to B.A. rod passed through the
FIG. 3

DIA . HOLE
IN CENTRE

OAK

FIG. 5

1.-Section of Loud -speaker. Fig. 2.-Front Board. Fig. 3.-Back Board.
Arrangement of Side Blocks. Fig. 5.-Oak Cross Piece.

Fig. 4.-

hole in' the centre of the small oak cross-

Two nuts placed on the rod are
so adjusted, back and front, that the 'dative positions of crosspiece and phone are
piece.

correct.

A, J. C.
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EXPERIMENTAL TRANSMISSION. -IV
EARTH SYSTEMS
WE arc now faced with the problem wire or copper strip must again be emof the lower capacity, but here we ployed.
It may appear that the use of a counterhave only two alternatives to consider, the
poise introduces many unnecessary comcounterpoise and direct earth.
plications and extra expense, but such a
decidedly greater value of aerial current
The Counterpoise
The counterpoise is essentially a second It is obtained that the use of a counteraerial, preferably of the flat-topped fan - poise is always to be strongly recomshaped type, supported at a height of

about 8 ft. from the ground immediately
underneath the aerial and just as carefully

mended.

Direct Earths
A direct earth, if used, should consist
of buried metallic bodies, plates or good
lengths of wire which present large surfaces to the ground. Copper netting or
old army earth mats may be used. They

insulated as the latter.
It is obvious that here we have many
distinct advantages over the direct earth.
The actual ohmic resistance may be reduced from the colossal resistance of the
usual water -pipe earth to the small figure should he well packed with coke to ensure
of about 3 ohms. Unlike the buried -plate that the surrounding earth may be easily
earth, the value for Rg is nearly constant kept moist.
The essential points about direct earths
and does not vary very much with atmospheric conditions. It has, however, two are : (I) An extremely large surface must
disadvantages, in that the actual construc- be presented to the ground if a large value
tion is a little more difficult and that the for the aerial current is desired; (2) the
fundamental of the aerial system is slightly surrounding soil must be kept very moist
altered. These, however, do not counteract to ensure good contact; (3) all joints must
the great improvements gained in the be soldered and the lead-in from the earth
should be as short and thick as possible.
reduction of Rg.
Where a really good direct earth is
The counterpoise, as already stated,

- Fig. 12.-Combined Tuned -earth
and Counterpoise System.

Fig. 11. --General Arrangement of Inverted L -type
Aerial with Counterpoise.

should preferably be of the flat-topped fan available, it is advisable to insulate caretype (Fig. 1r), the wires converging from fully the earth lead up to the point of
a position about met ft. away to a spread actual contact with the ground, as the
of about 24 ft. It is absolutely essential earth connection will ,then more nearly
that the counterpoise should have at least represent a counterpoise in action and will
as high a capacity to earth as the aerial have less resistance.
It is common practice in many stations,
possesses, and therefore should consist of
approximately the same number of wires especially where a good direct earth is
not available, to connect all adjacent
as the aerial itself.
The wires should be supported at a con- metalwork, gas- and water -pipes, etc.,

venient height above ground (about 6 to together and employ these as the lower
Many curious effects may result
by so doing. If each individual earth is
ju,t as carefully attended to as in the inefficient by itself, an increase of aerial
8 ft.) on well -insulated wooden posts. The
insulation of the whole system must be

capacity.

upper capacity, especially at the lead-in current may result owing to the larger
end.
i

Fig. 5 (No. 126, p. 639) shows that

is greatest in the earth lead.

Stranded

surface presented for contact with the

ground and also possibly due to the lower

total resistance Of a number of parallel
resistances. If, however, any one of the
earths would by itself be sufficient, and
this earth is put in parallel with others
less efficient than itself, then a fall of
aerial current will most certainly result
owing to lack of balance, the antenna currents being unequally divided. Only in
very special cases where each individual
earth is poor is the system of multiple
earths to be recommended.

Provided that the experimenter does not
mind the slight extra trouble involved in
extra tuning, a tuned counterpoise or tuned

earth may be used in combination with
every chance of a resulting increase in It;
this scheme is shown by Figs. 12 and 13.
The essential point to be noticed, of
course, is that both earth and counterpoise
are exactly in tune. In practice maximum
results have to be obtained on the counterpoise alone, and the earth tapping is then
adjusted until no diminution of aerial cur-

rent results and until the wavelength of
transmission is not changed by connecting

or disconnecting the direct earth.

The

latter and the counterpoise are then in
tune.

Fig. 13.-Combined Earth and Tuned
Counterpoise System.

If desired, the process may be reversed.

The set must then be adjusted for maximum results on the direct earth, and the
counterpoise is then brought into tune.
The former method, however, will most
likely prove to be the easier.

Spacial Types of Ant nem
Up to the present types of antenna, have
been dealt with that will prove most
useful for general work. There are still
three other classes.of antenna to consider :
(j) Directional aerials.
(2) Aerials for duplex work.
or t dummy
(3) Artificial, phantom
KENNETH ULLYE T.
aerials.
(To be continued)
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'Tine the
Table -Talker with the
Matchedlne'Heaciphones
Ail A RYL L I S

dances.

Once it was just now

and then, but to young
Bill that seems wons and ions
ago.
The
Bran4ea
Farad*
Serial

Now it's interminable

-with the help of Brandes'
Products. They are quick

dehne naturally the intoxicating
rhythm, the joyous lilt of saxophone
wizardry. Young Bill grumbles, but
why shouldn't she? That lithe young
body, flushed cheeks and sparkling
eyes --how hard to resist syncopated
to

melody when the Table -Talker brings
it with all its real tone and rhythmical
fascination.

" Joie de vivre, Bill

!"

she says, and somehow he forgets his
grouse when somebody else's

comes in to help " flay the carpet,"

as Father puts it. Ask your dealer for
Brandes.

All Brandes products carry our official
money -back guarantee, enabling you to
return them within 10 days if dissatisfied.

This practically constitutes a free trial.

The "Matched Tone" feature means
that both your ears hear exactly the
same sound at the same instant-and

you learn a new beauty of tone. They
are tested and re -tested for just this one
vital point, and in ad-

dition their strength, long -

wearing comfort, and re-

liable efficiency make them
undoubtedly- superior..

251

The Table -Talker is a Brandes quality
product at a moderate price. The non resonant, specially constructed horn is
matched to the unit so that the air
resistance produced will exactly balance
the mechanical power of the diaphragm.
This means beautiful sound -balance and
remarkable tone qualities.
It is twenty-one inches
high, has a self-adjusting
diaphragm and is finished
=
a shade of neutral brown.

British Manufacture (B.D,C. stamped).

B rande

The name
4241 to know in

Sresult of
IQ...years
Experience

10
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Watch your Dealer
test a Cossor Valve

-no need for him

to open the Box
TYPES and PRICES.
P1. For Detector
and L.F. use 12/6
P2. (With Red
top) for H.F.
12/6
use
WUNCELL
DULL EMITTERS
Model A. (With resistance in base for use
with 2-, 4-, or
&volt accumulator).

WR1. For Detector and L.F.
use
23/6
WR2. (With Red
top) for H.F.
use
23/6

Model B. (Without re-

sistance) working
direct

front 2 -volt

licCumulator.

W1 For Detector
and L.F. use 21/W2. (With Red
top) for H.F.
use
21/ From all Dealers

:Advertisement

of

A. C. Cossor, Ltd.,
Highburt
London,

Grove,

N.5.
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NE of the principal difficulties that has to be faced by every
Valve Manufacturer is to ensure that his Valves reach the
user in the same good condition in which they leave th,e

factory.

Many prominent Radio authorities and journals have consistently
advocated some form of sealing which would prevent any Valve
being used-even for demonstration purposes-before being sold.
It has remained for A. C. Cossor, Ltd., to work out a patented
packing scheme which is of the utmost benefit to the tirade and
user alike.
The idea is simplicity itself. The Valve is securely packed in a
thick layer of cotton wool, and sealed in its carton. To each of
its filament legs has been attached a copper wire brought through

the packing and connected to a couple of brass studs on the

NOVEMBER 22. 1924
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exterior of the carton. It will be obvious that if these two studs
are placed in circuit with a flash lamp and battery the current
will pass through the filament and-completing the circuit-cause
the flash lamp to light. If, on the other hand, the filament is
broken, the current cannot pass, and the lamp will not light.
This idea is \incorporated in an electrical Showcard supplied to
all Dealers.
All that he has to do is to pick up the Cossor
sealed Carton containing the Valve, and place its studs in contact
with two metal strips on the Showcard. If the Valve is in order
the miniature lamp behind the showcard lights up-he need not

Testing Contacts
Diagram For testing
(See instructions onsoo

Lamp lights if Filament

break the seal at all.

is

intact

If you want to be sure of getting a Valve with a full life, therefore, be
sure you choose d Cossor-the only one that is guaranteed a safe passage
from factory Is user.

Every Purchaser gets an
unused Cossor Valve
em.mnlnnln lllll 111111111111 lllll M1111211111 llllll llllllllllll 111111110111N llllllll 1111111 lllllll 1111111111111 lllll 1

Seven features you cannot get
with any other Valve
1.

2.

3.

Above : The end of the Carton
showing the metal contacts and
diall,015 01 the Showcard.

Below : The new Cossor box-every
Cossor Valve irrespective of type
is being packed in this method.
Interesting and useful literature on
the Cossor Valve will be sent post
free to all who apply.
In any

case before you purchase a Dull
Emitter be sure you read our
large Folder containing a full

description of the many exclusive
features of the Wuncell. A postcard brings

it free.

An arched filament which entirely supports its own
weight and which does not require springs or other
forms of tension to prevent it from sagging. This
makes for long life for the Valve.
A hood -shaped Grid-scientifically built up on stout
metal Grid band-with every turn of its wire anchored
in three distinct positions. This guarantees complete

freedom from microphonic noises.
A hood -shaped Anode completely enclosing the Grid

and filament and thereby making use of practically
the whole of the electron stream. This ensures greater
sensitiveness.

4.

5.

6.

A special type of Valve-known as the Cossor P.2

(the Valve with the red top)-which has been specially
designed for highfrequency amplification. This means

that Stations-hitherto out of your reach-can now

be picked up with certainty.
A unique method of testing Cossor Valves by which
every Valve is given a complete and costly series of
tests before being issued. This ensures that Valves
which, superficially, might look correct must conform
to a definite scientific standard or be rejected.
And now a Dull Emitter which glows at a temperature
which is practically invisible during daylight. The
Wuncell is available with characteristics to match
exactly the P.1 and the P.2. It operates at 1.8 volts
and requires so little current that a small portable
accumulator will last the average 3 valve Loud Speaker

7.
Iai

Set a fortnight on a charge at a cost of a few pence.
Finally, the new patent Cossor packing systema method which will revolutionise the industry-is a
Genuine effort on the part of the manufacturers to
strike out of the rut in the honest endeavour to see
that Cossor Valves arrive at their ultimate destination in an absolutely new and unused condition.
31111441111111111

ad to breat

e81 totes
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., th e 11'8 'nient;
Gilbert Ad.
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The Wireless Book you must not miss
The STORY of BROADCASTING
by Arthur R. Burrows
Assistant Controller and Direcior of Programmes, 8. B.C.

The theory of wireless, little known examples of its use in peace and

war, wireless telephony, peeps into the control room, the amazing possibilities of broadcasting in the future, are simply and delightfully recorded
in this authoritative volume.

Some Press Opinions:-

2nd Large

Impression

" Simply told and immensely interesting."- Westminster Gazelle.
" A clearly written survey of the history of wireless . . . intro-

Nicely bound in cloth,

duces the reader to the technical interests and to personalities
behind the scenes at 2 L 0. It is amply illustrated."-Daily News.
" Fascinating stories."-Daily Mail. " A very bright and alto-

illustrated with eight
half -tone plates, and
'with attractive two,

gether fascinating book.-- John o' London's Weekly.

" Will give
delight to a large number of listeners."-Daily Chronicle. " A
thrilling story . . . describes his own important part in the initial
stages of broadcast telephony, and fascinating details regarding
the B.B.C."-Radio Times. " Written throughout in a bright,

colour wrapper.

38-6d.
net

lively, popular style."-Truth.
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Cassell's "Model" Series
THE MOST ACCURATE "MODEL" BOOKS EVER PRODUCED

Model Rai

ways

Their Design, Details and Practical

Morvel Steam Loco-

6'

Construction
With 399 Photographs, Diagrnms and
Working Drawings HENRY GREENLY net.
CONTENTS : -Types of Model Railways. Planning
an Indoor Model Railway. Outdoor Model Railway Planning. The Rail and Wheel Tyre. Points
and Crossings. Model Permanent Way Material.
Laying Model Track. Railway Signalling as Applied to Models. Making Model Signals. Model
Railway Signal Interlocking. Power Signalling
for Models. Bridges for Indoor Models. Outdoor
Model Railway Bridges. Station Buildings. Locomotive Sheds, Signal Boxes, etc. Model Railway
Rolling Stock. Index.

Model Electr7c Loco-

molives & Railways
Their Details and Construction

With 326 Photographs, Diagrams and
Working Drawings

6!

net
HENRY GREENLY
CONTENTS : -Electric Locomotive Types and their
Notable
Model
Electric LocomoDevelopment.

tives.

The Electric Motor and How it Works.

Practical Model Electric Railway Systems. Locomotive Control and Reversing. The Design of
Model Traction Motors.
Electric Motors for
Model Traction Purposes. Power Transmission
from Motor to Wheels. Coupling Rods in Power
Transmission. Collecting Shoes, Overhead Bows
and Track -bounding.
Control
Electrically -operated Signals.
Index.

and Equipment.
Power Supply.

Model

motives

Their Detail and Construction
With 376 Photographs, Diagrams and
Working Drawings

HENRY GREENLY

Engineering

6'
net.

CONTENTS :-Choice of Scale and Gauges. Locomotive Types. The Principles of Model Locomotive Design.
Boiler Design.
Constructional
Details : Frames, Axle -boxes and Springs. Wheels,

A Guide to Model Workshop
Practice.

8'6

With 85 Photographs and
724 Line Drawings

net

HENRY GREENLY

Axles, Crank Axles and Crank Pins. Bogies, Pony
Trucks and Radial Axle -boxes. Cylinders. Valve
Gearing: General Principles and Simple Reversing
Motions. Valve Gearing: Link and Radial Valve

CONTENTS : -The Equipment of a
Model Engineer's Workshop. The

Boiler Mountings and Cab and Other Fittings.

Model
Engine

Motions.

Motion Details.

Boiler Construction.

General Fitments, Tenders and Drawgear.

and Boiler -feeding Devices.

Index.

Firing

Model Sailing Boats
Their Design, Building and- Sailing
With 352 Photographs, Diagrams and
Working Drawings
EDWARD W. HOBBS A.I.N.A., M.J.I.E. net.
CONTENTS :---Model Yachting ; Types of Boats and
their Selection ; Model Yacht Architecture ; How
to Design a Model Yacht ; How to Make a Model
Boat ; Building on the Rib and Plank System ;
Fitting out a Model Yacht ; Sailing Model Yachts ;
The 10 -rater ; The International Rules ; The
18 Footer Class ; Continental and American Rating
Rules; Schooners ; Square-rigged Ships ; Modelling Square-rigged Ships ; Index.

Ideal Gifts for Model Enthusiasts

Lathe, Fitments and Use.

Notes

on Lathe Work. Various Processes.

Cylinders.
Steam-engine
Cranks, Connecting Rods,

engine Valve and Reversing Gears.
Steam Bearings and Eccentrics.
Model Boiler Design and ConstrucModel
Boiler
and
Engine
tion.
Valves and Fittings. Force Pumps,
Injectors, and Gauges. Firing Model
Boilers.
Making

a

" Glass -ease "
Model 1 -in,

Vertical Steam Engine.

Models.
by

I -in.

A High-

speed Compound Condensing Engine

A
Scale
and Coil Boiler.
Model Midland Railway Express
A
Working
Model
Locomotive.

Metropolitan Railway Electric LocoInternal
Combustion
motive.
Engines. Model Railway Engineering. Miscellaneous Working Models.
Model G.C.R. Express Locomotive.
Index.

Order to -day from your Bookseller !
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No. 7

THE

SET

RADIO "STOCKS"
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YOUR WIRELESS FRIEND
FIRST CLASS VARIABLE CONDENSERS
(lest British make. Perfect finish. Absolutely Finest value obtainable
With
With
Square
Ordinary.
Law.
Vernier.
Vernier.

7/3

.001

.0005
.0003
.0002
.0001
.00005
11111111111k11111111111.111111./.1.1111.111111.111111111.111111111N11 llllll 11113./.111111111111

"THE SET YOU CAN BE PROUD OF"

4 -VALVE SET COMPLETE

£26 : 11 : 9

NO EXTRAS
WHATEVER
Also made in two and three Va.Tve

Carr.
I -aid

Models at Equally Keen Prices

ASK 11111 I WIRELESS DEALER FOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION.
Fq11 particulars free on request.

THE

EAGLE

ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,

WARWICK.

5/1

...
...

4/5
4/2

8/9 ... 9/6
7/... 8/... 7/6
6/7
Dials and Knobs Included

11/10/91-

in all Coadent_ers

3/1

ACCUMULATORS -Best British, 4 Vt. 45 Amp., 16/6; 4 Vt. 6o Amp.,
19/6; 4 Vt. 8o Amp., 23/6; 6 Vt. 6o Amp., 27/6; 6 Vt. So Amp., 131-1
6 Vt too Amp., 38/6.
AERIAL WIRE. -7122; Best II.D. Copper, 11101.
Radstock Wonder Aerial," the
SPECIAL: For Better Results use
aerial o the future; 49 strands phosphor bronze alloy; does not

deteriorate like copper; high value of inductance; light in weight,
but very strong, flexible as string; me ft., 3/6.

BATTERIES. -Best British H.T. Batteries, 36 Volt, 7/-;

Finest Continental, 6o Volt,

63

Volt, 12/,

613.

CONDENSERS. -(Copper and mica). Fixed ; to .cot, Bd.; to .005, 1/.;
to .or, 1/9; to .1, 3/-; Edison Bell Fixed Condensers, to .cot, 1/3;

moz upwards, 2/; Dubilier up to .eons, 2/6; .001 upwards, 3/-.
TRANSFORMERS, L.F.-" Powquip," 121.; " Bucks," 1116; " Radstock,"
10;0; Royal, 20/. -best of all. Ali makes stocked.
TRANSFORMERS, H.F. " ENERGO."-No. 1, 3/3; 2, 316; 3, 3/9; 4, 113;
5, 5/1 ;

6, 59.

SLEEVINC.-Onsulating), 3 ft. lengths, 3 for 10d., finest quality.
SWITCHES.-S.P.D.T., 113; D.P.D.T., 1/8. Panel mounting, S.P.D.T.,
10(1.; D.P.D.T., 1/,
VARIOMETERS:-Wonderful valuef Special All Ebonite Moulded Ball
Rotor Double Silk Wound, extremely close coupling, one -hole fixing.

A superior article, only 55. As above, but Tubular Ebonite Rotor,
45.
All -black Double -cotton Wound, one -hole fixing, IS. 6d. to
40. each.
All are best value obtatnable. lgranic and Edison Bell
Variometers, 105., post paid.
HEADPHONES. -Special Exhibition offer of Radstock phones at whole-

London Depot :

8, GREAT RUSSELL STREET, W.C.1.
Museum 2898

sale
.1illi1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111J111111111111111111111111i11111111111111111111101111,=

DO YOU READ PRACTICAL ROOKS ?
See Cassell's 'List of Technical,

Practical and Money -saving
Bdoks. A postcard will ensure your receiving it.

CASSELL & Co., La Liebe Sauvage, LONDON; E.C.41

GREAT IMPROVEMENT!
Plating first concentrated on the perfection of the acoustic
properties of our well-known NON-3IETALLIC SilEAKER
we see now improving the appearance by discarding
blank -matt for an antique bronze finish in several colours.

Tills not only ere these horns absolutely non -resonant,
distortionlese and unique in their faithful reproduction of
voice and music, but also being attractive and artistic they
add distinction to any Speaker and harmonise pehrotly with
the best of furniture.
The new design has a rough cobbled surface in anr of the
following superb bronze finishes :-

GOLD. SILVER, RED. GREEN, PURPLE
or NATURAL BRONZE.
395
LARGE HORN, as illustrated, height 24", flare 15". PRICE
with ferrule: Black, 10/9 ; Bronze, 1F/9.
Post, packing and crate, 2/- extra.
356
I
HORN as above, but height 22", flare Ilk" PRICE with ferrule :
Black, 8/9 ; Bronze, 9/9. Post, packing and crate, 1/9 extra.
SWAN -NECK HORN, as illustrated, height 15", flare Sy-" PRICE :
Black, 5/9 ; Bronze, 6/6.
Post, packing and crate. 1/9 extra.

C SUPPLY STO1 3EIS
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80. NEW NGTON CAUSEWAY, LONDON. S.E.1

Branches :-126, Newington Causeway, BEI; 7, ft. George's Cirrus. S.E.1 ;
igamtm street, Charing Cross Rd., 1.V.1 t 217. Edgware Rd.. W.2 ; 84 Church Road. Norwood, S.E.23.

prices.

-Specification:

4,000

ohms,

light, very

comfortable,

supenor finish tin oughout, extremely sensitive, guaranteed, 9s. ed.
post free. N..
K. pattern, 11s, fid.; Dr. Nesper adjustable,
125. Odi.i Brown's F., Sterling, Bcancles, etc., 25s.
LOUDSPEAKERS. -Our special, 2,000 ohms, full clear tone, suitable for
bow -power sets, £1 ; Sterling Dinkie, 30s.; Amplion Junior, 27$. 6d.;
Dragonfly, 255.; Amplion new models and all makes in stock
MANSBRIDGE CONDENSERS. -Special offer: " Octopus " brand, best
quality obtainable; accurate, permanent, noiseless; beautifully
-

cased, two extra fixing lugs; tested at 350 volts direct current for
insulation; there are none better.

3t-; .1, 316; .25, 3/6.
Size's
x
03,

2
mf., 3/10.
2" X 10rr X I Vi

3/6.

x qcn

COIL HOLDERS: -All Ebonite. really fine, it -way, 25. 6d.; better finish
2 -way plated, 3s. 6c1.; ditto, 3 -way, es. fid.; Polar, with Vernier,
Ss.; 3 -way, 9s. 6d. Many caber makes in stock.
BASKET COIL HOLDERS: -Best quality, plug in, block base, 1s. 2d.
each; ditto, no block, 10d.; Universal z -way, 5s. 6d.; 3 -way, Ts. ed.
VALVE HOLDERS: --Solid hand -polished Ebonite, Utti. each; Special
Anti -Capacity Legless Sunken Socket Tops, prevent vaUes burning
out, Is. each. Murray's Patent, very efficient, with simple fitting in. above panel, It. 3d. each. Highly recommended.
showing only
CO I LS :-Finest Duplex Basket, Waxless, most efficient for any circuit
and any position. Set of 5 -Nos. 25 to coo, 13. 10d. ; ditto, for
Chelmsford, No. ego, is. 3d.; No. zoo, Is. 6d. As above, but extra
large ai spaces, coils I in. wide, Sets of g, Nos. 23 to roo, 28. ed.
Igranic, O'Keefe, Energo, Lissen Coils, etc., all in stock.
VALVES. -Dutch, 48. 6d.; R. type, 55.; French R., 65. 10d.; French doll
Emitters, finest on market for efficiency and low consumption,
Ifs. 6d. All makes in stock- CoSsor, Mallard, Marconi, B.T H.., etc.
FILAMENT RHEOSTATS:-Microstats, 2s. 9d., Lissenstats, 31. 6r1.;
our own Special Solid Ebonite, 23.; for Dull Emitters, 23. 6d.;
guaranteed. Cheaper type, efficient, Is. ed. each.
CO NSTRUCTORS :--Sets of Parts: We spectaltse In quoting to complete sets of parts. No matter_ how small or bow large year requirements, we will be pleased to quote you our best term and
also give you technical advice. If possible, send a list of parts

required together with circuit preferred.

CRYSTAL AND VALVE SETS complete at special prices.

EVERYTHING WIRELESS AT LOWEST PRICES

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO WIRELESS
If you wish to make Weeless Sets which are

UNBEATABLE 1r PRICE, QU ALI T Y, or EFFICIENCY,

this is the book you mu t have. Everything is so clearly explained that any beginner,
without precincts experience, can make the most efficient receiving sets obtainable.

full instructions are given for making corn, late Crystal Sets, land

2 -valve

Amplifiers, Dual Arnold cation Sets; also the very (Ate -t 2, 3 and 4 -valve
Tuned Anode Receivers.

160 pages. (28 DIAGRAMS) 1 /01%Ili POST
SAT/SFACTrOv tdt flRAV IEED or money returned.
FREE
SAXON RADIO CO. I' EPT, 121, SOUTH 81-10Re, BLACKPOOL

Send for Free List.
All goods on 24 hours approval.

Send ample postage; surplus refunded.

(B. HAINE,

RADIO STOCKS

Sole & New Proprietorl,

RADIO HOUSE, NEWMAN STREET,
Phone: MUSEUM 3205

.wOANk

OXFORD ST., LOP DON, W. 1
.c
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If you have not,

it is high

time

thought about it.

RARE. ARTUE
Possessing remarkable sensiti-

you

few

have, in a

vity at every point and giving
loud and perfect reception over
maximum ranges -- such is
" URALIUM," Nature's won-

Q

" Recepter " Valves

Y

short weeks,

advanced rapidly to the fore in

der Crystal.

public favour.

Read what an expert says:-

The proof they have given of their

.
.
I must say that
URALIUM is certainly second

great adaptability as amplifiers, audions and
detectors, as well as their suitability for every
kind of switch in High or Low Frequency ;
their low current consumption and strong
filament mounting, ensure their great future.

.

.

to none

.

and desefees to

.

WONDER CRYSTAL

NATURE'S

ECEPTE

Obtainable in Boxes
including Silver
Catswhisker

DULL EMITTER VALVES
FILAMENT VOLTAGE, 3-3.5 VOLTS
AMPERES, .06-.07

Price 15/- each

Work excellently from pocket lamp batteries
or dry cells. They give smooth detection and
amplification. If your set is a good one it is
worth a " Recepter."

If unable to obtain locally, send us a P.O.
15/-, together with the name and address of

your Dealer, or send a post -card giving your
Dealer's name and we will see he gets them.

F. J. BROWSE & CO.
56, Broad Street, Shaftesbury Avenue,

2

be . given every praise."

of

all

2

116

Dealers.

-....,-"......410414110141141,U1Millintu,laylleallitdeuf(01/41411AllgaltS6,
r

YOUR DEALER
SHOULD STOCK
THEM.

BOWERELECTRIC -LIMITED
15,G1WE ST, SHAFTESEILIRYAVENUE,LONDON,W.C.
eavonalialenteatimataimminiententintiawataitawniminimme4"

IF NOT, SEND

DISTRIBUTORS:

US A CARD

SCOTLAND & IRELAND.
V. ZEITLIN & SONS

WEST OF ENGLAND & SOUTH WALES.

AND WE WILL

BOWER ELECTRIC (Bristol) Ltd.
135, Victoria St., Bristol.
LANCASHIRE & CHESHIRE.
HENRY HOLLINGDRAKE & SON,
Ltd., Wireless Factors, Princes St.,
Stockport.

SEE THAT HE
GETS THEM.

W.C.

(Wireless Dept. U),
144, Theobald's Road,

LEEDS.

London, W.C.I.
T. B. MORLEY & CO.;

67, BasmgRall St., Leeds.

ulifinittersideredl
Good News!

D.E.'s repaired for

1 0/6.

With 2

volt

'25 amp. filaments. As good as new. Prompt service.
Can't repair " WECO" type or kind having electrodes brought out
opposite

ends of tube (i.e., low capacity type).
equal to new.

RADIONS

Ltd.,

at

New Radion Cool Valves, 18/6

We return your valve

C I. Fil. 2 volts '25 amp. For general

BOLLINGTON, MACCLESFIELDELD

purposes.

C 2, Fil. 2 volts '35 amp.

For L.F.

C. Fil. 3 volts '06 amp., 21/. each.
Anode ao-8:), & amplification aboutoineichcase

Fix Fallon Condensers

=-1

-they improve results in all Sets.
Made of the highest quality mica and copper foil ;
each one tested and guaranteed, FALLON Fixed

Condensers are right up to FALLON standard. Fitted
with soldering tags and nuts for making clean connections.

British Reputation.-Your Condensers are not FALLON'S unless the name FALLON appears on same.
Write direct for Trade Terms.

Fallon Fixed Condensers
Capacities up to .001, 1/3 each.

.004, 2/-

WHY PAY MORE
51111111111E11111111111111111n111/1111111111:11=111Miiiliili;IIIiiii11111P1111111111111111Inilli111;1111116

AU Correspondence and Post Orders to:

FALLON CONDENSER Co., Ltd.
White Ribbon Works, Broad Lane, Tottenham, N.15
Branches: 143, Farringdon Road, E.C.1 ; 3, King's St. West,
Deansgate, Manchester ; 120, Wellington St.,
Glasgow ; 7, Howard St., Belfast.

Fixed Condenser and Grid
Leak COMBINED.
2 or 3 megohms, 2/6 each.
-THEY'RE AS GOOD AS THE BEST
ithh,;

I

11

111111411 r
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The Jamming Question
The only advantage of having a big inclined to rise and fall like the potentials
I HAVE had an . interesting letter from aerial tuning condenser is that with it on a grid, 1 do not know what would have
a correspondent who takes exception to one inductance can be used to cover a happened. The early programmes from
my. remarks on the difficulty of separating wide band of wavelengths. However, if 2 L 0 were not of very long duration.

5 X X from Radio -Paris. I said, if you you obtain a really well made inductance There were no transmissions during the
remember, that though I could tune in whose self -capacity has been reduced by daytime and the evening broadcasting

2 Z Y on 375 metres so that there was no good design to something very small, and
interference from 2 L 0 on 365, I could use with it a first-rate variable condenser
not get rid absolutely of 5 X X on 1,600 with a very small minimum capacity, you
when tuning in Radio -Paris on 1,780. He will find that you can cover quite a wide
points out, quite correctly, that if one range with the combination. In fact with
takes the frequencies, and not the wave- a good small condenser and an efficient
lengths, there is

an even greater gap inductance

the

wavelength

limits

are

between 2 Z Y and 2 L 0 than between

usually greater than with a poor coil and

5 X X and Radio -Paris. The actual differ-

a badly -made condenser of large size.

ence is 21,918 cycles between the shortVariab!e Condensers
wave stations and 18,961 between those
which work on the high wavelengths. This
The variable condenser question is one
being so, he argues that it should be easier which is receiving a great deal of attento separate 2 L 0 from 2 Z Y than 5 X X tion from manufacturers, and I think that
from Radio -Paris.
in this connection "A.W." may consider
This is all right so far as it goes, but itself patted on the back as being one of
what the practical wireless man has to the first papers to take up the question of
deal with is not so much wavelengths and condenser efficiency and to devote a large
frequencies as actual degrees on his con- amount of space to pointing out the virtues
denser scale. Now taking the readings of of the square -law condenser. There are
my A.T.C. I find that its setting at 365 now on the market large numbers of realty
metres is It degrees, whilst for 375 metres good condensers at reasonable prices,
turning out excelit is 384, the difference being
degrees. whilst many makers
Using an appropriate set of coils for the lent square -law condensers quite cheaply.
higher -wave stations the A.T.C. scale read-

ings are 72 for 1,600 and too for

1,78o,

the difference in this case being 32 degrees.

This means that in separating London
from Manchester you have only a tiny
amount of condenser scale to work with,
while between Chelmsford's tuning and
that of Radio -Paris you have nearly one fifth of your scale.
Even if square -law condensers are used
the movement required to raise the wave-

length from i,000 to 1,78o is rather more

than five times as great as that needed
to tune from 365 to 375 metres.

.

Large or Small?
One of the great difficulties of obtaining
selective tuning on the short wavelengths
is that the smallest movement of the condenser makes a very big difference to the

Those who make use of the
large A.T.C.s that used to be fashionable
always find it difficult to do anything like
fine tuning on the shorter waves. Unless
you have a vernier condenser, in parallel,
anything larger than about .0004 micro farad makes selective tuning a matter of
considerable difficulty. In a set that is to
frequency.

be used for both long and short waves
the best way, I think, is to fit an A.T.C.

of about this value and to mount a couple
of clips so that fixed condensers of
various values can be placed in parallel
with the variable condenser for use on the
longer waves.;

lasted, if
two hours.

I

remember right, for about
For quite a long time the

entire work of running these stations,

apart from the engineering side, was in
the hands of Mr. Burrows and Captain
Lewis, with Mr. Stanton Jefferies to assist
them as O.C. music.
However they
managed to get through the work of

arranging programmes, announcing, an-

swering letters and doing a very

solid

day's work in the office I really do not
know, but they did it and did it jolly well.
Early Days

In its infancy the B.B.C. was housed
in one enormous room in Magnet House.
I remember going to see Mr. Burrows one
day when they were in those cramped

There was a kind of little
barrier just inside the door, forming a
quarters.

sort of pen into which about a dozen people

all eagerly desiring to ask questions were
When your turn came 'you
passed from the pen into the main office.
At the right-hand side of the room was a

crammed.

big table, at one side of which sat Mr.
2 L O's Birthday
By the time that these notes arc in print l3urrows, whilst opposite him was Captain
2 L 0 will have celebrated its second birth- Lewis.
The whole of the office seemed to be
day. I wonder how many people remember now the curious time we went through filled with big tables, most of them surtwo years ago. In the spring it was sud- rounded by typiSts who were whacking
denly announced that the wireless restric- away for all they were worth at their
tions made necessary by the war were to machines. On the left side of the door sat
be relaxed and that anyone would shortly. Captain Eckersley, complete with pipe and
be able to obtain a receiving permit with- smile, also up to the eyes and also answerout any trouble. It was stated, too, that ing conundrums. It must have been a
broadcasting as done in America would pretty hectic time, and I expect that when
soon be an established fact in this country. the original B.B.C. men look back on it
Everyone rejoiced and thousands dashed from their present comfortable quarters
they wonder how they .ever contrived to
off to buy wireless sets.
survive.
Then for several months we were kept
upon tenterhooks by announcements of all
The Old Studio
kinds, by rumours, by statements and by
2 L O's original studio was situated at
contradictions. Broadcasting was to begin the very top of Marconi House. There
at once. Broadcasting was not to take was a lift, but it generally happened when
place at all, It would begin next week. I went there either that it had gone on
It would not begin for three years. And strike or that the lift man was off duty for
so on and so on. Then with almost start- the moment. I do not know how many
ling suddenness the B.B.C. came into steps there were to be climbed, but I can
being and stations began to blossom recall on several occasions the wireless
everywhere. Almost before we knew where uncles arriving for the Children's Flour,
we were things were in full swing, and the opening of which appeared to coincide
when you wanted to get into a wireless with the lift man's tea -time, so short of
shop you had to place yourself in a queue breath that it took them some minutes to
in the street outside and possess your soul get into their proper stride.
in patience for some little time.
The first evening I spent there was at
It was a wonderful period, as all old hands quite an early date in the history of broadwill remember. If it had not been for casting in this country, and I remember
Writtle to stabilise our spirits, which were hearing and seeing the first performance
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On Your Wavelength ! (continued)
before the microphone given by one who is by hand, so as not to suffer the slightest
now amongst the most popular of wireless jar. An error of a few seconds in his
turns. This was Me. Ronald Gourlay, the chronometer might cause a considerable
blind pianist and whistler whose delightful defect inhisdead reckoning, which would

ioixtures of tunes, so apparently far apart
as
Three Blind Mice," Rachmaninoff's

throw the captain right off his course and
maybe pile the ship upon the rocks.
"Prelude," and "Last Night in the Back
Nowadays this is unnecessary. A sh
Porch," are now familiar to all of us.
can he navigated, if need be, by a griod
The

microphone

then

was

not

the

elaborate arrangement that it is to -day. It
was simply a perfectly ordinary microphone provided with a little handle rather

like that of a lady's lorgnette so that the
speaker or the singer could hold it in his
hand. In the ordinary way it was placed
in a clip attached to a stand in the middle
of the studio. Wires ran to this from
all over the place, and people fell over
them at intervals. When a singer went
to the piano somebody had to hold the
microphone in, the right place during the
performance. One little source of trouble
was the switch which brought it into
action. Sometimes it was left on when

it ought not to have been, so that con-

versations in the studio were broadcast far
and wide, and sometimes again it was not
turned over while a genuine item was in
progress. Yes, these were great days.
Spoonerisms

The microphone appears to produce a
peculiar kind of nervousness in many
speakers, probably because it is so utterly

watch costing perhaps only a pound or two.
The reason for the change is the prevalence
of daily time signals, such as arc now sent
out by scores of stations all over the world.

Ships on every ocean can pick them up

for the ordinary o to to ammeter is quite
useless, its needle making so slight a
movement when you switch on that you
have to watch very carefully to see that
anything at all is happening.
Nor do I find these expensive little
things particularly fragile. I don't mean
to say that you can throw them about the
room as you can the Myers valve, which
simply refuseS to break even if you
bounce it, as I have done, on a stone floor;

but the "o6" valves do stand up well to

their work, and when I dropped one accidentally the other day several inches on
which, together with observations of the to the bare top of the table it came app
stars or the sun, their position at sea is smiling after the bump.
determined.
Uncle Bernard
Wireless as a Home -maker
1 rather wonder if a new uncle will be
There is still another aspect of wireless, made at a L 0 after to -night when Mr.
often stressed. but always worthy of stress- George Bernard Shaw reads one of his
ing, which may have a far-reaching own plays, O'Flahecty, V.C. I do not
sociological effect on present-day history. see, though, why it should be S.B. to all
This is the often -mentioned advantage of stations except Belfast, because that is
wireless in keeping the younger members either going to give the Free State cause
of the family within the home at nights for another political grievance or rejoicinstead of on the streets. In Sweden, at ing. I do not foresee any special run on
any rate, this effect has been so pronounced the other works of G. B. S. either, for he
as to have won Government recogntion. is like caviares or olives, an acquired
In a decree announcing some additional taste, and one which he himself gained
encouragement to wireless development, the very early in life. It is interesting to.
Swedish Government speaks of the assist- note that he commenced his early dramatic
ance of wireless to "the renaissance of career as playwright for the Sale ation
family life." Home -making
is con- Army
daily and correct the

chronometer by

tingent upon the interest taken in home
life by the family and in the cohesion of
A Unique Show
for this reason that it has not produced the family circle.
I
have
endured
many public processions
One does get them
more spoonerisms.
In some quarters we have heard or read
occasionally, as, for instance, when a few of wireless as a home -breaker, and the in my time, but this year, thanks to wireweeks ago at a certain historic ceremony wives of enthusiastic amateurs have been less, I actually enjoyed one ! And no les,
the chief speaker congratulated the B.B.C. pathetically referred to as "wireless than the Lord Mayor's Show at that. By
hearing it first and seeing it later (yes,
on opening the Belfast broadcasting widows."
But in a far larger number of
station. But this is one of the very few cases-in my experience, at least-where on the pictures !). I -had all the excitegems that one has been able to collect. the younger members have been attracted ment and thrill of the noise and blair,
without the physical discomfort, while with
Once in a shop I heard an enthusiast de- to it,
has proved the means of those two inimitable artistes John Henry
manding to be served with a Greek lid. keepingwireless
them within the home 'and away and Helena Millais I could vividly recall.
The assistant rushed him off to the hat from many
of the more questionable other shows when I, too, was part of the
department before he was able to explain. sources of amusement outside.
"heterogeneous mass " which usually
There is also the story of the lecturer who say, then, "Hail to wireless ----thei would
home- forms the approving "chorus" of these
turned kilovolts into vilokolts and kolo- maker ! "
affairs. Still, I would have liked to have
vilts and volokilts, until finally he got so
heard what became of John Henry's, friend.
tied up that he had to give up the attempt
"06" Valves
and refer thereafter to thousands of volts.
That Love of "Cad Shivers"
I have been delighted recently with the
performances of a couple of "06" valves
The dear old British public, it does like
The Ship's Chronometer
which I rigged up on a small set. One to "get that cold feeling," sometimes :
I wonder if it has ever occurred to my imagines somehow that these little fellows, called "the shivers," doesn't it ? I think
readers, when listening to the official time using only about one -tenth of the juice we inherit it from the time of the first
signals, what an immense boon wireless required by the bright -emitter, cannot relation to our progenitors of Bluebeard's
unresponsive.

I have often wondered

has conferred on those who go down to the
sea in ships. In the old days a ship's captain had to have a time -keeper which he
could absolutely trust, and the chronometer
became perhaps the most important instrument aboard. To obtain a really dependable timepiece he did not hesitate over the
expenditure of a good many golden

possibly deliver the goods. I confess that

teas distinctly prejudiced against them
before I gave them a fair trial.
As a matter of fact, if you use them
carefully and don't run them too brightly
they perform nearly as well as the best
bright -emitters and they are quite as easy
to work with.
It does seem absurd,
sovereigns, and if disaster came and the. though, to have to use a milliammeter to
ship had to be abandoned, the chronometer discover the filament consumption of your
went with the captain, carefully gnarded valves. But that is what you have to do
I

Chamber of Horrors. Since then we have
orogressed"steadily through Shakespeare's

Hamlet and Macbeth to Grand Guignol
and Madame Tussauds, and now "over
the ether." Between being "Down in the

Coal Mine," "Hunt the Tiger," and now
"Congo Night "-well, frankly I prefer
"Charley's Aunt." Tom-toms and the
wailing- of the native war chants from the
last straw after you have put up that fight
to get a seat in the tube.
-ilhitcttlffioN.
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WELL-KNOWN
AMATEUR

STATIONS. -I
5"QV
STATION 5 Q V is known throughout
the length and breadth of Great Britain

-at least at all those amateur receiving
stations which make any pretence at D.X.
reception.

It is owned and operated by Mr. F. H.
Stollery- (Member R.S.G.B.), and is situated

on the East Cliff at Clacton -on -Sea. It
serves as a control station of the T. and R.
Section and O.R.S. of the A.R.R.L. The
aerial of

Mr.

Stollery

was

the

first

amateur aerial in Clacton; it was hooked
up to a piece of carborundum at a time
when the few possessing aerials for reception were anything from twenty to forty
miles distant from each other. Many lasting friendships resulted from those days.
Having investigated the "ether slashing" propensities of spark transmission
with the patient help of a Q N (Margate),
attention was next given to valve transmission, and quite interesting experiments

Mr. F. H. Stollery's Transmitting Station 5 Q V.

8 P A (Bouches du Rhone, France) as RS. 8 ft. The earth consists of copper wires
Two separate aerials are used at present, laid under the cemented path and conone a single enamelled wire for reception nected to earth plates at the foot of the
and an eight -strand cage aerial with a six - farther mast. A 44 -ft. roll of fine wire strand cage down lead for transmission. gauze netting connected to the earth terThe height is approximately 45 ft. All the minal is laid on the surface of the path
leads -in from the two aerials and counter- during speech transmission, as this is found
poise pass to heavy earthing switches near to increase radiation by about .1 ampere.
the_point of entrance. One mast is of Keying is effected in the grid, as with

galvanised -iron barrel, and the other of the voltage used no risks must be run
fir.

The length of the aerial is 70 ft. over(for those days) were conducted with all, and it is somewhat screened by the
absorption modulation on 44o metres, two house on one side though open to the sea
T15 valves in parallel being
used, the radiation being .35
ampere with H.T. from the
D.C. mains. Later a more
vigorous transmitter was in-

of a " hug " from the high tension. Speech
control is effected on the set by means

of a valve of high impedance, such as an
M.O. R5v.

stalled with one T3o valve as
an oscillator, using grid control for telephony. This set
gave excellent results on low Next a
generator
with remite control came into

commission, and using H.T.
from one_ halt of this generator with a counterpoise and
tuned earth, speech was put
through to Italy on 185
metres at dusk one evening.
It was audible there with two

last antiquity is the weekly
recording on Sunday mornings (o9.55 to to.00 G.M.T.)
the time signals from
N B A, Panama (about 6,000
of

miles).

valves (one detector, one
L.F.). Speech from this set

5 Q V has been described as

the "star of the East," and
judging by the number of

is QSO in daylight in Scotland and Northern Ireland.
set

has now

been

supplemented with a straight

loud -speaker and micro amplifier for boosting up
The rephone reception.
a

ceivers comprise a crystal set
for Chelmsford, a two -valve
Reinartz (So to 500 metres)
for experimental reception,
and an old three -valve Marconi panel for 26,000 metres.
The efficiency test for this

power telephony.
2,000 -volt
D.C.

The

Three separate receiving
available, any of
which can be switched in with
sets are

callers during the summer
Mr. Stollery (Centre) Takes an Active Interest in the Sea Scouts.

months it must be at least as
attractive to the "brass

Hartley circuit with a tuned grid circuit on the other. The receiving aerial is pounders " as is the ozone of Clacton.
and parallel feed. A 50 -watt valve is directional N.W., and excellent D.X. re- When the visitor enters the station he

used as an oscillator, radiation being over ception is obtained on this.
is at once struck by the tidy and neat
6 amperes on 16o metres with full load,
The counterpoise has eight strands, appearance of the apparatus. The careful
using the counterpoise and no earth con- arranged slightly fan shape ; it extends attention that has been given to every
nection ! Signals have been reported by the length of the aerial at a height of
(Concluded in third colunin of next page)
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USING THE THOUSAND -CIRCUIT BOARD
The first of two articles detailing the many uses of the experimental receiver
described in the seven preceding issues.
'THOSE who maker up the set will find microfarad variable condenser, and this all at will. If none is required, switch
I that it is the easiest thing to use completes the change.
off the L.F. valves, disconnect the extra
because its general lines are so very much
Suppose, again, that after using the H.T. battery and short-circuit the teelike those of a wiring diagram and circuit shown in the drawing for shOrt- minals. Disconnect the grid of the rectibecause so few connections have to be wave work we desire to receive say the fier from IP of the first transformer and
made even when wiring up -a big set. Eiffel Tower on 2,60o metres. The best join it to the lower telephone terminal.
Examination of the diagram below will thing to use here is resistance -capacity That is all. Should it be desired to use
show all that has to be done when turn- H.F. coupling. The changes needed are extra high-tension voltage only for the last
ing the board into a five -valve set with very few indeed. Remove the inductances valve when two L.F. stages are in use,
double -circuit tuner, two stages of high - from the- holders opposite valves i and 2, then OP of the second low frequency transfrequency
amplification,
tuned -anode replacing them with plug-in anode resist - former comes to H.T. plus instead of to
extra H.T. plus, and is of the first transformer is taken to L.T. minus instead of
to the grid -battery terminal.

re
piH

'Cr

0
ss

0

0

2

OP, .

CH'
i-c
s
.1 0 so o

15

.i.-

,->ts A"
ss 15
OPt)
4)
.., ,.

"rilg
C?" -IF -P ip Vos

21,10s

FPO
,,, '))

_toot

Ext.

HT

a. a o 0 %o b bocci o o%0

T HT

9,40 940
0

0

EXT. 11T+

-1-705" XS 6)--

.0005\

T+

LT +

0

O

-a-- LT

LT -

_r

-+

0

Lipliij GRID BATTER'

Diagram showing the Eaard as a Five -valve Receiver.

coupled, a rectifier and two stages of low frequency amplification, both extra hightension potential and grid bias being used

ances, the making of which has already
been described.

Turn both the anode con densers to zero and the set is ready as

Aperiodic Transformers
Aperiodic H.F. transformers arc connected in, the same way as those which
are tuned, except that the ,0003-microfarad
variable condensers are omitted from their
secondary circuits. It will usually be
found that if two stages of sharply -tuned
H.F. coupling are used it is not necessary
to use a double -circuit tuner in order to
obtain perfect selectivity; in fact it is
actually inadvisable to do so, for the set
is much more liable to oscillate with the
loosely -coupled tuner.

Loose -coupled Transformers
For broadcast and other medium -wave
reception I am rather inclined to, recom.

mend yet another form of tuned H.F.

transformer coupling, which can be made

soon as a larger A.T.I. and secondary up with the greatest case on this board.
The permanent wiring of the board, ex- have been placed in the coil holders of This is the loose coupled H.F. transformer. For this pairs of inductances of
clusive of the filament connections, is the tuner.
shown 'in thick lines, whilst the connecLet us take another case. - We will sup- suitable values are mounted in the two
for each of the last two valves.

tions that have to be made are shown by

pose that we find two tuned -anodes rather double; coil holders above valves i and 2.

It will be seen that there difficult to handle and that we decide to These arc wired up exactly like tuned
are only twenty-eight of them all told.
try
instead tuned -transformer high - transformers, the moving coil being the
frequency coupling. We remove the two primary in each case and the fixed coil,
broken lines.

Quick Work

anode inductances and disconnect the first tuned by

a

.0003-microfarad

variable

To alter this set by, say, doing away grid condenser and grid leak. Remove condenser, the secondary. With this type
with the secondary circuit and using re- also the connection between H.T. plus and of intervalve loose -coupling gteat selecaction coupled to the second tuned -anode
inductance is the work of a few moments.
The secondary coil of the tuner is disconnected from the .0005-microfarad variable condenser, the latter being also disconnected from the grid of the first valve
and from the potentiometer. A lead is
run from the upper terminal of the

the tuned circuits. Above valve No. r we
place the transformer holder, connecting
ot to plate and OP to H.T. positive; IS we
connect to grid and to the upper terminal
of the first .0003-microfarad variable condenser.

tivity is obtainable and there is very little
tendency on the part of the -set to fall into
self -oscillation.

(To be continued)

J. H. R.

The lower terminal of this con-

denser we connect to potentiometer and os.

" WELL-KNOWN AMATEUR STATIONS " (continued

from preceding page)
The wiring between the second and third
primary of the tuner to the grid of the valves is precisely the same, except that detail of the outlay and arrangement of
first valve and from the lower terminal to as No. -3 is the rectifier we leave the grid the gear is apparent in the photograph,
the potentiometer. Next the wire between condenser and grid leak in place, connect- 5 Q V is mindful of the very helpful assistthe plate of the rectifying valve and IP ing one of the former to the upper ter- ance rendered by 2 L Z, M C, 2 M
of the first transformer is removed and minal of the second .0003-microfarad vari- 2 T-0, 6 B T and others who send so many
wires are taken from the plate of the recti- able condenser.
useful reports.
fieitand from IP of the first transformer to
The decorations on the Wall of the den
the terminals of the moving -coil holder L.F. Amplification
are a great economy of wallpaper and
Of low -frequency amplification we can testify to 5 Q V being QSO in seven Euro
opposite the second H.F. valve. This
coil holder is also connected to the .0005- use either one or two stages or none at pean countries.
A. j. C.
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AS a matter of fact, which are audible in
it doesn't although your loud speaker.
most people think Ediswan valves perform

of it in that way. The the delicate function of
wireless valve is a valve current control with a
in the truest sense of the
word ; just as much as
the throttle on an engine.
It is there to regulate the

absence

notable

of

distortion, a complete
silence of operation and

a marked economy in
supply of energy from filament consumption
your H.T. battery in and length of service.
obedience to impulses
Valves will bring the best
from the aerial. The Ediswan
out of your wireless set-get some
energy so regulated
transforms the feeble
current picked up from
the ether into sounds

on the way home and enjoy better
programmes from to -night onwards.

All dealers sell them.
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
QUEEN VICTORIA ST.. LONDON, E.C.4

DIS
elbe

First JalVe
ever i-riade,Was

produced it

the EdisvOam
labora.tor

An

interesting study

of

VALVES

early

wireless history may be made at
the

Science

Museunz,

South

Kensington, London, where the
complete series of Dr. Fleming's
experimental valves can be seen.

Ct)tetti

I62-+
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HULLO
EVERYBODY!!
POST FREE

COIL HOLDERS

No. 14.
No. 15.
No. 16.
No. 20.
No. 21.
No. 22.
No. 23.
No. 24.

Post Free.
Polar 2 -way, with Vernier ... 11/ -

Polar 3 -way, with Vernier 17/ Polar -Junior, 2 -way Cam
Vernier
6/ Polar -Junior, 3 -way Cam
Vernier
916
Polar Universal 2 -way ......... 1016
Goswell 2 -way coil holder ...... 5 /6
Holder
9/Goswell 3 -way Coil Holder ......7,'6
Goswell 2 -way Panel Mounting 31 -

Franco Cam Vernier 2 -way
.

.

12/6

Franco 3 -way ................ 17/6
Goswell 3 -way Cam Vernier... 12,6

BASKET COIL HOLDERS
Post Free.
No. 1 ..........................2 for 2/ -

5:11

FORMODENSER with

No. 41.

BABY AMPLION (Dragon
251 Fly)

No. 47.

"BABY" COIL SIMMS

EDISON BELL
113

.21-

.002 to .006

G.R.C., 4,000 ohms .0003 with Grid Leak...2 '6

Brown Type A, 4,000 ohms
resistance, each ...13 2 0
Sterling, 4,000 ohms resist.£1 5 0
ance, each ....
Gecopbone, 4,000 ohms re.£1 5 0
sistance, each..

EBONITE, Post 3d.
6 x 6.

1/6 21-

9 x 6 ...............2/2 3/3

12 x 6 ............... 3/3 4/2

4/3 516
12 x 9 .
516 7/6
12 x 12
516 716
14 x 10
Cut to Size, 3116 in. at id.
square inch.

STERLING

SQUARE LAW
with Vernier.
.001..0005
.00025

HAWK COILS
(HONEYCOMB)
No.

25 ... 214

30 ... 2 4
35 ... 2,6

40... 2;8
50 ...
75 ...

3/16th in. J in.

.
.
.

20/
25'6
23/6

34

3134

No.
3110
150 ... 4 (13
100

200 ... 5/4

250... 5/8
300 ... 6/400 ...

6/6

53

3.1

1,6
55

ENGINEERING
Patent Valve Holder ...1 /6
2 -Way Coil Stand ......9/ (Cam Operated Vernier)

LISSEN.

.001, .002. .003, .004,

Variable Grid Leak
Anode Resistance ...
Lisseo Minor............

.005..006. Fixed .
3 '^001, 0002,.0003, .0004,
.0905
26
Type 577, .01 ............7 6

Grid Leaks each .

Anode Resistance

..2 6

70,000, 80,000

100,000, on stand corn.

IGRANIC.
Coils: 25, 51-; 35, ST--; 59,
5.2; 75, 5/6; 100, 7,-; 150,
7:10; 200. 8 8; 250, 9/-;
300, 9 '5; 400, 10 3; 500,
10,6

Fil. Rheostat ............4/6
Potentiometer
7 I7,' -

TRANSFORMERS
Radio Instruments ... 25'Igranic, Shrouded .. 21!-

Powquip, Shrouded 18.Formo, Shrouded
18' General Radio 83...... 14.11

ENERGO
Shrouded ... 13 6
H.F. Plug-in Transformers. Brunet,
Formo. Open ......... 12 6
Post 2d. each.
Powquip, 2-1 or 4-1 14 6
Raymond .........
10 No. 2. 250-700 ......... 3/11 Eureka
Concert Grand 30 No. 3. 450-1200 ...... 413
Ditto,
2nd
Stage......
22
6
No. 4. 300-2000 ...... 4 ;6
21 No. 5. 1600-3000 ...... 4/9 Silvertowo .
.

No. 6. 2200-5000 ......

4,11

FIBRE STRIP
for COILS

CALLERS' PRICES

ELSEWHERE

:I- RIGHT OPPOSITE

DALY'S
GALLERY DOOR
DOOR :2=

VPkLVES

DUBILIER.

50,000,

54

5111

30 -ohm Rheostat

GOS WELL

;101111111111111111111111111111111!111111M1

35

1/9, 21 -

ONE HOLE fixing
Accumulator, see list

phones, with a great repo. .001...........................1/3

resistance,

.

Coil plug 2 for 1 3
Variometer Ball Rotor

resistance, each...... £1 0 0 Variometer ............ 106
B.T.H., 4,000 ohms resist. Twin Detector ----St-.
ance, each ............£1 5 0
Brandes Matched Tone,
Cheap but good
ohms

51

4.11

(For Reflex)

We can recommend these .0001 to .0005 Fixed

4,000

50

49

48

also at 5'6, 5:11
Bretwood Valve Holder
1'9
Brass Switch Arm
11Valve Holder 1:3 cut from
solid rod
Powquip "Bucks" L.F. 12;6

Nickel

No. 53.
No. 54.
No. 55.
No. 56.

(nickel fittings) 5/6
2 -way Cam Vernier (high class) 5 /9

tattoo.

, 29

vernier (List)

Formo L.F. (open)
1216
Forum L.F. shrouded
18/ Basket Coil bolder
11 (extra quality), 2 for
2/6
No. 51. Crystal Detector 113, 116, 1/9

do.

being excellent Head.

/5

No. 48.
No. 49.
No. 50.

Post Free.
3/2 -way on base.
3 -way on base (brass fittings) 4;9
2 -way cx handles ..................4;6

as

1/9

D.P.D.T. Panel Switch ... 115
S,P.D.T. Panel Switch ... 1/2
(cheaper to callers)

No. 40.

No. 44.
No. 45.
No. 46.

Coils..............................5,6

HEADPHONES

Set of Spanners .....

6:11, 716, 91-, II,- (list)

Universal 2 -way for Basket

3 -way

Rheostat (one hole fixing) 1/6

No. 43. Basket 2 -way coil stand

(both with plug)
Coil Stand 2 -way for Basket
Coils

Ifs

113

No. 42. Cam Vernier coil stand

..2 for 2;6

No. 2

Murray Valve Holder ...

S.P.D.T. china base ...... 1/9
No. 25a. D.P.D.T. china base
23
No. 26. 2 -way" Baby" Cod stand
(coils extra)
3/ No. 27. Dr. Nesper Phones .... 13/ No. 28. Square Law Condensers
(Please see lists)
1/
No. 29. Shaped coil plug
1/6
No. 30. On and off switch
4:6
No. 31. Igranic Rheostat ... ......
No. 32. McMichael H.F. (List)
No. 33. Energo or Raymond (List)
116
No. 35. Tumbler Switch
1/ No. 36. Real Ebonite Dial .....11 No. 37. Fixed Condensers
(cheap quality all capacities)
No. 25.

Goswell 2 -way Vernier Coil

(geared)

Voltmeter
416
Grid Leak...... ...... 1:-. 113, 2,6
Rheostat and Dial ..... 2/3

I in. wide. 12 ft_ 11-

Lissenstat

216
216
316
716

Do. Universal ......... 10 6

2 -Way Switch ......... 2,9
Series Parallel
3/9
T1 Transformers ......30/T2, 251-; T3, 16/6; Coils t
25, 4,10. 30, 35, 40, 4/10,
50, 5,-; 60, 5 4; 75, 5/4;
100, 6/9

RHEOSTATS.

2-/6
1/

Do. with dial ......... 2/Extra value do. ...... 2/6
4/
Potentiometer T.C.B. 5/_
Burndept Dual ...... 716

TRANSFORMERS

THORPE K4 ......... 17,6
5 PIN
PHILLIPS 4 ELECTRODE
12,6

i

56

Ail V.t.ze.r.sie,..st seat ar

Purchasers risk.

25/. each

B.T.H.

Type
B.5

Ediswan ...............A.R.O.6
Marconi-Osram
D.E.3
MYERS VALVES
Mullard
D.F.Ora
12 6
Universal
DULL EMITTER POWER
D.E. .......... ............. . 21;VALVES
(Both for UNIDYNE)
.

.

For use with A.R.D.E. and
BRIGHT EMITTER
D.E.R. Valves
12 6 each.
Type
R. Type Marconi-Osram,
B.T.H.
D.E.6.2 2.5 volt, .25
..
A.R.
Ediswan
amps. 25, Marconi-Osram

R or R 5 V

Mullard-Ora
Coesar .........
Cossar ........

fl

P.1
P.2 ,,

Myers -Universal
Xtraudion

DULL EMITTER POWER
VALVES

For use with .06 Valves.
B.T.H. Type B.6
Marconi-Osram
Type

35/-

D.E.4

30/-

Mullard H.F. (Red Ring) Milliard Type D.F.A.2 301L
Mullard L.F. (Green Ring) DULL EMITTER POWER

VALVES
DULL EMITTER
Type For use with bright Emitters
21 - each
B.T.H..
10' Ediswan ....... .. A.R.D.E. Marconi-Osram D.E.5 35 /.D.E.R. M,dlard ...... D.E.A.! 35 /3,11 Marconi-Osram
Ditto 900 2000 ......... 4/6
"J.B." ordinary type
Raymond, 300 800 ... 2/9
Standard Super Micro,.
VARIABLE CONDENSERS
Others Stocked.
denser

(H.F.)

Post 3d.

McMichael, 300,600
Ditto 1100'2000.........
Energo, 250 700 ......

POLAR

10 '-

Post 6d. SQUARE LAW

.01 var. Condenser

10,6

.0005

,.

1016

.0003 ,.

10/6

Micrometer Condenser 516

Cam Vernier
Coil Holder

2 -way

- 9,6 .00025 - 6;9
.00075 - 9/- .0002 - 516
.001

.0005

- 8/-

.0003

- 619 Vernier 4,6

.0001

K.WIE2.EI..30
RAYMOND
DEPOT
27, LISLE
STREET, W.C.2
Co 14.7 Ht GERRA Rla 4637
F.

No responsibility accepted on post or,:ers un'ess cheques and postal orders
are crossed an, made ravable to the liern. Mone s sent must be regist-red

- 5/3

- 8/6 - 9;6 - 11 6
.00075 - 8/- - 9,- - 11 .0005 - 7/- - 81- - 10 .0003 - 5/9 - 6 9 - 8,9
.00025 - 5;9 - 6,9 - 8 9
.0002 - 5/- - 5,6 - 8/.0001 - 4/9 - 5;3 - 7/9
.001

Vernier

- 4/6 -

MMININNIMMIL
41.111111111111111111111111M1111111111i1111111111

HOURS
OF BUSINESS:
E DAILY -

, 9 to 7.45

SUNDAYS . 10 to 1

E.
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EVERYBODY!!

Please NOTE. ALL Orders accepted on condition that same will be
despatched at earliest possible moment but cannot be cancelled through
non -delivery by manufacturers.
Right reserved to return cash.
ALL FOREIGN ORDERS MUST

INCLUDE AMPLE

EXTRA POSTAGE

RAYMOND'S

Dutch valves .06......12/6

ALL OUR CONDENSERS HAVE BEEN TESTED AND RECOMMENDED BY LEADING JOURNALS -UNSOLICITED.
-Exclusive design.
'DE LUXE' MODEL
-Stout vanes.
insulation,
compact.

very

AS SHOWN, WITH DIM.,
KNOB AND BUSH.

-Narrowest spacers

..... 7/3
.0005 ..... 5/11
.0003 ..... 5/4
.0002 ..... 4/11
.001

(pressed aluminium).

-Centre rod cannot bend.
-Terminal
connections,
capacity guaranteed.
-Perfect efficiency.
-Handsome design.
-Takes up very little space

POST 6d. SET.

in panel.

-Nickelled fittings.
John Blair, Esq.,
Rexall Pharmacy,
-Beautifully made.
-New o n e -h . 1 e fi x i n UNSURPASSED FOR says:
Millom.
method.

Y oEuVrELCAoTnId0eNnsetorsmaeraes

FINE TUNING.

-Wonderful for portables.

a
R
Sept., 1924.
Dealer.
C. Walton, Esq., Andover.
Tested your Condensers on
Megger and got `IN.
FINITY."

Costs a trifle more, a few pence only,
and is just what you want. Nice dial
and knob included.

NEW MODEL

TWIN CONDENSER

91

WITH VERNIER

Pest
Free

.0005
.0003 ...

WITH Eff.ONIYE DIAL
and TWO KNOBS.
Post 6d. Set,

Composed of

two equal

units

of

5/3

.0003
.0002

. 4111

operated

mfd.,

4/6

Vernier. .00005 39
With the knob and dial
Post 6c1. Set.

one

by

Knob and Dial, thereby

me 1111 JJJJJJJJJ / lllllllllllll 111111110

dial. Can be used in series
or parallel. Complete as
shown with Knob and dial.

.0005..
.0003..

LOUD SPEAKERS
Sterling " Dinkie " .. 30 /-

.0005..

enabling you to tune two
circuits by one turn of the

SQUARE LAW
With Vernier.
.0003

Junior Amplion New..

. 55/ -

251-

cdi

Post 6d.

FAMOUS

Genuine

DR. NESPER
HEADPHONES

N. & K.

THORPE K4 VALVES

Adjust able diaphragm

-Model

(S -pin) for UNIDYNE 17/6

double leather - covered

HEADPHONES

HORPE K1

5 -Pin Valve -holder

POST FREE

10/-

1 /6

ACCUMULATORS
MADE BY WELL-KNOWN
FOR ME.FIRM
By

detachable

head -springs, long flexible
cords, nickel -plated parts.
Very comfortably fitting

to the head.

LOOK FOR THE TRADE
MARK.

6v 105 amps38161

Guaranteed 4,000
ohms.
against

inferior
articles offered cheaply.
Guard

Ppaost 6d.

4,000 ohms ...............12 /11

Post 6d. pair.

2 v. 40 amps. 9 '6. Post 10 /6
4 v. 40 ernes. 16/6. ,, 17/6
4 v. 69 amps. 19 ;6.
4 v. 80 amps. 2316.
6 v. 60 amps. 27/6.
6 v. 80 amps. 331-

receivers,

20 /6 CALL AND SEE US
24 /6

,, 291-1

AND GEr

40/6

;VALUE for MONEY

:211111111111111Millini1111111111M111111111111'

RIGHT OPPOSITE

_

E. DALY'S -gGALLERY DOOR

ir.

A.

FRENCH
THOMSON HOUSTON
4,000 ohms.

1 5/1 1 per pair

Hertzite Shaws genuine 1 /- Ditto. Swivel Movement 113
Copper Foil ...... ft. 21d.
Gold spearpoint whisker 3d.
Special whisker in Tube 6d. Coil Plug and Clips 611:1. 18g. Sq. Tin Copper
15 feet 5d.
Set of six Spanners... 114 Microstat
216
Taps 0, 2, 4, 6 B.A. set 21 - Tumbler Switches
16g. Sq. Tin Copper
Ditto with wrench ... 2111
12 feet 5d.
(Ebonite)
1/4
Seven Twist Drills ... 114

5 ohm Rheostat (extra) 1 /3 Fibre Strip (for Coils)
3 feet 21d.
I /3
One Hole Fixing
D.C.C. Wire, pert lb. Ormond
119
Ebonite Former
1 /6
18 g... 9d. 20 g. ... 9d.
Ditto and Dial
1110
22 g. 10d. 24 g.... 1 /Igranic, T.C.B., and all
26 g...1 /1. 28
1 /3
known makes.
30 g...1 /6.
Etc., etc.
Solder
per stick 2d.

EBONITE. 3/16 -in.

Shellac
5d.
Nickel Pillar Terminals 2d.

Nickel Contact Studs

114

7x5.
8x6.
9x6.
10 x 8 ...

11 -

2/3/-

(one hole fixing)
Loading Coil and Plug 8d.
1/ 4/3 Gamages Permanite
12 x 9 .
5/6 Condenser Bushes
12 x 12.
6d.
Strong Valve Template 4d.
Egg Insulators ....
Id.
CUT TO SIZE, 1d. sq. in.
ld.
WE STOCK 1 -in. EBONITE. Reel ditto
iThick Rubber Lead-in

various Sizes.

Insulated Staples 5 a ld.
Insulated Hooks 4 for 3d
Rubber Lead in, 30 feet 1 /3

7/22 Copper Aerial,

100 feet 1/101

Extra Heavy Aerial

100 ft. 2/- & 2/3

Good Valve Holders
H.F.Transformers

10d.
219

per yard 2d., 3d.

6 in. Ebonite Anticap
Handles
Connecticut Switches
1,000 ohm Bobbins...
Sorbo Rubber Ear

........... pr.

Caps

8d.
1 /4
1 /3

1/4

Adhesive Tape Roll 21d.
Basket Coils
Waxless ST100 (2) ... 1/0
Waxless (5) 200/2,000,

HERTZ1TE
SHAW'S
set 118
Ribbon Aerial 100 ft. 1/10
Waxed (6), 200 /3,600
BEATS ALL
Panels Drilled
11set
1/8
OTHER " ITES"
Radio Press Envelopes
119
Raymond Fixed Condensers Waxed (7), 150 /3,600
Chelmsford No. 8
.001, .0001 to .0005, 10d.
BASKET COILS
1 /-, 1 /6
Tandeo
.002, .003, .004
1 /I /3
Duplex Waxless (5) ... 1/8
Chelmsford, D.C.C.
1,200 2,000 metres

.006 1.3 ; .01 1

25, 35, 50, 75, 100

Condenser
516
W.O. or Pillar Terminals Id.
Small Pillar
4 for .31d.
'Phone 4 B.A
Id
'Phone 2 B.A.
2 for 2d.
Valve Sockets
4 for 3d.

;

.02 I /9

... 1/11 Polar Micrometer

D.C.C. Chelmsford 1-, 1/3',

1
112'
Enamelled Do.
Waxed (6) 200 3,600 ... 1 ,8
Ditto (7) 150 3,600 ... 1 /10
D.C.C. Coil for Chelmsford complete with
2/3 (Above with Nut Washer)
adapter
(to use with 650 variometer) Valve Pins and Nuts. 2 a ld.
1

Our Wonderful

H.T,
BATTERIES
NO POST ORDERS
..
7/6
60 v.
46
30 v.
60 v. BBC,1./6
36 v. B.B.C. .5 6
9 v. B.B.C. 2 6

Stop Pins and Nuts 2 a ld.
Plug and Socket pr. ld.
Spring Washers... 4 a Id.
Spade Screws
Id.
Pin Screws.........2 for ld.
Spade Tags
5 a Id.

1 Complete with Adapter 2 /3

(To use with variometer.)

Allen var. Gd. Lk....
Allen Anode Res......

113

1 /3

Dial and Knob (Ed. Bell) I /3

Dial (Ebonite)

10d.

Brunet Headphones 14/6
Twin Flex . ... 4 yds. 6d.
D.C.C. Bell Wire, 10 yds.5d
(Indiarubber covered)
Sleeving

yd.

4d.

Wander Plugs ......pr. 3d.
Coloured Plugs each 11d.
(All screw pattern)
Electron Aerial ...... 1 /31Spring Pillar Terminals 21 d. Polished Boxes, 8 by 6 3/6
Nuts, 2, 4, 5, 6 B.A. doz. 2d. Listen Choke............10/Washers (Brass) 12 a 3d. Do. Aux. Res...-.
1 /3
Porcelain D.P.D.T
1 /7 -5 -point Switch.
Porcelain S.P.D.T
1 /3
MM. Panel D.P.D.T 11 - Legless Valve Holders 10d
MM. Panel S.P.D.T 101d. Soldering Irons 61d., ed.

NNT X Et E

27, LISLE STREET,
W.C.2
GERRAR3D el 6 -.3.
XV

Round Tin Copper,

2 for ld. Empire Tape, I in., Id.
Nickel Switch Arm

1/4
1/10

K. RAYMOND
OT
1-1

VARIOMETERS

Edison Bell Shaped 11 Wonderful Value
Raymond ditto
101d.
Special 250 / 600......... 116
Basket Adapters
Also at Id- & 1/3 Extra with Clips ... 2/6
Metal (French) " R " 6/11
Ebonite ...... 3 /9, 416, 5 /11
Phillips " R " ......... 716 2 -Way Coil Stands 2/6
various Designs
Enclosed Detector
With Extens. Handle 2/11 About 16
No Rubbish
Large
Also at 3/6, 41-, 4/6
Brass on Nickel . 1/3
Ditto terminal end... 1/6 3 -Way ...... 4/3, 416, 5 /- 'Phone Cords (6 feet) 115
Small enclosed......... 10d. Moswell Cam Vernier 9/
71d.
Nugraving
Burndept Detector ... 5/ - Franco
12/6 Good Knobs 2d. and 3d.
Set four whiskers (one
(Polar
11/
gold).
2d.
Studs, Nuts and Washers
Etc., etc.
Easi Fix cons ld. and 11d.
doz. 41d.
Neutron Crystal (fine) I /6 Coil Plug on Stand
1 /- Switch Arms
Bd. to 11 -

Waxless Set of 5

Trumpet
42/ Baby Sterling Splendid
Value

10'6
96

Knob and Dial included.

est Model ....... .. 27/6
Junior De Luxe Oak
Dragon Fly. Baby Am-

6/6

.

Good Coil Plugs from 1114.

.06 ......15 ,11

Phillips
.04......15/11
Dutch Detector ...... 4/9
Dutch Hard
5 /-

6x 6 .

.0005

.00025 or. 0003

"Metal"

CALLERS' PRICES.

WITHOUT VERNIER

7 /3
6 /9

Callers Only (These 3 Columns)
NO POST ORDERS FROM SAME

VARIABLE CONDENSERS
-Extra

SUNDRIES

s

An responsibility a cepted on post orders unless cheques and pcstal orders
are cros.ed and made payable to the firm. Moneys seat mast be registered.

-

il.11111111111111I11111111111M1111ffillIffilliffTe'

HOURS
-2-

OF BUSINESS:
DAILY -

-

SUNDAYS

-

to 7.45
10 to 1

..T111111111111111111111101111111111111111111111111171
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A44ARISLE's

Imi.Asi."

SPECIALITIES

A. MONDAY, Ltd .,9
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,

59,
WATLING STREET, E.C.4.
'Phone : CITY 2972. (One door from Queen Victoria St., and
Queen St.)

AND AT

components.

45, EASTCHEAP, E.C.3.
ACCUMULATORS IN STOCK

components.

CHARGED

Before making the Wireless Set you have in mind, ask
your dealer to show you the range of Clarke's " ATLAS"
Designed by experts, made by skilled work
people, carefully tested, and thoroughly guaranteed, it is
impossible to get greater value or more dependable

2 -volt, 40 amp.
2 -volt, 60 amp.
41111010010111mtp,

.
.

4 -volt, 40 amp.

.

9/67,

.

12/ -le

.

16/6A
26/6Q

.

6 -volt, 60 amp. .
We arc Stockists for

STERLING, POLAR, RADIO
INST., ORMOND, FORMO, &
10111100111011111100P

FIXED GRID LEAK & CONDENSER.

The condenser casings are made of strong Bakelite, and
only the very best copper foil and -the finest Ruby Mica
as the dielectric. Not only is the condenser of ,the
actual capacity named, but the capacity is kept absolutely
constant. The leak is encased in neat ebonite tubes,
the ends of which are surmounted by brass nickel -plated
caps, also fitted with our latest pattern of bracket -cuntsoldering tag.
All values supplied both of leak and condenser. Condenser tested to 1,000 volts. Prices from 3/6 each.

BURNDEPT
ACCESSORIES

NO POST ORDERS
10/- EACH.
SPECIAL L.F. TRANSFORMERS .
EVER -READY H.T. BATTERIES.
.

A Combined
Soldering Iron &
Blowpipe.

Specially designed for the Wireless Mechanic.
The " Mystic " Combined Soldering Iron and Blowpiee is
attached to an Binary flexii le gas tube and works for you at

75% LESS CC ST TrIAN ELECTRICITY

Only 71" lo g, it is fitted u ith a peat, solid copper ham el hit
which heats to solde ins point in less than one malute and retains

a constant and Ind orm temperature. By un.erewins the bit, yot. have
a powerful 13iowpi, e. iitmey t erurneo if not absdutely satisfactory.

Of all :Withers or direct trove

L. AN 7ERS N & Co., Sole Selling Agents,

NV

COIL STANDS.

The illustration shows the " Atlas " patent micrometric
adjustment, which yields A perfectly even slow motion,
and prevents the falling over of the moving coil. Gives
an accuracy of tuning which is a delight. There is no
fear of " missing " carrier waves owing to a too quick
movement of the coils. Mechanically and electrically
sound in design, these coil stands are made and guaranteed by experts, and are sold at surprisingly moderate

prices.

Made in both two -and three-way patterns, and fitted with
neat tension adjustment.
Two-way pattern, 8,9 each. Three-way pattern, 1 1:- each.

Say " ATLAS " and be safe.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS

H. CLARKE & CO. (Manchester) Ltd.
RADIO ENGINEERS

Atlas Works Old Trafford, Manchester.
'Phones : 683 & 793 Tiafford yak

us. '' Pirtoicl, Manchester

REGENT HOUSE, KINGSWAY, t ONDON, W.C.2.
Trade Enquiries Invited

PERMANENT'
DETECTOR SET

In beautiful dome -topped solid polished
mahogany cabinet with safety catch.

Fitted with the famous Permian de-

tector. No fiddling with catswhiskers.
Always set. Space for phones. Condenser tuned. Sockets for Chelmsford
coil.
Earthing
switch
This crystal set
speak m
ill Co

.11:10.0

has operated loud

i,) 5 miles
from 2 Z Y. Satisf act'o guaro n t ed.
ONE -VALVE AMPLIFIER to fit in
,fic,

the phone compartment of Q.; 2 0
this handsome set
u'
Works L.S. efficient ten miles from
B.B.0 station. Let Its send yea fall
partictelars.

CARPAX COMPANY, Ltd.,
312, Deansgate, Manchester.

emattur Wiraes.5
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Awonderful new system
of simplified wireless
construction

The W.P. EZI-WIRING SERIES

other noteworthy achieve-

is a welcome innovation for the
Home Constructor. He can build
first-rate Receiving Sew without
any technical knowledge. Here
are the special features which
show how this can be done.

ment in the publication
of this splendid " EZI-

(a) Each book contains a
large scale wiring diagram

fl s the pioneer Publishers
of
Wireless literature,

T E WIRE LESS
PRESS can claim anWIRING " series.

in 4 colours.
(b) Progressive diagrams anti

plates show the set

in

various positions with disposition of components.
(c) Detailed
measureMents
and explanations as to
components required.
(d) Full instructions on oper-

amw

EACH
ON SALE
EVERYWHERE

ation of Set. No loose sheets.

ti

No. 1-A Three -Valve Portable Receiver, by HUGH S. POCOCK.
No. 2-A Three -Valve Receiver, by
F. H. HAYNES.
No. 3-A Two -Valve and Crystal Reflex Receiver, by W. JAMES.
No. 4-A Four -Valve Combination

rqui:
,,

k,
Ez lyINGSszsCS
1

Set, by W. JAMES.

PUBLISHED-AND THREE MORECAPTAIN
of theECK
BEST
EVER
AMATEUR'S BOOK OF
ERSLEY
UNCLE JACK FROST'S
WIRELESS YARNS

Written in a breezy fashion, it is
a book which can be read to
advantage by a raw beginner or
the Radioist with a fair know -ledge
It
of the subject.

gives the fundamental
principles of Wireless.

2/-

EXPLAINS

WIRELESS CIRCUITS

Written in his own inimitable
manner, CAPT. ECKERSLEY'S

Mr. F. H. HAYNES'S popular book
gives the fullest possible details for
wiring -up no less than 11 7 circuits.
Containing many additional features,

natural humour creeps in. making
this

insight

into

a highly entertaining
as well as interesting

Broadcasting

2/-

book.

it is the most complete and
easily understood
book available to -day.

circuit 3/6

*4\

°

WIRELESS PRESS

12-13 HENRIETTA ST,LON1)ONNC2

(line teur Wirdess,
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ANTI -CAPACITY SWITCII--

Supplied in sets
of

5

(Nos. 25,

100),

75 and
and each

set

is

We have pleasure in presenting an other first-class speciality, which is
the outcome of the famous BRET-

35,. 50,

boxed.

WOOD ANTI - CAPACITY VALVE

111

HOLDER, which has gained sue],
popularity among the wireless public
on account of its scientific design and

Be sure to see
the name " Re-

smart

actolle."

4/6
No. 150 (Chelms-

exacting requirements of the present
day experimenter. One of the principal features of the Bretwood
Switch is its beautifully smooth action made possible by the.
spring loaded balls, and the wiping or rolling motion of the

ford), price, 2/6.

Highest Efficiency Coils
are TENSION WOUND

,Pohnotsapcthor-Bronze hails always insures clean and perfect electrical

Features. -1. Absolute freedom from capacity.
2.
I'erfect contact. 3. Sweet and smooth action. 4.
Practically no wear and tear. 5. First-class finish and
neat in appearance. 6. Easy to fix (one -hole fixing).
7. Very easy to make wire connections. S. Like our
other components it is fully -guaranteed. 9. For value
offered the price is moderate.

Each Reactone Coil, besides having a special formation to yield maximum air -space, is wound by special
process under a constant tension.
.A Coil is thus formed that is
absolutely standard and true
to calibration. Also extreme
rigidity is attained without
the use of shellac or wax.

You therefore get an inductance that is practically free
from self -capacity, and thus
gives louder signals, sharper

Patent

3/-

Postage 3d.

po-tage
3d.

Leak (Guaranteed) tunes
a carrier wave from the
silent point up. The Bret.

wood

is

recognised

by

highest

experts

and

experi-

menters as the only variable and reliable Grid Leak.

THE BRETWOOD PATENT VALVE HOLDER
Eliminate poor reception by adopting this scientifically designed
Valve Holder, and obtain 100 per cent. efficiency. Easy to fix.
No capacity. No leakage. Always perfect contact. No solder-

ds
Okla/trillae Cols

ing. Can be
Postage 3d.

Ask your Wireless Dealer. In care of difficulty
Ask

send P.O. for 4/9, with your Dealer's name
Distributors for U.K.

mounted on front or back of panel.
Visit oar Stand, Section 1., White City Exhibition.

RADIO IMPROVEMENTS, Ltd.

V. Zeldin & sons, 144 Theobalds Road, London, W.C.1

Phones: Musraui

5/-

The Bretwood Grid

Pending

Price

tuning and readier reaction,
besides being
rigid and un-

r TENSION -WOUND

to Sole

Price

It's the LEAK that
Counts

varying.

and address,
and Ireland.

Bretwood

The

appearance,

Switch is constructed on similar lines
and we- claim that it is like the Valve
Holder, absolutely free from capacity
effects, and we feel confident that this
component will meet with the most

12-18, London Mews,
Maple St., London, W.

ALL BRETWOOD SPECIALITIES ARE OBTAINABLE r
FROM MOST WIRELESS DEALERS.

3795, 68.11.

Manufactured by Lewisllarforth & Co., London,

Barclays

INEMZEMERNI#

.41111=1

327.

HELLO! HELLO!! "UNCLE TOM" CALLING
"Uncle lom." Newcast'e's First Station Director. Calling

The Pioneers of Cheap Prices in the North and the Only Firm in Great Britain with actual Broadcasting Experience
INSULATING TAPE, per box, 6d.
SCALES. -Half circle, o-igno, 2d.; complete
KNOBS. -2. B.A. bushed 14 in. dia., 2d.; 2 B.A., circle. 360° black or white, 41d.
ST a PL ES (Insulated). -Per doz., 3d.
STAPLES (Tin). -Per doe., Id.
27/6;
SLIDERS AND PLUNGERS, 3d.; G.W. type,
I M C. (Copper Horn), 57/6; Baby Sterling. 55/.;
Sterling (Black and Gold), 60/.; Claritone Junior, very efficient, 9d.
SWClaritone Senior, 115/.; Sparta (Fullers),
SHELLAC. -Per bottle, 6d., 7d., Si led.
05/.; and many other makes kept in stock.
SW I TC H ES.-S.P D.T. Miniature panel mountLEADING IN TUBES..--,6-in., 8d.; 9 -in., 10d.; ing I1 -;D P D.T., Miniature for mounting 1/6.
1/,
12-16
SWITCHES (EARTH AND AERIAL). -Mounted
on Ebonite, S.P.D.T , 1/3 & 1/9; D.P.D.T., 3/3.
NUTS. -4 B.A., 2d. doz.; 2 B.A., 2d. doz.
NAME TABS. -Circular with hole for fixing (Above fitted with Terminals.)
under terminal, Id.; straight type, 1d.; strips of SYSTOFLEX.-Per yard, 4d.
SPRING WASHERS. -(Copper), per doz., 5d.
t2 Dames, 6d.; Aerial, Earth and Phones, Id.;
Id.
B.A bushed
in. dia., 11d.
LOUD
SPEAKERS.-Amplion Junior,
1

Pointers, id.

TINFOIL. -Per sheet, 4d.

TRANSFERS.-" Easie-fix " Aerial, Emit., Phones,
per set 7d.; large sheet of Words and Scales, 9d

VARIOMETERS.-Small Brown, excellent value,
Variometer, 2/8; L. Variometer with Ball

1/11; L.

Rotor, 3/8;

Ebonite Variometers

with

Knob, 4/3

Igranic and Sterling always in stock
VALVES. -Thorpe K.4 for linidyne circuit, 17/6;
Cossor, B.T.H., Marconi R., Marconi R.5V., Mullard-Ora, Ediswan, 'Myers, all at 12/6.
4111 and 6/6.

DULL EMITTER VALVES. -Marconi D.E.R.,

21/-; Ediswan A.R.D.E., 21/..
VALVES, DULL. EMITTER, .06. -Marconi D.E.3,
as/-;

B.T.H

B.5,

25/- ;

Ediswan

A.R.,

25/-;

SWITCH ES for Flush Panel mounting 1/11; B T.H. 6 Volt Power Valve B.4, 35/.; Mullard and
PHONES.-Sketaphones, 16/6; The New T.M.C., Switches, round, (Togle),
6 ozs., 22/6; Brown's Feather Weight, 25/.;
SterSWITCH ARMS. -Best quality, 10d.; second
'35/".
VOLT
METERS, o to is Volts, 5/.; double read ling, 25/-; G. E C., 25/.; B.T.H., 25/.; Western Quality, 6d.
mg, 0-10 0-100 volts, 12/..
TERMINALS. -Small fancy, td., small W O.,
Electric, 25/; Claritone, 25/.; Siemens, 25/-. All
VALVE HOLDERS. -With 8 nuts and washers,
id.; large W.O., 11c1. Telephone. 11d.' Nickelled 8d.; 5 Leg Valve Holders for K.4 Valves, 1/3;
4,000 ohms
SINGLE EAR PHONES, -2,000 ohms, 6/6; 4,000 ad. (All above complete with nut and washer.) Valve Holders for Flush Panel Mounting, per set,

Red and Black Terminals, per pair, 1!.; Screw
Spade Terminals, each, Id.; screw pins. each,
Id.; " Clix " Terminals, complete, 4d.
TRMINAL TAGS for connecting, Aerial Wire
to Earth Wire, per pair lid.

8d.; Valve Pins, Id.; Valve Sockets with nut and
washer, Id.; Valve Windows, 6d.
BELL WIRE. -Single, 2 yards, 11d.; Bell Wire,
7/.; Lissen, 12/6.
Twin. per yard. 1d.; Bell Wire, Rubber -covered,
PHONE PLUGS.-G.E.C., z pin, 1/8.
for connecting up, per yard, 1d.
ROTORS. -Wood, 24 in., 1/-; Ebonite, 24 in., 119. TRANSFORMERS (Low Frequeney).-General
WIRES. -Tinned, No. 18 gaugo, 3 yards, 2d.;
ROTORS AND STATORS. -2 Stators and
Radio Co., 15/.; Powquip " Bucks " for Reflex Tinned, Square, 2 ft. lengths, qd.; Tinned, No 18
Rotor, complete set 3/..
Circuits, 12/.; Powquip Shrouded, 18/6; Burndcpt gauge, for connecting up or for Aerial, iso ft., 1/6.
RESISTANCES (FIXED). -.dullard, too,000 ohms, Cheap Type, 15/.; Lisscu T.2, 16/6; Lissen T 3,
DOUBLE COTTON -COVERED WIRE. -No. 20,
216
(Clips for above, 9d. per pair.)
Igranic, 21]-; Fuller
25/;
Silvertown, 211.;
lb. Reels, 81d.; No. 22, i lb. Reels. ffid. , No. 24,
RESISTANCES (VARIABLE).-Woodhall 100,000 Shrouded, 22/-; R.i, new type, 25/-; Eureka Conlb. Reels, 101d.; No. 26, g lb. Reels, 1141.;
ohms, mounted on Ebonite, 2/9; Allen, 50,000 to cert Grand (the finest transformer made), 30/.; No. 28, 4 lb Reels 1/2; No. 3o,
lb Reels, 1/4.
118;
Lissen,
50,000
to
too,o0o,
loo,000, 2/6; Watmel. Eureka znd stage, 22/6.
WIRE (Rubner.covereci).-For Lead-in Earth.
50.000 to 100,000, 316.
Earth or Aerial, 2d. and 21d. per yard.
RUBBER PHONE EAR-CAPS,-"Sorbo," per Valves and High Tension Batt' ries sent through
pan, 116.
post at purchaser's risk only and are Lot reAll Mail Orders to be sent to tier,- (Ake
turnable. Pike Lists Free.
and Stores:
Mad orders dispatched same day. Please 11
8
daily.
9
to
CALLOWCATE, NEWCASTLECINTYNE.
Business Hours
send ample postage. Excess will be returned.
ohms, 7/6.

PULLEYS. -Aerial, Gd. and 8d.
POTENTIOMETERS. -Special line, 4/8; T.C.B.,

1

'1 RADE SUPPLIED.

"UNCLE TOM" PAYNE & HORNSBY, LTD., GALLOWGAIE, NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE

Telephone: 38-4 CENTRAL

10.q (YE" le 1%T
66,

Camden Street,

NT IC "I* 0 Et I .ITA.

North Shields.

Now Open at

Russell

STREET,LEER

Street, & Ocean Road, South Shields,

Call Signs : 6 I R, 6 K W
Phone: 22267 Locos.
Raker Avenue, Sunderland.

CASTLE ST., BELFAST, & STONEY ST., rOTTINCHAM.
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THE
LARGEST
WIRELESS
STATION IN

THE WORLD
AT Ilillmorton, near Rugby, the most

powerful wireless station in the world is
now being erected. There are eight giant
masts for the aerial, covering 800 acres,
and each mast is 820 ft. high, or nearly

six limes as high as Nelson's column.

The masts are triangular and each weighs
200 tons.
The pictures in their order
show respectively: One of the masts

nearing completion, a view looking up
one of the steel standards, a view looking

up one of the masts and two of the insulated stays.

PLACING THE PHONES

COLLOID RECTIFIERS

TESTING H.T. BATTERIES

PROGRESS has recently been made in
the direction of using colloidal substances as a substitute for the thermionic
valve. Colloids are jelly -like substances
of large molecular mass. They are in the
nature of, but are not, true solutions. In
one type of colloid the liquid molecules
are absorbed by the solid molecules. In
the other type the solid molecules are held
in a peculiar state of suspension throughout the liquid. Microscopic examination
of the latter variety reveals a peculiar
agitation taking place amongst the suspended particles, This is known as the
" Brownian movement," and is due to unbalanced electronic charges. Under the

I_IIGH-TENSION batteries should pre' 1 ferably be tested cell by cell with a
small -reading voltmeter after the battery
has been in use for some time. This
method will indicate a dead cell if one
is present. Any cell giving a reading of

tN an ordinary crystal

The test should not be made
after the H.T. battery has been off load
for some time, as the polarised cell then
has time to recuperate and will probably

energy.

influence of an applied

these intermittent movements can be converted into
a- one way electron flow similar to that
existing between the filament and plate of
a valve.
D. -H.

set the phones
should always be inserted in the circuit
on the "earth " side of the crystal, otherwise they open up a leakage path across
the crystal through the body of the listener
to earth.
Unrectified H.F. currents
less than one volt comes under this passed in this way represent so much lost

category.

In a single -valve circuit the
proper place for the phones is on the negative side of the H.T. battery. If they are
inserted between the H.T. positive and the
show a residual E.M.F, of more than one plate, they arc at a high positive potential
volt. Dead cells offer a very high resist- and may be the cause of leakage to earth.
ance and should be promptly shorted. In ,This applies particularly when the set is
addition they arc a frequent source of wired up to phones in different rooms.
"noise " or crackle in the set owing to
In the caseof multi -valve sets, the teleirregular fluctuations in the effective phones are generally inserted on the H.T.
E.M.F. due to the effects of progressive positive side owing to the fact that all the
polarisation.
valves are fed from the same battery, and
M. A. L.
any other arrangement consequently
Ask "A. W." for List of Technical Bdoks becomes impracticable.
A. M.
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AROUND THE SHOWROOMS
Shipton Resistance
A copy of this 40 -page book, which
It will be seen that the holder can be
BY making the fuse an integral part of contains useful data concerning Marconi- easily fixed to a vertical panel and a
their new

strip filament

resistance,

Shipton and Co., Ltd., have accomplished . something that should be appreciated by all amateurs who use valves.

Osram valves, as well as an interesting window provided for inspecting the bright analogy on the working of the valve for
the non -technical' reader, can be obtained
post free from the M.O. Valve Co., Ltd.,

of Brook Green, W.6, if AMATEUR WIRELESS is mentioned.

H.F. Xtraudion
IT is well known that the Xtraudion valve
functions best as a low -frequency amplifier, and in order to meet the demands of
those who want efficient high -frequency
amplification a special H.F. Xtraudion is
now being made.
This takes slightly more filament current

than an ordinary Xtraudion (.5 ampere)
and works with an anode voltage of
between 30 and So volts. The price is
I2S. 6d.

Original Valve folder
WHEN building sets on the American prin-

ciple-that is, with a vertical panel and
with the valves enclosed'-it has been
Shipton Filament Resistance.

At present too little use is made of such
protective devices.

Panel -mounting Valve Holder.
necessary up to the present to build shelves
on which to mount the valve holders. This
difficulty is overcome by an original type ness (or otherwise !) of the filament. These

of valve holder, one of which is shown holders are made by V. R. Pleasance, of

A spare fuse is included in each carton, by the photograph.
the whole costing only 3s. for a filament
resistance of 7, 3o or 6o ohms. The
address is 37,. Tothill Street, Westminster,
Vernier Condenser

6o, Fargate,. Sheffield.

VANGUARD.

PROGRESS AND INVENTION

FOR some time there has been felt the
need for a small vernier condenser that
the phase difference between the currents
can be fitted to a panel without taking Single -valve Circuit
in the aerial and subsidiary circuits. It is
up a lot of valuable
THAT it results in the maximum clarity found that with a circuit constructed in
space.
That such a
and tone in reception with the minicompact
condenser
exists is evidenced by mum number of valves and is free from
the photograph; which

shows a Trix vernier
condenser.

the complexity of couplings usually used
in arrangements of a compound type is
the claim made for a new circuit that is

subject of Patent No. 221,951/24
Faraday House re- the
(Cooke and Whitfield Wireless, Ltd., and
and minimum values H. H. Whitfield, both of Birmingham).

ports that the maxi respec-

In the aerial circuit is included a single -

sers arc sold at 3s. 6d.

Coil L3 is not tuned to the incoming wavelength.
Wire of relatively large gauge and
hence of low resistance is used for winding

of

this

are

coil L4 (see circuit diagram) which
tively .000r and turn
microfarad. is wound about the lower end of a
.0000245
Trix products are periodic coil L3. The aerial tuning coil
made by Eric J. L5 is placed with its plane at right angles
Lever, of 33, Clerken- to the plane of the coil L3. Coil L3 is
well Green, E.C. r. wound on the same former and side by
The vernier conden- side with L2, these being spaced apart.
each.

"Book of MOV"
and frogs
and fairies seem to
TADPOLES

coils L4, L3 and. L5, but fine wire can be
used for

the reaction coil

Li.

This is

have little connection
with the technicalities

wound over the top of L2, but is insulated
from the latter. The whole circuit is
of wireless, but in shunted by a relatively large capacity cr.
Trix Condenser.
The periodic coil L3 is inserted for the
"The Book of MOV "
they are used in an interesting analogy of purpose of obtaining oscillation in the
oscillatory circuit and to compensate for
the working of the valve.

-Single-valve Clicuit (221,951/24).

this way, with the use of one valve, excel lent results are obtained.

?.e24
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PRACTICAL
ODDS AND ENDS

Cleaning Crystals

Crystal -detector Tip

Loud -speaker Distortion

BLOWING on a crystal detector to
AGREAT number of home-made loudTO facilitate a quick and visible adjustremove particles of dust, etc., should
speakers suffer from the fault of disment of the catwhisker in a glass never be resorted to, as oxidisation of the tortion caused by the resonance of the enclosed detector, the following hint may
catwhisker and surface of the crystal is horn used. In the case of papier-mache be useful. Under the catwhisker and on
facilitated by so doing.
horns this distortion is practically non- the inside of the glass tube paint with
existent, but with the tin or copper horns
the fault is very apparent, particularly in
GLASS TUBE
the reproduction of a piano selection.

This can be remedied by painting the
of the horn with ordinary black
enamel or a lacquer and pouring down
the horn a quantity of powdered cork
over the enamel, which will stick to the
metal quite . firmly as the enamel dries.
This, it will be found, will completely
inside

crush for Cleaning Crystals.

deaden "the tinny effect"-

An ordinary painting brush, such as can Vernier Condenser
be obtained for a few pence, can be made
AN easily constructed and efficient
into a good crystal -cleaning brush by cutvernier condenser is often a necesting. off the pointed end (as shown in the sity, and can be made to the following
illustration), a pair -of domestic scissors details : The sketch shows the method of
being used for the purpose. R. N. W._
assembly, with suggested sizes. The plates

Terminal Tags

This will make the catwhisker

paper.

more visible owing- to the contrasting

colours of the catwhisker and black band.

P. B. 0.

the case of many crystal sets,

Overhauling Kit
C VERY set needs overhauling at some
time or another, and the illustration
shows a handy crystal -maintenance kit

be

ness as the strip metal being placed be.
tween the strips.
A third strip of similar size to the first

which is contained in a small gramophone
needle -box. A brush, tweezers and small

two, art]
AERIAL
LEAD -It
WIRE

TWEEZERS FOR

BRUSH FOR
DUSTING.

CRYSTALS
SMALL SCREWDRIVER
FIXING
CRYSTALS

or gum on a piece of black passe-partout

obtained by connecting a small series condenser in the aerial lead. The illustration
shows a very simple method of introducing,
such a condenser.
Two metal strips about 3 in. wide by
2 in. long are drilled at one end and held
by the aerial terminal of the set as shown,
a washer of approximately the same thick-

shaving of solder, will always give a clean
and good contact.
C. W.

TINFOIL FOR

indian ink a band on half of the tube

AN increase in signal strength can, in

then offer a greater resistance to current passing. If they are "tinned" over
with solder, the act of tightening down
terminal nut's on tags, removing a minute

FOR CRYSTAL CUP
SCREWS ETC

Making the Catwhisker Visible.

Simple Series Condenser

BRASS and copper tags soon tarnish and

mot.otric, CRYSTALS

'BLACK BAND

A. H.

be

of

zinc,

AERIAL TERMINAL
OF SET
METAL STRIPS

Details of Vernier Condenser.

should preferably

also with a hole in one end,

CLAMPED IN
TERMINAL

though

aluminium, copper or brass will serve
equally well. One must be circular, while
the other should have lugs, as is shown
in the lower sketch.
4 B.A. studding is used, and the guide
METAL STRIP
JOINED TO
CATWHISKERS
for the moving spindle may be a terminal
AERIAL LEAD -in
CRYSTALS
head soldered to a brass plate. A 5 B.A.
Overhauling Kit.
Arrangement of Series Condenser.
screw holds this plate in position, serving
also as a terminal for the moving vane.
screwdriver are held by a strip of cloth The holes through the panel must be clear. is then pushed in between the clamped
fixed in the lid in tool -roll fashion, while
strips with a sheet of .00z -in. mica on each
H. W.
spate crystals, catwhiskers and tinfoil or
side in order to prevent electrical contact.
Wood's metal are placed in the compart- Please mention " AW " when you Connection between the aerial lead-in wire
ments.
W. N.
and the third strip is then made., N. R.
write to Advertisers.
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THE COMMUNAL
AERIAL
ASYSTLM that permits of the operation of more than one receiver upon
the one aerial has been in practical use
for a considerable time, but very few
details have been available for the
amateur. No claim is made, therefore, in

the following description of the system of
any novelty. Practically speaking, the
efficiency of the system depends upon

correct tuning, and as it is almost impossible

emphasise

to

this

point

too

strongly, a resume of the principles of

aerial tuning will not be out.of place.
Aerie! Tuning

The natural wavelength of a standard
P.M.G. aerial hardly ever exceeds about
130 metres. In order to receive presentday telephony additional apparatus in the
form of inductances and condensers arc
employed to load -up or tune the aerial
system. Fig. r is a theoretical diagram

of an aerial system joined directly to earth.

In effect the aerial and earth form the

two plates of a condenser. The inductance

L is the natural inductance of the aerial

Many persons are limited in their wireless activities on account of the difficulty
of erecting a suitable aerial. Particularly is this the case with those who dwell

in flats, and it is to them that the idea of the communal aerial will make a

special appeal. The system described in this article has been in use in the
Navy for some time, but it should be understood that as outlined below it is
only a suggestion for a novel field of experiment.

that the introduction of these components has

termed

with

each

(instead

series

of

-

Two Receivers in Use on the Same Aerial.

1S 2 + 2 = 4.
Total L = 4
Total C = 1.5

in

denser is called an " acceptor,"

capacity added in parallel. It will be seen

condenser is known as a " re-

Total LC = 4 X 1.5

-1

whilst that with the parallel

= 6 LC
It is hoped that this simple

r

explanation

Each circuit has its indi-

AERIAL

tic

NL

EARTH

perform,

to

a

matter which does not at present greatly concern us. It
should be realised that, provided each individual circuit
is correctly tuned, any number

of circuits may be added to
Fig I.-Circuit of Plain
Aerial.

Cs

NC

an existing aerial system: with
very little detriment. Fig. 5
(see p. 790) shows this clearly.
If A, B and c have equal
then

values,

the

circuits
ri 01

IV I

IV.1 .......

/AC

AO

pa
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N
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It"
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where only

gAL

L.

Correct Tuning of Aerial.

a

The sets must be tuned in order,

found.
Set No. 1 should be tuned whilst 2 and

3 are switched off at A and B.

house.

The

Finally No. 3 may be tuned.
After the funing is completed it will be
found that on switching off any one set no
effect will be apparent in the phones of the
other receivers. In order to ensure -uniformity of earth connections, a common
connection or water -pipe should be used.

One point of great importance which
has not yet been dealt with is the earthing
of the aerial systeni in case of lightning.
This may be accomplished (see Fig. S) by
inserting an earthing switch .between the
aerial lead-in and aerial -loading tuner at
C, Fig. 6a, or, on the other hand, shunting

between aerial and earth a coil of high
resistance and inductance and a micrometer

NC

I

capacity

AL

Fig. 2.-Artificial Tuner Added to
Plain Aerial.

gNL

C

circuit

but the fornier will probably
cause a slight loss in signal
J

L__.

of

Fig. 6. -House Wired for Three Sets on
One Aerial.

NL

AC

AT L C

greater selectivity of reception
than will that shown by Fig. 6a,

condensers

Fig. 6a.-Cireult Diagram of
Arrangement Shown by Fig. 6.

Pig. 7-Arrangement of Additional Acceptor Circuit.

strength due to increased H.F.

I

AC

SAL.

resistance.

It must be remembered that
when once the individual receivers are tuned, any alteration in the tuning of one will

r

tuned.

.

Figs. 6, 6a and 7 illustrate
alternative methods of using
storey

Or

C, + C2, etc. Inductances in
series gives a total inductance
equal to L, + L5, whilst in -

Set No.

may .then be left on or switched off as
required and set -No. 2 switched on and

the circuits.

Systematic Tuning

the

adjustments being kept fixed when once

by Fig. 7 will .permit
C

total

of

multiple reception in a three -

are concerned, C = C, x C2
+ C2
Condensers wired in parallel.
give

Fig. 4.-Alternative Circuit for

during a transmission or chaos will result.

losses will be experienced in

is to design all tuners so that
they have the least possible
resistance to H.F. currents.

combined

C3tC. ;
two

particular tuners and not readjust them

this is not of great consequence. The obvious remedy

capacity equal to
C2

are tuned to receive

correct setting or adjustments of their

more tuners results in an in-crease of H.F. resistance, but

joined in series give a total
= -CI-

any

affect the tuning of the 'others. Users of
the system should therefore remember the

Obviously the introduction uf

tration will prove the accuracy
of this statement. Condensers

4:11.0

dispel

the one wavelength, no serious

any one

% .74

.

-,-02,-m4
mamwmilmorz ' ..z4..wvi0
,..,

value or wavelength is equal
to any one of the individual
circuit values. A simple illusNL

will

doubts which may have been
felt concerning the effect of
adding many tuned circuits to
one system. Provided that all

jector ". circuit.
vidual duty

combined

ductances B and C are wired in
series with A, so that the total
inductance of the whole system

series con-

circuit with the

consequently the

-

The

wires. Fig. 2 illustrates the same aerial
but with an artificial inductance and

other,

capacity equals 2 + T = 3. Now this combined
capacity B and C is joined in series with condenser A so that the total capacity of the whole
3x3 9
-tern equals
3 + 3 - 6 - 1.5 units.
There are also two inductances B and C in
parallel, and the combined inductance is equal to
--2 ; therefore L = 2.
L
In addition to this, the in-

simplest
the
permitting of

parallel) with the coil.

L3*

Referring to Fig. 5, the condenser and induct-

correct aerial tuning. Fig. 4
shows an alternative circuit
with the "artificial " condenser
in

L2

ance values of each circuit are represented by
round figures, the value of each circuit being
6 LC. Condensers B and c are joined in parallel

A Simple Arrangement
Fig. 3 illustrates what may
arrangement

-

3:

ductances in parallel equalL - - Li

given the aerial system an additional circuit.
Omitting for the present the subject of loose coupled circuits, it will be realised that for the
best results circuit AC -AL must be tuned to the
wavelength of the desired signal. Now if we are
tuning for the broadcast concerts, the natural
wavelength of the aerial itself N
T,
will be
much lower than that of the desired signal. The
only practical method of correcting the tuning of
the aerial is to add an adjustable aerial -tuning
loading inductance as shown in Fig. 3. This inductance is invariably omitted in amateur receivers,
with a consequent loss in efficiency and general
damping of the whole- aerial tuning system.

be

enitdoir Wrle.S5

Fig. 3.-Diagram showing Method of
Correctly Tuning the Aerial.
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THE COMMUNAL
AERIAL
ASYSTLM that permits of the operation of more than one receiver upon
the one aerial has been in practical use
for a considerable time, but very few
details have been available for the
amateur. No claim is made, therefore, in

the following description of the system of
any novelty. Practically speaking, the
efficiency of the system depends upon

correct tuning, and as it is almost impossible

emphasise

to

this

point

too

strongly, a resume of the principles of

aerial tuning will not be out.of place.
Aerie! Tuning

The natural wavelength of a standard
P.M.G. aerial hardly ever exceeds about
130 metres. In order to receive presentday telephony additional apparatus in the
form of inductances and condensers arc
employed to load -up or tune the aerial
system. Fig. r is a theoretical diagram

of an aerial system joined directly to earth.

In effect the aerial and earth form the

two plates of a condenser. The inductance

L is the natural inductance of the aerial

Many persons are limited in their wireless activities on account of the difficulty
of erecting a suitable aerial. Particularly is this the case with those who dwell

in flats, and it is to them that the idea of the communal aerial will make a

special appeal. The system described in this article has been in use in the
Navy for some time, but it should be understood that as outlined below it is
only a suggestion for a novel field of experiment.

that the introduction of these components has

termed

with

each

(instead

series

of

-

Two Receivers in Use on the Same Aerial.

1S 2 + 2 = 4.
Total L = 4
Total C = 1.5

in

denser is called an " acceptor,"

capacity added in parallel. It will be seen

condenser is known as a " re-

Total LC = 4 X 1.5

-1

whilst that with the parallel

= 6 LC
It is hoped that this simple
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explanation

Each circuit has its indi-
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matter which does not at present greatly concern us. It
should be realised that, provided each individual circuit
is correctly tuned, any number

of circuits may be added to
Fig I.-Circuit of Plain
Aerial.
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an existing aerial system: with
very little detriment. Fig. 5
(see p. 790) shows this clearly.
If A, B and c have equal
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The sets must be tuned in order,

found.
Set No. 1 should be tuned whilst 2 and

3 are switched off at A and B.

house.

The

Finally No. 3 may be tuned.
After the funing is completed it will be
found that on switching off any one set no
effect will be apparent in the phones of the
other receivers. In order to ensure -uniformity of earth connections, a common
connection or water -pipe should be used.

One point of great importance which
has not yet been dealt with is the earthing
of the aerial systeni in case of lightning.
This may be accomplished (see Fig. S) by
inserting an earthing switch .between the
aerial lead-in and aerial -loading tuner at
C, Fig. 6a, or, on the other hand, shunting

between aerial and earth a coil of high
resistance and inductance and a micrometer

NC
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Fig. 2.-Artificial Tuner Added to
Plain Aerial.
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C

circuit

but the fornier will probably
cause a slight loss in signal
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Fig. 6. -House Wired for Three Sets on
One Aerial.
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greater selectivity of reception
than will that shown by Fig. 6a,

condensers

Fig. 6a.-Cireult Diagram of
Arrangement Shown by Fig. 6.

Pig. 7-Arrangement of Additional Acceptor Circuit.

strength due to increased H.F.
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It must be remembered that
when once the individual receivers are tuned, any alteration in the tuning of one will
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tuned.

.

Figs. 6, 6a and 7 illustrate
alternative methods of using
storey

Or

C, + C2, etc. Inductances in
series gives a total inductance
equal to L, + L5, whilst in -

Set No.

may .then be left on or switched off as
required and set -No. 2 switched on and

the circuits.

Systematic Tuning

the

adjustments being kept fixed when once

by Fig. 7 will .permit
C

total

of

multiple reception in a three -

are concerned, C = C, x C2
+ C2
Condensers wired in parallel.
give

Fig. 4.-Alternative Circuit for

during a transmission or chaos will result.
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is to design all tuners so that
they have the least possible
resistance to H.F. currents.

combined
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particular tuners and not readjust them

this is not of great consequence. The obvious remedy

capacity equal to
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are tuned to receive

correct setting or adjustments of their

more tuners results in an in-crease of H.F. resistance, but

joined in series give a total
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any

affect the tuning of the 'others. Users of
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doubts which may have been
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adding many tuned circuits to
one system. Provided that all
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combined

ductances B and C are wired in
series with A, so that the total
inductance of the whole system

series con-

circuit with the

consequently the

-

The

wires. Fig. 2 illustrates the same aerial
but with an artificial inductance and

other,

capacity equals 2 + T = 3. Now this combined
capacity B and C is joined in series with condenser A so that the total capacity of the whole
3x3 9
-tern equals
3 + 3 - 6 - 1.5 units.
There are also two inductances B and C in
parallel, and the combined inductance is equal to
--2 ; therefore L = 2.
L
In addition to this, the in-

simplest
the
permitting of

parallel) with the coil.
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Referring to Fig. 5, the condenser and induct-

correct aerial tuning. Fig. 4
shows an alternative circuit
with the "artificial " condenser
in

L2

ance values of each circuit are represented by
round figures, the value of each circuit being
6 LC. Condensers B and c are joined in parallel

A Simple Arrangement
Fig. 3 illustrates what may
arrangement

-

3:

ductances in parallel equalL - - Li

given the aerial system an additional circuit.
Omitting for the present the subject of loose coupled circuits, it will be realised that for the
best results circuit AC -AL must be tuned to the
wavelength of the desired signal. Now if we are
tuning for the broadcast concerts, the natural
wavelength of the aerial itself N
T,
will be
much lower than that of the desired signal. The
only practical method of correcting the tuning of
the aerial is to add an adjustable aerial -tuning
loading inductance as shown in Fig. 3. This inductance is invariably omitted in amateur receivers,
with a consequent loss in efficiency and general
damping of the whole- aerial tuning system.

be
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Fig. 3.-Diagram showing Method of
Correctly Tuning the Aerial.
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Assuming that the natural capacity of 14 LC. It is only necessary to include the
spark gap SG (Fig. 8). The resistance coil
is an "aerial discharge coil." It permits the aerial is 2, the -aerial loading coil C correct inductance and condenser values
in order to ensure
static charges to leak away to earth, in Fig-. to must have a value of 3 in throughout circuit
whilst its high impedance blocks the order to make the aerial tune to 6 LC. correct tuning.
The remaining, values for circuit A are
In actual practice a switch may be inpassage of tuned H.F. currents.
serted at X in order to allow of cutting
Broadcast Reception
out in turn each circuit to tune the other.
-After once having tuned each receiver on
For ordinary broa.dcast reception' the
aerial -tuning loading coil may consist of
the one aerial, further adjustments when

etint.Plir Wiretass

13

So turns of No. .18 enamelled copper wire
wound on a cardboard tube Which is 3 in.

listening -in should not be attempted.

in diameter and 5 in. long. A bar and
sliding- contact may be fitted in the usual
manner, or the coil may be tapped in tens.

Altering Tuning
If the operator of one set makes a practice of going the round of the various
stations during the course of an evening,

and units for fine tuning purposes.

So far the system has only been con-

it

sidered in connection with crystal sets,
-but

it may be similarly employed with

valve receivers. In this case direct -coupled
aerial reaction must not be used, even
though loose -coupled aerial tuners with
plug-in coils be employed.

If reaction is used it should be taken to
the H.F. valve coupling, and in addition
to this loose -coupled aerial tuning should
be employed. In order to avoid too complicated a circuit it is best to confine oneself to a system where two receivers only
are used. It should be borne in mind,
however, that the restrictions and rules

will be advisable for him to provide

himself with a list of adjustments for the
different stations. Such a list will facilitate quick retuning and -obviate much
trouble. As soon as the desired station is
tuned -in the operators of the other sets will

View of Aerial and Acceptor Tuners.

again hear their own particular stations,
but whilst the first operator is altering his
tuning the "stay-at-home" operators will
probably have their reception cut off or
badly jammed.

Should reception

fail.

then adjusted as required. Tinning to owing to an alteration in tuning on one
circuit B, it will be seen that the original of the other receivers, -the listener should
aerial system cannot be tuned to 14 LC wait until the alteration has been effected,
without some addition. This is because when signals previously received should
governing these two sets hold good for capacity 2 and inductance 3 equal -6 LC. -again be heard; a slight drop in signal
every receiver or circuit which may be However,. there is a simple remedy. By strength may be noticed, but by altering
added. Fig. 9 illustrates the arrangement inserting an additional aerial tuning in- .the adjustment_of one or more of the tunfor coupling two separate - receivers to ductance (shown dotted) having a value ing condensers about one degree signals
one aerial. It will be seen that the primary of 4, the aerial itself is tuned to 14 LC should again be heard at normal strength.
circuit in each case has now been con- for circuit B. Proof of this may be had
verted into an acceptor, whilst the by adding inductance 4 to inductance 3 Value of Components
Nothing has been said with regard to
sccondary forms a rejector circuit.
and multiplying by capacity 2. Result,
Fig. 8 (right). -Safety
Circuit with Earthing

EARTH

Switch.
(left). --T w o
Receivers Tuned to
Fig.

Fig. 10 (right).-Two

9

Receivers

AERIAL

Tuned

to Different

One Wavelength.

Wavelengths.

2.1

1.5/1

A

1,1

TO SET
11? 2

71 -Sc

-17

2))r.-71-

__127a

4 c3
2

N91

")3

*L-1

1

the actual sizes of the coils and con-

densers for the reception of different wave-

lengths, as many of the more advanced

wavelengths.

Referring now to Fig. Jo, assume that
circuit A has to be tuned to 6 LC, whilst
circuit B is tuned to 14 LC. The tapping

numbers are given for the various inductances and capacities and the whole system
is analysed.

rI
14

Receivinz on Different Wavelengths
Whilst on the subject of multiple reception it is necessary to include some remarks on receiving on entirely different

point of the long -wave receiver B is moved
from point Y to point x (Fig. 9). The
reason for this will be clear if simple

7 f-'

6 LI
3k>
1

Z

I

(cz,

'

/1

experimenters can ascertain the values by
calculation. Also manufacturers of plug-

in tuning coils issue tables denoting the
true inductance in microhenries and the
wavelength range when used with condensers -of certain capacities.

C

Fig. 5.-Simple Three -circuit Tuner.

Much experimenting will be required
before the system can be expected to give
entire satisfaction, and readers must not
be disappointed should results be poor at
first.

L. A. CHAPMAN.
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SINGLE-VALVER
THE publication of the article "An "straight " single -valve cir1 Evening with a Single Valver " in cuit, and it was as a straight
No. 122 has caused a good deal of comment. There seems to be a large number
of wireless enthusiasts who cannot get
such results, even on two valves, as I can
get on one. Naturally they want to know
why.

single -valve circuit that I used
it. Fig. 1 shows the circuit as
it actually is, including the
Flewelling connections. When
the switch is in position i the
circuit is an ordinary single

Interior of Single -valve Set.

I may say right at the start that though valver, with no features that
I can get all the B.B.C. stations, and the distinguish it from any other ordinary
Continental stations as well, on my single -valve circuit, with the exception of
standard two -valve set, I cannot get them the provision of a variable grid leak, which
with the east and certainty which char- is a Watmel with a range of from 0.5
acterises work with the one-valver. The to 5.o megohms.
In position 2 the switch turns the circuit
reason is that two circuits have to be tuned
in the two valver, and the tuning of the into a simple Flewelling by connecting the
anode circuit of the radio -frequency -ampli- plate circuit straight through to earth and
fying valve is apt to be critical. It is very

easy to miss a station if the two circuits
are not in resonance.

Wonderful Efficiency
I put down some of the efficiency of the

single valver to my excellent aerial, but
I have since tried it out on an aerial that
is very inefficient indeed. It consists of a
strip of phosphor -bronze ribbon not
zo ft. above the ground and practically on

4o -ft.

a level

with the set.

On this aerial

London, Bournemouth and several more
distant stations have been heard, the distant stations faintly but still readable.

valve is mounted on the under side of the
panel. The mount is actually one of the
blocks that come off old army one -valve
receivers or transmitters. These blocks
have most excellent valve sockets with
very little capacity between them. They

are in the form of an L, as shown in

Fig. 3. A coil holder is mounted close to
the panel, inside the box which carries the
fared in the negative side of the high- whole outfit, and leads are taken from the
tension supply. It is important that the aerial and earth terminals and from the
switch be so arranged that the arm cannot reaction terminals to the holder.
make contact with both studs at once. If
it does the H.T. battery will be shorted As a Flewelling
When the circuit is operated with the
through the telephones. C2, the grid condenser, has a value of .0003 microfarad. Flewelling switch in on an ordinary outCI is a three -plate vernier condenser.
In door aerial, with the customary earth
actual working another tuning condenser, connection, it behaves excellently.
There is no whistle and telephony is
an old ex-W.D. Marconi, is shunted across
earth and aerial or put in series with the very loud and clear. It seems to be almost
putting a blocking condenser of .00h micro -

aerial, as circumstances require. This
variable condenser has a maximum
capacity of .00i microfarad. It could
equally well have been put in position Cr,

exactly the

same

as

the

single -valve

straight circuit, except that the reaction
coupling has to be much looser. The set

can be used in either way, and I can
As I explained in the original article, but in this case the inclusion of a vernier detect no difference either in signal
strength or in distant reception.
the set was originally built up as a port- would have been a convenience.
Since I wrote the original article a big
able Flewelling. But a switch is incorThe panel is of ebonite 5% in. by 8 in.
porated to allow it to be used as a A wiring diagram is shown by Fig. 2. The change has been made in this set. It has
had a note -magnifier valve added to it.
Chelmsford, sixty miles away, is very loud.

This is to enable it to work a loud -speaker.
E
VARIABLE
GRID LEAK

Fig. 3.-Valve
Socket.

I find myself quite at a loss to account
for the excellent performance of this little
set. The wiring and components of the
main panel are well spaced, but there arc
any number of exterior leads wandering
all over the place. For broadcast recep-

tion Lissen coils are used, and for the
(Concluded in third column of next falze)

I

IP

OS

INPUT

Li 3

oP IS

FROM PL ATE
THROUGH REACTION

COIL

Fig: 2.-Wiring Diagram.

Fig. 1.-Circuit Diagram.

Fig. ...-Connections of Note Magnifier.
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CRYSTAL
TALK S .-IV
LL

COILN
O

..SVORT/Nel
PLUG

METHODS OF CONNECTING

Te.A. s

N22SNb
Eurnerie0

.4:=>

C/-0000/frfl

COILS.

ON 4'0u

E

condenser is shown in parallel with the
inductance in Figs. I, 2 and 3. While

twes .51+Cov Ai77,9m.snia- COnNerr/ON4

Fig. 1.-Connections for Slider Coils.

not entirely necessary for local reception,
this arrangement affords extra fine tuning
Where connection is made to
THE methods of connecting coils in the facilities.
the
rotor
of
the variometer in Fig. 3, the
circuit are varied and plentiful. Some variable condenser
the rotor: only,
examples are given in Fig. r of different the stator acting as tunes
an aerial tuning coil.
ways of connecting single, double or triple This is, in fact, an excellent method of
/
obtaining independent rotor tuning, as this
,
I

DOTTED L/NES SNOW AITERNAMT
CONNECTIONS.

Fig. 3.-Variometer Connections.
E:s

down the total inductance represented by
two or three coils in series. (6) A coil

may be placed in series with the aerial

in addition to the A.T.I. (7) A fixed condenser of .000t microfarad may be placed

I

portion of a variometer is not easily
tapped.
Plug-in coils may be connected in

10,4Dix6 CalL
OR SNORT/MG
PLUG

C/

a 000,,,f

almost any convenient manner, and a receiver equipped in the following manner
will be found to be a source of continued
interest. First equip your receiver with a
three-way tuner (see Fig. 3, p. 677). Con-

SinGLE
Tman
TAPPINGS
-/00 TURNS

C2 00005,.,T

PY

O

A

0009/p/

A/

D

nections are then made to terminals as

DCC

shown
2

in

Fig.

4.

This

arrangement

enables the experimenter to use them as
follows : (i) He may use a single plug-in

1"ej

TURN
TAPPINGS

L,

.--2,11Ar 2

for the aerial -tuning inductance
(A.T.I.) in a simple crystal circuit. (2)

coil

OOTTED UNE.)

Tel
-L.
DOTTED L/NE) SHOW
Two coils may be employed for a loose 417.91169,711, avniECT/ON3
coupled arrangement. (3) Two or three
Fig. 4 -Connections for Plug-in Coils.
Fig. 2.-Tapped-coil Connections.
coils may be connected in series for the
slider. Sliders as a rule are inefficient, A.T.I. giving a variometer tuning effect. in series with the aerial or a variable
(8)
especially those of the plunger type. (4) Coil No. 3 may be utilised for reaction aerial -tuning condenser (A.T.C.).
Tapped inductances may be connected as when a valve unit is employed. (5) Separate variable condenser units may be
shown in Fig. 2. Variomcters may be Aperiodic tuning may be effected by con- placed in parallel with any of the coils
RADIO,
connected as shown in Fig. 3. A variable necting the aerial midway or part way used.
SNOW 417,9/VATINt
CONNECTIONS.

E

0

GETTING DOWN TO 100 METRES
a counterpoise earth directly beneath the provided that the aerial is up to the mark.
aerial. A suitable counterpoise consists of The transmissions begin at rr p.m., but
K D K A, of East Pittsburg, which until a wire equal in length to the aerial and there is a marked improvement in signal
recently worked on ioo metres. Its power carefully insulated from the ground. A strength after midnight, and the volume
is 25 kilowatts, and K D K A's trans- well -spaced basket coil with a .0002 -micro - reaches a maximum intensity towards
G. J. M.
mission can sometimes be picked up on a farad variable condenser in parallel is ill 3 a.m.
modest indoor aerial.
give excellent results if good thick Wil e
On such a short wave as loo metres is used. A very efficient coil can be n..ele
PERHAPS the loudest American station
to

be

heard in

Great Britain

is

we have to overcome difficulties which do
not exist on the broadcast wavelength, the
tuning is excessively sharp, and if we are
not careful there is a good deal of leakage
by capacity. For this reason- it is a good
idea to use an anti -capacity valve, such as
the well-known V24 manufactured by the

of a thin cardboard former and twelve
turns of No. 14 d.c.c. wire tapped at the

" 5 Y M's SINGLE VALVER " (continued from preceaing pee)

higher wavelengths Igranic coils. The
Valve legs and sockets should be ised valve is a Marconi DE3.
The vain used in the note magnifier is
instead of the more usual selection switch.
Alternatively a .0002 fixed condenser can a French Mikro. A DE3 would serve
be placed in series with the aerial and a equally as well with the same low current
Marconi-Osi am Co.
direct earth used; special care must be consumption. Fig. 4 shows the connecSince the natural wavelength of most taken to ensure a really short and effective tions for adding a note magnifier to the
aerials is in the neighbourhood of 15o earth lead.
set. Here again the circuit is perfectly
metres, we must have some special means
K D K A (now testing on 68 metres) can straight. As only 3 volts are used for
of getting down to low wavelengths. A be heard on one valve (with reaction) filament heating, no filament resistance is
most efficient way of doing this is to sling almost any night after it p.m. (G.M.T.) used.
5 Y M.
sixth, ninth and twelfth turns respectively.
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To the wonderful record
of long-distance reception
with Neutron Crystal must now

be added that of Mr. L. V.
Clark, of Experimental
Station 5 BT Chiswick,
London,

who reports
clear
telephony f r o in

receiving

BRUSSELS on
a Neutron Crystal, without the

-with

aid of Amplifiers.

Xeutron,the Crystal that

is doubling the range
of the Crustal Receiver
Sooner or

later, you

will use Neutron, and

then stop searching for
better results.
may secure a

expense of further tests.

for "a crystal" ; but you
may also try twenty or
thirty first. On the

who writes :-" I have

other hand, if you ask
for Neutron,

in the
black -and -yellow tin,

Dealers sell and
recommend Neutron
(in the black -and yellow tin). If you
should have any

difficulty in obtaining

it,

send

1/6

with Dealer's name
and

address and
guaranteed

this
Crystal
will be
mailed by
return.

at once-and save the

You
good

crystal by just asking

All the best Radio

will inevitably
secure optimum results
you

This was the experi-

ence of " W. T. T."
Harrietsham,

Kent,

tried crystal after crystal, but I have never
had such a good result
before as I have to -day

E

with a Neutron." The
reason why you can
Neudepend upon
tron is that each
Neutron is carefully
tested and selected, and
before ever it reaches

your crystal -cup it has

been proved at maximum efficiency, for
loudness, clearness, and
complete sensitiveness.

TRADE

The Concert -Tested and Guaranteed Radio Crystal
Sole Distributors :-V, Zeitlin & Sons,
144 Theo bald: Rd., London, W.C.1.
'Phones : Museum 3795 & 6841.

Produced by :-Neutron Ltd., Sicilian
House,
W.C.1.

Southampton

Row,

London,

'Phone : Museum 2677.

District Agents:
Scotland: R. F. Miller & Co., 22, York
Place, Edinburgh.
Plymouths Mumford & Sons, 68,
Nutley Platn, Plymouth.
B'gham: Cooke & Whitfield Wireless
Ltd., St. Pauls Buildings, 24, St.
Paul's Square, Birmingham.

North-East Yorks: Smith & Jordan;
The Arcade, Redcar, Yorks.
Manchester:
Garnett's,
Islington
Grove Works, Salford, 'Manchester.
Ireland: Pettigrew & Merriman Ltd.;
8, Corporation Street, Belfast.
N. Staffs: H. W. Teeton, Foundry St.,
Hanley.

See Stand D2, British Wireless Exhibition, White City, Nov. 15 to 29
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convenience. Here also is the Secondary amplifier, which receives the telephony

FOR

after it has been dealt with by the primary.

THE new headquarters of the B.B.C. It is then passed on to the transmitting
in Glasgow are a vast improvement station at Port Dundas over a mile away.
The amplifying gear is a great advance
on the original premises, which latterly
became most cramped and inconvenient as on what was used at the old station, and
the work of the station increased. The a complete stand-by set is in constant
official opening by the Lord Provost of readiness in case of a breakdown. A
Glasgow on November 6 provided a most change over can be effected with pracsuccessful broadcast, and in the musical tically no interruption of the programme.
programme a special feature was the aug- On the S.B. board are private lines to
mented orchestra under Sir Landon
Ronald.
Three flats of a large building in

SOMETHING TO WRITE

London, Aberdeen, Edinburgh and Dundee.

THE current issue of the If-ire/en
Bulletin has been received from G.
Davenport (Wireless), Ltd., of 69 and 70,
Dean Street, Oxford Street, W.I.

W. H. Tant and Co., of io7, Dolman
Street, Vauxhall, Birmingham, state that
they now

supply

ebonite and erinoid

moulded and turned parts, panels, etc.,
for the wireless trade.

We have received from L. McMichael,
" An Electric Lamp for the Dressing Blythswood Square are now occupied by
is illustrated and described in Ltd., of Radio Corner, 179, Strand, W.C.2,
table
"
the B.B.C., and in addition to the usual the current issue of " The Amateur a very interesting catalogue of a large
station offices there are also situated here Mechanic and Work" (3d.).
Other array of wireless sets and components. A
the headquarters of the assistant controller articles appearing in this number are : handy reference system has been adopted
for Scotland, Mr. Millar Craig, and the "A Condenser -tuned Crystal Set " ; that enables the particulars of any part
superintending engineer for the north, Mr. "Working in Vulcanite "; "A Book and or set to be ascertained in a moment.
J. M. Cameron.
Magazine Stand " ; "Tinning Cast-iron
The dimensions of the new studio at Utensils " ; "Motor -cycle Practicalities " ;
A showcard, together with literature on
5 S_C are approximately 4o ft. by 25 ft. ; " Cutting Glass Tubes for Crystal Detec- the .Mars aerial wire, has been sent US
two large microphones of the latest type tors "; "Notes by the Way " ; "A Lean-to by E. and W. G. Makinson, Ltd., of
are installed. There is also a small Greenhouse " ; " Glasspaper or Emery Preston.
" talks " studio in another part of the Polishing Cones "; "Three Puzzle Joints
building. The general arrangements of for the Woodworker " ; "A Chat on Lantern
the studios, such as draping, etc., are of Slides"; "Our Small Car Page " ; "The
The name of Mr. Baldwin should be
the usual character. The main studio is Beginner's Microscope ";'and "Fishing for added to the catalogue of Cabinet set on the first floor, and close by is the Grayling : The Tackle and Lines."
makers.
primary amplifier.
It is no longer necessary to have the
We learn that 'the chatter of the Zoo
We want programmes with some punch parrots is to be broadcast. A good many
artist who is broadcasting visible to the
operator of the control, and so the latter in them, says a critic. Wasn't the Firpo- of us had enough of that during the
are placed in the basement far reasons of Wills figEt good enough for him?
election.

Go to the"Movies'in your own Home
HEIGHT

i

Of

absolutely non -inflammable.

MACHINE

12k ins.

.....

The "Baby" ChM" Projector is a Cinema for the Home, complete and perfect in every detail.
Compact, simple and sate, a child can operate it with ease, czactness and safety. The films are

i

The "Baby" Celle Projector is not a toy, but will give years of service. It is a product of Path the famous French pioneers of tht Cinematograph Industry.

PRICE

£6-15-0

anemitrafrokirotaileme

It can be switched on to any electric light circuit and is adaptable to any voltage.
A large Catalogue of all classes of film subjects is available, to which constant additions
are

being made, and which will include the majority of the world's leading scan.

FILMS, Price 3/. each.

mate
PILO
arr, TOR
THE REAL HOME CINEMA.
5, LISLE STREET. LEICESTER SQ. LONDON.
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THE MAKERS REMINDER

DUTCH VALVES

s`r

TRADE DISCOUNTS
0'06 DULL EMITTER

The little tongues
of metal you see on

FLUXITE

your new com-

SIMPLIFIES

ponent

SOLDERING

as

you from the

tion.
Amps.

Anode.

20-100

Price Retail

yourself-"Why

o.Q6

should I bother to

1 2/- each.

solder when I can

easily screw or twist a wire into position-besides, soldering is hard to
do, and messy as well."
Make no mistake about it. If you want the best ont of your set you must

"R" TYPE DETECTOR
Fil.volts.

3.8-4'0

Anode.
3o to 6o

give it of your best --solder every connection-spare not one, and you will be
delighted with the great improvement of the receptive qualities.

Amps.

Soldering is made simple by the use of the famous FIAIXITE, and thousands
of wireless enthusiasts will testify to the wonderful aid FLUXITE gives them
when they go a -soldering.
Ark your tro mong-r Cr Hardware Dealer to show y -u ti.- ea' ,etle

0.5

Price Retail 4/ 1 1 each.

ERING

S
FLUXITE SO SET

TUr.ULAR TYPE

i.e ICTI

AMPLIFYING

It is perfectly simple to use, and will last 7/6
for years in constant use. It contains a

Amps.

Anode.
30 to 6o

Fil. volts.
3 8 to 4'0

0.5

special "small -space " Soldering Iron with
non -heating metal handle, a Pocket Blow.

Price Retail 4/8

lamp, FLUXITE, Solder, etc., and full
instructions.
Price 7 ,6
Write to us
should you be unable to obtain it.

'Powquip ' Transformers Ratio. 5 to I guaranteed
heavy wound, each 12,6 retail.

FLUXITE

Every valve exchanged if same lights hut does not function.
Buy airec. from--

SIMPLIFIES SOLDERING

BISHOPSGATE ELECTRIC SUPPLY (1924) CO.,

180. Bishopsgate, London, E ,C 2

All Hardware and I roil mon gery Stores sell ULU X1TE

in tins, price 8d., 1,4., and 2 8.

Kindly remit postage

Phone : Central 7361.

FLUXITE,
s aStr72,0"Bstrarr 5

E RIEPate ,t

Buy a Tin To -day.
13,, 32 , E.vi aton Street,
a'

Rerme,nde

0. 2,665,1

Easily attached to chimney -stack or face of
wall, as shown, it increases range, volume and purity.
It has one mast only, and can be installed in the most
confined space. The " VERTEX " obviates " interference." Complete with 50 -ft. downlead.

LOW FREQUENCY

TRANSFORMER

insulated arms and central steel hub E3 15 0
bracket, ready for mounting on mast ...
Steel wall brackets, with bolts, nuts, Rawlplugs and
screws can be supplied.
VE
h.ss " INDOOR AE0TA L
A most efficient long-range " VERTEX " Indoor
Aerial is also made for use where outside aerial is not
possible. Can be suspended in loft under roof or in
a top room. With 35 -feet down -lead, in4

FOR CLARITY AND STRENGTH OF TONE.
PRICE

Transformer

tested and inspected
before despatch.
Surprisingly better
than others at higher

T rude Enquiries Invited

WIRELESS APA'ARATUS LTD.,

price.

36 Panton Street, Havtna- ket, S,W.1.

EACH

VARIABLE 0.,RID LEAK ... 2,6
ANODE RESISTANCE ... 3/6
Continuously car able, silent in operation, dust and
The resist rice elements are made
by a special p..oce, arid are perfectly dry. Every
Urid Leak and K. sistance is tested and guaranteed.
damp-proof.

THE SECRET'S
IN

See the Watrre Trade
Beware of imitations,
Mark on every Grid Leak. Note the new address.

THE WINDING.

WATMEL WIRELESS CO.
332a Coswell Road, London, E.C.4
',delqrcuts: 79-o Cie, kennel!.

g.

"MORHIS'SULIIHMASTANUMOCABINET
WITH LOCK
for any kind of receiver. Bottom cupboard with lock for accumulators
and stores. Height, 3 ft. 6 in. width, a ft. ; de, th, sq., in. Back
Further Oarticulars ort eht,licariJit.
Panel removable.
;

Price £4 lOs

FREE FROM NOISES

Every

sulated cords and ring for suspension. E3 15 0

118.0S.S111.10.4060,901ffill

I

PORTLAND

ERIAL

market.

REGD.

AIVOTHET1USE FOR tfLUXITE
Hardening Tools and Case Hardening
I,/ (I 1 / /

FORAI 1HE nE6T ANU LiUlf Tnt litof

Hundreds of users say that the " VERTEX " is the
most compact, attractive and efficient aerial on the

Crilatillet

are there
reminder to

makers that this
instrument is best
soldered into your
circuit.
You may say to

Will take from 20 to too volts on the anode, thus
enabling fullest volume of sound and no extorFilament volts
I'6 to 2'0

a

part rteriage and

pack rig 7 6 extra

Solid Oak Wireless Table with large drawer and bo tom shelf for

accumulator. Length, 25 in. ; width, r6 in. ; height 26 in., 2716 care. pd.

M. VERSTRAET.c_N

(Dept. 10), Melvill Chambers, 50a, Lord Street, Liverpool

British Made.

Manufactured byvery
latest methods ensuringresults.
uniform
Suitable for every
-stage of valve or
crystal amplification.
Thoroughly insulated
between windings.
A d -p el by many
manufacturers of
first-class sets and
amplifiers.

UNCONDITIONALLY. GUARANTEED
Thousands in use giving absolute satisfaction. Hot one returned to

us during thc last six months.
OBTAliVADLE FROM ALL HIGH-CLASS DEALERS.
Manufactured by:

PORTLAND WORKS, 84, HIGH St., Marylebone, W.1
BETTLR THAN THE BEST OF THE REST
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Columbia. But I can safely say that on the operator, one of the teachers, got on
ARMISTICE DAY IN
no previous occasion was I impressed so to a relay station-Nottingham-and the
SCHOOL
much as I was this year.
beautiful music of Elgar's "Land of Hope
Nearly a hundred girls and boys stood and Glory," played by a band, was heard.
ARMISTICE. Day this year found me in
a largo school in the north of Eng- in the large school hall. Some of them Following this the voice of a bishop readland, and it was my good fortune to be were only ten years old, some were even ing prayers came through clearly.
able to hear the reception of the Armis- younger. The oldest amongst them could
At five minutes to eleven the tuning was

mn bitr Wireless

not have been more than fourteen. Their altered to Manchester. Three minutes
recollections of the war must have been before the hour the bugle call, the "Last
On most previous occasions I had very slight.
Post," came through with wonderful clearThe set used was a three -valve receiver ness. I could not help noticing the marked
observed* the two minutes' silence as one
of the great crowd of business men who (one detector and two low -frequency ampli- effect on two ex -army officers amongst the
collect round about Whitehall in London fying valves). Only the loud -speaker was teachers. Their shoulders squared up,
within earshot of Big Ben. On another new to me-a Puravox.
they stood at attention, and their faced
Promptly at 10.45 a.m. the little folk took on that steady immobile look so
occasion I had taken part in the same
simple service of homage out in British lined up for the ceremony. By accident familiar to those with experience of army
ceremonial parades.
During the two minutes' silence one or
tice commemoration service broadcast from

one of our main broadcasting stations.

WHITE CITY EXHIBITION
For the convenience of our readers we reproduce a plan of the Exhibition,

together with a list of exhibitors. Details of individual exhibits were
given in our last issue. "Amateur Wireless" is offering a very handsome silver cup as first prize in a competition for wireless novelties.
Stand

Name of Exhibitor.

Number.

I, 22.-Fellows-Magneto Co., Ltd.
2, 3.-J. W. B. Wireless Co.
4.-Victoria Electric Co., Ltd.
5, 18.-New Times Sales Co.
6, 7, 16, 17.-Oldham & Sons, Ltd.
8.-New London Electron Works, Ltd.
9, 14.-Igranic Electric Co. Ltd.
to, it, 12, r3.-Pettigrew & Merriman, I.td.
19.-Sel-Ezi Wireless Supply Co.

G9

70

51A.-Radior Improvements.

52.-M. W. Woods.
53.-Gran-Goldman Service.
54, 55.-Read & Morris.

56.-Peronet, I,td.
57.-Abgar Electrics.
58.-Klein Bros.
59.-A. R. Avent.

59A.-American Hard Rubber Co.

6o.-Superlamp, Ltd.
6t.-Energo Products, Ltd.
63, 64.-Competition Entries.
65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74.-Demonstration Hall.
75.-Entries for AMATEUR WIRELESS Inventions and Novelties Competition.

that grand hymn, "0 God, our Help in
Ages Past," the set was switched off and
the children sang the hymn through them-

less as I saw it received could be as impressive, perhaps more impressive, than
any other type of Armistice commemoration service.
B. P.

BROADCASTING FROM

STAIRS

48

45

:as

12

II

A PIT BOTTOM

49

33

THAT the ingenuity of the B.B.C. programme compilers has by no means
come near its end is evidenced by the

50

10 13

EEO

broadcasting of a pit -bottom concert that
is to take place on November 28.

53

periment is being carried

9 14
"AmATEup,
wiRELE55"

42A.-Burwood Electrical Supplies Co.

49.-Hart Collins,. Ltd.
so.-Sydney Jones & Co. (London), Ltd.
51.-Reftv Electrical Appliances, Ltd.

had been in the room. After one verse of

Day. They would have seen that a simple
commemoration service received by wire-

29.-AMATEUR WIRELESS.

Co.

The "Reveille"
came through as clearly as if the bugle
wireless irrepressibles.

There are still people to be found who
maintain that wireless reception is soulless and that the various items broadcast
fail to "get over." I wish such people
could have been with me on Armistice

graph Works Co., Ltd.
2I.-Tungstalite,- Ltd.
23.-Seagull, Ltd.
24.-Wireless Service.
25, 26.-City Accumulator Co.
27.-Penton Engineering Co.
28.-Neutron, Ltd.

43.-Precision Screw Co., Ltd.
44.-Portable Utilities Co., Ltd.
45.-Wireless Retailers Association.
46.-Morch Bros., Ltd.
47.-Bullen.
48.-Lighting Supplies Co., and Ecco Radio

notice nor was the effect spoiled by these

selves.

68

20.-India Rubber, Gutta Percha and Tele-

3o.-Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd.
31.-A. K. U. Co.
32.-J. V. Mulholland.
33.-Fuller's United Electric Works, Ltd.
34.-Stella Products.
35.-Henry Joseph & Co.
36.--F. Yates & Son, Ltd.
37.-F. H. Middleton.
38.-A. W. Knight.
39-Harding, Holland & Fry, Ltd.
4o.-Jeh Trading Co.
4i.-Formo Co.

local oscillators could be heard
faintly, but no one took the slightest
two

7

40

55

16

6 17

5G

28

39

57
-TO TEA ROOMS

38

m.

58
4 19
3 20
2 21
I

58
24

22

out by the

courtesy of Henry Briggs, Son and Co.,
Ltd., who own the Whitwood Colliery.
A talk on coal mines will be given by
Prof. James Riton, B.Sc. Mr. George R.
Lister will tell of his experiences at the

51
55

30

8

The pit is at Normanton, and the ex-

These items will be followed
by selections by the silver prize band run
in connection with the colliery.-pit bottom.

4

" Europe Calling."-In the article pub-,

lished in No. 128 under the foregoing title

it was inadvertently stated that the Ger-

man stations terminated their programmes

with the playing of "Heil Dir im Siegekranz " to the melody of "God Save the

"N
ENTRANCE

HALL

This should read : "Deutschland,
Deutschland ueber Alles," the tune of
King."

is known in this country as
"Austria." This was dropped by Germany
as the national anthem when the republic

which
UXBRIDGE

ROAD

came into being,- the former being used
by the Monarchist party now only.

mateurWireless
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Mr. E. Conomy says:

NATIONAL"
SUPER CRYSTAL
COMBINATION

Give life to your

SET !
Allllld1111111IlilltillllttitttlItlIillll

STAND 27
White City
Exhibition.

Increase your range and get more
volume with the ---

NATIONAL SUPER
CRYSTAL COMBINATION

"ELECT PENTON

Another glowing tribute (unsolicited) from an astounded user :-

AND REDUCE CURRENT

"Dear Sirs,
May I express to you my great satisfaction at the way

TAXATION."
The cost of a valve to you is not the price you pay for it-but
what you ultimately pay to feed it with current.

To discover whether or nat a valve is economical-add to its
first cost all costs of accumulator charges over a set petiod-then
compare with the costs of the same period using a:-

PENTON

Chipping Norton.

your Crystal performs. I am roughly 50 miles front Birmingham,
,and receive that Station nightly,. and can frequently hear London.
Cardiff and Manchester. After my experience with the so-called
Crystals in the R.E. Wireless Section during the late War,

am astounded at the strength and clearness of the signals your
Set receives."

Signed.

Scrap the "duds"

-buy the "goods"
We claim that the National Super Crystal combination

LOW CONSUMPTION.

VALVE

the National to-day-prove it to -night.

Take a twelve -week period, using your set, say, 4 hours each
day with an ordinary R - Type valve. During that period
your accumulator will require recharging ten times at 2/- per

Refuse substitutes-they are inferior.

From all Wireless Stores, or direct for

charge, or 20/- in all.

With a Penton Low Consumption Valve, the accumulator will
require charging only twice in twelve weeks-costing you 4/ only

You therefore save 16/- current taxation in twelve weeks and
the

1 5/

PENTON LOW CONSUMPTION VALVE
COSTS
ONLY

®

E aivtisn

more than

Type H.E.4 for 6 -volt accumulator. Plate voltage 40. Filament Current .15 amp. Filament volts 5. 15/-. Postage 9d.

From all good dealers or direct from

PENTON ENGINEERING CO.,

is

the world's best-that there is nothing to equal it for life
and sensitivity. Users know this already-and if you do
not find it so, we will at once refund your money. Buy

1/

postage, 2d.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Owing to the enormous expansion of our business, we have
been compelled to seek new premises offering more room
for factory extensions, therefore kindly note our

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
At these new works

(to which all letters should be
addressed) we have equipped -a complete General Service
Department, Repair and Accessory Department, and
Accumulator Charging Station.

ALL RADIO COMPONENTS ALWAYS IN STOCK;

NATIONAL WIRELESS

15, Cromer Street, King's Cross, W.C.I.

AND ELECTRIC CO.,

Telephone: Museum 4861.

42, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.1.

Telegrams: Erpentobal, Kincross.
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A FIRST PRIZE OF THREE GUINEAS AND OTHER PRIZES OF
HALF A GUINEA IN A SIMPLE COMPETITION OPEN TO ALL

riu

r.'794

Wednesday, November 12, he was trying
to get New Zealand on a wavelength of

90 metres when he heard faint
Q
al
q
N

LI

E

LA

L.)

wvwvvvvwwvvvw

D

E invite every reader to send us by first post on Monday,
December 1, 1924, an interesting letter, of from 250 to N
q
400 words, on " My Ideal Wireless Christmas."
a'

decision

txib

P

he picked up signals on 93 metres from
3 P Q, Box

Hill, Victoria, which con-

tinued readable until

7.15

the following

morning.

IPSWICH AMATEURS'
EXHIBITION
THE two days' exhibition organised by

will be final; letters must be

I the Ipswich and District Radio Society,
and held on November 11 and 12, was a
great success. All who paid a visit to the

written on one side of the paper only ; the copyright of all
letters published will be ours; all letters must be received
not later than first post on Monday, December 1, 1924.
No correspondence regarding the competition can be entered

N

Morse

signals from A 2 M E, Victoria.
On Thursday, November 13, at 6.5o a.m.

LI
LI

To the writer of the letter adjudged by the Editor to be the
most interesting, a prize of Three Guineas will be awarded, and
to the writers of any other letters published 10/6 will be paid.

Rules.-The Editor's

Church Institute

Hall were much im-

pressed by the exhibits.

into.

In all letters to advertisers
please mention " Amateur
:: Wireless.'"

Envelopes must be addressed : -Competition, The Editor,
" Amateur Wireless," La Belle Sauvage, London, E.C.4.

:
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THE GRELCO LOUD SPEAKER HAS
attained extraordinary popularity purely on its outstanding

merits. We ask you to come
and hear it.
The tech ical staff of wireless
Weekly resort (Sept. tots.) "The tone of the instrument

I/

was _ a matter

cta conitectioa ,
can use
WItc'Le

Clix Popularity-the Secret !

comment."

You can't use solder everywherebut you can use CLIX.
By virtue of the tapered threaded
design of its plugsocket, CLIX ensures perfect contact-an obvious

TUNED ANODE
ADAPTOR for con.

e [mg H F. Trans-

former to Tuned
Anode.

2". each,

post 2d.

LAMINATED POLE S

Adjustable Air Gap
HCIght 22". Flan, t ," dia.

Base 61' dir., 12404
Special

packing

post, 2/

and

PORCELAIN BASE FILAMENT

RESISTANCE, which although
very moderate in twice, has all
LATEST IMPROVEMENTS inEb,,nne
corporated.
shown in shadow.
Porcelain
is
non hygroscopic. Wire
former.
6 ohm, 2,3 post 3d.
II

2,3

PRODUCED for panel mounting. Delight.

ful to use and " tension " adjustable. Finished
in polished N. P.
post 4d.
2 coil
3 coil

improvement on various forms of
split -pin plugs, which, however accurately machined, can only permit
of a " two -point" contact. Think
it out

Retail Prices

o

. The NEATEST COIL HOLDER YET
Polished ALUMINIUM
Adjustable Headband(
2/. each. Post 3d.

CLIX may be wired at
points A,B,C,D, Os E.
r affords en ide d point
for soldirzne when permanent connections are
required.

wound on special
25

...

to.; WM.

CLIX
with

Locknut,

3d.

CLIX INSULATORS
(Six colours) lid. each.
CLIX BUSHES
(Six colours) ld. pair

The

Electro-Link

MEM.. I I

TnTTFNHAM COURT ROAD.

LONDON 1®11-1 imps

with

159 uses

Obtainable front all Wireless Dealers or ellreet from

the Patentees and Illanujacturers:

AUTOVEYORS LTD
Radio Engineers and Contractors

54. GRAFTON STRFry

apt"!

You can't have efficiency in Radio
anywhere unless you have efficient
contact everywhere.

of favourable

I

of

Walton -on -Thames, has succeeded in
picking up wireless signals from Australia on a home-made two -valve set. On

,

KiN

FREDERICK WALKER,

MR.

A CHRISTMAS COMPETITION FOR ALL

ki

p

AMATEUR RECEPTION
OF AUSTRALIA

84 VICTORIA ST., LONDON, S.W.1

etnateur Wireless
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ELECTRADIX

The Government
Surplus Wireless

I

/*'

L

-Depot
New Bulk Deliveries from

and

R.A.F. Dela As and Cable Stations

Absolutely the Finest Show of High Grade Radio Instruments
in London. Many New Bargains! Prices a fraction of Cost!
Another 2,000 ' C " EDI3WAN
VALVES offered at 6/3 (by post at
buyer's risk). Clips, 6d. Adaptors,
4 -leg, 1/, The cheapest high frequency, low capacity detector -amplifier ever offered. Detects, amplifies.
one.

Ask yonr local dealer for

616 Each

15', 7/8;

20', 19;-; 25', 12(6; 30', 14/-.

your feeble wood pole at once !

Scrap

'

This week's SPECIAL BARGAIN is R.A.F.
3 -Valve, Mk. IV Amplifier and a True -Tone Loud
Speaker for BB 153. Equally good for crystal or
valve set. 100 sets only.

ALTERNATORS selling fast. You should secure
one at the bargain prier IMord it is too late.

D.C. DYNAMOS, the

203 WATT MIDGET ALTERNATORS, 52A

and quire new. are offend
at £3 D.C. high tension
machines. Marconir,soo

The most perfectly made little Generator used on aircraft, gives 500 cycles 10 volts 20 awes, weighs 71 lbs.,
The Generator of unlimited
in aluminium cover.
possibilities. The machines are unused and fully
guaranteed. With quite a small' transformer, any
H.T. voltage from 100 volts up to 3,000 volts may be
obtained, smoothed and rectified for plate H.T. The
wonderful little machines cost £30, and are given

charging sets,
sock. ed type, hall bearings, etc., costing £55
B. A. F.

12 una, LS. M. G.
Mortlev, r,2,ov. 9a mia,
V.

£21 M.G. 13.1.H. 750
v.

So in/a, £10.

5,000

away at 70/- each.

VOItS, 2 kw. £35; ro,000

Electric Canale Lamps,
can volts, 10/.. per dos.
RECORDING OF WIRE-

). FOS SIGNALS. The great
mand for R.A.F. Morse
111.10a Recorders indicates the

great interest taken in renals.

Cost

al £6101.

£40.

wireless rigFew /eft

PHONE BARPAINS. Single L.R. Receivers, by Siemens,
4/.. New SulliWestern, etc , 1/6 and 2/. each. 2,oco
van L.R. head sets, 51i, 2,000 in stock_ Fr. Thomson -Houston, brand new, 26I-. Head sets for 14,16. 750 in stock. W.D.
Western head sets, 4,coo ohms, 12/6 pair. Brown's microamilifiers, less reed and button, 27/6. "True -Tone" Loud
Speakers. large adj. lam magnets. 4 000 ohms, polished wand

base, rubber feet, ebonite horn, etc., 351-, reduced to 201i:est British.

Put a .03 mid. CONDENSER aCrOSS your If .T.
leatery. Neat and effective, 1/6 each. Mica emit

denser squares, 2,000 thick 21' X 21% 6d per doz.
Loud
11.A11. Watershed ingulatons, 1/8 per doz.
speaker or 'phone extension Wire for indoors, in
sulated with enamel and double cotton, MO yds.,
2/-. Heavy twin battery ties. rubber and glace
o0 ion, 3d. per yd. 5,000 yds. in stock, 18 gauge
r mth wire, 1/3 doz. yds. Earth spikes, 1/3. Copper
,011, counterpoise earth. Lay under carpet when
eacth rot/verde/it, 15/-. REMOTE CONTROL
Switches, 15/-.
AERIAL WIRE. 7/23 copper, 50', 10d. ; 100 ,
2/3; 110' cartridge aerial, 1/3. Morse practice
cartel._, 5/3. 5.5,000 pairs zincite-bornite crystaLs
Perikon cups, 6d. pair. Folding frame aerials, 21/6.
RECEIVERS. Here are the Bargains. A complete outfit for 10/-, comprising 30 C. tuner and me
sltsol detector, 50' aerial wire and insulators, with
single headphone. Guaranteed 20 miles. Other
crystal set", 30 Cl, with lid. 171. Large Coll top
11.11".O.

37/6.

Mark III. short. medium or long

cave. 'The finest Oovernment set ever made.
Crystal and
£5. Marmni ship receivers, £4 101.
I -valve. B.W.G., toll -top, 113. 2 -Valve 'Mk.
for 2004,800 metres, in mahogany case with lid,
alEolutely comPlete and tested O.K. Works to
30 miles. Thoroughly recommended. £4.
11.A.F. 3 -valve portable Ylk. III aircraft, 75/-.
ILA.F. No. 10 aircraft, 5 -valve, £5 5s. (Prices leas
/ elves.)

-AMPLIFIERS.

See

bargain above. T.B. 2.

alto for crystal sets, £2, Gen. Radio Co's 2 -valve
£3 10.-s. 6 -Valve III, and L.F. Mk. IV, £5 10". 7 Val cc Marconi 55, 28. Brum:Ls -micro. amp. less
reed and button, 25/..

INSTRUMENTS.

First-class

high

grade

ins

No Hun stuff I We have the finest
stock in London of es-W.G. prevision instruments
of accutacy by Elliott. Kidders., Weston, Paul,
It. and E., etc., in all ranges from microamps up to
1,000 anips. A W.G. 375 mounted in a crystal
panel will indicate the signal strength exactly.
Price 65/- and gumming,' penueL. Megger instil,
tion sets from £12. T. taratstone bridges, 45/, 500
Resistance boxes by Sullies/I, Slanalsrell, Muhl/eat!,
etc., in all ranges. Fitted ebonite panel with plug
top or switch. Pr ices 10s- to £3. Stamp for special
struments.

list co state requirements.

H.F. TRANSFORMERS
A series of H.F. ling -in transformers i1i six ranges
of wavelength. They are made of our highly
polished

ebonite.

non -loss

The

former is tested to a standard oscillator and any
not corning within very narrow limits are rejected.
Perfect matching is thus ensured.
No. 00. 80 to 150 metres
No. 0. 150 to 300 metres
No. 1.' 300 to 600 metres
No. 2. 550 to 1,200 metres
No. 3. 1,100 to 3,000 metres
No, 4. 2,500 to 7,000 metres
The Complete Set
Any number of each transformer can be supplied
matched at NO extra charge if specified at time
of ordering.

t",
C1.1.
-P------z_r-

L.F. TRANSFORMER

-

1,nt2 remote -control. £3 103.

(Pricees less valves).

WAVEMETERS. Surely you have a wavemeter I

\o? Then no wonder you oscillate I We have the
finest of the Government types in stock by Paul
and other instrement leading makers. Broadcast

Townsend, £2 103. Long range, 120/4,000 metre,
£6. Station wave -testers, 120/3,000, £5. Famous
Forward, 80/9,000 metres, £7 10s. Special for American stations. 40/1,000 metres, £4. All to N.P.L.staie
dard. Accuracy guaranteed. Order a wavemeter
without delay. 0.5.C. variometers, half price,
9/6. Vario couplers, 12/6. 10" spark cents, Mar

(sd, £4.

of illustrated catalogue and list.
It will save you pounds and a lot of time. Call if you are in London,
as we are close to Aldgate Metropolitan Railway Station, to which trains
run from everywhere. Buses pass the entrance.

LESLIE DIXON & Co.,
9, COLONIAL AVE: UE, MINORIES,
Near Aldgate Met. Rly. Station
CILL AND ,SEE STO

Telq,ams-Fiecfradix
Barclays N,A.2.

A high-grade and efficient Transformer
of pleasing design for all intervalve
purposes, possessing the best possible

A point to
observe in the design is that the fixing
down lugs can easily be got at. The
screwdriver when screwing in the holding down screws is not fouled by any
portion of the transformer.
Each
transformer tested to 1,000 volts.
Price in carton
...
21/ electrical characteristics.

foe ranges from I mid. to 8 mid. Beautifully made
in polished mahogany cabinets. Cheap to tulles,.
galvoe., 17/8, Horizontal, 20/-. GP0detedum. 15/-.
TRANSMITTERS. All types in stock. Spark
1" sets, with tuner, condenser and key, 15/-. 5"
Spark, 52 B., 35/, One -valve Wilson tuner, 30/-.
1,000 volt generator, for ditto, £3. One -valve Trench
Milt transmitter, synth telephony accessories and
G.T. unit, 87 105, 5 -Valve aircraft transmitter.

windings are

carried in staggered slots, well protected, ensuring
Each trans-

low self -capacity and high efficiency.

cfmlensers by same makers, with plug or switch

exhaust cur stock list, so please send 4d. in stamps for our 68 pages

Te!cp one -Avenue 4166.

COMPONENTS

Large stock of laboratory

We could fill all the advertisement pages of this journal and then not

On Bus Route.

USE ONLY

10,000 New R.A.F. STEEL TUBE MASTS, at

FIXED
CONDENSERS
Each supplied with two Clips.
PRICES :

0.001 pE to 0.0001 mF 1/9 each

0.01 µF to 0,002 tA C 2/3 each
We introduced, and have adopted as our standard, the flat type fixed
condenser which slips into two clirog. They are made of high-grade
ruby mica and tinfoil. Connection is made by their solid metal ends
to two spring clips which go directly under the terminal nuts, thus
avoiding at least two connections. This type is a distinct advance in
the design of the fixed value condenser ; its utility and adaptability are
at once obvious and almeal to all users.
The Best results can only be secured through buying and building
into your set the best components possible. To achieve this end,
insist on having M.H. components ; unimpeachable quality and
manufacture throughout.

litICHABLIT°

IN CONJUNCTION W TH

B .HESKETH LTD

t---WIRELESS ENGINEERS

RADIO CORNER, 179 Strand, W C.2
Fan -toys, 320,

(hnateur Wireies5
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London station on Saturday, November 22,
The three most successful competitors will

be awarded prizes of five guineas, three
guineas and one guinea respectively. In
addition these competitors and the next
two will be invited to spend an evening
in the studio.
Mr.' --Charles Kilcour Parsons is to be
the director of the new Swansea station.

RAD 10G RAM

11a,
,

He has had a varied and successful career,
and for four months recently was assistant
WITH the completion of the relay atlantic reception. There arc now, how- station director at Cardiff.
station at Dundee, which was opened ever, signs of recovery. After a week or
Signals sent out from the wireless exhion November 12, the number of B.B.C. two of excellent reports many experibition
at New York circled the globe eastinstallations in Scotland is increased to menters suddenly found themselves almost
four. Glasgow and Aberdeen are main unable to raise a single American broad- ward in five seconds and westward in six
seconds.
stations, while Edinburgh and Dundee nor- caster.
Mr. Richard Hughes, whose short play
mally draw their programmes from elseThe evening service from St. Martin -in where.
the -Fields will be relayed from 2 L 0 on "A Comedy of Daager " was so widely
appreciated by all B.B.C. listeners, has
Several complaints have been made that November 23.
written another play entitled "Congo
it was distinctly incongruous to broadcast
A miscellaneous light programme will
election results to the accompaniment of be broadcast from 2 L 0 on Wednesday, Night," which will be broadcast on
November zo.
the Savoy bands.
November 26. The programme will inA "ship's orchestra repeater," designed
John Henry will again broadcast at clude songs by Miss Nellie Walker, violin
7.30 p.m. on Tuesday, November 25. Joe solos by Miss Edith Kelly -Lange, and to enable music played in a saloon to be
Murgatroyd is to be introduced to the solos by Miss Toni Farrell, the speciality heard in other parts of the ship, has been
developed by the Marconi Co. The liner
microphone on this occasion.
pianist.
I

It' dull U Ali

AI ontclare has been fitted with this
Experiments in transmitting time signals apparatus.
Mr. George Bernard Shaw will broadthe managing director of the Marconi Co. will shortly take place at F L, Paris. By
He succeeds Mr. Godfrey Isaacs, who has means of photo -electric cells the light of cast from 2 L 0 his own play O'Flaherty,
been obliged, under doctor's orders, to stars passing across the eye -piece of a V.C., at 8.3o p.m. on November 20.
telescope will actuate a wireless transresign his position.
A London amateur, 6 Q Z, Mr. Emery,
Scottish amateurs have struck an in- mitter.
has been successful in re -transmitting the
A query programme will be given at the
different patch in the matter of Trans(Continued en pa -,6; 802)
Mr. F. G. Kellaway, who once was
Postmaster -General, has been appointed

01111111111111111111a1='
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UPIR
HEADPHONES.

"FOR LIFELIKE REPRODUCTION"
After considerable experiment we are placing on the market headphones
we can genuinely recommend to our numerous customers, and which will
be found to conform to our reputation and "value -for -money policy.

The SUPRATONE headphones have a resistance of 4,000 ohms and
are constructed of the finest material throughout.
The
headbands are adjustable and permit the raising or
lowering of the earpieces, ensuring perfect comfort

for any wearer.

Only the finest insulated wire is used for the magnet windings.

VALVE HOLDER.
Of best quality
...
All types of Terminals and

throughout

Brass

9d.

Parts supplied
Keenest Prices.

at

Send for our interesting 1924/5 Catalogue To -day.

WATES BROS., Ltd.,

12, 13, 14, Great Queen Street, Kingsway, W.C.2.
Factors and dealers, get our special trade terms.

'Grams : Zywateseng, Wcstcent.
'Phone : Gerrard 575 and 576.
WORKS : LONDON, BIRMINGHAM, AND WESTCLIFFE.
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Lack of Distortion-Abundance of Volume.
These are the points that are nearest the heart of every amateur when

he buys a transformer. ill can he afford to continue to purchase
transformer after transformer till he finds the one that suits his
particular circuit ; he should learn now that the R.I. suits every
circuit.
R.I. engineers, differing from all others, specialised in
making a
GENERAL PURPOSE TRANSFORMER,
but in the production of the universal type, they never lost sight
of the ultimate.

Lack of Distortion-Abundance of Volume.
It is therefore not remarkable that the brains and experience
that have been in such demand for over a quarter of a century,
coupled with precise and careful manufacture, should produce
THE MASTER TRANSFORMER.

RADIO INSTRUMENTS LTD.
12, Hyde Street, Oxford Street, W.C.1.
Tcicplwne: Reucnt 6214-5-6.

Tolrfp-ants: " Instradio,

emu/air Wtretes'S
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fltrateur Wirdes6
RADIOGRAMS (continued from pace Soo)

The Newcastle Chamber of Commerce

A new high -power station is to be erected

tons gross are to carry wireless
receivers.

America and China.
There are now 53o broadcasting stations

K D K A concerts by means of a seven valve supersonic heterodyne receiver and

has issued a protest against the French at Bolinas with the objed of improving
order that all vessels between Soo and wireless communication between South

a special duplex-working transmitter.
Mr. R. E. Jeffery, the dramatic producer
of the B.B.C., is producing plays for blind

2,000

Sunday broadcasting has commenced at
people because it is felt that if a play Belfast and the usual regular programmes
can be produced that pleases the blind it will be provided.
will be good for broadcasting purposes.
The French transmitting station 8D G I
It is now definitely announced that the reports excellent progress in tests recently
Swansea relay station will be erected at made with only 4. watts on a 532 -metre
Town Hill near the reservoir. Contracts wavelength; research in that field is confor some of the work have been put out. tinuing.
Signor Fiamma, an Italian inventor, has
An up-to-date polar installation is
being fixed in the R.M.S. Aorangi, made a submarine perform all sorts of
which is being built for the Union Steam- evolutions, far from the shore, by simply
ship Co. The installation will consist of pressing the buttons of a wireless transa

I% -kilowatt

spark

transmitter

with

emergency gear, a C.W. transmitter, an
automatic call device, a special longdistance receiver, and a broadcasting
receiver with seventeen loud -speakers.
The Liverpool station (6 L V) has moved
from Smithdown Lane to St. Domingo
Road.

The studio in Lord Street is not

affected by the removal.
"Clear, sweet, sonorous, spoken without
effort,

and giving the audience an im-

pression of friendship " is how the ideal
broadcasting voice has been described.
Whaling ships plying the North Sea are
now fitted with Marconi direction -finders

in order to locate each other and avert
collisions in fogs or darkness.

`.The new

number of wireless users at 20,000,000.
After being temporarily closed fos
repairs, the Lausanne broadcasting station
was reopened on November 2.
The Radio Club des Pyrenees states that
its members have devised a special method
by means of which parasitic noises from
near -by motors can be eliminated.

A large broadcasting station is being
planned for Agen (in France), operating
broadcasting station did not interfere with on a wavelength of zoo metres.
the experiment.
The broadcasting station at Bremen is
By a coincidence the wavelength of the' now completely installed and ready for
longest -wavelength European broadcasting service. Early tests have been entirely
station is ten times that of the shortest - satisfactory to the engineers in charge.
wavelength station-Eiffel Tower works on
From a New York paper : " For sale
2,650 metres and Brussels on 265 metres. Nine -roomed house, fruit trees, excellent
The Radio-Iberica Co. of Spain has wireless reception, all stations being heard
recently inaugurated a broadcasting station clearly. Price, etc."
at Seville, and concerts and news will be
The latest development of wireless is
broadcast from 7 to 9 p.m. daily.
the penny - in - the - slot wireless - concert
In order that Germany may possess at apparatus, installed in an old-fashioned
least one station fit to compare with inn hear Westminster Abbey. The patron
Chelmsford and Radio -Paris the power of who ventures a penny gets five minutes
Konigswusterhausen will be increased to of whatever fare the B.B.C. is broadcastso kilowatts.
ing at the time.
mitter.

Transmissions from a near -by

wireles

invention

UTILITY
DOUBLE -THROW

NO MORE HEADPHON E
NO PAINFUL
HEAD BANDS.

the United States, and Mr. Hoover
(Secretary of Commerce) estimates the
in

NO -CAPACITY

-ACHES
3,200
Il

OHMS

For further
pa r ticit lars

At last the highest science of Acoustics
has been applied to Wireless Earphones
and the outcome is the " MIC."
A perfect pair of earphones, the
" MIC " phones are negligible in
weight and have no headbands. Consequently there is no uncomfortable

write to the

and dangerous perspiration in the ears.
The reception with " MIC" phones is

WILKINS &

So le Manufacturers and

Patentees

pressure on the head nor unpleasant

clearer than with the now obsolete

headphone and the volume of sound is
adjustable. Yet the " MIC" phones

are so tiny that they fit easily into a
corner of the waistcoat pocket.

Full particulars from :14

EARLUX"

58-60.W/GMOPE ST ZONDON-W.1
Te/ephone!

MAYFAIR 4435

The-MIC
actual size

25t

WRIGHT, Ltd.
Kenyon Street,

THE PA/P
COMPLETZ
in leather pm,'

BIRMINGHAM.

83x2'

SWITCHES
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Fel owl; Coils. For al
Standard 11,1 I

TWO EFFICIENT

1,,

4,3 t.

LISTOLEON

COMPONENTS
Variable
Condensers

CIIIER111111ang

semsonstinese.

int
mums

............,..44,
-4.1te

ta,*

montane

141.41}14n4WW 44

no.nmsrmassr,aSt

Filament
Resistances.

iSwitch Arms.

cof in, in,

Ac intis11.1ted

r

2,6 cadh.

Carefully constructed to give
the maximum of efficiency,
but as low-priced as is compatible with the finest workmanship. Fit one of these

e

all1Pne
°

condensers to your set-it

n

will greatly improve delicate
tuning.

Prices :Capacity
.001

...

.00075
.0005
.0003
.00025

With Vernier 9/6
8/9
7/7/6
6/7/... 5/6
5/ 6/6
,P

Capacity
.0002
5/.0001 ... ... 4/6
.00005
4/.

.

.

14

L.F. Transformers

The Fellotone

Low Frequtncv Intet-

For rer.ing and im-

salvo Traeatorrsev,

proving the tone of
Loud Speaker, 15/ -

Accurate nod diet -onion lens 2C,, en. h.

The LISTOLEON Transformer is so well constructed that we arc

able to guarantee it for a period of two years.

.1

',etc for n.coo and a
hms Speaker; on
01111111Prit

The coil is wound by specialists of 25 years' experience, and

contains almost twice as much wire as any other competitive
transformer sold at
25/-.
The gauge of wire
used is such that a

Variable Condom re

current of 20 milli amps can be safely
carried continuously.

The

Panel M o

.ot 11,1.

Prices e,s Li.

LISTO-

Whether you are constructing a set to last you
five years, or just wiring up a " freak " experimental circuit for the evening you cannot
afford to use anything but the best and most

power
of
for
used

° reliable components.

broadcast reception.
The LISTOLEON
Transformer measures 3i in. long by 21 in. over terminals, is 3 in. high and weighs 2
lbs. The stampings are best Stalloy, dull blacked; straps and
nickel -plated terminals are fitted.
The LIST, LEON Transformer will free your
PRICE:
reception from all harshness, whistling noises
tnd that raucous metallic medley of sound
asually associated with loud -speaker repro-

30/.

3uction.

RADIOPHONES LTD.

4a, Savoy St., Strand, London,
Tveekone
Regent 4592.

Variab:e Condensers'
Cana:in s 0,434 In

.

Lborote bevelled rit
illustrated.

LEON Transformer
is therefore eminently suitable for
use in conjunction
with the biggest

types
valves

r

Highly finished with

W.C.2.

Telegrsens: " Ratifiholint,
Rand, London."

In many cases the best is also the cheapest and

you are sure to find that the wide range of

Fellows components will suit both your set and
your purse.
The Fellotone condenser will improve Loud
Speaker reproduction considerably and the Inter valve transformer is really distortionless. In
fact, switch arms, filament resistances or variable
condensers, they are one and all true examples
of the well-known Fellows policy of

Quality Apparatus at low Cost.
Stands 1 and 22, British Wireless Exhibition,

White City.

FELLows
atiRELEss.
ADVT. OF 'IDE FELLOWS MAGNETO CO., LTD., PARK ROYAL, LONDON, N. W.

E.P.S.

ntoie.ur WAS
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AUSTRIA.

BROADCAST
TELEPHONY

Vienna (Ravag), 530 m. (1 kw.). Daily:
oS.00, markets; io.00, time sig., con.; 12.2o,

weather ; 14.30, Stock Ex. ; 15.00, time sig.,

NOTE. -1n the toliowtng list
transmissions
these abbreviations are observed: con. tor
concert; lec. for lecture; arch. tor orchestral

concert; irr. lor irregular; m. lor metres; and
sig. jar signal.

GREAT BRITAIN
The times given are according to Greenwich
Mean Time.
London (2L0), 365 m. 1-2 p.m., con. ; 3.15345 P.m., lee. ; 4-5 p.m., con. ; 5.30-6.15 p.m.,
children ; 6.4o p.m. talk ; 7-7.30 p.m., time sig.,
news, talk; 7.30-9.30 p.m., music; 9.30-10.0
p.m., time sig., news, talk; 10.0-1.3o p.m.,
music. Mon. and Wed. the Savoy Bands are
relayed until 11.0 p.m., and on Sat. until midnight. Sat. only, 4-5.30 p.m., con.
Belfast (2BE), 435
Birmingham (51.1), 475 m. Bournemouth
(6BM), 385 m. Cardiff (5WA), 351 m. Glasgow (5SC), 420 m. Manchester (2ZY), 375 m.
Newcastle (5N0), goo m. Much the same as
London times.
Bradford (aLS), 310 in. Dundee (2DE), 331
m. Edinburgh (2EH), 328 01. Hull (6KH), 335
m. Leeds (2I,S), 346 ni. Liverpool (61.V), 315
m.
Nottingham (5NG), 322 M. Plymouth
(SPY), 335 m. Sheffield (6FL), 301 m. Stokeon-Trent (6ST), 306 in. Programmes relayed.
Aberdeen (21210), 495 in.

m.

CONTINENT
The times are according to the Continental
system; Jar example, 16.30 is 4.30 p.m., and
o8.00 is S a.m. (G.M.T.).
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news, con. ; 16.15, children (Tue. and Thu.);
18.30, news, weather ; 19.00, time sig., con.,
I1CWS ; 21.00, dance (Wed. and Sat.).
BELGIUM.
Brussels (SR B), 265 m. (1% kw.). 17.00,
orch., children (Wed. and Thurs.); dance (Tues.
and Sat.) ; 18.0o, news ; 20.00, lee., con., news
(opera, Mon. and Wed.).
Haeren (BAV), 1,100 M. 13.00, 14.00, 16.50,
18.5o, weather.
CZECHO-SLOVAKIA.
Kbely (OKP), 1,150 m.
kw.). Weekdays:
09.0o, 10.3o, 12.30, 16.0o and 17.0o, Stock Ex.;
18.15, lee., news, weather, con. (time sig.,
19.00), daily ; 10.00, con. (Sun.).
Komarov (OKB), 1,Soo m. (1 kw.). Week-

Stock Ex., orch. ; 16.30, markets, Stock Ex.,
con. ; 17.45, Stock Ex., news, women's hour ;

20.30, lee., news, con. ; 22.00, dance (not daily).
L'Ecole Sup. des Posses et Telegraphes
(V11'), 458 in. (5oo w.). 16.00, lee. (Tues. and

Thurs.); 20.30, Eng. cony. and con. (Tues.);

20.30, lec. or con. On 3rd Sun. of each month,
organ recital, 20.45.
" Le Petit- Parisien," 340 m. ( 5oo w.).
21.30, con. (Sun., Tues., 7 hurs.).
Lyons -la -Doug, 480 rn. 10.30, news and con.;
/1.30-11.45-12.15, 16.15, Stock Ex. ; 20.00, news
and con.
Toulouse Aerodrome (MRD), 1,525 m.
09.42, 19.42, weather.
Agen, 335 m. New high -power .station testing daily.
Issy-lez-Moulineaux, 1,6o0 tn. Tests.
GERMANY.

Berlin (1), Vox Haus, 430 m. (70o w.); (2),
(1.'7,1 kw.).
09.00, educat. lec. (Sun.);
markets; 09.13, news; 10.35, markets* ; 11.15,

days: 13.0o, Stock Ex., weather, news; 09.0o,

5oo to.

DENMARK.
Copenhagen (Kjobenhavros Radiofonistation),
750 m. 19.00, con. (Sun. and Wed.).
Lyngby (OXE), 2,400 m. Week -days : 18.20,
news and Stock Ex. ; 20.00 and 21.00, news,

Stock Ex. ;

con. (Sun.).

weather and time sig.
Ryvang, 1,023 In.

18.30, Eng. lesson (Wed.);

19.00, con. (Tues. and Fri.).
Tower,

2,650

M.

(5

kw.).

06.40,

weather (exc. Sun.); 11.00, markets (exc. Sun.
and Mon.); 11.15, time sig., weather ; 14.45,
15.35, 16.3o,* Stock Ex. (exc. Sun and Mon.);
daily);
weather ; 22.10, weather (exc. Sun.).
18.00,

con.

and

news

Eng. cony. (Mon.); 18.0o, Eng. cone. (Mon.),
children (Wed.), lec. ; 18.45,lec.; 19.30, con.,

news, time sig. ; 21.30, dance (Thurs. and
Sat.). Evening lee. and con. from 18.00 relayed

by Berlin (2) on 500 in. * On W.L. 500 m.

FRANCE.
Eiffel

Stock Ex. ; 11.55, time sig. ; 12.05, news; 13.15,
14.0o, markets*; 14.30, children
(Sun.) ; 15.00, markets*; 13.3o, orch.; 16.00,
markets*; 17.45, lec., children (Wed., Sun.);

(not

19.0o,

* From Nov. x, on lot and 15th of each
month, 0' 16.45.
Radio -Paris (SFR), 1,78o m. (to kw.). Sundays : 12.45, orch. ; 13.45, news; 16.45, con.;
20.30, news, con.; 22.00, dance. 12.30, news,

only.
Berlin (Telefunken Co.), 750 m. (/ kw.).
10.30, con. (almost daily); 19.00, con., tests

(irr.).

2,800 in (4 kw.) 10.50, con.
3,150 m. :-Telegraphen Union; o6.00,
20,00, I1CWS. 4,000 in. (to kw.), Express News
Kilnigswusterhausen (LP), 68o m. (4 kw.).
09.40, con. (Sun.), 2,450 m.: 10.20, con. (irr.).
2,550 in. (5 kw.). Wolff's Duro. Press Service
Service, 06.0o, 19.40. 2,800 M. (5 kw.) : 10.50,
06.30,

19.40.

(Sun.).

(Continued on patte 806)

DON'T MISS IT
4 II

ward ,
jItt iv0\$' 7iiagicMusic from the Skies

/1
NOVEMBER
15

2cr

WILY II e.st -10 c

- the GI L RAY brings it

out mall its Rtrity offbne
ROYAL COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
interest you to know that I have recently scientifically tested
GIL-RAY" crystal. Its performance was truly extraordinary when
your
tested boils electrically and on a Crystal Set.
From its characteristic curves it would appear to be particularly useful
Dear Sit rs,
may

in Reflex circuits.

Yours truly,

Price 1)6 of dealers everywhere,
x/6 and name and address of dealer.

L. C., ii.t.c.. A I.c., etc.

11 unobtainable. please forward

Sole Distributors for U.K. and Ireland:

144, Theobaio,s Rd.,
London, W.C.1.
V. ZEITLIN & SONS,
Phone: Museum 37.25 and 6S,ti.
Trade engu,ries welcome.

=Mint 3tiov,

/

LATEST SfiTif

GuARANTEED

1/8

COMPONE2f-FAhiS

"'"',7E

l.l

-Ninny

THE SHOW FOR ALL CONSTRUCTORS

AL
ucTioNS ENCLOSED

See STAND 61

at Wireless Exhibition, White City.
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SUCCESS
your

.10 SET

To

my many

friends and
friends to be

(REGISTERED TRADE MARK)

AN INVITATION
To the hundreds into whose homes

GE&PHONE1
WIRELESS COMPONENTS
are made in the same factory and of identically
the same design and quality as the parts used in
the world-famous GEC° PHONE receiving sets.

They are tested and guaranteed to give
complete satisfaction and positively
ensure uniformly reliable results.

I have

already introduced better and less costly Wireless
entertainment-

To the thousands who know me by name and
have read my weekly messages in these pages-

I extend a cordial invitation to

There is a GEC °PHONE component for every
from a simple crystal set to the most
elaborate multi -valve receiver.
requirement

Build your set entirely with

COME AND SEE STELLA

G E C 0 PHONE Components

AT THE WHITE CITY.

and Ensure Complete Satisfaction.

You have been asked to compare Stella's
prices-you have been asked to believe in Stella
quality when buying Loud Speakers and 'Phones.

GliCoPHONE

c5 ohms Vari-

Seeing IS Believing-come to Stand K.34 and
have it proved that it is unnecessary to pay more,
because it is impossible to gel more than Stella
Products can give.

From those who cannot come and see me at
the White City I invite enquiries, and will be
glad to send illustrated leaflets of Stella Loud
Speakers and 'Phones.

ab.e
Resistance 1,6

IR !I
sons
4426666R11611111M1MIDIRP

GECOPHONE Double
Headphone, ,vtt, t. ft.
fleal

le curl a,,d tag -

GEC0PHONE

520 0111110 2216

Yours very sincerely,

2,000

4,o,o0,,

24/.
25/.

Filament Resist.
4-4.5 0101i,

6 000
251Lorgnette t v e
Single fisariolaric
elsosuppl ed. P ices

(tor one alve) 416
r 2'.5-2.75 ohms ('or
)1. two valves)

hem 16/6

STELLA

STAND

'

4/6

GEC °PHONE Intervalve
Transformers.
25/4 to Ratio - 22/6
2 to Ratio
I

1

K34, WIRELESS EXHIBITION

WHITE CITY.
Stella Works: 31/37, Wybert St., London, N.W.1.
Telephone: Museum 8390.

G ECOPHON E
WIRELESS COMPONENTS CATALOGUE
FREE. 20 pag s of illustrations, technical ieacrip.ions and prices.

GECOPHONE COMPONENTS are sold by all
leading Electrical Wireless Dealers and Stores.
elth.rciiiscnisnt of the General Electric Co., Ltd. (Manufacturers & Iffhol4
sale only), Magnet Mouse, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
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BROADCAST TELEPHONY (continued from pane 804)
con. (Sun.).
3,150 m., Telegraphen Union,

4,000 m. (to
06.00-20.00, news (week -days).
kw.) : Express News Service, o6.00-2o.o0
(daily).

Breslau, 415 m. (I% kw.). it.00, sacred con.
(Sun.); to.15, Stock Ex., weather ; 11.55, time
sig., weather (Sun.); 12.25, time sig., weather,
Stock Ex. ; 14.00. Berlin news; 15.00, children
(Sat. and Sun ); 16.30, orch., lec. (Sun.) ; 18.30, '
Esperanto (Mon.); 19.30, con. (Sun.); Eng.
cony. (Thurs.); con., lec. (other days).

Munich, 485 m.

NOVEMBER 22, 1924

ktv.). 09.30, sacred con.

(Sun.); 13.00, time sig., news, weather;
con. ; ,6.00, children (Wed.); 16.30, Eng. cony.
(Mon.) ; Esperanto (Thurs.) ; 17.0o, markets,
news, women's hour (Tues. and Fri.); 17.30 and
18.30, con., lee. ; 19.30, con., news, weather,
time sig. ; 20.00, dance, news, weather, time

JUGO-SLAVrA.
Belgrade, 1,650 m. (2 k.w.).

(Tues., Thurs., Sat.).
Lisbon

PORTU GAL.
(Aero-Lisboa), 375-410

17.45, con.

m.

20.3o,

sig. (Sat.).
Munster, 407 m. (11,4 kw.). o6.55, time sig.,
news. ; to.00, sacred con. (Sun.); 11.30, Stock
Ex. ; 12.00, time sig. ; 14.30, markets, news;
15.00, orch. ; 18.40, children (Wed. and Sat.),
weather, news; 19.15, con. dance (Sat.); 20.15,
news. Sun. : 19.0o, con., news, dance.
Nuremberg (relay), 340 m. Programme relayed front Munich (q.v.).
Stuttgart, 437 m. (114 kw.). 10.30, con.

tests, music, speech (irr.).
Montesanto (CTV), 2,450 m. (r5 kw.). Tests,
music (irr.); 13.00 and 23.00, weather.

20.30, news, weather ; 20.50, tech. lec., women's news (Sun.); 15.30, news ; 16.30, markets, con.,
weather, time sig., children (Wed., Sat.), women
hour ; 21.0o, time sig. ; con. (irr.).
Hamburg, 387 m. (15 kw.). Weekdays: (Fri.); 17.00, news, time sig. (Sun.); 17.30,
06.25, time sig., news; 11.45, markets; 12.00, weather, time sig. ; 18.30, lec. (Mon. and
time sig. ; 13.30, markets; 14.00, news, Tues.), Eng. lee. (Fri.); 19.00, lee., con.,
women, markets ; 17.00, con. ; 18.00, lee.; weather, time sig., news.
19.00, con. or opera ; 21.00, weather, markets,
HOLLAND.
sport ; 21.50, news (in English), dance (not
Amsterdam (PA5), 1,050 m. (200 w.). 19.40,
daily). Sundays: 07.55, time sig., weather,
con. (Wed); 20.4o, news ; 21.10, con. (irr.).
news, lec., women ; 10.15, sacred con. ;
chess; 12.15, con. ; 14.30, photo talk ; 15.30, (PUFF), 2,125 m. : News and Stock Ex. almost
children ; 16.30, con.; 17.45, English cony.; hourly from 07.55 to 16.10.
19.00, con. or opera ; 21.00, on as weekdays.
YmMden (PCMM), 1,050 m. 20.10, con.
Konigsberg, 460 m. (1 IA kw.). 07.10, markets (Sat.).

SWEDEN.
Stockholm (TV), 440 m. 10.10, service, relayed (Sun.); 11.35, weather, time sig. ; 18.15,
con., news.
Stockholm (Radio-Akt), 47o m. 19.10, con.,
news (exc. Mon., Wed. and Fri.).
Gothenburg, 46o m. 18.10, con. (Tues., Fri.
and Sat.). 08o m. : 18.10 (Mon., Wed. and
Thurs.).
Roden, 2,500 m.
17.40, con. (Tues. and
Fri.); 16.40, con., news (Sun.).

Frankfort -on -Main, 467 m. (t% kw.). 07.00,
sacred con (Sun.); 10.1o, news; 10.55, time sig.

and news; 15.0o, con. (Sun.); 15.10, markets;
t6.00, children (Sun.); 17.00, lec.;
15-30,
18.30 lee. ; Esperanto (Fri.) ; 19.0o, loc., Eng.
cony. (Mon. and Wed.); 19.30, con., opera;

(Wed., Sat.); o8.00 sacred con. (Sun.); to.15,
markets ; 10.30, con. (Sun.) ; 11.55, time sig.;

13.15, news, Stock Ex. ; 15.0o, markets; 15.30,
orch., children (Wed., Fri.) ; ,8.00, lee. 19.00,
con., weather, news; 20.10, dance or con. (irr.).
Leipzig, 452 m. (r1,1 kw.). 08.00, sacred con.
(Sun.); to.55, markets; i1.58,* time sig.;
12.00* and 15.00*, Stock Ex. news; 15.30, con.,
children (Wed.); 17.00*, markets (exc. Sat.);
18.0o, lec., Esperanto (Mon.); 18.30, lec., chess
(Wed.); 18.45, Eng. lee. (Tues.); 19.15, lee.,
con, or opera ; 20.3o, news; 21.00, dance (Sun.).
* Except Sunday.
;

(Sun.) ; 11.00, markets; 15.0o, con., time sig.,

SPAIN.

Madrid (Radio Iberica), 392 m. (VA kw.).
19.15, weather, time sig., Stock Ex., con.;
22.45, con., time sig. (23.14); 23.3o, con., dance.
Barcelona, 325 m. (too w.). New station
testing. t8.00 and zt.00.

SWITZERLAND.
Geneva (HBO; 1,100 m. -(560 w.).
lee. No Sun. transmissions.

Hilversum (NSF), 1,050 m. (500 w.9)..45,19c.h4joi.,

con. (Sun.); 20.4o, lee. (Fri., irr.);
dren (Mon.).

HUNGARY.
Buda'Pesth (Arco, 950 m.
Half-hourly
(PTT), 458 m. (500 w.). 16.00, lec. (Tues.) and
from 06.45, news, Stock Ex. ; moo, con. ;
11.30, news (daily).
ITALY.

Rome (IRO), 422 m. (i3
21.30, con.

kw.).

19.30 to

12.15,

Lausanne (HB2), 850 m. (500 w.). 07.05,
weather ; 12.30, weather, markets, time sig.,

news; 16.00, children (Wed.); 17.55, weather,
news; 20.15; con. (exc. Wed.), dance (Thurs.
and Sat.).
Zurich (fiiingg), 65o it. (500 w.). 12.00 and
,6.00, weather, news, Stock Ex. ; 17.15, children
(Mon., Wed., Fri.), women's hour (Thurs.);
18.00, weather, news; 19.15, lec., con. ; 21.00,
Sun.:. 11.10 and 19.15, con. ; 21.00,
news.
news.

WIRELESS CABINETS

You

should see this

IN VARIOUS DESIGNS, and WOODS
Mahogany. Satin Walnut. White Wood polished Mahogany.

Coil and other
RADII

Delivery
from
Stock.

Enquiries

Invited.

IGRANIC -Honeycomb COIL

Made in

Specials
to order.

Catalogue

Post Free

sizes to cover

wavelength ranges of sou to
23,ouo metre.. Prices Cary
with sizes.

at the

IGRANIC

BR_TISH

include-

WIRELESS EXHIBITION

Radio Devices
Honeycomb Coils
Variometers
Vario-couplers
Bi-plug Coil Holders
Tri-plug Coil Holders
'

Filament Rheostats
Battery
Potentiometers
Intervalve
Transformers
Vernier Friction
Pencils, Etc.

Makers: CAXTON CABINET & WOOD TURNERY MILLS
MARKET HARBOROUCII.

Telegrams & Telephone: Haddon, 59, Market Harborougk

ON STANDS 9 AND 14

All carry a
six months'
guarantee

& RADIO CONVENTION
White City, Shepherd's Bush, W.12

Nov. 15th to 29th, 1924
If you cannot visit the White
City write us for List Z 351.

IGRANIC ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
149, Queen Victoria St., LONDON
Works: Elstow Road, BEDFORD
Birmingham
Glasgow

Branches:
Bradford
Manchester

Cardiff
Nevcastle
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XellEARTof
WIRELESS
As the human heart is to the human body,
as the lens is to the camera, and the engine

to the motor car, so is the valve to the

wireless set. It is the main essential.
"Get the essentials right " is the common-

sense policy in wireless reception as in
all else.

Common-sense

is the attribute of the

majority, and perfect reception of broadcasting the aim of every keenly interested
listener ; hence the general preference for

ARCONkVALVE
LAMP WORKS

MADE AT THE

Sold by Wireless and Electrical
Dealers, Stores, etc.

Have you read the now famous wireless publi-

cation-The Book of M 0 V ? It is the most
authoritative work of its kind-and free. Get
a copy at once from your dealer, or cut out
and use the voucher below.

r__ .ffea

IN0111 mml 410111ma

!

Messrs. ThelK.O.NALVE Co.,Ltd.

I

Please send me. post free, a copy of
The Book of M 0 V.

,

Address

Brook Green. Lobdon, W.6.

Name

A.W.. 22/i

amirm OEM. 41MO 0.1.0 Mine SWIM se

GET THE VALVE IN THE PURPLE BOX!
oar NOUNCEMENT

OF

THE

M. 0.

VALVE

COMPANY,

LIMITED.

I

mateur Js
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amperes of which are exactly the figures
which your contributor claims for the Peanut. -THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO.,,
LTD. (London).

Late Transmissions
Amplification
Sit:, -.Your correspondent S. J. R. would
SIR,-The respective merits of H.F. and probably welcome a new restriction on
L.F. amplification depend upon the cir- amateur transmitters. If he had to wait
cumstances of the case. Receiver, aerial, up night after night until eleven o'clock
earth, location, distance are all factors before he could start up he would doubtwhich vary to so large an extent that only less alter his mind. He may wonder why
...experiment can show the best results.

To condemn H.F. amplification altogether, as some writers have done, is not
sound reasoning. Signals of all amplitudes are on our aerials, but detectors are
not efficient below a certain point, and that
is

precisely why H.F. amplification

desirable

D.X.

for

work. -G. C.

is
C.

(London, N.W.).

Dull -emitter Valves
SIR, -We notice in your issue of October 25 a signed paragraph regarding the
"Peanut " valve, in which a comparison
is drawn between it and the Wecovalve
and ARDE types. We would point out
that ,this is hardly a fair comparison, as
it is stated that the voltage of the Peanut
is higher than that used in the Wecovalve
and ARDE, whilst the current consumption is much lower. We would submit
that this valve should not be compared

the A.T.I. and the No. 30o as the wave trap, which is tuned by the variable condenser. The A.T.I. is connected to the
set in the usual way.
After Radio -Paris has been tuned in, the
wave -trap is brought into play by revolving
the knob of the condenser slowly and carefully; a critical point will be reached when

the interference from 5 X X either fades
away or becomes very much weaker ; on
tightening the coupling between the two
coils the jamming will disappear entirely.
some of us do not use the low band of The A.T.I. is then re -tuned and the Paris
wavelengths (15o to zoo metres) and work station brought up to maximum strength.
during broadcasting hours, as we are
allowed. I do not do this because many

listeners near my station have unselective
sets and could not tune out the offending

-G. J. M. (Sutton).

Other Correspondence Summarised
R. E.

R.

(Cardiff), referring to the

if S. J. R. spent some time alter- article "Musings by Magnet" in No. 126,
ing the tuning of his set he would not be writes us that his Mullard Wecovalve is
troubled with interference. -M. E. (Shelf). the equal of any bright valve in volume
wave.

and range and is economical in consump-

Radio -Paris and 5 X X
SIR, -I notice that many readers

tion.
of

F. M. (Ealing) writes us that he receives

"A.W." have difficulty in tuning -in Radio Paris to the exclusion of Chelmsford.

the B.B.C. stations, most of the French,
German and other Continental stations,

Loose -couplers have apparently failed to
separate the two transmissions.
My own experience is that nothing but
a well -designed wave -trap will cut out
5 X X within a thirty -mile radius of the

and a number of American stations on his
two -valve Flewelling set.
B. W. (Nottingham) states that the

results he obtains from his crystal

set,

made from instructions given in No. 115,
high -power station. My wave -trap consists are as loud as any he has heard on a one of the following apparatus : A two-ivay valve set. He only uses an indoor aerial.
K. G. (Ashton-under-Lyne) regularly
coil holder, a .0005 variable condenser and

with the ARDE type at all, but rather a couple of honeycomb coils of 200 and 300 receives American stations, at loud
with the ARo6, the filament volts and turns respectively. The No. zoo serves as signal strength, on his four -valve set.

INGERSOLL WIRELESS Co. Ltd.,

PHONE

4857

PHONE

4857

MAIL OP DER " A " DEPT.: 24/6 CHANGE ALLEY, SHEFFIELD
BRANCHES at: 2-6, SWINEGA l E, LEEDS, and 53, TV RREL ST., BRADFORD
HART ACCUMULATORS

VALVES

B.T.H.

..................12/6
..
B3 .................21 I..................351/B5

25112 6

Cossor P.1 : P.2
Mullard H.F L.F ...12 6
Ediswa A.R. ........12 6
A.R.D.E.

Ingersoll R.

-211--

.....

91-

D.E.08......201-

All valves are tested before

sending. and are at customers risk only.

LOUD SPEAKERS

Amplion Junior

27,6

De Luxe -501-

"

Dragon Fly 251 -

Standard

£5 5'
Dragon
Baby Brown
501
Solent R.E.
421 Brand es 1 able Talker 42 /-

II/terling Primax ...... £7 7'

4 v 30
30 2
4 v 40 ..................35,8
6 v 20 ..
.37 1-

6 v 30 ..................45'11
6 v 40 .,

.5511

Including carriage.
HEADPHONES
Brown F.
25 /.62 /-

A.

Western Electric ......251 Dainty
15 /-

Brandes ......
......251 Dr. Petrie Power ......13
L.F. TRANSFORMERS
Marconi Ideal

new type ........251-

Silvertown
Igranic

21 /21 ;17 '6

Ferranti .

Ingersoll King .........20 '-

Eureka 2nd............22'S
H.T. BATTERIES
Phoenix 36 volt ...... 7,3
90
.......16 3
Siemens 30 volt ...... 8'3
66
......I4,6
Ediswan 50
9/9
Including carriage.

150 7,14
300 915

106 71250 91-

200 8'8
COIL HOLDERS
W. & M. 51- Basket 5' -

Concert grand30 /-

Royal

201-

Arnplitran

............18 6

TELEPHONE TRANS.
FORMERS.
R.L

20 t-

CRYSTALS
... 216
Cymosite

Tungstalite Blue ...... 116
...... ......... 1 /6
B.T.H. in Cup ...... 113
Saturnium for results 2,'3
Neutron

BA. 416
Ingersoll Vernier-- 516 VARIOMETERS
Solent
2'6
7.6
Aermonic Nickel
Polar 616
Toowai

36

.

Peerless

6 ohm ...... 4/6

Burndept ...............5' -

Dual ...

Igranic
Belling Lee

.

10/ 416

Copper Aerial
Electron

.

716

. 219
Microstat .........
Lissenstat Minor ...... 3/6

Anode with Reactance
10'- and 1216
2 '6
Ingersoll .

Ebonite rotor_

ALS

GRID LEAKS
..... ....... 216
Dubilier
Lissen variable

Watmel variable ...... 2/6
Major ......7'6 ANODE RESISTANCES
Solent Unique ......... 3 6 Lessen
2.6
One -Hole Fixing ..... 1 '6 Watmel
3/6
219
Dubilier .
Lissen Push Pull
5'6
3.9
2'6
Series Parallel
HE CRYSTA'
23
S
M

tRSOLL CONCERT

4y
TWC-VALVE
TRANSATLANTIC RECEIVER
With H.T. Battery and L.T. Accumulator, includ.
mg Ma,coni Royalty

NOTE: ALL GOODS SENT CARRIAGE PAID.

18

Square Tinned Wire
4 foot strip -.. ..
Lead in Tube
15 -inch 1,3

6 inch.

IS -inch 116

12 -inch

Patent

9 inch

3,6

316

4d.
64.
9d.
IL -

516

Lightning Switch - 116
2' -

INSULATORS

Shell .
lid.
......
Reel
2d.
Large Shell .. ......... 64
Barrel
Solder Irons 116 216
'
36

W.O. Terminals ......

Phone
Spade

.

.

VALVES
EXTRA

2,6

Ribbon

W. and W. aerial ... 81 -

RHEOSTATS

B.T.H.

All orders in strict
rotation.

1GRANIC COILS
35 5)- 50 5'2

25 5175 516

£9-0-0

EXTRAS

Med. ...

Small -

Washers

.,

2d.

2d.
2d.

Screws 2 B.A. ...
4 to 8 B.A...A.

3d.

Switch arms 1)- and 1 3
Slider Bars
3d.
.

.

Knobs G.W.

I /--

Ebonite 4d.
Crvstat Cups 3d. and 4scl.
Wander Plugs 3d. and 4d.
Earth Clips ..,..-- 44.
Pulleys......... 4d. and 1
Cleats

Valve Sockets Id. and 24.
Phone Boards .
26
Coil Plugs
11-, 113, 16
Basket Coil Holders 1;6
Burndept Detector .. 5/ Ingersoll ......1 6 and 2/Spearpoint Whisker
Nickel Studs ......dot.

4i1.

3d.
7d.

C ndenser Vanes pair Id.
Valve Pins
Id.
Phone Cords
1,9 2,6
Utility Switches ...... 51 -

Spot on Ebonite ...... 11S.P.D T. on Ebonite 1 /D.P.D.T.

118

,

Tumbler Switch ...... 213
Ebonite Panels cut to size.
Ebonite Knobs

214.

Red or Black
lid.
Contact Studs ..doz. 6d.

Nuts 2 to 8 B.A.

Valve Holders 7d..9d., 1/-2 /Aermonic
16

2/4.

3d.

ALL GAUGES D.C.C.
and Enamelled Wire.
VARIABLE CONDENSERS
.001
.0003

8I516

.0005
.0002

61416

With Knob and Dial
Square Law
.001

83

.0003

616

7160025 6/ .0005

No Knob or Dial
With Vernier
.001

13'6

.0005

12-6

.0003 1116

Knob and Dial
Sterling Stocked.

ASK FOR CATALOGUE
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THE MIGHTYATOM
ATriumph of Science

MI HIV ATOM

FINE TUNING

three main reasons why the
" Fulstop " variable condenser gives fine

THERE are

First, as it is a square law condenser,
the stations are spaced evenly round the dial
with wide gaps between each station ; second,
because the dial is geared two to one to the
moving plates and the dial turns completely
round to move the plates 180°; and third, because with the " Fulstop " all hand capacity
tuning.

effects are completely eliminated.

?,t)

4-(4,11-

"fir/

--(.";'Ary

The " Fulstop " variable condenser is the only
one which actually guarantees the abolition of
hand capacity.

Read what "Modern Wireless"
says:

Vide the Press.

"We can strongly recommend this type of geared
condenser for careful tuning and for use in situations where hand capacity effects are troublesome."
October, 1924.

.001 ... 13/6
PRICES: J .0 00 5 .. . 11/3

I
I

.0003

.

.

.0002 ...

10/3

9/6

"THE CRYSTAL THAT MADE
WIRELESS HISTORY "
2L0 HEARD IN SPAIN ON

Protected Throughout the World

"THE MIGHTY ATOM"

Stocked by most Wireless Dealers, but

THE SUPREME CRYSTAL

if you have any difficulty write to :

J. H. NAYLOR, Ltd., Engineers, WIGAN

Every Crystal Guaranteed Tested and packed
in sealed box with a spedal Cat's -whisker in
tube. Tweezers and Directions.
OBTAINABLE FROM ALL WIRELESS
DEALERS.

VARIABLE

CONDENSER

Or

1/9

ost Free from

BRITAIN'S BEST CRYSTAL, LTD.,
234/5, Salisbury House, London Wall, E.C.2.

entattur Wireless
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CHIEF EVENTS OF
THE WEEK
SUNDAY (Novembit 23)
London
9. 0 J. H. Squire Celeste Octet.
Birmingham
830 William Murdoch (solo pianoforte).

Bournemouth

3. 0 Band of 2nd Batt. Hampshire

FRIDAY

Birmingham
Bournemouth
Cardiff
Manchester
Newcastle

Aberdeen
Glasgow
Leeds -Bradford

Regiment.

Bournemouth
Cardiff
Newcastle

830 Mendelssohn Concert.
9. 0 " Hymns throughout the Ages.
9 0 Astra Desmond (contralto) and
Walter Gieseking (solo pianoforte).

730 An Evening of Musical Comedy.
730 Operatic and Instrumental Night
7.30 Music and Drama.
7.30 Symphony Concert.
730 Irish Melodies and Songs of
Many Lands.

Bournemouth

Birmingham

Comedy and Romance (from

London).
8. 0 Bournemouth Municipal Orchestra.

TUESDAY
830 City of Birmingham Symphony

Orchestra (S.B. to London,

Manchester
Newcastle
Aberdeen
Glasgow

7.30
7.40
7.30

Belfast

730

Birmingham
Bournemouth

7.30
7.30

8. 0

Bournemouth and Cardiff).
" Under Italian Skies."
Russian Opera end Ballet.
Concert Programme.
Scottish Orchestra (S.B. to
Aberdeen and Edinburgh).
Irish Night.

WEDNESDAY

"A Tale of Old Japan."

Cardiff

" Pictures."
730 Another Bunch of Sweet Lav-

Manchester
Newcastle
Belfast

730 A Butterfly on the Wheel.
7.30 Selections from Opera.
730 Russian Music.

ender.

THURSDAY

ALL STATIONS 730 Part of the Halle Concert.
(Except Belfast.)

ALL STATIONS 8.15 Willie Rouse will introduce a
(Except Belfast.)

Belfast

few
Bohemians."
735 Eiger and other Music.

kePtalkaiikelleannilleilklestneraWSWOM11111WIONSWIteSteSSOSSIOWSIWIls".

to readers of
6

730 Music-Humour-Drama.

A Copy of

SATURDAY

London

730

Birmingham

830 The

Cardiff

730
730

Famous " All Blacks
(New Zealand Rugby Football
Team) (S.B. to all Stations
except Birmingham).
Scottish Night.
Vocal Night.

7.30

Band of 1st Batt. Lincolnshire

" The Amateur Mechanic "

Band of H.M. Scots Guards
Elijah.

Minchester
Aberdeen
Belfast

Amateur

Wireless"

Scots Play Night.
7.45 A Concert from the Pit Bottom
(1,500 feet deep).
7.45

MONDAY

ALL STATIONS 7.30

NOVEMBER 22, 1924

Send a postcard with your name and address to
the' Ecitor, "Amateur Mechanic," Room 97,
Cassell's, La Belle Saucage, E.C.4, and a free cop)
of this practical weekly will le forwarded to you

Regiment.

past free.
11110SWIRISOMOISWISM1111010n11101111100n1SOSISIONEKIldastSSILIONAWM111110

A new broadcasting station, working on
1,200 metres, will shortly be opened at
Kowno (Lithuania).

WE REGRET
That, owing to pressure on

A woman at a London police court informed the magistrate that " she could not

sleep at night as the wireless next door
got red hot and sizzled when it rained."
Most amateurs are of the opinion that
when any "sizzling " takes place in the
receiver it's the language which gets redhot

our space this week, we are
compelled

iA

THE NATURAL CRYSTAL

to hold over the

NIB MIN

"Information Bureau" page.
All queries addressed to us

I®

are answered by post providing
a coupon (p. 815) and stamped
addressed envelope are sent us.

I 1.11
Trade Mark

IS SECOND TO NONE

Sample post free Is. Please send local Sea er's name, etc.
Proprietors: THE BRIGHT CO., LONDON, N.8.
'Phone:Noun .z..zelu 1256
Sole Wholm.ale Agent tor I.o. don a d noise Conties only
A. J. CONWAY, 86, CREEN*COD ROAD, LONDON,
E.B.
Iton, Clissold 4.936.

ge

oie the Radio WadiTHIS NEW AMAZING CRYSTAL
will stand the test of time.
It

is a natural product, with every facet

sensitive.
It is

tested under actual working con-

The strongest guarantee
perfect service.
ditions.

:ERYSTAI
ArE

Atir

One

trial will

convince you

of

of

the

superiority of this wonderful Crystal.
" On my 2/7 Crystal set 1 am able to

use

four pairs of phones at wonderful strength,
thanks to Ledion."
H. H., Watford.

Price 1 /6

In airtight
else.

Sole distributor,.

LIGHTING SUPPLIES CO.,
2, Finsbury Avenue, London, E.C.2.
Telephone

London Wall 2475.

An Advt. of LED I ON Products

V
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IEMEN

HEADPH 0 NES
EE

renowned for

Extreme Sensitivity

.a.f.stristrr.

JUST imagine making connection with one
movement.

The Newey "Snap " Ter-

minal enables any number of headphones

to be fitted to your set without worry or fuss, twisting of
wires, or fumbling with nuts. There are a hundred and one

uses for this system. Experimental Circuits can be fitted up

in a tenth of the usual time, and

perfect contact is always assured.
The Newey " Snap " Terminals and

Battery Connections just snap together.

Newey " Snap " Terminals are designed
to

make

connection,

positive

the

phosphor -bronze spring in the connection -socket gripping the stud -dome
which is shaped

to

ensure constant

downward pressure of the flat surfaces
of stud and connector one against the

These are specially suitable for use with crystal
sets and for tuning -in distant stations.
120 ohms .

PRICES: 12,000

.,

.

...£I

,

t71,000

VI

g1

2 6
4 0
5 0

other.
E,di dies contains. -6 Terminal 'Studs, 6 Multi Cocoon

tors 4 Cotourea Connectors,
g Discs (bla It, red en i blue).
Printed as silos,. :-

Phones t, Phones -, High
Tension -I- High Tension -

,

Low Tension +. Low Ten-

sion-..Earth

With instructions for cio

PRICE:

See this new device on stands 10, 11,
12 and 13 at the All -British Wireless

Also Manufacturers of

Exhibition at the White City, November
15th to 29th.

LOUD SPEAKERS, RECEIVING SETS,
H.T. and L.T. BATTERIES, EBONITE,

PETTIGREW & MERRYMAN, Ltd.,

LIGHTNING PROTECTORS, Etc.

124, Tooley Street,
London, S.E.1.
AND BATTERY

FOR WIRELESS

OBTAINABLE from ALL LEADING DEALERS

CONNECTION,

PHONE

Copy of oun Wireless List 595 on application.
TRADE .--MARK

TERMINAL

SIEMENS BROTHERS & CO. LTD.
WOOLWICH, S.E.18

PATENT APPLIED EDP

5111111111111111111111111111111iii111}11111311111

11111111111111111111111111111111111W111111101liffill11191911

119111

--------
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When Your Phones are Fitted with

all:11111P i

wiwennowswimiimmwsimmi
THE

DOI NG5'
Sidcup

and
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emateur Wireless

Hon. Sec.-MR. L. N. MArtTus, Pilford, Knoll Rd.,
Sidcup, Kent.
THE above branch of the Radio Association has
now been formed, and intending members are
asked to communicate with the secretary.

A.M.C. is

woNDER-DETECToR

ANCE.

P...tents Pending

Radio Society

A.M.C. hire charged accumulators of suitable

WITHOUT WEAKENING THE; SIGNAL STRENGTH

Stoke-on-Trent

Nothing more is needed, simply add one Extraphone

AT a meeting held on November 6 a two -reel film
was shown entitled "An Englishman's Home." It
was loaned by the General Electric Co., and showed
the advantages of wireless in the home.

Tested and approved by "Amateur Wireless."

Wireless and Experimental Society
Hon. Sec.-MR. E. A. HALIBURTON, 73, Stafford St.,
Longton, Stoke-on-Trent.

to each pair of phones and no matter how many in use,
whether low, high or mixed resistances, every phone will
be as loud as if all the others were disconnected.

Edited

zoo°;.,

Black matt finish, insulation perfect, rigid without being
brittle, drills, cuts and taps perfect :-7" x 5", 1/. ; 6" x 6",
1/-;8" x 5", 1/2; 7" x 6", 1/3 ; 8" x 6",1i8; 9" x 5",
x 8", 23; .0"
1/5 ; g" x 6", 1/7 ; To" X 8", 2/1;

x 9", 2/4; is" x 8", 2/6; it" x 9", 2 7; it x 9', 2/10 ,
12" X no", 3/-; N." x zo", 3/5; .4" x is", 4-.

thick. Post free. Callers, cut any size, and quote by
Post. Exceptional terms to the Trade. Write for sample
and Prices. Manufacturers :
CROXSONIA COMPANY, 10 South St, MOORGATE, E.0.2

la 0 tY D

0, P m ...6.. NC

Sterling Baby. 13/0 do.
6
do.
7/0
do.
do.
Primax. 36/0 do.
6
do. 19/8
Carr. paid. Other models, Sandard sets, Headphones and parts,
ACCUMULATORS. ER111SIL Gua-anteed.
siaular terms.
Three,:: i ,iny
Thre monthly

Crystal)

Cash

4V.

42.
42.

payments

15/0
6o 21/8o 28/40

FULL
VALUE
For Your Money.

IL S. 'Sr

(Set of 4 : Nos. 25, 35, 50, 75)

...

.

Phones, N & K
...
Parex," 2,000/4,000, very
sensitive...

Please send sufficient -postage.

gd. .
141 4°9
12/6
2/6
12)6
11/6

8/4

111/8

13'5

TeL: Museum rala.
JP A 12" TV/.

GUARAN TEED
TWO.VALVE REGEZIYERS,

1/11

MAGNETO SERVICE CO., 4, Newington ha Is way, S.E.I. 'Phone Hop 2627

BROWN A. REED TYPE EARPHONES

As used for "A.W." Crystal Loudspeaker Circuit.
Also "kW." Pleated Paper Loudspeaker. Guaran-

teed equal to new in efficiency. Very limited quantity.
17s. 6d. each, any resistance.
JOHN 0 GOODMAN. 78, Spencer Road, Wealdstone
CONDENSERS. denser (uRMOND) IN STOCK

PRIZES: Soot, 8/- each; '00075, 7,- ; 'coo5, 0/'0003, 6/6; '0002, 4/6; -cool, 4/-; '00005, 4/VERNIER ATTACH ENT 'complete) 1/6 extra.
Orders executed (Post) within 2 days, post free.

EXPRESS RADIO EERVICES,10, Featherstone Ridge.,
High Holborn, London, W.0.1. 'Phone :Chanceryyoso.

£5 58.

Crystal Set, Mahogany case, 33'. L.F. Amplifier, SW- 3-va1ve
Jacobean Oak Cabioet Receiver, £10; 4-50155 Jacobean Oak CLibinet
Receive, £12. Illus. cat. port tree. AU instruments guaranteed.
Envy Terms if desired. Paris Supplied. Lists free.
R. C. JONES, 75, HARCWYNE STREET, STOCKWELL, S W.8

17. T1111 -T

FULL of GOOD POINTS.
Cl

SPENCER'S STORES
4-5, MASON'S AVENUE,
PASINCHALL ST., LONDON, E.C.2
TELEPHONE

LONDON TrALL 2292

VALVES REPAIRED
6/6. Post free.

KENITE PANELS ARE CHEAPER
than ebonite, yet just as efficient, in. by tl in.,
1/- post free. Any size pro tata.

1E TV all ..,

Repaired. Remagnetised, Adjusted. test up to 4,pco ohms, 5/. any

2/6
8;6
1

payments

make; alt work guaranteed. Remagnetised aid adjusted only,
pea pair. Posage 6d. extra.

2/9

Valve Holder , turned ebonite.
finest quality
Valve Holders, anti -capacity..,
Dull Emitter Valves.'06 & '07
Patna (bright) ..
Parex" L.F. Tranformer ...
(perfectly pure and distortionless)
"Parex" 'Rheostats, 15 ohms

9/0.

Cash

6v. go 24/.
6v. 6o 30/6v. So 38'6v. zoo 4 5'.

HEADeHONES, LLIPUDSP.AK.h.RS

CHEAPEST HOUSE IN ENGLAND
Plug-in Coil s

5/6.
7/9.

YI)..
30/.
16I
( arr. 1 6 any size,
Other sizes same terms.
H. W. HOLMES, 29 Foley Street, et. Portland Street, WA
42. TOO

.::

3E.* R. 13

Any make. Your selection. Amplion. Brown. C.A.V
Sparta. Sterling. T.M.C., etc. Easy payments.
Examples: Dragonfly. 9/. deposit, 2 monthly payments 9/ -

greater volume is

...

'Phone: Hampstead 269S.

RADIO " CROXsONIA" PANELS "ARJA"

obtained than with other crystals. Price mounted in standard
size or small cup, 3 6, or complete in Ideal enclosed detector,
6/6. Satisf ction or money refunded. Particulars free.Ledsham & Co., 297, King St.. Hammersmith, London

2 Way Coil Holders
3
Bask -t Coil Holders

I

ACCUMULATOR MAINTENANCE CO.
267, High Street, Camden Town, N.W.

JOHN W. MILLER, 68, Parr ingdon Street, E.C.4
end and 3rd Floor.
Azen's [ranted th,PiegitOUt Great firitain

by

(Permanently energised

hire and the hours they last per week for
sets using to 5 valves, and is post free.

Obtainable everywhere 2/9 each in nine colours.
Or samples direct from-

Bernard E. Jones. Price Threepvice. Published on
Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday immediately following. It will be sent post free to any
part of the world -3 months, 4s. 6d. 6 months,
Postal Orders, Post
12 months, 17s. 6d.
Bs 9d.
Office Orders, or Cheques should be made payable
to the Proprietors, Cassell 8z Co.. Ltd.
General Correspondence is to be brief and written
on one side of the paper only. All sketches and
drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be promptly
considered, and if used will be paid for.
Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and
the conditions printed at the head of "Our Information Bureau " should be closely observed.
Communications should he addressed, according to
their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement
Manager, or The Publisher, " Amateur Wireless,"
La Belle Sauvage, London, E.C.4.

AMPLICRYST
We guarantee that upwards of

Charing Cross.
A.M.C. Folder contains a useful chart
showing the various o,ze accumulators we

See article. Oct. 18th.
"MANY PHONES ON ONE CRYSTAL SET."

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Electrics."

site for any set, and deliver regularly every
week. Or maintain your own, and if you
have only one, lend you one alternate
weeks while your own is being re -charged.
A.M.C. Service keeps you continuously supplied with correctly -charged accumulators
from Is. 2d. per week by quarterly subscription anywhere within 10 miles from

You can use as many telephones as you want
and they may be of any resistance

" How to Make a Wireless Cabinet."

GANISHCO
a business devoted entirely to

Wireless Accumulator HIRE or MAINTEN-

Designed and manufactured by the inventor
of Amateur Wireless" s.stern, John W. Miller

Hon. Sec.-MR. A. WEST, 8, Manor View, Beckenham.
Oa October 30 Mr. Huggett gave a lecture on

"Amateur Wireless and

TReueLes

HO

District Radio Association

Beckenham and District

WIRELESS
ACCUMULATOR

DYSON'S SIORE, 35, Bates Rd., Harrow Rd., N.W.10.

CRYSTALS GIVEN AWAY

Every purchaser of Kenite Panels this week will receive, fret
of charge, one " A.R." Crystal (value rod.).

Kenite Radio Panels, half ebonite cost, double efficiency,
no leakage, easy to work, black only, matt finish. 3/t6ths
thick, 3 sq. inches id. ; Quarter inch 25% extra. Any size
up to 36 in. x 24 in. Minimum post order,
Components
List post tree.

CRAWFORD,

13,

61111( MALL ROAD,
LONDON, SE.G.

"SUPER
HOLTITE
CATSWHISKER

NOT WIRE

Pat.nt igloo
Ends catswhisker trouble. Entirely indifferent to shocks, etc.
" Tr/ages/a/its say: "Certainly is very efficient"
P. W.: "An innovation in crystal contact."

FROM YOUR DEALER OR 6d. POST FREE FROM

" HOLTiTE" 76. Waterloo Rd., WIDNES.
SEND NOW.
fur

MIKRO Ltd.,

0

your friends

(10101.5

You'll

send

for

when you have

hall-a.dozen
ried one.

TNSTRil

CRS

runs

avv[CRT

The Proprietors and Patentees of the

SKINDERVIKEN BUTTON

cABINETs

and

LOUD SPEAKER CRYSTAL SYSTEM
are now in a position to supply parts to all experimenters who wish to make their own sets.

WRITE TO -DAY FOR PRICE LIST AND BOOKLET"The Marvels of the (P.O.,
Microphone"
not .tantl
3rd Edition.

hilnee

UWE'

PICKETTS' CABINET WORKS

C.

BEXLEYHEATH-5.E.

Post Lee 61d

32a, CRAVEN STREET, CHARING CROSS, W.C.2.

SKINDERVIKEN MICROPHONE BUTTON, PRICE

5/ -

'tasty OES.C72P

(assts,,

510010

Send for Constructor's List (A.M.) FREE

entateur Winkss

813
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BECOME A PIANIST

THIS WINTER
I will teach you in your own home
I

HAVE taught BY POST with unfailing success

25,000 ADULT PUPILS, AND OVER

They were of all ages, and of all degrees, from
Advanced Players to absolute Beginners, and they
give my System their enthusiastic prai e, I tt ach
trom ordinary music, but, for the usual dreary
irrechani,al pr ncrice and "hit or miss" teaching. I
substitute INTENS. YE clearses-crysnal Mod, rn
Training that has absorb tag interest in every
moment and absolutely COMPrAtS PRO,1RESS.
NO PERSON OF AVERAGE IN ELLICENCE CAN FA L

Ilse Lessons are carefully graded by me personally
no suit each pupil's present knowledge. You may
perfect techique and artistry if an advance I player,
tranSMrin your playing if a mod, rate ptrfonmer, and.

if a Beginner, you can learn in the shortest and
easiest tray to play really well. You save in
time, health and money.

GUARANTEE
If not perfectly satisfied after the first lessons
I will return your payment
in full and without question.
You shall be the jrra:,,,re.

FREE C,PY of my li,ok"M:xd
diascze and Keyboar," and Form
for gratis advice. Scud p mstcard
(Mrs -, Miss or Mr 1, a,,d one

rd
Arizrazzervi, Money
at n,

The Secret

trarnta- y or

M.. H. RECIU-R.
59. Bristol House,
Holborn
Viaduct,
ondon, E.C.I.

EBONITE

AGICIANS and Sorcerers had their " Secrets
of Healing " and " Secrets of Success " which
they would dispense for a consideration, but
in these less ro.eantic times success is more apt to be
won on sheer merit.

WE CAN TURN ANYTHING IN EBONITE
BURGE, WARREN & RIDGLEY, L1D.

Take the case of the Louden Valve. Four months
ago it was unheard of-to-day there arc thousands of

Sheet, Rod and Tubing in all sizes kept in stock and cut
to any required size while you no ait cr send by pest
on receipt of cash.

91-92, GREAT SAFFRON HILL, LONDON, E.C.1.

Telershone : -Holborn 5'o

TESTEDCOMPONENTS
Each Bowyer -Lowe Component is tested before

Stands 1 and 22,

elespatc'n and guaranteed to be mechanically and

Br:tishWireless

electrically ac ace. As used by foremost
experimenters in famous sets. Send postcard
for complete list of these trustworthy parts.

Exhibition,
White City.

BOWYER-LOWE CO. LTD.
LETCHWORTH.
'

ELIEPtiONES
RE -WOUND
Guaranteed. All makes 15/.. except Brown' A" Sr.

to d,ceo °Inns.

and hulliva

,

Wax filled, 10/. per pair.

Ex crm co versed to high

resistance, 2,6 each eartece Reanagrietisaix, 9d. per earpiece.
l'o.,tate extra tad. per pair.

JOHN W. MILLER, 68 FAR RINGDON ST.. E.C.4
cEN-rn A 1. ,nsi

ACCUM
L -AT o kts
etc. Guaranteed berand new and nerfeet but

It gives a silver clear reproductioO which is the
delight of all who have heard it, and the life of the

C.A.V. Fullers,

slightly caned. We refund rash with carriaAe both ways re
resume i within 7 days.
...

4v -80a

...

4v-tooa

8/6

2v -boa

2119

6V- 6oa
6v -Boa

17i-

4V-600

6v 4c5

,

filament is exceptionally long.

11 6

R6,.

3216

So naturally the Louden

2718
... 40/
31/6
6v-ooa
... 47/6
C.A.V., av-rooa (actual) 27 6.

FOR SECURING
YOUR AERIALS
red a thousand purposes where

great strength and strain

is

needed. F,t X1BLE ST EEL

aeroplane Cabie made to'
fU.vernment i.pecification to specified
breaaing strains. PAICES BELCW COST.
Orders of 10,-, and over carriage paid,
otherwise, please add 1/- for postage.
No.
Dial
Strain.
too ft.
o
3/76
.., 5 cwt. ., ... 4/6
57
...
5/52
... 25 CAI.
.., 10/.
52
3/16
... 35 Cwt. ..
11 53
5

7

...
...

7/3,
1/4
11/32

es

45 tint.

...
...

too cwt. ...

yo Cwt.

is

valves in "popularity.

"LUBBER CO., 68, Prated St., W.2.

Mix t.t

enthusiastic " slaves of the lamp " who will never go
back to the old type of valve.
Why? Well, because however you consider the
Louden Valve it is a sound investment.
It costs only ten shillings. It takes so little current
that your accumulators will last twice as long as they
do with ordinary bright filament valves, and in spite
of the fact that the anode is " full of holes" volume
is, if anything, above the normal, showing that a .full
use is made of the electron stream.
It is the anivanted charges that escape through the
turns of the anode, and strangely enough this is precisely what we intend to happen.

4 TOUbtn
VALVES

outstripping all other

There is no secret --only me
The plaint Louden d
de aoe-, a nil L o
Brequency Amplifymia.

The Blue Loude 10:
flF. Amplif cation.

Filament l'ohs. 4e-5
Itioneni mps.
e...4
Anode Volts .. 40-e. eij

n (,et 1kti.

fi

viriR

Loudens are Silr

le ,r and free

ft

TO

mild," The current
t

ia vcry

1,..1 and the life lo,d

Couben Llatuei3

(near

20l -

Strainers for use with above, right and left-hand
thre ,ds, 9d. each or 8 6 per dozen.
SMITH & ELLIS, Ltd. (tient, 66), II, Little Britain,
Tel.: City 8994.

ADVT. OF THE FELLOWS MAGNETO CO., LTD.,

ARK ROYAL, WILLESDEN, N.W.IO.
s. 6
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The PRACTICAL WEEKLY for ALL HANDY MEN and WOMEN
A paper devoted exclusively to the use of men and women amateurs who would
like to turn their hand to any useful domestic job or interesting practical hobby

The
Amateur
Mechanic
and Work Every Thursday
ss

will contain valuable articles
on the following .
Practical Home Decoration
Model Locomotives
Electric -light Troubles and
Alterations

rr

II

Working in
Ebonite

a few simple tools or a fully equipped
workshop, " The Amateur Mechanic's "
weekly help will make all the difference
to your pleasure and your success.

Vulcanite and

Money -Making :-it helps you to make profitable use of
your spare time.

its

Interestin

rs

tirr

Edited by Bernard E. Jones, the editor
of " Amateur Wireless " and Cassell's
famous " Work " Handbooks, its contents will be always Practical, Reliable,
and Straightforward. Week by week it
will give just the kind of advice on the
thousand and one domestic jobs and
hobbies which every handyman or
woman needs. Whether you own only

Cycle Hints and Tips
Building a Workshop
Decorative Leather Work
Furniture Making
Purchasing Tools
Renovating a Bath
Building a Small Garage

rr

3°

Early Issues of

"The AMATEUR MECHANIC"

Now on Sale

well -illustrated articles are

original, and varied in scope.

always fresh,

Money -Saving ,......it gives reliable help .with in.and out -door
repairs and construction.

written and illustrated throughout by people
Practical `itwhois know
the amateur's difficulties and needs.

Buy a Copy
TO -DAY

Cassell's, Publishers, London.

CASSELL'S FAMOUS

"WORK" g "AMATEUR WIRELESS" HANDBOOKS
THE COMPLETE LIST OF SIXTY-SIX VOLUMES.
Basket Making. With 151 Illus.
Beekeepers' AppliBeehives and

ances. With 15s Illustrations.
Bent Iron Work. Including as-

With

MENTARY ART META' WORK.

269 Illustrations.

Bookbinding. With 125 Illustrations.
Boot Making and Mending. Including REPAIRING, LASTING and

With 179 Illustrations.
Building Model Boats. With teg
Illustrations.
Camera Making. With 245 Illus.
Clay Modelling and Plaster Casting. With 153 Illustrations.
FINISHING.

Clock

Cleaning

and

With 97 Illustrations.
Conjuring Apparatus.
Illustrations.
Cycle

Repairing

and

With 79 Illustrations.

Repairing.
With

167

Adjusting.

Domestic Jobbing.

With r57 Illus
Dynamo and Electrio-motor BuildWith 145 Illustrations.
ing.
Dynamo and Motor Erection and
Management.

With

94 Illus
MAKING SMALL
DYNAMOS AND MOTORS. With 132

Dynamos, Small.

Illustrations.

Electric Accumulators.

With

Illustrations
Electric Apparatus, Small.
i34 Illustrations.
Electric

and

Bells

3.7

With

Telephones.

With 144 Illustrations.

77

With

With

Gilding,

Bronzing.

Illustrations.

Silvering

and

With 27 Illustrations.

Glass

Writing,

Embossing

Soldering,

Model Aeroplanes. With 'no Ulu,
Motor Cycles and Side -cars. With

Illus

199 Illustrations.
Furniture Repairing.

Lathe, Simple, and its Accessories.
With 171 Illustrations
Lathes, Small. With 214 THUS.

Metal Turning Made Easy. With
l77 Illustrations.
Miniature Electric Light. With 141
Illustrations.

213 Illustrations.
Electric Lighting. With 65 Illus
Electrlo Primary Batteries. With
91 Illustrations.

With

Sewing

With 'o Illustrations

PRINCIPLES, CONSTRUCTION AND WORKING.
With

Fishing Rods and Tackle.

Knotting and Splicing Ropes and
Cordage. With 208 Illustrations.
Magneto Repair and Adjustment.

Electric Clocks.

Electro-plating.

Is. 6d. net each ; 1 s. 8d, post free.

7o Illustrations.
Mounting and Framing Pictures.
lVith 240 Illustrations.

178

Oxy-acetylene Welding.

Illustrations.

and

With

43

Machines: Ccnstruction,
Adjustment, Repair.
With 1177

Illustrations.
Brazing and Welding.
With 75 Illustrations

Stage Illusions and Entertain.
ments. \Vith 161 Illustrations.
Taxidermy: Skinning, Mounting

and Stuffing Birds, Mammals and

Fish.
With ioS Illustrations.
The Handyman's 1,000 Practical

Receipts.
Ticket -writing and Sign -painting.
With 15.1

With 28o Illus.
Making.
With 237 Illus.
Violin Making and Repairing. With
Toy

61
Illustrations.
Watch Cleaning and Repairing.

With
Titus
Phonographs.

Patents, Designs and Trade Marks.
Photography
Simplified.
14 ith

With many
Illustrations.
House Painting and Decorating.
With 74 Illustrations
Incubators and Chicken Rearers.
With 124 Illustrations.

Pianos: Their Construction, Tuning
and Repair.
With 74 Illus.
Poultry Houses and Appliances.

Workshop

Pumps and Hydraulic Rams. With

Workshop Arithmetic.
Workshop
Hints
for

Fascia Work.

Gramophones

129

and

Frontispiece and 63

With 103 Illustrations

Household Repairs.

Induction

Coils.

With

82

Illustrations.

With 266 Illustrations.
171

Illustrations.

Rustic Carpentry.

Illus.

With '94 Illus.

Wood Finishing. Comprising STAINING, VARNISHING and POLISHING.

With 12 Illustrations

Illustrations.

Simple Valve Receiving Sets, and

How to Make Them.
Illustrations.

With no

I

Wireless Component Parts, and
How to Make Them. With 208

Illustrations.
Wireless Telephone Explained. With 110 Illustrations.

Appliances,

Small.

BUILDING MACHINES
AND
APPLIANCES USED IN WOODWORKING AND
INIErAtwoagiNG.
With 232 Illus,

Wireless

Metal

With numerous Illus

Workers.

FIVE GOOD PRACTICAL WIRELESS BOOKS: Each 1/6 net.

Simple Crystal Receiving Sets, and
How to Make Them. With 114

Illustrations.

Tinplate Working.

Telegraphy

and

Tele-

phony, and How to Make the
with 87 Illus.

Apparatus.

CASSELL & COMPANY, Ltd., La Belle Sauvage, London, E.C.4.
AND ALL BOOKSELLERS.
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PRODUCTS

THE FINISH.
Many start in the race, but it is the

finish which reveals the winner.

A good finish tells of the long days
of training and practice, of the eloSe
attention to detail, and of the constant
guard against the encroachment of

The Double Vanicon illustrated above

is a typical Dubilier Product.

It is

designed with the object of controlling

two Tuned Anode circuits simultaneously. The capacities of the two
(within very fine limits)
equal ; any slight differences either
sides arc

between them or between the coils

slackness.

Examine the " finish " of a Dubilier.
variable condenser ; notice the even
spacing of the plates. Turn the dial

and you will find that the action is

smooth and free from jerks. In fact,
you will discover a dozen small points

about it which speak of thoughtful
design and patient workmanship.

employed can be regulated by means
of the balancing plates. This is con-

trolled by the small knob at the top
of the instrument.

THE DOUBLE VANICON
Price with balancing plate, 2S/6
without

77

23/ -

Telephone

Ducon Works,
Goldhawk Rd.,

London, W.12.

Riverside 1081.

DUBILIER
CONDENSER CaLTD

'Siklim"'""amm!,,r

Telegrams :
Hivolicon, Phone,
London.

V;
COUPOA

mateur

Avallabfe until Sattriterivi
November 29th, 1;124

4111111
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ADVERTISEMENT INSTRUCTIONS for "Amateur

additional models
to thdDRAGON'range

Wireless" are accepted up to 'first post on Thursday
morning icr following week's issue, providing space is
available.

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advertisements under this head are charged
FOURPENCE
PER
WORD,
minimum charge
E.OUR

SHILLINGS.

PATENTS and Trade Marks obtained. -H. T. 1'. Gee, Patent Agent,
Member R.S.G.B., 51, 52, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. Phone,

Holborn, 1523.
PANELITE will withstand 5,000 volts, black finish, will not fracture,
6 by 6 by 3/16, Is. ; 7 by 5, ls.
; 8 by 5, Is. 2d.; 9 by 5, 15.44.; 9 by 6,
Is. 6d. ; 10 by 9. 2s. 2d. ; 12 by 10, 2s. 9d. ; 14 by 12, 4s. fid. Post paid.

°fAMPLION

LOUD SPEAKERS
Here are three particularly attractive additions
to the Amplion range -faithful replicas, on
a somewhat reduced scale, of the larger
" Dragon " models, which have become famous
the world over.
Quality for quality the Amplion excels all other
Loud Speakers -and the prices are the lowest
ever offered to the Radio Public. Each model
incorporates exclusive Amplion features, including the new super unit, with floating diaphragm
and non -resonating Sound Conduit, a combina-

tion affording the most wonderful Clarity and
Tonal Purity.

THE " DRAGONFLY "
AMPLION.

A miniature Loud Speaker of exceptional
merit, possessing for its size, remarkable
volume and "full" tone.
List No. AR.101 f 120 ohms) £1 5 0
AR.10212000 ohms)

THE " NEW " AMPLI ON
JUNIOR.

Including all the latest Amplion improve-

Handsomely finished, with electroplated base.
ments.

List No. AR.110f 120 ohms' £2 10 0
AR.11112000 ohms

THE " NEW " AMPLION
JUNIOR -DE-LUXE.

Provided with an oak metal -ribbed trumpet
of unique and appealing design.

Other sizes and thicknesses pro rata. -Radio Panel Co. (Dept. A), 143,
[17
Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.
HEADPHONE REPAIRS. -Rewound, re -magnetised and readjusted.
Lowest prices quoted on receipt of telephones, delivery three days. The Varier Magnet Co., London, 0.E.18.
AGENTS WANTED. -Wireless valve repair business. Deal with the
actual repairers. Lowest trade terms. All types repaired. A hard
vacuum guaranteed. Also old valves bought for cash 6d. each, Cossors

18. each. -M. & G 60. Churchtield Road, Acton. W.3. Telephone

Chiswick 2681.
AERIAL SATISFACTION ! I - Cue clear reception Radio wire for
your aerial, and lead direct to set. - Easily fixed. Requires no insulators.

Only ls. 8d. for 100 ft. with instructions 11 Useful for earthing, and
'phone extensions. and is waterproof insulated. From your dealer or
post free from David Green & Son, 651 Department, Lytham.
COLLAPSIBLE AERIAL, indoor or outdoor, crystal range 10 miles
valves, continental stations, fits jacket pocket. 3s. delivered. See
address below.
GARNERIUM CRYSTAL AND CATSWHISKER COMBINATION.
Every piece tested and guaranteed, 55 per cent. better reception. Reun ti if dissatisfied. 28. (id. post paid. -Garner, 8,Westmoreland Build fags, Aldersgate Street, E.C.
[27 r
LOUD SPEAKER HORNS. -Guaranteed perfect acoustics. Enamelled Black Matt, complete with Aluminium Base for Receiver, 4s. 6d.
Post, etc., ls.-Midland Radiophone Co., Hearsall Works, Coventry. [24 r
SIXTY -VOLT BATTERIES for sale, post free, fis 6d. Varionaeters,
Is. 6d. and 45. Headphones, 9s -Charles Ludlow, South Darenth,
Dartford, Kent.
[25 r
12/- CRYSTAL SET 1 -VALVE AMPLIFIERS. -Weak signals strengthened enormously. Numerous Testimonials received. -D. Walters, 22,
Machell Road, London, S.E.15.
[4 s

AMATEURS SELL PARTS and Sets to friends in spare time. All

makes. Stamp, Voxciel Co., 17, Queen's Hill, Newport, Mon.
15
PAINTED WOOD AERIAL POLES, 21 in. dia. (New). In 3 seffiions,

coupled together with sockets, 29 ft. 3 in. high. 10s. Extra length, 9 ft.
9 in. long, 3s. 6d. Copper Aerial Wire, ls. 10d. 100 ft, Galvanised
Aerial Wire, ls. 4d. 100 ft.-Byelield, Chester Rd., Wallington.
[33
USE EARTHIA around your Earth, 9s.
Hillman, 125, Chapel
St., Tiverton, Devon.
[6

SUPER STRAIGHT CIRCUIT giving perfect reception, clear and
dominant without distortion on Loud Speaker with 2 valves, -using indoor or outdoor aerial. Cheap and simple design. Drawings and fell
instructions for home construction, post free, 2s. 6d. Included free
particulars of novel and most efficient indoor frame aerial. can Im fitted,
cheaply anywhere. -W. G. Dewsbury, 60, Queen Victoria Street, London,
E.C.4.
S.T. 100.

[30 r

Complete in enclosed mahogany cabinet, £7. Heard any
evening. -Day, 4, Fortnam Rd., N.19.
[1 s
ADVICE ON CHOICE OF SET, aerial, earth system, addition of amplifier to crystal or valve sets, H.F. or L.F. Diagram of efficient one
valve set, values of various components marked against each. P.O.
22. 6d. to Capt. H. E. Smithers, 5, Kirkstall Rol., Streatham Hill, S.W.2.
[`2a

MAKE YOUR OWN COILS, Former, 23 spokes each side. 2 -inch hub.

Is. thl. Post free. -W. Horefall, Hallroyd, Todmorden, Yorks.
[5
PARCHMENT PAPER specially prepared for pleated diaphragm loud
speakers as described in "Amateur Wireless." Sufficient for two 12 in.

Is. 64.. 15 in., ls. 9d. post free.-Turpin, c/o Gerrard Itadio Stores,
15, Little Newport Street, W.C.2.
[3 e
ACCUMULATORS 2 v. 20 a. 3/- each. -Bowler, 78, Liverpool Road,
Stoke-on-Trent.
WIRELESS INVENTORS. -Patents, and Trade Marks. Advice,
Handbook, and Consultations free. -B. T. King, Regd. Patent Agent*,
1464, Queen Victoria Street, London. Phone, 682 Central.

Ell Ill=
10 I 101 II

for PERFECT Reception.
LAb k NE TS YOU WANT
Pickett's Insulated Cabinets for

List No. AR.113 J 120 ohms I

100", result, From 1/6 earn Highly Polished
easily "Double the Value! '' V, rite Now
Constructors' Lists Free -

AR.114 12000 ohms 1 -

Cabinet A.M.) Works, Albion Rd.,

Extra for Mahogany Horn, 3/6
Whatever the price a Loud Speaker may be, it

is impossible to do better than purchase an

Amplion,-the Universal Standard by which all
other Loud Speakers are judged.
Each Amplion is supplied with an unconditional
guarantee of satisfaction and the full benefit of
Amplion Service. Illustrated List, WDI r, will
be sent post free upon application.

The World's Standard Amplion Wireless
Loud Speaker.
Obtainable from all Wireless Dealers of repute.
Patentees and Manufacturers:

ALFRED GRAHAM & Co
(E. A. GRAHAM)

St. Andrew's Works, Crofton Park,
LONDON, S.E. 4.

Telephone:
Sydenham 2820-1-2.

Telegrams:

"Navalhada, Catgreen, London."

Bexley Heath, 8.0

14 nice Or "SI'S.

ADJUSTABLE

LOUD
SPEAKERS 12/6
fitted with flexible connection to fit any gramophone or
horn. t, talloy diaphragm. Adjustable magnets Brand
new, not reconditioned. 2,000 ohms, 1216 120 ohms,
13/0. Post free, Complete in box with money -back
guaran ee. ()nick delivery
STALLOY DIAPHRAGMS, all sizes, 11 in. 4d.
to 4 in., 1 2. Micro -nut fitted, 8d. extra.

JOHN W. MILLER, 68 FARRINGDON ST., E.G 4. Rime: CENTRAL 1956

SIMPLE AND CLEAR
onderful results from using

the New and Improved

CATS EYE

PRIC

FIXED

DETECTOR
Listen -in in comfort

,,,,

2/6

at once. No waiting, no adjusting. Users are delighted. Order from
your deal. r, or send P.O. 2,6 and ltd. stamp to :-

COMREX CO. (DEPT. 2), 119, FLEET ST, E.C.4

I
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The rain and biting wind seem to lose their power when
you think of the happy evening before your cosy fire with.
a perfect wireless concert.
Those Mullard H.F. and L.F. valves make such
wonderful difference. You could almost thank them for
the splendid enjoyment they give.
You are going back to all that makes life worth living:
a welcome meal, your armchair, your pipe, and then the
pure joy of broadcasting concerts.
If you have not yet experienced the wonderful difference

-

these Master valves make in your radio reception, purchase
them on your way home to -day and complete the pleasure
of your winter nights.
Mullard i1.F. Red Ring Valves for H.F. AMPLIFICATION AND DETECTION

12/6 each.

Mullard L.F. Green Ring Valves forL.F. AMPLIFICATION .
.
12/6 each.
These valves only require a 4 -volt battery.
.

.

.

.

Ask Now- dealer for leaflet M8 and avoid accidents to
your valves by using the Mullard Safety- Disc, free al
request. Send us his name and address if you cannot
get what you want and we will supply his requirements.

b

r

fej

J.
Advt.-The Mullard Radio Valve Co., Ltd. (A.W.), Nightingale Works, Nightingale Lane, Balharn, S.W.12.

A
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LISSENIUM
A delightful condenser to use
ASQUARE law condenser is a necessity for laboratory work where painstaking
accuracy is essential, and if a receiver were to be used on one small band of
wave -lengths it would be possible to select a suitable square law condenser which
would be satisfactory within its limits. The difficulty is, however, that a square law
condenser which is suitable for short wave work is hopelessly inadequate for longer
wave -lengths, and, conversely, a square law condenser which is suitable for high
wave -lengths is totally unsuitable for short wave work. With the numerous stations
in this country and all over the world now transmitting on widely separated wavelengths, we consider it highly desirable that one condenser should be equally appropriate to all wavelengths. We have, therefore, aimed to produce a condenser which has almost the accurate characteristics
of a square law condenser, but which is much easier to tune with, provides a negligible minimum capacity at
one extreme of the scale, while at the other extreme it provides a high maximum. In this condenser there

has been found one which FOR ORDINARY WORK OUTSIDE A LABORATORY IS A
GREAT IMPROVEMENT ON ANY SQUARE LAW CONDENSER. THE ONE CONDENSER COMBINES ALL TUNING CAPACITIES-AND IT IS ESSENTIALLY A LOW
LOSS CONDENSER.

TUNING ON SHORT WAVE WORK IS DELIGHTFULLY EASY-

LONG DISTANCE WORK
'The pointer of this condenser makes two revolutions

-when small changes of capacity are required you
work on the first revolution, and on the second revo-

lution when more critical changes of capacity arc

desired-ONE KNOB CONTROL, too.

IS

IMMENSELY

IMPROVED

With a negligible minimum capacity, its maximum is rated at
.001, buf actually is higher, THIS LISSEN MARK II MICA
VARIABLE CONDENSER (pats. pending) is

WORTH ITS PRICE OF - - 1

/6

LISSEN ONE -HOLE FIXING OF COURSE-table or
panel mounting without alteration.

With this LISSEN CONDENSER and LISSENAGON (pronounced LISSEN.

AGON) coils, a receiver is fitted with the best tuning combination it is
possible to have. Ask for them if you are out for ease and distance.
A DELIGHTFUL CONDENSER TO USE-AND IMPROVES LONG DISTANCE WORK IMMENSELY

Delivers all its

P arts that pull

It is worth while fitting LISSEN.
FIXED CONDENSERS, too
-made with scrupulous care-

When you know that every vital

stored up energy-

they are accurate to 6 per cent.

together

Capacities .0001 to .0009, 2
1

.001 to

.003, 2 6

.004 to .006, 3 --

--they never vary-never leak-

THEY DELIVER- ALL

THEIR STORED UP

is pulling
with each other, you
know that you have a receiver
which is the best you can ever
get. With all LISSEN PARTS

part in your receiver
strongly

you will get results which would
never be possible with mixed pails.

ENERGY ALL THE TIME.

DON'T MIX YOUR PARTS-there is a LISSEN Part for every vital place.

LISSEN LIMITED
16-20, Woodger Road, Goldhawk Road, Shepherd's Bush, London, W.12.
Telephones-Riverside 3380, 3381, 3382, 1072.

Telegrams-" Lissenium London."

PARTS WITH HIDDEN POWER --BUILD WITH THEM.
Ebblfed and Published LI England b' CASSELL it COMPANY, LIMI TED, Ludgate 11111, London, E.C.4. Sole Agent for South Africa, CENTRAL
bar uinay, NOVCD1ber T.'211c1, i924.
A(;ENCY, T. imiThn,

AMATEUR WIRELESS. November :9, 1924.

MORE ABOUT THE OSCILLATING CRYSTAL

VoI. V.

No. 130.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1924

Price 3d

PRINCIPAL
CONTENTS
AN "ALL -WAVE"
TUNER UNIT

POWER VALVES

TRIPLEX AMPLIFICATION
CLOCK CIRCUITS
ROUND VERSUS SQUARE
WIRE

A SIMPLE CRYSTAL
RECEIVER

VALVE "BACK -LASH"
TOPICAL ASPECTS OF
WI.?ELESS

MAKING A FLEWELLING RECEIVER

EXPERT REPLIES TO
QUESTIONS

WELL ILLUSTRATED
Registered at G.P.O. as a Newspaper,

The White City Wireless Exhibition. The "Amateur Wireless"
Silver Cup presented as first prize in the Inventions and Novelties
Competition to Mr. A. Page, B.Sc ,19, Blvthswood Drive, Glasgow

NOVEMBER 29, 1924.

Otrateur Wiretzs5
1.-11111KIMIZMI.

For distanceyou need Tension wound Coils
It

in the reception of the

is

\o` 'Wfaqic-Music from the Ski's
- the 61 L RAY brings it

distant Stations that the higher
efficiency of Reactone Tension Wound Inductances is most ap-

parent-when every
too

one "

much

" five -O's
self -capacity

tells, and when you need to pick
out one nr.rrow wave -band from
a jargon of jamming.

out in all its Purity ofirone
P OVAL COLLEGE OF SCIEN(
interest you to know that I have recently scientifically tested
Its
performance
teas truly extraordinary whet
your "OIL -RAY" crystal.
t_sted both electrically and on a Crystal Set.
Front its characteristiccuryes it would appear to be particularly use7-ul

It is then that the Sharp tuning
of Reactone Coils counts-and

Dear Skirsn,iny

a highly efficient, rigid and uniform inductance.

in Reflex circuits.

the unique construction that
gives, without shellac or wax,

Price

If you use a Valve Set, note
how readily even No. 25 Rn-

116

Yours truly,

la ti., D.t.c.. A.I.C., etc.

If unobtainable, please fww ard
of dealers everywhere.
Sole Distributors for U.K. and Ireland:

1/6 and nain: and address of dealer.

V. ZEITLIN
& SON
nth cure.

ectone will oscillate.
Supplied in .!ct
5 (Nos, .25, 35, f -t,),

C.

144, Theobald's Rd.,
London, W.C.1.

:

Tra,r.e

75 and 100), and
each set is boxed.
lie sore to see the

TENSION -WOUND

" Renctone."

Muscat, 779;

(.,c'p.

46rtlf:iciRiti:LRE:ASs2NSTTCEAAREYDLST1.4.413S1,;$))

Inductance Coils

I /6.
.Ve. 150- (Chel s f ord) -price, 2/6.

your Wireless Dealer. Ix case of difficulty send P.O. for 4/9 (or 2/9 for the
Chelmsford Coil), with your Dealer's nanli,

ucrioNS ENCLOSED

and address, to Solc Distributors for U.K. and

of

I rebind.
V. Z.itlin & sons, 144, Theobalds Road, Lindon, W.C.1

Phones: 3Itt Se um 3795, (.541.

Manufactured by Lewis Earforth & Co.,
London.

See STAND 61
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The Premier

Profit

Variometer
Extraordinary close coup-

ling ensuring large tuning range.
Inductance, the highest possible -

feet can be
adjusted to four different positions.
As used in the Single Valve
receiver for all wavelengths, described and illustrated in " Modern
Wireless," ;fitly issue.
9.5

to

Metal

I.

Price 10 '-

EXTRACTS FROM
RECENT TESTIMONIALS

"Our client is very pleased with the

by the

panel.

of others.

he has seen."

One of our staff who has been

associated with the manufacture of

experience

In sill,- ....Hiding, suitable for broadcast reception on any P.M.G.

Aerial.

at Wireless Exhibition, White City.

ebonite for nearly 20 years considers
it the finest piece of polished ebonite

"We are immense'.y pleased with
the panels supplied, the good effect
of which is already f eft."

The

BRITISH
EBONITE Co. Ltd.

Look for
Mark on

Hanwell, London, W.7

this 7 r.:de
BECOL

Postage 0d.

If it's a FALLON-it's
as good

as

the Best.

Fixed - Condensers
s
oaft
quality
each

THE GREATEST SENSATION AND SUCCESS
Her Daddy's Voica"

OF THE SEASON

aonfd ticioeppheirghefsol

mica
;
one tested and guaranteed,
FALLON Fixed Condensers
are right up to FALLON

Fitted with soldering tags and .nuts for making
standard.

,:lean connections.
.-lit correspondence, Post Orders

and applications for Trade Terms

FIX FALLON CONDENSERS
they improve remits in all sets.
Capacities up to .001, 1/3 each.
.004, 2/- each.
Combined Fixed Condenser with
Grid

Leak

2

or

3

2/6 each.

megohms,

to :-

FALLON CONDENSER CO.
Ltd., White Ribbon Works,

Broad Lane, TOTTENHAM, N.15
1

Fin -leg Ion Rost,
;
3,
King', St. West, Deatsgate, Mancliesttet
r2o, Wellington St., Glasgow; 7, Howard
Street, Belia.,t.
C

Barclays .360

The " World's Champion," the mars -el " A. II." Headphone

which has dealt the Knock Out Illow to all ethers and
overshadowed them all.
UNELIALEIED DUEIUNTEr- IF UN
SATI,EACTORY MONEY REIUREDD
IN FULL.

"A.B."

adjustable 17 6

"A.B." non-adjustable 15;6
Ask your dealer, or send remittance to us for samples to
cover postage as well.
\,
AMBATIELO

this child can recognise
her celebrated daddy's N °Ice
from across the Atlantic with
Lonuon, LIDA.
"A.B." Headphones.
e'e,arone, Cer,Ienrreti 7440 64 744I
BROS., LTD.,

"Ambatelo House,"
I arringdon Real,
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Where Expert &Amateur agree
1

1

.

-.
GENERAL PURPOSE VALVES:

Type R. ..

1 216 each

4 volts
Filament Voltage
Filament Current
07 amp.
Maximum plate voltage -100 volts
Plate resistance
27,000 ohms.

Type B 3

... 2* each

1.8 volts
Filament voltage
0.35 amp.
Filament current
Maximum plate voltage-SO volts
27,000 ohms.
Plate resistance

*Type B5. ... 251. each
Filament voltage
2.8-3 volts
Filament current -0.06 amp.(at 3 v.)

M iximum plate voltage -80 volts
17,000 ohms.
Pate resistance
POWER AMPLIFYING VALVES :

The test reports of experts

over the country, alike testify to the
marked superiority of B.T.H. Valves.
The three B.T.H. " general purpose "

valves give better results in any position
in the circuit than many valves designed
and recommended for a single function
only; while the three "power , valves are
unequalled for L.F. amplification.

USE B.T.H. VALVES AND GET

``EXPERT" RESULTS.
From all Electricians and Radio Dealers

Type

1

11

3 volts
Filament voltage
0.12 amp.
Filament current
Maximum plate voltage -120 volts

*Type B6

...

35i. each

Plate resistance 9,000 ohms.
*Type B 7 ... 37/6 each

6 volts
Filament voltage
0.06 amp.
Filament current
Maximum plate voltage -120 volts

Plate resistance -... 9,000 ohms.
*For use with Dry Cells

11

epistolary comments of amateurs all

B4.
35/. each
Filament voltage .. ... 5-6 volts
Filament current:0.25- amp.(at 6v.)
Maximum plate voltage -120 volts
6,000 ohms.
Plate resistance

in the

technical journals, and the verbal and

B INT H

ti

RAD0
III.

T -H

Advertisement of The British Thomson Houston Co. Ltd.
-.....'"

2175

entatettr
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SECURITY

mow me NNE In

BEHIND BONTONES

ANOTHER

TO THE DEALER
SECURITY
TO THE USER

SECURITY

E.E.C.i

Bontone Phone-

Britain's best, backed by

TRIUMPH! I

Generous Guarantee.

The NEW

"XTRAUDION"

IGHmillEQUENCY

VALVE
g3eats toe wand !

Filament pressure, 3.5-4 volts. Maximum consumption, .5 amps.
Plate Potential, 30-80 volts.
This is not our Standard " XTRAUDION " fitted with a different
filament, but an entirely new valve designed specially for " H.F."
work. - NEW PLATE-NEW GRID - NEW FILAMENT - NEW
Fit one to your
CHARACTERISTIC - UNEQUALLED RESULTS.
set and bring in those distant stations

ECONOMIC ELECTRIC LIMITED'
Head Office: 10, FITZROY

Showrooms:

Telephone:

SQUARE, LONDON, W.I MUSEUM 1055303, EUSTON RD., N.W.I

1416

SENSIT IVE,DURABLE, COM.
FORTABLE, & BEAUTIFULLY
FINISHED.
Manufactured entirely by
BRITISH LABOUR.

BONTONE ORIGINAL.

BONTONE
LIGHTWEIGHT

15i6

BONTONE P11-10NES ARE MANUFACTURED-

Up to a high efficiency.
Down to a low and popular price.

We agree to replace any 'phone, not giving complete satisfaction, if returned to us within seven
days of purchase undamaged. We further agree to repair, adjust, re -teat any Bontone 'Phone
irrespective of the date of purchase, for the sum of 3/-, plus ild, postage, if returned to us, intact,
with remittance.
This !emir Bond. What does it mean? Why, an assurance for all time to users of Bontone 'Phones.
Compare these advantages over other makes of 'phones, particularly the cheap, continental type!
Have you recognised all the better qualifications which make BONTONE the distinctive type?
Mainly, they are backed by a most generates guarani..
Sensitive I Why ? Simply that the magnets arc made in our own works under our own supervision.
BONTONE will respond to the weakest signals.
Durability ? BONTONE are made of the best materials procurable, and their beautiful finish

,s highly creditable to skilled craftsmanship.
Comfort ? Throughout exhaustive tests we have warn BONTONE and claim a maximum success.
BONTONE are easily adjusted. See you buy BONTONE.
Apply to your local dealer or apply direst giving your dealer's mane, tu:-

B. D. & Col (EDWARD A. BOYNTON)
Works: GOSWELL Rd. and CITY Rd. LONDON, E.C.1.
Offices: 167-173. GOSWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1
Admiralty. War Office and India Office Contractors.

=I MN MIN IIIMIII NMI NM NIB Milli ME

TURICSTALITES, TRIUMPH
SUPERB RECEPTION AT 60 -MILE RANGE

SPLENDID NEWS FOR CRYSTAL USERS
REMARKABLE UNSOLICITED TESTIMONY
The Barracks, West Street,

Messrs. Tkingstalite, Ltd.,

Buckingham.

47, Farringdon Road, E.C.1.

8/10/24.

Dear Sirs,-I must write and thank you and also let you know that Blue Label Crystal is all you claim

for it. After a short test I scrapped quite a collection of other well-known makes. On a simple home-made
set with a single sliding bar, I am obtaining excellent results from 5 X XT -60 miles away, also from 2 L 0,
NAM], is about 50 miles distant.
The tone and sensitiveness are beyond all expectation. It is not due to re -radiation as there are no
powerful valve sets in our vicinity.)
(Signed) L. W. SPENDLA.
11111101111.-

DEMAND
GIVE

TEP !T"iTE
1/6
Regd.

No. 447189

STOCKED BY ALL
RADIO DEALERS
BER 15th so 9'h.

US A VISIT AT THE BRITISH WIRELESS EXHIBITION, WHITE CITY, W 2,

NOVEL

924.

Vol. V. No. 130

November 29, 1924

RESULTS WITH THE OSCILLATING CRYSTAL
THE experimenter, on 'leafing of a new and B is one of 4 volts. It is possible Crystal and Contact
We now come to the most important
discovery, often hesitates to take it up to use two 4% -volt pocket -lamp batteries
because he thinks that apparatus will be in series for A and one for B. Note that the point, namely, the oscillating crystal and
required which is quite beyond his means. negative end of A is connected, to the con- its contact. The crystal the writers have
The object of this article is to show that tact wire 'of the crytal x. B is shunted used exclusively is zincite, with a very
results can be obtained with a simple
fine and springy steel wire contact. Several
specimens of crystal may have to be tried
oscillating crystal circuit usingi apparatus
before a really good one is found. It is
which is to be found on almost any workbench.

advisable ,to fit a lyng arm to the wire

Though the apparatus is simple, good
results are not easy to obtain, the success
of the experiment depending largely on

of

contact used for thi oscillating' crystal,
so that a given mTvement of the end
arm

the

only

produces

a

minute

obtaining a suitable crystal. Once a
rystal has been found which will oscillate
smoothly, however, results are assured.

movement of the actual contact. It is also

The writers, using the apparatus men-

rubber pad.

tioned below, have obtained results equivalent to those obtainable from a valve used
as detector. It must be understood that

Operation

the circuit is not intended to replace the
usual broadcast set, as the action is rather
critical, and some crystals are liable to
oscillate violently. When the circuit is
oscillating, it will be found that C.W.

stations can be received as with a valve
set.

desirable to insulate the crystal and contact from vibration by means of a felt or

To get the set working, wire it up as
shown, and tune in some transmission on

detecting portion of the set. Now
switch over to the amplifier, and set the
the

The largest natural crystal yet et:traded from
weighs over 14 lb., and was
the earth.
shown by Harding, Holland and Fry at the
White City Exhibition.
\\

slider of
about half -way
between its maximum and minimum positions. Then proceed to adjust the oscillating crystal ; here patience and a delicate
touch will be required.
You will hear when the crystal is oscil-

with a potentiometer of 36o ohms resistance, but one of higher total resistance
7 -he Circuit
The circuit, which is not new, is shown would probably be better, since it would lating by the usual -rushing noise in the
in Fig. i. As will be seen, two crystals pass along current from B. This potentio- phones\. Wheri this has been obtained, adare made use of. The first (x) is the meter serves for a fine adjustment of the just the potentiometer until the smoothest
special crystal which oscillates and acts potential applied to x, which is, in most and most stable point is reached. It is
cases, rather critical. The moving contact quite probable that the original transmisof the potentiometer is connected through
the coil c to the oscillating crystal. C
should have a resistance of about t,000
ohms to i,soo ohms. It is also desirable
A -7r b VOLTS
X (OSCILLATOR)
that it should have a high inductance
to discourage the oscillations in the aerial
c
4vocr3
circuit from traversing the battery circuit.
1000w
Hence for c we used a small iron -cored
Y ( DE TE'CTOR)
choke coil of t,000 ohms resistance, such
TUNER
as may be obtained for a few pence from
L R PHONES

\./

Fig.1.-Oscillating Crystal Circuit.

dealers in disposals apparatus. s is a twoway switch, by. means of which the aerial
can be connected directly to the detecting

circuit for the adjustment of the detector

and tuner in the usual way; it can then
as an amplifier to the incoming signals. be switched over to the amplifying circuit
The crystal Y is the detector, and is of as it is shown in Fig. i. It is found that
the usual type (hertzite with copper wire best results are obtained with phones of
contact). The circuit is really an ordinary a comparatively low resistance (say fib to
crystal receiving circuit with the addition iso ohms).
of the crystal x inserted in the aerial lead,
and with provision made for the applicaThere is still time to send in your
tion of a suitable difference of potential beeffort for the Christmas Competition.
tween the oscillating crystal and its con Details are on page 848.
A
is
a
dry
battery
of
about
8
volts
tat.

0

I

Fig. 2. --Curve showing the Characteristics
of the Crystal.

sion will be inaudible; if so, readjust the
tuning of the set, when it will be found
that the station will come in with greatly
increased power. A final adjustment of the

potentiometer may be necessary if the
transmission is found to be distorted. It
will be found that tuning is much sharper
_

than with the detector alone, and a vernier

condenser, with an extension handle to
(Conautity in third column of rext fwge)
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STANDARDISATION
4'

IN common with the early experiences of
most new movements, wireless has not
quite settled down to accepted standards
or accepted nomenclature.
Wireless Nomenclature
Some Of the terms used are obviously
crude, almost ridiculous in fact, but they

will probably remain in spite

obvious absurdity.
Take the term

of their

"high-tension

as

applied to the anode battery as a typical
example. Here we have a battery which
averages too to 150 volts in the generality
of cases. According to the Board of Trade
regulations a pressure of 65o volts is only
a medium pressure supply, and when we

tot ratio-the disposition of the pins is troducing capacity in the shape of pins
immaterial, 'but where the rather debat- and grouped sockets.

able point of a "step up" between the

primary and secondary arises we are faced
with the possibility of a "step down"
effect if the windings are reversed.
In many cases the bobbin type of H.F.

transformer is not marked at all, and the
way of the novice in the admittedly difficult process of H.F. amplificatiOn is hard
indeed.

The valve holders, too, _vary far too
much in centres and socket -diameter, as
also do the valve pins. I have two valve
holders of high:class make and neither oft
these will admit any valve on the market
further consider the enormously high without much shaping and filing.
Then, again, the valve pins on all
pressures of the oscillating currents emstandard
four -pin valves are far too long
ployed in transmission we are forced to
and
introduce
quite unnecessary capacity
the admission that the term "highwhen
H.F.
work
is concerned.
tension " as applied to a battery of sixty
to one hundred dry cells is pretty far- Unwanted Capacity
fetched.
It is obviously useless for the designer
Little if any more satisfactory is the of low -capacity valve holders to cut down
rather empiric title of "B " battery, as the metal to the irreducible limit when the
used in the United States, for the particu- valve maker imposes upon him a mass of
lar group of cells we are dealing, with at metal which in itself represents a certain
the moment. The proper term is un- fixed capacity, partly in the valve pinsdoubtedly "anode battery," as this implies which is reducible-and partly in the
exactly what the cells stand for and "pinch" of the valve, introducing a glass
nothing else.
dielectric, which is not redUcible.
A difficulty arises, however, when we
To my mind these things have gone on
reduce these terms to symbols, as at too tong, and I am- sure that an effort to
prescnt we have no doubt in our minds reduce capacity in the standard valve, at
when we deal with the term "H.T." If a popular price, would meet with a gratiwe were to write "A" battery we should fying reception at the hands of the experihe up against another Americanism-the menter who is out for short-wave reception
filament battery.
with the minimum of trouble in unstable
So there we are, and I am afraid we functioning in H.F. amplification.
must leave these terms to be either corVery few workers can afford special
rected or glossed over by wiser people valves which cannot be interchanged with
than ourselves.
Sizes

A friend has asked me to recommend
of work for special study this
coming winter which will not impose too
great a strain on quite moderate means or
a class

experience.

Where the worker is fortunate enough
to be a good twenty miles from the nearest
station I should certainly recommend his

taking up the single valve with well de-

signed tuning gear and very carefully
applied reaction.
The experience thus gained in tuning in

and logging as many stations as possible
will stand the worker in good stead, and
he will find a peculiar thrill and fascination in the handling of a really good one valve receiver when attached to a decent
aerial and, what is equally important, an
efficient earth.

"SOME RESULTS WITH THE OSCILLATING
CRYSTAL " (continued from pre -ceding pa; )

minimise hand capacity effects, will

be

found almost indispensable.

Finally a few words as to the action of
the crystal as an amplifier may be added.

It is found that if we apply a gradually

increasing potential difference betWeen the

crystal and its contact, the current across
the contact at first increases in accordance
with Ohm's law.

make

adaptors

generally

nullifies the

becomes negative.

The term "negative resistance " has no

but also in the

layout of certain components.,
Take H.F. plug-in transformers. Some of these have

real

meaning

physically --it

merely signifies that energy is
not absorbed, as in the case of
ordinary conductors, but is
actually emitted. In this way

the crystal acts as a generator, and when an alternating
potential difference is applied
across 4t (fox example, in the

secondary windings at
"twelve o'clock
and "six
o'clock," with the primary
the

aerial

circuit of the

above

it adds energy to the incoming signals and so amplifies them. In order that this
may be possible the crystal
set),

connections at right angles to
the former windings. In my
own case I prefer this method,
as I have made my plugs for

must be in the condition
represented by the- steep
"negative resistance " slope

tuned -anode conversion to suit
layout. and I can change
over quickly from one to the

this

of the curve (B e), and this

other.

i-,

brought about by adjusting

When transformer coupling
only is used and die two Windings are equal-that is, a

MAGNET.

Fig. 2 shows this. Here
v is the applied voltage and I the current.
In the first part of the curve (o A) the crystal acts as an ordinary conductor with a
constant resistance. Soon hoWever, a
point is reached (a) where the resistance
begins to diminish, and finally become,
the standard type, and any attempt to zero (at e). Still further on the resistance

Coming to standardisation, it really is advantages of the special valves by rein time that a distinct movement
was made to reduce chaos to
some semblance of order, not
only in sizes, clearances and
dimensions,

Winter Work

the applied potential with the
potentiometer,
The Largest Crystal Holder Yell A Model of the "Perfection" Cup.

W. R. D. and W. F. M.
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AN "ALL -WAVE" TUNER UNIT
A cardboard covering is placed around

AVERY useful tuner unit that covers
all wavelengths from 200 to 2,000

the coils

in

to the inner face of each boss to retain

photograph and
found very handy for trying out experimental circuits. It can also be used for
anode and reaction coils, aerial (primary

the coils and to improve slightly the

VALVE "BACK -LASH"

and 2), one fixed and the
other pivoted on a screw' A so that the
relative positions of the coils are adjust/
able.
It will be seen that each main coil consists of six basket coils, each containing
5o turns of No. 22 d.c.c. wire, connected
i

RACK -LASH " exists in a valve when
I-, the coupling required to start self oscillation is tighter than the coupling at
which the oscillations cease. In other
words,

in series to the studs s as shown in Fig. 3.
In assembling the coils it must be remembered to have the windings all in the same
direction and the inside of one connected
to the outside of the next. The coils are

The " All -wave " Tuner Unit.

and the other is pivoted on a screw A, as
before mentioned. A circular panel 4 in.
in diameter (the diameter of the coil)
carrying the studs and dead-end switch is
screwed on to the outside of each boss.
The construction of the dead-end switch
(see Fig. 4) is perhaps a little unusual.

made on the usual type of former, con-

sisting of a 1% -in. diameter rod with nine
radial spokes (french nails) which are with-

drawn after the coil, is coated with just
G BASKET
COILS II', NA

H. J. T.

general appearance.

and secondary) coils ,or aerial and reaction
coils. The tuner unit consists of two main
coils (Figs.

in order to exclude dust and

foreign matter, and an ebonite disc is fixed

the accompanying
drawings.
It will be

metres is shown

as

the

reaction

coupling

is

gradually increased there comes a point
when oscillation suddenly starts. If the
reaction coil is now drawn back so as to
lessen the coupling, the oscillation persists
for some distance beyond the reaction setting at which it first started.

When the "threshold " point "drifts
in this fashion it is impossible to adjust;

the valve for maximum sensitivity. Back-,
lash can be eliminated by using a smaller -

EBONITE DISCS
CARDBOARD COVERING,

Boss R.

BASKET COILS

EBONITE PANEL.

OHM
fi
I

1 It

TERMINALS.

0
LEAD L

Fig. 3.-Diagram showing the Connections
of Coils to Switch.
LEAD L
SOLDERED

HERE
LEADS TO

-COMPLETE

TERMINALS.

SWITCH ARM.

PIVOT

SEPARAT E.

scREw A

LAMINATIONS.
SOLDERED

Fig. 1.-Part Section and Elevation of Tuner
Unit.

Fig. 2.-Side Elevation of Tuner.

Fig. 4.-Detail of Compound Switch
Arm.

The first and principal arm i is of sized reaction coil, or by increasing the
The six coils are packed together on a ordinary pattern, consisting of four resistance of the grid leak. This in fact
laminations riveted near the outer end. is the great advantage of using a variable
boss a, Fig. 1, made from a piece of
diameter rod, all the leads pass along a The other five arms consist merely of grid leak. Too high a voltage on the
groove in the boss and are then soldered single laminations, obtained by knocking plate and excessive filament current are

sufficient shellac to hold the wire in place.

to the ends of the respective contact studs. out the rivet from a complete arm. The also factors which tend to create back -lash.
M. A. L.
in. in depth is cut in the boss drawing shows the construction of the
A recess
It
will
be
noticed
that
when
the
switch.
to receive its support, which is made from
-A-in. three ply wood, the two being arms are arranged on the spindle and
screwed together. One support is screwed correctly spaced a drop of solder is placed
directly to the base, as shown in Fig. 2, between each adjacent pair.

Ask " A.W. ' for

List of Technical Books
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COMPONENTS YOU CAN
RELY UPON
SMALL POWER VALVES. -L
4'

2 amperes or even a little more is out of stream from the filament to the grid of
the valve. The more positive the grid is
the question for regular use.
In recent months quite a number of made the greater, up to a point, will be
good small power valves have been placed

the flow of grid current.

Now suppose that we are using a valve
upon the market with current requirements ranging from about .85 ampere whose grid -volts plate -current curve is
down to as little as .z ampere. It may, similar to that shown in Fig. r, and that
in fact, be said that whatever valves you we are called upon to deal with waves
are using for high -frequency amplification whose crests have a value of

r

volt posi-

and rectification you can obtain a power tive and whose troughs a value of r volt
amplifier whose filament has no greater negative. Let us take it that the grid is

Mullard D.E. Power Valve.

of current. The only excepMO aspect of wireless is receiving more consumption
tions
to
this
statement
are the "06 " and
`4 attention from investigators at the
the
i-volt
dull
-emitters.
present moment than the problem of low the General Purposes
frequency amplification.
When
reception of telephony ,first began on a
Before we go on to say something about
large scale, those who used Ioud-speakers individual power valves the reader will no
were quite a small body, since it was doubt wish to have a general idea of what
found that they did not give such pleasant these valves are and why their use is rereception as the headphones. To -day the commended for note magnification. It
position of affairs is very much changed : must be realised in the first place that the
telephones are everywhere giving way to task of the note magnifier is entirely
the loud -speaker.
different from that which is performed by
other valves in the set. Radio -frequency
An Important Advance
deal with oscillations of very
The reasons for this change are many. amplifiers
amplitude but of high frequency.
Telephones even of the best types are dis- small
rectifier converts high -frequency
tinctly uncomfortable to wear for a long The
oscillations
into audio -frequency impulses
time on end. Loud -speakers have been of considerable
To obtain good
improved out of all recognition, trans- audio -frequencyamplitude.
results
it
is
desirable that
formers are on the whole much better than
impedance of the intervalve transthey were, and various methods have been the
devised for minimising distortion when former primary should' be at least equal
that of the plate -filament path within
speech and music are amplified up to loud- to
the
valve. The average general-purpose
speaker strength.
impedance of about
One of the most important advances in valve has an internal
40,000 ohms. This in the case of the power
this direction is to be found in the develop- amplifier is reduced to about 6,000 ohms
on the average, but it may be as low in
50v
some cases as 2,000.

Impedance, by the way, must not be

simply to the negative lowtension lead, in which case it will be either

connected

at the same potential with respect to the
most negative part of the filament or
possibly at a slightly more negative
potential. If we assume that the grid is at

zero potential, the crest of a wave will
take the.working point of the valve up to
A in the diagram. Here the flow of grid

current will be very large and the upper
half of the amplified oscillation delivered
by the plate will be mutilated.
Another Cause of Distortion
In a valve with a curve like that in
Fig. i a second cause of distortion will
also arise. Here the trough of the wave
will carry the working point down to B,
at which grid current is very small in-.
deed. But the point B is on the bent portion of the lower half of the curve, hence
the lower half of the amplified oscillation
delivered by the plate will also be distorted.

It is obvious that if we are to have
perfect amplification the valve must have
two qualities which do not appear in the
curve to which we have been referring. In
the

must be

first place there

confused with direct -current resistance.

100v

You cannot measure the impedance of a
transformer, as I have seen it suggested,

U

a long

pp

connecting a battery and a milli This
ammeter across its primary.
by

measurement will give you merely the

direct -current resistance of the primary
windings.

I
0
- GRID VOLTS +

2.

3

Fig. 1.-Grid-volts Plate-eurrent Curve.

ment of the small -power valve intended

The measurement of impedance is a very
much more difficult matter, for it depends
upon inductance, capacity, high -frequency
resistance and the frequency of the oscilla-,

tions which are being dealt with.
direct -current

resistance

of

a

The

A
B

1110 9 z 7 6 5 4 3 2

0
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011
- GRIO VOLTS +
1

Fig. 2.-Curve of Power Amplifier.

power -

amplifying valve is also low, which means `straight portion, and in the second place

primarily for the production of a large that it will pass a bigger stream of elec- we r2ust have a very large part of this
volume of sound. I used some of the trons from the high-tension battery and straight portion to the left of the vertical
earliest of these, some time ago now, and thus supply more power to the loud- lip.,
all had one fatal defect-they simply speaker.
Fig. 2 shows the kind of curve which
" ate " current. When one lives in the
Distortion, in so far as valves are re- th.4 power amplifier will give with proper
country and cannot easily get accumulators sponsible for it, is caused chiefly by a plate potential.
J. II. R.
charged a valve whose filament requires flow of grid current-that is, an electron
(To be continued)
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Tune the
Table-Tather with the
MatchedTone'Heaciphones
y DUNG Bill is decidedly quiet.
This most unusual pheno-

menon is duly commented upon.
Mother says that it looks as

though wireless has provided a
remedy for which she has been
The
Braades
Family
Series

looking for years. Previously the

whole house was aware of his presence by
a piercing whistle or a cracked and tuneless
rendering of an all too popular melody. A
gentle trot from room to room characterised
his *movements and occasionally a shrill
college yell. Now there are endless experiments which occupy his time. But if only
he would cease to impress on us the
technical advantages of Brandes Products.
Technicalities don't interest us because we
believe our own ears. The reception given
by

the

Table -Talker

was

vigorous

yet

pleasant and beautifully natural-we might
be right in the Studio.
Ask your Dealer for Brandes.

Alt Brandes products carry our official
money -back guarantee, enabling you to
return theta within 10 days if dissatisfied.

This practically constitutes a free trial.
The " Matched Tone " feature was embodied as the distinctive characteristic
of Brandes' Headphones in 1908, and
means that both your ears hear exactly

the same sound at the same instantand you learn a new beauty of tone.
They are tested and re -tested for just
this one vital point, and
in addition their strength,

long -wearing comfort, and
reliable efficiency make
them undoubtedly superior.

The Table -Talker is a Brandes quality
product at a moderate price. The non.
tesonant, specially constructed horn us
matched to the unit so that the air
resistance produced will exactly balance
the mechanical power of the diaphragm.
This means beautiful sound -balance and
remarkable tone qualities.
It is twenty-one inches
high, has a self-adjusting
diaphragm and is finished
a shade of neutral brown.
British Manufacture (B.B.C. stamped).

Brandes

;17Zesult of

16 gears

ExPPdence
()he name
424J to know in Radio
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40LO EVERYBODY!!-FOREIGN PPCKING AND Mt EXTRA.
ALL THESE WOOS SENT BY POST.
ALL V ,L,ES ON POST SEN
BROS.
Al PU CHASER'S RISK
DE LUXE MODEL TWIN CONDENSER JACKSON "LB."
ordinary type
AS SHOWN, WITH DIAL,
vALVEs
Standard
Super
Micro
KNOB AND BUSH.
SQUARE VARIABLE CONDENSERS
denser THORPE K45 PIN 17/6
PHILLIPS
4 ELECTRODE
'001 - - 7/3
LAW
SQUARE LAW '00075
'1 - 8/- - 91- - 11/6
12,6
- 5/11

'0305

- 5 /4

' 0003
' 0002

1 2/5

'00025

- 4/ - 1

12/6

'0003

UisatIRPASSED FOR FINE TUNING.
POST 6d. SET.
John Blair, Esq Resell Pharmacy, Millom, says :

18/1 1
TW N (without Vernier)
*0006

" Your Condensers are a REVELATION to Equal units of '00025 or '0003.
Complete with Knob and Dial
Sent., 1924.
me as a Dealer."
C. Walton, Esq., Andover. " Tested your
Condensers on Meager and got

NE .v MODEL
WITH VERNIER

"
With knob
and dial.

NEW MODEL

SQUARE
LAW

93
'001 - 7/3
'0005
'0003
- - 6/9
With EBONITE DIAL and

Ehon't e

Knob & Dial Aluminium
E-,ds
Post Free.

Ends

1 1 /6

'0, Chi 10/-

'0005 10/11 12/6

Post 6d. Set.

Two Knobs.

HEADPHONES

.

sistance, each......£1 5 0

EBONITE

POST PRICES

3/16th in. kin.

ACCUMULATORS

POST PRICES
2 v. 40 amps.
4 v. 40 amps.
4 v. 60 amps.
4 v. 80 amps.
6 v. 60 amps.
6 v. 80 amps..
6 v.105 amps.

9x6

.

'002, '003, '004,

3 /'0001, 1002, '0003, '0004,
Type 577. '01

7 /6

Grid Leaks, each ... 2 6
Anode
Resistance

5 /2 ;

Manchester,
" Powquip."
15;6

75,

5 /6 ;

-

WATES

Goswell 2 -way Vernier

POLAR

with
.

.

17/ -

2 -way

Cam Vernier.........
Polar Junior, 3 -way
Cam Vernier.........

61 -

9 '6

94

16

Bretwood
Valve -holder,
1,9

19 6

100, 6/9.

Anode Resistance

.

10,6

150- 300
300- 600 1°1
1,100-3,000 each
(Manufacturer's
advance.)
100,000 ohms
2/6
Fixed . .
2 meg. Leak 2/6

Lissen choke
Aux, Res.

Mullard L.F. (Green Ring)

LULL LAU 1 1 t..H
211- each
Type

B.T.H.
Ediswan

B.3

MarconiZsrato

25/- each

.

D.E.R
Type

....... AR.0,6
Marconi.Osram
D.E.3
Mallard
D.F.Ora
Ediswan

.

.

.

For use with A.R.D.E. and

.....

10/ -

1 /3

LOOK FOR THE

Post 6d. pair.

FRENCH
THOMSON-HOUSTON

R.I." NEW MODEL
IN SEALED BOX

For use with Bright Emitters
B.T.H.
8.4.
35/MarconiOsram
D.E.5
35/Mullard
.D.F A I 35 /16 French Metal ... 16/11
116 butcn
13/6
Phillips .04 Type ... 16;11
FILAMENT RHEOSTATS
.

Don't Buy Otherwise

Post 25/- Free

.

Wire -Wound Type.

Rotary Action.

49

FORMO
SHROUDED
18/IGRANIC ohms each.
29
Plain Type 4 & 7 4/6
2 for With Vernier Adjust.

2 for
1,'6

2.

53

Please Note. -Large stocks

ment ..................4 7/ -

Plain Type............30 7 I The Raymond .........6 1 /6
"
The Ormond

kept, but orders accepted
on distinct urderstanding BASKET COIL
that same will be des- No. I
22 for 2/ patched in strict rotation No. 2
.... . Zfor 2/6
at the earliest possible
(both with plug)
date. Not answerable for Coil Stand 2 -way for
delays in manufacturers'
Basket Coils .
4 /11
supplies. Right reserved Universal 2 -way for
to return cash.
Basket Coils ..... .. 5 /11
.

JUST TRY THEM.

.

" BABY " COIL STANDS.
2 -way on base .
. 3/3 -way on base .
419
(brass fittings)
2 -way ex. handles ... 416

4,000 ohms 15/11
per Pair

1 /3

Enclosed
Detectom '0003 with Grid Leak 2/6
Micrometer Adjustment, Variometer ............10/6
19. By post 23
Twin Detector
56

Type JD.E.4 30 /Millard, Type EI.F.A.2 30 /POWER VALVES

.

Genuine
DR. NESPER
HEADPHONES

'001 to '0005 Fixed ...
51.

Cossor
Cossor
Myers -Universal

..

2 -way,
4;11

TRADE MARK.
12,11
4,000 ohms

2/6
3/6

R. or R 5 V
PI
P.1.
.P.2.
Mullard H.F. (Red Ring)1
Mullard-Ora

316 °LILL Ed MR POCR VALVES

.

EDISON BELL

(New Model)

Var. Grid Leak ...... 3 /-

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlI

43

BASKET

comfortable fitting to the

WATMEL

R. Type

60, 5/4; 75, 54; For use with .06 Valves
B.T.H. Type B.6 .
25,4/- Marconi-Osram

5 point switch

head.

11.,, 1/3, 2/6

Var. Grid Leak

BRETWOOD

46 Cut
from Solid
Rod
Legless

48

113

5-1

1;3

11 9

K.WIRELESS
RAYMOND
DEPOT
27,

2/6

12/ a each

Ediswan .A.R. ,,
Marconi-Osram

D.E.R. Valves.
29 Marconi-Osram,
Type
Series Parallel ..... 3 /9
D.E.6, 2-2.5 volt..25
T1 Transformers.- 30/amps. 25 T2, 26 /- ; T3, 1616; Coils .
50, 5 1- ;

springs, long flexible cords,
nickel -plated parts. Very

115

Grid Leak,

GALLERY DOOR

Lissenstat
Do. Universal
2 -way Switch

216

BRIGHT EMITTER

25, 4/10 ; 30, 35, 40, 4/10, DULL EMIITER POWER VALVES

Adjustable diaphragm, de.
tachable receivers, double
headleather -covered,

D.P.D.T.,

Ormond,

15

DALY'S

Variable Grid Leak
Anode Resistance
Lissen Minor

Both with clips.

41:3816BrAb

kr. RIGHT OPPOSITE g.

9/-

(Both for UNIDYNE)

.

32

S.P.D.T.,
1/2

JIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIL

.

LISSEN

11/ -

la/.

Rheostat,
with Dial,
extra alue,
2/6

as light as a feather, 17,11

Coil Holder

.

12.6

HEADPHONES, 4,000 ohms

coil

2 -way

Goswell 3 -way Coil

Vernier

"Powquip "

Shrouded
Standard
" Powquip," " Powquip,"
14,6
18,-

holder .

Holder
'001 var. Condenser 10/6
Goswell 2 -way Panel
'0005
10/6
Mounting
'0003
10/6
3 -way Panel
Micrometer Condenser 5 /6 Goswell
Mounting
. 5/Cam Vernier 2 -way
3 -way Cam
Coil Holder ..... 11/ - Goswell
Vernier...............12'6
Polar 2 -way, with

47

MICROSTAT Anode Resistance ... 3/ For D.E. or 0 /9
TELEFUNKEN
R. Valves
Post Free.

Goswell

McMICHAEL'S H.F.
TRANSFORMERS

Bucks

100,

Patent Valve Holder 1,6

23/6

. 4/11

. 34/6
.4016

Ali

GOSWELL
ENGINEERING

301-

. 419

. 29/-

35, 5/-;

150, 7/10; 200, 8/8;
250, 9 /- ; 300, 9,5 ; 400,
10/3; 500, 10 6
F;I. Rheostat
416
Potentiometer
7/30 -ohm Rheostat ... 7/-

'00025

41

IGRANIC

:

101

AMPLION

100,000, on stand complete
516

50,

with Vernier.

Dragon Fly,

50 000, 70,000, 80,000,

Coils : 25, 5 /- ;

STERLING
SQUARE LAW

. 4/6

.

- 5/- - 5/6 - 8/-

- 4/9 - 5/3 Vernier 4/- - 4;6 -

0003 - 6/9 Vernier 416
Complete with Knob and Dial.

14

. 4/3 516
. 516 7/6
......... ..... . 5/6 7/6 Formo,'
open 12,6
Cut to Size, 3/16 in. at
square inch.

'005, '006, Fixed

7/9

Voltmeter, C and 5, one hole fixing, 1 )3
46

12 x 9
12 x 12
14 x 10

'001,

'0002
'0001

3/11
. 413

. 20/6
2416

2j2 3/3
31- 4/2

DUBILIER

No. 2. 250-700
No. 3. 450-1200
No. 4. 900-2000
No. 5. 1600-3000
No. 6. 2200-5000

. 1716

8 x 6...............2/-3/10 x 8

- 8/- 1001 - 5/3

'0005

Polar -Junior,

. 10/6

1/6 2/-

.....

7x5

819

H.F. Plug-in Transformers
No. 1. 150-450
3/6

MADE BY WELL.
Brown Type A, 4,000 ohms KNOWN FIRM FOR ME
Gecophone, 4,000 ohms re-

10025 - 5/9 - 6/9 -

.

ENERGO

each..................£1 5 0

resistance, each .. £3 2 0
Sterling, 4,000 ohms resist£1 5 0
..
ance, each

'0005
'003

Polar 3 -way,
Vernier

33

We can recommend these
as being excellent Headphones, with a great rem,.

tation. G.R.C., 9,000 ohms
resistance, each ......£1 0 0
B.T.H., 9,000 ohms resistance, each .........£1 5 0
Brandes Matched Tone,
4,000 ohms resistance,

'"

- 7/- - 8/- - 10/- 6/9 - 6/9 - 8/9

- 916 '00025 - 6/6
'00075 - 91- '0002 - 5/6

'001

LISLE STREET,
W.C.2
G -R,11 -2..A FL 120 4637

No responsibility accepted on post orders uniess cheques and rostal orders
are crossed and made payable to the tirm. Mona s sent must be registered

(nickel fittings)
2 -way Cam Vernier,
high-class .....
5 /9
Several high-grade patterns,
2 -way
at 51-, 516
.

3 -way

.

at 6,11, 7/6
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-HULLO
EVERYBODY!!
-EI IS !!
I THESE GOODS ARE
*

These 3 columns for YOU

SENT BY POST

PARTS FOR 2 -VALVE
" UNIDYNE " RECEIVING
SET

Try Our

10/11

The 4 -electrode valve Thorpe
K4, each
19/6

6 Terminals for .............-

10d.

.

2 Microstat Filament Resist-

Feather
Phone

. -..... 2/9
216

ances, each

1 Variable Grid Leak -

1 Single -Pole Double -Throw
Switch
1/3

1 .0005 Variable Condenser,
with Vernier .

1 Cam Vernier 2 -way Coil

4000 ohms

7/3

Holder
9/ Panel 5 in. by If in., drilled

Newey
Snap

to hold two 5 -pin Valve

.... .... . 2/2 5 -Pin Valve Holders, each... 1/6
I Fixed Condenser, 0.01 112, 2/2, 2/-

Holders for

1 FixedCondenser, .0002 1 /2 , 212, 3/e
1 Shrouded L.F. Trans. 10-1 20/-

8 yds. No. 18 Gauge Tinned
Copper Wire
12
.

Terminals

2/B

.

.

Necessary Screws, Nuts, and Wash-

ers, Free if abok'e lot purchased,
and post free.

FOR NEUTRODYNE CIRERS
CUITS " Colvern " Ind.
BABY MODELS
Vernier
Sterling, 4,000 ohms £2 15 /Sterling Dinkie
1 101-1 The low maximum of any
vernier
is
adversely
Brown's 2,000 ohms 2 81Amplion Junior ... 1 1 ,6 affected by capacity effects,
251-

27/6

TOOLS

Set of Spanners

.. 1/8

Taps, 0, 2, 4, 6 B.A. set 2/ -

Lead-in tube: Rd., 7d., Rd.
Eureka Concert Grand 30 - Valve Pins and Nuts 2 a Id.
No. 2 (Second Stage) 22 6
Stop Pins and Nuts 2 a ld.
-25 /R.I. 5-1 Ratio .
Nickel Terminals...... 2d.
Igranic, 5-1 Ratio .21 /Nickel Contact Studs
The Ferranti, 4-1...17/6
2 for 1/d.
The Silvertown, 5-1 21 /- Nickel Switch Arm 1 / (one
-hole
fixing)
The G.R.C. 5-1 Ratio 15: Loading Coil and Plug 8d.
The G.C.R.10-1 Ratio 20/ Gamages Permanite 1 Marconi Ideal Power 351Condenser Brushes... 6d.
Burndept L.F. 5-1
Ratio
Lissen T. 1 L.F.....-- .30:- LARGE NUMBER

n/-

T. 2 L.F..

T. 3 L.F..........1616

.,

West End Stockist Polar,
Edison Bell, Ferranti, Silvertown, Dubilier, Lissen,
Energo, Unidyne Eureka,
G.R.C., Sterling parts, etc.

Complete Set.

LOt,D

Dragon Fly
Ultra

NO POST ORDER from same

F. TRANSFORMERS

I

and any vernier which is
employed

to

give

fine

tuning MUST NOT be in
association with the main
tuning condenser.
Price 2 6 Post 3d.

Small Soldering Irons 1 /MYERS VALVES
7 -Twist (H.S.) Drills 1111 Universal .
12/6
D. E.
211

PARTS FOR 7 -CIR-

Ebonite Base, Terminal
Fittings. Post Free.
101, '0001 to '3005..... 1 /2

Strip rheostat 7 ohm,

'002 to '004

(with fuse)...... ...... St - 'OCR
30 ohm
............ f-1 '31 and '02
.

60

.

3/ - '05

Potentiometer 600 ohm 4.J

RAYMC ND COILS
25......3/9

35 .... 3 /9
50...... 3 /9
60
75
100

6/-

150

... 41-

9/6

400

5/6

Set of 4 for B.B.C.
Wavelengths

15 /-

. .....

1 /3
1 /6
119

3/3
DIAMOND WEAVE

BASKET COILS (5)
EXTRA AIR SPACE

(DUPLEX WAXLESS)
Equal to
Honeycomb.
25, 35, 75, 100. (wave-

7/7/6
8/-

200
250

3/10 300

..... ....

lengths marked).

Set of 5
3;9
"POLAR" MICROMETER
516
CONDENSER

96

.

16_6

D . LUXE"

quality obtainable.
Accurate, permanent,
noiseless, unaffected by
atmosphere,
beautifully
cased, double insulators,
two extra fixing lugs, made
entirely of finest materials,

pass all tests, guaranteed.
1

infd

2 mfd

Post 3d. each.

.

3.6

.

3111

Under Panel Ditto .. 1 /6
Valve Templates 2d., 4d.
1 B1
Electron Aerial
Adhesive Tape Roll... 2A.
toil per
Copper
2' d.

1 in. Fibre Strip 3 ft. 2d.
Insulated Hooks 4 for 3d.
Ditto Staples.........5 a ld.

ORMOND " L.F.13 11
A Wonderful Transformer
1l,

VALVES

D.C.C. Bell
10 yds....

Wire

5d.

Knobs, 2 B.A. 2d., 3 d., 4d.
3d.
Small Knobs 6 BA.
Small Knobs 4 B.A. 3d.
3d.
Wander Plugs pair
Egg Insulators each Id.
2/Tape Aerial 100 ft.
V -lee Windows 9d. to 9d.
2d.

17/6 LATEST MODEL

WIRELESS SET...... 7,6

17/6

Better than the
Best 1716

Sausage Aerial .

Bus Bar 1 '10 square,

1 /-

15 feet

Ditto, 18 sq., 15 feet... 10d.

16 d.c.c. Wire, per lb. 3/-

100 feet 7122 and 6
Boxes, all sires stocked.

Insulators

ontintim:.
g"--:

2 /6

RIGHT OPPOSITE

DALY'S
GALLERY DOOR

.

316

used for dielectric, and
the conductive surfaces are

cut from the best copper

sheet.

'001 to '0005 each 11-

'002 to

TOR,

Post free.

1/3

9d.

4 Taps and Wrench ... 2/11

Screwdrivers.........,6d.

H.T. BAT1EnIES
66 v. N. & K....... ...... 7/11
60 B.B.C. .....

916

CRYSTAL SETS
7/11 9111 12/11

4 B.A. rod, per ft.
4 B.A. Rod, per ft.
Basket Holders

.

2;6

.

Switch Arms 8d. to 11- MM Panel

Contact Studs 4 for 11d.
Nickel ditto 2 for 11d.
Nickel Switch arm ... 1 Sorbo ear caps pair... 1;'4
Tumbler Switches ... 1/4

On China Base.........1/1
On Ebonite
1/3 to 1/9
Murray Valve Holder 1 /3

Spring Washer ... 4 a Id.
Coil Plug on Base ... 10d.

PHILLIPS

12/6 FIRE STRIP Coils)
3 ft. long, 1 in. wide, 2d.
P.W."U,..1DYNE "
4 ELECTRODE VALVE

'06 VALVES 15 1 1

'Phone -Cords 6 ft. 1 -&
Nugravmg
Empire Tape, 2 yds.
Id.
Allen Var. Grid Leak 1 /3
Best Sleeving 3 yds. 10d.
Rubber Lead-in 10 yds. 1/ Thick ditto, Id., 2d., & 3d.
Aerial, 7,22 100 ft.. ..1 /101
Ditto, Extra Heavy
100 ft.

213

.

Anto Cap. Handles... 8d.
Tumbler Switches
1 /-

SIIS BAR
1 16 Sq.
ft. 6d.
.

.

15

.

15 feet 5d.

Me LT

I RAYMOND GOODS
5 equal 25 to 100.........1 /11
5 ditto,
Extra Air
Space
218

Waxless
200'2000

6 waxed 200 3600
7 waxed 150, 3600

1 /5

.

118
.. 1 /11

Chelmsford D.C.C.
1/-, 113 2/6
With adapter 9d. extra.
Switch
Arm,
12

Studs, 12 Nuts,
12

Washers, Lot 101d.

K.WIRELESSJP
RAYMOND
0 711

27, LISLE
STREET, W.C.2
'PHONE: GERRARD 4637

responsibi ity a carted on watt orders unless cheques and postal orders
we cros ed on ma 'e payab e to the firm. n oneys sent must be .ect;ster-d

BRE.. ST

DRIlls

Cut Bevel and Gear... 4/6
De Luxe Crystal Set 7/11
4 Whiskers, 1 Gold ... 2d.
Coil Plugs (ebonite) 41d.
Ditto
6d. 8d.
Shaped
81d., 1/-

5 ohm Rheostat ...... 1 /3
Various 1 3, 1.6, 1/9, 1/11

With Dial
1/11
Ormond
.....
1/9
'Phone Connector ... 1d.
Nuts 2, 4, 6, B.A. doz. 2d.
Washers..........., 12 a Id.

BOXES

7x5 9x 4
8 x 6 10 x 8

Coils

5

Brass Coil Former ... 2/11

1/ -

Flex ( Red and Black)
On China base.......... 1/7f
per yd..
3d. On Ebonite Base 1 /11 1 /6
Shellac
5d.
S.P.D.T. SWITCHES
Loading Coil and. Plug 8d. Miniature Panel.

2d.
81d.

2 -Way Coil Stands ... 1111
3 -way ditto
. 3 /11
2 -way with ex handles 2/11
. 4/9
3 -way ditto
41d., 5d.
4'5 Batteries

1 mid
3:6
2 mfd
3/11
D.P.D.T. SWITCHES
.

Microstat

2/d.

Also at 10d., 1/-, 1 /3, 1/6

1 /9

2 '-to 31-

Ditto

1 I rE
FIXED CONDENSERS

15/11

18 g sq.......

R Y vLOND

1'5 D E )

ilViNbl Si:Sidi/4h

TYPE VALVE

ME fAL " (FRENCH)

USUALLY IN STOCK
6d.
Twin Flex, 4 yard,.
Twin Silk Small 6 yds. 6d.

BROWNIE " IMPROVED"

New 3 -pole Laminated Magnets, which ensure an even
magnetic pull and still greater volume. Windings well
DUBILIER TYPE
insulated. Large size earpieces and Leather head -bands
of standard " N. & K." comfortable design. Technically FIXED CONDENSERS
" N. & K." Headphones represent the last word in Wireless.
The cases are a moulded
Reception.
composition of extremely
IMPOSSIBLE TO EQUAL FOR CRYSTAL SETS.
high insulation quality.
and are non -hygroscopic;
Tape Aerial, 100 feet 3/ '002 Ruby mica only is

FERRANTI L.F,

t

16g D D.0

N. & K.
No. 3)

6d.

el1ILL.Po' U 4

2,000 Ohms 24'" REAL " BARGAIN
Legless Valve Holder 1 -

foot

Best

Screws

Pulleys...... 41d.

.

Solid Rod Ditto ......I' -

MANSBRIDGE TYPE
CONDENSERS

1/6

.

22;6 the lot, post

D.D.C. Coil
1/3
With Adapter
2/3
D.c.c. Extra Air Space 2 /11

cut

Stocked (Best).

OF BARGAIN,) TO CALLERS ONLY

Large, Brass, on base 1 3
Ditto., Nickel, on base 1 6
MicMet Type .
2,8
Variometers
(special) 116
6 v 80 amps..
33/- Ditto, with clips.
etc.
2/3
.38 16
6 v. 105 amps.
Ebonite, D.C.C. and
319
Hart's Stocked. All High
Dial
Also at 3 11, 4'3, 46, up,
Quality.

A

£10.

13 g. ... 9d. 20 g. 9d.
22 g. . . 10d. 24 g. 1 /26 g.
1;1 28 g. 1/3
30 g. ... 1,6 etc., etc.

. 23 /6
.27 /6

16 d.c.c. and Square Tinned

PARTS FOR ST 100 (Less
box and Ebonite). Absolutely Inclusive. £6 6 0 to

119
D.C.C. Wire. per 1 lb. - Machine

... 18/6

4 v. 80 amps.
6 v. 60 amps..

Cardboard Tube, 3 x 7.

CHELMSFORD 5XX
" RAYMOND "
Post price
FIXED CONDENSERS

SHIPTON

2 v. 40 amps... ..
4 V. 40 amps.... .
4 v. 60 amps....

SUPER LOUD SPEAKER

free.

'006, 1 3 ; 01, 1 ,9 ;

Midite
.
Enclosed Detectors...

'0003 Sq. Law Condenser.
Panel, 10 x 8. Burndept
Detector. Terminals, Clix.

Radio Press Transfers.

10d.
6d.

Cheap Fixed

AU, liMULA Uttb Neutron Crystal

.

CUIT CRYSTAL SET

Terminals complete Brass Pillar
Id.
W.O. or 'Phone Id. lid.
RAYMOND FIXED
Fancy Patterns ld. 11d.
CONDENSERS
'001, '0001 to '0005
10d. Extra large
2d. 3d.
'002, '003.'004
1 /Valve Sockets 2 for 11d.
2-meg. Leaks

IBCNITE
S OAK

SZES
3.16 in.

Cut to size
1d. sq. in.

12 x

9

x

12

12

6 ... 1/4

6x
7x
9x
10 x
12 x
12 x

5 ... 1110

6 - 2/-

8 ... 3 /6

.. 3/-

9 ... 4 /3

12 x 12 ... 5/6

14 x 10
5r6
WE STOCX
k -in.

EBONITE.

iuiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiininliniiiiiiiiiiiiiE
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The mechanically
sound Variometer
Amateurs with an appreciation of soundness in design

will value the Woodhall
No. 1 Variometer as being
right mechanically.

If you have not,
it is high

time you

have,

few short

thought about it.
" Recepter " Valves
in a

weeks,

advanced rapidly to the fore in
public favour.

The spindles of the Rotor are

The proof they have given of their
great adaptability as amplifiers, audions and
detectors, as well as their suitability for every
kind of switch in High or Low Frequency ;
their low current consumption and strong
filament mounting, ensure their great future.

screwed in; they are firmly moulded
in, in perfectly true alignment.

119/

They cannot come loose or out of
alignment, causing the Rotor to foul
Stator.
Because of the degree of accuracy in
alignment, we do not need a " safety -

margin" of clearance, and therefore
the

DULL EMITTER VALVES

Price 15,c each
If unable to obtain locally, send us a P.O.

15/-, together with the name and address of
your Dealer, or send a post -card giving your
Dealer's name and we will see he gets them.

F. J. BROWSE & CO.
56, Broad Street. "haftesbury Avenue,

between Rotor

The spindle also has a metal bearing,

and

terminals are provided.

giving a smooth " feel " of rotation
makes
possible.

YOUR DEALER
SHOULD STOCK
THEM.
IF NOT, SEND
US A CARD

One -hole

fixing for panel mounting ; brackets
adjustable for upright or horizontal
mounting.
Wavelength 250 to 750
All connections are internal, by spring
metres on I00 ft. aerial.
contacts from Rotor to Stator. Two
Sold by all Wireless Dealers, who can obtain
that

FILAMENT VOLTAGE, 3-3.5 VOLTS
AMPERES, .06-.07
Work excellently from pocket lamp batteries
or dry cells. They give smooth detection and
amplification. If your set is a good one it is
worth a " Recepter."

coupling

internally wound Stator is closer than in any other Variometer.
extremely

supplies

through

fine

tuning

2/6

Factors
Sole Distributors:

their

usual

PRESSLAND ELEC FRIG SUPPLIES LTD.,

AND WE WILL

HAMPTON - ON - THAMES.

SEE THAT HE

The Woodhall-Wireless Manfg. Co Ltd.

GETS THEM.

W.C.

IIIIIMEINI1111111111

36 volts

60 volts

7/6

12/9

100 volts 21 /AN ENTIRELY BRITISH

TUNGA ALITE
PRODUCT.

11111111111111111111

THE RESULT OF PROLONGED RESEARCH, A PRODUCT FROM
SELECTED HIGH-GRADE MATERIALS AND EXPERIENCED CRAFTSMANSHIP,
THIS ASTOUNDINGLY EFFICIENT BATTERY IS THE PRIZED POSSESSION
OF ALL WHO ARE ANXIOUS TO SECURE FOR THEIR APPARATUS THOSE
IDEAL CONDITIONS SO ESSENTIAL FOR GOOD PERFORMANCE.
PURCHASE A 60 -VOLT TUNGSTALITE BATTERY TO -DAY, AND
YOUR HIGH-TENSION PROBLEM WILL BE SOLVED FOR EVER.
OBTAINABLE FROM ALL DEALERS OR FROM-

Head Office, LONDON-

TUNGSTALITE LTD 9
47, FARRINGDON RD., LONDON, E.C.1.
I hone-Holborn 25)7.

Grams-Tungslamp Smith.

LeedsTUNGSTALITE LTD.

41, CALL LANE,
LEEDS.
Phone-Leeds 21375
Grams-Tungslamp Leeds

NORTHERN IRELAND-

BELFAST.

D. H. MacLeay,
7 Howard Street,
Belfast.

a
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Crackle, F..az

f HAVE never known an autumn when
atmospherics have been so persistent.
They have in fact. been with us on five
evenings out of six ever since the end of
September.
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The Maple Leaf
a single programme are, as I think I have
said before, enormous. Quite apart from
I expect that a good many of you will
the fact that tastes differ tremendously, have been sitting up during the week when
one must remember that the same person these notes appear in print in endeavours

does not always like the same kind of to pick up C F A C, the broadcasting
Though not as a rule of a entertainment. I imagine that even the station at Calgary in Canada, run by the

particularly violent kind, their presence high -brow with the loftiest forehead proprietors of the Calgary Herald. The
has been sufficient to spoil to a certain hankers occasionally after John Henry or tests are to be made on the 25th, 26th,

extent one's long-distance reception and to the Savoy Orpheans. Similarly your low- 27th and 28th from 3 to 4 a.m., the wavemake it difficult to get on terms on many brow has moments of exaltation in which length being 43o metres. It will be most
nights with the broadcasting stations on only Beethoven or Brahms can fill the interesting to try for them, and if one
the far side of the Atlantic. It is curious bill.
succeeds it will be something of a feat,
When there are two programmes going, for I believe that the power of CF AC is
that these mild atmospherics should have
been so prevalent. In most years Novem- each equally easy to tune in, we shall be only about a kilowatt. .ber is the best month of all for reception, able to take our choice, picking up whichPersonally I think that. the odds are
ever appeals to us most. And not only against his being received in this country,
whilst October runs it -very close.
Some readers may remember that I men- that; we shall he able to pick and choose except possibly by a stray enthusiast who
tioned in these notes at the end of August our items. When, for instance, the is lucky enough to have erected his aerial
that conditions were improving very announcer says that we are about to have in an especially good spot. However, the
No, I will not say this lest I experiment is well worth trying, and I for
rapidly and there seemed a likelihood that
reception would be first-rate during the shall offend you. What I mean is that one shall be amongst those who sit shiverensuing months. This has unfortunately when one station announces an item of the ing into hours of the morning that almost
not been quite the case. Some day I sup- kind that usually makes me fly to the cease to be small. There is one thing
pose we shall find away of straining out switch, I shall in future simply give the about it, anyhow, and that is that one will
atmospherics, but at the present time we condensers a little twiddle and bring in he able to while away the time until 3 a.rn.
by searching round for U.S.A. stations. If
must simply grin (or do the other thing) the second station.
any reader does pick up the Canadian
and bear them.
Adjacent Stations
transmission he should write at once to the
People have been wondering lately proprietors of the Calgary Herald, who
Further Afield
whether it will be possible to work two
One night recently I tuned in Brussels stations in London without their causing arc most anxious to have reports of longand two French stations, all of which mutual interference even if their wave- distance reception.- Calgary, by the- Wray,
came in well. Then I turned to Madrid, lengths are widely separated. To this I is in Alberta, in the West of Canada, so
to find that Radio Iberica was quite as can only say : How about New York ? that its transmissions have to cross somepowerful as any of our home stations with New York boasts no less than thirteen thing like 2,000 miles of land before they
the exception of London. He was.giving fully-fledged broadcasting stations, and strike the Atlantic on their way to us.
some particularly good violin solos on that there are many American towns with pretty
The Zoo, Again
night. I wonder, by the way, if Bourne- long lists. There are, for example, ten
The
inmates
the. Zoo were in better
mouth or 2 L 0 can cross to Spain as .well in Washington, seven in Denver, twelve form this time of
than
on the last occasion
as Radio Iberica comes to us. Perhaps in Los Angeles, nine in San Francisco, when the B.B.C.'s perambulator
paid its
some reader who lives in that country will eight in Minneapolis and nine in St. visit to them. The parrots had apparently
let us know how he receives the southern Louis. Schenectady, the home of the been taught to behave as per feet gentleBritish stations. One would hardly expect powerful \V G Y working on 38o metres, men and ladies-for this occasioni. anythat the strength would be so good, for has another station, W R L, whose wave- how. I was quite expecting to have my
the Spanish station uses 3 kilowatts, which length is 36o. Of course all these Ameri- loud -speaker burnt out by,forcible remarks
is double the power of any of our own can stations do not as a rule transmit at of some polly with seafaring experience,
except 5 X X. This last station, of course, the same time, though there are often two but nothing so unfortunate occurred, and
is well received in the south, and he has
three of them in the same town hard no remark was uttered which would have
actually been tuned in with an unaided or
at it altogether. If Uncle Sam can solve
out of place. even. in the, most Viccrystal as far away as the north of Africa. these little problems, as apparently he been
torian
drawing -room.
The worst lanAs things .were so good I was all to make does, we surely will have no difficulty guage was,
I
think,
used
by the monkey,
a night of it, and duly sat up until 3 a.m. with only a pair of stations.
which had been deprived for the occasion
I am glad to say that my efforts were
And then you must not forget the fact
the society of his pal. However, being
rewarded, for I was able to pick up three that the American amateur transmitter is of
no Tarzan, I do not understand the
of the American stations at very good also a pretty hefty person. He is allowed
monkey language and no harm was done.
strength and with remarkably little interference.

by regulations to use greater power than

You, I expect, were equally fortunately
the Britisher, and he often gets up to placed. Old Bill, the walrus, who
kilowatt or more by piling up his plate suffered, if you remember, from micro-

Two a Nght
I am delighted to hear that we are to volts.
have in the near future two programmes
broadcast simultaneously from the London

Every

self-respecting

American

city has, in addition to half a dozen broadcasting stations, hundreds of amateurs

The idea, I believe, is to make each striving to get the utmost watt into
them entirely different in character, so his aerial. I have seen a good many
that listeners may be able to select the articles recently in American papers on
kind of thing that is most to their tastes. how to build selective receiving sets. I do
The difficulties of pleasing everyone with not wonder.
station.

phone-

fright

on

the

laA

occasion,

appeared this time to have overcome his
shyness and gave a remarkably good impression of what it feels like to be really

The elephants were in great
voice, so much so in fact that I felt it
hungry.

advisable to lop off a valve during their
part of the programme.
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On Your Wavelength ! (continued)
I hope that the B.B.C. will extend this
idea to what one might call "micro broadcasting." Personally I should revel in
hearing the love song of the cheese mite

third point, the Americans will tell us

some "high -brow."

Having recently had

that, as far as they themselves are con- the privilege of visiting upwards' of half
cerned, the interference is pretty bad on a dozen of these local societies, I am able
to assure readers that this is not the only
these wavelengths.

thing that happens at these meetings.
A typical programme is as follows :
The Hidden Hand
There are some who say that the com- Inspection of members' handiwork, and
course, as the animals have entertained us
they might arrange for us to entertain mercial people have long been aware of criticism; short talk by member of neighthem. I am sure that my lord the ele- the carrying propensities of short waves, but bouring society on "short-wave working ";
phant would /much enjoy hearing the that in order to avoid scrapping expensive Morse class; and, finally, a consultation
morning lament of an elderly business gear they have kept these matters in the and discussion on choke -coupled amplifiman who has lost his collar stud and has background, and are now viewing with not cation-a very interesting evening. These
only five minutes left in which to breakfast a little concern the raking out of these societies are doing excellent work, and the
and catch the 8.5o.
skeletons of the past by the amateur. I fact that the meetings are well attended

or the oyster's paean of joy when May
ushers in the. R -less months.

Or, of

can hardly credit that such a "dog in a during the summer months shows that

Birthday Honours

manger " policy would have been adopted their members' enthusiasm is great.

With both 2 L 0 and Birmingham in- by vigorous go-ahead concerns, and can

Early English
dulging in birthday parties, I don't wonder only think that this is yet another attempt
There is a special run just now on
if there were not enough "bouquets " to to rob the amateur of the honour of makthings "early English," and I should think
go round. I think, on the whole, both ing a valuable discovery
we have had a surfeit of Jacobean, Elizamade a good job of it, though between
The Amateurs
bethan and the Stuart songs. A sevenourselves I don't think 2 L 0 was as fes2 S H has been received in Johannes- teenth -century opera was perhaps a
tive a gathering as last year. Do you ?
There was a Sunday -school sort of flavour burg on short waves, and is thus the first novelty, if one may be allowed to express
about it, a kind of "one eye on the pro- British amateur to be heard in that part it thus, heard from Newcastle on Friday.
grammes and another on the licences." of the world. Congratulations, 2 S H ! Written by Purcell (who contrived to live
Perhaps the old stagers haven't renewed 6 P D has now changed over from a D.C. in three reigns-Charles II, James II,
theirs. However, P. P. and his merry source of power to A.C. The first time and William and Mary), it was intended
engineers worked nobly, and to quote that I heard him on this new power his for the private school of " Mr. Josias
them one and all, "That's the stuff to speech was wonderfully smooth and good Priest at Chelsey," so I suppose he had
-in fact I should not have known that he to be careful. Bide and Aeneas, its title,
give 'ern."
was using A.C. if he had not said so. He was written round the story of Aeneas,
Which Way?
had a bad shaking a few days back when driven on to the coast of Carthage and
The results of the recent transoceanic
accidentally got across a pair of 2,000 - welcomed by its queen, Dido. Like most
tests on short waves makes one think he
volt
wires. I believe that he was uncon- of those heroes, he was called away just
rather deeply. It has been remarked that scious
for five minutes. 6 V X seems to before the wedding -day, and Dido dies.

American east coast amateurs have reported that our amateur signals are very
weak, and yet shortly afterwards a New
Zealand station reports that the selfsame
signals are too loud for the headphones !
It has been suggested that owing to the
phenomenon of the Heaviside layer the
signals travel in the direction in which

be gaining lung power as time goes on. The libretto was written by Tate-not
He is now apparently using an outdoor Harry, of course, but the famous Tate,
aerial, and he begins to shake the ether of Tate and Brady, the metrical psalm.
pretty vigorously !

I like John Coates, too,. but I do wish
German Wireless
he'd sing us a real song occasionally just
I have been very interested lately in to encourage some of our modern comgoing through copies of the German wire- posers to find a tune.

it is darkest, but the above -mentioned fact less periodicals. Wireless over there
does .not confirm this. Another theory is seems to be making great strides, though

that the signals travel through the earth,
and there seems no reason why they should

not go this way; in fact I for one feel
almost inclined to accept this latter theory.

Why?
Another question which rather exercises

one's mind is why do these very weak
signals travel so well ? The high -brow
reasons-less absorption by intervening
hills owing to sharp tuning, the high frequency used and therefore the selectivity,
less interference, etc., etc.- But then I don't
think that these can all be accepted without question. Take, for instance, the first
point. The working of these short waves
requires considerable skill and knowledge,
and a short-wave transmitter must be carefully designed in order to prevent absorption in the set itself. If this is the case,
one would naturally expect greater absorption in outlying areas. As regards the

makers.

I cannot say that one is vastly impressed

with the apparatus advertised or with
One
much of the information given.

paper, for example, gives the power used
by both 5 X X and 2 L 0 as to kilowatts,
and states that both Plymouth and Nottingham are rated at 1.5 kilowatts. Some
of their words are rather beautiful. Telephones they call doubleheadhearers, whilst
a duolateral coil is known as a honeywebspool. Why they should call plug -and socket mountings bananastickers I really
do not know. And do not you think that
roundwirelesspartaker is a glorious title
for the humble broadcatcher.
Wireless Societies'
Probably those people who are not mem-

Pianos in Excels is
There is one instrument that has been
shown to best advantage recently, and
that is the piano, sometimes called England's national instrument. We have had
William Murdoch, the Australian pianist,
Irene Scharrer, Alice Couchman, and on
Friday the great
Walter Gieseking.

Continental artiste,
It is interesting to

note that when he made his first appearance over here last autumn, though a
name to conjure with on the Continent,
he was an " unknown quantity," but. after
his first recital

at sEolian Hall (for at

the next it was reckoned that the hall contained more famous pianists than had ever
been seen under one roof) they had come
to see as' well as to hear "how he did it."

This year I suppose they all listened -in
and tried to follow the extra difficult bits
what is done by these bodies, and picture on their own instruments. Truly a

bers of a wireless society often wonder

to themselves a number of enthusiasts

gathered together to listen to a lecture by

wonderful sight
THERMION.,
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Simple Valve Holder

Emergency Detector

Safety Spark Gap

ASIMPLE valve holder, very suitable IN trying to alter the position of crystal A DISCARDED glass -enclosed crystal
for experimental work on the bench, 1 in a cup it may happen that you are I-I detector can be made into a useful
is shown by the illUstration. Two ebonite unfortunate enough to break-up your last static discharger in the simple manner
shown. The crystal, catwhisker and cat in. specimen. But do not despair.
"strips each about 3 in. by r in. by
Connect a rusty knitting needle in place whisker arm are removed and a serrated
of the crystal cup. Lay a clean piece of
VALVE
CRYSTAL CUP,
SERRATED BRASS
copper wire on the needle (at right angles)
REVERSED
SPADE PIECE

/

and connect this up instead of the cat -

whisker. Under favourable conditions this

detector will give quite good results. J.

Burnt -out Filaments
IF, in a valve set, a phone cord with
cease metope

OR WIRE IH CONTACT
WITH LEGS

Simple Valve Holder.

faulty insulation happens to touch an
L.T. terminal there is likelihood of the
filament being burnt out. This possibility
can be prevented, in most one -valve sets,
by placing the phones in the negative lead

GLASS COVER

Safety -spark Gap.

of the H.T. battery instead of between spade fitting clipped over the ball swivel

or is in. thick are joined together by cut- anode and + H.T., as is usual. D. P,
ting a slot halfway through each with a
fretsaw, the two strips then being pressed
Slider -type Variometer
together to form a cross.
Four terminals may be fitted and wires
AN old slider inductance coil may be
or metal strips carried to the legs of the
easily converted into a very useful
valve, or the wiring of the set may simply variometer or variocoupler in the manner

be attached straight on to the legs, the outlined in the accompanying sketch. Reebonite cross strips effectively preventing move the slider ba and one of the coil
any chance of the wire from any one leg ends, and strip oft about half of the

of the detector.

Finally, the cup is reversed so as to
present a flat surface to the discharging
points, which should be placed approxi\V. R.
mately 3_ in. from the cup.

Efficient Slider
THE word

" efficiency "

is

seldom

coupled with an inductance slider of
coming into contact with the wires leading winding. Obtain a cardboard former about the spring plunger type, btit a really effiR. N. W.
to any of the others.
cient and still more simple device can be

made up from a few pieces

Phone Connector

of scrap

material in the manner to be described. A
I -in. length of wooden broom -handle A is
slotted as shown so that when it is placed

ASIMPLE device fitted between the
phone terminals of a receiver to pro-

on the square brass rod the base is not

vide a convenient means of joining the
tags of phones to be used in series con -

quite flush with its lower edge.
Two pieces of spring brass are then cut
as shown at B and C, these being soldered
I.

II

"

I

III IIIIIII

-

I 1111
I

III 0

i

mos
_

1

-

Slider -type Variometer.

4 in. long and large enough in internal dia-

C

meter to slide freely over the remaining
winding.

Wind this with the wire taken from the
original coil, leaving a space in the centre

of the former to take a piece of round
Phone Connector.

sists of a strip of spring brass about in.
wide iky r in. long, which is bent as shown
and bolted to the panel. Care should be
taken to see that both tags make good
contact with the strip.
.0. J. R.

wood, which is secured firmly with Seccotine and attached .at the opposite end to the
under. side of the ebonite slider. It is

Details of Slider.

sometimes an advantage to replace the together and finally assembled as shown
small spring in the slider before finally ' in the lower diagram. The result is a
attaching the latter to the wooden distance perfectly smooth -rubbing contact along the
whole length of the coil winding. R. J.
piece.
A. R.
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USING THE THOUSAND -CIRCUIT BOARD
The concluding article, detailing the uses of the experimental receiver
described in preceding issues.
.40

'THE constructor, after making expel i- distortion is noticed when two H.F. stages
Readers may wonder what is the best
ments with various types of -coupling, are in use you are probably rattier over- way of making the wiring connections upon
will very soon discover what suits his par- loading the rectifier. In such cases try the the surface of the panel. I divide these
ticular needs best. There is, for example, effect of substituting aperiodic for tuned into two classes-semi-permanent and temno reason why both H.F. valves should be coupling and see whether this is better porary. The semi -permanent connections
coupled in the same way. Very good of worse than cutting out one H.F. stage are such as those which connect the aerial
results can be obtained by coupling the altogether.
terminal to the top of the A.T.I. (this
first to the second with tuned -anode cirIf you are not fond of low -frequency will be changed only if the A.T.C. is
cuit and the second to the rectifier with amplification you will probably prefer to placed in series) and the wires from OP
the aperiodic transformer. Other possible work, as a rule, with two H.F. stages and and Is of the low -frequency transformers
combinations arc as under :
one L.F. Then should you pick up a dis- to H.T. plus and grid battery. These I
tant station which is too faint to be com- made with No. 16 bare copper wire. For
First Coupling.
fortably audible you can throw in the the shorter temporary connections I use a
Tuned transformer.
second L.F. stage in a moment. When thinner and more pliable bare copper wire.
Tuned anode.
atmospherics are bad you may find a disAperiodic transformer.
tinct improvement in results by cutting A Dual Purpose
Both the experimenter and the man who
Tuned transformer.
down the H.F. amplification and making
Loose -coupled transformer.
up for its loss by adding a second stage wants a set purely for listening in will
Second Coupling.
Tuned anode.
Loose -coupled transformer.
Tuned anode.
Resistance -capacity.
Tuned transformer.

of low frequency.
Choice of Valves

Then again you can accommodate your
set to suit exactly any valves that are in
use. Some rectifiers work best with the
grid leak in parallel with the grid con-

find

in

the

Thousand -circuit

Board

exactly what he needs. The first can
change his circuits as frequently as he
wishes, trying out every new one that
comes along with minimum of trouble;
the second can find the arrangement of
valves that best suits his purpose, and
once he has found it can let it remain
upOry the board. There is very little fear
that an outfit of this kind will become
out of date, since it allows one to keep
pace with all the new developments in
wireless without making any new con-

denser, others if it is taken straight across
Ttousands of Combinations
to plus, arid others again when it goes
These are just. a few suggestions; as a direct to L.T. negative. When used as
matter of fact the number of combinations note magnifiers most valves do best with
even on the high -frequency side which can a fairly high anode voltage; but there are
be made up with variations in the use of some which will not stand it. By using
a loose -coupled tuner or not, and in em- an extra high-tension battery with wander structional alterations.
J. H. R.
ployment or non -employment of reaction plugs you can adjust the anode potential
(which may be coupled, of course, to the exactly to their requirements and with the
A.T.I., to the secondary or to anode in- help of the grid battery you can make
ductances or transformers), runs into thou- them work at their very best.
"TRIPLEX "
sands. If you care to amuse yourself by
Most sets are considerably stabilised by
AMPLIFICATION
making up ten new circuits a day on this/ earthing the secondary circuit if one is in
experimental board you can continue use. You can try the effect of this in a FOLLOWING the ordinary reflex principle, in which one valve is used to
happily for five years without once repeat- moment. The usual connections of L.F.
amplify
both high and low frequencieing yourself 1
transformers are plate to IP, OP to H.T.
simultaneously, comes the application of
Some
plus,
grid
to
os,
Is
to
L.T.
minus.
If Purity is Required
the same idea in a more elaborate form to
One of its most handy uses is that which transformers do better with both grid and the so-called supersonic method of recepto
terminals.
attached
the
"in"
plate
enables those who specialise in purity
tion. In the supersonic system the inrather than in mere noise to discover the Again, it may be found that there is less coming energy is first converted to a lower
the transformers if the
best combination of valves for any par- interaction between
beat frequency, which is then amplified
ticular broadcast station.
It is, for connections of one are made ofin the
the and rectified. For example, received shortway, whilst those
example, a mistake to use more high - ordinary
secondary
in
the
other
are
reversed.
In wave signals (say 100 metres) are first
frequency amplificatioh than is absolutely
heterodyned to a frequency corresponding
necessary for reception of telephony, for most sets it is a matter of some difficulty to a wavelength of 3,000 metres, and this
high -frequency amplification always means to make these changes, but on the Thou- "supersonic" frequercy is then amplified,
the bringing in of a certain amount of sand -circuit Board they can be done so thus eliminating the capacity losses that
quickly that they entail no trouble at all.
mush.
render direct H.F. amplification so ineffiOn a very near station, one that is Oscillation
cient. In the supersonic receiver there are
tc ithin twenty-five miles, it will usually
Is it better when -using the two tuned - therefore three frequencies present, namely,
suffice even for loud -speaker work to use anodes to connect the inductances so that the signal frequency, the supersonic frethe. rectifier with or without reaction and current is passing through both in the quency, and the ordinary rectified or
the two note magnifiers.
Are better same direction-, or will theiebe less ten- audible frequencies. By passing all three
results obtained by using reaction and no dency to oscillation caused by interaction in succession through the same valve
H F. amplification or by employing one if connections to one of them are reversed ? the latter can he made to function as
H.F. amplifying stage and no reaction It depends very much upon circumstances, a triplex or threefold amplifier. We
pon a near -by transmission? Try and and you can try it for yourself in a matter now await the evolution of a quadruplex
see. If signals are very loud and a little of a few seconds.
circuit !
M. A. L.
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WE couldn't improve the technical qualities

eo

of B.T.H. Headphones. They were and
are perfect in tone, clarity and volume.
We have, however, embodied a great many
constructional improvements in the latest
pattern, which make it the most comfortable
and convenient instrument of its kind. Here
are some of the more important features of the
new B.T.H. Headphones:Weight, with cord, only 91 ozs.
No hair -catching projections.

s

No " scissors " movement of headbands.
Adjustable to any head by a single movement, without the manipulation of screws
or nuts.
No screws or nuts employed in construction,
and therefore nothing to work loose.
Minimum number of separate parts.
Body of ear -piece made of non -resonating
material.
Diaphragm rigidly clamped around periphery
between surfaces of non -resonating material.

A

ri

Permanent magnets are really permanent
and are not affected by lapse of time or
external changes of polarity.

ii

B.T.H. Headphones are unequalled
for sensitiveness, volume, comfort
and appearance.

Price 25/ per pair
(1000 oh,,.)

Obtainable from all

Electricians & Radio Dealers

Advertisement of The British Thomson -Houston Co. Ltd.
Crown House, Aldwych, London, W.0 2

4c,

9,471
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Continental Series No. 1.

Spanish Broadcasting
Station "Radio Iberica" situated in Madrid
transmits every evening on 392 metres
(nearly the same wavelength as Newcastle).

Its programme begins at 9.30 p.m. and
concludes at midnight-there is ample time
for anyone to enjoy it without interference
from our own B.B.C. stations.
5

Radio Iberica" uses a power of nearly
Or., therefore ii can easily be received

on a 2 -valve Set fitted with Cossar Valves
in

any part of Great Britain. An addi-

tional P1 fitted as a Note Magnifier would
probably bring it in at loudspeaker strength.

A. C. Cossor, Ltd., Hightrury Grove, N.5.

NOVEMBER 29, 1924
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An international education
for users of Cossor Valves
AYEAR AGO Continental Broadcasting, as received in this country, was
more a matter for the experimenter.
But to -day a great change has been wrought.
New Stations in every European country are
springing up almost overnight! Splendid
programmes are now available for all who
will take the trouble to equip themselves for
it. From Scandinavia to Spain the ether is

alive-take advantage of it.
Any good Receiving Set using at least one
stage of high frequency-two stages would
be better-and a good aerial will be all the
equipment necessary provided you are using
the correct type of Valves.

socket, and a Cossor P1 as a Detector.
These two valves have been definitely worked
out as a combination where the greatest
efficiency is required.

Any experimenter knows that high -frequency
amplification must be treated quite differently
to rectification or low -frequency amplification
the

Cossor P2 possess very

different characteristics to the P 1.

When dealing with the minute oscillations
generated by a Broadcasting Station hundreds
of miles away you cannot afford to take risks
with inefficient valves-and the ordinary valve
with a straight filament and tubular anode is
inefficient when compared with a Cossor.

You know, of course, that the effective
working of a valve depends on the electron
stream given off by its heated filament. To
prove this, turn the rheostat knob and lower
the filament temperature of any valveimmediately the output of electrons is

diminished and signal strength falls off.

For long-distance work use a Cossor P2 (the
valve with the red top) in the high -frequency

- therefore

design-the arched filament and the hood shaped Grid and Anode.

But both

of them use the same master principle of

In the Cossor Valve the filament is arched
and follows closely the contour of the hood -

shaped Grid and Anode, therefore few-if
any-electrons can escape.
But in any ordinary Valve a large proportion
of the electron stream leaks away at each end
of the Anode and causes a serious falling off
in efficiency.

If you are keen on getting good results from
Contiaental Broadcasting, therefore, be sure
to use Cossor Valves. They cost no morebut what a difference in results!!

BRIGHT EMITTERS.

PI. For Detector and L.F.
P2. (WW1 red top) for H.F.
WUNCELL DULL EMITTERS.

Model A. (With resistance in base

for use with 2-, 4-, or 6 -volt
accumulator.)

WRI. For Detector and L.F.

WR2. (With Red top) for
H.F. use ...
... 23/6
Model B. (Without resistance working direct from 2-vo.'t accumulctor.)

WI. For Detector and L.F.

W2. (With Red top) for H.F.

Gilhe,t Ad. 1826.
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SHIPTON NEW TYPE

One hole

VERNIER COIL HOLDER

::

Handsome nickel dial.
fixing.

Phosphor Bronze
contact arm.

::

The only Coil Holder
with

PERFECT

ADJUSTMENT ensuring fine tuning.
construction
The
eliminates backlash.

an

Windin? cannot be damaged by ordinary use.
Size
diameter. i" high.
Front all Wireless Stores or direct from

ohms

THE

BEDFORD ELECTRICAL & RADIO

tC3C2 Yj'yteA'

CO., LTD.

te,ock\'_

Electrical Engineers and Manufacturers

Prov. Pat.

D, BEDFORD

22 CAMPBL LL

24692.

A.CCIE7CeJEATT'S

.131..-VC)I30
BY

-

2 -way

3 -way

-

Price 4/Price 7/6

tk be01;4:

vitI^V

HAYES "SAFETY SET" TIRMINALS
Have you IN I/121.D your

USING

,:whoi......kiii;Tr.

5a or 'Phooes? Then do so

'''..-.......,.

these termin .1s
ad,
ADVA TA
swivel, dier.nneet when
By fi t fit

-3E6

Made of ebonite
throughout.

.

.---.-1

May be

5-271"."-

wired above or below

GET THE SH1PTON
front your dealer - or

panel - no loose
connections.

CCIT7 Ai' ) -

write or call direct to:

3,'e

E. SHIPTON & Co., Ltd.

37, TOTH ILL STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.

Telegrams-RENTFONES PARL.

Telephone -VICTORIA 7.

Also at 14, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.
Barclays 368

,

.1, rkea /saving 'plum. anu
Oct ada cable to both Tin,
and spears. NO 8rECLAi.
PH Nh END8. 11.mble tersin. le
minals ta, it
with top pIdes opy,suita.,,le
EASII-ST AND
spring.
try'lLI<E-,T POSSIBLE
[MANIPULATION.
T..°
take all your
nfirrals
'phones parallel series -ore

kxtra to e ch exi, 'phone
INS t AN IA NEOUS t ONTA:T. Satisfaction guaranteed.

PRICES ::Single, suitable for A. and K., 3d. each. Dozen lots, 2.104.
Double, suitable for 'Phones, 4d. each. Dozen lots, 11 103.
Packing and Passage up to 4, 2d. Dozen lots id.
111

Ili unable to obtain loin your ariver, write enclosino P.O. a" starnOs to

Lane Terrace, Lee, S.E.13
W. J. HA',ES, 29, Manor
TRADERS INVITED

HELLO! HELLO!! "UNCLE TOM" CALLING
"Uncle

Tom,''

Newcastle's First Station Director. Calling

The Pioneers of Cheap Prices in the North and the Only firm in Great Britain with actual Broadcasting Experience
TINFOIL. -Per sheet, 4d.
TRANSFERS.-" Easie-fix " Aerial, Eartn Phones,

SCALES. -Half circle, o-180., 2d.; complete
circle, 3600, black or white, 40.
STAPLES (Insulated). -Per doz., 3d.
STAPLES (Tin). -Per doz., Id.
SLIDERS AND PLUNGERS, 3d.; G.W. type,
Sterling (Black and Gold), 60/-; Claritone Junior, very efficient, Sd.
55)-; Claritone Senior, 115/-; Sparta (Fullers),
SHELLAC. --Per bottle, 6d., 7d., & 10ti.
SWITCHES.-S.P.D.T. Miniature panel mount95/-; and many other makes kept in stock.
LEADING IN TUBES. -6 -in., 8d.; 9 -in., 10d.; ing, 1)-; D.P.D.T., Miniature for mountin;. 1/6.

INSULATING TAPE, per box,

6d.

KNOBS. -a B.A. bushed 11, in. dia., 2d.; 2 B.A.,
1d.; 4 B.A. bushed I in. dia., 14d.
LOUD
SPEAKERS.-Amplion Junior, 27/6;
T.M.C. (Copper Horn), 57/6; Baby Sterling, 55/-;

is -in., 1/-.

NUTS. -4 B.A., 2d. dos.; 2 B.A., 2d. doz.
NAME TABS. -Circular with hole for fixing
under terminal, Id.; straight type, 4d.' strips of

names, 6d.; Aerial, Earth and Phones,

11

Pointers, id.

4c1.;

PHONES.-Sketaphones, 16/6; The New T.M.C.,
6 ozs., 22/8; Brown's Feather Weight, 25/-; Sterling, 251-; G.E C., 25/.; B.T.H., 25/-; Western
Electric, 26/-; Claritone, 25/-; Siemens, 25/-. All
4,00o ohms.
SINGLE EAR PHONES. -2,000 ohms, 6/6; coon
ohms, 7/6.
PULLEYS. -Aerial, 6d. and 8d.
POTENTIOMETERS. -Special line, 4/6; T.C.B.,
5/-; Igranic, 1/-; Lissen, 12/6.

PHONE PLUGS.-G.E.C.
ROTORS. -Wood,

2

pin, 1/8.

21 in., i/.; Ebonite, al in.,

1/9.

ROTORS AND STATORS. -a Stators and
Rotor, complete set, 3/..
RESISTANCES (FIX ED).-Mullard, zoo,000 ohms,

(Clips for above, 9d. per pair.)
RESISTANCES (VARIABLE).-Woodhall roo,000
ohms, mounted on Ebonite, 2/9; Allen, 50,00o to

'2/6.

roo,000, 4/6; Lissen, 5o,000 to roo,000, 2/6; Watmel,
56,00o to loo,ono, 3/8.

RUBBER PHONE EAR -CAPS,-" Sorbo,"

pair,

1/6.

per

Mail orders dispatched same day. Please
Send ample postage. Excess will be returned.

per set, 2d.; large sheet of Words and Scales, 9d.
VARIOMETERS.-Small Brown, excellent value,
1/11;
Variometer, 2/6; L. Variometer with Ball
Rotor, 3/6; Ebonite Variometers with Knob, 413
4/11 and 5/6. lgranic and Sterling always in stock.
VALVES. -Thorpe K.4 for Unidyne circuit, 17/6;
Cossor, B.T.H., Marconi R., Marconi R.5V., MulSWITCHES (EARTH AND AERIAL). -Mounted lard-Ora, Ediswan, Myers, all at 12/6.
DULL EMITTER VALVES -Marconi D.E.R.,
on Ebonite, S.P.D.T., 1/3 & 118; D.P.D T., 3/3.
21/.; Ediswan A.R.D.E., 311-,
(Above fitted with Terminals.)
VALVES, DULL EMITTER, .06. -Marconi D.E.3,
SYSTOFLEX.-Per yard, 4d.
25/-; B.T.H
SPRING WASHERS. -(Copper), per doz.,
B.5, 2y/-; Ediswan A.R., 25/-;
SWITCHES for Flush Panel mounting 1111; B.T.H. 6 Volt Power Valve B.4, 36/-; Mullard and
F.A.I., 35/,
Switches, round, (Togle),
SWITCH ARMS. -Best quality, 10d.; second
VOLT METERS, o to 15 Volts, 5/-; double reading, o- to. croon volts, 12/-.
quality, 6d.
VALVE HOLDERS. -With 8 nuts and washers,
TERMINALS. -Small fancy, Id.; small W. O.,
Id.; large W.O., tid.; Telephone, 13d.; Nickelled Sd.; 5 Leg Valve Holders for K.4 Valves, 1/3;
2d. (Ali above complete with nut and washer.) Valve Holder's for Flush Panel Mounting, per set,
Red and Black Terminals, per pair, 11-; Screw 8d.; Valve Pins, Id.; Valve Sockets with nut and
Spade Terminals, each, Id.; -screw pins. each, washer, Id.; Valve Windows, 6d.
id.; " Clix " Terminals, complete, 4d.
BELL WIRE. -Single, z yards, 10.; Bell Wire,
TERMINAL TAGS for connecting Aerial Wire Twin, per yard, Id.; Bell Wire, Rubber -covered,
to Earth Wire, per pair, tid.
for connecting up, per yard, Id.
TRANSFORMERS (Low Frequeney).-General
WIRES. -Tinned, No. IS gaug-u, 3 yards, 2d.,
Radio Co., 15/-; Powquip " Bucks " for Reflex Tinned, Square, z ft. lengths, lid.; Tinned, No. 18
Circuits, 12/-; Powquip Shrouded, 18/6; Burndept gauge, for connecting up or for Aerial, 100 ft., 1/6.
Cheap Type, 15/.; Lissen T.2, 16/6; Lissen T.3,
DOUBLE COTTONCOVERED WIRE. -No. 20,
21/-;
Fuller
25/;
Silvertown, 21/-; Igranic,
lb. Reels, 84d.; No. 22, lb. Reels, 94d.; No. 24,
lb. Reels, 113d.
Shrouded, 22/-; R.I, new type, 25/-7, Eureka Conlb. Reels, 101d.; No. 26,
cert Grand (the finest transformer made), 30/-; No. 28, lb. Reels 1/2; No. 3o, lb Reels, 1/4.
Eureka 2nd stage, 22/6.
WIRE (Rubber -covered). -For Lead-in, Earth,
Earth or Aerial, 2d. and 34d. per yard.
Valves and High Tension Eatt^ries sent through
post at purchaser's risk only and are Lot re- All Mail Orders to be sent to Hen elk°
turnable. Price Lists Free.
and Stores:
0 to 8 dr:a.y.
CALLOWCATE, NEWCASTLE ON -TYNE.
Business Hours -

,1

.1

TRADE SUPPLIED.
"UNCLE TOM" PAYNE & HORNSBY, LTD., GALLOWCATE, NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE

10, QUEEN VICTORIA

Telephone: 3804 CENTRAL
66,

Camden Street, North Shields.

'TEL E

"I"

LEEDS

Russell Street, & Ocean Road, South Shields.

Call

Signs: 6I

R,

6 KW

Phone: 22267 Leeds.
Raker Avenue, Sunderland.

Now Open at CASTLE ST., BELFAST, & STONEY ST., FOTTINCHAM.
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CLOCK
CIRCUITS. -III
THE HIGH -FREQUENCY
AMPLIFIER
Fig. 2.-Back of H.F. Panel.

Fig. 1.-Front of H.F. PaneL

..N....
THE evils of stray capacity effects
caused by an overcrowding arrangement of component parts or superfluous
wire crossing and recrossing, are experienced in their worst form in badly -con-

4

veniently situated between the aerial input
and L.T. +. The variable condenser is
conveniently situated in the middle of the
record. Instead of a coil holder, the writer
mounts his coil on the base of the variable
condenser, the idea being to cut out every
structed high -frequency amplifiers.
Arranged on the clock system, which -capacity-causing component it is possible
was described in Nos. 121 and 128, a high - to dispense with. Only six pieces of bare
frequency amplifier is simple to construct wire are required for this unit.
After inserting the eight terminals, the
and, more important still, is easy to
rheostat, valve legs, variable condenser,
control.
A ro-in. damaged gramophone record and fixing in position the coil, the wiring
was used to construct the tuned -anode up_ is simply done in the following
high -frequency amplifier shown by the manner : First wire, aerial input to grid;
photographs Figs. r and 2. The eight second wire, filament leg to L.T. +, finishterminals are arranged (see Fig. z) in posi- ing at H.T. -; third wire, one end of
tions corresponding to the clock hours : coil, on to variable condenser, finishing at
Twelve, aerial input; 1.30, L.T. + ; z, H.T. + ; fourth wire, plate to other side

H.T. -; 3, H.T.+ ;

aerial output;
7.30, earth output; 8.30, L.T. - ; 9.30,
earth input.
The rheostat is between the aerial input
and earth input, whilst the valve is con 5,

of coil, on to other side of variable con-

There is no crossing and every
wire is well spaced from its neighbours;
avoidance of parallel wiring is the great
feature of this amplifier.
For use the aerial input and earth input
valve.

terminals are connected to the tuning

system; the usual battery connections arc
made, preferably from separate batteries
from those used for the detecting panel,
and the aerial output goes to grid of next
valve; the earth output, of course, goes to
earth on next panel.
F. W. E.

---

CORRECTION.-In the last instalment
of this series (No. 128) an error was made
in the connections. These should be as
follows: 10.30 = L.T. -; IP to input;
oat,

to other input; L.T. - to

rheostat

and Is of transformer; rheostat to valve denser, finishing at grid output; fifth filament leg; other filament leg to + L.T.
wire, filament output, to L.T.
to earth and - H.T.; os of transformer to grid;
input, finishing at rheostat; sixth wire, plate of valve to one phone; other phone
other side of rheostat to filament leg of to + H.T.
4111.111

ROUND versus SQUARE WIRE
4.

IN wiring up a set the amateur has a the surface of a wire in proportion to controversial

point.

The

objection to

choice of several varieties of wire for
At the
present moment, perhaps, the square bus bar type enjoys the greatest vogue. It
certainly makes a neat job, if properly
done, and its stiffness enables insulating
sleeving to be dispensed with and so
lessens stray capacity. But there are two
sides to the question of its efficiency as a

square wire on theoretical grounds is not
so readily shown as its advantage. It is
let us compare a round with a square alleged that there is a loss owing to the
dissipation of energy at the angles of the
conductor.
If d be the diameter of the circular wire, wire.
its cross section (which governs its The Ideal

conductor of H.F. currents.

or .886d.

his "back -of -panel " connections.

Skin Effect
Most readers will probably have heard
of "skin effect "-that is, the property of
H.F. currents which causes them to pass

along only a very thin surface layer of

the conductor. According to Professor
J. J. Thompson, the depth of this skin

in the case of copper wire at ordinary

radio frequencies is only one -fifteenth of a
millimetre. It follows that the larger

its cross section the more efficient it is
as a conductor, weight for weight. Now

weight) will be .785d' (approximately).

round

Theoretically neither ordinary
The length of the side of a square of wire
nor the square bus -bar wire is by

corresponding area is therefore N/.785d2,

any means ideal. The best wire of all,
from the purely theoretical point of view,
The circumference of the circular wire would be one composed of a large number
is, of course, 3.14159d., and the perimeter of very fine insulated strands. But this is
of the square 4 x .886d. = 3.54d.
very difficult to handle and to make joints
The surfaces will, of course, be in pro- with. The insulation also introduces a
portion to these last two results, so that certain amount of stray capacity.
for equal weight, or quantity of material,
Offsetting the slightly better surface area
we get a better conductor, other things against the rather vague "angle losses,-"
being equal, by using the square wire.
it may probably be concluded that there
Objections to Square Wire
is very little to choose, electrically, beBut whether other things are equal is a tween round and square wire. H. W. S.
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THINGS THAT CAUGHT MY EYE
AT THE WHITE CITY
SOME NOTES ON THE BRITISH WIRELESS EXHIBITION BY A VISITOR
4'

C ROM a building that is usually both Small capacity between the sockets is a length) is shown by Read and Morris
bleak and uninviting the White City feature of the Bretwood holder (Stand 5IA), (Stands 54 and 55). For use as an indoor
1
has for the last fortnight been transformed which is adapted for under -panel mountinto a home constructor's paradise, for the ing.
I was particularly impressed by the exBritish Wireless Exhibition as primarily of
interest to the fathers and mothers, sisters haustive tests which Bretwood variable
and brothers, who find as much pleasure grid leaks were given on Stand 51A. The
in making their own sets as in listening megger is convincing enough (the leak I
saw tested was continuously variable from
the broadcast programmes.

Components and "gadgets " form the a little below 300,000 ohms to just over
bulk of the exhibits at the White City, to megohms), but. the neon -lamp test is

aerial the Formo Co. (Stand 41) are showing a close -coiled spring of wire than can
be stretched across any ordinary -size room.
Non -tangling of the wires when folded is
a feature of the Eureka collapsible frame
aerial (Stand 44), while for obtaining reaction Seagull, Ltd. (Stand 23), use a
small frame within a larger one.

elaborate cabinet sets being conspicuous even more delicate. Nobody can now say "Organ -pipe" Loud-spea: er
There are a number of interesting loudonly by their absence. This is rather that variable leaks are not variable, as has
speakers on show, the most notable being
beneficial to the average amateur than been true to some extent in the past.
Amongst the most handsome valve sets the Flair, made by the Penton Engineerotherwise, for it leaves a larger field open
for the display of parts for home con- shown are a number made by Read and ing Co. (Stand 27). This is constructed
struction. Many improvements have been Morris1Stands 54 and 55) and Abgar Elec- entirely of wood and can best be described
made in component parts durifig the last trics (Stand 57). Sets that would make as a collection of miniature organ pipes.
specially good presents for people who are The upright horn of this, which is of
year,
not wireless "maniacs" are those with square section, is divided into channels by
Crystal Detectors As far as the ubiquitous crystal detector bright coloured panels, examples of which dozens of carefully planned intersections.
Another interesting loud -speaker is the
is concerned, few radical departures from are shown by a number of firms. The
soundboard
type shown by Peronet, Ltd.
City
Accumulator
Co.
(Stands
25
and
26)
ordinary practice have been made, improvements being marked rather by detail are showing a two -valve set that sells for (Stand 56). The Back of this is a curved
soundboard actuated, by a receiver, the
than by new principles of £5 without accessories.
front being of cut -away pattern backed
operation. In view of the difficulty often
with silk to get an ornamental effect. On
experienced in adjusting the catwhisker Holder for Universal Coupling
From the amateur's point of view I Stand 6o I noticed a little Songster loudcontact for the best results, I was interested to note on a number of stands suppose that the most interesting coil speaker for 12s. 6d.
(notably Superlamp, Ltd., on Stand 6o) holder in the exhibition is that shown Wire for Connecting Uo
glass -enclosed detectors of which one-half by the Penton Engineering Co. (Stand 27).
For those who use both bright- and dull of the tube is provided . with a white The sockets are mounted on the ends of emitter valves I noticed a neat Abgar dual
rods
that
have
a
ball-and-socket
swivelling
opaque coating to render the detector parts
filament resistance' on Stand 57. One half
more easily distinguishable. This refine- motion, thus permitting of any desired has a resistance of 7 ohms and the
other
variation
in
coupling.
On
the
same
stand
ment will be appreciated by all crystal
are shown some new coils, which have a resistance of 3o ohms. Of special use
users.
in connecting up sets is
No. 16
Perhaps the most compact detector, at large air spaces. The adjustment of the gauge insulated wire shownsome
by the City
least amongst the adjustable variety, is new Lissen coil holder shown by Pettigrew Accumulator Co. on Stands 25 and z6.
that made by Abgar Electrics (Stand 57). and Merriman, Ltd. (Stands to, II, 12 and In this case the Systoflex covering is
This takes the form of an ebonite tube 13), is also neat.
Crinkled copper tape for aerials (by actually built up round the' wire while it
about % in. in diameter and 2% in. in
means
of which a large amount of wire is being made. A useful polishing outfit
length, provided with a small adjusting
that gives excellent results even in inexknob at one end ; in appearance it is some- is contained in a comparatively short perienced hands is also shown.
what similar to a variable grid leak.
On Fuller's stand three things that
Quick interchangeability of crystal cups
caught my eye were a very compact valve
and catwhiskers is a feature of the Amplex
some new phones and Sparta
to readers of amplifier,
detector made by the A. K. U. Co.
dry batteries. Two new types of fixed
(Stand 31), whilst detectors of the foolcondenser are the Igranic-Freshman on
proof variety are well represented by the
Stands 9 and 14, and the. Penton on
Gravity, shown by the Portable Utilities
Stand 27. On Stand 46 I noticed a useful
Co.,
(Stand 44), and the Everon,

Amateur

Ltd.

shown by Read and Morris (Stands 54
and 55).

Apparatus for Valve Sets
Of apparatus for use in valve sets two

neat valve holders and a variable, grid
leak especially. attracted my attention.

Wireless"

A Copy of

" The Amateur Mechanic "

The Abgar valve holder. (Stand 57) is of
special service for sets constructed with

Send a postcard with your name and address to
the Editor, "Amateur Mechanic," Room 97,
Cassell's, La Belle Sausage, E.C.4, and a free copy
of this practical weekly wilt be forwarded to you

vertical panels, where the valves are

post free.

mounted horizontally on the baseboard.

coil

winder, on a baseboard, made by

Morch Bros.

Klutch terminals, shown -by
Henry Joseph and Co. (Stand 35) have no
nuts that have to be screwed down.

Altogether the show is just what the
amateur wants, and its success , is sufficiently proved by the good business that
exhibitors have and are doing. Under one
roof the amateur can inspect at his leisure
dozens of interesting and useful little
"gadgets."!
RADION.
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If polished ebonite is used the polish
should be removed. A good way to remove

the polish is to rub the panel with fine
Fig. 3. --Moving Coil Holder.

emery -powder and oil.

Fig. 1.-The Complete Receiver.

The construction of the moving coil
HAVING described different types of holders is clearly shown in Fig. 3 ; two of the three sockets securing each of the
tuning
inductance and
various of these will be required; each is pivoted coil holders on one side.
The flexible
methods of arranging them, I will now to the panel as shown by means of a valve leads connecting to each of the moving proceed to describe how to make an actual socket.
coil holders should be sufficiently long to
receiver, giving briefly full details for its
allow for a radial movement of the holder
construction. This receiver may be used Assembling
of go degrees.
as a tuner only or as a complete crystal
The panel components are assembled as Box
set. It will be found to give excellent shown in Fig. 4. The terminals lettered
A practical method of constructing the
results and has many uses. Those who A indicate aerial connections, and those
follow the design will be able later to lettered E indicate earth connections. The case is shown in Fig. 6. The dimensions
add some very useful additional units, fixed coil holder (Li) is secured to the given are cutting sizes. The wood chosen
which will be described in due course. panel by means of a 4 B.A. screw on one is oak matching, which is both cheap and
good in appearance. The existing tongue
Fig. t is a photograph of the set.
side and the valve socket on the other.
on the matching provides a natural rest
Mate/ i ri

One piece of ebonite measuring 6 in. by

4 in. by s in.; three fixed coil holders,
with brackets; eight terminals; one detector; two small ebonite knobs; and No. 22
wire and sundries.
Panel
The panel is drilled as shown in Fig. 2.

for a drop -in panel.

Connections

The connections are made as shown in Circuit
A theoretical diagram of the circuit is
shown in Fig. 7, the dotted lines showing

Fig. 5. All the connecting wires should
be covered with/Systoflex sleeving with the
exception of the flexible leads. The flex-

lead passing from one side of the

alternative connections.

The operation of the set and some alterdetectoris equipped with an insulated valve native circuits will be discussed in the next

ible

pin, which is intended to plug into any "talk."

Fl;.

5

RADIO.

(right).-Wiring

Under Panel.

Fig. 7 (below). --Circuit
Diagram.

0

0

Fig. 2 (above).-Lay-me.lf Panel.
Fig. 4 (below).-Plan of Panel.

OMI MATCHING .1/9THNTr

Fig. 6 (right). -Par t - sectional
Elevation

and

Plan of Case.
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SOME TOPICAL ASPECTS OF WIRELESS
ti

Mr. F. G. Kellaway, a former P.M.G., is to succeed Mr. Godfrey Isaacs
as managing director of Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd.

Mr. Godfrey Isaacs, the managing director of Marconi's Wireless
Telegraph Co., Ltd., is resigning on account of ill -health.

Copt. Ian Fraser, of St. Dunstan's, is now M.P. for St. Pancras, North. Capt. Fraser is a keen wireless amateur and holds a transmitting
licence. The right-hand picture shows Capt. Fraser tuning in the Children's Hour for his daughter Jean.

"The Congo Bush at Night," a play broadcast from 2 L 0, was written by Mr. Richard Hughes and produced by Mr. R. J. Jeffrey.
The left-hand picture shows the author (sitting) and the producer (standing).. The right-hand picture shows the natives from the
Congo who supplied the musical effects.

NOVEMBER 29, 1929
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RULES.-Please write distinctly and keep to the point. We reply promptly by post. Please give all necessary details. Ask one question
at a tune to ensure a prompt reply, and please put sketches, lay -outs, diagrams, etc., on separate sheets containing your name and
address. Always send stamped, addressed envelope and attach Coupon (p. 863).

Position of CYystal Detector.

Q.-Does it matter whether in an ordinary

crystal circuit I connect the crystal to the aerial

and the phones to earth or vice versa ?A. K. (Hammersmith).

A.-Theoretically the best results are obtained by connecting the crystal detector to
the aerial and the phones to earth.

The

whole series of connections should be thus :

aerial to catwhisker, crystal to one side of
phones, other side of phones to earth.-D. C. R.
Finding Polarity of D.C. Mains

Q.-Please give me particulars of a test by
which I can find out the polarity of my lighting mains, as I desire to use them for battery
charging.-D. A. (Derby).
A.-If you insert two leads from the mains

for the core, bent back over the coil to form primary winding will consist of loo turns of
the return magnetic circuit, in other words No. 28 s.w.G. d.e.c. copper wire, and the
the type known as the " hedgehog " trans- secondary will contain a total of 4,900 turn
former. The difficulty with this type of core of No. 36 s.w.c. double -silk -covered copper
is to calculate the sectional area and the Halfway through this coil, namely at 2,450
reluctance di" the magnetic circuit, since it turns, a tapping will be brought out for the
depends so much on the disposition of the mid terminal point desired. Special care

wires when they are bent back. It is not must be paid to the insulation of the higheasy, moreover, to bring out the connections tension winding, a layer of 3 -mil varnished
from the coil after it has been completely paper being inserted at every fifth layer,
surrounded by the enclosing wires. A further cut wide enough to extend I in. beyond the
disadvantage attending the use of round sides of the coil itself. The weights of copper
wires for the iron core is that space is not required for the primary coil will be roughly
made use of to the fullest extent, owing to 2 lb., mid that for the secondary, 2 lb.,
the interstices between the substance. The or a little less-. Suitable wire can be obtained
modern practice is to substitute laminated from the London Electric Wire Co., Ltd.,
flat strips of thin sheet -iron, which pack Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, E.C., and all
closely in the form of a rectangular section. insulating material from The Micanite and

in a little vinegar, keeping the wires well apart, A good type of core will be found illustrated
bubbles of gas will be given off at the negative in " Auto -transformer Design " (Avery). High
lead. Another well-known test is to rest the voltages on transformer windings necessitate

leads on the freshly cut surface of a potato.
The positive lead will leave a greenish -blue
mark. Pole -finding paper may be obtained
in the form of small books. This paper is
impregnated with potasSium iodide and starch.

It is moistened and the wires held in contact

with the paper, an inch or two apart. The

positive lead will leave a brown spot.-D. C. R..
Making A Step-up Transformer

Q,-I want to tingle a small transformer
capable of stepping p the zoo -volt 50 -cycle
main supply on each side of a central tapping
point,

with an output capacity of about

,50 watts.-N. M. (London, W. 14).
A.--Querist suggests the use of iron wire

Insulators Co., Empire Works, Walthamstow,
E., For insulating varnish apply to Griffiths
Bros. and Co., Ltd., Mack's Road, Bermondsey,

a liberal space allowance for insulation and S.E.-A. H. A.
the smallest size of core that can be recommended for meeting the above specification Variometer and Vuxioeoupler
is as follows : Core to consist of Stalloy
Q.-What is the difference between a variostrips r in. wide by o.or8 in. thick. Quantity meter and a variocoupler ? - S. C. (Chesterrequired 3 in. depth, 41 in. long and 3 in. field).
depth, 3 in. long. These can be obtained
A.-A variometer is a tuning arrangement
from J. Sankey and Sons, Ltd., Albert St. by means of which two coils, called the rotor
Works, Bilston, Staffs, and the weight of and stator, are connected in series. The inner
the assembled core without the windings will coil, or rotor, turns within the outer coil, and
be ni lb. After building up and insulating the wavelength of the system is thus varied. A
after the manner recommended in the above variocoupler consists of two distinct coils
book, the primary and the secondary coils not connected together. This instrument recan be wound on a circular former, the primary sembles the variometer outwardly, but is
being electrically insulated from the secondary used for inductively coupling two circuit-,
by three layers of so mil empire cloth. The whenever this is desired.-D. C. R.
si
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PROGRESS AND INVENTION
tlt

Crystal Detector

vacuum, Patent No.

L.

a high impedance is connected between the

OME people arc of the opinion that the Price, of Clapham Park).
It will be seen at A in the diagram that
waning of sensitiveness of crystal dethe
catwhisker is attached to a pendulum
tectors is due to oxidisation or atmospheric

secondary and filament, through biasing
cells, to act as a path for the grid current.
In the specification a formula is given

222,522/24 (S.

6-;

provided with a small bob, the point of for finding the best value of grid bias,
contact being varied by tilting the bulb. for if this is not of the right amount the

Alternative methods of adjustment are valves will not function differentially. By
shown at B and C.
[A crystal detector similar to that shown
at A was entered for the AMATEUR WIRE-

LESS Novelties and Inventions Cornpeti-

tion.-ED.].

Push-pull Amplifier
IN push-pull amplifiers (where two valves
are used differentially) it is usual to use
a special input transformer with a tapped
secondary winding. A method of using an
Crystal Detector (222,522/24).
Push-pull Amplifier (222,981/24).
ordinary L.F. transformer is explained in
Patent No. 222,981/24 (P. G. A. H. Voigt,
moisture dust. For this reason a detector of London, S.E.).
altering the bias the valves can be made
has been produced in which both the
The secondary terminals are connected to amplify either both halves or one half
crystal and its contact are sealed in a to the two grids (see circuit diagram), and of the wave.
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MAKING A FLEWELLING RECEIVER
Particular interest attaches to the Flewelling circuit, both on account of its sensitiveness
and the field it offers for experiment
reaction coil up tight to the
A.T.I. for super -regeneration or substituting a smaller reaction coil and loosening
the coupling for simple regeneration. Probably the latter will be preferred by many
for musical reception as there is no accom-

a position that super -regeneration is obtainable, the same setting will serve for
ordinary regenerative purposes.

either of these arrange-

panying whistle; the set, though, is not' ordinary regenerative purposes require an

found

functioning as a super unless this whistle
is present to a greater or lesser degree.

aerial tuning inductance consisting of

the floor and connected

to the terminal A produced louder and more
easily managed signals

than the short wire or
the earth lead. With
ments

it

was

necessary to employ a

a larger

The circuit so far referred to for use
with a plain single wire aerial or earth
wire

on

the

aerial terminal

will

for

about 30 turns of No. 26 d.s.c. on a 3 -in.

Materials Required
Box, or wood to make
in. thick); three

(M.

.006 - microfarad

con-

densers; one

.002-

microfarad condenser;
.0002 - microfarad

one

condenser; panel; two
resistances

(variable),

The Complete Flewelling Receiver.

View, of Under Side of Panel.

THE photographs illustrate a one -valve

reaction coil two or

receiver based upon the well-known
circuit of Mr. E. T. Flewelling. Apart
from the question of the sensitivity of
this circuit, it is most interesting and
instructive and one which even after a
period of twelve months or more is not
properly understood. The results to be
expected from it vary according to the
ability of the operator and the experience
which he has gained by using plain re-

three times as large as
in order to
the
obtain the characteristic whistle of the cir-

generative circuits.

Results
The receiver illustrated has been used
with -varying results; for instance, the
circuit Fig. i has been used with a piece
of wire about 8 ft. long as an aerial. 'Upon
this many broadcast stations were received,
including L'Ecole Superieure and Radio -

Paris, the speech and music being clear
and distinct.

The same arrangement was

connected, up to an ordinary earth lead
with similar results, except that the tuning had to be altered to meet the addi-

A

megohm; one
variable
condenser
(good quality); one
0-50

super -regenerator.

On the other hand,

generator with a coil
one size larger than
the A.T.I. and a loose
coupling. It would
perhaps be as well to
mention at this stage
that the circuit will
function as a plain
regenerator as well as
super -regenerator
a
under these conditions
ceedingly efficient 'for
the purpose. As, how-

light flexible wire 30 ft. long -laid along

ever, the arrangement

valve; and the usual
H.T. and L.T. bata*"

Fig.

The Case

Circuit Diagram for Ordinary Aerial.

1.

t.v..

9Th"

tvt
1-17.

---K--

1.7.

The dimensions of
the case are shown in
Fig. 3.
It is, of

>

A. E.

. ÷ - 4--

course, possible to
incorporate a small
frame aerial in the

64

4.

o 01; -0.)0,..r oye).)-o,c,..- --f- -

Fig. 3.-Details of Case.

RHEOSTAT

lid, but the size given
would not provide an
arrangement of maxi-

.e.°71±)

.5t"

.),)-P, REAC.
24
T.,

-4,4
4 -ii
VARIABLE

,ONDErt5ER

GRID LEAK

'1

\AnerisntrAtit- E.

,

Fig. 4.-Layout of Panel.

not to put it on an out-

aerial

whilst

broadcasting is in progress, otherwise considerable
annoyance
will be caused owing

to the fact that in order
to get maximum results
one has to tune into the
silent point of the carrier wave.

Used on

an indoor aerial, however, exceedingly fine
be
results are to
obtained either as a
plain regenerator .or
super by the simple
expedient of coupling

mum efficiency.
O

4,4." -

The Panel

0 10 M.

11

is inc fined to be tricky,

Plan View of Under Side of Panel.

minals; valve sockets;
teries.

it would be advisable
door

coils; one dozen ter-

Fig. 6.-Method of
Mounting Telephone and
Grid Condensers.

and proves to be ex-

tional inductance formed by .the longer
wire in this case. A piece of electric -

one filament resistance (vernier); two

't'--5.swars 3/K: APART
Fig. 7. ---Wire Supports for Frame Aerial.

cuit when used as a

2 L 0, Birmingham,
Newcastle and Cardiff were all clearly
received using the circuit as a plain re-

coil holder (vernier);

12/2/104112/2.11-11../212--1

Aerial.

Super Regeneration
It will be noted when using the -set as

5.-Arrangement of Fixed Condensers.

diameter former and a reaction coil

of

4o turns on a similar sized former; Nos. 3
a plain regenerator a point is reached and 4 Burndept coils' are suitable. For
when maximum signals are obtained, and 114 super -regenerative purposes the same size
pushing the reaction any further than this
A.T.I. is suitable with a reaction coil of iso
turns of No. 3o d.s.c. on a similar former.
will merely result in a loud plop in the

phones and utter silence after this. If
In passing it might be stated that uphowever, the reaction coil is of the correct wards of thirty amateur stations on the
value and is pushed right home and the
zoo -metre band of wavelengths have been

variable resistances are correctly adjusted
super -regeneration will become apparent

by the whistle which may be varied in
pitch until a point is reached where it
becomes almost inaudible.

It

is

then

merely a matter of delicate tuning and

adjustment of the correct position of the
reaction coil before maximum clear and
loud signals are obtained. Incidentally it
might be said that it appears that if the
variable resistances are once set to such

received with this gear when using it as a
super set, the telephony being clear and
strong.

The circuit shown in Fig. 2 is for using

the set with a loop or frame aerial, and
this is perhaps one of its most useful
adaptations, as it provides a directional
portable set for those persons who are
troubled by interference or have scanty
accommodation for an aerial or wireless
gear generally.

and

only

the

panel, as shown in the photographs by
means of the ebonite strips. By this means

a good and quick fixing is secured in
a small space with a minimum amount
of undesirable metal in the form of holding screws.
Variable Condenser

The value of this is shown as being
.0005 microfarad, and the one used in the
illustration also possesses a vernier, a
useful and almost indispensable arrangement. The value of the condenser, however, may be .0003 microfarad, providing
it is not desired to cosier a very broad
band of wavelengths.
Filament Resistance

It is of advantage to use a resistance
which has a vernier movement, since varying the brilliancy of the filament also
affects the action of the valve, 'the adjust-

piece of best quality ebonite is

ment being markedly critical with some
valves. The diameter of the resistance
(for reasons of space) should not exceed

essential for the panel,

2% in.

A

Fig. 2.-Circuit Diagram for Frame

mounted on two separate strips of ebonite
as shown in Fig. 6. All the condensers
are screwed to the under side of the

matt -

surface variety should
be used.
sions

are

The dimenshown

in

Fig. 4.

Mounting the Fixed
Condensers

The three

.006-

microfarad condensers
are mounted on a
separate strip of ebonite
as shown in Fig. 5.

The wiring shown

therein is carried out

with bare (not tinned)

No. 16 copper wire.
The .002 telephone condenser and the .0003
grid condenser are then

Another View of Under Side of Panel
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MAKING A FLEWELLING RECEIVER
Particular interest attaches to the Flewelling circuit, both on account of its sensitiveness
and the field it offers for experiment
reaction coil up tight to the
A.T.I. for super -regeneration or substituting a smaller reaction coil and loosening
the coupling for simple regeneration. Probably the latter will be preferred by many
for musical reception as there is no accom-

a position that super -regeneration is obtainable, the same setting will serve for
ordinary regenerative purposes.

either of these arrange-

panying whistle; the set, though, is not' ordinary regenerative purposes require an

found

functioning as a super unless this whistle
is present to a greater or lesser degree.

aerial tuning inductance consisting of

the floor and connected

to the terminal A produced louder and more
easily managed signals

than the short wire or
the earth lead. With
ments

it

was

necessary to employ a

a larger

The circuit so far referred to for use
with a plain single wire aerial or earth
wire

on

the

aerial terminal

will

for

about 30 turns of No. 26 d.s.c. on a 3 -in.

Materials Required
Box, or wood to make
in. thick); three

(M.

.006 - microfarad

con-

densers; one

.002-

microfarad condenser;
.0002 - microfarad

one

condenser; panel; two
resistances

(variable),

The Complete Flewelling Receiver.

View, of Under Side of Panel.

THE photographs illustrate a one -valve

reaction coil two or

receiver based upon the well-known
circuit of Mr. E. T. Flewelling. Apart
from the question of the sensitivity of
this circuit, it is most interesting and
instructive and one which even after a
period of twelve months or more is not
properly understood. The results to be
expected from it vary according to the
ability of the operator and the experience
which he has gained by using plain re-

three times as large as
in order to
the
obtain the characteristic whistle of the cir-

generative circuits.

Results
The receiver illustrated has been used
with -varying results; for instance, the
circuit Fig. i has been used with a piece
of wire about 8 ft. long as an aerial. 'Upon
this many broadcast stations were received,
including L'Ecole Superieure and Radio -

Paris, the speech and music being clear
and distinct.

The same arrangement was

connected, up to an ordinary earth lead
with similar results, except that the tuning had to be altered to meet the addi-

A

megohm; one
variable
condenser
(good quality); one
0-50

super -regenerator.

On the other hand,

generator with a coil
one size larger than
the A.T.I. and a loose
coupling. It would
perhaps be as well to
mention at this stage
that the circuit will
function as a plain
regenerator as well as
super -regenerator
a
under these conditions
ceedingly efficient 'for
the purpose. As, how-

light flexible wire 30 ft. long -laid along

ever, the arrangement

valve; and the usual
H.T. and L.T. bata*"

Fig.

The Case

Circuit Diagram for Ordinary Aerial.

1.

t.v..

9Th"

tvt
1-17.

---K--

1.7.

The dimensions of
the case are shown in
Fig. 3.
It is, of

>

A. E.

. ÷ - 4--

course, possible to
incorporate a small
frame aerial in the
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not to put it on an out-

aerial

whilst

broadcasting is in progress, otherwise considerable
annoyance
will be caused owing

to the fact that in order
to get maximum results
one has to tune into the
silent point of the carrier wave.

Used on

an indoor aerial, however, exceedingly fine
be
results are to
obtained either as a
plain regenerator .or
super by the simple
expedient of coupling

mum efficiency.
O

4,4." -

The Panel

0 10 M.

11

is inc fined to be tricky,

Plan View of Under Side of Panel.

minals; valve sockets;
teries.

it would be advisable
door

coils; one dozen ter-

Fig. 6.-Method of
Mounting Telephone and
Grid Condensers.

and proves to be ex-

tional inductance formed by .the longer
wire in this case. A piece of electric -

one filament resistance (vernier); two

't'--5.swars 3/K: APART
Fig. 7. ---Wire Supports for Frame Aerial.

cuit when used as a

2 L 0, Birmingham,
Newcastle and Cardiff were all clearly
received using the circuit as a plain re-

coil holder (vernier);

12/2/104112/2.11-11../212--1

Aerial.

Super Regeneration
It will be noted when using the -set as

5.-Arrangement of Fixed Condensers.

diameter former and a reaction coil

of

4o turns on a similar sized former; Nos. 3
a plain regenerator a point is reached and 4 Burndept coils' are suitable. For
when maximum signals are obtained, and 114 super -regenerative purposes the same size
pushing the reaction any further than this
A.T.I. is suitable with a reaction coil of iso
turns of No. 3o d.s.c. on a similar former.
will merely result in a loud plop in the

phones and utter silence after this. If
In passing it might be stated that uphowever, the reaction coil is of the correct wards of thirty amateur stations on the
value and is pushed right home and the
zoo -metre band of wavelengths have been

variable resistances are correctly adjusted
super -regeneration will become apparent

by the whistle which may be varied in
pitch until a point is reached where it
becomes almost inaudible.

It

is

then

merely a matter of delicate tuning and

adjustment of the correct position of the
reaction coil before maximum clear and
loud signals are obtained. Incidentally it
might be said that it appears that if the
variable resistances are once set to such

received with this gear when using it as a
super set, the telephony being clear and
strong.

The circuit shown in Fig. 2 is for using

the set with a loop or frame aerial, and
this is perhaps one of its most useful
adaptations, as it provides a directional
portable set for those persons who are
troubled by interference or have scanty
accommodation for an aerial or wireless
gear generally.

and

only
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panel, as shown in the photographs by
means of the ebonite strips. By this means

a good and quick fixing is secured in
a small space with a minimum amount
of undesirable metal in the form of holding screws.
Variable Condenser

The value of this is shown as being
.0005 microfarad, and the one used in the
illustration also possesses a vernier, a
useful and almost indispensable arrangement. The value of the condenser, however, may be .0003 microfarad, providing
it is not desired to cosier a very broad
band of wavelengths.
Filament Resistance

It is of advantage to use a resistance
which has a vernier movement, since varying the brilliancy of the filament also
affects the action of the valve, 'the adjust-

piece of best quality ebonite is

ment being markedly critical with some
valves. The diameter of the resistance
(for reasons of space) should not exceed

essential for the panel,

2% in.

A

Fig. 2.-Circuit Diagram for Frame

mounted on two separate strips of ebonite
as shown in Fig. 6. All the condensers
are screwed to the under side of the

matt -

surface variety should
be used.
sions

are

The dimenshown
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Fig. 4.

Mounting the Fixed
Condensers

The three

.006-

microfarad condensers
are mounted on a
separate strip of ebonite
as shown in Fig. 5.

The wiring shown

therein is carried out

with bare (not tinned)

No. 16 copper wire.
The .002 telephone condenser and the .0003
grid condenser are then

Another View of Under Side of Panel
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vary the resistance value of the grid re- cast from 3 to 4 a.m., and European
Valve
stations from 4 to 5 a.m. English and
A V24 valve has been found to function sistance and also the anode voltage"
Continental stations are to transmit on
as well as any, but a Cossor or an R

entateur Wireless

e0

+t -

the

B.B.C.

Ccii Holder
The coil holder is screwed to the outside
of the box and flexible leads are, provided
with spade terminals arranged so that they
may be disconnected in_order to close the
lid. Although not essential; it is advisable to use a coil holder possessing a

alternate

adjustments are critical.

I such a quickly -growing organisation as
the B.B.C. in the best interests of the

mornings.

All

stations will transmit simultaneously.

" BROADCAST OVER
BRITAIN "

vernier arrangement, as here again the T"1"'"0 control the multifarious activities of

.1"39 71116ER

6"
Fig. S.-Constructional Details of Frame Aerial.

12 turns being put on. The wooden frame
is made up of two pieces each 2 ft. long.

of the B.B.C., in his book, "Broadcast
Over Britain" (Hodder and Stoughton,

A short concluding article in the next Ltd.).
issue will describe the operation of the
In this book Mr. Reith is concerned
A. J. C.
with the policies to be adopted in conset.
trolling a broadcasting service, the reasons
for the existence of the service, and the
heights to which it may attain. He indicates the problems that have been solved
in the past, that are being solved now, and
that will have to be solved in the future.
The- hopes and aspirations of those reSummary of a Lecture given before the Radio Society
sponsible
for providing entertainment (in
of Great Britain on November 12.

valve is very good. Whenever the valve
is changed it will be found necessary to
t"

Frame Aerial
community is an enterprise not to be
The dimensions of the frame aerial are undertaken without an adequate realisagiven in Fig. 8. The wire is spaced s in. tion of the responsibilities that it entails.
apart on ebonite projections screwed to the
The extent of these responsibilities and
woodwork; the ebonite is 4% in. by ix, in., the ideals to be sought in a public broadand is cut with a thick hack -saw blade as casting service are clearly revealed by
shown. The wire used is NO. zo enamelled, Mr. J. C. W. Reith, managing director

-

MECHANICAL ANALOGIES
A

its widest sense) by broadcast are ex-

4'

THE value of mechanical analogy in fectly consistent with the electrical phenowireless instruction was demonstrated mena it portrayed. In concluding his
at the last informal- meeting of the Radio
Society of Great Britain, held on Noveinher 12, when Mr. R. C. Clinker exhibited
a dynamical model of an oscillating valve
circuit.

Opening his talk with some interesting
historical notes, Mr. Clinker referred to
Clerk Maxwell's early model designed to
show the mutual inductance between two

demonstration, Mr. Clinker expressed the
opinion that the best mechanical analogies
for inductance and capacity were respectively mass and elasticity.

In the ensuing discussion Mr.

R. E.

Carpenter detailed an interesting mechani-

cal model to show the internal action of
the valve, but stated that so far he had

been unable to evolve a satisfactory device
to represent the space charge effect. Mr.
admiration of Lord Kelvin, whose belief J. H. Reeves urged the need of a mechanicircuits.

This model had evoked the

it was that if any electrical' phenomenon cal model to instruct broadcast listeners
was fully comprehended it should he in the proper use of reaction!
possible to construct a mechanical model
to illustrate it.
Mr. Clinker's model consisted of a
simple circuit comprising a three -electrode

valve placed across an aerial inductance
The
tuned with a parallel condenser.
current flowing through the circuit was
represented by a moving string, running
an pulleys and actuated by a small electric
motor.

'The inductance of the coil was illustrated by the use of a pivoted rod weighted
at each end. When this was mechanically

oscillated the inertia of the coil was at

once apparent. Equally ingenious was the

WORLD-WIDE
BROADCASTING
ORGANISED largely by the Wireless
Retailers' Association in conjunction
with the B.B.C., international radio week
started on Tuesday with an opening programme transmitted from 2 L 0 between
10.30 and 11.30 p.m. Listeners still have
a chance of hearing a special programme
from Brussels on Thursday. The Danish
Radio Club will transmit on Friday and
Radio -Paris will provide a programme on
Saturday. K D K A is also to take part.
From 3 to 5 a.m. each morning from

representation of. the condenser capacity
by means of an elastic spring.
When the circuit was represented in a
state of oscillation the grid was seen to
change in polarity in accordance with the November 24 to 3o European broadcasting
direction of the aerial current, and in other stations are to transmit special pro respects the action of the model was per - .grammes. American stations will broad -

plained, and nobody who reads what Mr.
Reith has to say will wonder why Great
Britain has the best broadcasting service
in the world., The price of the hook is 6s.

WHITE CITY
WIRELESS EXHIBITION
Award of Silver Cup
The Novelties and Inventions Competition proved a great success, the

entries being large in number and

varied in character. Many of these
will be described and illustrated
in later issues. The following are
the prize winners :
1st Prize.-Amateur Wireless Silver
Cup Mr. A. Page, B.Sc., 19,
Blythswood Drive, Glasgow.
A Crystal Receiver, complete
with detector, tuner and phone,
all contained in a silver watch
case.

-

Prize.-Gold Medal ; Mr. H. J.
Lowe; 158, Lewisham Road,
London, S.E.
A Loud -speaker with adjustable
resonator.

3rd Prize.-Silver Medal ; Mr. M.
Masel, 20, High Street, Rom ford.

A Method of Using Crystals
in Granular Form, applicable

to any crystal set.
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EXPERIMENTAL
TRANSMISSION. -V
DIRECTIONAL AERIALS
EARTH MAT-),

Fig. 15.-Directional Aerial with Tuned

Fig. 14.-Short-wave Directional Aerial
with Tuned Reflectors.

Screen.

ONE hears a lot about directional effects and much serious directional work may be
Many interesting experiments may be
of the normal inverted L -type aerial, carried out on a frame -type aerial.
conducted on such a system, but obviously
and poor reception is often put down to
the arrangement constitutes an interesting
directional effects. In actual practice direc- Reflector Aerials
layout more than a practical
There is still the other and better alter- laboratory
tional effects do not occur on normal waveproposition.
lengths and with normal types of aerial native. We may employ aerials having
A rather more practical scheme is illuSunless the total length of the aerial (above the general characteristic so that their trated in Fig. 15, a scheme in which a
the lower capacity) is at least ten times as directional power or polar curves depend numar of tuned wires are carefully insuon their dimensions relative to the wave- lated at their free ends, the other extremigreat as its effective height.
In order to carry out successful direc- length employed; for instance : (a) reflec- ties being joined to the transmitter. The

tional transmissions two alternatives are tor systems; (b) aerials at right angles to
available : (a) the use of large frame the working direction, correctly adjusted

aerial may, of course, be rectangular or
fan -shaped (Fig. 16), and copper earth
aerials and the employment of normal as regards phase; (c) Beveridge -type mats simply laid on toe ground appear to
wavelengths, or (b) the use of specially antennae, as used for directional reception. form the most efficient earthing system.
Classes b and c may at the outset be
designed antennw on short wavelengths of
Dimensions naturally vary with the
considered
as highly inefficient for wavelength employed, but for general
so to r or 2 metres.
amateur use, and although experiments purposes (wavelengths about 15 metres)
Frame Aerials
with the long horizontal Beveridge -type the vertical posts may be about 20 ft. high
The directional properties of frame aerials aerial may prove interesting, successful and the same distance apart. The wires
arc too well known to need discussion at results will be hard to obtain.
must be very carefully insulated, as brush
length here, but one would not imagine,
Reflector systems, however, may be em- discharge and eddy -current losses are
in view of all the theory of transmitting ployed provided that the wavelength of liable to be considerable. The point of
antenme described, that any range could transmission is extremely short-that is, in contact of the wires should not b less
be obtained by the use of a frame aerial. the neighbourhood of to metres; probably than 6 ft. from the ground connection,
Remember, however, that the power the most efficient reflecting system has a which latter must be situated immediately
radiated is equal to I2Rr, and that as long radiation somewhat similar to a parallel under the aerial.
as one of these factors is sufficiently big beam of light which has passed through
a large amount of power will be radiated. a slit in an opaque screen. Fig. 14 illus- Aerials for Duplex Work
It will be obvious that a frame aerial, trates such a system.
The question of duplex working is corn -

Fig. 16.-Directional Aerial with Fan shaped Tuned Screen.

Fig. 17.-Arrangement of Transmitting and Receiving
Aerials for Duplex Working.

It will be noticed that the system coneven of large dimensions, may be constructed having a very low actual ohmic sists essentially of two vertical wires formresistance, and we, thus expect a very large ing the upper and lower capacities, supvalue for It, several times larger, in fact, ported at a focal distance from a reflecting
than would be obtained were the same screen equal to one -quarter of a wavetransmitter coupled up to an outdoor aerial length. The reflector consists of a light

Fig. 18.-Connections of
Phantom Aerial.

ing more and more to the front, as the
send -receive switch is decidedly a nuisance,
and simultaneous reception and transmission is impossible. More will be said

of partial and true duplex sy,stems later,

but for the moment it will "be assumed

that two aerials-one for transmission and
one for reception-are necessary.
If minimum interference is to he caused
and absorptive losses will prevent any to the wavelength of transmission, and
great range of transmission being thus acts as an opaque screen to trans- in the receiving side, and if minimum
metalwork is to be included in the transobtained. Still, great things may be done, missions on this wavelength.
Radiation resistance, however, wooden frame supporting a large number
will be very small, and the great dielectric of carefully insulated wires, each tuned

system.

nutting
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emateur Wireless
aerial field,

transmitting

and

also many experienced transmitters prefer

receiving aerials must lie with the free to carry out preliminary tests in private.
ends in opposite directions (see Fig. iv).
Even if it is not desired to carry out
experiments in duplex working it will be
advisable to employ a separate aerial for
reception, and this should be carefully
situated so that it is not likely to enter
into the field of the main aerial.

artificial aerial consists of a
definite inductance, capacity and resist-

FOR

ance arranged so that no appreciable radia-

A LIST of Sunco wireless sets and parts
iTh has been received from the Sun Electrical Co., Ltd., of 118, Charing Cross

tion is caused, and is constructed so that
when the inductance tuning coil and resist-

ance are substituted for the outside aerial
system across the aerial and earth terminals, no other change takes place -that
Argil ial Aerials
is, the constants of`the main aerial afe the
Although actually an artificial aerial is same as the constants of the dummy.
no aerial at all, it has been considered
The connections of such an arrangement
advisable to include a few remarks on the are shown by Fig. 18. The actual form
operation and construction of dummy of the apparatus will be described later.
aerials, as so many amateurs are licensed
KENNETH ULLYET.
only to use a station with such an aerial;
(To be continued)
4 t.

us by the British Thomson Houston Co., Ltd., Crown House, Aldwych, W.C.2.
-From SuperlamN Ltd., of 197, Old
Street, E.C.2, we have received a catalogue of wireless sets and components.

MAKES "LESS" WIRELESS

USUAL TRADE DISCOUNTS

14

Retail Prices

.

Amplifiers, Fil, 4 -volt Anode, 30 to 100 volt ..
each 4/8
Detectors,
4 -volt Anode, 30 to 60 volt
..
each 4/11
Dull Emitters, 0'06 amps. Fit. 1.6 -volt Anode, 20 to

..

100 volt

.,

..

Sidpe (Continental) L.F. Transformers
Best

B.T.H. valves are the subject of litera-

ture sent

WONDERFUL W RELESS INVENTION

FAMA DUTCH VALVES

"

Road, \V.C.2.

ri 1,,m7m.AL,,__ikintav/13.MUAVIllinkn t7st),1t7nlirag17A1

1..h4v4k.nws+Kittva

61

'

SOMETHING TO WRITE

The

Continental Adjustable
Headphones ..
..

.,
..

Diaphragm

..
..

each 1 4 -

each
4,000 -ohm

..
..
..
Please remit Postage.

9,6

1

HOVIMO"

180, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2.

CRYSTAL VALVE

Phone: Central 7361.
44114447e4Vireir16W4

,,61 1 unlit-,

no fiddling with cat -whiskers and other delicate
adjustments ; no worry ; no disappointment. Simple turn of milled screw
and " Hovimo " Crystal Valve
giv-s instant reception -uninterruptedly pure and
bell -like tone. Can be
easily adjusted to any
BRITISH MADE
set employing crystal
EVERY ONE
detection or rectification.
GU RANThED
Specially recommended for

3/q

pit- 1 1 /6

RISROPSGATE ELECTRIC SUPPLY (1924) CO.,
ii ii- i "inutt.painhanni 6 ,

CatwhiskIrless,Batteryiess,Worryiess,
Fuss
- and - Botherless Wirefrss
No batteries ;

,

tat loul spea.,er ay items.

rut rely ne

An

ravenion and must o,t be C.11-

11,Di wi the ordinary `lperinanen "detector
or conhs:eld with S licow bon nit e or simil coin-

binAtons. Ask your dealer for it, or write o -

A. MOLBACK, 21, High Holborn, London, W.C.I.

Ph re: Chancery 8391

ELECTRADIX RADIO BARGAINS

DON'T PAY MORE!
All the Best Dealers can
now

supply

you

Still offering a few 3 -valve amplifiers with Trumuse Table Talkers for

with

BOWERMAN'S
(Guaranteed)

BEST

BRITISH MADE
POWER
HEADPHONES

£3 15s. This was a wonderful bargain and went well. Brand new goods.
WAVEMETERS Townsend Broadcast, 50/-. Long range 120/4,000 in., £6.
Paul, 120/3,000, £5 10s. Forward, 80/9,000 in., £7 10s. Special low for
America, 40/100 in., £4. RECORDERS. R.A.F. Morse, G.P.O. type, £7 10s.
Wheatstone Recorder, £8. Perforators, 25/-. DYNAMOS. Newton A.C.
to 3.000 volts, £4 10s. D.C. charging L.T., 12 volts 8a, £3. H.T.D.C.
Marconi, 1,500 volts, £8 ; 2,000 volts 1,000 in/a, £38. Voltmeters, 1,000
volts, £5. 1,500 volts, £6 10s. ; 2,500 volts. £7 10s. MASTS, R.A.F.,
steel tube, any height, 2/6 X 5'. TRANSMITTERS. 1 -Valve with H.T.
unit £4 10s. 2 -Valve R.A.F. £3. Spark, 1", 15/6 ; 2", 35/-. Huge Marconi
10" spark coils, £3 10s. RECEIVERS. Crystal. 7/6. Crystal valve reflex,
£3. R.A.F. 3 -valve, £3 15s. R.A.F. Ten, 5 -valve, £5 5s. - AMPLIFIERS.
2 -Valve, T.B., £2. 3 -Valve, Mil, £3. 6 -Valve, £5 10s. Marconi 3 -valve,
55, £8. Loud Trumuse speakers, curved horn adj., 4,000 ohms ; Magnets,
19/-. TESTERS. Res. boxes, ex -lab., absolute
ohm to 5,000. Various
ranges, 17/6 to 55/-. Bridges, L.R. £3, H.R. £0. Ohm meters, £10 ;
Meggers, £15, Lab. standard. Plug-in condensers, W- to 40 mfds., 10/- to
£3. Micro -ammeters, show crystal strength, 65/-. PHONES. Single, 1/6.
Brown's for rewind on diaph., 5/-. Ebonite horn and base screwed for
Brown's, 10/6. Horn only, 8/- Sullivan's L.R. head sets, 5/6. Western
4,000 ohms, 12/6. Br. Thomson -Houston, 14/6. Micro buttons, 4/-.
Insets, 1/-. Weston relays, the latest super-sens. microamp. Naval relay,
in brass case, 20/G.P.O. polarised A or B, 35/Galvos, 20/ SWITCHES. Distant control of filament Current, auto, 15/6. Indoor,
22 gau. insul. 'phone wire, 3/- 300'. Dewar5 for panels, 2/6. Large stock
of special switches. VALVES. "C," 6/6 VALVES. The low capacity
Ediswan C R.A.F. is the best for long distance work and amplification.
R.A.F. Marconi rounds, 2 volts, 3/6. ELECTRIC DRILLS. Engines and
I

4,000 ohms
Stalloy Diaphragms.
Highly polished D uralumin Bands.

Show this advertisement to your Dealer and tell him we can
supply him at the right price.

BUY AND TRY A SET " ON APPROVAL."
Money Back AT ONCE if these Headphones do not please
you in every way as being the biggest value on the market
to -day.

We are out for big sales at a small profit. That's our idea
of helping British Trade and industry. Is it yours ?
If auy difficulty in supply, we will send to you direct.

BOWERMAN'S PHONE

12, Ludgate Hill, London, Eng.

IRISH OFFICE

World-renowned and Universally Sought

Dynamos, Motors 12 volts to 500 volts in stock.
NOTE. -Valves not included in prices. Sent at buyers' postal risk.

For hundreds of other interesting items see our new and Enlarged Illustrated Catalogue and Price List, 4d. stamps, post free.

LESLIE DIXON & CO.
9, Colonial Avenue, MINORIES, E.1
Call and see us, we are convenient and central.
Met. Railway.

Near Aldgate Station,

36 Arthur Street, BELFAST.
N.A.3.
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-Announcing

the
Take UMW Farling for a Trip

round the Workd this
evertingp

2 -valve amplifier
The vital LINK between
DETECTOR and LOUD -SPEAKER

-in effect,

en., from side
showing te7nzinai

that is what the " Baby Cine "

MOWIting.

Projector does for you.
Whilst affording all the delights of a firstclass " movie " show in your own home,
the choice of pictures rests entirely with
you.

After considerable research and experiment, we are now able to
place upon the market a 2 Valve Amplifier of the highest quality and
workmanship throughout.

You can show them at your dis-

ALL USERS of CRYSTAL or SINGLE VALVE SETS CAN NOW
WORK A LOUD -SPEAKER WITH FULL AND CLEAR VOLUME
by simply connecting their present set to the input terminals of
the SUPRA TONE Amplifier, and batteries and loud -speaker to

cretion.

TRAVEL PICTURES, TOPICAL
EVENTS, NATURAL HISTORY
FILMS, SPORT, COMEDY, THE
DRAMA.

OUTSTANDING FEATURES.

'Any intelligent child can operate the
Projector efficiently, and-since the

2 Supra

films. are non-inflammable-give absolute safety. It is a real Cinema which
will prove the ideal gift this Christmas
for young and old.

Grid

Actual

Machine
12 Iss"

Highs

Bias, 2

Inspection

Windows,

all

some instrument
throughout.

jector are thus asXxiad Pigie-ote sured of a regular

The mahogany

of the world's best

sents the finest

cabinet is strong and
dal hed.
be tutif
Further, it repre-

and constant supply

el

Valve

Amplifier is a really
first class and hand-

3/ -

si

pn.rCE

I

illustration, this

each.

16450

83-5-Y

As will be seen from
the accompanying

A Catalogue of films is published each
month showing the most recent editions.
Owners of a Pro-

Price

Microstats,

2

Terminals mounted on Ebonite.

dynamo.

films.

Transformers,

Pull -Push Switch for Filament Circuit, Negative

Light is obtainable from the ordinary house
circuit ; for houses where no electric lighting exists the Projector is fitted with a small

-eire zdt04

---

--

terminals indicated.

)f-Cirkel;"

PRO 31ECTOIR.

Mi/aofidiatioddi4trodkoffe
Write for literature and name
of nearest dealer.

value far money
obtainable.

£4

PRICE :

Aont

hineea top an, Si e oyes.

Send to -day for our interesting 1924-5 Catalogue.

65*

patk 74altaa%
5 LISLE ST.
LEICESTER SQ.

LONDON.W.I.

BROS., LTh09
12, 13, 14, Great Queen Street, Kingsway, W.C.2.
'Phone: Gerrard 575 & 576.

'Grants; Zywateseng, Westcent.

Works : LONDON, EIRMINGHAM

WESTCLIFF.
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cintateurNW426.5

More than 13,00o postcards of appreciation and friendly criticism have been
received by the Rev. Shepherd, who conducted services recently relayed from St.
Martins -in -the -F ields.

DIOGRAMS

The

possibilities

of

wireless in

the

development of trade are to be discussed
by the Hull Chamber of Trade.
Many complaints have been received by
the B.B.C. of the increase of oscillation
in the Ilford district, which has hitherto

Further experiments in wireless control enjoyed the reputation of having the
have been conducted by Signor Fiamma. smallest number of complaints in the
The Italian inventor has succeeded in con- London area.
tion. The B.B.C. received a few days trolling a motor -boat of 24 tons in spite
On November 27 the French Minister of
ago a postcard that bore the brief, but of rough seas and a strong wind.
Colimies
will inaugurate the wireless serapparently sufficient, address, "2 L 0."
Radio -Paris, 'in conjunction with the vice between Paris and Bamako (West
Chelmsford has been heard repeatedly French wireless journal RadioOlectricte, Africa).
in India on a three -valve set and several broadcast the first of four query proIn a recent speech made by the Secregrammes on November 18. Radioelectricti.'
times in North Africa with a crystal.
tary of State for the German Post Office
provided
the
prizes.
Listeners who are musically inclined
it was stated that Berlin already numIt is satisfactory to note, says the B.B.C., bered 120,000 listeners. To popularise
need have no fear when they read that
Turner Layton and Clarence Johnson, the that the millionth receiving licence has wireless to a greater degree the German
American syncopated duettists, are to been issued.
authorities had decided to increase the
broadcast; their rhythm is extraordinary
That broadcasting will be most effective number of broadcasting stations, and tlic
and their diction perfect.
in warning farmers to be on the look- scheme in view would eventually do away
The West Riding Education Committee out for the symptoms of contagious animal with all the unsightly outside aerials [sic].
have sanctioned the use of wireless in one diseases is the opinion of the Ministry of Arrangements were also being made for
Agriculture.
local elementary school.
the exchange of International programmes,
A number of tenants in one Liverpool and the German public would be pleased
Professor Bruevitch has presented the
Soviet Government with an invention that district have received notice from estate to learn that there was every possibilitN
is claimed to be a method of secret wire- agents to remove wireless attachments of relaying a London transmission.
fixed to the chimneys.
(Continued on Mee 848)
less communication.
is responsible for
undoubtedly the shortest
address ever used for a postal communica-

BROADCASTING

" what

is

' ACCUMULATORS

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO WIRELESS
If vou wish to make Wneless Sets which are

's

UNBEATABLE -I PRICE, QUALITY, or EFFICIENCY,

RE -CHARGED FREE

Full Instructions are given for making -cony P.te Crystal Sets, 1 and 2 valve
amplifiers, Due, emplif cation Sets; also the very lite t 2, 3 and 4-val9
Tuned Anode Receivers. 160 pages. (28 DIAGRAMS) A /03) POST
SA7/cFAC' OV U RA EED
FkEE
runner returned.

and from your ordinary electric installation, us,er, 5511 have
direct current ,00 volts to 250 v Its. The "CHASEWAY"
CHARGER (D.C.) can be c mnecterl by the merest amateur is

Uri; is the book you mu t have- Everything is so clearly explained that any beginner,
N1ith.nit previous experience. can make the most efficient receiving sets ob ainahle,

SAXON PAD!

CO.

i

IN YOUR OWN HOME

automatic in action and requires no attention. It sae s its cost in
a shqrt time b. doing away w to the weekly re-cha ging expense,

EPT. 12) sours.' sm-RF, P.LarKPoot.

heed s avoiding that last ntioute " let down" and all the usual
accumulator trouble.
Whilst you are using th- en re 7, 'or

lighrin 7, ironing or any other pirroose, the "CHASEWAY"
automatically re -charges your accumulator free.
Conforms to c nnitions of Situp y owl Insu.-ance ,omp:inics.

" MORRIS" SOLID OM STANDARD LABINET
WITH LOCK
for any kind of receiver. Bottum cupboard with lock for accumniaters
and slur s. Height, 3 ft.. 6 in. ; width, 2 ft. ; der th, tslt in. Back
Panel removable.
Ftalker aarticutars on at qicatia.o.
part rarriage and
Price
pack ng 7 6 extra

Send now 25 . for the

!leanest. simplest. neatest and most practical lox
on the market. comatete with explicit axing instructions and diagram.
size of "chasewsy ' Charger, gin by 31 tn.

Criss Cheques aid P.O. " not nego, ialtle."

1 Os-

THE CHASE ELECTRICAL
MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd.

Solid Oak Wireless Table with large drawer and bo tom shelf for
accomultuor.

Leogth, 25 in. ; width. r6 in. ; height 26 in., 27/6 carr. pd.

181d, Fleet Street. London, E.0 4

M. VERSTRAETE N

Trade Enquiries Inv teed

y.o.

-

25/
Cost free

(Dept. 10), Melvin Chambers, 50a, Lord Street, Liverpo o

Challenge Crystal Sets

No. 40. A new Radiax production. Designed and built on
entirely new principles, it is the result of much experiment and
test, our object having been to obtain the utmost power of which
a crystal set is capable. Range 300 to 500 metres. Price £2 2s.

No, 41.

band or on the new 1,600 metre High
Power Station. Price, £2 10s.
Write for List of full range
of Radiax Universal Receivers,
1, 2, 3 & 4 valves. Complete

or for I !onto Construction.

RAD IAX

Combined too volt, 6 volt, 3 millia tp, 3no M.V. moving coil
instruments, ebonite encased. An ideal instrument for wireWith each instrument, a leaflet is supplied
uss tests.
explaining its application, including the me hod for measurement of resistances from 'oot -ohm to 2 megorims.

PRICE 35,- POST 6d.

LONG WAVE.

100-1,600 metres. Uniform with No. 40, but
incorporates the Radiax Universal principle
and enables by means of a switch. perfect
results to he obtained on the lower wave

20,

PRECISION 1 ESTING
sEl S

LTD.,

Radio House,
Street, Tottenham

Percy
Court

Road, LONDON, W.I.

RADIA11
411111111M

)YE SATISFY YOU

Shunt Boxes are supplied giving the following
additional readings : 7a) 12 ma and 3 amps. 1116. tc) 12o ma.
and 6 amps 12 6 (e) t2ma. and t72 amps 12 6.
Special

All t.pes and ranges of measuring instra
ments supplied at moderate prices.

List Pree
(Special Terms to Trade).
Complete A.C. motor rectifying charging board £4 . 5 - 0.

F. C. HEAYBERD & Co.

9, TALBOT COLI ,T, EASTCHE XI"

Tel.-Royal 402

I minute from Monument Underground Station.

S.
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WIRELESS DEMANDS THE BEST

CRYSTAL

--and you get Best Results from

A 11.gh grade crystal of Special
Selectivity contained in dust
tight metal box with glass
top.

A well made non-

corrosive spear -point cats whisker is included in

each box.
It

is so sensitive that a blind man can

use it.

PR TE
in Box JL

H

-L

L±

IN CONJUNCTION W TH

entateur Wireless

/6

I.M.I. ALL BRITISH
POPULAR ACCUMULATORS

LTD

DO NOT LET
THE PRICE

B .HESKETH LTD

RADIO CORNER, 179 STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.
13,111ar

DETER YOU, A5
EFFICIENCY IS

;-3

NystNiWV\I

GUARANTEED.

THE
CRYSTAL SUPREME!
Experimenting with crystals is a thing
ot the past -for why seek to improve
on perfection?-if you buy the
Trade
Enquiries
Welcomed.

VALIUM,
CRYSTAL
(Valve Power)

super -sensitive ail over-no dodging at ound the crystal during the " star "
nem I Use a "VALPO" Crystal and your catswhisker becomes a fixture.
Each "VALPO" urystal tested and GUARANTEED. Loud reception on
crystal alone; beautiful pu.e tone for am lila:mon by one, two, or more valves.

Price 116

complete with silver cats whisker
all reliable Wire:essi Stores, or
post free direct .rom
MERTON DAVIS, PARNELL ,55 PO. 359 STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2
Regent 4232

It MUST be a MARS!
-the secrit'S in the spiral spin.

20A

7/6
14'2
20 6

40A

60A

9;10 12; 3
18'8 23 6
27 35 3

E3DA

100A

15 6

17/6
33/-

29 6
41 9

46 9

IGN ITION

CA PACI T V.

2
4

6

Volt,
Volts
Vo.ts

I.M.I. Popular Accumulators have been used in conjunction with the Motor Industry since 1907.
Over 70,000 sold for Wireless during 1922/24.

THE I.M.I.
LONGLIFE H.T. BATTERY
-This title was used after satisfying ourselves as to the
Long Service obtained.
-Cheapness Combined with Absolute Efficiency.

NOTE
"POPULAR WIRELESS" says:

"We have no hesitation

in

recommending the ' MARS' aerial
wire to the attention of our reader,,, and

intend to discard 71,22's in the case
of our own aerial in future."

RADIOSTAT in the "SUNDAY
CHRONICLE" says :
" If you want the very best get the
new ' Mars' Aeria,. This will give
you 35% more power."

30,030 Mars enthusiasts
agree.

If you want the best aerial
get.

The
It's good for

COILS

MARS
SUPER

Try it!
AERIAL
i and
from all leading dealers or from the Sole Manufacturers
Patentees: E. & W. G. MAKIN SON, LTD.,

9

9' -

I.M.I. 60 -volt Longlife High
Tension Battery.
Price,
AS ILLUSTRATED WITH WANDER PLUGS

Wellington Works, Wellfield Road, PRESTON.

The Imperial Motor Industries, Ltd.
Denmark Street, Charing Cross Road, W.C.2.
reiephone: Gerrard 3347.

Teicyraa.s : Giftedness West Ccn:.
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In December two concerts will be given gramophone industry, the past two years

from the London studio, one broadcast have shown that the greater the vogue
Simultaneously to all stations by land -line for broadcasting, the larger the demand
and the other transmitted from the high - for gramophones.
power station at Chelmsford.

Tests have been conducted by the GerGeorge Bernard Shaw is reported to man postal authorities to prove The possihave stated that there are splendid oppor- hi] ity of connecting wireless to ordinary

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd.,
worked for forty-three years without a
holiday.

Tests have been made at the new broadcasting station erected at the Pic du Midi
Observatory (France), one of the highest
sites in the world. All material necessary
for its building had to be taken up about

RULES.-The Editor's de1,

A CHRISTMAS

interesting letter, of
from 250 to 400 words, on " My
ideal Wireless Christmas."

COMPETITION FOR ALL

E invite every reader to
send us by first post on
Monday, December

cision will be final; letters

must be written on one
side of the paper only;

the copyright of all letters
published will be ours ; all

1924, an

To the writer of the

on Monday, December 1,

letter

adjudged by the Editor to be the
most

interesting,

a

prize

1924.

of

A First Prize of Three Guineas and
Other Prizes of Half a Guinea in a
Simple Competition Open to All.

Three Guineas will be awarded,

and to the writers of any other
letters

letters must be received
not later than first post

published half -a -guinea

will be paid.

tunities in the broadcasting of plays for house telephones for communication with
old actors and actresses, regardless of their
age, appearance and memory.
Signals transmitted in America with R.
power of only 5 watts have been heard by
a French amateur.
The Copenhagen broadcasting station is
continuing its experiments on a wavelength of 75o metres. Transmissions

ships at sea. Duplex telephony is not yet
possible.

No correspondence

regarding the competition
can be entered into.
Envelopes must be addressed :
Competition, The Editor, "Amateur Wireless," La Belle Sauvage,
London, E.C.4.

The masts arc
over too ft. high and the station works
on a wavelength of 35o metres, using
9,000 ft. by pack -mules.

There is an effort on foot in some about 30o watts power..
quarters to change the name "broadcastOver boo letters of appreciation have
ing " to "radiocasting," but the majority been received by those in charge of the
of listeners prefer the more euphonious Dundee relay station.
Many of these
word to "radiocasting "-tongue -twisting letters indicate crystal reception in Errol,
and scarcely descriptive.
St.
Andrews, Perth, Monifieth and
usually take place on Sundays, WednesMr. Godfrey Isaacs, who has just re- Arbroath.
signed from the managing directorship of
days and Thursdays.
(Continued on page 83o)

Sotcia alt aputectionS

W/ e qou cant --use CLIX
a

Make your radio set

You can't use solder everywherebut you can use CLIX.
By virtue of the tapered threaded
design of its plugsocket, CLIX ensures perfect contact-an obvious

take more head -phones

How often do you have to leave someone " out " just when some
particularly good music, interesting news, or other broadcast item is
coming through the ether ? Maybe your receiver has only two telephone

terminals-but it's perfectly simple to fit the Igranic Telephone
Connector and any number of 'phones up to four pairs can then be
instantly fitted: Moreover two or more connectors may be connected
baseboard.

Price 8/6

CLIX may be wired at
points

A,

Or

E.

improvement on various forms of
split -pin plugs, which, however accurately machined, can only permit
of a "two -point" contact. Think
it out I

a affords an 'dell point

ADIN_

for soldering when permanent connections are
required.

OGRANIO

Retail Prices
CLIX
with

Locknut,

3d.

cux INSULATORS
(Six colours) ld. each.

INCLUDE
Honeycomb Coils. Filament Rheostats,
Intervalve Transformers, Variometers,
Vario Couplers, Bi-plug Coil Holders,

You can't have efficiency in Radio
anywhere unless you have efficient
contact everywhere.

IGRANIC TELEPHONE CONNECTOR

together allowing of any number of additional head 'phones. Supplied
with nickel -plated terminals and mounted upon a polished mahogany

Clix Popularity-the Secret!

Tri-plug Coil Holders. Battery Potentiometers, Vernier Friction Pencils,
etc.

All carry a six months' guarantee

CLIX BUSHES
(Six colours) ld. pair

The

Electro-Link

with

159 uses

Obtainable front all Wireless beaters or direct from
the Patentees and Manufacturers:

IGRANIC ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,

AUTOVEYORS LTD

Branches : Birmingham, Bradford, Cardiff, Glasgow, Manchester, Newcastle,

84 VICTORIA ST., LONDON, S.W.1

Reputable Dealers c-rry stocks.

Write for List, Z 337.

149. Queen Victoria Street, London.

Works : BEDFORD. -

Radio Engineers and Contractors
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emateur Wirele%

1)\ Sym ol with a Stor
T'S a symbol that has
i become a commonplace . . you see it in
wireless articles . two

years passed before the
broken line was added.

Ever thought how long
one didn't look like that;

world's first valve was made.
In every Ediswan Valve you
have an accumulated experience dating back to Fleming's
momentous discovery.

it was just like the picture

Ediswan Valves will bring the best

in the corner

out of sour wireless set-get some

It indicated the grid-

third electrode
or three times in most which made broadwiring diagrams. Every- casting possible.
body knows that it The original symbol had its
in the Ediswan
represents
a valve. beginnings
laboratories, where the
.

that symbol took to
evolve ?

The original

here. That
was 30 years
ago. Many

in

interesting

study

of

early

wireless history may be made at
the

Science

Museum,

South

Kensington, London, where the
complete series of Dr. Fleming's
experimental valves can be seen.

the

on the way home and enjoy a better
programme from to -night onwards.
All dealers sell them.
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
QUEEN VICTORIA ST.. LONDON, E.C4.

"NATN
VALVES
j

Omatetw
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Wireless

5 Q V (of Clacton) has received signals

RADIOGRAMS (COn!inliCd front tagd 8.48)

of

from I C M P (United States) on a two -

British listeners was broadcast from
C K A C, the Canadian high -power station,

valve Reinartz receiver.
The Rana Radio Klubo, of Copenhagen,

A special concert for the benefit
on November 19 on a wavelength of

425

metres.

The U.S. Government has sanctioned
the power of experimental

increase in
broadcasting

stations,

beginning

versal language for wireless communica
I1011.

A prominent French scientist has refuted

the generally accepted theory that each
is now giving concerts and lectures in electron possesses a magnetic field, and
Esperanto. This society has been very that the magnetic field of a current is the
active in advancing Esperanto as a uni- sum of the separate fields of the electrons.

with

THE FAMOUS

1% kilowatt and increasing gradually in

Soo -watt stages until a maximum of 5 kilowatts has been reached.

`WORK" & "AMATEUR WIRELESS" HANDBOOKS

A new Belgian broadcasting station is
being constructed at Ruysselede. It will
probably be ready at the end of 1925; no

COMPLETE LIST. ls. 6d. net each ; ls. 8d. past free.
Electric Bells and Tele-

Basket Making.
Beehives

and

Bee.

keepers' Appliances.

broadcasting, however, is scheduled to
begin until 1926.

Bent Iron Work.
Bookbinding.
Boot
and
Making
Mending.

The War Office has decided on the
erection of a wireless station on Yap

Building Model Yachts.
Camera Making.
Modelling
Plaster Casting.
Clock
Cleaning
Repairing.

and

Cycle

and

Clay

Island (in the west of the Caroline Islands)
in accordance with the Japan -American
Yap agreement.
8 A E, the small transmitting station
belonging to the Paris wireless journal
La T.S.F. Moderne, has now resumed its
weekly tests. A lecture is given, on a
wavelength of 200 metres, every Tuesday
and Friday at 21.00 G.M.T. Apart from
this transmission, a series of tuning
signals is sent out every Friday from 22.0o
G.M.T. for the benefit of experimenters.
Motoring talks will be given each day at
6.40 p.m. for a whole week, beginning on

and

Conjuring Apparatus.
Repairing
Adjusting.
Domestic J

Dynamo and Electric motor Building.
Dynamo
Motor
and
Erection and Man-

agement.

Dynamos, Small.
Electric Accumulators.
Electric
Apparatus,
Small.

Wireless

Telegraphy
and Telephony.

phones.

Electric Clocks.

Lathes, Small.

Magneto Repair and
Adjustment.
Metal Turr.ing Made
Easy.
Miniature

Welding.
Tailoring.
Electric Primary BatSkinning,
teries.
Taxidermy:
Electro-plating.
Mounting and Stuffing
Light.
Fishing Rods and Model Aeroplanes.
Birds. Mammals and
Tackle.
Fish.
Motor Cycles and SideFurniture Repairing.
cars.
The Handyman's 1,000
Gilding, Silvering and Mounting and Framing
Practical Receipts.
Bronzing.
Pictures.
Ticket -writing and Sign Class Writing, Emboss. Oxy-acetylene Welding.
painting.
ing and Fascia Work. Patents, Designs and Tinplate Working.
and
Gramophones
Trade Marks.
Toy Making.
Phonographs.
Photography Simplified. Violin Making and ReHousehold Repairs.
Pianos:
Their
Conpairing.
House
Painting
and
struction, Tuning and Watch Cleaning and ReDecorating.
Repair.
pairing.
Incubators and Chicken Poultry Houses and ApWood Finishing.
Bearers.
pliances.
Appliances,
Workshop
Induction Coils.
Small.
Knotting and Splicing Pumps and Hydraulic
Rams.
Workshop Arithmetic.
Rep,. s and Coradge.
Hints
for
Workshop
Lathe,
Simple,
and Rustic Carpentry.
Metal Workers.
Accessories.
Sewing Machines: Their

Electric Lighting.

Electric

Crystal Receiv- Simple Valve Receiving Wireless
ing Sets.
Parts.
Sets.
Wireless Telepl ony Explained.

Simple

AND ALL BOOKSELLERS.

7 -DAY
A famous Name for a famous Valve.

SENSATIONAL OFFER!

As an advertisement we have decided to dispose of a limited number cf

New and Superior FEATHERWEIGHT ADJUSTABLE PHONES

SON

at the astounding figures below.

V\\1
157
4/0 L-S:

Post 6d.
2

PAIRS

=226

The "NELSON MULTI"

tector,

1 1 r6
PER PAIR

00°

11111111mummum

will function as a De-

L.F. Amplifier,

or B.F. Amplifier.

Owing to its unique
construction it is
unequalled for pure

Post 9d.

clarity of tone.

Adapted to fit any

Packed in specially

standard Four -pin
socket.
No loose wires.

constructed boxes.

Entirely

Three times the life
of any other valve.

British

Made.

Anode Voltage

Filament Voltage

4-6

Detector 60-80
Ampluier8o-120

Telephone:
Wimbledon 172.

rei=1,7Lion-Ms..",
inPost 9d.
BRITISH MADE

The NELSON VALVE CO.

138, KINGSTON ROAD, MERTON PARK.
LONDON, S.W.19

Free, all Wireless Lealers and Eleetr!elans.
II

Component

CASSELL & COMPANY, Ltd., La Belle Sauvage, London, E.C.4.

December 15.

The" NELSON MULTI "
contains three separate
filaments, each of which
can instantly be brought
into use by a switch
device incorporated
in the valve cap.

Adjust-

Construction,

ment and Repair.
Soldering, Brazing and

-II

II

111-M111-11111-111

These first-class phones are exceptionally light,
comfortable, do not catch in
the hair, and the adjustment enables you to obtain maximum sensitivity on
weak signals and full volume without distortion on loud signals

SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES,
Head Depot :

80, NEWINGTON CAUSEWAY, S.E.1.

Branches : 126, Newington Causeway, S.E.1.

7, St. George's Circus, S.E.1.

16, Manette

St., Charing Cross Rd., W.I. 207, Edgware Rd., W.2. 04, Church Rd.,
'Phone: H.. .1177.
Upper Norwood, S.E.
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UBILIE
PRODUCTS

1111114iii111;;:iitribi

Dubilier

Grid

Dubilier Anode

Leak -

Resistances 0.5, 1, 2, 3,

tances

4, 5 Megohms.

holder

Leak

clips,

Resiswith

as
illustrated,
twenty thousand
to one hundred thousand

2/6 each.
Grid

complete

front

per

pair 6d. each.

ohms.

5/6 each.

LITTLE THINGS THAT COUNT.
A lost collar stud, a broken shoe lace.
You know how often the bigger issues
in life depend upon the attention -paid
to detail.
It is just the same with your wireless
set; if you want to make sure of good
results, pay attention to details.

An uncertain grid leak will ruin the
reception of an otherwise carefully
constructed set. We realise the importance of having a grid leak which
can be relied upon to remain constant
in action under widely varying conditions of service. That is why all
Dubilier Grid Leaks are carefully
tested on 100 volts D.C. before they
are offered to you.

Ducon Works,
Goldhawk Rd.,

London, W.12.

Similarly Anode Resistances are tested

on 200 volts D.C., and will carry the
Anode current of a valve indefinitely
without altering in resistance. Here,
as with all other products, we do our
best to ensure that the name Dubilier

shall enable you to feel entire con-

Eighty per
fidence as to results.
cent. of complete -set manufacturers

in Britain, as well as thousands of experimenters, fit Dubilier products as
standard in their sets. They have to
pay slightly more for them, but they
very wisely place reliable workiag
before the saving of a few pence, and,
they know that if reliable components
could be made cheaper, Dubilier

would be making them.

DUBILIER
CONDENSER CO.LTD

E. P. S. SG.

Telegrams :
Flevoltcon, Phone,
London.

CV;
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of headphones must constitute a majority,

and in their case the performance is not
suitable' for three nights weekly.
Were the London station alone to relay
the bands, possessors of valve sets would

not be so badly hit, but the B.B.C. also
employs 5 X X to broadcast the dances.
This prevents, in most cases, the possibility of tuning in, say, Radio -Paris without interference from Chelmsford.

Experimental American Broadcast
SIR,-I have received a letter from Mr.
E. T. Flewelling (inventor of the
famous Flewelling super -regenerative circuit), who wishes to know if any amateurs
on this side would listen in for his station.
9 X B G (Chicago, Ill.), on a wavelength

of 70 metres, as he is confident he can
get his signals over to this side, it being
only necessary to have a prearranged time
for working.
If any amateurs interested would care to
communicate with me (through "A.W.")

I shall be only too pleased to send Mr.
Flewelling their names and addresses, and
also forward to them the times and dates

arranged.-J. H. E. (Manchester).

Loading Coils
SIR,-Many amateurs, upon adding a
loading coil to a set employing a fixed
reaction coil inside the set, find that the

I suggest that the B.B.C. should limit
their dance transmissions to Wednesdays
connecting another coil in series with the and Saturdays and that they should S.B.
fixed reaction coil and coupling this to the to half the stations alternately.
loading coil by means of a two-way coil
From a regular perusal of Continental
holder. This increases the volume and papers I can assure you that as 5 X X
also enables 5 X X and Radio -Paris to be is the best received station in Europe, a
easily separated. Care should be taken to false impression is being given to
see that the coil is connected the right foreigners of our musical education and
why round, for if it is not signals will artistic tastes.-J. C. (London).
be weakened instead of increased.American Stations
J. R. V. (Southampton).
SIR,-With reference to your list of
Dance Music
American broadcasting stations, you state
SIR,-In a recent number of "A.W." one that the W B Z transmits upon 339 metres.
of your correspondents aired a grievance
According to a letter from W B Z, dated
regarding the curtailment of the B.B.C. October 3r, the wavelength is given as
winter programmes. It does not strike me 337 metres, or a frequency of 890 kilothat the actual closing down of the local cycles, and a power of 1,000 watts. Times
station at 10.3o p.m. on foul- nights out cf of transmission are 6 to 11 Eastern time
seven inflicts much hardship on the holders
of broadcast licences. A matter of more

(five hours later than G.M.T.).

I was

able on October 13 to receive this station

importance, in my opinion, is the relay of from approximately 04.15 to 06.45 G.M.T.,
the Savoy bands three times weekly. I the programme consisting of various items
have no doubt that this class of entertain- in celebration of St. Columbus Day.small reaction coil is insufficient to make ment appeals to quite a number of listeners J. A. P. (London, S.E.).
signals louder. This can be overcome by possessing loud -speakers, but surely users
(Continued on page 854)

HULLO!! C.Q., WILL DAY CALLING
You could not give a more acceptable

gift for

XMAS to your friend than ons of our DAYZITE

COMPLETE
RECEIVING SETS
All Passed by P.M.G. and Guaranteed to Standard.
No. r.- Crystal Receiving Oulfit, fitted with best Dayzite crystal detector,
one pair 4,000 ohms British made Headphones, too ft. aerial wire, 4 insulators,
9 -inch insulated lead-in tube, to yards leading -in wire, one book, Wireless

at home, one earth clip, one aerial to earth switch.
Complete. £3 158. Stamped B.B.C.
Receiving Set alone, as above, upon frsm outfit, £1 158.

REPRODUCTION
THAT SURPASSES

LIVES THERE A MAN WITH SOUL SO DEAD
THAT

NEVER

TO

HIMSELF

HAS

SAID

TRY DAYZITE !

! ! !
! !
A recent letter received from one of the thousands of delighted
users writing from Nottingham, states :" A valve used as a detector is a waste of current when your
' Dayzite. is available. Please send me another crystal for
which / enclose 2/9."
(Signed) W. P.

MAKE NO MISTAKE IN YOUR SELECTION.

Do not

keep wasting money on crystals of unknown tepute.
CET A CRYSTAL THAT HAS STOOD THE TEST OF TIME

DAYZITE

Regd.

Sold only boxed with Silver Cat's -whisker, 2s. 6d. each, postage
3d. extra. Makes excellent contact with Zincite for a Perikon

BELIEF
The extreme' sensitivity and complete absence of distortion

of the New Improved M.E.L. Phone, coupled with the
greater volume and clarity of reproduction which they
afford, simply surpasses all belief of those who have not

tried them.
The spring Slider Adjustment of the Earpieces allows of
instant and easy setting to the most comfortable position
and prevents any "sloppiness" due to wear. Each pair
of Phones is individually matched and tuned, resulting in
perfect " balance."
M.E.L. Phones are the unswerving choice of every expert
and amateur who has used them.
Your usual Dealer trill be glad to show you a pair
him to let you try them, a test will readily

Detector.

convince you.

WILL DAY, LTD.,

Price only 1716 per pair.

19, LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.2.
'Phone : Regent 4577.
Telegrams : " Titles, Westrand, London."

,

-

-

45-47 KINGS

ROAD

CAMDEN TOWN.N.W.I
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ALL POST FREE at
EBONITE PANELS
Nlatt
4" 3/16

9" x 6'

COMPLETE

4/6 3/9
5/9 5/5/6 4/9
7/9 5/8

12' X 12'
15° X 9'
15' X 12'

4-x 4'

U

1:

FREE

TERMINALS

3d.

lid.

Multiphone 4-w.
way
Ref ty spring

INVITED

HEADPHONES
4,000 ohms.

Id.

9d.
1/ 3d.

2 B.A. Small type, 3d.
Contact Studs
id.
Spring Washers
id.
AVM Al W/RE 7/22's
Enam., Bright 4 strd.
100', 3/6, 2/6, 1/1
do. Electron
1/8
Rub, 1s1.-im 4d. yd.

TRANSFORMERS

Brown's" F,"B.T.II.

Brander,
Siemens,
25/ Sterling, all
General Radio 20/ 18/8
Fellows
10/6

Air weight

Adjustable 12/6

With Wander Plugs
60v., 13/-, 36v., 4/10

30v., 4/- 15v., 2/-

4v. F.L. Batry. 5d.
66v. Ever -ready 13/6

368., 8/- 16v., 3/6

Shell, 29" X 25' 4d.

Siemens same price

Reel. 2', Id., Egg, 14.
Crystor type .. 9d,
9d.
1/3

VALVE HOLDERS

Type A 7d., Polar 1/3
Screwed 8 nuts 84.

Ebonite

10d.
6d.

Do. Open Type

COIL PLUGS Ebonite
10d. Superior 1/3

Narrow 7 &Basket 1/ Moulded type
8d.

Coll Formers .. 214.
Basket type .. lid.
Coil Mounts .. 44.
" Athol" Ebonite 1/3
Do. Porcelain 1/ Basket Coil Sets

6-1/0. 4 -1/ -

IRON CORE CHOKES

710 ohms 9d

Igranic 21/- and 20/Ilurridept (new)

24/ -

Reliability 10/- 212/6
.. 17/6
Ferranti
Xtraordinary
8/ Tangent 12/8 & 14/6
Royal ..
20/Telephone do.
8/" Unidyne " 10-D 13/-

H. F. McMichael's 10/ Tangent, each
5/6
Oojah 900 m... 5/6
600 & 300 m.4/6

Formers only ..

1 --

ohms Ex -Govt.

..

1/ -

2/0

AN " Igranic" " Lissen," " Butndept."
"Edison -Bell"

" At-

las " & " Sterling "
Goods.

COIL HOLDERS
Ashley fixed ..

2/8
3/6
8/6
5/6

moving ..

..
Ebonite 3 coil ..
2 coil ..

Series parallel 3/9

Ormond 2/, Ala. 4-

Igranic 4/8, Vern. 7/ Burndept

N.P. Pane,

Microstat
.. 2/9
Spirals 4d. Fonnem7d.
Peerless Jnr.
2/6

Eureka Transformers,
No. 2.
.. 22/8
Concert Grand.. 30/
R.I. Chokes .. 10/ Shaw's Hertzlte
1/ Sic Met. Detector. 6/_

T.C.B.

4/- & 5/-

ACCESSORIES

Gal.pulley4d. Alum 1/ValveSockets &PinsId.
Va ye Windows 4d.
Crystal Cups .. 2d.

P. Wax block..

CARRIAGE PAID
so
packing, etc

Resin Solder oz.

J. H. TAYLOR 8? CO.

Tape, yd.
Valve Template

5/R

value

Under 5/6 od

ter

TriPphnur : 341
3. Radio House,
Macaulay St., HUDDERSFIELD
T-legrams

5/-

Double -arm do. 2/9d.

Thorough."

Huddersfield

0_

2/8

FIL. RESISTANCE
Good quality .. 1/6

2/9

/,/!

2/-

Miniature Tam 84.

Lever Type Stocked

ir

mmmii141

2/ -

Wdshone Cords
Alum. II'dbnds.

NEW LINES

Tumbler 14 11-

total

4/6
3/6

Hydrometers ..

Microphones
Tapping Keys

VARIABLE LEAKS
FIltron 0-7 meg. 8/Watmel 0-5
2/6
Lissen Type .. 2/8

Resistances 2/8

is the

Bank of 2 .. 1/8
Standard Plugs 1/3
Potentiometer 300

Single Movingly-pe1/9
Fixed
8d.
94.
Recessed do.

,.

item in your outfit

BACKS -4 -CONTACT

D.C.O. 1/8 S.C.O 9d.
Dewar D.C.O.
3/3
D.P.S.T.
2/9
4/Utility 2 -way
3w 5/-, 4w 8/-, 6w8/ Lissen 2 -way

The most important

Vernier, no dial 2/8
5 vane 3/3, 7 vane 3/6
" Polar " types 10/6

8.W.O. DCC ISO D.S.C.
18
1111 2/11
8/5
4/2
20
2/2 8/4
4/7
22
2/8 3/9
24 2/11 3/10
5/5/9
26
3/4 4/2
28
3/9 4/9
6/8
7/8
90
4/10 5/4
32
5/6 6/8/9
36
8/- 8/6 12/40
17/- 14/8 20/ -

Orders

Du hilier (usual
Dullard
prices.,
Idanabridge, ex -Govt.
thn.f. 1/6-1/36 m.t. 9d.

4/6
3/6

Extra

Taranto 3 Oct

MICA. .002 DOZ.
3"x 2" 1/-, 2"X 1 i" 4d.

CONDENSERS

Blade
1/9

SWITCHES, Ebonite

British Wires, etc.

Lead-in 4/

9' & 6" do.

9' 1/-, 12 &15,

L.F. Silvertown 21/ Radio Inst. (new) 25/-

R. A.F. Modulation 8/ -

H.T. BATTERIES

INSULATORS

7/6/5/-

Stock " Fallon " &
"J.B." usual prices

It

T

24.

.001 panel type

Knobbed dial 1/- es

8d. 64.
1/6 1/2
4" 104.

Mill-Pol. Brass
4 B.A. Standrd.
Spade type, doz.
Telephone type

VAR. CONDENSERS
.00075
.0005
.0003
.0002

N
C

7' X 5'
6' X 6'X
Any Size Cut
Sq. in 4" id. 4" 3d.

1,000

TRADE

P

2/21/10

12' X 9.*

CALLERS' PRICES

entateur Wireless

64.
3d.

Insulating tube.
All sizes, yd
Nu -Graving

Upon the choice of a really good crystal
depends your success in clear, loud and

3d.
14,
4d.
714.

faithful reception.

N.P. SWITCH 51,T9
D.C.O. 1/- S.C.() 91

A good aerial,

heavy -gauge, efficiently -wound
coils, minimum self -capacity, good phones, all
these count, but the most important of all is your Crystal
. . . There are many efficient Crystals; but you may try
twento before you find a good one -unless you ask for

NEUTRON, in the black -and -yellow

MICROMETER FILAMENT DIMMER.,

0-5 ohms 3'6 rill -r7 0-20 ohms 41" 0-30ohms 4'3
0-10 ohms 3/9

search-

ing" for sensitive spots, and giving you continued joy -in listening.

CENTRE FIXING

"The Best Crystal
Obtainable."

Long Distance Circuit
Diagram FREE.

T.C." of Radcliffe, Lancs.;
writes, " I ant writing to say
that without doubt NEUTRON is the best Crystal
obtainable. .
. I have no
lifficulty in tuning in Liver -

Ask your Dealer for Diagram,

Pool

Chiswick on a NEUTRON.

given free on request to purchasers of NEUTRON, of
the circuit used by " 5 T "
in receiving Brussels from

.

CARTRIDGES

relay, about 40 miles

This is on a homeset, single
slider, in a cigar box . .
I have tried the following,

away.
made

0-20ohms1/6 030011ms11

0-5 ohms V. 0-K/ohm I/3

If you tails

will give you full efficiency first time, requiring no

APPLIED FOR

SPARE

tin.

this precaution, you will undoubtedly secure a crystal that

Crystal

.

and

rasselnlb.6M11411Milillce,

none

Neutron."

are

equal to
(Here follow

We send one direct with
sample NEUTRON if you
enclose stamped envelope and
I/6, with Dealer's name.

names 01 seven different crystals)

>kto
leo-

(II

e arliotet4

MARK

El)T

114 \

Concert Tested & Guaranteed Radio Crystal
Also MADE as a GRID LEAK which is CONSTANT

'2-5 MEG., 3/6.

5-10 MEG., 4/-.

ASK YOUR DEALER: IF UNABLE TO SUPPLY WRITE
TO MAKERS ENCLOSING 3d. FOR POSTAGE EXTRA

ENTERPRISE MFG. CO., LTD.,

Produced by NEUTRON, LTD., Sicilian

House, London, W.C.I.
Stocked by the Best
Radio Dealers.
Packed

in tins with silver
catswhisker.

Neutron in
the Black

Insist on

and Yellow
Tin -

2677.

Phone: Museum

Sole distributors :

V. Zeitlin & Sons,
144,

Theobald's

Road,

London,

Phones: Museum 3795 & 6841.

GRAPE STREET, Shaftesbury Avenue, LONDON, W.C.2
a.
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Wireless

I have not come across anybody else who
I seen any
reports of its reception in the Press. This

CORRESPONDENCE (continued from page 852)

heard the address, nor have

" A Great Evening with W G V"

SIR, -A few weeks ago you published, is a pity from all points of -view, for in
under the heading "A. Great Evening with addition to the fact that conditions on
W G 17," an account which I wrote that night were perfect for wireless reof the extraordinarily good reception ception, the address itself was one that was
obtained by me on the night of Octo- really worth listening to. It is, I feel, a
ber 17-18. On that occasion the chief item great honour that this letter should have

was an address given by Mr. Secretary

been received by a reader of and contri-

Charles E. Hughes in Albany, New York,
and relayed by W G Y. As every word of
this most interesting speech came through
so clearly that I was able to hear it whilst

butor to AMATEUR WIRELESS. -J. HARTLEY
REYNOLDS.

CHIEF EVENTS OF
THE WEEK

sitting before the fire in the next room
with the double doors between the two

rooms open, I wrote to Mr. Hughes, think-

ing that he might be interested to know
that his words had been heard on both
sides of the Atlantic. I have to -day received from him the following letter:

Bournemouth

MY DEAR

is especially gratify-

ing to receive your letter of October IS

enclose a copy of the address, and I cordially appreciate your generous comment.
-Believe me, very sincerely yours,

7.35
7.35

Glasgow

Bournemouth
Cardiff
Manchester

(S.B.

to

Bethlehem.

Band of H.M. Grenadier Guards.
FRIDAY
Byrd -Purcell -Arne.
An Evening with. Mozart.
Band of H.M. Grenadier Guards.
An Hour of Highland Melody.

Glasgow

7.30
7.30
7.30
7.30

Birmingham
Manchester

7.30
7 30

Band of H.M. Grenadier Guards.

Aberdeen

7.30

Operatic Night.

Organ Recital relayed from the Town
Hall.

is well

Pro-

" The Amateur Mechanic " (3d.). Other
articles appearing in this number are :
"House Repairs : Re -glazing a Window ";
"A Cheap and Handy Bench -drill "; "A
Cutlery and Plate Cabinet "; "Our Small
Car Page "; "A Wireless Set for Any
Aerial "; "Built-up H.T. Batteries ";

TUESDAY
An Evening with Shakespeare.
Old British Ballads.
Band of H.M. Grenadier Guards.
Scandinavian's Night.
7.45
Play Night.
730
730
730
730

9.0

CHARLES E. HUGHES.

The Bulaing of a Small Garage "
illustrated and described in an

article appearing in the current issue of

Philharmonic Concert.

"The Cheapest Aerial Mast "; "Motorcycle Practicalities " ; "Fixing Counter-

WEDNESDAY

London

Birmingham

THURSDAY
The Ben of Persia.
other stations).

stations). Scots Guards Piners.
Band of Royal Regiment o Artillery.
Rt. Rev. The Lord Bishop of Winchester (S.B. to other stations).

3.0

Tchaikovily

ALL STATIONS

Newcastle
Aberdeen
Glasgow

7.30

2.-" Life's

St. Andrew's Nicht (S.B. to other

MONDAY
7.35
Carmen (Bizet).

Birmingham
Cardiff

London

No.

Wagner and
gramme.

(except Belfast

in' England my address at the Convocation
of the UniverSity of the State of New York
on October 18. It gives me pleasure to

730

Fantasy

Slumber Time.
Municipal Orchestra.
Request Night.
Music and Songs of the Sea. Band
of H.M. Grenadier Guards.
Mainly Dvorak.

830

8.30

and to learn that you heard distinctly

Belfast

Radio

3.0

Newcastle

November 5, 1924.

7.30
7.30
7.30

LAYTON and JOHNSTONE, the celebrated American
duettists, will broadcast from the London studio on Wednesday
and Saturady at 1Q.20 and 10.50 (approx.)-S.B. to all stations.

830

SECRETARY OF STATE,
WASHINGTON.

8.0

Bournemouth
Manchester
Aberdeen

SATURDAY

SUNDAY, November 33.
London

Birmingham

Mrs. Kendal and Lady Tree
Cranny's Juliet (S.B. to
stations).

in

all

to an Electric Light "; and
"Clothes-airer for Confined Spaces."

weight

SELLING LIKE WiLDFIRE! !

THE

" MIRACLE " MASTER
VALVE RECEIVING SETS

THE WOR D'S BEST RECEIVING SETS THAT HAVE BEEN PER.
FECTED FOLLOWING CONSIERABLE RESEARCH AND EXPERIMENT
DESIGNED

A

IPAIID1101%

vA.v.
Cr IP

AND SIMPLIFY RECEPTION

Here's an economical bright emitter general
purpose valve with amplification factor of 9.

Filament 3.5 to 4 volt .48 amp. Anode 30 to
90. Use it in any part of your set. Let us send
you free and post free the curve for this valve.
Just a P.C. will do.
RADIONS LTD., Bollington, Nr. Macclesfield.

From dealers 10e or direct

FOR

1 VALVE
2

RECEIVING ANY WAVELENGTH, 1

£2 - 3 -

&2

VALVES

Including B.H.C. Coils

£3 - 12 - 0) Plus Marconi Royalties
Loud Speaker Results have been obtained as follows : r Valve so miles from B. B. C., and all B. P, C. and Continental on Phones
40

THE WORLD'S WIRELESS STORES, WALLINGTON

J

e KUPEE

What users say
of the "KUPEE"
Crystal Detector

Extremely sensitive ad lust-

-"I am very pleased with

Crystal Detector
ment of pr -ssure to give extra
loud reception by turning the
large knob.

T .51.s1.

Aberdeen, writes:

same."

4. Universal movement here any degree of tension ymt

S P.S. Liverpool, says: lTyoe A I base is very satisfactory." (This gentleman
has had two of them.)

Sages' Write for ree folder

B. brawl GI eex : Received the detect., safely
. . . more than satisfied .
sp cch distinguishable three
yards from phones."

wish on ball joint. Sensitive
spots quicklc ound. Once set
-stays set No fidd ing
about. Very strongly, heavily
built. Many other advan-

at once to:

RODUCTj$

1

29, WATER ST.,

HYDE
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emateitr Wireless

The two great names behind
the Valve in the Purple Box
Since the first days of wireless the name MARCONI has been
identified with every forward achievement. That unique knowledge has been added to the vast experience of the OSRAM
manufacturing organisation. To these combined efforts in

research and valve production is largely due the presentday development of wireless as a pastime for the million.

ARCONI-VALVE
CMADE AT THE

OSRAM

LAMP WORKS)

Sold by Wireless and Electrical Dealers,. Stores, etc.
Read the authoritative wireless work, The
v-jf Book of M 0 V. Get a copy from your
Dealer, or write to the M.O. Valve Co., Ltd.,
Brook Green, Hammersmith, London, W.6.
Announcement of the M.O. Valve Company, Ltd.

Get the Valve in the Purple Box!
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AUSTRIA.
Daily :
Vienna (Ravag), 53o m. (1
08.00, markets ; 10.00, time sig., con. ; 12.2o,
weather ; 14.30, Stock Ex. ; 15.00, time sig.,
news, con. ; 16.15, children (Tues. and Fri.);
18.3o, news, weather ; 19.00, time sib., con.,
news ; 21.00, 'dance (Wed. and Sat.).

BELGIUM.

Brussels (SBR), 265

NOSE.-!n the fotiowing list et transmissions

orch.,

these abbreviations are observed: con. ior

children

(Wed.

kw.).
Thurs.) ;

(134

10.

and

concert; irr. Jar irregular; m. Jar metres; and
sig. for signal.

18.50, weather.
CZECHO.SLOVAKIA.

GREAT BRITAIN

Kbely (OKP), 1,150 m. (t kw.). Weekdays:
09.0o, 10.30, 12.30, 16.00 and 17mo, Stock Ex.;
18.15, rec., news, weather, con. (time sig.,
19.00), daily; 10.00, con. (Sun.).
Komarov (ORB), 1,800 01. (1 kw.). Weekdays : 13.00, Stock Es., weather, news; 09.00,
con. (Sun.).
DENMARK.
Copenhagen (Kjobenhavns Radiofanistation),
750 in. 19.00, C011. (Sun. and Wed.).
Lyngby (OXE), 2,400 m. Week -days : 18.20,
news and Stock Ex. ; 20.00 and 21.00, news,
weather and time sig.
Ryvang, 1,025 in. 18.30, Eng. lesson (Wed.);

The times given are according to Greenwich
Mean Time.
London (2L0), 365 m. 1-2 p.m., con. ; 3.153.45 p.m., lee. ;
; 5.30-6.15 p.m.,
children ; 6.4o p.ns. talk ; 7-7.30 p.m., time sig.,
news, talk ; 7.30-9.30 p.m., music ; 9.30-10.0
p.m., time sig., news, talk ; 10.0-1.30 p.m.,
music. Mon. and Wed. the Savoy Bands are

relayed until 1 t.o p.m., and on Sat. until midnight. Sat. only, 4-5.30 p.m., con.
Aberdeen (2BD), 495 m. Belfast (2BE). 435
in. Birmingham (51'11 47.5 nu
Bournemouth
(613M), 385 in. Cardiff (5WA), 351 m. Glasgow (5SC), 420 m. Manchester (2ZY), 375. m.
Newcastle (5N0), 400 tn. Much the same as
London times.
Bradford (2LS), 310 01. Dundee (2DE), 331
ni. Edinburgh (2EH), 328 in. Hull (6KH), 335
:n. Leeds (2LS), 346 01. Liverpool (6I.V), 315
in.
Nottingham (5NC,), 322 in.
Plymouth
(sPY), 335 in. Sheffield (6FL), 301 m. Stoke=
on.Trent (t)ST), 3o6 ni. Programmes relayed.

19.00, con. (Toes. and Fri.).
Tower,

2,650

in.

(5

kw.).

06.40,

weather (exc. Sun.); 11.0o, markets (exc. Sun.
and Mon.); 11.15, time sig., weather ; 14.45,
15.35, 16.30,-* Stock Es. (exc. Sun and Mon.);
18.00, con. and news (not daily); 19.0o,
weather ; 22.10, weather (exc. Sun.).
01 On 1st and 15th of each month at 16.45.
(SFR), 17-x, 0 111. 110 kW. I. SundaysRadio,-Paris
12.45, orch. ; 13.45, news ; 16.45, con.;
20.30, news, con.; 22.00, dance. 12.3o, news,
Stock Ex., orch. ; 16.30, markets, Stock Ex.,
con.; r7.45, Stock Ex., news, women's hour;
:

The times are according to the Continental
system; for example, 16.30 is 4.3o p.m., and
08mo is 8 a.m. (GMT)-

PeathiaCe

-0124ae
7he

:1-X1

LOUD SPEAKER

enables you to spend a delightful evening in this

way, thanks to the excellent dance programmes now

being broadcasted. An efficient set, plus a C.A.V
LOUD SPEAKER, gives all the advantages of a
first-class orchestra at an infinitesimal cost.

4,000 ohms, £5 10s.
2,000 ohms, £5.
120 ohms, £4 15s.
C.A.V Junior £2 156. C.A.V Tom Tit 30s.
Write now for Illustrated Laud Speaker Folder from

*Albrandemrell&O;14);
-

ACTON VAL E. LONDON .W. 3.

4th Sat. in month at 22.00.

I,'Ecole Sup. des Postes et Telegraphes
(PTT), 449 in. (Soo w.). 16.00, lec. (Tues. and
Thurs.); 20.30, Eng. cony. and con. (Tues.);
orco2n0..4.50 3rd Sun. of each month,
lee,iecal,
Le Petit Parisien," 340 m. ( 500
21.30, (1011. (S011.. Tues., Thurs.).

w.).

Lyons-la=Doua, 480 m. 10.30, news and con.;
11.3o-11.45-12.15, 16.15, Stock Ex. ; 20.00, I1CWS

and con.
Toulouse Aerodrome (MRD),
1,525 m.
09.42, 19.42, weather.
Agen, 335 in. New high -power station testing daily
Issy.lez.Moulineaux, 1,60o in. Tests.
GERMANY.

Berlin (1), Vox Haus, 430 in. (700 w.) ;

(2),

505 m. (1!,6 kw.): o8.00, sacred con., educational loc. (Sun.), markets, news ; 10.35, 11.15,

Stock Ex. ; 12.00, time sig., news, weather ;
13.15, 14.00, Stock Ex. ; 14.30, children (Sun.
and Wed.); 15.15, Stock Ex., orch. ; 17.20,
women, lee. ; 18.00, French lesson (Mon.), Inc.
(other days); 19.30, con. or opera, weather,
news, time sig. All daily except where othersestated.
Berlin (Telefunken Co.), 750 nu (t kw.).
10.30, con. (almost daily); 19.00, con., tests
(irr.).

FRANCE.
Eiffel

CONTINENT

2e1Ohm,

dance

(Tues. and Sat.); 18.00, news; zo.00, lec., con.,
news (opera, Mon. and Wed.).
Haeren (13AV), t,too m. 13.00, 14.00, 16.50,

concert; lec. for lecture; arch. for orchestral

Chamck 2000

17.0o,

20.30, lec., news, con. ; 22.00, dance (not daily).
Special con. by Le 711atin, Paris, every 2nd and

va:f.71:L.

Konigswusterhausen (LP), 68o m.

09.40, con. (Sun.).

2,500

:

(5

kw.).

10.20, C011. (irt.).

2,550 in. (5 kw.): Wolff's Buro. Press Service:
06.0o, 19.40.
2,800 rri. (5 kw.):
10.5o,
con. (Sun.). 3,150 in., Telegraphen Union:
06.00-20.00, news (weekdays).
4,000 an. (to

kw,): Express News Service, 06.00-20.00 (daily).
Bremen, 33o m.
kw.). Relays con. from
Hamburg.
Breslau, 418 m. (I% kw.). to.15, Stock
Ex., weather ; Irmo, sacred con. (Sun.); x.55,
(Continued on rage 858)
-
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The Big Ben

This simple Connector ,c,in be
elinpea to the end of any mad
with a pair of pliers. When

p,essed on to the ferrnwal
poject contact is in mediate
an. per-

of LF

manent.

Transformers

Could any -

Mine be wore simple ?

One movenz nt does the ?rick.

mote

30/ -

!nab

I, 444:00000

U

Guaranteed for 2 years.

Nio$144

Contains almost twice as much wire as any competitor sold

at 25/-.

N0more waiting for

Gauge of wire such that a current of 20 milli -amps can
safely be carried continuously : therefore suitable for use with
biggest types of power valves.
Weight 2 lbs. : size 3' in. long by 27.- in. over terminals. Stampings

your turn-no more

missing the very
piece you wanted to hear.

best stalloy dull -blacked : nickel -plated terminals and straps.

As many headphones as

A LISTTLEON Transformer (price 30/-) will

your set will stand can be
added in a second by
means of the Newey
" Snap " Terminals. All
Fool -Proof
urinals and

Battery Ter.

Connectiocs

in Colours

are provided as an efficient safeguard against
the burning out of valves.

Each box contains

:

Terminal Studs,
Multi
Connectors,
6

6

4

Coloured Connectors, S

Discs (Black, Red and

Blue).

from all discordant noise and metallic

EARTH PHONES HIGH TENSION LOW TENSION -

AE kIAL
With Instructions for use.

reception

LISToLEON

11111111111111111111111

the family can listen

in

visitors can easily
accommodated.

be

Variable

The Newey " Snap " Terminals and Connectors
can be used in dozens of

Constructed with amazing exact-

with a small set and extra

Condenser

ways by the Wireless

ness ; correspondingly successful
in results.
No finer means of
delicate tuning exists than a

enthusiast. Despite their
absolute simplicity they

printed as follows :
PHONES +
HIGH TENSION +
LOW TENSION +

free

harshness.

form perfect contact and

LISTD1EON Condenser.

have been proved to be

both electrically and mechanically perfect.
ASK

PRICE 2/-.

YOUR

WIRELESS

DEALER ABOUT IT, OR SEND

11111111

FOR LEAFLET TO -DAY.

0110111
11

See this new device on Stands
10, 11, 12 and 13. at the All -

British Wireless Exhibition,
at the White City, November
15th to 29th.

Prices :-

Capacity

...
.00075 ...
.0005
...
...
.0003
.00025 ...

.001

8/-

... 7/... 6/... 5/6
5/-

With Vernier

9/6
8/9
7/6
7/6/6

Capacity
.0002
...
.0001
...
.00005
.

5/-

... 4/6

.

4/ -

RADIOPHONES LTD

Pettigrew and

Savoy Street, Strand, London

Merryman, Ltd.

Phone : Regent 4592

124, Iooley Street, London,
S.E.I,
rA701 AGNAprilt:

Telegrams : Radpholim, Rand, London-.

emoieur

con., lec.; 19.30, con., news, weather,
time sig. ; 20.00, dance, news, weather, time
sig. (Sat.).
kw.). 06.55, time sig.,
Munster, 410 111.
news. ; to.00, sacred con. (Sun.); 11.30, Stock
Ex. ; 12.00, time sig.; 14.30, markets, news ;
15.0o, orch. ; 18.40, children (Wed. and Sat.),

BROADCAST TELEPHONY (continued from Cage 856)

18.30,

time sig., weather (Sun.); 12.25, time sig.,

weather, Stock Ex. ; 14.00, Berlin news ; 15.0o,

children (Sat. and Sun.); 16.3o, orch., lee.
(Sun.) ; 18.30, Esperanto (Mon.); 19.30, con.
(Sun.); Eng. conc. (Thurs.) ; con.; lee. (other
days).
Frankfort = on - Main, 470 m. (154 kw.).
07.00, sacred con. (Sun.) ; 10.10, news ; 10.55,

17.0o, lee. ; 18.30, lee. ; Esperanto (Fri.); 19.0o,

lec Eng. cony. (Mon. end Wed.); 19.3o, con.,
opera ; 20.3o, news weather ; 20.50, tech. lee.,
women's hour ; 21.0o, time sig., con. (irr.).
Hamburg, 395 In. (1y; kw.). Weekdays:
06.25, time sig., news ; 11.45, markets; 12.00,
time sig. ; 13.3o, markets; 14.0o, news,

weather, time sig., news.

markets ; 17.00, con. ; 18.0o, lec. ;
19.0o, con. or opera ; 21.00, weather, markets,
sport ; 21.50, news (in English), dance (not
daily). Sundays : 07.55, time sig., weather,
news, lee., women ; 10.15, sacred con. ; 11.15,
chess; 12.15, con. ; 14.30, photo talk; 15.30,
children ; 16.30, coo.; 17.45, English cony. ;
19 no, con. or opera; 21.00, on as weekdays.
Konigsberg, 463 tn. (1;4' kw.). 07.10, markets
women,

(Wed., Sat.); 08.0o sacred con. (Sun.); 10.15,
markets; 10.30, con.. (Sun.) ; 11.55, time sig. ;

HOLLAND.
Amsterdam (PA5), 1,050 m. (200 w.). 19.40,
con. (Wed); 20.4o, news ; 21.10, C011. (irr.).
.

(PCFF), 2,125 m. : News and Stock Es. almost
hourly from 07.55 to 16.10.
Y muiden (PCMM),
(Sat.).

20.10, con.

1,050 m.

Hilversum (NSF), 1,050 m. (500 w.). 19.40,
con. (Sun.); 20.40, lec. (Fri., irr.) ; 19.45, children (Mon.).

13.15, news, Stock Ex. ; 15.00, markets ; 15.30,
arch., children (Wed., Fri.); 18.00, lee. ; 19.00,
con., weather, news; 20.10, dance or con. (irr.).
kw.). o8.00, sacred con.
Leipzig, 454 111.
(Sun.); 10.55, markets i1.58,* time sig.;
12.00* and 15.00*, Stock 'Ex. news ; 15.30, con.,
children (Wed.) ; 17.00*, markets (exc. Sat.);
18.0o, lec., Esperanto (Mon.) ; 18.30, lec., chess
(\Ved.) ; 18.45, Eng. lec. (Tues.); 19.15, lec.,
con. or opera ; 20.30, news; 21.00, dance (Sun.).
* Except Sunday.
Munich, 485 M. (I kw.). 09.30, sacred con.
(Sun.); 13.0o, time sig., news, weather ; 15.30,
con. ; 16.0o, children (Wed.); 16.30, Eng. cony.
(Mon.); Esperanto (Thurs.) ; 17.00, markets,
news, women's hour (Tues. and Fri.); 17.3o and
-

RUSSIA.
Moscow, 3,200 III. 13.30, speech or lee.
(Esperanto) on last day of each month.
SPAIN.

Madrid (Radio Iberica), 392 in. (I% kw.).

19.15, weather, time sig., Stock Ex., con.;
weather, news ; 19.15, con. dance (Sat.) ; 20.13, 22.45, con., time sig. (23.14); 23.30, con., dance.
news. Sun. : 19.00, con., news, dance.
Barcelona, 325 m. (too w.). New station
Programme testing. 18.0o and 21.0o.
Nuremberg (relay), 410 in.
Seville (EAJS), 35o tn. (too w.). 18.30, con.,
relayed from Munich (q.v.).
Stuttgart, 443 tn. (r% kw.). 10.30, con. weather, news, etc.
(Sun.) ; 11.00, markets ; 15.00., con., time sig.,
SWEDEN.
news (Sun.) ; 15.30, news; 16.3,0, markets, con.,
weather, time sig., children (Wed., Sat.), women
Stockholm ('FV), 440 01. 10.10, service, re(Fri.); 17.00, news, time sig. (Sum); 17.3o, layed (Sun.); 11.35, weather, time sig. ; 18.15,
weather, time sig. ; 18.3o, lee. (Mon. and con., news.
Tues.), Eng. lec. (Fri.); i9.00, lec., con.,
Stockholm (Radio-Akt), 470 m. 19.10, con.,

time sig. and news ; 15.00, con. (Sun.); 15.10,
markets; 15.30, orch. ; 16.00, children (Sun.);

7,37.
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HUNGARY.
Buda-Pesth (MT1), 95o rn.
from 06.4$, news, Stock Ex. ;
1.1.30 news (daily).

()

_
Rome ,t__
RAD
21.40, C011.

Half-hourly

moo, con. ;

kw.).

19.40 to
17.45,

(Tues., Thurs., Sat.).

con.

tests, music, speech (irr.).

375-410

m.

20.30,

Montesanto (CTV), 2,45o In. (15 kw.). Tests,
music (irr.); 13.no and 23.00, weather.

TreN".1%1X°W

con.

(Tues.

and

SWITZERLAND.
Geneva (HB I), 1,100 111. '(500 w.).
lee. No Sun. transmissions.
Lausanne (H B2), 780 01. (5oo w.).

13.15,

07.03,

weather ; 12.3o, weather, markets, time sig.,
news ; 16.00, children (Wed.); 17.55, weather,
news ; 20.15, con. (exc. Wed.), dance (Thurs

I 1.1A
THE NATURAL CRYSTAL.

MEI

I

Trade Mark

PORTUGAL.
(Aero-Lisboa),

17.40,

Fri.); 16.40, con., news (Sun.).

EMI

JUGO-SLAVIA.
Belgrade, 1,65o m. (2 k.w.).
Lisbon

Thurs.).
Bodes, 2,500 m.

and Sat.).
Zurich (Hoengg), 65o m. (5oo w.).

ITALY.
425 nt.

news (exc. Mon., Wed. and Fri.).
Gothenburg, 46o m. 18.1o, con. (Tues., Fri.
and Sat.). 68o m.: 18.10 (Mon., Wed. and

LS SECOND
TO NONE
Please send local dea er's name. etc.

Sample post free is.

Proprietors: THE BR1CnT CO.. LONDON, H.S.
'Phone Motfwvzen, 1296
Sole WI, 1,ale Agent tor Lo don a d ome Co nties only
A. J. CONWAY, 86, CREENr,OOD ROAD, LONDON, E.&
Cie,...ota 4936.

-`

.11 1%_..07.1%W-S0'1% 1%

..........

.......

The components illustrated are

-

1. EFESCA LOW - FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER, TYPE B. A one -hole fixing transformer of unique design. A special feature is
that the windings and laminations are totally
enclosed in an insulating compound, thus giving
absolute immunity from Atmospheric Humidity.
This transformer gives maximum amplification
without distortion and is enclosed in metal
shroud which eliminates all parasitic noises.

Ratio 4-I, 22/6.
2. EFESCA VERNISTAT (Pat. applied for).
Of unique construction, the Vernistat gives
extremely delicate control and is smooth and
silent m operation and is specially suited to
High Frequency and Detector Valve filament

control. Resister ce 5 ohms, 6/- each, complete

as illustrated.

3. EFESCA VARIABLE CONDENSER gives a

high standard of accuracy. Vanes are spaced
with micrometer exactitude, the construction
providing smooth action coupled with stability
One -hole fixing. .001 mfd. 12/6, .0005 mfd. 8/6.
.0003 mfd. 7/-, .00005 mfd. 5/6.

The full range of Efesca parts and
Efescaphone receiving sets will be
found in Catalogue 522. Send for
it to -day.

For those not interested in the constructional side
of Wireless, there is a wide range of complete
Efescaphone sets front :he simple crystal set to the
multi -valve receiver fot loud speaker and long
range work.

Components you can rely upon
ELECTIVITY, Loud Signals, Tonal
Qualities-these are but a few of the

wireless parts-each the result of careful
thought and embodying many unique and
novel features designed to produce the
utmost efficiency.

If

you want better

results-build with

6Ft; S'en
ONE -HOLE FIXING COMPONENTS
4

Sod by all Wireless Dealers, Ironmongers
and Electricians.

,

4

Wholesale on'y

FALK, ST ADELMANN & Co. Ltd.,

4

Efesca Electrical Works,
83-85-87. Farringdon teed. LOND-N. E.C.1

4

and at Glasgow. Manchester and Birmingham.
eSIA.9441,11:44.Utfa.,,,

4

many aims and desires of the wireless enthusiast. Efesca components are designed
to aid you in reaching your objective.
Efesca components are a new departure in
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- Good night, everybody,"

says my Volutone Loud
Speaker, and I find myself
Good night, thank

saying
you,

good

And,

night."

after all, why shouldn't I ?

FINER TUNING
THE NAYLOR " FULSTOP " CONDENSER
enables tuning to he carried out with a
wider range of accuracy than has hitherto been
obtained.

In addition to being a square law

condenser, which avoids the overcrowding of

stations at any particular point, the dial of the

"Fulstop " Condenser is graduated over the complete circumference and geared at two to one in
relation to the moving plates, thereby giving

twice the rotary movement of any other eon denser, and enabling stations to be picked out
with 'the greatest of ease. Further still, the
abolition of all hand capacity effects is guaranteed
unconditionally by the makers.

Read what " Modern Wireless"
says:

Protected Throughout the World
.001 ... 13/6
t .0005 ... 11/3
f

of

doors, and now that shorter

days and long, dark evenings are
here, I value his friendship more
than ever. Ready to talk if I
want to listen, to play to me or to
sing to me. And if I join in his
(as indeed
What
annoyed ?
friends !
song

I

.0003 ... 10/3
.0002 ... 9/6

I

do) is he
a friend of

!

On a boisterous evening when we

Fellows
Volulone

El

i

:0

Fellows

Junior

£1:10 : 0
Both hitt d with
ad wtable
diaphragms.

are all laughing and fooling, the
Volutone plays with the loud pedal
down and fills the room with
music.

We can strongly recommend this type of geared
condenser for careful tuning and for use in situations where hand capacity effects are troublesome. October, i924,

PRICES:

I know that my Volutone
has been a very real friend
to me. All through the summer
he was with me, indoors and out

On such a night as this,

when I sit quietly by the fire, he

softly and sweetly for me

sings
alone.
Yes,

I

will say good night to my

Volutone.
- Good night, old
friend, until to -morrow.
Good

night, Everybody.-

Stocked by most Wireless Dealers, but

if you have any difficulty write to :

J. H. NAYLOR, Ltd., Engineers, WIGAN

FELLOWS
VARIABLE

CONDENSER

PARELEss

ADVT. OF THE FELLOWS MACNETO CO., LTD., castle ROYAL, LONDON, N.W.M.

r.p.s, 91
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Tottenham Wireless Society

Hon. Sec.-MR. A. G. TUCKER, 42, Drayton Road,
N.17.
ON November 12 Mr. M. C. Butler gave a lecture
on Esperanto.
A
discussion followed, and Mr.
Butler gave a ten-minute. introductory lesson.
District Radio Society
Southampton and
Hon. Sec.-LT.-Cm... M. D. METHUEN, 22, Shirley

Avenue, Southampton.

ON November 13 Mr. Lyon gave a demonstration
Lt. -Col.
with his five -valve neutrodyne receiver.
Methuen also demonstrated with a single -valve receiver. Mr. Bateman spoke upon his theory of
the propagation of short waves.
Coventry and District Co-operative Radio Society

Hon. Sec.-MR. A. CURTIS, West Orchard, Coventry.
On November 12 Mr. E. P. Beaumont gave a lecture on accumulators, including many useful hints on
their

care and use.

South Dorset Radio Club

Hon. Sec.-MR. J. A. PORTER, 18, Derby Street,
Weymouth.
On November ro Capt. E. J. Hobbs gave a lecture
on " Distortion in Valve Sets."
Croydon

MAGICIANS and Sorcerers had their " Secrets
of Healing " and " Secrets of Success " which
they would dispense for a consideration, but
in these less romantic times success is more apt to be
won on sheer merit.

Take -the case of the Louden Valve. Four months
ago it was unheard of-to-day there are thousands- of
enthusiastic " slaves of the lamp " who will never go
back to the old type of valve.
Why? Well, because however you consider the
Louden Valve it is a sound investment.
It costs only ten shillings. It takes so little current
that your accumulators will last twice as long as they
do with ordinary bright filament valves, and in spite
of the fact that the anode is " full of holes " volume
is, if anything, above the normal, showing that a full
use is made of the electron stream.
It is the unwanted charges that escape through the
turns of the anode, and strangely enough this is precisely what we intend to happen.

Physical

transformers, the lecture being accompanied
practical demonstrations.
City of Belfast Y.M.C.A. Radio Club

by

Hon. Sec.-MR. J. J. COWLEY, 4, St. Paul's Street,
Oa November 7 Mr. J. A. Sang gave a lecture
on high- and low -frequency amplification, stating
the various methods of coupling and their advantages and disadvantages.
Belfast.

Hackney and District Radio Society
Hon. Sec. -21R. G. E. CANDY, 70, Chisenhale Rd.,
E.3.

A WELL -ATTENDED meeting was held on November 3

at Kings Hall, Lower Clapton Rd., E.S. Lectures
were given by Mr. Samson on " French Polishing ";
Mr. A. H. Phillips on " Various Types of Measuring Instruments' ; and Mr. D. Wall on "Utilising
the Mains for H.T."

Barnet and District Radio Society
Hon. Sec.-MR. J. NUKES, Sunnyside, Stapylton- Rd..
Barnet.

Tun society commenced the winter session with an
open meeting, at which an address on "A Day at
a L 0 " was given by Mr. A. R. Burrows. The
" gadget night " held on November 3 was voted a
great success.

Correction.-Owing to a. draughtsman's
error a wrong dimension appeared on the
diagram of a valve -socket template in our
" Practical Odds and Ends " page in
No. 127. The measurement. on the extreme

right should be 14 in. instead of n in.

gives a silver clear reproduction which is the

delight of all who have heard it, and tbe life of the

W F B M, the Indianapolis station, is

filament is exceptionally long.

unique in that it has no studio.

So naturally the Louden

grammes are picked up from local stations
and retransmitted on a wavelength of 268
metres.'
To provide rapid communication of
sports results by wireless a company has
been formed for this purpose in Melbourne

valves in popularity.

Woutitn
VALVES

and

Hon. Sec.-MR. H. T. P. GEE, Staple House, 31.32,
Chancery Lane, W.C.
ON November n a lecture was given by Mr.
H. F. N. Riddle on the subject of audio -frequency

The Secret

It

Wireless

is

outstripping all other

There is no secret-only merit.
The plain Loudest for

Manufactured through.

Frequency Amplifying.

out in Great Britlin.

de'ecting and Low

The Blue Louden for
11.F. Amplification.

Filament Volts.. 4.8-5
Filament Amps.
Anode Volts ..

0.4

40-8.

LL
IR

kll Londe,. are Silver
Clear and free from

ss

.

Society

"mush." The current
consumption is very
and the life lung.

Pro-

(Australia).

The Free. Commune of the island of
Saint Louis, in Paris, is to have a broadcasting station:
Broadcasting stations are greatly needed

in New Zealand, since reception of the

Conben 1Jahme Sihmt. (Clear
ADVT. OF THE FELLOWS MAGNETO CO., LTD., PARK ROYAL, WILLESDEN, N.W.10.
E. V. S.6

two nearest Australian -stations, 2 B L and
2 F C (Sydney) is very uncertain.
Over 3,000 amateur receiving licences
have been issued in Australia.
It seems that the best time to hear Australian or New Zealand amateur stations in
Europe is at
6 a.m.,
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
"Amateur Wireless and EtectricS." Edited by
Bernard E. Jones. Price Threepence. Published on

Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday immediately following. It will be sent post free to any
part of the world ---3 months, 4s. 6d. 6 months,
Bs 9d. ; II months. 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post
Office Orders, or Cheques should be made payable
to the Proprietors, Cassell & Co., Ltd.
General Correspondence is to be brief and written
on one side of the paper only. All sketches and
drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will he promptly
if used wilt be paid for.
Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and

considered, and

the conditions printed at the head of " Our Information Bureau " should be closely observed
Communications should he addressed, according to
their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement
Manager, or The Publisher, " Amateur Wireless,"
La Belle Sausage, London, E.C-4.

A new French broadcasting station is to

be. established at Agen, to operate on a
wavelength of 300 metres with a power of
zoo watts.

CRYSTALS
GIVEN AWAY
Er cry purchaser of Kenite Panels this week will receive, free

of enaree, one "A.R." Crystal (pante rod.).
Kenite Radio Panels, half eeonite cast, doularo efficiency,
no leakage, easy to work, black only, matt finish. 3/16ths
'hick, 3 sq. inches
Quarier inch 05% extra. Any size
up to 36 in. x 2q in.
List post ree.

minimum post order, if.. Components
13'

CRAWFORD,
NOT WIRE

BIRKHALL ROAD,
LON)ON, S E.G.

9'
"SUPER
H OLTITE
CATSWHISKER

Pat /d. /woo
Ends cats, hisker trouble. Entirely' indifferent to shocks, etc.

" fun,;strz1:1e- say: "Certainly is e Ty efficient'

P.1K : "
innovation in cr, stal contact."
FROM YOUR DEALER OR Bd. POST FREE FROM :-

HOLT TE " 76, Waterloo Rd., WIDNES.
SEND NOW.

your 'riends

for

You'd send

for

when you have tried one.

year.

I CARPAX PERMA ENT'DETECTOR SET
S,-nd 6r de,eiioto.e ,earlet ah ut this
haeds due crystal set utilising permanent doe, tor, with space for
phones or y,,lee amplifier. Weoeder.
fully efficient. Beautiful appearance.
14/,:te - ay or ,is'. F.ee.

CARPAX COMPANY, LTD
312, DeansP.at=., Manchester.

ITEEPHONES Rfic011A1121
into 4,030 ohm s.

Guaranteed:

All makes 6/, except

Brown " A ' 6/.. and S iiiivan, war, rine I. 10 . per
pair. Ex. -army converted t high r,istance 28 c.li_lt
earpiece. kell,m4letsing 9dif
earpiece.

,

II.3

,

............

CABINETS f 1 I, 1: MNSTRRIRS
1

' /-,..

'ir,e(071,r

From the first, the radio engineers

who designed the Eureka worked
on original lines. In fact, apart
from the fact that the Eureka has
a primary winding and a secondary
winding it has little in common
with ordinary Transformers. Take
its superb insulation, for example.
In the Faraday House Test Report
it is recorded that' the tremendous

to break down the insulation be PORTABLE UTILITIES
CO., LTD.
Fisher St., London, W.C.1.

tween windings and between windings and case.
But that is not all. This tremendously high insulation safety factor
is permanent. No matter how old

Eureka its insulation will
always be perfect because the Transformer is hermetically sealed up
after its last test report.
Dampness cannot affect it. Many
L.F. Transformers absorb moisture
and naturally signal strength is
considerably reduced. If your Set
your

is

not as loud as it was, say, six

months ago,. it is quite -likely that
your Transformer is the cause.
Discard it and install a Eureka Con-

cert Grand. You will get greater

purity of sound, increased volume,
and freedom from trouble. -Remember that the Eureka is the only
Transformer that can be suspended
in water for fourteen days, and used
immediately without any harmful
effects.

Concert Grand_

... 30/ -

Eureka No. 2

... 22/6

(For Second Stage.)

Scottish Agents :

FULLER, BLACKIE & RUSSELL LTD., 30 Gordon St., Glasgow.
'FLIT

p ,FT:yisilil
CABINETS

.

.fro, re eae4,
'Of

It was the direct outcome

of much intensive study of the problem of Low Frequency amplification and the possibility of obtaining
" power " results without the necessity- of using power valves.

pressure of 2,000 volts was necessary

6d. r pair.
JOHN W. MILLER, 68 Farringdon ST., E,C.4
'lli
,
_,id a il gad Flom,
CENT R. 11- i ,-;,
ra

Postage

Eureka Con-

certj. Grand was not evolved

in a day-nor a week-nor a
month-nor, for that matter, in a

THE ETHERITERS FAVOURITE

--'

'VHF wonderful

half -a dozen

,

il

arch -thief of
Dampness-the
signal strength.

'

0"

1;/7C/ Ar CO/75 roctons /est A el, -.
PICKETTS' CABINET WORKS

,,`4:1"l"

BEXLEYHEATH.5EJ.IIJOED BE' TOP

CONDIWSIV

kN,N.7

uppfp

Send for Constructor's List (AM.) FREE

Low frequency

ransformer
Gilbert Ad. 1835.
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T. W. THOMPSON & CO
Government Surplus Depot

39-43, LONDON ST., GREENWICH, S.E.10
Telephone-Greenwich 1259

Agents for Brighton District : A. J. HILL & CO., 8, York Hill, Brighton.

Great Surplus Clearance Sale
AT RIDICULOUS PRICES.

))

Special clearance of accumulators, all brand new unissued stores with 3 months' guarantee.
Save yourself pounds and deal from us.
Celluloid cases, 2 volt 220 amp.

CLIFTON ACCUMULATORS.

To clear at 25/- each.
with every four cells.

Beautiful teak case to fit given away

300 in stock, brand new.

EXIDE ACCUMULATORS. 2 volt 190 amp. To clear at 20/ each. 200 in stock. Brand new.

HELOVA ACCUMULATORS. 2 volt tto amp. To clear at 15/ each. 4 volt no amp., with teak case and outside terminals,
31/- each. 300 in stock. Brand new.
FULLER'S ACCUMULATORS. 2 volt 120 amp. To clear at

18/- each.

400 in stock. Brand new.

STORAGE BATTERIES. E.P.S. and D.P., in teak cases, lead
lined. 2 volt 14o amp. Brand new. 30/- each. Second-hand,
have been charged 3 times, perfect, 20/- each. 400 in stock.

SPECIAL BARGAIN OFFER.
6,000 CHLORIDE ACCUMULATORS. Celluloid cases. 2 volt
20 amp., with patent unspillable partition, heavy non -corrosive
terminals. All brand new. To clear at 4/6 each. 4 volt 20
amp., 9/-. 6 volt 20 amp., 13/-. Post 6d., 9d. and i/-. With
every 5 cells ordered a teak case to fit given away. Don't miss
this opportunity.

2,000 WESTERN ELECTRIC SINGLE EARPHONES. Ebonite
covered case. To clear. All perfect and new, at 2/3 each, post
3d.

LOUD SPEAKER BOBBINS. Ready wound to r,000 ohms
each, tested. 6d. each.
INTERVALVE TRANSFORMERS. Very neat type, with the
best possible results. The Government knew the best price to
clear. 12/6 each, all new ; post 6d. I,000 in stock.
AERIAL WIRE.

coil, post 3d.

7 strands, 5o ft. lengths. To clear at 1/- per

WAVEMETER BUZZERS.

These are a high -note, very sen-

sitive buzzer, with platinum points; useful to all. Cost iz/each. Price to clear 2/- each. 500 in stock.
MANSBRIDGE CONDENSERS.

2 M.F., 2/6 each.

each. A M.F., 6d. each. Post 3d.

r M.F., 1/6

VALVE TRANSMITTERS, COMPLETE WITH H.T. GENERA-

TOR. These sets comprise 2 separate units. Transmitter containing tapped coil, inductance (loose coupled), H.F. meter fil.
rheo., terminals, etc., and H.T. generator containing neat

motor, various condensers, step-up transformers, ammeter,
chokes, etc., etc. Complete sets to clear at 60/- each.

3 -VALVE AMPLIFIERS. These contain 2 inter -valve transformers, i telephone transformer, condenser, res. fil. rheostat,
non -capacity valve holders. In polished teak cases, etc. Clearance price, 30/- each, post 1/3.
MK. III 2 -VALVE RECEIVING SETS. Brand new. Range 2oo1,800 metres. These sets contain neat aerial tuner wound on
ebonite with stud tappings, variometer, reaction, Mk. III variable
condenser, inter -valve transformer, telephone transfoliner, grid
leak and condenser, other condensers and numerous other fittings
such as filament rheostat, etc. In canvas -covered mahogany
case.

A masterpiece of good workmanship. Price £5 each.

3/- passenger train.

Cost 415.

These sets are tested on 3 broad-

casting stations from our depot, London, Bournemouth, and
Manchester; before dispatch.

Price complete with H.T. battery,

accumulator, 'phones, and valves, £7 8s.
DOUBLE TELEPHONE CORDS, BROWN. A cord that will
never break. 1/9 each.
MICROPHONE AND TELEPHONE TRANSFORMERS. A per-

fect transformer costing 25/- each. 1-1b. silk wire on each.
500 to clear at 3/- each.
TELEPHONES. Containing hand combination 'phone with
sensitive microphone and 120 ohm earphone. Telephone
magneto generator. Magneto ringing bell, Mansbridge condenser, and other useful parts in portable case. Cost 44 each.
Price to clear, 7/6 each.
SIGNALLING LAMPS (German War Stock). Neat, portable
metal case. 3 separate bull's-eye lamps-red, green and white,

with dash cover. 3 keys, one for each colour, and main switch,
and 3 metal filament lamps, 4 -volt. 3,000 to clear at 3/6 each.
Post 9d. All new.
VOLTMETERS. Everett Edgecumbe moving coil, dead beat
0-120 volts panel mounting. 14/- each. Post 6d.
STEEL AND COPPER COVERED AERIAL WIRE. 1/6 per
loo ft.
EXCHANGE BOARDS. to line cordless. Brand new. Con-

taining 3o Dewar switches, to r,000 -ohm indicators, switch,
bell, magneto, handphone, etc., etc. Cost L50 each. Price to
clear, £5 each.
HETERODYNE WAVEMETERS. Range 500-3,200 metres.

These are brand new, complete with Western moving coil

galvanometer. £5 each. Post 1/3.
2 -VALVE PANELS, ALL NEW. Ebonite. Size i" x 6" x r.
Detector and amplifier, already drilled and beautifully engraved,
ready for assembling. 2/6 each.
PARAFFIN WAX. For insulating all coils, etc. 6 lb. for 3/-.

Post 9d.

1,000 lb. in stock.

1
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T. W. THOMPSON & Co.
Government Surplus Depot
111

39-43, LONDON ST., GREENWICH, S.E.10
Telephone-Greenwich 1259.

Agents for Brighton District : A. J. HILL & CO., 8, York Hill, Brighton.

Other Goods in Stock
200 7 -Valve Sets, 3 H.F., and Dec. 3 L.F., £5 each. 100 Mk. III Star Crystal Sets, £4 each. 8,000 W.O.
4 B.H. Terminals 2/6 doz. 500 Various Telephones to dear at 7/6 each, 400 Copper Earth Mats, 10/6 each.
300 30 -Watt H.T. T.V.T. Units, 15/- each. 2,000 Dewar Switches 2,6 each. 500 Complete Telegraph Sets,
8/6 each. 200 10 -line Exchange Board, £5 each. 50 Marconi j. K.W. Alternators, 25/- each. 600 Aerial
Drum Winders, 1/- each. 3,000 Valve Boxes to hold 3 Valves, 1/- each. 200 Remote Control Tuners,
6/6 each. 50 2 K.W. Alternators with condensers and Auxiliary Motor, £4 each. Petrol Generating Sets
Keighley 110 volts 20 amps., £50 each. Eclipse Petrol Electric Sets, 65 volts, 27 amps., £35. Austin Sets,
Petrol Electric, 110 volts, 10 amps., £30. Norman Sets, Petrol Electric, 30 volts 10 amps., £18. 400 3 -Valve
Amplifrers at 30,1- each. 200 0-1,000 Mirror Reflecting Voltmeters, £4 each. 30 H.T. Motor Generators, Input
12 volts, Output 600 volt 100 milliamps, £10 each. 20 Marconi H.T. Generators, 600 volts, 30 milliamps, handdriven, £8 each. 400 Marconi 2 -Valve Sets, brand new, 40,'- each. 1,000 Various Spark Transmitters from
6/- to 30/- each. 8,000 Various Telephone Single Receivers to clear at 1/6 each. 20 7 -Valve H.F. Sets, Range
200-5,000 metres, £4 each. 30 Mutual Tuning Inductances, 20 /- each. 500 Mk. III Tuning Coils wound Litz
wire, 200-700 metres, tapped, 4,6 each. 3 Ton Scrap Wireless and Telephone material, useful to amateurs, 916.
5/-, post 1/-. 30 lb. Zincite Crystal, £4 per lb. 600 Telephone Transformers to clear at 3/- each. 50 Power
Buzzer Transmitters, complete with 3 -valve amplifier, £5 each. 400 Wilson l2 -volt Motors, 10/6 each. 7,000 5 -ft.
lengths 9 m.m. H.T. Rubber covered cable for lead in, etc., 6d. per length. 1,000 M.F. Condensers, 1/6 each.
2,000 2 M.F., 2/6 each. 750 Brand new Hand -phones with Microphone and Receiver, 3/6 each. 450 Aeroplane
Compasses, 4/- each. 800 pair Prism'atic Binoculars, 40/- each. 3,000 German Signalling Lamps, 3/6 each.
60 Bridge Tapped Mica Condensers, 500 -volt 4 M.F. in all, 35/- each. 100 Heterodyne Wavemeters, 500-3,200
£5 each. 6,000 2 -volt 20 amp- chloride Accumulators, 4/6 each. 200 150 -ohm Charging Rheostats, beautiful
dia., 4/- 100 ft. 2,000 pair Brown's Duralumin
movement, 5/- each. 3 Mite Copper Braided Super Aerial Wire,
8,000 Egg Insulators, 7/6 gross. 200 0-24
10/gross.
Headbands, complete, 2,6 pair. 8,000 Shell Insulators,
2,000
pair
Plugs
and
Jacks,
2/- pair. 500 pair, 4,000 ohms. phones,
Laboratory Mirror Voltmeters, 40/- each.
brand new in boxes, 10/6 pair. 4,000 400 -ohms Potentiometers, 3,6 each. 90 Milliamp. Testers, 0-50 milli amp. moving coil, 20/- each. 200 G.P.O. Relays, minus points, 6/- each. Paul's Wavemeters, 100-3,500 metres,
receive and send, £5 each. 200 Transmitting Variometers, 15/- each. 500 Accumulator Boxes, 51 by 54 by 8i-,
9d. each, post 6d. 3,000 Lead-in Tubes, Ebonite 14 in. by 1., dia., 2/- each. 40 Mile Twin Cable, 2 single -2, Flameproof covered, 1/- doz. yds. 500 Variometers, 200,700 metres. List price, 17/-; our price to clear, 8/6 each, etc. etc.
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Other goods will be mentioned in our next advt. We are prepared to take
any reasonable offer for any of above complete lot.
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ADVERTISEMENT INSTRUCTIONS for "Amateur

PASSMORE'S NOVELTY STORES

A type for every Valve

MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT, A.W.

Send 3d. for Our Latest
80 Page Wireless Catalogue
12LCHEAPSIDE' E.C.2.

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.
FOURPENCE

I

WIRELESS CABINETS
In 5/8 in. Oak, French polished,

LONG. -LIFE BATTERY
Ilp-19_229 SHAFTESBLIRYAYENUE ,W.C.2 4

Lambert Robinson & Sons,

Gisburn Street, BARNOLDSWICK

LOUD SPEAKERS
ANY MAKE YOU SELECT. Amplion, Sterling,
Sparta, T.M.C., etc., on easy terms. Instrument
delivered on payment of the deposit. Examples:
Dinkie, deposit to/6, 2 monthly payments roffi.

ACCUMULATORS

C.A.O. Fuller,, etc, Guaranteed brand new and perfect bat

slightly rolled. We refund cash with carriage both way, it
returned within 7 days.
ev-goa
816
2v-6oa
1716v 4oa
4v -60a

,

v-8oa

219

2718

6v -60a

6v-8oa

32/8
6v-looa
47/6
svw.elal Li"44. C.A.V., 2v-roos (actual) 27;6.
MAUDE RUBBER CO., 68, Praed St., W.2.

4v--rooa

Sterline Baly, depoit 16,16, 6 monthly payments 6/o.
Brown H.I., deposit 271-, 6 monthly payments 14/2.
H. W. Holmes. 29 Foley St , GL Portland St., W

EASY PAYMENTS Ma earn 1414

WaslelessCondensers

II

RADIO " CROXSONIA" PANELS
Black matt finish, insulation perfect, rigid without being
brittle, drills, cuts and taps perfect :-7" x 5", 11-; 6" x 6",
1 /. ; 8" x 5",1/2; 7" x 6", 1/3 ; 8" x 6",1,15; 9" x 5",
1/5 ; g" X ", 1/7 ; to" x 8", 2/1 ; .1" x 8", 2,3; io"
x 9," 2/4; to" x 8", 2/6 ;
x 9", 27 ; 12 x 9", 2/10 ;
X to", 3/-; 14" x to", 3/5 ; 14" x 12", 4
thick. Post free. Callers, cut any size, and quote by
Post. Except'onal Terms to the Trade. Write for sample
and Pric.s. Manufacturers :
CROXSONIA COMPANY, 10 South St., MOORCATE, E.C.2

(The new Bowyer -Lowe Square Law Condensers \
have a wavelength scale which is equally useful
throughout its length. No crowding at the lower
end. Capacity ratio 150 to
in the -0005 Type.
Will increase the wavelength range of any set by
1

SOS.

Write now for full particular..

BOWYER-LOWE CO, LTD., LETCHWORTH

BROWN A. REED TYPE EARPHONES

As used for "A.W." Crystal Loudspeaker Circuit.

Also "A.W." Pleated Paper Loudspeaker. Guaran-

teed equal to new in efficiency. Very limited quantity.
17s. 6d. each. Postage 4d. Any resistance.

" GOODMAN'S,"

SPRING CONTROL

78 SPENCER ROAD. WEALDSTONE

THIS
IMPROVED

IS THE SECRET
of the

MEANS
INSULATION

S.P.C. DETECTOR
Can be mounted on Valve Holder

or Valve Sockets on Panel.
Perfect micrometer adjustment, giving absolute positive pressure spring

The most sensitive " spot " being

rapidly found and permanently held.

SPEEDWELL PRESS CO.,

3d.

are charged
charge

minimum

PATENTS and Trade Marks obtained. -11. T. P. Gee, Patent Agent.
Member R.S.G.B., 51, 52, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. Phone.

Holborn, 1525.
PANELITE will withstand 5,000 volts, black finish, trill not fracture,
6 by 6 by 3/16, Is. : 7 by 5, ls. ld. ; 8 by 5, 18.2d. ; 9 by 5,1s. 4d.; 9 by 6.
ls. 6d.: 10 by 9. 2s. 211. ; 12 by 10, 2s. 9d. ; 14 by 12, 40.64. Post paid.

Other sizes and thicknesses pro rata.-Radio Panel Co. (Dept. A), 143,
Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.
(171
HEADPHONE REPAIRS.-Rewound,- re -magnetised and readjusted.
Lowest prices quoted on receipt of telephones, delivery three days.The Varley Magnet Co., London, S.E.18.
AGENTS WANTED.-Wireless valve repair business. Deal with the
actual repairers. Lowest trade terms. All types repaired. A hard
vacuum guaranteed. Also old valves bought for cash 6d. each, Comore
Is. each.-M. R (0., 60. Churchfield Road, Acton. W.3. Telephone.

Chiswick 2681.

LOUD SPEAKER HORNS.-Guaranteed perfect acoustics. Enamelled Black Matt, complete with Aluminium Base for Receiver, 4s. 6d.
Post, etc., I.e.-Midland Radiophone Co., Ilearsall Works, Coventry. [24 r
PAINTED WOOD AERIAL POLES, 25 In. dia. (New). In 3 sections,
coupled together with sockets, 29 ft. 3 in. high. 10e. Extra length, 9 ft.
9 in. long, 3s. 6d. Copper Aerial Wire, Is. 10d. 100 ft. Galvanised
Aerial Wire, le. 9d. 100 ft-Byelleld, Chester Rd.. Warrington.
013 r

IISE EARTHIA around your Earth, 9s.

lb.

Postage extra-A.

Hillman. 125, Chapel St., Tiverton, Devon.
[6 a
SUPER STRAIGHT CIRCUIT giving perfect reception, clear and
dominant without distortion on Loud Speaker with 2 valves, using indoor or outdoor aerial. Cheap and simple design. Drawings and full
instructions for home construction, post free, 2s. 6d, Included free
particulars of novel and most efficient indoor frame aerial, can be fitted,
cheaply anywhere.-W, G. Dewsbury, 60, Queen Victoria Street, London,
E.C.4.

[30 r

ACCUMULATORS 2v. 20a. 3/- each.-Bowler, 78, Liverpool Road.

Stoke-on-Trent.
12/. CRYSTAL SET 1 -VALVE AMPLIFIERS.-Strengthens weak nig-

nuts enormously. Numerous Testimonials received.-D. Walters, 22.
Machell Road, London, S.E.15.
[4
HEADPHONES, Loud Speakers, rewound, remagnetized, adjusted.
any make. 5s. Remagnetired, adjusted only, Is. 6d. Postage 6d.
Returned in 24 hours.-Magneto Service Co. , 4. Newington Causeway,
S.E.

Hop 2627.

(3 a

COLLAPSIBLE AERIAL, Indoor or Outdoor. Crystal 10 miles,
valves continental stations. With sample of Garnerium Crystal, 3...
delivered.-Garner, 8, Westmoreland Bidgs., Aldersgate St. E.C.1. [5 s
S S -Street's own Stunt For detector valves not H.F. Wonderful amplifying device, 30., post tree, 3 days' approval.-Street, Pease.
down, Bath.
VICES POE THE EXPERIMENTER. Good quality bench vices
Bankrupt stock. Bargain price, 28. 6c1., post free.-Brigghouse, Beech
Grove, Chayton, Bradford.
[2 e
12/6 CRYSTAL SET 1 Valve AMPLIFIERS. Increases signals four
times. Trade Supplied.-Pledge Brim, 26, Woodstock Rd., Oxford. [351

(Permanently enAMPLICRYST
ergised Crystai)
We guarantee that upwards of rco% greater volume is

obtained
with other crystals. Price mounted in standard
size or small cup, 3'6, or complete in Ideal enclosed detector,
6/6. Satisfaction or money refunded. Particulars free.Ledsham & Co.. 297, King St., Hammersmith, London

Pickett's Insulated Cabinets

for
100% results. From 1,6, each, Highly Polished

REVERSIBLE
PORCELAIN
VALVE HOLDER COIL MOUNT
The only single hole fixing
holder that fits any set.

LOUD SPEAKER
MUST be fitted with the

YOUR

easily "Double the Value! " write Now
Cons[ructors' Lists Free-

Cabinet (A.M.) Works, Albion Rd.,

Bemloy Heath,8.E.

With the perfect plug.
Will fit any coil.

11.13 each

WAVEOLA

1 j- each

Use instead the Famous New Improved

LISTS FREE.
We will send goods post free

(PAT.) HORN

CATS EYE

if you mention dealer's name

LOUD SPEAKER Complete gals..

FIXED

ATHOL ENGINEERING CO.

GRAY'S INN RD., W.C.I

.dreurs II% Wed

Dl -sate /or tuts.

CUT OUT CATWH SKERS

For mounting front or back of
panels, or on base boards.

if it is to produce perfect results. it is sound expanding and tone -purifying. Scientifically
constructed. Two sizes, 15/4 and 30/4 each.
7507.

head

CABINETS YOU WANT

LTD.,

GLEBE ROAD, LETCHWORTH. HERTS.

Head Dept., 142,
Tem,,thmte

this

WORD,

,.
I.
for PERFECT Reception.

control.

Post

under
PER

FOUR SHILLINGS.

very low prices for half -dozen lots

4/6 each.

available.

Advertisements

THE

Pm, pat

Wireless" are accepted up to first post on Thursday
morning fcr following week's issue, providing space is

PRICE

DETECTOR

Cornet Street, Hr. BROUGHTON,Manchester

216

Connect up and

MIKRO Ltd.,
The Proprietors and Patentees of the

SKINDERVIKEN BUTTON

listen -in in comfort

at once, no waiting, no adjusting, order irom your
dealer, or send P.O. 2/6 and IY4d. stamp to :COMREX & CO. (DEPT 2), 119, FLEET Si E.C.4

0

SPENCER'S STORES

and

4-5, MASON'S AVENUE,

LOUD SPEAKER CRYSTAL SYSTEM
are now in a position to supply parts to all

FASINCHALL ST., LONDON, E.C.2

experimenters who wish to make their own sets.

TELEPHONE u. -----LONDON WALL 2292

WRITE TO -DAY FOR PRICE LIST AND BOOKLET"The
Marvels of the Microphone"
grd Edition. Post free 6id (P.O., not stamps).
32a, CRAVEN STREET, CHARING CROSS, W.C.2,

VALVES REPAIRED
6/6. Post free.

KENITE PANELS ARE CHEAPER

SKINDERVIKEN MICROPHONE BUTTON, PRICE 5`-

than ebonite, yet just as efficient, 6 in. by 6 in.,

0

II /- post free.

Any size ,Oro rata.
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THE "REAL" LONG-DISTANCE VALVE

For Detection -else HE

I,

)10\\\\\

TI-IE wonderful trans -world wireless records that have been established
Nv i th
Mullard Valves, both in transmission and reception, leave no
possible doubt as to the name of the REAL long-distance valves.

FIRST TO AMERICA (Dec. '23);
FIRST TO NEW ZEALAND (Oct. '24)
FIRST TO AUSTRALIA (Nov. '24)
via Mullard Master Valves.
For perfect, strong reception it

is

essential to demand

MULLARD H.F. Red Ring Valves for
H.F. Amplification and Detection
MULLARD L.F. Green Ring Valves for
L.F. Amplification

-

-

12/6 each.

-

12 6 each.

These valves only require a 4 -volt battery.

3sk your dealer for leaflet M.8 and avoid accidents to your valves by using the Mullard
.Safety Disc, free on request.

r

r

Cr-1-1Thr
3

Advt.-The Millard Radio Valve Co.. Ltd. (A.W.). Nightingale Works. Nightingale Lane, Balham. S.W.12.

emattur
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LISSENIUM

CONTROL__
and what it means.

LISSENSTAT (patents pending) gives the

7/6

most acute tuning possible

LISSENSTAT MINOR (patents pending)
is replacing thousands of discarded and
Provides LISSENinefficient rheostats.
popular
at
a
control
STAT
price ...

3/6

LISONSTAY

UNIVERSAL

0

All

the record breaking car -the super aeroplane Efficient - powerful - capable of covering great

distances at tremendous speed. Each and every one
dependent upon efficient control. So, too, with the
radio receiver used for distant reception-EFFICIENT
VALVE CONTROL IS ESSENTIAL.
For the purpose of covering distance-for bringing in

that elusive station-efficient control is of vital im-

LISSENSTAT UNIVERSAL (patents pend-

ing)-with its protective device
for dull emitters
...

The express trainthe huge liner-

10/6

types have LISSEN ONE -HOLE
FIXING, OF COURSE.

portance, and efficient control means LISSENSTAT
CONTROL.
RECEIVERS FITTED WITH L I S S E N S T AT
CONTROL ARE EQUIPPED FOR THE FINEST
DETECTION POSSIBLE.

SENSITIVITY
and its allied control, the LISSEN GRID LEAK
11 M

1111=1111111$

SMOOTH OUT YOUR LOUD SPEAKER
DISTORTION BY PUTTING A LISSEN
VARIABLE GRID LEAK ACROSS THE

SECONDARY of the last transformer or
across the loud speaker itself. First position
The difference will be very
is best.
noticeable.

Every valve you use has different characteristics-every
circuit, too. Whether you are out for distant stations, or
undistorted reception of nearby stations, you will find the
LISSEN VARIABLE GRID LEAK very important in its
Only by using it can you be sure that you are using
the correct grid potential for every condition of reception.
It covers a wide range of resistance values, with continuous
effect.

variation throughout.

LISSEN ONE -HOLE FIXING, QF COURSEPOSITIVE STOPS BOTH WAYS ...

2/6

LISSEN VARIABLE ANODE RESISTANCE, 20,000 to

250,000 ohms, same outward appearance as the
LISSEN Variable Grid Leak ...

2/6

DON'T MIX YOUR PARTS-There is a LISSEN Part for every Vital Place.
PARTS THAT PULL TOGETHER-When you know that every vital part in your receiver is pulling
strongly with each other, you know that you have a receiver which is the best you can ever get. With
all L.ISSEN Parts you will get results which would never be possible with mixed parts.
LISSEN LIMITED, 16-20, Woodger Road, Goldhawk Road, Shepherd's Bush, London, W.12.
'Phone 3380, 3381, 3382, 1072 Riverside.

'Grams-" LISSENIUM, London."

Ptinted and Published ia England 121 CASSRIL & COMPANY, LIMITED, Ludgat, Hill, London, E.C.4.
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Sole Agent for South Africa, CENTRAL
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